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   A Maritime Cultural Landscape of Cochinchina: 





This thesis depicts aspects of maritime life along the coast of central Vietnam, Cochinchina, 
between the 16th and the 19th centuries. The aim of the thesis is to provide a general 
understanding of the traditional use of boats, and in doing so, the thesis examines from 
several vantage points maritime routes, the characteristics of the South China Sea and its 
navigation, various maritime activities, Cochinchinese seafaring and seamanship, and finally, 
the boats themselves. 
 
Between the 16th and the 19th centuries, maritime activity along the coast of Cochinchina was 
bustling. Boats were central to the development of the region under the reign of the Nguyễn 
Lords (1558-1776) up to the early years of the Nguyễn Dynasty (1802-1945), for defence and 
expansion, for trade, and for sustaining daily life. Concurrently, Europeans in the age of sail 
followed the traditional maritime route to China that hugged the coast of Cochinchina, and 
often sailed into its harbours. 
 
In this thesis, the maritime aspect is the component that links these various topics together. As 
such, it uses a framework initiated by the Annales School, and deepened by the New 
Thalassology. Within that framework, the sea is considered as a fundamental force that 
shaped life along the coast, and the South China Sea is thus central to this thesis. At the same 
time, the methodology relies on a multi-disciplinary approach that draws upon a range of 
sources, in order to address a particular region of Vietnam over the longue durée. The thesis 
therefor  d  ws up     c  v   d cum   s,   c ud  g    v     s’  cc u  s, m ss       s’       s, 
  d  mb ss  s’   p   s f  m     F   c ,     Sp   s ,         ugu s ,     Du c    d     
English, to reconstruct a sense of the navigation conditions on the South China Sea, along the 
coast of central Vietnam, and to shed light on the boats and mariners that sailed there. It also 
draws upon ethnography, from the 19th century to the present, to address the continuity of 
navigation, boat use, and Cochinchinese specific boatbuilding features over time. 
 
As such, this thesis illuminates the maritime past of Cochinchina from a maritime perspective, 
and by making the multi-disciplinary study of boat use its centrepiece, it stands at the cross-
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PREFACE: A JOURNEY 
 
“There is nothing more common, more monotonous, 
nowadays, but the crossing of one large liner [paquebot] 
of one of the French Far East shipping Companies. The 
departure and arrival occur on fix days and hours; the 
calls follow one another in the planned order, bringing to 
the blasé and indifferent travellers just a little diversion 
from the lazy life on board.  
It was not the same in the 18th century and even in the 
early years of the 19th century.  
The length of the journey, the length of the run and its 
contingencies, the exposure to dangers, the rare feelings 
felt in these worlds barely known, all contributed to 
make each of these voyages an extraordinary event, that 
provided passion not only to the first- timer voyager, but 
even, and often, to the most experienced navigator" 









In the month of June 1819, the French ship Henry sailed through the Sunda Straits, and from 
there, headed north towards its destination: Cochinchina. It was summer, the SW monsoon 
was blowing, the visibility was excellent, the skies were blue, and the Henry sailed swiftly, just 
ahead of the typhoon season. Eleven days later, after about a week sailing in the open sea, the 
island of Pulo Condor appeared in sight of the captain, Louis Rey, and his crew (Rey 1821, 106). 
Relatively high (c. 596 m) and covered with trees, the main island of Pulo Condor could be seen 
from fifteen leagues away at sea. Then, continuing her route, N-NE, the Henry followed the 
coast of what used to be Champa and Cochinchina, at about 5 leagues distance, to finally 
reach, at the end of the month, the port of Huế, the capital of the new Nguyễn Dynasty. From 
the deck of the ship, sailors recognised the SW coast of former Champa because of its red sand 
dunes backed by high mountains. Skirting the coast further along, passing cape Padaran, and 
then Cape Varella, they discerned the mountains cascade into the sea, forming beautiful semi-
circular bays and high capes that were visible from afar. Offshore islands helped mark the 
location of the ship along the coast of Cochinchina, up to Cape Batangan and the island of Pulo 
Canton. From there, sailing ships would cross the open sea to reach the island of Hainan, but if 
they kept close to the coast, long wide beaches and lagoons indicated their proximity to the 
major trading port of Faifo, the Bay of Tourane, and the capital of Huế. 
William Dampier, over a century earlier, made a similar trip. In July 1688, on board the 
Curtana, he sailed from Malacca to the Gulf of Tonkin, where he remained seven months. 
“At the farther end of the Streights [sic] of Malacca, among many 
islands,  e sailed by those of Pulo Oro and Puli Timaon … Being at 
length, we got clear of all the islands into the wide ocean, we steered 
a ay till together  e came in sight of Pulo Condore … Leaving Pulo 
Condore on our starboard,  e hall’d in for the continent and fell in 
with it near the river of Cambodia. But leaving this also on our 
starboard side, we coasted along to the eastward, keeping near the 
Champa shore, and coming to the point of land that bounds the SW 
part of the Bay of Tonquin, we doubled it and coasting to the north, 
leaving Champa still on our larboard side, and the dangerous shoals 
of the Pracel [sic] about 12 or 14 leagues off on our starboard side, 
 e kept along fair by the shore, just  ithout Pulo Canton. … We 
coasted yet farther on this shore, till we came to the islands of 
Champello. … We kept a little  ithout all the Islands, and coasting 5 
or 6 leagues further,  e stood right over to ards the N. E. … of the 





Sounding line in hand, the lead man would call out the depths on this precarious voyage, 
indicating the best route in shore in yet uncharted waters. Fine black sand near Pulo Condor 
gave way to greyish sand closer to the coast, and when the plummet brought up white sand 
with small shells, it signified the ship was near the bay of Phan Rang and cape Padaran. From 
there, sailing near the coast and cruising from cape to cape was the traditional and the safest 
passage between the waters of the Malay Peninsula and the northern destinations of 
Cochinchina, Hainan, Macau and Canton. As Rey and Dampier did, to keep close to the coast 
avoided the Paracel shoals, offshore to the east, which caused dread among the pilots and 
navigators unfamiliar with the South China Sea. Fortunately, many landmarks helped maintain 
a safe route. The Vietnamese islands of Pulo Cecir, Pulo Cambir, Pulo Canton and Pulo 
Champello appeared quite early on European rutters as important navigational markers 
because they are so conspicuous, and to pass between them and the coast was considered 
safe.  
 
The vessels of William Dampier and Louis Rey were not alone plying along the Vietnamese 
coast. For example, three other ships had left Malacca the same week as the Curtana, and 
another French ship, la Rose, had arrived a week before the Henry, followed by an American 
ship, the Franklin, one week later. Over the past four hundred years, hundreds of western 
ships sailed, but also wrecked, along the coast of Vietnam.  
The watchmen had to constantly scrutinise the water surface, regular soundings had 
   b    k  ,   d   us  w s p  c d    p  d c ss  s’   s  uc    s —which until the early 19th 
century were limited. Reefs, sand banks, small rocks and islets barely visible at the surface 
could bring sudden misfortune to captains from all sailing nations. The monsoon winds and 
rains flush silt and sand down the numerous waterways that flow from the mountains and 
empty into the sea, creating shifting channels, blocking sea passages, and extending 
sandbanks. Dangerous tropical storms and typhoons threatened all ships sailing between July 
and October, and, in winter, the winds were strong, the waves high, and the coast became 
treacherous, particularly near the northern areas of central Vietnam when the haze was thick 
and visibility poor. Winter nonetheless was a good fishing period for local fishers, especially for 
species which shelter near the coast such as the cá liệt (Leiognathidae), cá rựa (Chirocentrus) 
or the c  đồng (Anabas testudineus). Thus, coastal Cochinchinese fishers took to the sea, and 
benefited well from the seasonal maritime conditions in which they thrived. The local sailors 
knew how to take best advantage of the sea, and of local conditions. They understood how the 
monsoon regulates the prevailing climatological and meteorological conditions, that offshore 
navigation followed the monsoon patterns which brought foreign ships and trade goods from 





monsoon directions were superseded by prevailing local meteorological conditions. In 
Cochinchina, in summer, near the coast, the winds did not blow from SW to NE as expected 
during the summer monsoon, but rather, easterly winds and the tides allowed sailing in the 
opposite direction, and dictated the fishing seasons, fishing times and the local navigation 
patterns. Every portion of the coast had its specificities that varied with the change in latitude, 
along with the winds, currents and navigation patterns.  
The Neptune, a French ship belonging to Balguerie-Suttenberg, the same company that 
owned the Henry, left Bordeaux in April 1822, but was far less successful. Not familiar with 
local conditions, Neptune wrecked in the Bay of Tourane in November that year. She could not 
be set afloat and in December, was further damaged in a storm. Emperor Minh Mạng (1820-
1841), bought the damaged hull and gave orders to dismantle it. After numbering each piece 
of timber, they were all shipped to Huế, where the ship was reconstructed (Joinville 1914b, 
400). 
A hundred kilometres away, in the nearby province of Quảng Ngãi, a number of wrecks 
were found recently.1 None have been identified thus far, and it has not been possible to 
determine whether they were Vietnamese or not. For a maritime archaeologist, such events 
trigger a number of questions; how can we tell whether any of these wrecks were Vietnamese, 
or possibly Cham? What were the characteristics of traditional Vietnamese and Cham 
boatbuilding? What type of maritime activity were the vessels engaged in? Where did they 
sail? What routes did they follow? How far could they go? How did their captains and crew 
navigate at sea? I have asked these questions to many individuals, but did not receive 
satisfactory answers. So, I embarked on my own personal journey to answer these questions.  
 
This journey took me along the coast of Vietnam, from Huế to Bình Thuận, riding my 
motorbike to all accessible bays, anchorages, ports and harbours along the way. I visited 
boatyards, searched for traditional boatbuilders, drank tea with elderly fishers, and witnessed 
boatbuilding ceremonies. I rode my motorbike along a busy coastal highway amongst fully 
laden trucks racing against time to deliver their loads. I travelled over the high hills overlooking 
the sea, down through plains and rice fields, along rivers and small canals, before reaching the 
small coastal villages. There I sometimes got lost amongst the minuscule alleyways until I 
                                                          
1 
Based on the ceramics the ships transported (Chinese, Vietnamese, Thai), one wreck is dated to the 13
th
 century 




 century (Viet Nam News, 
2013/8/17). A third wreck is so far undated (VietnamNet Bridge, 2013/08/21). According to local fishermen, a total 
of six wrecks were found in the area and dozens more still rest in the coastal waters (Tuoi Tre News 2013/08/23), 




 centuries have been spotted in 
Quang Ngai alone since 1999" (Thanh Nien News, 2014/10/28). Another ship coming from China, laden with 
Chinese and Arab ceramics (Nishino et al. 2015) wrecked off the coast of Quảng Ngãi. The origin of his wreck is not 
yet determined with total certainty, and was once called “   m w  ck” because it was found in former Cham land. 
It is the oldest shipwreck found in Vietnam so far, dated to the 10
th





finally found access to the white beaches and crystal clear waters on which dozens of boats 
were anchored or hauled up at the end of the day, or where fishers returned under the vigilant 
eyes of their wives ready to carry the catch of the day to the local market. I travelled over 600 
km, took more than 15 000 pictures and did more than 80 interviews. In the past, local sailing 
boats travelled similar distances, to transport rice, sugar, and nước mắm between the coastal 
provinces. Now the trucks have taken over, and the Vietnamese sailing boats only exist in the 
memories of the disappearing elders, and in some European records. 
This journey of discovery also took me to Europe, to explore the archives of those 
earlier European mariners who sailed along this coast; the Portuguese, the Spanish, the Dutch, 
the British, and the French. There, amongst centuries old log books, diaries, charts and travel 
accounts, I re-discovered the coast of an earlier Vietnam, imagining myself on the deck of a 
foreign ship, entering the harbours of Cochinchina at the time of the Nguyễn Lords, and seeing 
fleets of fishing boats, trading coasters, royal galleys and small crafts plying in the bays.  
From being a maritime archaeologist, I became a maritime historian, a maritime 
     g  p   ,    “  m c    ” s     ,   d   ps ud -boatbuilder. From a primary concern to find 
w ys     d    fy        g  s  f   s  pw  ck, I c m      dd  ss     “      m   u  u    
   dsc p ”  f   c   c     b  w        16th and 19th centuries. This is what my journey and 



















1  INTRODUCTION 
 
  








This thesis depicts a panorama of maritime life along the coast of Cochinchina. It is a point of 
entry to an aspect of Vietnamese history that has not been readily accessed before; an 
investigation into the experience of the seafarers, Europeans and Cochinchinese, who sailed 
along the coast of central Vietnam between the 16th and 19th centuries.  
Within Vietnamese studies, apart from several recent historical overviews of maritime 
events, and apart from several studies on maritime trade that situate themselves within a 
wider scholarly literature on Southeast Asia, the related topics of boats, maritime routes, 
seafaring, navigation, and the South China Sea itself, are barely touched upon. There are no 
discussions about the Vietnamese experience of being a sailor, a navigator, of being on board a 
Vietnamese vessel, of what it means to sail along the Vietnamese coast, or to navigate the 
South China Sea. So this thesis aims to address a number of these topics that will enable a 
better understanding of the context and conditions in which, for example, the Curtana and the 
Henry sailed, and the context and circumstances in which the Neptune and the shipwrecks of 
Quảng Ngãi foundered.  
 
This thesis constitutes the basic introduction I needed when I first started working as a 
maritime archaeologist in Vietnam. My concerns as a maritime archaeologist revolved around 
preserving maritime cultural heritage, not only underwater, but also above water. A maritime 
archaeologist is not just concerned with shipwrecks, so I embarked on the task of documenting 
local boat building traditions, and to record and to safeguard the traditional knowledge old 
boatbuilders and seafarers possessed that would disappear all too soon. In the process of 
doing so, I came much closer to some aspects of the maritime life and activities that occurred 
along the coast of Cochinchina. If at first I was captivated by the wide diversity of boat designs 
in Vietnam, I increasingly became concerned with the maritime environment and human 
action and cultural practices that lie behind a boat building tradition and with the inextricable 
connection between people and the sea. 
The diversity of boat construction details, of hull shapes, of steering devices, and 
decorations, vary geographically according to a particular environment but also culturally 
according to the people who produced and used them. In a way, my initial interest in the boats 
 f V     m b c m    p      f     y    “Maritime Cochinchina”.  
T  s    us y c  s d   “Maritime Cochinchina” does not imply that Cochinchina was 
necessarily a maritime society, but rather, the term groups together the maritime aspects of 
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life in central Vietnam, at a point in time when it was called Cochinchina, and hence is 
concerned with the ubiquitous connection between daily life and the South China Sea, namely, 
the connection of the people to the sea, including their maritime routes, maritime activities, 
navigation, boat use and boatbuilding. It is from this stand point and perspective that this 
thesis was conceived. 
 
In order to conduct maritime ethnographic fieldwork in Vietnam, with an aim to document 
maritime traditional practices, a certain amount of basic knowledge is indispensable. In truth, 
the diversity of boat designs in Vietnam is stunning, and, for example, a broader picture of 
these boat traditions would help to identify the most representative local traditions, as well as 
situate them within the wider context of Southeast Asian boatbuilding traditions. The number 
of harbours, sheltered bays and anchorages are innumerable, and so are the fishing 
techniques, the different types of fishing gear, and different maritime activities in which the 
coastal Vietnamese were engaged with, past and present. To study and understand 
boatbuilding traditions as part of a culture, to understand the use of boats and the reasons 
behind their design, the study and documentation of local boats needs to be wide ranging. 
Such a study has to include the different maritime activities, the fishing seasons, trading 
seasons, seafaring skills of the sailors and fishers, their cognition of the environment, the 
nature of the local ecology and its impact on boat use, the direction of the winds and of the 
currents, the relevance of the landscape along the maritime routes, especially the different 
landmarks useful for navigation, the location of anchorages, of water and firewood supplies, 
and, the very different types of boats and boatbuilding traditions.  
  Until now, the data available on such topics had not been fully exploited. This thesis is 
aimed at providing such knowledge to facilitate such future fieldwork. It consists of an 
exploration of Maritime Cochinchina that will help to familiarize the reader with the context, 
environment, history, and uses of the boats themselves. Hopefully, it will contribute towards 
s f gu  d  g V     m’s   c  m     m  p s .  
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 




I. TIME AND SPACE  
The time span of this thesis is primarily confined to the period between the initial European 
contacts with Cochinchina and Champa, around 1511-1513, which is the date of the first 
European rutter of a maritime route that passes along that coast, and 1820, which marks the 
death of Gia Long, the first emperor of the Nguyễn Dynasty.1 Gia Long (1802-1820) was 
committed to maritime matters and his death marks the onset of the progressive demise of 
“m     m  V     m”. T   succ ss v     g s  f   s     s       ạng (1820-1841), Thiệu Trị 
(1841-1847), and Tự Đức (1847-1883), announced a new era of political and social 
organization in which the French acquired increasing power, and modified in the process -
amongst others-, the maritime landscape and way of life of the central coast of Vietnam. The 
primary emphasis of the thesis is on this period that stretches between the mid-16th century 
and early 19th century, however, some exceptions deal with earlier and sometimes later 
periods in order to provide continuity to particular events or trends discussed in the thesis. 
 During this time span, central Vietnam was a contested place, where different worlds 
overlapped, namely that of the Vietnamese, the Cham, the Europeans and the various peoples 
coming from regions surrounding the South China Sea. As the Vietnamese migrated from the 
north and settled in Cham lands under Nguyễn rule since the 17th century, the Cham were 
progressively displaced south and west, until their total subjugation in the 1830s. At the same 
time, Europeans in the age of sail followed the traditional maritime route to China that hugged 
the coast of Cochinchina, and often entered into its harbours. The presence of these 
merchants from the West and from neighbouring countries also contributed towards shaping 
the development of central Vietnam. 
Geographically, the focus of the thesis is on the coast of central and southern Vietnam. 
This stretch of coast extends between the ancient capital of Huế and the mouth of the Mekong 
Delta, which, between 1511 and 1820, encompassed both Cochinchina and Champa. In this 
thesis, the region under study is considered as being neither just Cham nor only Vietnamese, 
but rather as a space where both ethnic groups co-existed, and, where both exploited the 
maritime context, along with Europeans and other foreign merchants that sailed along the 
coast. 
                                                          
1
 The thesis also draws upon source materials that go beyond these two defining dates. For example, it relies on a 
Vietnamese portulan, dated to the 1470s, and on a range of ethnographic literature on local boat traditions that 
date from the 1840s onwards. But the contextual background of the thesis remains however before the impact of 
the French, and will not discuss the influence of western technology on local maritime practices.  
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I. A. Cochinchina 
It was in the Suma Oriental of Tome Pires, a Portuguese apothecary who lived in Malacca 
between 1512 and 1515, that the names Cochinchina and Champa appeared for the first time 
in European records (Cortesao 1944, 114).2 For Tome Pires, Cauchy Chyna or Cochinchina 
referred to the region located south of China and north of Champa.3 Consequently, 
“  c   c    ” b c m      m s  c mm     m    f     g          g       m s  Eu  p    
records (Portuguese, Spanish, French, and English). The Dutch, and sometimes the English, 
called it Quinam, which referred to the region of Quảng Nam, the most important province in 
the 16th century, as named by the Chinese and Japanese.4 Cochinchina encompassed the area 
under the rule of the Nguyễn Lords (1558-1776), which over time,  x   d d f  m Đ ng Hới in 
the province of Quảng Tri, down to the Cù Mông Pass [c. Quy N ơ ] until 1611, then to Phan 
R  g u     1653,         R  u     1692,   d    Đ ng Nai/Sài Gòn after 1692. In 1867, under the 
French Protectorate, the Mekong R g    w s   m d “  c   c    ”,   d c       V     m 
b c m  “    m”. Bu         m  ds  f m s  f    g   s    v     g          g    b f    F   c  
colonial rule, like Tome Pires, William Dampier, Louis Rey, and most of the authors on whose 
accounts this thesis is based, Cochinchina meant "the area between Tongking5 in the north, 
and Champa in the south". Therefore, in this thesis, in order to maintain a coherence with the 
v    us  u    s’ m  ds   (f  m     17th to the 19th centuries), central Vietnam will be often 
  f    d     s “  c   c    ”,   d s u      V     m  s "   mp ". Y  ,    s     ms         
reductive, need to be considered within the time set they are mentioned, and do not imply 
that central Vietnam equates to Cochinchina or that southern Vietnam equates to Champa. 
 
                                                          
2
 In Arab/Persian texts, Cochinchina was referred to as Luqin, and Champa was called Sanf, because of its heavy and 
excellent aloe-wood (Tibbetts 1979a, 25-29; Zakaria 1991, 124).  
3
 It probably stems from the Malays who called the region Kuchi-China. “Kuc  ”, is the Malay rendering of Giao Chi, 
the Chinese name for the region. To distinguish Kuchi from Cochin (the harbour in Kerala, India), the name was 
specified as Kuchi-China, see Manguin (1972, 42-43, note 2). At first, “Cochinchina” referred to a single state, in the 
south of China and centered in Hà Nội. When the Nguyễn state emerged further south in the early 17
th
 century, and 
that its harbours and trade goods became more important to the Portuguese, Malays and Southeast Asians in 
general than its northern counter-part, it quickly usurped the name (Li and Reid 1993, 3).  
4
 After Quảng Nam Qu c, the “Quảng Nam Kingd m”, as the Chinese and Japanese called southern Vietnam 
(Laarhoven 1993b, 27). 
5
 Tonking is a corruption of one of the names of Hà Nội, Đông Kinh [Eastern Capital], and “goes back to the late 
1390s when a “Western capital was erected in Thanh Hoa province, that caused the existing capital [Hà Nội] to 
become known colloquially as the Eastern Capital. In the 16
th
 century, Portuguese picked up this term from southern 
Chinese mariners and transliterated it as “Tonkin”” (Cooke et al. 2011, ix). 
The other name of Hà Nội was Thăng Long, since 1010, when Lý Thái Tổ, the first emperor of the Lê dynasty, moved 
the capital of the Ðai Viêt, after ending a thousand years of Chinese rule. Kẻ Chợ, in nôm, is another name for Hà 
Nội, which became “Cachao” on the Portuguese maps and other European documents. 
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I. B. Champa 
In the 16th-19th c   u   s, “   mp ” w s   c   d        s u    f   c   c    ,  x   d  g f  m 
    p    s   s   f      k  g (Đ ng Nai and Bà Rịa) to the Cù Mông Pass until 1611, to Phan 
Rang until 1653, and to Phan Ri until 1692.6 The first mention of the name appears in the 7th 
                                                          
6
 Over time, Cham polities were centred between the modern provinces of Quảng Bình and Bình Thuận, although at 




 centuries) as well 
as Hà Nội (in 1370). 
Succinct chronology: 
- AMARAVATI: From the 4th to the 8thcenturies, the most powerful polity was that of Amaravati, centred on the 
Thu B n Valley. Trà Kiệu was the main capital of the region that extended in Quảng Nam and Quảng Ngãi.  
At that time, there were evidence of other polities, Huan-wang in the north (c. 756-c. 860) and Kauthara and 




). Before that, Chinese sources used other names to refer to “   mp ”. 
Huan-wang in the late 8
th
 century still occupied the northern provinces of Thanh Hóa, Nghệ An and Hà Tĩ  , 
but these were lost to the Chinese governor of Annam in 803 (Shiro 2011, 124-126). It was centred around Trà 
Kiệu until the 9
th





 centuries, the temple complex of Mỹ Sơ , in the Thu B n Valley, and of Đô g Dươ g, 
near Đ  Nẵng, were built under the reign of Indravarman II, who founded the Indrapura dynasty. It was the 
period of the economic and politic apogée of Amaravati, through its important location on the maritime trade 
routes (Đ  Nẵng, Hội An, Cù Lao Chàm, Quảng Ngãi and Lý Sơ ).  
- VIJAYA: In the 11th century, the centre of Cham power shifted to Vijaya in the present provinces of Bình Định 
and Phú Yên. Vijaya became undoubtedly more powerful, populous and influential than any of the Champa 
states that preceded it. It controlled both the maritime commerce of Quảng Nam to the north and that of 
Khánh Hòa to the south (Southworth 2004, 229-230). Vijaya was strong until the 14
th
 century, but during that 
period between 1307 and 1390 marked by the death of the great Cham King Che Bong Nga in 1390, there was 
constant territorial contestation between the Viêt and the Cham over the provinces of Thanh Hóa and Nghệ 
An in the north. The capital of Vijaya was sacked in 1471 by Vietnamese general Lê Thánh Tông, and the 
principalities of Amaravati and Vijaya were annexed by the Vietnamese. Many Cham fled to Cambodia, 
Malacca, and to the southern polities of Kauthara and Panduranga. 
- KAUTHARA was centred around the sanctuary of Po Nagar, in Nha Trang (Khánh Hòa) since the 8th century 
and remained an independent sovereign state until the early 17
th
 century. Despite the fact that the Viêt had 
destroyed the capital of Vijaya, and had officially extended their authority until Cape Varella by planting a 
stele on top of the mountain Tach Bi in 1471, it was only a symbol of the extreme limit of the advance of the 
troops and not an annexation per se. By the end of the 16
th
 century, the Cham even regained the territory 
until the Cù Mông pass [south of Quy N ơ ] (Southworth 2011, 114).  
In 1611, the Nguyễn reached further south and encompassed a portion of Kauthara, the section from the Cù 
Mông Pass [c. Quy N ơ ] down to the Tach Bi Mountain [Cape Varella], almost as far as the city of Nha Trang 
(Vickery 2009, 57). Then, this region received the name of Phú Yên and fell under Viêt administration.  
In 1653, when the Cham attempted to attack Phú Yên, the Viêt sent their troops beyond the Tach Bi 
Mountain, as far as the Sông Kinh Dinh, the river of Phan Rang (capital of Panduranga). The rest of the polity 
of Kauthara was then annexed and transformed in two provinces Thái Khang and Diên Khánh. The region of 
Cam Ranh became the real southern limit of the Cochinchinese, leaving a sort of no m  ’s land between the 
only remaining Cham polity of Panduranga and Cochinchina (Po Dharma 1989, 132-133). 
- PANDURANGA Panduranga existed in the south of Vietnam since at least the late 8th and early 9th centuries. 
Its capital and harbour, in Phan Rang, was an important trading centre, which thrived since the early days until 
1653. The region of the capital of Phan Rang was then annexed by the Nguyễn and the Cham capital moved 
further south, to Phan Ri (although in 1674, MEP missionary, Mahot, still considered Phan Rang as a “p    du 
   mp ” (Launay 2000b, 352-353)). 
Phan Thiết was    du   g ’s westernmost limit (Po Dharma 1989, 130; 131), bordered by a blurred area, a no 
m  ’s land (Cooke and Li 2004) adjacent to Khmer territory (centred around Sài Gòn [Prei Nokor]) that 
extended as far east as Daung Nay [Đ ng Nai] and Barea [Ba Ria] (Phoen 1989, 137-139). The Cham port of 
Chitram, sometimes referred to in the archives from the 17
th
 century mostly, could have been located at the 
level of Cape Otram [ ũ  H  Tràm], just between Phan Thiết and Vũ g Tàu in the modern province of Ba Ria 
[see Chapter 4].  
After 1692, Panduranga continued to exist, but under Nguyễn rule, the province was named Thuận Thành. 
Enclaves of Vietnamese colonies dismantled the unity of the last Cham polity. Po Dharma described the 
remnant areas of Champa as spots on a leopard skin (Po Dharma 1988, 134). In 1698, the region of Sài Gòn 
[Gia Định] and Daung Nai [Biên Hòa] also became officially Vietnamese. Despite a number of revolts, the 
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century on an inscription in the Mỹ Sơ    mp   c mp  x,7 and since then, is almost always 
referred to as such in the European record with only minor variations;8 Chanpan, Tsiampa, 
Tsiompa, Chiampa.  
 “The Cham country  as not a centralised state under the rule of one king. A number of 
kings, ruling each a portion of the territory, shared the country, at different times in the history, 
choosing one or the other to be ‘king of kings’ as the protector of the realm, standing surety 
before the gods and men for its stability and prosperity … the country  as al ays a 
confederation of territories more or less unified” (Sc w y   2011, 9-10). The culture of the 
Cham, whose origins can be found in the migration of the Austronesian speaking groups, 
shares common roots with Malayo-Polynesian cultures. Cham culture however, commonly 
associated with cultural traditions from mainland Southeast Asia, was considered, like Khmer 
c u   y,  s    “  d    s d s    ”, b c us   t adopted its political and religious models. 
Inscriptions on steles were inscribed in Sanskrit, and the population followed Hinduism (like all 
Indianised states in the region) and constructed impressive temple complexes dedicated to 
Shiva. Yet, Buddhism was also much practiced in Champa and the Cham culture also shared 
cultural roots and traditions with island Southeast Asia, with particular reference to long-
distance trade and coastal maritime activities, and to its geographical organization near river 
mouths.9 Like for most Southeast Asian classical states, maritime trade was of central 
importance to the Champa polities, who were key actors in the maritime trade of Asia from 
the 10th until the 15th centuries.10 The Cham exported aromatic woods, rhinoceros horns, 
elephant tusks and ivory, bees wax and precious minerals from the highlands through 
maritime networks, and redistributed goods from all over the region to the Chinese market. 
The Champa states were based on this economic duality between land exploitation and 
maritime reliance, entailing agriculture, exchange of goods with the hinterlands, and trans-
oceanic exports. The Cham were experts in trading slaves and aromatics, land and sea 
transport, and were known for their navigational skills and acts of piracy (Lê Thành Khôi 1992, 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Cham lost all authority and territory, until they were completely subjugated under Minh Mạng's rule in 1832-
35. 
7
 The first mention of the word “   mp ” in its Sanskrit form, “  mpāpu  ” dates to 658 CE on the inscription C96, 
in Mỹ Sơ  (Vickery 2011, 378-379). 
8
 In Chinese it was called “ u  w  g” until 758, and then "Z   c   g” [Chiêm Thành or “   y of    m”] until the 
mid-9
th
 century. As common in French academia, Champa can also be written as Campa, which is the standard 
transcription of the Sanskrit word “ ampā”.  
9
 See how Southworth (2011) and Wheeler (2006b, 2011b) apply B   s  ’s model to Cham polities, otherwise, the 
main works that include comparisons between Champa and the Malay peninsula are Hall (1989), Lafont (1991) and 
Thurgood (1999). 
10
 Since the beginning of the first millennium CE, Cham harbours were essential entrepôts between Giao Chi 
[Tonkin] and Oc Eo [Mekong region] (through which China was linked to India and the Roman Orient). Throughout 
the second millennium CE, the coast remained central to the maritime networks that linked      ’s southern 
harbours, Palembang (Srivijaya) and Java. The coast of central Vietnam was already a most important trading 
location for Arab traders who controlled and operated the maritime trade networks in the 8
th
 century. 
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109). In this Cham context, slave raiding, plunder and piracy were seen as essential 
components of the maritime and diplomatic activities of Champa (Hall 1986, 178-193; 1989). 
 
Over the centuries, the Vietnamese state of Ðai Viêt, centred around the capital T ă g    g 
[Hà Nội] in the north, and the Cham polities, constantly fought over their territorial 
boundaries. The death of the great Cham King Chế B ng Nga in 1390 and the fall of the capital 
of Vijaya, in 1471, marked a withdrawal of the Cham to the southern provinces of Kauthara, 
Panduranga, and to Cambodia and Malacca,11 and lead to a progressive decline in Cham 
authority in the region. It is during that time of transition and transformation that Vietnamese 
Nguyễn Hoàng, became governor of Thuận Hóa, in 1569.12 He was the first Nguyễn Lord. He set 
up his court in   ú Xuâ  [Huế], and in 1602, placed his son Nguyễn Phúc Nguyên in charge of 
the garrison of Quảng Nam, in the former Cham polity of Amaravati. In 1620, Đàng Trong 
became a separate state13 (Li and Reid 1993, 2). For the Vietnamese, Đàng Trong [the inner 
region] referred to the region south of the Gianh River,14 as opposed to Đàng Ngoài [the outer 
region] in the north, under the Lê/Trịnh Lords. In the context of this thesis, between the 16th 
and 19th century, "Champa" is used to refer to the region of former "Champa", between Bà Rịa 
and Phan Rang, that encompassed the polity of Panduranga. 
  
                                                          
11
 Malacca also became a destination for the post-1471 Cham diaspora. A Cham colony was established there, 
mostly composed of merchants, which quickly became a sanctuary for Cham refugees. In 1594, the king of Champa 
sent a military force to assist the Sultan of Johore to fight against the Portuguese in Malacca (Manguin 1979, 12). 
The intensification of the connection between the Cham and the Malay Peninsula occurred in the 17
th
 century, 
when the Viêt annexed Kauthara. Waves of immigration occurred, which ensued in the conversion of certain Cham 
sovereigns and of some populations of relocated Cham settlements to Islam. Malays were also settled at the Cham 
Court (Wong Tze Ken 2004; Wong Tze Ken 2007; Weber 2011). 
12
 After some long feudal conflict between the house of the Nguyễn and the house of the Trịnh, over the throne 
because of the waning power of the Lê dynasty, Nguyễn Hoang moved south (the province of Thuận Hóa 
encompassed the modern provinces of Quảng Bình, Quảng Trị, and Thừa Thiên-Huế).  
He still pledged his allegiance to the powerless Lê, but refused the authority of the House of the Trịnh who was 
ruling in effect. In 1600, he declared himself “   d of the S u  ” and settled his capital in the southern province, 
while nonetheless continuing to pay tribute.  
13
 Nguyễn Phuc broke from the former allegiance to the Lê in the north by refusing to pay tributes. A century of 
territorial conflict between the Nguyễn and the Trịnh ensued. 
14
 The river runs through the province of Quảng Bình, there, a wall in Đ ng Hới was constructed by Nguyễn Phuc in 
1627, to separate Đàng Trong from Đàng Ngoài (Cadière 1906). 
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Figure 1-2: Map of the provinces at different times: 1569, 1653, 1692 
I. C. Nguyễn Cochinchina 
The opportunity for expansion rose in the second half of the 16th century, and following 
Nguyễ      g   d   s c   ,    us  ds  f V     m s  c     s s m v d s u  w  d      “    
   ds  f  pp   u   y” (Li and Reid 1993, 1). The area was still populated by Cham people, so 
this became a key moment in the formation of a new Vietnamese identity, as well as in the 
history of Champa, as it imposed much changes on the local culture, provoked waves of 
migration, and developed a new multi-ethnic region. 
Until 1611, the Nguyễ ’s  u    x   d d as far as of the Cù Mông Pass, the former 
dominion of the Indrapura dynasty.    mp ’s   s   y u d  p  s     f  m   v     m   s  f     
new emergent Vietnamese society which developed in central Vietnam in the 17th century. 
When the Vietnamese Nguyễn settled in former Cham lands, the unfolding context was one of 
conquest, change, and burgeoning opportunities for a new society to develop. The process of 
s     f  m      w s   “  w w y  f b   g V     m s ” (Li 1998a)15 that broke with the 
Confucian tradition imposed from Tonking and the Lê Dynasty, and that adapted to the 
ecology of the region, which had benefited the Cham for centuries. Consequently, some Cham 
cultural elements were incorporated by the newly arrived Vietnamese settlers.  
  The Nguyễn Lords, following the Cham example, developed foreign trade as a basis to 
maintain their authority and enhance their importance in the region. International and inter-
                                                          
15
 See Yang Baoyun (1992) Taylor (1993) and above all, Li (1998b) for a clear depiction of the nature of Cochinchina 
during the Nguyễn Lords period (1558-1776), from their settling in central Vietnam to the ascendance of Nguyễn 
Ánh, the Tây Sơ  rebellion in the 1770s, and his crowning in 1802. 
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regional trade with the Chinese16 and Japanese17 reached unprecedented levels in the mid-16th 
to mid-17th centuries. Central Vietnam was an important regional emporium,18 former Cham 
ports such as Hộ    ,   d Nước Mặ  [Quy N ơ ], w        sf  m d      V     m s  p   s (Đỗ 
T ường Giang 2012). Cochinchina now witnessed a rapid economic development along with 
the need for coastal defence (against the Trịnh) and security.19 A strong army and navy were 
developed, borders were expanded and sovereignty asserted. Shipbuilding was a crucial part 
of this plan for defence and expansion, as well as for local trade, in order to sustain the daily 
life of the Court and of the army      ú Xuâ ,   d to supply the growing economy with local 
produce, but above all, rice from the Mekong and Cambodia. 
After 1611, the frontier between Cochinchina and Champa was pushed further 
southward. The Nguyễn annexed the Cham polity of Kauthara, and the region was named Phú 
Yên. The northern frontier of the only remaining Cham polity of Panduranga stood fast at Phan 
Rang until 1653, when it was pushed southward, and the capital forced to move to Phan Ri. By 
the end of the 17th century, the boundaries had shifted again. In 1692, the Nguyễn imposed 
their rule over Panduranga and over the Khmer territory on the Mekong Delta.20 After 1693, 
enclaves still persisted under Cham rule, but the province was now officially under Vietnamese 
administration, and called Thuận Thành. As ever more Vietnamese settlers annexed Cham 
lands, they were increasingly margina  z d,   d   p  c ss  f “v     m s     ”           m 
territories ensued. Both Vietnamese and Cham still co-existed on the coast until at least the 
1730s, when, as part of the overall process of colonisation, the Cham progressively lost their 
remaining homelands, their access to the sea, and their traditional means of income.21  
                                                          
16
 After the legalization of the trade to the south by the Ming Emperor Mu-tsung in 1567, Chinese traders took 
control of the maritime trade in the region. For the impact on the Vietnamese context, see for example Wheeler 
(2001) about the role of the Chinese in the mercantile port of Hội An. The role of the Chinese was central to the 
organization of trade but it implied an absence of Vietnamese traders and a lesser control of the Europeans over 
the process of production. 
17
 When the China-Japan trade was banned by the Ming government, the port of Hội An in Cochinchina was a 
  u     g  u d w         m  c    s m  . I    m    d     m s   mp       S u    s   s    p    f   J p  ’s f    g  
trade from 1650 until the 18
th
 century (Li and Reid 1993, 1). Even during the Tokugawa ban in 1635, it remained an 
important location for the Chinese to collect Southeast Asian goods.  
18
 Local forest products were sold, and foreign products were exchanged, brought and shipped. This was a reason 
why there was little international trade conducted outside the country, while at the same time, overseas trade was 
central to Cochinchina. 
19
 Recurrent armed conflicts opposed the armies of the Trịnh and of the Nguyễn during most of the 17
th
 century, 
mainly between 1627 and 1672. 
20
 In 1698, the Vietnamese officially inscribed in their annals the creation of the districts of Phien Trấn (Gia Định/Sài 
Gòn) and Trấn Biên (Biên Hòa). Troops had been present since 1658, but in fact, the Nguyễn controlled only certain 
points, and the Khmer still occupied most of the areas until the 1730s (Phoen 1989, 137-139). 
21
 The process of “v     m s     ” was progressive as the Vietnamese took control of Cham traditional income, by 
establishing monopoly on maritime trade, salt, wood-cutting, collection of jungle produce for export, by regulating 
land and rice fields possession and so forth (Po Dharma 1987; Wong Tze Ken 2004; Weber 2008; Wong Tze Ken 
2011; Weber 2012). At that time, two major revolts occurred, one in 1693 and one in 1728, yet, Nguyễn-Champa 
relations between 1697 and 1728 were described by Vietnamese sources as amicable (Wong Tze Ken 2004). 
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I. D. Europeans in central Vietnam 
It is during this period of a complex change of authority in central Vietnam where borders 
were constantly shifting that the Europeans arrived. Since the mid-16th century, the relations 
between the Nguyễn Lords and the Europeans were shaped by trade and religion. Import and 
export taxes from foreign ships was one of the main sources of income for the Nguyễn, and 
the provision of weapons was the main reason behind allowing missionaries to enter the 
country and to let westerners open factories.  
The arrival of Europeans also marked the appearance of Cochinchina and Champa on 
the European maps, which occurred concurrently with the progressive mastering of navigation 
in the region, and the publication of rutters, charts and nautical instructions for the South 
China Sea. Faifo and Tourane were the main centers of foreign trade, as was the Mekong after 
the mid-18th century. Landmarks and islands such as Pulo Condor, Pulo Canton, and Pulo 
Champello became fundamental markers for all foreign sailors across time.  
 If small in the 16th century, the presence of European missionaries, political envoys, and 
merchants increased during the 17th and the 18th centuries. For almost two centuries, the 
Nguyễn ruled over Cochinchina, and it is with their Court that most Europeans had to 
negotiate.22 As Europeans became more familiar with the region, with the trading practices, 
and with the harbours, the number of reports, accounts, and travel narratives increased, and 
the coast of Champa and Cochinchina became known worldwide.23 The political context 
however changed again in the 1770s w        g     up   v    f     Tây Sơ    b       
occurred.  
I. E. The Tây Sơ  rebellion and the rise of Nguyễn Ánh 
The uprising (1778-1802), led by           “Tây Sơ ” b      s,24 broke out in the central 
  g    ds. T   m    p     f Quy N ơ  w s   k   f  m     Nguyễn in 1773 and became the 
Tây Sơ s’ m    c p    . Supp    d by     c mm   p  p  ,   m  y        v  y   x d p  s   s, 
bu    s  by      s  p     s   d m  c    s,     Tây Sơ    s   g   s       ppressive and 
corrupted Nguyễn rule, which focused primarily on expansion at the expense of the well-being 
                                                          
22
 There were a few trade agreements established with Tonkin. The first British attempts were short lived and for 
the Dutch trade relations that developed later, see Hoàng Anh Tuấn (2007). 
23
 Note that it is still used today, as far as Colombia or Argentina; “que se vaya a la Conchinchina” or “vete a la 
Conchinchina” is an expression that dates from the arrival of the Spanish. The term is used as a reference to a 
faraway place and usually in the context of sending someone away to a place he/she will never come back from. It is 
usually used colloquially as “g  get   s ”, when someone is fed up with a person. 
24
 The Tây Sơ  were called as such because the rebellion broke in the Tây Sơ  district, in Bình Định province. The 
three brothers were Nguyễn Lữ, Nguyễn Nhạc (Emperor Thái Đức), and Nguyễn Huệ (Emperor Quang Trung). 
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of the peasants and merchant classes.25 At the same time, the Trịnh, in the north, also took the 
long awaited opportunity presented by the rebellion to seek revenge against the Nguyễn, and 
invaded Huế in 1774. The Nguyễ  f  d        p  v  c   f G   Định and to Sài Gòn. In 1776, the 
  y   f m  y w s m ss c  d du   g     c p u    f G   Định. One sole survivor, Nguyễn Ánh, 
fled to the swamps of Cà Mau and then went into exile to Siam. During that time, the Tây Sơ  
consolidated their control over the former Nguyễn territory, and Tây Sơ  eldest brother 
Nguyễn Nhạc, proclaimed himself Emperor in 1778. In 1786, his brother, Nguyễn Huệ marched 
against the Trịnh in the north and took control of Hà Nội, and he became Emperor in 1788. 
During this period of rebellion, foreigners who stopped in the harbours of central 
Vietnam were apt to get caught in the local rivalries, sometimes at their own expense. The 
main trading harbour of Hội An was destroyed, and the attitude towards foreigners was very 
ambiguous and swayed between suspicion and benevolence. It is then, in the 1790s, that the 
French nonetheless gained the trust of the future Nguyễn Emperor, Nguyễn Ánh, and laid the 
foundation for their future colonial rule. In 1789, Nguyễ  Á      u   d    G   Định. Thanks to 
his courage and tenacity, and to the support of the French Bishop of Adran, and to Briton naval 
officers, Nguyễ  Á  , c      g d     Tây Sơ .26 He defeated them in a number of key naval 
battles and their fleet destroyed in 1792. In 1800, Nguyễ  Á      k Quy N ơ ,    1801  uế, 
  d 1802 T ă g    g [   Nội]. As a result of the victories, Nguyễn Ánh ended decades of civil 
war and united the entire country, from north to south. He was crowned Gia Long, first 
emperor of the Nguyễn dynasty, and called the new country Viêt Nam.  
 D sp      s s   c ,   b         d       c  w        Tây Sơ      v      w     Nguyễn 
regime,27 the Cham royalty did not survive. Panduranga was annexed by the new imperial 
dynasty in 1802 and obliterated by the early 1830s during the reign of the centralizing emperor 
Minh Mạng, son of Gia Long. The last king of Champa died in 1832.28 
                                                          
25
 For an overview of the Tây Sơ  rebellion, see Dutton (2006). For the maritime aspects of the conflicts and role of 
the Chinese pirates, see Antony (2014). 
26
 Nguyễn Ánh had developed a number of measures that contributed to his victory. Over more than twenty years, 
he progressively developed an important fleet, and conducted a number of naval offensives against the Tây Sơ . He 
initiated strong relations with the French, and with the help of a number of French navy officers, he developed his 
army, his navy, and his strongholds. Nguyễn Ánh was a ruler extremely inclined towards maritime matters. Not only 
did he initiated a big change in the composition of the Nguyễn fleet, but he also knew how to exploit the rich 
maritime environment of his dominion, the maritime trade activities of Mekong to sustain his counter-revolt, and 
the trade that was conducted along the coast after he united the country [see Chapter 5]. 
27
 Two main final Cham revolts occurred, one in 1796, and one in 1830-32. 
28
 The last act of Cham resistance against the Nguyễn rule, led by Lê Vă  Khôi was defeated in 1835. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Despite a growing academic literature on maritime trade, shipping and navigation in the South 
China Sea, there is little detailed information about how local societies actually negotiated 
their maritime environment, how they benefited from their coastal locations on the major 
maritime trade routes, or how such a location influenced their daily life. This is particularly the 
case for Vietnam, as its history is often framed as an agrarian state. The metaphor of the rice 
granaries, or of the shoulder pole composed of two rice baskets, is repeated in many studies 
on Vietnam; most researchers in their introductions describe Vietnam as composed of two 
fertile deltas joined by a narrow strip of inhospitable land backed by impassable mountains, 
and therefore omit the history of the coast.30 With a coastline of over 3 400 km located along a 
major shipping route between the Malay Peninsula and China, Vietnam however has a long 
lasting historical connection with its maritime environment and an exceptional boat diversity. 
This major fact was apparent to a few scholars, who have focused their pioneering research on 
presenting the maritime aspects of Vietnamese history, such as Li Tana, and Charles Wheeler.31 
But as they primarily provide a historical context to understand the influence of the maritime 
component on state formation, social structure and economy, there is still little known about 
local and regional boatbuilding traditions, boat use, seafaring activities, navigation, 
seamanship, traditional maritime routes, and other related aspects of maritime life along the 
coast.  
 
In order to address these topics, this thesis relies on three main bodies of literature;  
1) First, on historical studies, focusing on Vietnamese and Cham history, as well as on the 
broader maritime history of Southeast Asia, on the history of the Indian Ocean, and on 
European maritime history;32  
2) Second, on maritime archaeology, and research results in nautical archaeology and 
maritime ethnography;  
                                                          
30
 For a discussion on this issue, see most particularly Wheeler (2006b) who lays out very eloquently this absence in 
Vietnamese history and advocates for a new perception that integrates the littoral and the maritime component. 
31
 See below for a discussion on the great contribution of these studies. Note that this does not mean that Vietnam 
becomes a maritime state that should be defined by its maritime history, but it simply puts other aspects related to 
the maritime environment forward. 
32
 This research focuses on central Vietnam, and was initially biased by my primary intentions to enquire on the 
maritime connections with Southeast Asia, and not with China. Thus, the wide range of literature on Chinese history 
was set aside. The sheer magnitude of research on Chinese history would have entailed a whole other research in 
its own right. This choice also allows to explore other sources, and another set of literature, namely European. To go 
through Chinese literature in order to instigate a comparative research could consist of a good follow up to this 
research. 





3) Third, on a category of analysis that includes studies that are at the crossroads between 
archaeology and history, and that focus on maritime themes.  
None of them address Maritime Cochinchina per se, but all provide access to certain aspects of 
its history and culture. 
II. A. Historical studies  
Since Gourou and his geography of Vietnam (Gourou 1936), the history of Vietnam has largely 
been described from a land based-perspective, in which the role of the coast is often omitted. 
This approach and perspective has been changing, first due to the growing scholarship on 
Southeast Asia and on maritime trade and connectivity; and second, due to the rise of micro-
history and the archaeology of Vietnam (Ðai Viêt) and Champa.  
II. A. 1. Maritime Southeast Asia 
Eminent historians like Hall (1955; 1976), Wang Gungwu (1958), Van Leur (1955), and Wolters 
(1967, 1982) were the first to attempt to frame Southeast Asia as a region apart, out of the 
shadow of China and India, and seen until then as a mere result of exogenous influences. They 
were followed by scholars like Whitmore and Lieberman from the University of Michigan, and 
Taylor from Cornell University, who modified the major China or India centric narratives by 
 x m    g S u    s   s  ’s c    c    s  cs (s     gg  (1992)   d      (2011)). Maritime trade 
perpetrated since the end of the first millennium BCE, which burgeoned in the classical period 
   f     y b  m    w    R  d c    d “T    g   f   mm  c ”        15th-17th centuries (Reid 
1988, 1993a), acted as a major driving force in Southeast Asia. Maritime trade in the region 
has been addressed since the early 20th century, and through this perspective, the evolution of 
scholarship offered a new regional perspective on the history of Southeast Asia. Since then, 
from Oliver William Wolters to Kenneth Hall and Barbara Watson-Andaya, and thanks to the 
major works of Anthony Reid and Denis Lombard, Southeast Asia has largely been defined on a 
regional basis by maritime trade networks.33 Looking at the Nanhai trade, connections 
between maritime trade and state development, questions relative to the formation of major 
agrarian polities and interest in maritime themes within Southeast Asian history became more 
                                                          
33
 Note on the other hand that despite some connections and shared characteristics, Southeast Asia is also diverse, 
specific and ethnically and culturally rich. In reaction to the Braudelian frameworks applied by Reid and Lombard, in 
1997, at a symposium in Tokyo, French and Japanese scholars argued that while the aforementioned perspective on 
the region is beneficial to understand the role of Southeast Asia in a wider context, and that there are some 
convergences that unify Southeast Asia, the divergences should not be omitted. The nature of Southeast Asia is 
precisely a nature of diversity and fluidity, of change and exchanges. It is its internal dynamism that was 
fundamental to the other regions as well (Forest 1999; Nguyễn Thế Anh and Ishizawa 1999). 
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significant and readily apparent. As a result of the agency attributed to Southeast Asia,34 and 
henceforth, to the importance of maritime trade as well as seeing the oceans as a connector,35 
the centrality of the region within a global context was highlighted, and this in turn has placed 
the role of Vietnam and Champa within that wider context, and shaped their new narratives 
(Taylor 1998). 
II. A. 2. Vietnamese and Champa studies 
As Southeast Asian studies developed, scholars working on Vietnam (Whitmore 1968; 
Woodside 1971; Wolters 1988)36 participated in establishing meaningful connections between 
Vietnam (Ðai Viêt history) and the rest of Asia and Southeast Asia. From the 1980s to the 
2010s, the historiographies of Champa and Vietnam focused on Vietnam as integrated within 
the history of the region, and situated in a global system in which political economies were 
based on maritime trade patterns and networks.37 This research and methodological approach 
                                                          
34 See for example the essays in Hall and Whitmore (1976), Marr and Milner (1986) or studies on early southeast 
Asian polities such as the works of Christie (1990, 1998), Hall (1986), Jacq-   g u  c’  (2002), Miksic and Yap 
(1992). Over the years, see also the works of Hall (1984, 1986, 1989, 2006, 2008b, 2008a, 2010), and the overviews 
by Sutherland (2003), Watson-Andaya (2006), Lockard (2010), and by Aung-Thwin and Hall (2011). 
35
 There is a growing literature on the connection between the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia. This witnesses a 
shift from nation-centred narratives to global histories, connected by the oceans and the seas. The work of Ray on 
the interaction between Indian Ocean and South China Sea is an example (see Chandra and Ray (2013)) which was 
initiated by precedent research on maritime history, exchanges and wide ranging connections stemming from the 
Bay of Bengal and South Asia. See also Mukherjee (2013) and Pearson (2003, 2011) on the Indian Ocean, and 
Lombard and Aubin (1988), Manguin, Mani and Wade (2011), Sen (2003, 2006) and Wade and Laichen (2010) for 
connections between Southeast Asia and East Asia. See also the tribute volume to Anthony Reid, which covers 
Southeast Asian interactions over the longue durée and contains essays by celebrated Southeast Asianists such as 
Victor B. Lieberman, Wang Gungwu, the late Denys Lombard, James Warren, Ishii Yoneo, Barbara Watson-Andaya 
and Leonard Y. Andaya (Wade and Li 2012), as well as  Shiro and Reid (2013). 
36 
While W  ds d ’s Vietnam and the Chinese model (1971) was fundamentally focused on the China factor, Keith 
T y   ’s Birth of Vietnam (1983) was on the contrary refreshing and provided balance to the conception that 
Vietnamese early history was part of Chinese history. Slowly, during the 1990s, Vietnam's history broke away from 
the small dragon complex (Buttinger 1958) as well as from the common Nam Tiến paradigm, which subtly 
challenged common narratives and assumptions. Again, Taylor was instrumental (1998). In short, the Nam Tiến 
paradigm emerged after the American War and the unification of Vietnam in 1975. Ho Chi Minh clearly outlined his 
intentions for the writing of Vietnamese history;       ’s unity, common roots,       ’s origins and strength 
throughout time were the main concerns. It is a history of the formation of a nation, of its defence and conquest, it 
is a “   c  South" that follows the growth of the Ðai Viêt and its victorious struggles against neighbours. “To justify 
nationalist understandings of the uniqueness of Vietnamese culture and society, Vietnamese and western scholars 
created an identity myth that transcended time and space” (Trần Nhung Tuyết and Reid 2006, 14). Archaeology 
focused on prehistory and on the origins of Vietnam, and abroad, foreign scholars focused mostly on the French and 
American periods. 
37
 Specific works of scholars emanating from Cornell, the Australian National University, and the University of 
Michigan, as well as from the French Unité de Recherche Associée (URA) 1075 at the Centre National de la 
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and the Centre d’Histoire et Civilisations de la Pénisule Indochinoise, along with 
Japanese scholars, started to address specific aspects of Vietnamese history. Until then, the main narrative of the 
Ðai Viêt was centred on a state relying mostly on agriculture, and rather isolated from its neighbours, and focusing 
inwards. The works of Hall, Taylor and Whitmore have shown the engagement of the Ðai Viêt with the overall 
shipping and maritime trade that connected the rest of Asia, see for example Shiro (1998a), Hall (1999, 262-269), 
Taylor (1999, 145), and Whitmore (1999, 226-227). 
For a systematic revisionist view on how early Ðai Viêt was situated in South China Sea trade networks, see Momoki 
Shiro (1998a). The position of Ðai Viêt within these networks was further enhanced in the papers of Whitmore 
(2006) and Li (2006b). 





was also important because a new image of Vietnam emerged, namely that of a land 
composed of regions, with different geographies, different historical episodes and different 
p  c ss s  f s     f  m     . V     m’s   s   y w s     m    ithic nor necessarily unified and 
linear anymore. Amongst these new pioneering studies of interconnectedness and regionality, 
the maritime theme was also central.  
 Recent knowledge about the maritime history of Vietnam began to build upon the work 
of Li.38 Two co-edited volumes, one on the region of the Mekong (Cooke and Li 2004), and the 
other on the Gulf of Tonkin (Cooke et al. 2011) have gathered together a series of papers that 
are concerned with the concept of a borderless history, and address maritime space as single 
economic unit, one that challenges and moves beyond the narrow nationalistic Vietnamese 
narrative.39 Both volumes introduce aspects of regional histories, of areas that were often 
overlooked or marginalised, to shift the focus towards the maritime development of these 
regions over the longue durée.  s      b  g    f      f   m       d b  ks,   ’s d c         s s 
published as a book in 1998, with the title Nguyên Cochinchina, provides a panoramic history 
of Nguyên settlement in central Vietnam (Li 1998b).40 This history emphasized the crucial role 
 f c       V     m’s  c   gy,   d    k     f  s  s  ps   w  ds   g   g    g   c   c    s  
indebtedness to the sea (Li 2006b). This was particularly well followed by Wheeler (2003, 
2006b, 2006a), who has advocated eloquently for the benefits of looking at the history of the 
centre of Vietnam from a maritime perspective.41  
                                                                                                                                                                          
The position of central Vietnam and of Champa was clearly acknowledged by Whitmore (2006) and Li (2006b), but  
in fact, changes in the historiography of Champa started earlier, in parallel with the changes of perspective on 
Southeast Asia, in the late 1980s. Until then, Champa studies, essentially based on archaeology, developed a 
narrative in the shadow of, or in accordance to Vietnamese historical narratives. The works of Lafont and Po 
Dharma (Lafont 1987; Po Dharma 1988; Lafont and Po 1989; Lafont 1989; Po Dharma 1989) in France were at the 
heart of the revisionist wave which revised the narrative of the Cham polities. The political structure and the nature 
of the state were redefined; Champa was no longer a centralized monocultural kingdom and contrary to the 
common chronology, Champa did not “d s pp   ” after the fall of the capital of Vijaya in 1471. The polities of 
Kauthara and Panduranga, which existed as competing provinces since the early Champa period (c. 8
th
 CE) still 
thrived until the mid-17
th
 century and until the death of the last Cham king in 1832 respectively. Concurrently, 
Champa was repositioned within Southeast Asia, and within the Vietnamese Nam Tiến narrative. This revision 
tendency stemmed from two conferences, the first in 1987 in Copenhagen and the second in Berkeley in 1991, 
which focused on the ties between Champa and the Malay world.  
38
 Li (1998b, 2004b, 2006b, 2006a, 2012a, 2012b, 2015). 
39
 T y   ’s work and   ’s studies contributed to demonstrate that there is not “   ” Vietnamese history, but rather, 
multiple expressions of Vietnamese history and culture. 
40





 centuries, research was very limited because “Vietnamese scholars of different political stripes with varying 
agendas have all tended to "downgrade the history of Dang Trong" and depict it merely as a local variant of its 
northern rival” (Li 1998a, 13). 
41
 In a number of articles, Wheeler puts forward the role of the ecology in Vietnam, to address central Vietnam as a 
region shaped by both Vietnamese and Cham precedents (Wheeler 2006a). He paid particular attention to the role 
of the maritime environment, worked on the ecology of Hội An, and pointed out to the centrality of the coast, on 
the role of the coastal populations in the socio-economic history of central Vietnam (Wheeler 2001, 2003, 2006b). 
Wheeler has challenged the idea that Vietnam lacked a central river artery, by demonstrating that in fact, the coast 
could be seen as a “c  s      g w y” which allowed regional exchanges just as the Irrawady, the Prao Chaya and 
other rivers would have done in other classic Southeast Asian states. He also advocates for integrating maritime 
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 Others have also been successful in emphasizing the maritime component in their 
studies on Vietnam, such as Manguin, especially in his early career, in his two seminal works 
on Portuguese relations with Vietnam. He is one of the few to have addressed maritime 
routes, harbours and boats in an economic history.42 Specialists of certain aspects of 
Vietnamese history also have incorporated the maritime element in their studies, such as 
Whitmore,43 Mantienne,44 Antony (2010b, 2010a, 2014),  ê Đì   T ô g (1990, 1992), 
Nguyễn Thế Anh (1995, 1999, Nguyễn Thế Anh and Ishizawa 1999; 2003), and Chen Ching-Ho 
(1974, 1994). 
 These important studies have either contributed singularly to the field or provided some 
important information on certain aspects of Maritime Cochinchina. Thanks to these studies, 
the maritime component and the underlying role of the coastal ecology in state formation, and 
socio-economic dynamics is now well understood. But, there is still no full-f  dg d “m     m  
  s   y  f V     m”.45  
                                                                                                                                                                          
themes in the study of the region. Many of the topics addressed in this thesis were already discussed by Wheeler 
(2006b, 2011b, 2011a, 2015). He understood very well the nature of the coast, the specificities of the maritime 
routes, the experiences of the travellers over time, and the different maritime activities the coastal people were 
involved with and within the overall shipping context of Southeast Asia. Unfortunately, he did not address them in 
detail. While Wheeler has a clear understanding and acknowledged such themes, this thesis goes further by 
providing a practical insight to their understanding. 
42
 Manguin is probably the only one to consider harbours, maritime routes and ship design in his studies on politic 
and economic relations,. His first work on maritime Vietnam was an “ ss y” published in 1969 on the bibliography 
relative to the study of Vietnamese boats (Manguin 1969). Then, by investigating and presenting previously 




 centuries, he brought to life the 
fundamental maritime background of Champa and of Cochinchina at the time of the arrival of the Europeans. 
Through this, he analysed and annotated Portuguese “       s” and for the first time, discussed navigation, trade 
routes, chains of ports and harbours, and even boats.  
43
 Whitmore, albeit mostly focusing on the Ðai Viêt often integrates the maritime element and the role of the 
Vietnamese coastline within the region, as being a buffer against China but also as a regional node for trade 
fundamental for the development of the Ðai Viêt (Whitmore 1999, 2006, 2008, 2011a, 2011b). In terms of the 
history of cartography, he is also one of the only to have discussed the role and creation of maps, charts and 
collections of maritime routes (Whitmore 1994). 
44
 Mantienne, despite working mostly on the French, their presence in Vietnam, and on being an expert on the 
m ss       s’ archives, understands quite well the relevance of maritime topics. He is one of a few to have the 
names of the important vessels that operated in Vietnam in his Index (Mantienne 2012), and to describe with 
precision the fleet of Nguyễn Ánh. See also his articles dedicated to the topic (Mantienne 2002, 2003). 
45
 The Vietnamese maritime tradition was alluded to for the first time by Taylor, in the introduction of his thesis 
(1976) and then in his Birth of Vietnam (Taylor 1983, 1-6) in which he recalled the famous legend of the marriage of 
Âu  ơ and Lạc Long Quân, the fairy and the dragon, who represent the duality of water and mountain. In 
immemorial times, this union fostered a hundred sons, amongst which Hùng, the founder of Vietnam. Yet, despite 
this mythical foundation, very few have attempted to portray the maritime aspects of Vietnam. Very brief 
chronologies of events that are maritime were proposed recently, such as Kleinen (2011), and Noseworthy (2014), 
but these lack a true understanding of the maritime component and result in land-based maritime history. 
Noseworthy depicts a sort of large historical panorama from pre-history (migration of the homo erectus) to the 
present (South China Sea dispute until 2014) on “the lands on the shores of the South China Sea”, but not on how 
the water works trans-regionally as announced in the title, and Kleinen, hints at going “towards a maritime history 
of Vietnam”, but as the title of his paper suggests, it mostly focuses on Dutch and Vietnamese relations and only 
refers sometimes to some related maritime events or maritime trade related topics. Pham (2013) also attempted to 
provide a wide-ranging panorama of the maritime inclinations of Tonkin and Cochinchina, with a particular focus on 
boat traditions, but it remains a vast chronology.   ck  d’s paper “The Sea Common to all” addresses three 
entrepôt ports, which includes Hội An, to put forward the maritimity of the region, how the sea, but also the traders 
particularly, the Chinese merchants from Fujian, were a fundamental link between the three (Lockard 2010). 





One of the reasons behind the absence of a maritime history of Vietnam, is that the 
Vietnamese were known for having no long-distance trading fleet, not going further than China 
or Champa, and that they were often perceived as poor mariners, because of a lack of interest. 
“Vietnam, a traditionally agricultural country with land based virtues, was seldom turned 
towards the sea in the previous centuries, having only a reduced external maritime trade” 
(Mantienne 2002, 2007).46 Therefore, due to this historical misconception, there has been, 
until now, very little incentive to explore this aspect of Vietnamese history.47  
 
For the history of Champa on the other hand, it has been often repeated, that the Cham were 
excellent mariners, whose economy relied upon slave raiding and piracy.48 As Wheeler notes in 
his work, there is a contrast between Vietnamese scholars and Cham scholars when it comes 
to looking at the sea (Wheeler 2006b).49 Since the 1970s, Champa has been considered as part 
 f       s   y  f Is   d S u    s   s  . B   s  ’s   v      m d      u d  s   d     
economic/ecological organisation of certain polities in Island Southeast Asia (Bronson 1977) 
was applied to Champa and is still considered à propos today (Wheeler 2006b; Southworth 
2011; Wheeler 2011b). This model demonstrates an essential duality and interdependent 
dynamic in the Cham states between the highlands and the coast. The riverine-coastal nature 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Although this paper sets itself in an interesting theoretical framework by intending to provide a true maritime 
perspective, it remains an overview of the economic and political exchanges. 
46 “Neglecting mountain and sea, the Vietnamese have directed their historical effort towards a sole aim: the 
conquest of the rice plains” (Huard and Durand 1994, 276). 
47
 In Vietnamese studies, maritime themes may be brushed upon when discussing warfare and geography. See for 
example, Whitmore (2004, 2011a), and Goscha (2002) about contemporary maritime warfare, as well as general 
discussions relative to naval battles of the Viêt against the Mongols, of the Trần, and of other dynasties (Lê Đì   
Thông 1990, 1992). Wheeler also noted that “Numerous other extant Vietnamese materials - works of cartography, 
court gazetteers, administrative statutes, imperial edicts, geographical narratives - document the coastal axis that 
united estuarine- centred provincial units between the Red and Mekong Deltas” (Wheeler 2006b, 138-139). See also 
the geographical reports of Lê Quý Đô ,    w  c     d scuss s c  s       ff c, d sc  b s   v  s, p   s   d    b u s, 
c  s    p s s   d     ys,  s u    s   d   c    g s ( ê Quý Đô  1775) and the sixteenth-century Ô châu cận l c (c. 
1550s), the nineteenth-century Khâm Định Đại Nam Hội Điển Sự Lệ and the early twentieth-century Đại Nam nhất 
th ng chí, which all plot central ports and markets near river mouths. 
48
 Hall was the first to follow the French pioneers on Cham studies, Maspero (1988 (1928)) and  œdès (1948), and 
to infer the maritime component at the heart of the politics of plunder in the history of the Cham, as a suite to his 
work on maritime trade and exchange in Southeast Asia (Hall 1989). This was challenged by Momoki Shiro, in 1998, 
from a Chinese source perspective, which brought about the duality of the Cham polities (Shiro 1998b) rather than 
defining them as being of a maritime culture only. He demonstrated that rather than being a weak and ineffective 
maritime polity based on plunder, Champa was important in the regional trade network and dependent on its 
hinterland.  
49
 A fundamental difference with the history of the northern coast of Vietnam is the importance of the ecology. This 
was obvious for Champa scholars and other Southeast Asian specialists (Bronson 1977; Wolters 1982; Christie 1995; 
Shiro 1999; Lieberman 2003, 2010). The PhD of William Southworth (2001) was an essential step in this evolution 
because it initiated a revision on the emergence of Champa, based on archaeology, epigraphy, art history and 
political history. Similarly, the work of Trần Kỳ   ươ g, who combines historical, geographical, linguistic and art 
history approaches is also instrumental in understanding the nature of the Cham polities and their territorial 
spheres (Trần Kỳ   ươ g 2003, 2006a, 2006b, 2008; Trần Kỳ   ươ g and Lockhart 2011). Another important 
contribution to the understanding of the Cham within the maritime networks is Reid's chapter 3 (Reid 1999) and the 
punctual references to Champa in Wade (2003b). 
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of Champa is commonly acknowledged, but the maritime details have never been discussed in 
depth, mostly for lack of sources. The scholarly literature on Champa is as mute as on the life 
and circumstances of Vietnamese sailors. However, several scholars have recently documented 
some maritime aspects of Champa or have at least probed their traditional maritime 
practices.50 But just like the case of Vietnamese history, there is a significant absence of the 
practical aspects of material life and circumstance, on their boats, on their navigation 
practices, on the routes and destinations, on the organization of maritime activities, on piracy 
or fishing and trade, and on how the Cham seafarers negotiated with the South China Sea.  
II. A. 3. Global Maritime history  
In order to come closer to the actual experience of maritime journeys, of traveling from port to 
port, of the organisation of maritime trade, of sailing the South China Sea, there is another 
large of body of literature that can be consulted. While it does not focus on Vietnam per se, it 
often includes Vietnam, through maritime exchanges via maritime routes (such as studies on 
the East India Companies, or on maritime trade networks), or, through the studies of particular 
c u     s’         s  ps w        V     mese court; from Europe,51 from East Asia,52 from the 
Indian Ocean World,53 and even from the Arabian Peninsula.54 
 These studies are set in a particular context, in which maritime history is part of the 
background. Because of the larger context of travel, discovery, expansion, and trade, these 
studies describe sailing journeys, local maritime activities, harbours, tales of shipwrecks, and 
storms, and in the process, indirectly contribute to the maritime history of Vietnam. The 
events and phenomena occur in spaces that are occupied by both protagonists and locals, 
particularly when it occurs on the waters of oceans and seas. 
                                                          
50
 See for example Nguyễn Thế Anh (1995), Nguyễn Thị Quốc Thanh (2008), T ươ g Vă  Món (2008) and Nicolas 
Weber (2008). Shiro also acknowledged that sometimes, plunder did compensate when the rulers could not make 
enough income (Shiro 1998b, 82), and Wheeler followed up on the works of Vietnamese archaeologists like Trần 
Quốc Vượng and Trị       Tưởng and of the art historian Trần Kỳ   ươ g to question the hybrid elements of 
Vietnamese society and to suggest the importance of the Cham indigenous factor in the history of shipping, and 
trade. 
51
 Such is the case for example of the study of Buch (1936, 1937) and of Hoàng Anh Tuấn on the Dutch in Tonkin 
(2007), or of Mantienne on French politics and trade with Indochina (Mantienne 2001), and on the Bishop of Adran 
(Mantienne 2012), of Forest on the French missionaries (Forest 1998), of Manguin on the Portuguese (Manguin 
1972, 1984a), of Souza (1981), or of Lamb on the British missions (1961; 1970) and of Farrington on the East India 
Company (1991, 1994). 
52
 Vietnam is included particularly when discussing Japanese and Chinese trading connection with Southeast Asian 
ports and polities, but also their maritime routes (Pelliot 1904, 1933; Wheatley 1961; Mills 1974, 1979; Ptak 1992, 
1996; Wade 2013), the tribute/trade system (Fairbank 1968; Hamashita 1988), as well as through the study of travel 
accounts and itineraries (Salmon-Lombard 1972; Salmon 1992, 1994, 1996; Salmon and Tạ Trọng Hiệp 1996; Wade 
2003a; Salmon and Tạ Trọng Hiệp 2010; Wade 2011) or tales of shipwrecks (Shikoken Seishi and Muiumatsu-
Gaspardone 1933). For Japanese contacts, see particularly Péri (1923), Ishii (1990, 1998), Hasebe (1993), Ogura 
(1993), Laarhoven (1993a), and Hoàng Anh Tuấn (2006, 2008). 
53
 See supra, page 26, footnote 56 on the connections between the Indian Ocean and Southeast Asia. 
54
 See Arab itineraries (Mills 1974; Tibbetts 1979a, 1992). 





 Also, this wide ranging literature engages with maritime activities and provides insight 
and context, and above all, offers access to a wide range of sources and complementary 
perspectives. This literature is based on the archives of these European seaborne empires, 
from which many aspects of the history of Vietnam were written.55  
 These studies have helped to foster a wider perspective on Vietnam and its integration 
w          f  m w  k  f   g  b     s   y. T  y    b     d scuss     f   “c    c  d   s   y” 
that is both regional and borderless, that can be linked through boatbuilding, fishing practices, 
cultural practices, diasporic movement, as well as commercial practices and trade networks, as 
advocated in Indian Ocean World histories.56 
 
Ov     ,    s  v  v  w  f            u   s  ws     ,      ug         s    “m     m    s   y  f 
V     m”, “ f   c   c    ”    “ f    mp ” per se, it has been partially addressed through the 
above mentioned historical and literary approaches. The problem is that these different works 
tend to focus on the history of human activity on the sea, and not on the history of the sea, 
and therefore, not on realistic practical aspects of the interactions between humans and the 
s  . W     s  bv  us y   ck  g,  s   p  c  c   u d  s   d  g  f w    “m     m ”       s        
history of central Vietnam. Few studies discuss the actual sailing ships themselves or the 
experiences of the captains, supercargo and crews conducting maritime trade. Boats, fishers, 
sailors, navigation and seafaring are not necessarily part of these maritime histories. There are 
no detailed studies about Vietnamese seafaring or navigation tools and concepts, and no 
studies focus on the practical aspects of maritime activities, on navigation, on harbours,57 on 
                                                          
55
 Many European archives and classical texts have been exploited to reconstruct Vietnamese history, for the 
general context, see for example Maybon (1916), Li and Reid (1993), Le Failler and Mancini (1996); for studies based 
on French archives, see Taboulet (1956) and Mantienne (2001); for studies based on Portuguese sources, see 
Manguin (1972, 1984a), Souza (1981) and Tavares Mourao (2005); studies based on Dutch sources, see  Buch (1936, 
1937), Hoàng Anh Tuấn (2007), and, T ươ g Vă  Bình and Kleinen (1993); studies based on British sources, see 
Maybon (1910), Lamb (1961; 1970) and Farrington (1991, 1994).  
Much was also reconstructed based on the m ss       s’ documents, including on the published texts of 
missionaries such as Borri (Dror and Taylor 2006); de Rhodes (Nguyễn Tấn  ư g 2011); Vachet (Rousseille 1865; 
Cadière 1913; Froidevaux 1914); Koffler (Maybon 1912); de la Bissachère (1812b, 1812a; Maybon 1920b); 
Bouillevaux (1858); or Père Bénigne (Roget 1884). See particularly Mantienne (1996) and Forest (1996). 
56
 On the steps of pioneer maritime historians such as Ashin Das Gupta and Satish Chandra, a new generation of 
scholars initiated a global vision on the Indian Ocean, including Kirti Chaudhuri (1985), Frank Broeze (1987), Denys 
Lombard (1988; Prakash and Lombard 1999), Kenneth McPherson (1993), Ray and Salles (1996), this generation was 
followed in years 2000 by an even stronger shift from maritime studies to more inclusive oceanic history in which 
the sea was at the centre, see for example Matsuda (2006), d’  cy (2006), Ray and Alpers (2007), and above all 
Pearson (2003).  
57
 Harbours are also a common theme to Southeast Asia, see Manguin (1986, 1993a, 2000a), Salmon (2004), Blussé 
(2008), Gipouloux (2009), Haneda (2009), Miksic (2004), and Miskic and Goh (2013). 
Unfortunately, the harbours of Vietnam and Champa do not draw much attention.     d ’s book delves only on 




 centuries (Haneda 2009), 
Gipouloux discusses East Asia rather than Southeast Asia, and Hội An is mentioned only once in this very big volume 
of over 500 pages (Gipouloux 2009). Currently, Đ  T ường Giang, is working on a PhD thesis at the National 
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boatbuilding, or on the natural conditions, or on the role of the sea in these great maritime 
endeavours. 
 This is why this thesis is not primarily concerned with state formation, and, the role of 
    s            s   y  f V     m,     d  s      m    c      g   “c       gy  f m     m  
 v   s”. I s   d,    s   s   c  p  v d s   s g            m              y  f b   s,            f     
sea of seafarers, and into the mere fact of being at sea, along the coast of Cochinchina. It is 
from that need of practical understanding that the aforementioned literature is combined in 
this thesis with maritime archaeology.  
II. B. Maritime archaeology 
II. B. 1. Maritime archaeology, shipwreck excavations and surveys  
The field of maritime archaeology is relatively recent, and has been growing over the past 30 
years, from a discipline mainly focused on ship remains (1970s) to an academic discipline 
centrally concerned with theoretical and historical debates.58 Studies on shipwrecks found in 
Southeast Asian and Chinese waters reached their peak in the late 1970s and 1980s.59 These 
shipwreck projects produced the basis for our current knowledge on boatbuilding traditions in 
the region. In tandem, archaeologists and anthropologists studying Austronesian speaking 
peoples' migrations since the 1960s broadened their field of enquiry to the seafaring capacities 
that would have enabled these peoples to sail vast distances. Theories of migration and 
cultural diffusion in Southeast Asia have involved anthropological recording of navigation 
methods, computer simulations of past environments, and the re-evaluation of building and 
sailing of traditional craft, all of which are key factors involved in the experimental aspects of 
maritime archaeology.60  
                                                                                                                                                                          
University of Singapore that should be putting forward the role of the many harbours that dotted the coast of 
central Vietnam, pre-15
th
 century, during the Cham apogée, this is why this aspect was omitted in this thesis.  
58
 Following the Second World War, the 1960s witnessed a crucial mentality/ideational change, offering new 
approaches, introducing rigor, methodology and science in the understanding of the human past, which was 
reflected in the theory and practice of archaeology and therefore in maritime archaeology (Trigger 1989; Renfrew 
and Bahn 1991; Johnson 1999). Muckelroy proposed a first definition for the academic discipline of maritime 
archaeology (Muckelroy 1978, 3), Bass proceeded to the first scientific excavation according to modern standards 
(Bass 1966, 1967) and the great endeavours of the lifting and subsequent conservation of the Mary Rose and of the 
Vasa in the 1970s and 1980s gained the support and enthusiasm of the public and provided the chance to develop 
modern standards of practice in maritime archaeology. 
59 
The projects were initiated when the Fine Arts Department of Thailand and the maritime archaeology department 
of the Western Australia Museum joined forces in 1979 to conduct research on three shipwrecks: Ko Kradat, 
Pattaya, and Ko Si Chang III (Green and Prishanchittara 1981; Green 1983c, 1983b, 1983a; Green and Harper 1983; 
Green 1985, 1986a). In 1985, the Australian team was invited to Malaysia to survey the site of the Risdam shipwreck 
(Green 1986b), and in 1988, to the Philippines for the documentation of the Butuan boats (Clark et al. 1993; Green 
et al. 1995). 
60
 Over the 1960s, anthropologist and sailor David Lewis (1972) combined oral histories and the systematic 
recording of Polynesian traditional sailing, and set the basis for later academic works to understand how long 
distance ocean navigation could have been conducted without instruments or land references. Concurrently, local 
efforts to revive traditional navigational and boat building techniques were led by the Polynesian Voyaging Society, 





These two bodies of maritime archaeological research have helped define with greater 
certitude the different boatbuilding traditions that existed in the Southeast Asian region.61 The 
different basic categories of ship remains are nonetheless still crude and can be best 
summ   z d  s        “     s ”    “S u    s   s   ”.       d  yb  d c   g  y, c    d “S u   
      S      d     ” (Manguin 1984b, 199), combines elements from both the Chinese and 
Southeast Asian traditions. Until now, the Vietnamese boatbuilding traditions have not been 
clearly identified.  
 To discuss past boatbuilding traditions of Vietnam, there is unfortunately little 
archaeological material available. Several underwater investigations occurred in Vietnamese 
waters, between 1992 and 2002, and five shipwrecks and their cargo have been documented,62 
but none of them are Vietnamese.63 So far, no Vietnamese shipwreck has been located, and in 
the field of maritime archaeology, little literature exists on Vietnamese boatbuilding.64 Since 
    “V     m s  b   bu  d  g    d     (s)”   v      y   b    p  c s  y d f   d,      f     
aims of this research is to situate Cochinchinese vessels within the broader spectrum of boat 
traditions in the region, and determine whether they fit into either one of these categories, 
and to what extent. 
  
                                                                                                                                                                          
founded in Hawai'i in 1974 and still active. Experimental archaeology also includes projects conducted by the Pacific 
Traditions Society and the Lapita Voyage Project, while the works of Finney and Irwin developed computer 
modelling to explore questions relative to the distances to be crossed, the feasibilities of the crossings, the 
capacities of boats and so forth (Finney 1988; Irwin et al. 1990; Irwin 1992; Finney 1994, 1996). This research has 
also lead to the use of ethnographic data to address boat use and interpret long distance voyages, as far back as the 
beginning of the 1
st
 millennium CE. 
61
 See “B   s of the W   d” (McGrail 2001), and archaeological reports by the maritime archaeology department of 
the Western Australia Museum and the body of work by Burningham (1988, 1989, 1992; Burningham and Stenross 
1994; Burningham and Mellefont 1997; 2000), as well as the works of Horridge (1981a, 1981b, 1982, 1986), Kentley, 
Blue, and McGrail (Kentley 1985; Blue et al. 1997, 1998; Kentley et al. 1999; McGrail et al. 1999; Kentley et al. 2000; 
McGrail et al. 2003), Vosmer (1992; 1997; 2000), and Stenross (2010). 
62
 “    Cau wreck or Vung Tau w  ck” (c. 1620), the “  u Quock w  ck” (c. 14
th
 century); “ u Lao Cham w  ck” 
(15
th
 century); “   Mau w  ck” (c. 1720s); “B    Thuan w  ck” (c. 1573-1620). For summaries, see Flecker (2002), 
Nguyễn Đì   Chiến (2006) and, Nguyễn Đì   Chiến and Phạm Quốc Quân (2008). 
63
 The preliminary studies of these wrecks have contributed to the understanding of boat traditions in the region, 
and above all, to the study of regional trade patterns through their cargo analysis. Three out of these five 
shipwrecks were relatively well documented, and some results of initial surveys were published (Flecker 1992, 1994; 
Nguyễn Đì   Chiến and Flecker 2003). These are the only instances in which scholarly writings about shipwrecks in 
Vietnam have been made available. 
64
 More shipwrecks have been uncovered recently, but there are no archaeological reports published, and therefore 
it is not possible to state whether they would be Vietnamese or not. Only a very brief summary of the preliminary 
finds of one recent shipwreck has been published (Nishino et al. 2015). Considering the amount of material 
available, the poor scholarly record is deplorable. Only a few scholarly pieces describe boats of Vietnam (Cairo 1972; 
Burningham 1994; Amos 1997; Tallec 1997; Bùi Thị Mai and Girard 2007; Pham et al. 2010; Pham 2012b; Preston 
2016), but they belong to the field of maritime ethnography and are not based on archaeological remains [see 
below]. 
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II. B. 2. Maritime ethnography  
The history of maritime ethnography in Southeast Asia began in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries with the advent of the high colonial period.65 Increasing interests in local traditions 
lead foreign researchers to produce the first detailed records of traditional boats, establishing 
the foundations of a long scholarly tradition within maritime studies. While archaeological 
evidence is scarce, maritime ethnographers on the other hand have been documenting 
Vietnamese watercraft since the 1840s, and thanks to their pioneering work, a rich boat record 
is available to study Vietnamese boat technology.  
 Over the course of three world circumnavigations between 1826 and 1840, Admiral 
François-Edmond Pâris (1806-1893) drew and recorded native craft, noted their particularities 
and documented their uses by local populations worldwide. Upon his return to France, he 
pub  s  d   s  bs  v     s        c  ss c “Essai sur la Construction Navale des Peuples Extra-
Européens” ( â  s 1843 , b),   d c mm ss    d     x   s v  c    c      f b    m d  s f       
Maritime Museum in Paris. His exhaustive documentation of global boatbuilding traditions 
     d   m           “f       f b         g  p y” (Rieth 1993).   s w  k   sp   d m  y      s 
 f      m,     b y R f           y T    s (1843-1900),66 curator of the Maritime Museum in 
Madrid, where another important collection of Southeast Asian ship models is still on display, 
as well as naval officers like Commander Hennique (1844-1916), Captain Audemard (1865-
1955), who documented the boats of China and Vietnam, and Warrington Smyth (1867-1943), 
w   w     “Mast and sail in Europe and Asia” (Smyth 1906). In the same vein, Augustus Pitt-
Rivers (1827-1900) was also a pioneer in the field of maritime ethnography because he 
combined ethnology and archaeology to propose a new way of classifying watercraft.67 
 This ethnographic work was further advanced and superseded in the 1940s. Numerous 
works in this period stem from colonial officers who produced seminal studies devoted to 
particular types of boats or to the sailing craft of specific Southeast Asian regions.68 This was a 
                                                          
65
 Other references date from earlier periods such as the descriptions of Father Alcina in the Philippines (Alcina 
1688), or Thomas Bowrey (1650-1715) on East I d  ’s stitched boats (Temple 1905), but these were not engrained 




 Monle n, “el pintor del mar”, produced over a thousand watercolours, plans and drawings for a project that 
never saw the light of day,  Historia Grafica de la Navegacion y de las Construcciones Navales en Todos los Tiempos 
y en Todos los Paises (Piqueras Gomez 1991). In his catalogue,         y Torres (1889-1890) states that most of 
the information he gathered is not first hand and is essentially copied from      ’s works, including the work of 
Pâris for the ships of Southeast Asia. His drawings nonetheless demonstrate beautiful painting skills (he studied at 
the Fine Arts Academy of Valencia) and are technically accurate and faithful to the models or drawings he was 
copying them from. 
67
 Pitt-Rivers set out the principle of studying "the constructive arts of existing savages" to reconstruct "the 
development of the same arts in pre-historic times" (Lane-Fox 1875, 401). It is expressed in words that we would 
probably not choose today, but the idea that ethnology contributes to the understanding of archaeology is still 
recognized.  
68
 Boat ethnography took a further step towards defining its methodology as the discipline developed under the 
pen of James Hornell, a zoologist and astute ethnographer on the seafaring traditions of the Indian Ocean (Hornell 





p    f c p    d       ms  f “   d        b    s ud  s”,   d a particularly rich documentation was 
created on the boats of Vietnam at that time [see more in Chapter 7].69 
 Unlike in Europe, where maritime archaeology originated from the studies of 
archaeological remains found under water, the first steps in fashioning the discipline in 
Southeast Asia were thus characterised by colonial studies of nautical technology. Driven by a 
mind-set    w  c      “  c     gy  f      x   c”    d d    b  d cum    d   d c     gu d, 
these early studies focused on the diversity of boats and their distribution, especially on their 
construction details and propulsion features. The studies included high-quality technical 
descriptions, drawings or photographs, plans, and in some cases they were complemented 
with economic and ethnographic details about the activities in which the boats were engaged 
(mostly in terms of use and manoeuvring). These earlier studies on local boat traditions form 
the basis of archaeological interpretation and are useful for documenting changes and 
evolution in boat types; however, these studies often lacked anthropological concerns and 
showed little interest in the actual maritime communities, in their connection with water, and 
in the cultural and symbolic reasons behind the boatbuilding traditions. The work remained 
functionalist in its approach – even sometimes diffusionist –, and distant from the 
ethnographic methods used today. Since the 1970s however, the field of maritime archaeology 
worldwide has become more engaged in a theoretical debate, and with maritime ethnography. 
The body of literature has continued to grow, gradually developing towards a systematic 
ethnographic approach to boat building traditions. Boats in Vietnam continued to be 
documented (Pham et al. 2010),70 but such studies still belonged to the field of nautical studies 
                                                                                                                                                                          
1946). The trend was followed by others, for example on Arab seafaring by the Australian sailor-writer 
Alan Villiers (1948, 1952), on the dhows of the Indian Ocean by Sir Alan Moore (1925, 1940), by G. F. Hourani (1947, 
1995), and by le Baron Bowen, Lionel Casson or Guilleux la Roerie on Mediterranean rigging (Casson 1956; Guilleux 
la Roerie 1956; le Baron-Bowen 1956; Guilleux la Roerie 1957; le Baron-Bowen 1960; Casson 1966, 1971). For 
Southeast Asia, the work of Gibson- Hill (1949), and Nooteboom (1940) are particularly noteworthy. 
69 
In the trend of the French scholars and academics of the colonial period, Jean-Baptiste Piétri, “Contrôleur des 
Pêches de l’Indochine” (1941; 1943), Pierre Paris, “Administrateur des Services Civils” in Indochina and also 
correspondent of the EFEO, member of the Société Asiatique de Paris and Amis du Musée de la Marine (1939, 1941, 
1942a, 1942b, 1948, 1952, 1954), Jean Poujade “Officier de justice maritime des forces navales en Extrême Orient”, 
Member of the Naval Academy and attaché to the Museum of Natural History, (1940, 1946b, 1946c, 1946a, 1948), 
Pierre Sallenave “Ingénieur des Eaux et Forêts au Tonkin français” (1943, 1963), and Jean-Yves Claeys, archaeologist 
for the EFEO (1928, 1931, 1934, 1939, 1942b, 1942a, 1943), all compiled the most meaningful corpus of information 
we have on the boats in Vietnam today, see Pham et al. (2010). 
70
 In the 1960s, the American produced the last wide-ranging set of data on boats from southern Vietnam. Engaged 
in naval warfare in 1962 and again in 1967, focusing on distinguishing friend from foe, American officers compiled a 
considerable amount of data in regards to the boats that plied along the coast of South Vietnam. “ pp  x m    y 
180 individual boats of about 60 different  yp s” are described in the “B u  B  k” (Westerman et al. 1967b, 12). 
The main purpose of these books was military and they were manuals, prepared in times of war, yet, the pictures 
and descriptions are still useful from an ethnographic and technical standpoint. 
After that period, all boat studies revolve around particular types of boats only (Cairo 1972; Burningham 1994; 
Amos 1997; Tallec 1997; Bui Thi Mai and Girard 2007; Pham 2012b; Preston 2016). Aubaile-Sallenave, based on the 
research of her father, produced a valuable book which focuses mainly on the materials for boat building (Aubaile-
Sallenave 1987), but not on boatbuilding traditions per se. 
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and did not address the boat in its entirety from a variety of disciplinary perspectives.  
 
Nevertheless, thanks to these traditional boat studies, Vietnam is blessed with unparalleled 
descriptions of various boat types, which can prove overwhelming, particularly for the non-
boat specialist. Because most of the boat descriptions do not provide a context of use, this 
results in a lack of historical perspective as to the prior existence of these boats. This is why 
this thesis identifies boat representative types and their characteristics. Thus, this thesis 
delineates more clearly the boatbuilding traditions that exist in Vietnam, and their historical 
context of use.  
II. C. At the crossroads of archaeology and history 
Finally, this thesis draws upon a third category of literature, which comprises studies that are 
at the crossroads of history and archaeology, and that address the problems of a lack of 
connection between the context and the maritime technology, and, of an absence of a 
practical understanding of maritime practices. These studies have either been conducted by 
historians or archaeologists, and are bridged by maritime archaeologists who focus primarily 
on the social and historical context of boats [see Theoretical Framework], and whose work 
goes beyond mere nautical technology to address boat traditions. 
 Himanshu Prahba Ray for example, has successfully initiated studies that connect 
archaeology, nautical archaeology, seafaring, the Indian Ocean, and the South Asia World. In 
her work, material culture, archaeological sources, maritime technology and seafaring 
practices are inextricably bound to one another, are given context, and are framed to 
introduce the longue durée of maritime activities in the region. This trans-disciplinary 
approach allows her to address wider questions about trade patterns and processes, state 
formation and political consolidation, and other related topics such as religion expansion (Ray 
and Salles 1996; Ray 2003). Over the years, Ray has advocated for an integrated multi-
disciplinary research and approach to write the history of the Indian Ocean region (1996, 2006, 
2011).  
Pierre-Yves Manguin is of the same pioneering opinion. 
“Ethnographic research among maritime-oriented communities 
should continue to be made an absolute priority: their traditional 
culture is disappearing at a fast pace. Technical aspects of their 
culture dealing with ship-building or navigational skills should be 
recorded and investigated in connection with closely associated 
aspects of the economics of their seafaring activities and social 
organization. Textual and archival research should also be carried out 





to locate more written documents with precise descriptions of ship 
structures. Last but not least, large-scale archaeological surveys 
followed by the systematic study of sites with ship remains should be 
carried out in the hole Indian Ocean” (Manguin 2010a, 570). 
Manguin is also one of the rare few to have successfully practised a holistic approach to the 
study of nautical technology in Southeast Asia and to locate it within a historical perspective. 
Based on a wide range historical sources, archaeological materials, and an acute knowledge of 
seafaring, he has rounded out over the years our knowledge of coastal states and trade 
networks of Southeast Asia, including topics such as the traders of the first millennium CE, 
shipping across the Indian ocean, sailing instructions on the South Asian seas, and on war 
fleets, fortresses and harbours. Overall, Manguin has brought about a practical understanding 
of their meaning within the broader perspective of movements along the maritime silk road 
and across the South China Sea (Manguin 1993b, 1993c, 1998, 2010b, 2010a).  
 
Since Ray focuses on the Indian Ocean, and Manguin on the Malay Peninsula and the South 
China Sea, this thesis follows their pioneering approach and applies it to Vietnam. It provides 
the historian and the maritime archaeologist with a perspective from the sea, from the deck of 
a boat, and from a mariner's point of view, and most importantly, offers an introduction to 
V     m s  s  f    g p  c  c s   d b   bu  d  g      d  s ’   x s         cu             u  . 
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III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
The absence of a Vietnamese maritime history, and the lack of a practical sense of what a 
maritime experience entails dictates the framework of this thesis. In other words, tackling the 
reality of being at sea and journeying along the coast of Cochinchina rather than creating a 
chronology of maritime events is at the heart of this thesis. To achieve this, the thesis is 
framed by a combination of three complementary approaches;  
1) F  s ,     s f  m d f  m       s      ’s p      f v  w      s  ms f  m     Annales School 
and wears the cloak of the New Thalassology, in which the quintessential maritime 
element, the sea, is given voice and takes centre stage. 
2) Second, it is framed by the anthropologist (and some maritime archaeologists), who 
consider boats and boatbuilding traditions as an absolute sign of culture, as an 
expression of human action that is not just a result of function or of the environment, 
but rather seen as the conjunction of both (along with a number of other variables 
that are also engrained in culture) and which impacts on our understanding of the 
boats as artefacts of the past and as mirrors to a culture.  
3) Third, it is framed by the maritime archaeologist, who advocates expanding the field of 
  qu  y        “      m   u  u       dsc p ”         han merely limiting the approach 
to nautical technology alone, or to the excavation of shipwrecks. 
 
These three standpoints, when pieced together, enable the formulation of a picture of 
Maritime Cochinchina that will be useful for the historian, anthropologist and maritime 
archaeologist. 
III. A. A maritime perspective  
“The history of human interactions with marine environment remains largely un-investigated, 
in part because of the enduring assumption that the ocean exists (or existed) outside of history” 
(Bolster 2006, 567). Bolster has advocated for the necessity of a historical perspective in the 
marine sciences, and showed how and why historians are uniquely situated to reconstruct the 
tangled stories of people and the oceans. His statement can also be applied to the traditional 
history of Vietnam, whereby until recently, the sea was considered outside of history. 
S  mm  g f  m B  s   ’s   gum   ,       s    s s,      c   ,   d     s   w    b  c       y 
p  c d “  s d ”   s   y,   d     s     m     m  c mp       hat will link the various topics under 
consideration together. Water will be seen as a basic rather than marginal element of the 





   dsc p , w  c   s m s   pp  p         f  m  g V     m’s   s   y, w       v  s, w    w ys, 
and the coasts are never far away. 
 As such, this thesis relies on a framework first initiated by the Annales School, and later 
developed by the New Thalassology in which the sea is now considered as a fundamental force 
that shapes life along the coast. In this thesis, the South China Sea is a central protagonist and 
more than just a maritime background upon which to draw arrows representing monsoon 
winds or itineraries. 
 
T  s    us y    k        s   w s   s    sp   d    p    by R  d   d   mb  d’s  pp  c       f 
Braudel and the Annales School’s  pp   c           s   y  f S u    s   s  . R  d g v  
Southeast Asia a voice by framing a regional history revolving around maritime trade and 
hence, placed the sea in a central position that created a new understanding of the nature of 
pre-colonial states and economic networks from the 15th-17th centuries (Reid 1988, 1993a).71 
While applying the Mediterranean model to Southeast Asia can be criticised, as much as 
B  ud  ’s p    c   d     y  c d m  s   s (Lombard 1998; Bin Wong 2003), what is relevant 
here is the centrality of the water as a category of analysis worthy of attention.72 
 In this case, by keeping the South China Sea central, the framing will concurrently allow 
for creating a maritime perspective about the coast of Cochinchina. However, this does not 
m             s  b u  d p c   g   m     m    s   y  f       g   s       f p  p  ’s   v s     g 
the shores of the South China Sea or Vietnam, or necessarily of the exchanges, patterns of 
migration and trade across the seas. The aim here is to shift the focus from maritime exchange 
and trade networks to the actual experience of the coast for a sailor, foreign and Vietnamese, 
to maritime routes, navigation, seafaring practices, boats, boat use and boat building. Such a 
maritime perspective goes beyond a narrative of events along the coast, and stresses that the 
vantage point is the sea itself. It is a perspective about looking at things from the sea. This 
perspective is reinforced now by the New Thalassology73 which intends to write a history of 
the sea. In maritime history, the sea is essentially in the background, but with a focus on 
maritime activities of humans on the sea, while in maritime archaeology the focus is on the 
archaeology of maritime zones, and considers the sea as a dynamic factor that affects material 
culture. Thalassology permeates both disciplines and attempts to tell a story of the sea or from 
the sea (Horden and Purcell 2000, 2006). 
                                                          
71
 This was preceded by     ’s Maritime Trade and State Development in Early Southeast Asia (Hall 1986). 
72
 See infra, page 26, footnote 56 on the studies on the Indian Ocean. 
73
 See Vink (2007), who locates the emergence of a new generation of Indian Ocean scholarship, in the ‘c  ss-
f      z     ’ of the Annales School (exemplified by Braudel) and World-Systems Theory (exemplified by Immanuel 
Wallerstein), and considers the works of three scholars that embody the ‘  w      ss g  p y’ that emerged in the 
1980s: Kirti Chaudhuri, Michael Pearson, and Kenneth McPherson. 
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In order to adapt a maritime perspective, two major aspects will be considered in the thesis;  
 First, the characteristics of the sea itself will be explored and given voice through the 
discipline of maritime ecology. When considering the sea in a historical context, it is important 
to revise the perception of the sea or ocean as timeless, unchanging and romantic, but rather 
to consider how its very nature is constantly changing and influencing people (whether it is fish 
stock or storms and typhoons, wind, currents, and the monsoon). This fact reminds one how 
the ecology forms an integral part of the daily life of sailors and fishers. Nature certainly does 
have a role to play on state formation, politics, and economics, but also on other maritime 
  p cs,   c ud  g   u  s,   c       f    b u s,   c    g s, f s   m  ’s v    g s,   d   s     
shipbuilding.  
 Secondly, Cochinchina will be looked upon from the vantage point of the sea. In this 
case, the maritime perspective is literally taken at sea, from the deck of a ship. In this way, 
Cochinchina will be literally encountered from a maritime perspective. For a sailor, maritime 
space unfolds along maritime routes, and it is defined by coastal landmarks, by anchorages, by 
the location of firewood supplies and wells, by zones of shallow waters, zones of strong 
currents or areas affected by tidal ranges, and less by national boundaries. This perception 
allows one to consider the land in a different way than usually portrayed, and to explore a 
sp c        s d m  c   d d ff      y. I  w    c        “b  d    ss   s   y” du         m     m  
nature of its environment.  
 The maritime environment and theme are borderless by definition: ships are objects of 
connectivity that cross boundaries, harbours are trans-national, a boat building tradition does 
not belong to a nation but rather to a region or a culture and is seldom confined within the 
boundaries of modern state frontiers. Water bodies, by nature, flow and connect, fish stock do 
    “s  p”    b  d  s,     s  f d s   bu      f f s   g p  c  c s     p   us   d    d  g 
networks transcend borders. This perspective in turn allows considering the history of a 
natural space without being restricted by a state-formation and thence, by nation-centred 
narrative. This is important because it allows one to write about a wide range of people who 
experienced the sea, including European captains, missionaries, supercargoes, and 
Cochinchinese sailors, fishers, soldiers, as well as to explore a wide range of sources, in order 
to form a panoramic picture of maritime activities based upon various aspects and 
experiences.  
 
Because this maritime perspective does not exclude humans, or their activities at sea, as 
Pearson has noted, “rather than try to be purely maritime, the best we can hope for is to be 
amphibious, to move easily between land and sea” (    s   2007, 28-29), c    g B   z ’s w  k 





as a guide to such an approach. This thesis also looks at the inter-dependant connections 
between humans and their environment, at the interface between land and sea networks, 
between long haul seafarers and coastal fishers. The perspective is still from the sea, but 
looking at the land, and is concerned with human-environment interactions, from a different 
albeit maritime perspective. The connection between the sea and seafarers can also be 
addressed through a second and complementary approach; namely to look at boats, the very 
objects that enable the voyaging and connection to occur. 
III. B. The meaning of boats  
Given that boatbuilding and boat use are an important part of the numerous maritime 
activities people conducted along coasts, the study of boats can be a lens through which to 
investigate the past interactions between humans and their maritime environments, and 
retain the sea at the centre of these interactions. 
 Maritime archaeologists, who focus on shipwrecks have refined their understanding of 
the meaning of ships and boats and advocate a methodology for integrating boat conception, 
design, construction and use in the study of this specific maritime material culture (Hasslöf et 
al. 1972; Prins 1986; Crumlin-Pedersen and Munch-Thye 1995; Greenhill 1995; Gould 2000; 
Adams 2001, 2003; Blue 2003; McGrail et al. 2003). This methodological perspective and 
approach to boat construction, organisation and use, is seen as a reflection of a long standing 
way of life (Adams 2001).  
 Boats are not just a means of transportation, the visible sign of technological capabilities 
and achievements or the results of function and necessity dictated by the environment alone. 
T     “meaning is much broader than timbers and technology” (Adams 2006, 6).74 Their design 
witnesses a particular set of mind, answers to technological difficulties, and adaptation to 
materials available, but can also reflect cultural exchanges and technological influences. Their 
decorations and adornments represent cultural and religious beliefs and superstitions. Their 
size and shape are symbols of power, and wealth, and can signify certain political nature of the 
endeavours (for warfare, raiding, conquest or defence). Their interior structures depend on 
the activities on board, on cargo distribution, on the type of trade (long and short distance), on 
the fishing techniques, and even the system for measuring customs taxes could be inferred 
from the super structures and sheer profile. Particular forms of social organization can also be 
reflected on board, in boatyards or in the harbours (McKee 1983; Greenhill 1995; Gould 2000; 
                                                          
74
 Adams (2001) and Blue (2003) have provided grids of analysis in which different variables have been identified, 
which act with various degrees of intensity on boatbuilding, and which bring forth the fact that boatbuilding is a 
product of culture and of human action. The variables or factors identified include function, technology, material 
resources, environment, and economics, but also the socio religious context, tradition, ideology and purpose. 
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Adams 2001; Gibbins and Adams 2001; Adams 2003; Ballard et al. 2003; Blue 2003). 
 For Jacques Ivanoff, a French anthropologist,75 who explored the role and place of the 
b             k   s c   y, “the boat is the most living cultural object ever known” (Ivanoff 
1999, 1). His study is an excellent example of the extent to which boat studies can be central to 
the interpretation of a cultural and symbolic meaning and u d  s   d  g  f p  p  s. Iv   ff’s 
words draw attention to the idea that boats indeed signify the material epitome of human 
interaction with water. Therefore studying boats can go beyond the mere typological 
characterisation of specific groups of boats or technological features, and the main types of 
boats cannot be reduced to a typology alone but rather need to be embedded in a socio-
cultural context, as well as within a natural environment.76  
 
In this way, studying a boat (and in most cases, archaeological remains such as shipwrecks), 
can provide access to other aspects of a culture, while simultaneously, in order to study boats, 
an understanding of other aspects of culture are necessary as well as of the associated 
ecology. This is why the thesis will emphasize on certain boat types and boatbuilding 
traditions, and attempt to address their context of use, sailing conditions and navigation 
practices. Consequently, the thesis is framed by an approach that attempts to describe and 
analyse the context surrounding boat conception, design, construction and use;77 by a 
methodological approach that aims towards developing a more integrated understanding of 
what it means to build and sail a boat. Some aspects of this approach to studying boats can be 
link d   g      by     c  c p   f   “      m   u  u       dsc p ”. 
  
                                                          
75
 Ivanoff was student of George Condominas who was himself influenced by the French school of Anthropology of 
Technology. This academic approach developed in France in the 1970s and stemmed from the researches of Marcel 
Mauss, a pioneer in the way to consider techniques and objects. This field of anthropology is represented by 
scholars like André Leroi-Gourhan (1943, 1945), Haudricourt (1988), and Lemonnier (1993). In their eyes, 
technology is not just about objects and tools but is crucially about the way in which they are utilized. Thence, 
behind conception, design, construction and use, there are human gestures. The work was finally translated into 
English in 1992, in which Lemonnier precised himself that it is a “F   c     d     ” (Lemonnier 1993). 
76 Note that this does not, by all means, reduce the importance of studying in very minute details boatbuilding 
technology. How a ship is constructed is often more important in assessing the tradition or culture that it comes 
from. It is relatively easy to copy the shape of a foreign ship, but the basic way of building is much more resistant to 
change. See Maarleveld (1995) and McGrail (1985). This is why archaeologists have been pointing out the dangers 
of focusing on the archaeology of ships without considering their wider social context (Breen and Lane 2004). 
77
 This could be taken further, once the context of use is well understood. For example, Ray in her study on 
seafaring in South Asia until the 5
th
 CE, brilliantly brought together numerous aspects of seafaring in South Asia, 
showing how the nature of the commodities determined the size of the vessels, or the correlation between the 
availability of fishing grounds and the type of vessel used (differences between the south-east coast of India and the 
Gujarat coast) (Ray 2003, 5). 





III. C. A “         u  u    L  dsc p ”  pp   c   
As maritime archaeologists perceived a disciplinary need to move beyond the boundaries of 
technology and boat remains, and approach maritime material culture from an anthropological 
point of view [see above], Swedish archaeologist Christer Westerdahl, introduced the concept 
of a “      m   u  u       dsc p ”.78 This development brought the study of boats and 
maritime material culture together within the field of enquiry along with the entire 
surrounding landscape. This now meant that maritime archaeology could encompass much 
m         jus      s udy  f b   s,   d      W s   d   ’s  pp   c  c u d  x   d    “the 
natural geography…the details of roads, coasts, routes, harbours (e.g. the steepness, shallow 
banks), and the directions of prevailing currents and winds” (Westerdahl 1998, 2). The 
innovative concept meant that, in fact, maritime space and the landscape cannot be defined 
solely in terms of geography or ecology, but rather, include also structures on land related to 
activities at sea and sites on shore, as well as the intangible aspects of culture, such as place 
names (Tilley 1994) and maritime routes. These were now considered an equally integral part 
 f     “m     m  cu  u       dsc p ”.79 Furthermore, the land is deemed as important for the 
people at sea as the sea itself, and thus needs to also be integrated within this maritime 
perspective.80 In this sense, the landscape is seen as the historical product of complex 
interactions between communities and their environments that are sometimes not readily 
apparent. In sum, for Westerdahl, “the study of maritime culture and its landscape ought to 
                                                          
78
 It is based on the term sjobruk or “Maritime Cultural Landscape” which was first introduced by the Swedish 
maritime ethnologist Olof Hasslof in the 1950s (Westerdahl 1992, 5), and implied addressing the utilization of a 
maritime space by communities for settlement, fishing, pilotage, and so forth. This concept highly resonated with 
Christer Westerdahl in the 1970s who conducted an extensive maritime archaeological survey of the Swedish 
Norrland coast (1975-1982), where ancient coastal sites are now in land. Westerdahl realized that in order to 
address underwater remains he had to consider those on land. He thus faced the need to define a scientific term to 
represent the “unity of remnants of maritime culture on land as well as underwa   ” (Westerdahl 1992, 5), and 
eventually developed the concept of the “      m  Cultural    dsc p ”. From this perspective, maritime 
archaeological surveys had to encompass land archaeology. In his view, coastal dwellings, ancient ports and 
harbours, landing places, anchorages, and all sorts of material remains of ancient marine exploitation such as ballast 
sites, shipyards, boat houses, taverns, and defence features formed part of the complex network put in place for 
the exploitation of the maritime environment. This theoretical approach strengthened when W s   d   ’s concept 
was first published in English in the 1990s, at a time when there was already a reactionary movement against the 
excessive focus that maritime archaeology was placing on boats and technology alone. The approach is still 
developed and applied in different fields (Ford 2011), and was re-visited by Westerdahl himself in 2011, in the 
Oxford Handbook for Maritime Archaeology (Westerdahl 2011). 
79
 Changes in the topography of the coastline and the seafaring conditions are seen as crucial to understand the 
realities of past coastal communities, but when addressing tools, objects or structures, the approach comes to 
address them in association with the cognitive processes of the coastal communities in their relation with their 
maritime environment. As such, oral traditions and ritual and symbolic aspects also become fundamental. Place 
names are also seen as a seminal source of the cognitive landscape because they transform physical and 
geographical reality into something that is historically and culturally experienced (Ford 2011, 5). Similarly charts, 
maps and portolans were taken into account as mirrors of maritime experiences. 
80
 See Ilves (2004) who stressed the significance of the ancient s  m  ’s appreciation and experience for the 
topographical location of landing sites along a shallow coastline, and Cooney (2004) who also reminds that the land 
should be seen from the sea and in connection with the ships and their performances. See the whole number 35 of 
the issue of the journal World Archaeology (2004) on concept of seascapes. 
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mean the exploration of all kinds of human relationships to the sea, or very plausibly to any 
large body of water” (Westerdahl 2011, 754). 
 Maritime communities throughout history have been sustained by a variety of 
occupations associated with the sea, such as sailing, fishing, harvesting various marine 
resources, trade, ship-building, piracy, pearling, and salt making, and some result in the 
construction of various land structures, such as lighthouses, fortifications, docks and wharves, 
warehouses, shipyards, and taverns. However, the concept of a Maritime Cultural Landscape, 
d  s       c ss    y  mp y      “ v  y    g b c m s m     m ”                 y  c   
distinction between terrestrial and maritime archaeology is not real. For maritime 
  c      g s s,     c      g  d  s     c  s s     d f    g w     s “m     m ”   d w     s 
“     s     ”, bu         c      y, c  s s s  f u    z  g   p  sp c  v          b  s f cus  g up   
and integrating all the relationships between humans and the aquatic world. 81  
 
   c  c   y sp  k  g,     c  c p   f   “      m   u  u       dsc p ”  s  pp   d       s    s s, 
enables consideration of various aspects of life along the coast of Cochinchina, and advocates 
for recognizing and understanding the practicality of maritime related activities. This concept 
allows shifting the focus towards the cognitive processes of maritime communities in order to 
address navigation, maritime route, as well as observe the landscape from a maritime 
perspective. This framework connects a wide range of inter-related topics, in the Braudelian 
vein, thus bridging different fields of enquiry and relies upon a multi-disciplinary mode of 
research.  
 The thesis is framed by the conceptual dictates of a maritime perspective that allows an 
angle of vision from the sea, and that integrates boats and boat uses with the experience of 
the sailor, the sea and the Cochinchinese coast.  
                                                          
81
 A large amount of data stems from this approach, but to integrate knowledge and methods from relevant 
complementary disciplines enables researchers to tie together different, and equally significant, aspects of maritime 
cultures without establishing false boundaries. For example, Ray integrated a number of different aspects that are 
often not addressed in literature, such as the continuity of the use of maritime routes, the influence of the 
monsoon winds, the role of the topography, the interface between riverine and maritime zone, the connections 
through inland navigation, the longue durée of transportation, boatbuilding technology and navigation, fishing and 
sailing communities, but also aspects that are more intangible such as the organisation of the merchant 
communities, faith and beliefs, and so forth (Ray 2003). 
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IV. SOURCES AND METHODS  
The thesis is based on a multi-disciplinary approach and brings together the methods and 
records of history and maritime ethnography. In addition to the limited research conducted on 
Maritime Cochinchina, there is spare complementary data. In terms of archaeological research, 
the state of maritime archaeology in Vietnam is still in its infancy. The Institute of Maritime 
Archaeology of Vietnam was established in 2013, but no plan yet exists to survey the 
archaeological data that is available.82 A few maritime archaeology articles have been 
published over the years about wrecks found in Vietnamese waters, but they were not 
Vietnamese in origin. Recently a number of shipwrecks in the province of Quảng Ngãi were 
discovered, but none have been scientifically documented to date.83 The sparse iconography 
available is discussed in Chapter 8, but until now, there is no substantial data to interpret 
them. This is why, in order to compensate for this lack of material evidence on past maritime 
activities and boatbuilding, two other types of data sources form the basis of the research on 
which this thesis is constructed; archival records and ethnography. 
IV. A. Archival research  
Because the history of Vietnam was primarily written by the Nguyên dynasty (19th century), 
the earlier history, and most particularly the pre-colonial history, relies on Chinese sources, 
which for the non-sino-Vietnamese scholar who does not master Vietnamese chữ nôm and 
ancient Chinese writing, reduces the range of sources available. However, for the western 
scholar in possession of a number of key European languages, documentation dating from the 
first arrival of Europeans in Asia is rich and more readily accessible. Thus, it is the use of 
European source material that determines the time span of this research, and it is from these 
archives that aspects of the history of Maritime Cochinchina are reconstructed. Archives and 
classical texts have often been exploited to write Vietnamese history [see Literature Review] 
but there is still ample data that has never been exploited, and particularly not from a 
maritime angle.  
 
In this study, a wide range of documents from different nations, from different time periods, of 
a different nature, and written in various languages, are brought together. All of these source 
                                                          
82
 If there is new material available since 2014, when I concluded my fieldwork there, it has not been disseminated 
and not published either. 
83
 See infra, Preface, page 4, footnote 1; Chapter 1, page 28, footnote 64; and Chapter 8, page 503-504, about a 
wreck that does not seem to be Vietnamese either. 
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materials provide some important information about Maritime Cochinchina, such as Dutch 
Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie (VOC) shiplogs, Br   s    v y’s    v    cc u  s,     ugu s  
rutters and nautical instructions, Spanish administrative reports, French diplomatic or scientific 
reports, and missionary correspondence. Most of these Europeans arrived in Cochinchina by 
sea and experienced at first-hand navigation along its coast and life in its harbours. Some were 
captains, or shipmates, well informed on topics pertaining to the sea, such as navigation and 
boatbuilding. Some were civilians who provided excellent descriptions, and sometimes had a 
particular interest in maritime topics.84 For example, as Europeans arrived in Asia in the early 
1500s, exploration and mapping of the South China Sea developed and produced a wealth of 
documentation which increased over the course of the next three hundred years. Numerous 
maritime events occurred along the coast of Vietnam, including shipwrecks and pirate attacks, 
naval battles, royal parades and ceremonies, as well as daily maritime activities related to 
trade, fishing, and travelling, which are mentioned in various kinds of historical texts describing 
the country and of its landscape. 
   
To address the Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, British and French archives together has the 
advantage of enabling the researcher to explore the maritime aspect of Cochinchinese life 
without being constrained by a nation-centered narrative. It also allows the investigator to 
focus on the quality of the detailed descriptions rather than on the sometimes complex 
unraveling of historical events. Furthermore, such a varied set of sources increases the 
multiple perspectives and aspects from which boats and seafaring practices are described. 
From Captains, to missionaries, envoys or supercargoes, their diverse writings provide a wide 
spectrum from which to reconstruct and interpret the maritime cultural landscape of 
Cochinchina, its boats, and traditional maritime practices. 
 Paradoxically, the obvious disadvantage of such a collection of disparate sources is the 
lack of direct continuity. Chronologically, comparisons are not always possible because there 
are not always enough descriptions for a particular period, or because only one aspect of the 
maritime landscape is mentioned in just one document for a particular period. However, 
because one of the aims of this thesis is to create a panorama of boat related activities and of 
                                                          
84
 The best example is Bénigne Vachet (Vachet 1675; Rousseille 1865; Cadière 1913). Missionary, no doubt, but also 
a great writer who contributed enormously to the history of the Missions Etrangères de Paris (MEP), Vachet lived 
and travelled in Cochinchina between 1669 and 1682. He is remarkable for his vivid travel descriptions, and, his 
writing appears in several locations in this thesis because he paid a particular attention to navigation and boats, and 
because his letters are particularly well articulated around a narrative that follows the voyages he or other brothers 
undertook. He wrote for example the story of a number of missionaries, such as MM. Mahot, Louis, Courteaulin, 
Bouchard, Bishop Laneau, and Bishop Lambert de la Motte, and often included details of their journeys. He also 
wrote his Mémoires, published by Reverend Cadière, who also discussed V c   ’s boat description and sea travels 
(Cadière 1921). 
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boat types, it is possible to compensate for this lack of continuity by discussing themes that 
cover a broad period of time, instead of attempting to create a linear chronology of events and 
descriptions. Consequently, themes such as boat types, fishing activities, trading activities, 
harbours, natural hazards, anchoring locations and maritime landscape markers are 
investigated here. This is how the data is utilized to structure the thesis, and how it frames the 
different chapters.  
 
Archival research was conducted over more than a year, in five countries, and in over twenty 
institutes and archival repositories.85 One obstacle towards gathering documentation related 
to maritime themes is that such topics are often not the primary concern of the 
authors/foreign travellers. Unless the document was specifically meant to describing the 
country or to inform the ethnographic record, the content was often related to a particular 
business or diplomatic mission (Mantienne 1999, 113), and descriptions of local vessels or 
navigation practices are often incidental. In the European archives, the primary source 
m         s     c   g   s d u d     s    g  f  w  d    d  g, suc   s   “m     m ” s c    , bu  
rather, the information is dispersed in various record series and collections. Therefore, in order 
to locate aspects of the thematic history of Maritime Cochinchina, and be as wide ranging and 
as comprehensive as possible, a large number of archives had to be explored. 
 A great variety of documents were used (Pham 2015b).86 They could be categorised 
based on their origin, which is not done here in order to avoid nation-centred narratives. They 
could also be categorised chronologically, which is an interesting approach, because it allows 
the researcher to see changes over time, for example in maritime routes and in boatbuilding 
descriptions. And, the material can be categorised thematically, based on the nature of the 
documents. This is how the following brief description of the sources is organised here, in 
order to highlight their potential value for certain themes. These categories are not exclusive, 
and mainly help to impose form on the large amount of source material. In addition to the 
archival documents and manuscripts, other published primary sources and first-hand accounts 
are also included in this overview.  
- Charts, rutters and nautical instructions.87 The first category of source material, on which 
the first chapters of this thesis are based is related to navigation. It includes rutters, 
                                                          
85
 See list in Appendix. 
86
 This is based on Pham 2015b, which goes through the same categories and presents a number of documents in 
detail. 
87
 Examples: Mémoire pour la connaissance des ports depuis Cambodge jusqu'à Tonkin (n.a. c. 1700); Mémoire sur 
la côte et les ports de Cochinchine pour servir d'instruction aux cartes et plans de cette partie des mers de Chine 
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navigation instructions or documents compiled relative to navigation, and cartography. 
These documents are easy to find in archives,88 and, are useful for reconstructing the 
maritime routes, the chain of harbours and ports, to identify landmarks, but also for 
highlighting the significance along the routes of the location of particular anchorage 
points and water supplies,   d f    bs  v  g     Eu  p   ’s p  g  ss v  d sc v  y  f     
region.  
- Ship Logs.89 Official ship logs record day-to-day practical aspects of navigation; distances, 
weather, currents, winds, depths, crew routines, harbours, and also sometimes mention 
significant incidents like repairs or wreckage. Along with nautical instructions, ship logs 
are valuable since they describe the journey day-by-day, and the coast the vessels sailed 
along landmark per landmark. The shiplogs therefore provide a realistic sense of sailing, 
w  c   s  mp       f   f    w  g     s  ps’           s     g p    cu    m     m    u  s, 
and to reconstruct the coastal ecology.  
- Journals, diaries and daily accounts.90 In addition to the ship log, the captain, naval 
officers, supercargoes or passengers on board also produced diaries of their journey. 
These documents are also characterized by a valuable day-to-day structure, which enables 
the reader to grasp the passage of time between events or for conducting certain 
activities, and for sailing from one point to another. Even if the authors do not always 
elaborate upon each entry, they provide insight about the experience of sailing along the 
coast, of looking at the coast from the deck of a ship, and of arriving in a Cochinchinese 
harbour. Sometimes these documents also vividly describe the first official encounter 
between the foreign author and the local Cochinchinese customs officers, tax collectors, 
the fishermen who tow the foreign vessels into the local harbor, the pilot who provides 
guidance along the rivers, or refer to more informal encounters with the locals who offer 
translation services, boat repairs, provisions, and water. In addition, the diary accounts 
often include comments and advice on navigation, as well as descriptions of the local 
fleets, boatbuilding, and other maritime activities. These personal documents are even 
more valuable when written by naval officers who have a professional understanding of 
matters of the sea or a particular inclination for boatbuilding. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
(Dayot 1807b)
 
; Projet d'instructions relatif à la reconnaissance à la côte de Cochinchine et plus particulièrement du 
port de Tourane (la Mothe de Solminihac 1786).  
88
 Charts often form a category of their own, and are often well inventoried and listed. Hydrographic works are also 
easy to identify in the archives. 
89
 Examples: the Gift of God (Purnell 1916), Grol (Hartsinck 1637; Geerts 1882a), Brouwershaven and the Sloterdijck 
(Traudenius 1633), the fleet of Jan Van Linga (Van Linga 1642), Elcano (n.a. 1859), La Favorite (Laplace 1836-1874). 
90
 Examples: Verstegen (1651); Baron (1652); Laurens (1750a); Roberts (1803); Kergariou (1817-1818); Borel (1818); 
Dumont D'Urville (1830); Vaillant (1834-1837). 
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Figure 1-3: About a hundred itineraries, conducted over three hundred years, were compiled [see Table A in 
Appendix]. By plotting them on a map, the different maritime trade routes used across time appear very 








 centuries  
- Travel accounts, narratives, and memoirs91 compose a broad category of significant 
documents. Many were published92 and are used in various chapters of this thesis to 
discuss different aspects of life and travel along the coast of Cochinchina. Travel 
narratives do not necessarily follow a daily narration per se, but often follow a 
chronological sequence of connected events. They tend to address a reader and focus on 
reporting and explaining the context and purpose of a mission or a journey of discovery. 
They provide a general view of a country and its people, and often include descriptions 
useful to reconstruct maritime aspects of daily life in Cochinchina, on topics such as 
                                                          
91
 Examples: Pelling et al. (1766); Borel (1818); Kergariou (1817-1818); Rey (1818); Bougainville (1825); Laplace 
(1836-1874). 
92
 Examples: Tome Pires (Cortesao 1990), Duarte Barbosa (Dames 1918-1921), Fernao Mendes Pinto (Viale 1991), 
William Dampier (1697, 1699a), Robert Kirsop (1793), Captain Blomfield (Lamb 1961), Charles Chapman (1817), 
Mullet Des Essard and Capitaine de Kersaint (Bizalion 1996), John Barrow, Sir. G. Staunton and Anderson, part of the 
Embassy of Lord McCartney (Anderson 1795; Staunton 1797b; Barrow 1806), John White (1823, 1824), John 
Crawfurd (1830a, 1830b), Louis Rey (1821), Hyacinthe de Bougainville (1837), Jules Dumont d’U v     (1834), 
Commandant Laplace (1833), Edmund Roberts (1837), Auguste-Nicolas Vaillant (La Salle 1852), Charles-Emile 
Bouillevaux (1858), Gabriel Aubaret (1863), Jean-Baptiste Chaigneau (Salles 1923), Michel Chaigneau (1867), Camille 
Paris (1889), Picard Destelan (1892), Joseph-Marie Brien (1893), Dartige du Fournet (1897), and A. Berthet (1898). 
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harbours, fishing fleets, indigenous boats, royal navy, and local village-based maritime 
activities.  
- Reports.93 Over the years, the Nguyên received many foreign ambassadors seeking 
attendance at the Royal court to negotiate trading privileges. These diplomatic and 
trading missions produced an important and well documented archive, providing 
information relative to the overall historic, economic and social context of the mission. 
The proceedings of such missions and/or reports do not follow a narrative form, and were 
framed to be informative about specific topics. The reports were often written to 
convince the reader of the material benefits of conquest or of securing trading posts in 
the country. They usually comprise of a general description of the place, introducing the 
history, trade, customs, language of the country, in order to foreground their arguments 
and explain either their success or failure. These reports include detailed descriptions that 
can link maritime activities, harbours, particular fishing practices and even superstitions 
and legends together. Such observations are usually regrouped under clear headings. In 
addition to the various reports, these missions often had on board naturalists and 
illustrators, whose careful descriptions and drawings are also extremely useful. Many 
scientific or political missions under the guise of natural history, or hydrographic missions, 
were conducted in the 19th century, and large amount of significant data was produced. 
- Missionaries’ archives.94 The European missionaries had a duty to evangelise, but also to 
keep the Christian community in Europe informed of their progress overseas. The Jesuits 
                                                          
93
 Examples: D   ymp  ’s Second memoir concerning Cochinchina (1803), B    ’s journal (1818),   u   s’ 
Observations abrégées sur le commerce qu'on pourroit [sic] faire à la Cochinchine (1750b), letters and reports of 
Pérez das Mariñas at the Archivo General de Indias (AGI) in Spain (1594; 1597, 1603),  du    ’s Carta del Dominico 
Diego Aduarte sobre Extenderse a Reinos de Tierra Firme (1598), the Información sobre la Actitud Hostil del Rey de 
Champa by De Cuellar, Joan, Gregorio de Vargas, Diego Veloso, Pantaleon Carnero, and Fernan Carvallo (1593), 
Captain of Frigate  ub    ’s Note sur la Cochinchine (1862-1864), and Lieutenant C. Duv  ’s Note sur la Cochinchine 
(1865). 
94
 The Franciscans arrived in the region prior to the Jesuits. The Franciscan Friar Marcello de Ribadeneira compiled 
in 1601 a history of the Philippines, which included information about the first attempts of the missionaries in 
Cochinchina (Ribadeneira 1601). The Franciscan brother Perez Lorenzo (1915, 1916, 1917, 1934) re-published the 
relations of a few Spanish Franciscan missionaries, who tell of sea travels (for example, including early crossings 
between Cochinchina and Manila), storms and shipwrecks. They can be found in printed format in the Archivum 
Franciscanum Historicum in the Biblioteca da Ordem Franciscana of the Seminario da Luz in Lisbon. 
The history of the Spanish in Cochinchina is closely linked to the presence of the Dominicans in the Philippines and 
starts in the 1560s. All the records of the Spanish colonies are held at the Archivo General de Indias in Sevilla. Most 
of the documents are mostly related to the New World or the galleon trade and the Philippines but there are a few 
mentions of Cochinchina in the records from the Audencia de Filipinas. From their stronghold in Manila, Governor 
Luis Pérez das Mariñas and the Dominicans had numerous projects of conquest of Southeast Asia (Manguin 1981a, 
Ellis 2007). There are a few documents, reports and relations, providing accounts of journeys to Cochinchina 
interspersed with illuminating comments that date to that period. Some of these letters can also be found in the 
fifty-five volumes on the Philippine Islands compiled by Blair and Robertson (1903-1919). The early account of Friar 
Gabriel Quiroga de San Antonio published in 1604 provides one of the first mentions of Cochinchinese galleys or 
galeotas con remo in his description of the country (1929). Cadière in the series on the Européens qui ont vu le vieux 
Hué in the Bulletin des Amis du Vieux Hué (BVAH) annotated a letter of the Dominican priest Gaspar da Cruz on 
Cochinchina dated to 1569 (Cadière 1931). 
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and the missionaries of the French Missions Etrangères de Paris (MEP) were particularly 
conscientious in their endeavours. Amongst the hundreds of letters in Latin, including 
reports on the number of converted gentils and the process of their martyrdoms and 
persecutions, and letters to their superiors and families, there are a number of rare travel 
logs and geo-political and social accounts of the overseas countries (Teixeira 1964; Forest 
1996; Mantienne 1996; Ellis 2007). The Jesuits arrived in Vietnam in Tourane, in 1615. 
Some of their correspondence and accounts have been translated, published, and 
reprinted, and thus have become relatively well known.95 The letters and reports 
comprise some of the earliest descriptions of Cochinchina. The MEP,96 under the 
instructions of the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith (Propaganda 
Fide), were established in a response to the Padroado Real97 in the early 17th century, and 
sent fathers to Vietnam for the first time in the 1660s. For Cochinchina, the documents 
written by the early missionaries are usually the most detailed, discussing at length the 
geographic and social environments in which they established their mission, while the 
reports of the fathers from the later period tend to focus more on their actual missions. 
T   m ss       s’  cc u  s,       s   d pub  c     s    p us    u d  s   d d   y   f      g 
                                                          
95
 For example, Christoforo Borri (Dror and Taylor 2006), Alexandre de Rhodes (Rhodes 1652, 1854), Gemelli Careri 
(Cadière 1930), Manuel Ferreira (1700), Johannis Koffler (1911), and numerous letters and accounts in the Lettres 
édifiantes et curieuses (Compagnie de Jésus 1702-1776). The unpublished material can be found in the Japonica-
Sinica series of the Archivio Romano Societatis Iesu or Roman Archives of the Society of Jesus (ARSI), and the 
Biblioteca da Ajuda holds 19
th
 century copies of all the letters and annual reports from the J su  ’s Cochinchina 
missions for the 17
th
 century. In each there is an estado temporal de reino (temporal state of the kingdom), full of 
observations on the country and relating important historical, political, social or economic events, as well as 
punctual events such as shipwrecks, typhoons and storms, the arrival of trading ships, and on the movements of the 
local navy. 
96
 Similarly to the Jesuits, the MEP also published and shared with the world some of their letters in their Relations 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1674, 180), and in the eighteenth century in a series of five 
publications which regroup letters and accounts from 1784-1796 under the title Nouvelles des Missions Orientales.  
The archives of the MEP were systematically analysed, organized and subsequently compiled by Father Adrien 
Launay. Between 1882 and 1927, he created an analytical table in 12 volumes, an alphabetical index in 4 volumes, 
and compiled the history of the MEP. This includes the history of the Mission of Siam, of Tonkin, and of Cochinchina 
(in three volumes). Yet there is still much more to explore. The Histoire de la Mission de Cochinchine is based on 
only a quarter of the letters related to Cochinchina during that period of time. Tomes 1 and 2 cover the years 1653-
1771, and are based on the archival volumes 724-743 of the archives, that cover the years 1663 to 1751. 
Unfortunately, despite having achieved a T    ’s work that is invaluable and more than fundamental, his 
compilations have some faults, including the fact that Launay corrected and modernised the spelling, and cut some 
passages off the letters. For example, in the letter of M. Heutte to Mgr de Cicé sent in 1711, Launay cut the 
description of the boat on which the heathens were sailing (Launay 2000b, 617). The archives are available on 
microfilm, in this case, AMEP vol. 727, p. 55, but not always easily decipherable, even for a native speaker and 
trained historian. That precise section describing the boat was very hard to read. 
97
 The Padrodao Real or royal patronage, was a sort of law that entitled the king to appoint clerics to ecclesiastical 
positions (bishops, pastors), and in turn, that provided power to the kings over the administration of local churches. 
This meant the distinction between political and religious activities was sometimes blurred. Patrons had rights and 
privileges over the churches and missions they financed and established. The padroado came under the control of 
the Portuguese crown in the early the sixteenth century, when the king became the Grand Master of the Order of 
Christ, and that the Portuguese began their maritime explorations. The Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fide was 
in charge of evangelising Asia, Africa and the Americas, independently from the Padroado in order for Rome to 
regain power. 
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the coast, including the nature of regional transportation and the coastal boats that sailed 
from port to port. Due to official controls and persecutions enacted against the Christian 
converts by the Nguyễn, the missionaries tended to avoid the main ports, favouring minor 
harbours, thus their accounts are especially useful to grasp the reality of everyday life 
outside the main international points of access and interaction for foreigners. 
Missionaries also sometimes described their journeys, namely the difficulties of traveling 
by sea, and used the hardships and dangers experienced as opportunities to praise 
Providence for saving them from terrible storms, pirates or shipwreck.98  
-  
 
Figure 1-4: Biblioteca da Ajuda, Lisbon, Portugal 
 
This brief overview shows the wide range of source materials available to the researcher, but 
as previously stated, the quality and quantity varies. The nature of the data depended on the 
author, and therefore misconceptions and misunderstandings were sometimes unavoidable. 
Missionaries were not the most reliable witnesses to discuss boat construction but their 
lengthy descriptions are full of details that can sometimes form the evidentiary basis of 
contemporary ethnographic enquiry (Rubies 2003). Naval officers, on the other hand, tend to 
be more accurate although they are sometimes less eloquent. Above all, authors describe 
what they see based on their own observation, and on their own pre-conceived knowledge 
                                                          
98
 For example, the letter of M. Langlois to M. Labbé, 15 March 1699 (Launay 2000b, 440); the letter of M. Langlois 
to M. Ausiès, 20 July 1699 (Launay 2000b, 627). Also, the relations of Father Louis Chevreuil, of Bishop de Bourges, 
the story of the arrival of Courtaulin and Bouchard, the journal of M. Levavasseur, or the letters of Father Féret, and 
Father Bourgine, all discuss land and sea travels, small ports in Champa and Cochinchina and the local boats they 
boarded [see examples of the m ss       s’ travels in Table in Appendix]. 
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acquired through first-hand experience, or based          p  p  ’s  xp     c ,    p  v  us 
accounts. Some authors spent extensive time in Vietnam, some just a few weeks, but the 
validity of their accounts is not necessarily proportional to the length of their stay. Thus an in-
depth understanding of the identity, background, and perspective from which the authors 
wrote, the reasons for their travel, and purpose of their writing is imperative for using this kind 
of source material.  
 To discuss Maritime Cochinchina, its activities, environment, and maritime routes, the 
aforementioned textual descriptions are used here as primary historical sources. However, in 
order to discuss boatbuilding, such data had to be integrated with other sources, particularly 
ethnographic material, to round out the study of boatbuilding traditions and maritime 
activities.  
IV. B. Maritime ethnography  
The last chapters of this thesis, which revolve around boatbuilding, rely to a large extent upon 
boat descriptions available in the written record as noted above, but also on data produced by 
maritime ethnographers since the 1840s [see Literature Review], as well as on ethnographic 
fieldwork that was conducted between 2009 and 2014. 
 When discussing boat construction, information in historical sources can be partial, 
and/or not totally reliable. Descriptions of boat or their construction sequences are seldom 
complete and rarely constitute full ethnological studies. For example, the particular lashing 
technique of certain planked boats is described recurrently since the late 17th century, but on 
the other hand, some other specificities of Vietnamese boat technology have been totally 
ignored, such as the woven-bamboo hulls, which are located under the waterline and 
therefore invisible to the untrained eye.  
 This is why archival source material and ethnographic data are utilized together in this 
study. The aim is not to compare99 but rather to juxtapose the different kinds of sources in 
order to enlarge the scope of our understanding of Vietnamese boatbuilding traditions and 
boat use across time. Furthermore, within the framework of a heuristic approach to Maritime 
Cochinchina, ethnographic data can not only contribute further knowledge to historical 
descriptions but also to documenting traditional practices. As Miller notes in his opus on 
tha  ss g  p y, “equally significant in writing about the sea and maritime peoples from a 
                                                          
99
 The biggest risk of using an ethnographic approach resides in the excesses of analogy (Burningham 1998; Blue 
2003; Ransley 2011; Pham 2016). The long debate about direct analogies between archaeology and ethnography 
that exist since the seventies (Binford 1983; Wylie 1985; Stahl 1993; Fewster 2001; Hamilakis 2001; Lucas 2001; 
Hamilakis and Anagnostopoulos 2009) is applicable to boat ethnography and to the study of maritime communities. 
For a critical discourse see Vermonden (2006) and Ransley (2011). 
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methodological standpoint, is the need for the historian to engage in fieldwork akin to 
anthropologists” (Miller 2013, 148). 
 
Maritime ethnography is nowadays considered a sub-field of maritime archaeology. Maritime 
ethnography has been applied by archaeologists in recent years in interpreting archaeological 
material and investigating related maritime communities, in a way that goes well beyond the 
mere recording of technology (Ransley 2011).  
       m       g  p y “is the study of contemporary maritime cultures and their 
materials, through first hand observation” (Blue 2003, 334). The underlying purpose of 
maritime ethnography is the idea that studying living traditions and compiling contemporary 
data on boat uses and technology increases the sources of information relevant to 
understanding boats as significant cultural artefacts of the past. This approach and 
methodology in turn helps to interpret the material retrieved from archaeological excavations, 
as well as to understand past maritime societies. Furthermore, the results of ethnographic 
studies assist in preserving disappearing maritime craft traditions, and also help us to more 
fully understand the reasons for technological innovation and cultural change (Blue 2003).100 In 
this thesis, the practice of maritime ethnography complements the historical data, and helps 
to identify boatbuilding traditions. However, it is not used to interpret the archaeological 
record, but it will help in forming a basis from which to interpret archaeological materials in 
the future. 
 
In terms of the practical nature of maritime ethnography, an in-depth recording of 
contemporary boat traditions implies primarily fieldwork and first-hand observation, but also 
requires serious preliminary desk-based research and planning; 
 First, it entails an analysis of historical documents and iconographic data, in order to 
collect old descriptions or representations in past accounts, and to acquire a thorough 
knowledge of the environment, and, the socio-economic-historical factors that shaped the 
cultural background in which the boats were built and used (McGrail et al. 2003; Pham 2012a). 
This context provides a deeper understanding of the cultural variables that are reflected in the 
design of a boat and that may have shaped its chaîne opératoire.101 This is a most essential 
methodological step in which the fields of history and archaeology meet, that should 
                                                          
100
 For a discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of maritime ethnography, see Wylie (1985), Burningham 
(1998), Blue (2003) and Pham (2016). 
101
 As defined by Leroi-Ghouran (1964, 164), and commonly applied in French archaeology. It is a technological 
approach that seeks to reconstruct the organization of a technological system at a given archaeological site. It can 
be defined as follows “successions of mental operations and technical gestures, in order to satisfy a need 
(immediate or not), according to a preexisting project” (Perlès 1987, 23; Sellet 1993, 106).  
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contribute to describing and analyzing boats, boat building, and boat use from a more holistic 
and not simply functional, approach as advocated by Scandinavian maritime archaeologists 
Hasslöf et al. (1972), and by Gould (1983), Greenhill (1951, 1988) and Adams (2001) [see 
Literature Review]. It is a necessary step prior to conducting fieldwork and this is the exercise 
that this thesis has entailed.  
 Second, maritime ethnographic fieldwork consists primarily of documenting 
contemporary maritime cultures. This includes 1) interviewing, 2) documenting (photos and 
videos) and 3) sample recording.102 Because traditional boatbuilding is a fast disappearing 
occupation, there is an urgency to conduct as soon as possible full recordings of the process of 
boat construction, that entail all these three aspects. Amongst these three steps, to 
interrogate boatbuilders and document boat use is probably the most urgent. Many who 
witnessed the age of sail in Vietnam are now in their 80s, and their traditional knowledge and 
experience will disappear with them when they pass away. The fieldwork conducted for this 
thesis consisted therefore of only interviewing boat-builders and fishers, and of documenting, 
with photos and videos the contemporary boat record.103 Topics of discussion included not 
only design concepts, folklore, beliefs, taboos, religious practices, but also choice of materials, 
costs entailed, apprenticeship, operational performances, navigation capabilities, cargo types, 
boat uses and more recent landscape changes and transformations in technology.104  
 Ideally, documenting boat diversity and boat building consists of recording complete 
samples of surviving traditional construction types, vocabulary, tools, and, also producing a 
detailed graphic record. The latter is essential to create a useful typology to mark technological 
c   g s   d  d p      s   d    m p b    d v  s  y  c  ss   m . I     s c s , “the standard to 
be aimed at when recording a traditional boat is the same as in a boat excavation: to compile a 
record from which a competent model builder could build an accurate model and from which a 
                                                          
102
 See McGrail et al. (2003) and Pham (2012a). Maritime ethnography moves between boat recording, 
documenting practices with sketches and interviews, and a rigorous and systematic approach of documenting 
boatbuilding. No widely accepted methodology or framework exists for this fundamental sub-discipline. One of the 
most significant works in terms of approaches and methodology include the exceptional project of MacCarthaigh on 
the traditional boats of Ireland (MacCarthaigh 2008). For Southeast Asia however, no project has developed on such 
a scale. McGrail, Blue, Kentley and Palmer facing fast disappearing boat traditions, along with ways of living, 
initiated a project in India which resulted in a book (2003). It has set the standards for contemporary practice of 
maritime ethnography. Other important works include the work of maritime archaeologist Tom Vosmer (1992; 
1997; 2000) who worked in Bangladesh where he also collected precious data on traditional craftsman ship there 
and his work in Oman;      s  ’s work on the skin boats of Greenland (1986); McKee on the working boats of 
Britain (1983). Recently, the works of Heath on Arctic Kayaks (2004), Rajamanickam on traditional Indian ship 
building (2004), or Kapitän’s book on Sri Lanka (2009) comes to mind. 
103
 See in Appendix the list of interviews. 
104
 See also Ray (2013) for the potential of using ethnography to write the maritime history of the Bay of Bengal, 
and Ray (2003), in which she also uses ethnography as a method to enquire on topics that are not in the literature 
such as the role of pilots, oral traditions related to nautical instructions, seafarer's songs, boatbuilding, as well as to 
resolve questions relative to ownership and relations with agricultural communities.  
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detailed account of the boat’s routine uses could be  ritten” (McGrail 2001, 18).105 This step 
was not undertaken because it would have proved to be time consuming and costly, and 
because a preliminary wide ranging survey was necessary first.  
 
In comparison to an archaeologist studying an excavated boat, the ethnographic recorder of 
contemporary traditional boats has several advantages, not least that the representative 
nature (or otherwise) of a particular boat can be established, that the boat structure is 
generally complete and that the uses of the boat can be established, and on the spot 
discussion can take place with the boatbuilders and the boat users. However, there are some 
pitfalls related to such an approach, namely that the cultural connections between the 
archaeological material or the historical description, and the ethnographic evidence does not 
always exist.106 Therefore, it is important to be reminded that maritime ethnographic fieldwork 
is not a method that aims at directly explaining how or why nautical technology came about, 
but rather, that it aims at providing a framework to understand it. Astute observations made 
during ethnographic fieldwork can lead towards paths of interpretation, and can lead to a 
deeper understanding of nautical technology and maritime culture that undoubtedly help to 
 pp     d m     pp  p      y   d m    “  c   y”     b   s u d   s udy. T   us   f m     m  
ethnography as a complementary method and approach to historical study offers a heuristic 
appreciation of boat use and production. In this way, the methodology provides a deeper 
understanding of the boat as a product of culture, and helps to reveal certain realities of the 
artefact that are often hidden in the archaeological contexts, and iconographic data or textual 
descriptions. 
 
The main fieldwork on which the thesis relies on was conducted over six months, between 
October 2013 and April 2014, and covered the main harbours and adjacent villages of the 
provinces of Thừa Thiên-Huế, Quảng Nam, Quảng Ngãi, Bì   Định, Phú Yên, Khánh Hòa, Ninh 
Thuận and Bình Thuận. It comprised mainly of interviews, and, videos and photographs. More 
visual records have been collected over the past ten years.107 Boats at anchor and boats in 
                                                          
105
 This entails high quality recording, see MacCartaigh (2007; 2008). This step was not conducted, due to a lack of 
time and funds. 
106
 See infra, footnotes 99, page 48, and footnote 100, page 49. It is dangerous to infer comparison between 
different sets of data that are separated by over three hundred years, which is why to combine historical accounts, 
ethnographic data (and iconographic sources) and archaeological material reduces the   s   c   ’s bias in the 
interpretation, as demonstrated briefly by Burningham (1998). “E ploring potential alternative ways of fishing, boat 
building and engaging with the maritime world in order to open up our perspective is different from extracting 
“ethnofacts” in the present to transfer to the past. Successfully managing this involves being explicit about what we 
are using these sources for and how, and allowing such traditions to tell their own stories” (Ransley 2011, 894). 
107
 A rich photographic collection was produced by Colin Palmer in 2006 and 2007, followed by my own recording 
between 2009 and 2011 (as the recipient of two research grants from the École Française d'Extrême Orient [EFEO]). 
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construction were documented when possible, and interviews were conducted with fishermen 
and boatbuilders, most of them elders.  
 
 
Figure 1-5: Main locations of the Fieldwork (2013-2014) 
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V. THESIS OVERVIEW  
T      s s  s sp               p   s. I  b g  s f  m   f    g   ’s p  sp c  v , s     g f  m  f      
PART 1, then is followed by coming closer to the reality of what constituted the Cochinchinese 
maritime experience in PART 2, and finally approaches more minutely and precisely the vessels 
and boatbuilding traditions of Cochinchina in PART 3. The thesis follows a natural progression 
from the sea to the coast and then to the boatyard, and also addresses different themes in a 
cumulative manner. The framing and method enables the reader to approach the central coast 
of Vietnam from a global perspective, then to descend to a regional setting (Cochinchina), and 
to end at the micro-level (boats). 
 
PART 1 is a view from the sea. It beg  s f  m   m     m  p  sp c  v , “ u s d ”  f   c   c    , 
and progressively, the coast of Cochinchina unfolds through three chapters. Overall it 
represents the experience of the coast from the point of view of a European sailor.  
 CHAPTER 2 chronologically goes through the discovery and mapping of the coast of 
Cochinchina along with the sets of nautical instructions available at the time. This enables the 
reader to discover the coast of Cochinchina, from the perspective of the Europeans, and 
highlights how the traditional route that passed along the coast of Cochinchina was the safest 
and most used, for almost two millennia.  
 CHAPTER 3 gives a central role to the South China Sea, and describes it as a dominant 
natural force that commands the trade patterns, fishing seasons and other maritime activities 
along the coast of Cochinchina. The complex orchestration of winds, currents, and climate 
variations effects any sailor, foreign, Cham or Cochinchinese, and a complete grasp of the 
workings of the weather is fundamental to practice the art of navigation and seafaring in the 
region. The chapter shows that there is more to the monsoons than jus  “w        d summ   
d   c    s”   d d p c s     v     y  f   c   c  d     s       ff c  d   c   s     s. T  s  w       
conditions will be described through a European lens, but will provide a context to understand 
Cochinchinese navigation and their different approach to navigation.  
 CHAPTER 4, from the deck of a ship, minutely follows the coast of Cochinchina, observes 
and highlights landmarks, important islands, and the numerous bays and ports available to 
foreign sailing ships, but above all, to local sailors. It demonstrates the numerous maritime 
advantages of the coast of Cochinchina, but also the inherent complexity of sailing along this 
coast. At the same time, this chapter shows why it was the safest route to join the Malay 
Peninsula with China, for both foreigners and Cochinchinese alike. 
 Together, these three chapters in PART 1 set out the ecological context of the South 





China Sea and of the coast of Cochinchina, and contribute to a better understanding of the 
historical realities of navigating along that coast. The chapters of PART 1 provide an essential 
understanding of the context of boat use, and the environment in which they sailed, and 
ultimately, hints at the local maritime experience, which is addressed in the next part of the 
thesis.  
 
PART 2 is a depiction of the Cochinchinese who went to sea. Building upon PART 1, it focuses 
upon the experience of the Cochinchinese sailor. 
 CHAPTER 5 outlines a number of maritime activities in which Cochinchinese coastal 
people were involved. This challenges the idea that the Cochinchinese were not good 
mariners, and on the contrary, shows that they sailed just as far as Malay, Japanese and 
Chinese sailors, and that they were engaged in numerous maritime activities, despite not 
having a large trading fleet or sea-going war fleet. The chapter also shows the continuity of 
these activities, and stresses the natural dependency of the Nguyễn and their Cham 
predecessors on their maritime environment.  
 CHAPTER 6 discusses Cochinchinese seamanship and seafaring capacities. Despite the 
few Vietnamese documents available in European languages, there has been no attempt to 
determine how the Cochinchinese sailed at sea, and what were their methods of navigation. 
This chapter describes and analyses the main differences between local and European 
conceptions in navigation, and how the Cochinchinese (and possibly Cham) methods, were 
well adapted to their sailing environment and seafaring practices. It also introduces the unique 
tradition of navigation songs which has not been highlighted before. 
 PART 2 provides an overview of the maritime reality of a Cochinchinese sailor, which 
also further helps to understand the cultural and ecological context for Cochinchinese boat 
use. From the evidence of these two chapters, it is possible to learn where the Cochinchinese 
were sailing, how far they travelled, how they sailed their boats, and why. PART 2 provides the 
necessary context to PART 3, in which the boats are addressed in details.  
 
PART 3 revolves around the vessels of Cochinchina. 
 CHAPTER 7 is based on boat descriptions from the archives of the Europeans introduced 
in PART 1, and describes a number of boat types used in Cochinchina between the 16th and the 
19th centuries. This chapter considers war vessels, fishing vessels, coasters and small 
watercraft and attempts to describe what they look like, as well as to provide them some 
historical depth, by documenting their use over time. In the archival documents, a number of 
boats are recurrently mentioned, such as galleys, quibao, sinja, and balons, but they were 
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seldom clearly described. Therefore, this chapter systematically outlines their characteristics to 
provide a better sense of what these vessels looked like and their respective roles. 
 CHAPTER 8 concludes this thesis by bringing together the characteristics and techniques 
of Cochinchinese boatbuilding, and identifying aspects of the Cochinchinese traditions. It also 
addresses the connection between Cochinchinese boats and the overall Southeast Asian 
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It was a storm in mid-September 1516 that lead the Portuguese to make their first contact 
with Vietnam. The fleet, under the command of Fernao Perez de Andrade, was on route to 
China. It had left Melaka on 12 August 1516, and because of the alternating periods of calm 
and storm at that time of year in the southern part of the South China Sea, the voyage was 
long and arduous. By mid-September, the fleet was sailing off the coast of Cochinchina when 
North-East (NE) winds pushed the vessels towards the coast. A storm picked up and forced the 
captains of the vessels to seek shelter somewhere along the coast of Champa. Once the good 
weather resumed, from Champa, the fleet skirted the coast, observing the shores and bays, 
“going with this purpose along the land so close, that we could notice its quality, where there 
was foliage and streams containing water” (Barros 1628, fl. 41v). They found a place to take on 
water, and some crew landed and stayed there a few days.1 Being caught in the transition 
period between the two monsoons, with the winds progressively shifting towards the South-
West (SW), de Andrade decided not to push the journey further north to China but to return to 
Melaka (Barros 1628, 40v-41v; Manguin 1972, 38).  
 At that time there was little European knowledge about the waters, climatological 
conditions, and routes of the South China Sea. Early European seafarers travelled on board 
local ships or were guided by local pilots as they started to draw up their own maps and 
compile their own sets of nautical instructions for the China Seas. As Europeans sailed more 
regularly to the East Indies, exploring the lands of new commercial and religious endeavours, 
navigation advice was exchanged, sets of instructions written down, bought with bribes or 
stolen, while maps and charts were jealously guarded (Davies 2013b) and successively 
improved and enlarged. Eventually, the South China Sea coastline revealed over time a 
discernible land mass well represented in European maps, charts and rutters. The 
representation of Cochinchina and Champa emerged as locations were progressively marked 
down, as the number of identifiable landmarks increased over time, and as the European 
understanding of geodesy —or the way to scientifically represent and measure the earth— 
evolved.  
 The European maritime expansion that peaked in the 16th century was crucial for the 
development of geography and all related sciences. Concurrently, navigation tools and aids 
improved. These navigation tools were not only a means to travel on the oceans and seas, but 
were also safeguards for the crews and cargoes of European trading companies. Voyages from 
                                                          
1
 This was the first encounter ever recorded between Cham inhabitants and the Portuguese. 
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Europe to the East Indies were long, life on board arduous, and the waters they sailed were 
unknown. Navigators had to master new trajectories, and comply with the local calendars of 
the prevailing monsoon winds in order to enter the South China Sea and travel to China.2 
Hence, to minimize risk of loss of their precious cargoes, charting the seas was a fundamental 
endeavour for competing European trading nations between the 16th and 19th centuries.  
 
During the early modern period, when China was the centre of attraction in the north, and 
Manila channelled sailing vessels towards the eastern Pacific, one of the two main shipping 
routes passed along the coast of Cochinchina and Champa. The crucial Vietnamese landmarks 
of Pulo Condor, Cape Padaran, Cape Varella and Pulo Canton featured on most maps and 
rutters of the region since the 16th century. As the centuries passed, dozens of additional 
landmarks were marked down on the standard itineraries, and the nautical instructions for the 
South China Sea gradually became more precise over time, while the route remained the 
same. 
 This first chapter, introduces the main maritime route along the coasts of Champa and 
Cochinchina between the 16th and 19th centuries, and discusses the nautical knowledge, charts 
and instructions that European navigators possessed in order to safely navigate the perilous 
waters of the South China Sea. When studied in chronological order, the nautical instructions 
and the charts drawn up by the Europeans demonstrate the improvement in navigation 
instruments, outline a change in the ways to locate points on maps and charts, and also show a 
progressively increasing geographical understanding of the area, its local routes and ports of 
call.  
 Drawing on the local knowledge and experience, Europeans always followed the 
traditional route skirting the coast of Vietnam,3 which was considered as the safest passage. In 
fact, as they arrived in uncharted waters, Europeans had to familiarize themselves with the 
nearby coast and for this, relied on the local knowledge of Malay, Chinese and Vietnamese 
seafarers to build up their confidence in sailing their new routes and itineraries. Unfortunately 
for the historian and archaeologist, the local routes and maritime movements of Cham and 
Cochinchinese fishers, naval officers and traders, are, so far, less clearly delineated than those 
of European navigators and not readily decipherable. There is very little record of Vietnamese 
                                                          
2
 Note that before the 19
th
 century, it was not speed but regularity according to the monsoon calendar that was the 
priority in order to benefit from the winds (Haudrere 1993, 85) [see Chapter 3]. 
3
 Chinese author Liu Xu, in his Old history of the Tang Dynasty, mentions that Chinese officials controlled the 
barbarians in the south, “and those who dwell on the great sea … arriving in boats after traveling unknown distances 
… bringing goods by the Jiaozhi route as they have done from the time of Emperor Wu of the Han” [140-87 BCE] 
(Dutton et al. 2012, 16). This is just one instance that hints at the fact that the Jiaozhi / Vietnam route was sailed 
since a long time. See Wade (2013) for an overview of the Chinese itineraries that also sail past the Vietnamese 
coast since the 1
st
 century CE. 
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seafaring, of their maritime routes, or of their own-made nautical aids and cartography. There 
are only a few sources in non-European languages on navigation in the South China Sea and 
even less on the charting of Vietnamese waters.4 Nevertheless, addressing how Europeans 
charted the coast of Vietnam provides an opportunity to recognize the hitherto invisible 
experience of these seafarers because their secular knowledge and experience formed the 
basis upon which European navigation grew. Concepts of geography and navigation, tools and 
instruments (or lack thereof), and seafaring imperatives differed between European and local 
sailors, but the seas they sailed upon were the same. So in the absence of studies on 
Cochinchinese navigation, European charts and records can throw light on the nature of this 
coast, on the main traditional routes, and act as a point of entry to understand the traditional 
practices of Cochinchinese seafarers. 
 In European languages, there are abundant sources from the 16th to the 19th centuries, 
  c ud  g s  ps’   gs,    v     s’  cc u  s, mission reports and nautical instructions (Pham 
2015b). This chapter draws upon a range of sources to describe and analyse the navigation 
routes along the coast of Vietnam. Portuguese, Spanish, Dutch, British and French documents 
taken together reflect continuity in the development of the European knowledge of the South 
China Sea over the course of three centuries. They reveal how Dutch maps were based on 
earlier Portuguese and Spanish material, and how French and British hydrographers 
collaborated. It puts forward a history of navigation on the South China Sea and of the various 
related endeavours that resulted in the accurate mapping of the region. Bringing together the 
charting of this region by European nations highlights the fact that charting the Vietnamese 
coastline was not the effort of any one particular European nation but rather the result of a 
global conjunction that had also roots in local experience. It is a good starting point to tease 
out a form of common knowledge of the seas. With the primary intention of providing a 
maritime perspective to the history of the coast of Central Vietnam, this first chapter 
addresses, for the first time, Vietnam from the deck of a ship, from the seas, and comes closer 
to the earlier experience of navigation along its coast. 
                                                          
4
 About cartography in Southeast Asia, see Fell (1991), Schwartzberg (1994b, 1994a) and Suarez (1999). About 
Vietnam more particularly see Manguin (1976), Quach-Langlet (1989), Whitmore (1994) and Wade (1999, 2013). 
[See Chapter 6] which addresses more specifically Cochinchinese seafaring, navigation aids and some additional 
textual evidence. 
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I. THE EARLY ROUTES 
The Portuguese seafarers of the 15th and 16th c   u   s  xp    d          ’s  c   s   d 
opened maritime routes to the Americas, Africa and the Orient. Following in the wake of 
Bartolomeu Dias and Vasco de Gama, naos over time made their way round the Cape of Good 
Hope, Madagascar, South India and the Andaman Islands, finally reaching the Straits of Melaka 
which they settled in 1511 by force of conquest. From there, they sailed along the coasts of 
Champa and Cochinchina to reach Macau, their future commercial hub in East Asia (Boxer 
1969b; Souza 1997; Levenson et al. 2007). 
  
Because the early Portuguese rutters were not detailed enough to allow captains to navigate 
and sail their ships in uncharted waters (Manguin 1972, 171), because the few charts available 
at that time were inexact and drawn on a very small scale (< 1: 50 000 000), and because in the 
early 16th century navigation instruments were not at all accurate (of about 30 nautical miles),5 
it was common practice to board local ships or hire local pilots.6 Recurrent trips gave 
Portuguese sailors unprecedented seafaring expertise in the East Indies, but during the early 
stages of the Portuguese expansion, their activities nonetheless relied primarily on local 
knowledge, essentially Chinese maps and instructions provided by local Malay pilots.7 Indeed, 
the fleet of Fernao Perez de Andrade,8 the fleet of Duarte Coelho who officially discovered 
Cochinchina for the Portuguese crown in 1523,9 and other Portuguese vessels, followed the 
                                                          
5
 In the 16
th
 century, the navigational technology did not allow to navigate to much better than plus or minus 20 to 
40 miles (Davies 2015, pers. comm.) 
The Circle of Probable Error (CPE) is an indication of the levels of accuracy of navigational knowledge and 
instruments (it is the radius of a circle within which a location could be measured). In the 16
th
 (and until the end of 
the 18
th
 century), as with all traditional navigation, the CPE, being more or less the visual horizon from the 
masthead, was of 20 to 30 miles in radius shrinking, or < 5 miles if in known coastal waters. In the mid-19
th
 century, 
western navigators were working to CPEs of between one and five miles when out of sight of land, assuming they 
had not been sailing without any observations for too long. When coasting in charted waters they would be working 
to a CPE of less than a cable (roughly 200 metres or within two to five ship lengths) (Davies 2012). 
6
 For example, in a Portuguese rutter, the author clearly states that in 1544 he trusted his Chinese pilot (Manguin 
1972, 74). It was also common for the Portuguese and the Dutch to hire Japanese pilots, who were familiar with the 
coasts of the Đại Việt (Manguin 1972, 109). Otherwise, foreign merchants would travel on local or regional ships, as 
did Mr. Douff [sic], a Scot who came from Canton to Batavia on a Chinese junk in 1747 (Alilunas-Rodgers 1993, 96). 
See Brook (2013, 88-90) about the anonymity of Chinese pilots. [See Chapter 6, about Cochinchinese pilots].  
7
 Many have demonstrated how the Atlas of Francisco Rodrigues included maps based on his personal observations 
as well as on indigenous sources of information (Ferrand 1918; Winter 1949; Manguin 1972). 
8
 The first description of Cochinchina dates from this voyage. It was written by Tome Pires in his Suma Oriental 
(written between 1512 and 1515 in Melaka). Sent as an ambassador, he was part of the fleet destined for China. In 
reality, Tome Pires wrote his description before going there, but collected the information from trustworthy 
informants “Chinese, Malays, Siamese and other traders passing through in Melaka” (Manguin 1972, 38). The 
Portuguese relied heavily on the locals for information and were considered as trustworthy sources. The Suma 
Oriental is a very accurate account. 
9
 Duarte Coelho officially discovered Cochinchina for the Spanish king in 1523. He planted a padrao (cross) on the 
island of Champello (Manguin 1972, 49).  
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traditional routes used for centuries by regional traders.10 The earliest known European rutter 
of a journey from Melaka to China is dated between 1511 and 1513 and was written by 
Portuguese Francisco Rodrigues, based on his own observations as well as on indigenous 
sources of information (Manguin 1972, 52-53). As the Portuguese more regularly frequented 
the region, more rutters and charts were produced. Manguin (1972) annotated and published 
twenty-four rutters for the South China Sea, which he extracted from a series entitled 
Advertencias para a navegacae da India,11 compiled between c.1564 and c. 1655. Within this 
valuable series, it can be seen that the precision and clarity of the instructions increased as 
more landmarks were identified and were combined with information on depths and latitudes, 
and that measuring distances and positions became a little more accurate over time (Manguin 
1972, 157). 
 
Portuguese traders and navigators sailed along the pre-existing local routes and networks of 
ports and stopping points supported by regional trade, and did not push for faster and more 
direct routes. The safest and most common route that joined Melaka to Macau did not cross 
the South China Sea but involved hugging the coast of Cochinchina for its entire length in order 
to avoid the Paracels and other unknown hazards of the South China Sea. The instructions 
were initially composed of just a few conspicuous markers; from Melaka, once past the 
Singapore Strait, the instructions were to sail for about a week until sighting the islands of Pulo 
   d   [ ô  Sơ ]. From there, pilots were to navigate north-east, keeping a depth of 35 
metres until sighting the island of Pulo Cecir de Mer [Phú Quý]. The ships were then to pass 
                                                          
10
 There are a number of Arab/Persian itineraries that mention Cochinchina and Champa. See Ferrand (1913-14), 
Manguin (1976), Tibbetts (1979b), Wade (2013), and ĐỗT ường Giang (2016). The Akhbar al Sin  a’l Hind (c. 850 
CE) is probably the most famous, but there are many other records, such as the travelling itineraries that describe 
the routes and ports on the way by Sulayman (851 CE), by Al Y ’Qūbī (875-880 CE), the Kitab almasalik  a’lmamalik 
by Ibn Khurdadhbih (9
th
 CE), the texts by  s‘ud  (10
th
), Ibn al N dīm (988 CE),  j ’ b al Hind (c.1000 CE), Mukhtasar 
al  j ’ b (c.1000 CE), and Idrisi (mid-12
th
 century), as well as the later texts by Ibn Said (13
th
 century), by Sidi Ali 
Celebi (1554) and the famous Ibn Battuta (1345-1346).  
For example; “From Qmār [Cambodia] to Sanf [Champa] is three days following the coast. The aloeswood of Sanf, 
known under the name Sanf, is superior to that of Qmār …From Sanf to Lū īn [Annam] which is the first step of 
China, is a hundred parasangs either by land or sea” (Tibbetts 1979b, 28-29). These texts are interesting because 
they provide another insight on active harbours during that period, most likely Cham harbours (see Southworth 
(2004) and Đỗ T ường Giang’s forthcoming PhD).  
See Wade (2013) for an excellent overview of Chinese itineraries that sailed past Vietnam, since the 1
st
 century CE. 
See also the itinerary of Saint Francis Xavier who went from Melaka to Macao following the traditional route in 
1549 (Schurhammer 1992, 48). 
11
 Hereafter referred to as Advertencias. The compilation is also referred to as the Codice de Cadaval (CC) because it 
was found in the repository of the Marquesa de Cadaval. See also Fontoura da Costa (1939, 436-439) for the full list 
of the hundred rutters in the CC. Note that the content of this compilation is similar to the content of another 
compilation of rutters entitled Codice Castelho Melhor (CCM) dated to the mid-17
th
 century. See Manguin (1989) in 
which he studies the CCM and demonstrates that the compilation of the Advertencias is “a fair copy, written by a 
single hand, of the jumbled Castello Melhor Codex” (Manguin 1989a, 194). The main differences are that out of the 
hundred and thirty-nine rutters composing the CCM, only ninety-four found their way into the CC copy, and that six 
new rutters were added to it. Half of another series of rutters, in the Rio de Janeiro codex, also comprises of fifty-
three rutters that describe Southeast Asian routes (Manguin 1972, 1989a). 
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between the island and the coast of Champa. Approaching closer to the coast and rounding 
the conspicuous Cape Padaran [ ũ  D   ], ships would follow the coast until reaching the very 
high and visible Cape Varella [ ũ  Đại Lãnh]. From there, following the coast at a distance of 
about five to ten miles for a few days, the instructions were to pass by the island of Pulo 
Cambir [Cù Lao Xanh] in order finally reach the island of Pulo Canton [ ý Sơ ]. In the 16th 
century, it was from there that sailors crossed the sea to reach the island of Hainan and then 
Macau. The voyage between Melaka and Macau lasted between 30 and 40 days [see Table A in 
Appendix]. The main hazards along the route, the Mattheus Brito shoal, the reefs surrounding 
Pulo Cecir de Mer, the rocks and islets in the bays of Nha Trang, and the great extensive 
Paracel shoals, were also noted in these early instructions.  
 
 
Figure 2-1: Map of the main route, following the rutter of Franciso Rodrigues (1511–1513) (after Manguin 1972, 
56-59). 
As local sailors had done for centuries when sailing to and from China, the Portuguese hugged 
the coast of Vietnam following an easily recognizable chaplet of islands and conspicuous high 
capes. Over the years, the collections of rutters passed from hand to hand, and included more 
information as each pilot who sailed in the area added new details and new toponyms to the 
preceding ones (Manguin 1989a). The rutters improved with greater clarity and precision, but 
the route remained the same. 
 The European breakthrough and expansion in the region in the 16th century definitely 
owes a great deal to the Portuguese merchants, whose legacy is still present in some of the 
toponyms in Vietnam. F    x mp  ,     c p   f Vũ g T u f  m   d s   c     ks  s  f f  m d by 
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five peaks and was therefore called Cinco Chagas, referencing the five wounds of Christ 
(Manguin 1972, 93, note 5). The Portuguese name became Sinkel-Jacques in Dutch, Cape Saint-
Jacques in French, and this in turn became Cape Saint-James in English.12 On the other hand, 
many toponyms that stem from the local Malay/Cham names have survived, thanks to their 
Portuguese rendering, such as Cape Varella, Cape Padaran, Pulo Cecir, and Pulo Cambir.13 
I. A. The mythical danger of the Paracels  
The name Paracels also comes from the Portuguese: o parcel meaning “       f”        ugu s  
(Manguin 1976, 114). It was believed to be either a great sand bank, a long reef bordered by a 
myriad of islands, or a single feature that extended all the way from latitude 17°N to latitude 
11°N, stretching from the south of Hainan Island and almost reaching down to the proximity of 
Pulo Cecir de Mer. There the few rocks and breakers in the vicinity were seen as joining the 
islands Pulo Cecir de Mer and Pulo Sapata in the shape of a scorpi  ’s         Rabo de Lacra.14 
 
The traditional route hugging the coast was due in no small measure to the great fear that the 
navigators had of being lost or losing a ship in the Paracels. This anxiety had been perpetuated 
since the first journeys in the region, and were probably passed on down from Malay, Chinese 
or Cochinchinese pilots to Portuguese navigators, then confirmed by their own experiences of 
                                                          
12
 These toponyms were sometimes, but not always, translated from a local language to a European one (for 
example, Pulo Cambir = Boekhoorn = Goats Horns), or simply adapted (for example, đảo or Cù Lao Mái Nhà = Ile 
Magna). Mostly, they were formed based on the initial impression of the European sailors who first encountered 
and described them (for example, Sinkel Jacques, Mont Epervier). In the present day nautical instructions such as 
the American Sailing Directions (NGA 2014) or the British  dm     y’s China Sea Pilot (British Admiralty 2004a), 
some toponyms are still related to the old European ones, such as Ile des Pêcheurs, Pointe Vinay, Cape Padaran. 
Cape Lagan, or  ũ  La Gan in Vietnamese, became Cape Logan (Findlay 1878, 445) [see Table of Toponyms in 
Appendix]. 
13
 These toponyms can be related to the Malay words barhala, pulau, sisir, kambing, etc. (Manguin 1972, 56-59, 67, 
69, 83, 145). Padaran comes from the name of the Cham polity Pangdarang (Panduranga) (Chebaut-Me 
Mougamadou 2013, 24). Pulo/Poulo/Poolo is the transcription of the Malay word “pu  u” meaning island (Stein 
1947, 15). The use of these toponyms in European languages may reflect the fact that most of the pilots employed 
by the Portuguese and others were Malay-speaking people. Islands called “ u  ” became “ u    ” in Vietnamese, 
such as Cù Lao Chàm, Cù Lao Ré, Cù Lao Xanh, Cù Lao Coni, Cu Lao Khô Con, Cù Lao Khô Mẹ, Cù Lao Câu or Cù Lao 
Thu etc. In Vietnamese, cù lao and đảo mean island.  
14
 The Sc  p   ’s Tail was also an imaginary bank. In the late 17
th
 century, this was where the series of hazards of 
the South China Sea commenced. See the description in Gemelli       ’s diary “It is from there that begins the 
dangerous channel which has to be passed to go to China or come back. From this ”Ravo” until sixty miles beyond 
Poukatan [sic], there is a continuous series of shoals, on which many vessels get lost every year ; this is why pilots 
need to beware, and always keep depths of 19 fathoms [34.7 m]” (Cadière 1930, 307).  
As time passed, when areas were yet uncharted and known as dangerous, it was common and safer to maintain 
them on charts and in instructions. "All the old charts draw from one island to the other a dotted line in the shape of 
the ridge of a bank, to show that the bottom between these islands is dangerous. The Portuguese call this bank and 
the islands Rabo de Lacra or the Scorpion’s Tail“ (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 458-459). Finally, James Horsburgh, 
elucidated the fantasy and noted “A shoal was formerly thought to lie S. E. of Pulo Sapata at several miles' distance, 
which is now believed not to exist. A collision of currents or tides is sometimes seen in the vicinity of these islands, 
producing rippling in the sea, like breakers upon a shoal; which, no doubt, have been marked as dangers” 
(Horsburgh 1843, 335). See also his explanation in his Memoirs (Horsburgh 1805, 2), in which he explains the 
mountains in the background were “by those navigating in error transmuted into islands”. 
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hardship and shipwreck within the reefs and shoals.15 A Vietnamese terrestrial itinerary 
accompanying a portolan16 dated to c. 1477, clearly mentions a very large bank off the coast of 
Quảng Ngãi province, on which ships of all nations were wrecked and where weapons and 
ammunitions could be collected: 
“It is about 500 or 600 li long and 30 or 40 li  ide. This bank is sterile 
and all ships that wreck there in bad weather are lost. As such, every 
year, around the 12th month, sea pirates crowd there to pillage the 
wrecks. They always find there great quantities of goods, as well as 
weapons   d  mmu      s” (Dumoutier 1896, 90).17 
  
     
Figure 2-2: Comparisons of the representation of the Paracel and Scorpion’s Tail across time (1594 P. Plancius; 
1771 Dalrymple; 1964 British Admiralty) 
                                                          
15
 See Manguin (1976) who briefly considers the question, as well as some famous Chinese rutters that include the 
Paracels in their descriptions as a great danger, such as the Xi Yang Chao Gong Dian Lu (1520), the Shun-feng xiang-
song (1571), the Wu Bei Zhi (1628) or the Zhi-nan zheng-fa (1618). See also Manguin (1972) for the experience of 
Portuguese sailors. 
16
 Derived from the Italian word portolano, meaning a “collection of written and sailing directions” (Campbell 1987, 
375). 
17
 For a discussion on this unique set of documents, see Chapter 6.  
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This rectangle “once so formidable from its great imaginary e tent and terrific character“ 
(White 1824, 96), is in fact composed of about 250 small islands, atolls, reefs, shoals, skerries 
and sandbars, most of which are uninhabited. On top of being uncharted, the main danger was 
the fact that the reefs and islands emerge in the surf, are barely visible in cloudy weather or at 
night, and that most of them fall abruptly to great depths, and that no soundings announce 
their presence. Without the late 19th century technology to determine bearing and positioning 
with precision, the chances of running into one or the other of these banks were great when 
sailing in the open sea out of sight of land. Furthermore, the combination of unknown waters 
to ill weather could be fatal. Despite local knowledge of the typhoon season, and despite the 
first theoretical understanding of the general monsoon system by Edmund Halley (1686, 153-
168),18 there was very little scientific understanding of the meteorology of the South China Sea 
until at least the 18th century [see Chapter 3]. The numerous reefs and islands of the Spratly 
Islands also contributed to the sailors' reluctance to sail across the South China Sea. 
 Until the early 19th century, for sailors and travellers alike, local or foreign, the South 
China Sea was treacherous. The deep ignorance about the size and precise position of the 
Paracel and Spratly islands made them a terrible hazard that cost the lives of sailors and 
caused the loss of ships and valuable cargos, and that was better avoided. Even today, there is 
an area of 52 000 squ    m   s c    d “D  g   us G  u ds” in the Spratly islands, w     “no 
systematic surveys have been carried out in the area, and the existence of uncharted patches of 
coral and shoals is likely” (NGA 2014, 8).  
 
As European seafarers made their way into the region, and copied, handed down or stole 
rutters and navigation instructions from one another, this large imaginary rectangle of 
mythical dangers persisted. These are all basic reasons why in the collective nautical 
knowledge of the South China Sea, it was safer to sail along the coast of Vietnam and why this 
remained the principal route until the 19th century.19 
                                                          
18
 In fact, the European knowledge of this weather pattern appears first in the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, a 1
st
 
century CE Graeco-Egyptian    d  ’s vade mecum. 
19
 Note that if the Paracels were not surveyed, it is because low-lying steep to coasts are more difficult than other 
areas to chart. For deepsea European captains sailing in the area prior to the 19
th
 century, to keep clear off the 
coast and to remain in deep- water was safer, because there were less chances to hit unknown shoals and reefs. For 
that reason, ships would not risk coming close to gather data, and therefore their charting took a long time (19
th
). 
The same goes for the Mekong area, which is a shallow to coast, with a very low hinterland, which means that it 
would be difficult to determine    ’s position before being in shoaling waters, which are full of sandbanks. No ship 
would try to gather precise data there until the end of the 18
th
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II. IN THE 17TH CENTURY 
Throughout the 16th and early 17th centuries, having gained experience through recurrent 
explorations of the Atlantic and Africa, the Portuguese were the most accomplished and 
expert seamen, and their experience and knowledge of navigation was well sought after.20 
W    “       p  f G d”   d     c  c s  (  d  mp  c s )   s  uc    s b    w d f  m   c  s,     
Portuguese navigators progressively became quite familiar with the waters bordering Champa 
and Cochinchina. If the earliest Portuguese rutter of Francisco Rodrigues comprised just eight 
markers for the route between Melaka and Hainan, the mid-17th century rutters of Francisco 
Pires comprised triple that amount of markers and descriptions (about 20 to 30 markers).21 The 
itineraries continued to improve and increase in information, slowly becoming slightly more 
furnished and descriptive, with new landmarks noted down (for example, Cinco Chagas, Rao 
Rao, Sidrao, Sinco Irmas, Isla de Caranguejo, Comori), with visual portrayals and nuanced 
descriptions of coastal locations and navigational hazards, as well as with depths and 
distances, and personal comments about local conditions and tides.22 Although not being 
precise navigation compared to later 19th century standards, these earlier rutters were starting 
to improve progressively from what had been available up until then. 
 
By the early 17th century the Portuguese and Spanish were not the only Europeans navigating 
                                                          
20 In the 15th century, King Joao II of Portugal tried to enforce a “p   cy of s c  cy” (sigilo) to keep other nations 
from exploiting Portuguese new maritime and navigational discoveries. At that time, the Portuguese were the most 
accomplished and expert seamen, and were sought after, having gained experience through the recurrent 
explorations of the Atlantic and Africa. Despite a secrecy attempted, there were “   ks”, theft, and passing on of 
knowledge, the most famous example being the theft of the Cantino Planisphere in 1502. Van Linschoten “c py  g” 
the material of the archbishop of Goa is only one other example (see Wright (1980) about the indebtedness of the 
English explorers to the Iberian pilots). By the mid-16
th
 century, English, Dutch, and French pilots had come to age 
and mastered the navigation of the Atlantic and the rounding of the Cape. Until then however, Portuguese and 
Spanish pilots were often hired and admired, but as the 17
th
 century opened, the Dutch took over the cartographic 
(and secretive) tradition.  
21 Example after 1564 [in 72 words]: “After the Varella, the orientation of the coast goes to the South, until reaching 
islets, located at 9 or 10 leagues to the south, then at SSW until Pullo Sissi, so that you will have to take passage to S 
¼ SW to reach these islets, and then, as the coast changes again orientation, it is good to pass SSW until Pandeirao, 
which is a pointe that precedes Pullo Sissi da Terra” (Manguin 1972, 89-91).  
Example c. 1649 [in 241 words]: “First of all, to go from the point Varella to the point of terra do Pescador, which is 
a large islet, you will govern S ¼ SW until you sailed about 6 leagues; from then, there are two high mountains; and 
small islets; from this point, the coast goes towards the west; there is a large islet; the coast forms a very large bay. 
As long as you are at the level of the bay, you will sail S ¼ SW and if you pull down, do it towards the SSW but with 
precaution, because of the islets located in the area. If the weather is clear, and if there is moonlight, follow this 
route, if it is not the case, keep to the quarter and do not pull down until you have covered about 10 leagues, which 
is the moment at which you are at the level of the last islets located to the Bay of Comori, which is a very large 
breach and which has about four small ones, from north to south; there is one which is round, and ahead about one 
league and a half. There the coast forms a small mount with a sand beach. Just after, it is the Bay of Comori; the 
coast changes slightly towards the SW. If you want to go to Pandeirao, you will sail to the SW, two leagues off 
shore, and by this route, you will reach Pandeirao” (Manguin 1972, 91-96). 
22
 See the rutters of the mid-17
th
 century in the Advertencias (Manguin 1972, 91-103, 107-120, 122-125). Note 
however that this does not mean that navigation was precise or accurate. Indications every 20 to 30 miles do not 
provide great accuracy, and systematic knowledge of tides was rudimentary until the 19
th
 century. 
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along the coast of Champa and Cochinchina anymore. The new century witnessed the arrival 
of both British and Dutch envoys and their initial attempts to undertake trade negotiations 
with the Nguyễn Lords in Cochinchina and with the Trịnh Lords in Tonkin. The maritime routes 
did not change much, but the political and economic context did, which altered the fate and 
fortunes of certain ports and stopping points.23 The new passage through the straits of Sunda 
became more often used,24 the Spanish galleon trade from Manila developed after 1571, the 
Dutch settled in Batavia (1619) and took over Melaka (1641), the Portuguese were 
progressively eclipsed, and in Cochinchina, the settling of the Nguyễn Lords in the central 
province of Quảng Nam saw the ascendency of the harbour of Faifo as the main recipient of 
foreign trade. The route between the coast of Cochinchina and China and Japan was then busy 
w    J p   s  “R d S    S  ps”25 and large Chinese junks.26 While the lower Mekong region 
started to develop and established the basis of what would become a crucial inter-regional 
trading centre (Cooke and Li 2004), the Cham harbours in the southern polities of Kauthara 
and Panduranga on the other hand remained less visible with the passage of time, 
 Examples of the routes used in the 17th century by regional Chinese traders are revealed 
in the Selden Map (1619–1653).27 It shows inter-regional coasting and short-seas trading 
                                                          
23
 See Chapter 4 for an insight on the different harbours along the coast of Champa and Cochinchina during Nguyễn 
period, and Manguin (1972, 162-169) as well as the forthcoming PhD thesis of ĐỗT ường Giang. In the region, a very 
dense maritime trade network linked Bangkok, Penang, Malacca, Singapore, Sài Gòn, Canton and Manila, and a 
number of changes occurred to the main entrepôts and harbours, see Andaya (1975). For example, Aceh rose again 
after the collapse of Johor, Manila thrived, Johor flourished as Batavia took over the supremacy of Melaka, and 
after Taiwan was re-conquered by the Qing Dynasty and the ban on maritime trade was lifted, Canton emerged as a 
most important trading port in the region (Gipouloux 2011, 157).  
24
 After the 16
th
 century, fewer ships sailing from Europe to the Orient passed through the Melaka Straits. They 
sailed east on the Indian Ocean until they were south of the Indies, from where they then turned north, using the 
southeast trade winds to pass through Sunda Strait (or through Ombai Strait to take an eastern passage to the east 
of the Philippines) (Burningham 2015, pers. comm.). It was thanks to the number of information on sea routes that 
Van Linschoten collected, including his suggestion to approach the East Indies from the south, that the new 
passages were opened. This contributed in part to the settlement of the Dutch in Batavia which usurped the 
primary position of the Melaka and the Portuguese. Until the 19
th
 century, this southern route remained more 
frequented than the northern one. 
25
 Red Seal Ships or Shuinsen, were licensed ships specially built for the Japanese transoceanic trade. From 1604 to 
1635, 355 ships plied Southeast Asian waters, armed with ‘v  m      s   ’ licenses (Gipouloux 2011, 100), including 
seventy that went to Cochinchinese ports to trade (Li 1998b, 62). By 1640, as a consequence of the rise of 
Christianity, Shogun Tokugawa Imeitsu closed the country, restricted, and then banned all travel abroad. 
26
 There are numerous studies on Chinese maritime trade. See as good indicators Wang (1958), Blussé (1979), 
Cushman (1993), Ishii (1998), Chin (2010) and Wade and Laichen (2010). 
27
 The Selden Map is focused on the trading routes between Quangzhou and Southeast Asian ports, but is centred 
on the South China Sea (rather than on China) and depicts really very clearly the western route that hugs the coast 
of Vietnam. At quick glance, the following locations seem to be noted Đô g Kinh [Hà Nội], Thanh Hóa, Tân An [Nghệ 
An], Bố Chính [Quảng Bình], Thuận Hóa [Huế], Quảng Nam, Tân Châu [Bình Định, Phú Yên], Chiêm Thành [Ninh 
Thuận, Bình Thuận], the islands Pulo Canton, Pulo Champello, Pulo Cecir de Mer, Pulo Condor and also the Paracel. 
This map is remarkable in the way that it does not only shows shipping routes but has also annotations (shoals, 
pirates, rights of salvage) and very detailed features of the topography, of the fauna etc. The Selden Map is fairly 
obviously a ‘     ff’, highly elaborate sea map almost certainly intended for use as a consultative tool on land, but 
not a working tool at sea (Davies 2012). Many Chinese itineraries, rutters, and nautical instructions mention the 
coast of Cochinchina, see the routes by Jia Dan (9
th
 century), Ma  u  ’s Ying-yai Sheng-lan (1431-1433), in the 
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routes that connect Nagasaki and Quanzhou to the Malay Peninsula and as far as Timor 
(Batchelor 2013), including routes that hug the Vietnamese coast. With a departure in the first 
months of the SW monsoon to reach China, both European and Asian ships followed the same 
traditional route from Pulo Condor along the coast, passing Cape Padaran and then Cape 
Varella. Then, to reach Hainan, the Selden Map shows a departure from Pulo Canton.28 The 
Europeans instead tended to head for the islands of Champello [Cù Lao Chàm] and the 
adjacent Bay of Tourane [vị   Đ  Nẵng] and the trading town of Faifo [Hội An] before 
c     u  g         u  s            d J p  . B    s    p     W     m  d ms’ Sea Venture in 1615 
and Gift of God in 1617, the Dutch VOC Indiamen Brouwershaven under the directions of the 
merchant Paulus Traudenius in 1633, and the Grol, captained by Karel Harstinck who left Japan 
to reach Tonquin and back in 1637, all travelled to and from the island of Champello.  
  
                                                                                                                                                                          
Shun-feng xiang-song (1571), the Wu Bei Zhi (1628) or the Zhi-nan zheng-fa (1618). See Wade (2013) for their 
significance in terms of Cochinchinese seafaring. See the work of Timothy Brook on the Selden Map (2013). 
28
 Most Asian ships across time followed the same route, tending to veer to Hainan from Pulo Canton, as attested 
by numerous Chinese itineraries and the Selden Map (see Wade 2013). 
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Figure 2-3: The Selden Map (1619–1653) [c. 1: 4 500 000 – 1: 5 000 000]  
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In the early days of Dutch navigation in the East Indies, the Dutch instructions – secretly 
provided by the VOC to their pilots – were still mostly copied from Iberic sources. The earliest 
Dutch set of nautical instructions for Southeast Asia dates to the end of the 16th century. It was 
compiled by Jan Huygen van Linschoten, Dutch merchant, traveller, and secretary of the 
Archbishop of Goa, while he was stationed there between 1583 and 1589. His Reys-gheschrift 
(Linschoten 1595) includes rutters for the region, all copied from Portuguese material29 and 
was soon translated into English and French. In the 17th century, the production of nautical 
instructions and mapping and charting of the region went hand in hand with the vested 
commercial interests of their authors and the nations they represented. The early input of the 
Portuguese was superseded by the Dutch cartographic tradition which, following the great 
Mercator and Ortelius, reached its zenith. Gradually, the Dutch changed the nature of the 
navigation aids by creating nautical charts per se in which various information such as 
coastlines, islands, harbours, as well as water depths and hazards were graphically compiled 
(Zandvliet 1994).  uc s J  sz    W g      ’s Spieghel der Zeevaerdt (1584–1585)30 and Het 
Licht der Zee-vaert of Willem Blaeu senior (1608) constituted the premises of this new 
tradition of sea pilots who took a new step beyond the earlier Portuguese data sets and 
portolan tradition. Mid-17th century sea atlases, such as Johannes Janssonius Water Wereld 
(1650),        d  G  s   d J      s V   K u   ’s Zee Atlas (1666; 1681) were important 
contributions to this new trend, but their rendering of Cochinchina was only on a very small 
scale (1: 15 000 000-20 000 000) amidst larger depictions of the “East Indies” for world maps, 
wall decoration maps, or and atlases. These maps in such small scales were not useful for 
navigation.  
 Information for charting the East Indies however, was available through the VOC 
nautical expeditions.31 Famous watercolourist and chart maker Johannes Vingboons, between 
1640 and 1667, produced maps, coastal profiles, charts and plans based on the material of the 
VOC returning crew members. His manuscripts include one of the first charts centred on 
Cochinchina which also provides navigation information along the coast of the country that 
had not been presented before in such a manner (for example, depths are provided for every 
five to ten nautical miles, river mouths are indicated, and zones of shallow water are depicted, 
                                                          
29
 The rutters in chapters 20, 24 and 44 of the Reys-gheschrift are copies of some Portuguese rutters that can be 
found in the Advertencias (Manguin 1972, 62). 
30
 W g      ’s Spieghel der Zeevaerdt was the first true combination of navigation instructions with nautical 
charts. It was counterfeited in English, in 1588, under the name “       ’s       ” but since then, the term 
“w gg    ” has been used in 17
th
 century English to refer to sea-pilots.  
31
 For example, Van Linschoten obtained information about the navigation between China and Japan from his friend 
Dirck Gerritz, and then included them in his Itinerario and hence in his map of the Indies. Waghenaer included in the 
1602 version of his Thresoor der Zeevaerdt instructions about the Sunda Straits region, based on the expedition of 
Jacob van Neck and Wybrand van Warweick (1598-1599).  
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the main islands and capes are named). Some of V  gb   ’s work was included    J    B   u’s 
Atlas Maior but many of their respective productions remained quite exclusive and only 
benefited VOC mariners.32 This chart, along with the large depictions of Southeast Asia, show 
the extent of the knowledge of the area acquired by the Dutch seafarers as they travelled 
more frequently along that coast during the 17th century. To link Batavia to Fort Zeelandia 
(Taiwan), Hirado or Deshina in Japan, ships still sailed near Cochinchina, passing Pulo Candoor, 
Baij Pandoran, Houck van Warella [Cape Varella], Campello [Cù Lao Chàm], Baij van Thoron 
[vị   Đ  Nẵng] and the trading town of Phaijfo [Hội An]. To reach Hainan, the Dutch ships also 
tended to head for the islands of Champello instead of Pulo Canton before continuing their 
routes to China and Japan. In 1622, the fleet under Admiral Reijersen left Baij Comorin [vịnh 
Cam Ranh] in June 1622 and reached Macao in seventeen days. The Haarlem and the Leyde 
(1601), the Brouwershaven (1633), the Amsterdam (1637) and the Delfshaven (1651) also 
covered the coast of Vietnam in about a week.33 Not all ships were so lucky, and at least a 
dozen VOC ships were lost34 on journeys in the South China Sea, including in the Paracels, 
which were still depicted as a long rectangle on charts and world maps. 
                                                          
32
 The VOC was highly secretive of its nautical advances and knowledge of the seas. The Dutch system supplied its 
pilots with confidential manuscript charts which could be constantly improved as better data was collected (Suarez 
1999, 211). Therefore, Dutch navigation instructions were not in wide circulation, in contrary to the Portuguese 
instructions in the previous century or the English instructions of the following century. It was not only secrecy but 
rather exclusivity which provided the VOC charts with a secret coat, as Zandvliet demonstrated, “instructions to 
submit charts and instruments after the return of a ship had less to do with secrecy than with improving efficiency 
and guaranteeing the efficient re-use of expensive supplies … Manuscript charts and maps almost always circulated 
in smaller numbers than printed maps and charts; their numbers were lower and their prices higher. As exclusive 
items, they were collected and prized” (Zandvliet 1994, 1462).  
Many of V  gb   s’s map on Cochinchina could also be found in de G   f’s monumental compilations of maps, the 
Atlas Amsterdam (Graaf et al. 2006 (1705)), commissioned by the Heeren Seventien of the VOC. 
33 In the 17th century, about one week was an average time for European ships to sail along the coast of Vietnam, 
from reaching Pulo Condor to Cù Lao Chàm. From there, to reach Macao took another week (depending on the 
natural conditions). The Sea Adventure, on route to Siam left Champello on the 19
th
 December 1615 and arrived in 
Pulo Condor on the 23
rd
, the Amsterdam passed Pulo Canton on the 19
th
 December 1637 and passed Pulo Tioman a 
week later on the 26
th
. On the contrary trip, the crew of the Brouwerschaven saw Pulo Condor on the 18
th
 June 
1633 and arrived in Cù Lao Chàm on the 24
th
 1633, and the San Rosaire reached Pulo Condor on the 22
nd
 July 1695 
and sailed past Pulo Canton on the 28
th 
1695. Later, the distance could be covered in a few days. In average and 
across time, a trip between Macau and the Straits of Melaka or Sunda, including the passage along Vietnam could 
be conducted between 10 to-25 days (depending on the natural conditions) [see Table A in appendix]. 
Prof. Is   ’ study of the Tosen Fusetsu-gaki reports, provides interesting information about the junk trade between 
Southeast Asia and Japan between 1674 and 1723. According to his analysis of the reports, the overall direct 
journey between Ayutthaya to Nagasaki could be conducted in 54 days on the northward journey. One in six vessels 
from Cambodia called to port in China on the northward journey, and regularly stopped on the southward journey 
(Ishii 1998, 4-5). Pattani-Nagasaki could be done in 47 days, but from Malacca and Batavia, the journey took 81 and 
85 days respectively (Reid 1993, 19-22). Interestingly, the vessels are not often reported to stop in Champa or 
Cochinchina, unless the stops were too secondary to be mentioned in the reports. Further study of these fascinating 
records is impeding, since the number of vessels from Champa and Cochinchina was so considerable that Prof. Ishii 
did not include them in his book (Reid 2014, pers. comm.) 
34




 centuries in the East Indies (Hol et al. 2012), including 
the Grootebroek (1634) and the Arion (1714) in the Paracels. No extensive survey has been conducted so far as to 
estimate the number of shipwrecks that lie along the coast of Vietnam, or the number of ships lost by various 
nations in these waters [see Table of Shipwrecks in Appendix]. 
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Figure 2-4: Johannes Vingboon’s map centred on Cochinchina (1665) 
 
 At that time, to determine position at sea was still only relative, bearings and distances were 
at best approximate and land outlines were only roughly sketched. Navigation was not yet 
accurate and precise (bearings to within 5 degrees or so, distances to within plus or minus 10 
miles). In general, 17th century ships on very long journeys needed to stop (because of their 
limited autonomy due to some weakness in structures or materials, of fouling the bottom of 
the hull, and because of food preservation issues and scurvy), and therefore had great interest 
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in places for breaming, careening and repairing, reprovisioning, recuperating the sick and 
watering etc. This allowed to progressively amend and improve the recorded navigational 
data. However, on shorter journeys, or if they had already stopped in Melaka or Pulo Condor, 
to sail offshore was not a problem. In fact, European captains preferred if possible to sail at a 
certain distance from the coast (particularly when uncharted), off soundings, and sought to 
approach only in case of emergency, in fear of storm, or pirates. The Paracels were still the 
main obstacle to make the end run to and from China without stopping, and was the main 
reason why European ships still passed closer to the Cochinchina coast.  
II. A. Crossing the South China Sea 
In the 17th century, the Paracels were still deemed a mysterious expansive hazard stretching 
from north to south, yet, some navigators nonetheless guided their ships across the South 
China Sea, taking the immense risk of passing through this imaginary rectangle. Famous 
adventurer and buccaneer William Dampier, on board the privateer Cygnet commanded by 
Captain Read, sailed fr m  u   S p   , s u    f     “sc  p   ’s     ”    g             d v c  
versa. They left Luconia [Manila] on 26th February 1687, during the NE monsoon, and boldly 
crossed the sea.  
“… in latitude 14 degrees north …  e began to steer a ay for Pulo 
Condore, and  e steered south by  est … In our  ay thither  e  ent 
pretty near the shoals of Pracel [sic] and other shoals which are very 
dangerous. We were very much afraid but escaped them without so 
much as seeing them” (Dampier 1697, 389).35 
Dampier and his shipmates reached Pulo Condor on 13th March 1687 after a 15 days crossing. 
Three months later, in June, intending to go back to Manila, they attempted to cross the sea 
again, but the winds pushed them towards China instead. They managed to reach the Pratas 
Island, miraculously avoiding the terrible Pracel [sic]. 
“We  ere no  afraid lest the currents might deceive us and carry us 
on the shoals of the Pracel, which were near us a little to the north 
west, but we passed on to the eastward, still without sight of any 
dangers” (Dampier 1697, 403). 
 Crossing from the coast of Cochinchina to Manila is also attested in the diary of the 
Franciscan friar Jesus de Escalona who, in June 1640, left the port of Tourane to go back to his 
convent in Manila (Perez 1915, 1916). Trade between Manila and Cochinchina had reached its 
                                                          
35
 In effect, the Cygnet sailed in between the Paracels and the Spratlys, steering S by W at 14 degrees, and she 
possibly just passed North Danger Reef (11°25'N, 114°21'E).  
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peak in the 1660s36 and such crossings seem to have been more common at the end of the 17th 
century. Italian Jesuit Gemelli Careri noted in 1695 that from Pulo Condor “all ships that go to 
Manila are used to recognize this island” (Cadière 1930, 305).37 This shows that by then less 
fear was associated with the Paracels. Through trial and error, knowledge grew about areas of 
relatively open sea and it was possible to sail through, using Pulo Condor and from thence, 
Pulo Sapata, as a departure or arrival point.38  
 
 
Figure 2-5: Tentative sketch of the itinerary followed by the Cygnet in 1687, across the South China Sea. 
                                                          
36
 When   c   c    ’s trade with Manila reached its peak in the 1660s, four junks per year sailed between Manila 
and Cochinchina (Li 1998b, 76). Several instances (in the Archivo General de Indias, Audencia de Filipinas). For 
example, the documents relative to the death of Governor Gomez Luis Perez das Marinas in 1593 and the 
subsequent missions that went to Cochinchina and Cambodia, hint at a possible crossing between Manila and the 
south of Vietnam. In another instance, de Morga recounting the history of the Spanish in the Philippines mentioned 
Juan de Mendoza, and his pilot, Juan Martinez de Chave, going to Siam in 1593, over the shoals, "…salieron de 
Manila … y atravesando por cima los bajos, llegaron con brevedad á la barra de Camboja" (Morga 1890, 135-136). 
Later, discussing their return to Manila, but noting the ship being too battered, and not favourable for crossing the 
shoals to Manila, “el navio salió á la mar maltratado, y no le haciendo el tiempo tan apropósito, para atravesar por 
los bajos á Manila”, he noted it sailed up to Cochinchina instead (Morga 1890, 184). 
37 So did M. Veret, agent of the French Compagnie des Indes, who mentioned, in a letter dated to the 3rd November 
1686, “All ships from China, from Tunquin, from Macao, from Manilla, from Cochinchina, that want to trade in the 
Indies, must come and sight this island from very close by, and so must the ships from the Indies wanting to go in the 
China Sea" (Veret, 1686, fl. 4). 
Manoel   m     ’s Arte de Navigar (1712, 413) also indicated a route “De Pulo Condore para Macao por fora dos 
baxos de Santo Antonio” that crossed the South China Sea, from Pulo Condor heading north to Pulo Sapata and then 
across the South China Sea, bearing NNE from the latitude 10° directly to the latitude 17° to reach Manila and from 
there, China. Manoel   m     ’s Arte de Navigar was based on his f     ’s sailing experiences (1613 to 1676) and 
published his work in 1681 and then in 1699. The instructions relative to the South China Sea are not present in 
these previous editions, which suggest these routes became common in the last years of the 17
th
 century, and were 
then published in 1712.  
38
 Anyone steering 067/247 from Pulo Condor to the entrance of Manila Bay/vice versa will pass across hazard free 
water (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). 
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II. B. S     s’ E g  s        
When William D mp      d   p     R  d c  ss d     S u         S  , “being strangers to 
these parts” (Dampier 1697, 389), Dampier noted that their navigation relied on charts, but 
unfortunately never specified explicitly which charts were used. At the time, apart from stolen 
charts and sailing directions from captured Spanish vessels (Williams 1997, 107), Captain Read 
c u d   v  b       p ss ss     f J    S     ’s English Pilot (Book III on the Orient), which was 
the only available set of nautical instructions for the East Indies in English made publicly 
available, or his Atlas Maritimus, which was a compilation of nautical charts. Both were 
published for the first time in 1675.  
 John Seller (1632–1697), British mathematician, compass maker and map seller, 
compiled over the years a six volume set of sea charts. However, S     s’ charts were 
counterfeited from old Dutch copper plates (Verner 1978, 139). The map of the East Indies he 
included in his Atlas Maritimus was essentially copied from a 1666 map by the Dutchman Goos 
(Suarez 1999, 209). After John Seller died, his associates John Thornton Senior and John 
Thornton Junior pursued the publication of the various volumes of the English Pilot. Since 
S     ’s Book Three was not fully completed at the time of the first publication in 1675, 
T       ’s   w  d      sup  s d d S     s’ v  s   . T       ’s v  s    w s b  ug      f u      
in 1703 and included charts, tables of magnetic variation, of longitude and latitude, but also 
some extensive sailing directions and numerous coastal profiles (Suarez 1999, 210). It was also 
a forerunner      “m  c     p    ’s gu d ”,   c ud  g      cc s      b    f  dv c       w    
conduct trade (Suarez 1999, 210). This made the English Pilot a most essential guide. It was so 
well received that over time, the six volumes of the English Pilot remained the standard 
reference for navigation instructions and the set was published in eleven subsequent editions 
throughout the 18th century.  
 
At the end of the 17th century, apart from Sellers out-dated charts and instructions, the tools 
to support navigation in Southeast Asian waters were still very limited (or unavailable in the 
case of the Dutch material).39 Yet, geographical knowledge of Cochinchina was nonetheless 
growing, thanks mainly to accounts of travellers and missionaries. In 1679, one of the very first 
m ps c     d      c   c      pp    d    J    B p  s   T v      ’s Recueil (1679).40 This map 
                                                          
39
 In 1701, Pieter van Dam presented to the VOC the Beschryvinge van de Oostindische Compagnie, a detailed 
account of the organisation of the Dutch East India Company in five volumes. The Beschryvinge also devotes several 
chapters to the navigation to and from the Indies. This originally highly secret manuscript was not published until 
the late 1920s (Dam et al. 1927-1954). 
40
 T v      ’s accounts, and particularly his Relation Nouvelle et Singulière du Royaume de Tunquin, are known to be 
“as fabulous and full of gross absurdities as lines”, as Samuel Baron put it in his own account (Baron 1808, 656). At 
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despite being geographically distorted (particularly the region of the Mekong), comprising a 




Figure 2-6: Jean-Baptiste Tavernier's Map, based on his brother Daniel's memoir and maps (1679) 
                                                                                                                                                                          
the request of the East India Company, Samuel Baron, native Tonkinese at its service, wrote a critique of T v      ’s 
account on Tonkin, highlighting the parabolas and inaccuracies, revealing that Tavernier had himself not been in the 
country. In fact, T v      ’s writings were mostly based on his brother D     ’s voyages in Tonkin —prior to 1648 
when he died— during which he collected materials and made a map (Lach and Van Kley 1993, 1266-1268), as well 
as on discussions with bonzes and priests while sojourning in Bantam. Despite the dubious quality of the accounts 
of Tavernier, and many inaccuracies, his map is of interest since it is one of the first to depict Vietnam in full. Just 
like his account, it contains both some accurate and fanciful details: Pulo Condor is identified as Isle des Tortues, 
which interestingly was also a characteristic noticed by Dampier in 1688, when he was there, and who lengthily 
pondered about the movements of the turtles across the seas (Dampier 1697, 393). The Isle de Pulociampello and 
Isle de Pulatan as well as Sansoo (for Sinoa/Huế) are relatively well located and easy to recognise. Camelee, Tachan 
where “during the very hot season, one can see the incredible phenomenon of birds retiring there” or Huro a “forest 
full of oranges and pomegranates” are less readily identifiable. 
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II. C. The  ss       s’ sc     f c c     bu    s 
Another map famous for framing the entire country, and remarkable for also depicting the 
coast and near-by islands as much as the land, was made by Jesuit Father Alexandre de 
Rhodes, who proselytized in Cochinchina and Tonkin between 1625 and 1645 (Rhodes 1650). 
 Captains, naval officers, and sailors were not the only ones to sail Asian waters and to 
possess an acute understanding of the Cochinchinese coast. As European missionaries set foot 
in the country during the first half of the 17th century, their knowledge of the new land of their 
apostolate contributed greatly to the exploration and understanding of the area. Versed in 
faith as much as in science, mathematics, and cartography, missionaries were skilled in 
producing maps.41  
 Sometimes, missionaries knew the coast almost better than sailors. For example, in 
1686, Abbot de Choisy on a mission to Siam with the embassy of Chevalier Chaumont, 
explicitly noted that the navigators on board relied on the maps drawn by father Bénigne 
Vachet who had travelled extensively in the area since the early 1660s. 
“M. Thévenot gave very beautiful nautical charts to the Jesuits; he 
had them copied on those from the King’s Library. Our pilots thought 
they were good, but were down on their knees when seeing the ones 
of M. Vachet. Everyone is after them to copy them” (Choisy 1687, 25-
26).  
 Father Bénigne Vachet knew the coast of Cochinchina extremely well. Indeed, between 
1671 and 1686, Vachet had made the journey a number of times between the seminary of the 
Missions Etrangères de Paris (MEP) in Ayutthaya and Nha Trang or Faifo on board local boats.42 
Due to the waves of persecutions against Christians, and the necessity of having official 
passports to enter and leave the country, as well as the tight control exercised in the big ports 
of Cochinchina, missionaries like him needed to enter the country discreetly, avoiding big 
towns and bustling harbours. This meant they did not always go to the most common ports 
and on the contrary, were familiar with the secondary ports and small villages. By the end of 
the 17th century, thanks to the activities of the MEP and the Jesuits, Cochinchina became well 
known to the world and progressively more accurately represented on maps too.  
 The Embassy of Chaumont (1685) was equipped with astronomical instruments to try to 
determine on behalf of the Royal Academy of Paris, the position of Siam and fix the longitude 
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 centuries and 
their contribution to the contemporary quest of determining longitude. 
42
 Bénigne Vachet, based on his empirical experience also knew that a travel from Europe to Siam, took 15 to 17 
months rather than four years, as suggested by Marshal de Tourville and Marshal de Chateaurenault. He expressed 
his opinion in front of the King XIV, to the shame of the Navy Officers (Cruysse 2002, 60-61). 
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of Lop Buri. This was an important endeavour because successful sailing in Asian waters still 
relied on Providence. In these     y d ys  f   v g         d    m      s  p’s p s             
open sea and therefore its longitude, was a major problem. Latitude is relatively easy to 
determine at sea (to a certain level of accuracy, about a quarter of a degree, which is equal to 
plus or minus 15 miles) and became common practice in the 15th century, based on the 
position of the sun at its highest point.43 To determine longitude however was more difficult 
because longitude calculation depends on time and the main challenge was precisely to 
pinpoint time on a moving ship.44 While the missionaries methods were still old fashioned45 
(and it was only over a century away before the problem began to be solved effectively), the 
Jesuits exercises and results for determining the longitude of places they sailed past were an 
important contribution to the advance of navigation science.  
 
 
Figure 2-7: The first European map centred on Vietnam ever published: Map of Tunkin & Cocincina, by Jesuit 
Father Alexandre de Rhodes (1651b) 
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 Accuracy was good to a quarter of a degree, which is about a 15 miles accuracy (a degree of latitude is 60 miles). 
44
 See Longitude (Sobel 1995), which traces remarkably such endeavours and the life of John Harrison. 
45
 It was still based on the idea of simultaneous observation of a celestial event from two different locations. About 
the development of this non-satisfactory method by the Jesuits, see Lamy (2006, 100). The value they obtained for 
Lop Buri was more than 3° too far east, therefore about 180 nautical miles off. This shows the levels of accuracy of 
17
th
 century navigation. 
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III. IN THE 18TH CENTURY: BRITISH AND FRENCH ADVANCES 
As the Dutch cartographic tradition slowly started waning at the end of the 17th century, in 
concert with less control by the VOC over the spice trade, the following century saw the 
French contribution increase through recurrent missions to Southeast Asia, while the British 
productivity and superiority in the development of sea-atlases and nautical instructions took 
centre stage. Technically, it is during the 18th century that the challenge to determine 
longitude was taken on in England with the set up in 1714 of the Board of Longitude (Johnson 
1989). 
III. A. d’Ap ès d      v          d D   y p    
As commercial interests and competition reached fever pitch between the European East 
Indies Companies, the 18th century marked the beginning of the systematic publication of 
navigation instructions for recurrent voyages, and the systematic collection of shiplogs 
(Haudrere 1993, 87; Filliozat 2003, 6). Despite the global rivalry between the British and French 
empires, the nautical advances of their respective captains, merchants, and hydrographic 
services jointly contributed to the development of safe passages and routes around the South 
China Sea. The French contributed greatly to the improvement of the science of navigation 
along the coast of Cochinchina and in the region, taking the lead with the establishment of the 
Dépôt des Cartes et Plans de la Marine in 1720. In 1745, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-D   s d’ p ès 
de Mannevillette, French hydrographer for the Compagnie des Indes, compiled the most up to 
date instruction manual for the eastern seas, the Neptune Oriental (Haudrere 1997). He 
combined his own experience and observations46 with the content of the ship logs of the 
French Compagnie des Indes vessels, as well as with the information contained in numerous 
older rutters and ship logs he gathered from other seafaring nations, including the Dutch, 
Spanish, Portuguese —p    cu    y          m     ’s fu d m      Arte de Navegar (1712)— 
and from the British,   c ud  g T       ’s English Pilot (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 430). 
T   w  k  f d’ p ès d       v        w s   s  g  u d b   k  g b c us     w s      f     
first navigators to use an octant, a new instrument that helped to calculate position and time, 
and because he systematically provided longitudes (as precise as they could be at that time) 
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 D’ p ès de Mannevillette, navy officer until 1759, and appointed chief of the Dépot des Cartes et Plans de la 
Compagnie des Indes in Lorient, in 1762, conducted five campaigns to India and China, which allowed him to 
familiarise himself with the navigation conditions of these seas (Filliozat 2003, 7). 
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for all the positions he described, based on lunar measurements.47 
 For navigation along the Vietnamese coast, it was by far the most complete and 
accurate set of instructions ever produced to date. It was also the first time that nautical 
instructions included maps of portions of Cochinchina, produced to a larger scale (1: 350 000). 
The first one was made by René Julien le Floch de la Carrière and outlines the coast between 
Faifo and the island of Champello, and Huế, the Nguyễn capital.48 It provides soundings and 
rhumb lines, shows locations of capes and inner bays, and also includes profiles of the 
      c         B y  f T u       d    mp    . O      s m  p    , d’ près de Mannevillette 
also included a chart of the island Pulo Condor (1: 70 000) with relief, water depths and a 
coastal profile, drawn by M. Didier between 1721 and 1722.49  
  
                                                          
47
 Calculating longitude by lunar distance means measuring the angular distance between the sun and the moon (or 
any tabulated planet) in order to calculate the time, and then using the calculated time to calculate lines of position 
from the elevation (above the horizon) of the sun and moon (Burningham 2015, pers. comm.). Tables composed of 
lunar distances, published in France in La Connaissance des Temps (1679–1935) and for the first time in the UK in 
the Nautical Almanac (1767–1959), helped the navigators to determine the current time. Lunar tables however 
could not give longitudes to better than within a few degrees. Even with the much improved models of lunar 
motion post 1760 and perfect conditions, accuracy to much better than 1 minute of an arc (half a mile to a mile) 
was impossible and that level of accuracy was unusual (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). 
48
 He produced another map, dated 1755–1759, but published in 1787. It represents the same portion of the coast 
(c. 1: 360 000) and comprises a profile of the citadel of Huế, depicts native ships and also includes instructions for 
entering the rivers and sailing the canals. It was reproduced by Boudet and Masson (1931, pl. XVI). 
49
 M. Didier was an engineer of the King, and commander on the island in 1721-1722, when the French had 
intentions of settling in the islands. He was accompanied by Father Gaubil and Father Jacques who both wrote 
about Pulo Condor (Jacques 1722; Souciet 1729). He took the time to survey the island, and his chart was published 
in the earliest version of the Neptune Oriental and was only slightly upgraded in the second edition of the Neptune 
Oriental; d'Après de Mannevillette noted “I added to it the external border of the bank that seems to cross the cove 
in the south-west that I encountered in 1745 when I intended to drop anchor with the Montaran” (Après de 
Mannevillette 1775, 105). In fact, it is William Dampier who drew the very first map of this island (Dampier 1697, 
389-390), but his sketch was terribly inaccurate. 
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Figure 2-8: Chart of a part of the coast of Cochinchina, from Cham-Callao Island to the King’s River, by Mr. Floch 
de la Carrière, Captain of a Fire Ship (Après de Mannevillette, 1745) [1: 350 000]  
Figure 2-9: Pulo Condor, as presented in the Neptune Oriental (Après de Mannevillette, 1745) [1: 70 000] 
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Figure 2-10: Other map of the coast of Cochinchina between Cham Callao and the river of Huế, by le Floch de la 
Carrière, between 1755 and 1757 (signed in 1787) (Boudet and Masson 1931, pl. XVI)
50
 
                                                          
50
 This map is interesting because of the representation of boats [see Chapters 7 & 8], and because le Floch de la 
Carrière provides detailed explanations about entering the River of the King (Perfume River of Huế) and the River of 
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 At the time no other more detailed charts of the coast of Vietnam were available, and 
the country was still only depicted in larger maps of the East Indies, and represented in very 
small scale with few details. These advances and maps were still not sufficient to contribute to 
an entirely accurate navigation. 
 
 
Figure 2-11: Carte réduite de l'archipel des Indes Orientales, d’Après de Mannevillette (1745) [c. 17 000 000] 
 
I     ms  f   u  c     s  uc    s, d’ p ès d       v       ’s w  k b c m      s   d  d 
reference (Filliozat 2003) for navigation beyond the Cape of Good Hope. It was translated and 
annotated by the British William Herbert in 1758 under the title New Directory for the East 
Indies (Herbert 1758).      ug  S     s’   d T       ’s English Pilot had been met with 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Faifo, about their connections, and about where merchants need to proceed. He also provided instructions on the 
maritime route to follow in order to come to the bay of Tourane, and about the passages near the islands of 
Champello. His comments provide an excellent example of how the charts were compiled at the time. He noted 
“quoi que j’aie passé entre les ilots au NO de cham Collao et le Continent, et que les sondes marquées sur ce plan 
soient celles que j’y trouvai dans cette occasion, Je ne conseil [sic] pas à de grands vaisseaux d’y passer, non 
seulement parce  u’ils pourraient peut-être rencontrer de moindre profondeur en s’écartant plus ou moins du 
Continent ou des iles, mais aussi parce que la position que J’ai donné à ces iles n’est pas peut-être bien exacte; et 
 u’en général ce plan doit manquer de précision n’ayant pu le lever que d’une manière imparfaite dans la crainte 
d’être remarque par les gens du pays qui nous auroint [sic] put faire quelque avanie: toute fois la position respective 
des principaux points est le résultat de relèvements faits à la boussole avec attention, et les distances ont été 
déterminées avec assez de justesse par plusieurs observations de latitude faites and différents endroits de cette 
côte". 
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success in the first half of the 18th century, errors and inconsistencies51 were noted, so the 
Neptune Oriental and the New Directory – of a higher accuracy – were warmly welcomed. At 
that time, the set of charts most commonly used by British navigators was the East India Pilot 
(Sayer and Bennett 1778), edited by Robert Sayers for the first time in 1750, but no 
instructions accompanied the charts. It did not contain a different chart of Cochinchina either, 
only a copy of the chart of le Floch de la Carrière. Dutch charts certainly existed too, but were 
still publicly unavailable. In 1753, Johannes II Van Keulen, the appointed official chartmaker of 
the VOC completed a work his grandfather had started in 1681; a collection of maps, the Zee 
Atlas, and nautical instructions, the Zee Fakkel. Johannes II completed the 6th volume of the 
sea pilot, using material from the secret files of the VOC. It was however only published in the 
“s c        s  f     VO  f          w           us ” (Zandvliet 1994, 1461-1463). 
 
Over the course of several voyages between 1752 and 1765, Alexander Dalrymple, on board 
the Cuddalore, as a passenger initially, and then commander (1761 to 1763), before being 
appointed hydrographer of the British East India Company, sailed the South China Sea, and 
compiled enough nautical information to create a new and more detailed chart of the region 
(Fry 1970). D   ymp  ’s c    , pub  s  d    1771 w        s Memoir of a Chart of the China Sea 
was the best at the time, and the first to accurately map the contours of the South China Sea 
(c. 1: 4 500 000). I  s  mm d f  m d’ p ès d       v       ’s w  k,    w  c     c      d 
additional information from various sources in order to produce a chart that was more 
accurate than what had been previously available. When possible, he eliminated errors, and 
added tracks of ships whose data he trusted to show where it was safe to go. Unfortunately, 
   “traced the Coast of Hainan and Cochin-China very faintly… not having hitherto laid do n 
these coasts from my own observations” (Dalrymple 1786, 9). Exploring alternative routes that 
would avoid the dangers of the South China Sea in order to ensure better safety of the vessels 
of the East India Company, the chart of Dalrymple included the main islands of the Paracels, 
depicted for the first time in relatively good detail (better than previously available). Of 
remarkable importance is the fact that he could outline these islands in details thanks to a plan 
made by a Cochinchinese pilot that Dalrymple obtained in Manila.  
“The Paracels are laid do n from a plan made by a CochinChinese 
pilot, … I found the southern islands of the Paracels agree tolerably 
                                                          
51
 D’ p ès de Mannevillette comments a few times on the errors present in the English Pilot (for example, on page 
458, error about islands near Pulo Cecir do Mar; on page 489, errors on the Sunda Straits; or on page 499 about the 
wrong positioning of the southern tip of the Banca lsland). Note also that in T       ’s 1775 version, most of the 
toponyms for Cochinchina are still in Dutch, which suggests it was not much upgraded since Sellers’ English Pilot, or 
at least not adapted from the first version of the Neptune Oriental. The main feat of the Neptune Oriental is that it 
clarified the charts by suppressing a number of dangers and imaginary islands (Filliozat 2003, 9). 
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with the observations of some English ships, by whose accounts I 
determined their position…” (Dalrymple 1786, 9). 
 This shows the Cochinchinese knew the reefs, banks and islands quite well and how 
Dalrymple made use of the local expertise to improve the knowledge of European seafarers. It 
also shows the fact that European charts and rutters in fact recorded data that was probably 
inherent knowledge to local sailors (but unknown to foreign navigators, who still sailed in 
rather unfamiliar waters).  
 
W       1775 d’ p ès d      v        pub  s  d   s c  d   d revised edition of the Neptune 
Oriental,      c ud d   c py  f D   ymp  ’s c       d m m   . Both hydrographers had great 
respect for one another and each praises the other in their respective works. It is mainly 
    ks        c     bu      f b    D   ymp     d d’ p ès d       v       , w   s f  d 
    ug    g      umb    f     s  ps’   gb  ks,      s     s c u d   w s    w    m    
confidence in the East Indies. Yet, despite their combined efforts, by 1775 the coast of 
Cochinchina was still charted with many inaccuracies. During his travels, Dalrymple did not 
stop along the coast of Cochinchina,   d d’ p ès d       v       , despite five campaigns to 
India and China (Filliozat 2003, 7), was unfamiliar with the coast,  
“I added, to the one [map] I had engraved for my Neptune, the detail 
of the coasts of Cambodia, Ciampa and of Cochinchina, which 
appeared to me as more correct: I must admit that we only have 
uncertain knowledge, and this is what needs particular attention from 
the ones who will skirt this coast, or from the ones who would want 
to land there” (Après de Mannevillette 1775, lvi-lvii). 
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Figure 2-12: Chart of the China Sea, Alexander Dalrymple, (1771) [c. 1: 4 500 000] 
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 In 1780, the second edition of the Neptune Oriental was in turn methodised, corrected 
and further enlarged by British Samuel Dunn, based on the previous edition of William 
   b   s’ w  k,    form the 5th edition of the New Directory. Dunn added important sections 
about the effects of the monsoon, about the currents, and other climatic factors as well as a 
few more details about the routes that were not present in the Neptune Oriental. It was then 
sup  s d d by J s p   udd   ’s Oriental Navigator (1794),52 published as a companion to the 
set of charts compiled in the Oriental Pilot by Sayer & Bennett (1778),53 and then followed by 
W  g  ’s  mp  v d v  s    A New Nautical Directory for the East-India and China Navigation 
(1804).  
 However, Dunn and Huddart nonetheless improved the confidence of sailors in the East 
Indies by providing new comprehensive navigational data on the monsoons and currents to 
assist captains and navigators. Because the workings of the weather were not totally 
understood and systematized yet, the information provided in all these navigation instructions 
only intended to explain the main patterns and the normal range of weather variation. 
Sections of logbooks and narratives were included in the instructions to convey meteorological 
complexity and variability, and to provide examples of how a voyage could be conducted at a 
certain time. How one would handle a specific voyage in the actual conditions encountered 
was naturally left to the individual captain and crew, as the information provided was only 
general.  
 For sailing along the coast of Cochinchina, the descriptions remained based —if not 
literally copied— on the Neptune Oriental.54 Hence, to reach China by keeping clear of the 
Paracel, the route did not change much until the 1780s. The traditional route still sailed from 
                                                          
52
  udd   ’s version, while repeating the same descriptions from the 1745 version of the Neptune Oriental, re-
organised the layout, the break-down of the routes, the order of the descriptions, and added new sections and 
many detailed narratives of other c p    ’s experiences as well as the meteorological data from Dunn. Whilst 
   b   ’s and Du  ’s are copies of the content of the Neptune Oriental,  udd   ’s Oriental Navigator is truly an 
adaptation and more systematic than what existed before.  
53
 The Oriental Pilot is another edition of the East India Pilot (1750). Out of 72 charts, the two charts dedicated 
specifically to Vietnam are copies of the maps of the Neptune Oriental. 
Robert Sayer, who had published the East India Pilot in 1750, was now associated with John Bennett. In 1794, at 
S y  ’s death, his assistants Robert Laurie and James Whittle took over the management and changed the trading 
name to Laurie & Whittle. The same company was then merged in 1904 with James Imray & Son and Norie and 
Wilson, and are still specialising in yachting charts, as Imray, Laurie, Norie & Wilson Ltd. 
54 They all repeated the same mistakes. In the 1745 version of the Neptune Oriental, there is a mention of an island 
called Pulo Cambir do Mar, said to be located fifteen leagues offshore of Pulo Cambir de Terre upon the edge of the 
Paracels, which in fact does not exist. Yet, until 1794, it is repeated in all instructions. This island already appeared 
in 1665 on a Vingboons map and in the instructions of Manoel Pimentel (1712, 412). When possible, errors and 
wrongly positioned elements were eliminated, but if not enough information as available, these were still included 
(Davies 2015, pers. comm.). Until the 19
th
 century and systematic surveying, there were no ways to eradicate errors. 
Any report of a danger was as good as any other so all dangers were retained into the record, good or bad. 
Commander Laplace in the first half of the 19
th
 century still complained about this problem: “Such is the uncertainty 
in which sailors in charge of hydrography fall constantly; of either covering charts with a great number of islands, 
rocks or reefs that only exist in the mad imagination of some captain; or, by too much defiance, to not believe in the 
existence of some hazards that are in fact too real” (Laplace 1833, 404). 
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the safe offshore landfall of Pulo Condor (where water and careening was also available) to 
Pulo Cecir de Mer, then north (N) to Cape Varella, staying in the offing, and then, keeping N 
along the coast, using Pulo Canton and Champello as markers, before heading NE for a landfall 
check on South (S) Hainan, and whence Macao. The choke point on route to China was at the 
l    ud   f   p  V      , w         “ p    g”      w  ds, b  w          z  ds  f     c  s   f 
Vietnam and the threats of the unknown Paracels/Spratlys was shown as most narrow. 
  w v  , s  c  v ss   qu    y (c pp   s       g    p    c      s  p’s  u  ), p  visions 
(improved methods for food storage), crew management, and navigational knowledge had 
progressed since the 17th century, for the 18th century deepsea captains, there was less 
necessity to know the coast they sailed along in detail. The conspicuous landmarks and main 
hazards were known, and unless sailing to Cochinchina with a specific purpose (trade, 
diplomacy, religious), the information now available in the Neptune Oriental and others was 
just sufficient to guide the foreign ships to anchor in case something went wrong (crisis, ill 
weather and so forth). Only when they stopped along the coast for business or due to ill 
weather, captains could take more soundings and distances measurements, sketch harbours, 
and check the position of hazards, in order to complete the information already available in 
pub  s  d   s  uc    s   d c    s,  s d’ p ès d  Mannevillette had suggested. This is why the 
instructions for sailing along the coast of Cochinchina were mostly repeated without much 
improvement, and were upgraded only slowly. 
III. B. Navigation on the coast of Cochinchina 
For the late-18th century captains who actually navigated more closely to the coasts of 
Cochinchina, the instructions were therefore still not completely reliable and were not precise 
enough. As d’ p ès d       v          d     d, k  w  dg  f      s c  s  w s s     u c      . 
This is witnessed by Guy-Pierre de Coenempren Chevalier de Kersaint, captain of the frigate 
Dryade    1788, w   d d       us      m ps      d    b   d, judg  g    y w    “produced 
without much regularity” (Bizalion 1996, 133), particularly for the region near Cape Varella. 
Likewise, British Captain Blomfield, sailing the Indiaman Admiral Pocock, in 1764, using one of 
    f  s   d     s    b   ’s New Directory, noted that “[I] cannot find he carries you with any 
certainty further than Pulo Canton” (Lamb 1961, 80). Indeed in the first edition of the Neptune 
Oriental and hence in the translated version by Herbert, there is very little information about 
the navigation north of Pulo Canton, to Faifo and further to Huế:  
“We have no certain kno ledge of this port [Tourane], though it is 
the most trading one on the coast of Quinam, because Chinese, 
Tonquinese and the neighbouring natives are the only people trading 
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thither. … The descriptions I have met with of these coasts are 
reduced to some few instructions not particular enough to be of any 
use” (Herbert 1759, 99-100). 
 By 1793, Sir George Staunton, secretary of British ambassador Earl Macartney, on an 
embassy to China on board the Hindostan, noted that even if a pilot was not necessary 
  ym       s    f  m   c   c                 s  c  s , “few accurate accounts had hitherto 
been published of the navigation” (Staunton 1797a, 383-384). Despite the Bay of Tourane and 
the harbour of Faifo being the main receptacle of foreign trade, where numerous missions, 
convoys and ships sailing past this coast would stop, the instructions to Vietnam at the end of 
the 18th century were still limited. 
III. C. A new passage to the east of the Paracels  
To sail to China by sailing along the coast of Vietnam was still the main route traditionally 
followed, but by the 18th century, a new return passage in the NE monsoon passing east of the 
Paracels, and therefore away from the coast, was documented. Although the exact extent and 
the detailed composition of all the Paracel Islands was still unclear, the area was no longer 
considered as dangerous and not as extensive as it was in the past. Particularly, the north east 
extent of the large uncharted dangerous shoals and reefs was now better delimited. This was 
thanks first to Manoel Pimentel (1712, 413), and then    d’ p ès d      v        w     ms  f 
sailed as early as 1738 from the Grande Ladrone to Pulo Sapata. He highlighted the Banc des 
Anglais or Macclesfield Bank55 to the east, and demonstrated that the many islands and 
  z  ds b    v d               s u        d  f         c  s (    Sc  p   ’s T   ) w       -
existent (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 460-461). This led him to suggest what he called an 
“  s     p ss g ”56 that did not hug the coast of Cochinchina anymore but rather sailed a long 
distance from it, from Macao, via the Macclesfield Bank, across the sea, south of the Paracels, 
heading boldly towards Pulo Sapata and then Pulo Condor. He described this passage as the 
most favoured passage to link Macau to Melaka, and clearly stated that the main reason to do 
so was to avoid the coast of Cochinchina.  
                                                          
55 The Macclesfield Bank was a godsend for the mariners. “Sailors can find the Macclesfield Bank, put there by lucky 
fortune to guide them amongst so many dangers and during the bad weather of the NE monsoon” (Laplace 1833, 
382). The Macclesfield is a very large (6 448 km
2
) and submerged bank. It was hard to miss, even with the 
shortcomings of 18
th
 century navigation. Its shallower depth is around 9.2m, in the SE corner, where HMS 
Macclesfield went briefly aground in 1804, and 11.8 m in the NE corner. In any weather, the colour of the sea would 
change to a lighter blue, which is visible from the masthead, and the swell pattern would change, indicating to the 
mariners its presence and therefore, helping them to locate themselves (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). 
56
 D’ p ès de Mannevillette sailed this route in 1738, on board the Prince de Conti. This passage was mentioned a 
few decades earlier in Manoel   m     ’s Arte de Navigar (1712, 413). In subsequent navigation manuals such as 
James    sbu g ’s India Directory, this “  s  of the Paracels p ss g ” is usually termed the “ u    p ss g ” (in 
opposition to the “      p ss g ” or traditional route which borders the coast) (Horsburgh 1843, 292-293), while 
the “  s     p ss g ” refers to the route that follows the western coast of the Philippines from the Sunda and 
Macassar Straits (Horsburgh 1843, 542). 
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“This passage, is orthy of the preference of all navigators, compared 
to the one that goes between the coast of Cochinchina and the 
Paracel [sic]. The storms and the calms that reign in the latter 
[passage], the amount of dangers that border the coasts, and the 
little help and services that can be expected from the harbours along 
that route, make the journey long, afflicting, dangerous, and deprive 
it of any advantages” (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 518).57 
Sailing in deep water and off shore was always preferable for western captains on long-
distance journeys, because it avoided hazards (known and unknown), which are usually found 
within 10 miles of a coast.58 Secondly, the fear of pirates was also a good reason for keeping 
away from coastal areas, particularly in the 18th and 19th centuries.59 Over a hundred years, 
between 1700 and 1799, about 800 EIC ships went to China and probably sailed past 
Cochinchina following the new passage.60 Similarly, Captain Gore, upon his return from Canton 
in January 1780, sailed directly to Pulo Condor in twelve days (Smith 1841, 381-383).  
 This new passage however, was advisable only for “g  d   d f s  ships” sailing well into 
the NE m  s   , b c us  w      k  g    s “  s   f         c  s” p ss g ,      dv    g s  f 
keeping sight of land and of being able to reach safe haven in case of storm, heavy seas or 
problem, were lost. In 1792, on route to China, the fleet of Macartney —composed of the 
Hindostan, the Jackall and the Lion— intended to sail off the coast by the eastern passage, but 
finally decided to keep close to Cochinchina, and call in at Tourane in order to cater for their 
sick. In fact, although it appeared faster and more direct to aim for the Macclesfield Bank 
before bearing away for Pulo Condor via this new eastern passage, many ships nonetheless 
                                                          
57
 This passage is nowadays  —now that navigation tools are more performing and accurate— the most common 
passage to link Singapore to Hong Kong (British Admiralty 2004a, 65; and map p. 64). 
In the 18
th
 century, for d’ p ès de Mannevillette, there were numerous reasons for advising not to come too near 
the coasts of Champa and of Cochinchina. In his instructions, he took the time to recount the full story of the 
Galathée, a ship tricked and trapped in the Cham harbour of Phan Thiết for over a month, in order to demonstrate 
how perilous it could be to linger along that coast (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 435-449) [see Chapter 5]. The 
Selden Map also provides information about pirates or locations where the tradition of having ownership on 
“s  v g d” wrecks is applied. For the Nguyễn application of this customary law see Mantienne (1999). 
58
 90% of all marine hazards lie within 10 miles of the coast of significant bodies of land, and also, inside the 36.5 
metres line, which also means that 80%+ of the wrecks are close to the coast. It is therefore preferable for deepsea 
captains to be off soundings, beyond the range of the standard leadline (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). 
59
 Pirates in Southeast Asian waters have always been a problem; see the work of Robert Antony, and most 
specifically his work on Vietnam (2010a, 2014). From the late 17
th
 to the early 18
th
 centuries, in southern and 





 centuries, during the age of piracy for most of the South China Sea, including Vietnam, Chinese 
and Vietnamese pirates were a good reason for keeping off the central and northern coasts of the country. 
60
 See Farrington (1999) for the catalogue of all the EIC ships that left the UK between 1600 and 1834, with 
destinations to India or China. In total, out of 1577 referenced ships and 4563 voyages, it seems that 1503 voyages 
sailed all the way to China. Many of them took the route through the Atlantic (stopping at St-Helena) and the Indian 
Ocean (stopping in Madras, Bombay or Bengal), and entered the South China Sea through the Straits of Sunda or 
Melaka. A few went to Canada or Australia before reaching China (in the 19
th
 century). A detailed analysis of the 
content of the ship logs would allow determining with precision whether they sailed along the “E stern p ss g ” or 
whether they preferred to sail along the coast of Cochinchina, and, if they stopped there, where, and how long. It 
would be interesting to do the same for other nations too. 
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continued to follow the traditional route. The new passage was actually as long, and during 
most of the year —apart at the peak of the SW monsoon when the route could be more 
expeditious— the conditions were variable, and there were great risks of being pushed on the 
Paracel shoals by north-westerly and westerly storms. During the NE monsoon, in October, the 
southerly currents near Pulo Sapata prevail and could also delay ships, or worse, force them 
towards the shoals of the Spratlys (Horsburgh 1843, 292-294; Manguin 1972, 174). Therefore, 
this passage was in fact not recommended for most of the year, particularly when bound from 
China and fully ladden (Horsburgh 1843, 298).61 The Machault carrying Pierre Poivre in 1749, 
the Amazon with Charles Chapman on board in 1778, and the French ship Dryade in 1788, all 
of whom had particular business in Cochinchina, hugged the coast in both monsoon seasons 
instead of taking this new passage.  
 
 
Figure 2-13: Sketch of the traditional route and of the “Eastern Passage”, suggested since Manoel Pimentel 
(1712) and d’Après de Mannevillette (1745) 
                                                          
61
 This is most particularly explained in nautical instructions of the 19
th
 century. In the NE monsoon the passage is 
most expeditious in March and April, but during the other months, the Inner Passage —or traditional route— was 
still preferable, while in the SW monsoon, the eastern passage was preferable in June because the winds were more 
steady offshore, but it was not to be chosen “if a ship be weak and crazy or making much water” (Horsburgh 1843, 
292, 298). 
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Figure 2-14: Present day most common route, linking Singapore to Hong Kong (British Admiralty 2004a, 64) 
 
In the 18th century, since it was introduced in the Neptune Oriental (Après de Mannevillette 
1775, 539-546), the crossing of the sea between Manila and Pulo Condor —as with Dampier at 
the end of the previous century— became very common. For example, between 1749 and 
1757, Pierre Poivre travelled regularly between Melaka, Canton, and Manila, passing along the 
coast of Cochinchina, but also sailed across the sea from Pulo Condor to Manila. This route was 
also followed by the Dryade for example, which sailed in September 1788 directly from Pulo 
Condor to Manila.  
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 This was however not without a certain degree of danger. If one did not sail far enough 
north of Pulo Sapata,         ud  12°30’N, in order to then cross over to reach Cabra Island on 
the other side of the sea, the myriad of yet uncharted Spratly reefs and islets could prove fatal. 
This lead to the epic misadventure of the sailors of the Earl Temple, a British East Indiaman 
which wrecked in the area; she left Batavia on 16 May 1763 and less than a month later, on 7 
June 1763, she wrecked on the reefs of the Spratlys. A few crew managed to survive on an 
island with Cochinchinese fishermen who had also lost their ship. They remained stranded 
together for a few months before sailing to the coast on a makeshift raft (Pelling et al. 1766). 
 
In the second half of the 18th century, further surveys were conducted to chart the region, 
including the survey conducted by the French naval officer Theobald René de Kergariou-
Locmaria in 1786–1788, during his expedition in the Indian Ocean and South China Sea, 
allowed to distinguish clearly the Paracels from the Spratlys (Bonnichon 2001). Chevalier de 
Kersaint and Commander Rosily-Mesros also engaged in hydrographic surveys in 1788 and 
1789, and mapped some areas of southern Vietnam (Sài Gòn River, Cần Giờ harbour), but their 
works were not substantial, nor widely distributed due to the political unrest of the French 
Revolution.62  
 When the Admiral Pocock, on her way to Canton in December 1764, unintentionally 
ended up in the Bay of Turon (while intending to beat into the monsoon), she remained there 
for five months waiting for the onset of the SW monsoon to pursue her trip to China. While 
there, Captain Philip Blomfield and Captain Arthur Gore took the opportunity to survey the Bay 
of Turon . We owe to the British the first large scale map of the Bay of Tourane and of its 
trading harbour, Faifo (1: 140 000-190 000). It was published in 1774 by the EIC hydrographic 
service, under the direction of Dalrymple. Along with the map of le Floch de la Carrière, it was 
the only other map of the area available          m , bu     w s     g  d, “merely a rough 
sketch … [that] gives no information or instruction ho  to enter into the bay, and  as … found 
to be erroneous in many respects” (Staunton 1797a, 325). This is why, when the fleet of 
Macartney took halt in Tourane in 1793, John Barrow and Captain Parrish took the time to 
survey and to map the Bay of Tourane and the islands of Champello as systematically as 
possible. For almost a hundred years until the advent of the French Protectorate and its 
hydrographic service, the British map remained the most useful and detailed map of the area 
(c. 1: 150 000-160 500).  
                                                          
62
 The maps of Rosily-Mesros only focus on a very small portion of the coast (Cần Giờ, Vũ g Tàu and Sài Gòn). In a 
letter to the Comte de la Luzerne, minister of the Navy, Rosily-Mesros mentioned that he would send as soon as 
possible his diary and charts, but unfortunately the diary was not located (Palsky 1989, 69). 
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Figure 2-15: Sketch of Blomfield (1764) [1: 140 000 – 190 000] 
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 Step by step and edition after edition, the British and French worked concurrently to 
improve the conditions of navigation in the East Indies. Compared to the sets of instructions 
from the late 17th century, the quality of the instructions of the 18th century reached a higher 
degree of precision and quality. Navigation experience evolved from being mostly empirical 
and approximate to a qualitative exercise that produced detailed charts and instructions. The 
routes to the East Indies were now far more detailed with actual visual descriptions, with many 
more landmarks,63 and with names for most of the bays, capes and islands. Maps were 
consequently also more precise and elaborate, and this cartography developed as more 
European ships sailed the region. As a new era commenced in terms of navigation technology, 
further knowledge was acquired in regards to the Paracels, and hence, in routes to China for 
deepsea European captains who preferred to sail off the coasts and directly to their 
destinations, motivated by major commercial interests. Despite the great contributions of 
d’ p ès d      v       ’s   s  uc    s   d D   ymp  ’s c    , u         ,    w s s     p  f    d 
   f    w        d        “        u  ”. To make the end run between Melaka and Macau 
however, mariners would still have to wait for another few decades before having nautical 
instructions that comprised a higher degree of precision. As for most of the quality of the 
scientific knowledge of the seas, this would emerge during the first decades of the 19th 
century.  
  
                                                          
63
 The English Pilot has about 30 landmarks whilst the Neptune Oriental has about 40. 
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IV. IN THE 19TH CENTURY 
IV. A. Horsburgh and Dayot 
In the early 19th century, the British hydrographers were in the vanguard, replacing the 
superiority of the French, disrupted by the French revolution. Between 1809 and 1811, James 
Horsburgh published his authoritative work The India Directory. It became the main reference 
for 19th century navigation in Asian waters, and was re-edited a number of times until 1855. 
What marks The India Directory out is a quantum shift in detail, quality and organization. What 
was revolutionary about it was that Horsburgh removed from the old pilots the many 
narratives of individual voyage experiences, and provided synthesis based upon general 
p      s   d   f  m     . J m s    sbu g ’s p  m  y c     bu     f       S u    s   s    
region also lies in his Memoirs (1805) where he published his findings on navigation in the 
South China Sea. Based on his trips between 1785 and 1805, he provided the first reliable 
charted documentation on the Spratly islands. His main concern was to ensure safer passages 
       S u         S   f       B    s   dm     y’s s  ps, s   v       y   s    m    d c   y 
collected information that brought him the admiration of Dalrymple, whom he replaced in 
1810 as hydrographer of the East India Company (Cook 2002, 135).  
 
F   s     g     g     c  s   f V     m,    sbu g ’s   s  uc    s in The India Directory were 
largely based on the work of the Frenchman, Jean-Marie Dayot, a naval officer in the service of 
Nguyễn Ánh between 1790 and 1795. Like a few other Bretons, Dayot played an instrumental 
role in the ascension to the throne of Nguyễn Ánh, the sole Nguyễn descendant. In charge of 
the Cochinchinese royal Navy on behalf of the king, Dayot commanded his two French vessels 
Donnai and the Prince de la Cochinchine. He also contributed greatly to the training of the 
Nguyễn Navy and above all, distinguished himself by controlling the battles in the bay of Quy 
N ơ     1792   d    1793, du   g w  c      Tây Sơ     my f     w s d s   y d (Cosserat 
1917, 178-183).  
 During his five years of service, Dayot sailed up and down the coast as part of his military 
campaigns, and took the opportunity to survey, sound, and take precise notes. Supported by 
the king and excellent Navy officers, Dayot worked in perfect conditions to chart the coast as 
methodically and systematically as possible. His work is exceptional. 
“Being employed in the King’s navy, and commanding the European 
vessels that consisted of the main force of his army, I was obliged to 
take part in each campaign, which usually lasted from the month of 
May until the month of October. During five years, I covered the coast 
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from south to north and from north to south with the army. … The 
time spent at anchor was used to take measurements, for this, the 
King had affected for me two large boats with oars, and two sailing 
boats that were only dedicated to this task and that never left the 
vessel I was aboard. I was assisted in my work by officers instructed 
and industrious who put in all the zeal possible, so that there is not 
one point that was not surveyed in relation to another in five or six 
different positions by the different vessels and boats. When the 
season forced us back to Saigon, the King gave me the liberty to 
dispose of the division as I wished and to sojourn in all the ports as 
long as I estimated necessary to map them, therefore, there is not 
one port I did not cover from point to point, from rock to rock, while 
two other boats were occupied in taking soundings in all corners and 
nooks; as such, I can insure that there are very few ports that were 
surveyed as scrupulously and with more exactitude than the ones one 
 ill find in my map collection” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 6v).64  
 Dayot composed the most accurate instructions for navigating the coast of Vietnam to 
have ever been written, complemented by eleven exceptional and accurate maps, drawn by 
his brother Felix [see figures in Chapter 4].   
 
After some disagreement with the king, Dayot left for Macao in 1795 and then settled in 
Manila (Cosserat 1917, 178-183) where he finalized his considerable hydrographic work. In 
1807, he entrusted his maps and instructions to Captain Felix Renouard de Sainte Croix, who 
deposited them with the French Dépôt de la Marine upon return from his campaign in 1808. 
The maps were subsequently engraved and published in 1818 in the Neptune du Grand Océan 
et de l’Archipel de l’Asie (Palsky 1989, 65). However his instructions and his maps circulated 
widely amongst shipping circles before being published, Horsburgh having had an early copy in 
1804.65 In 1818, Captain Achille de Kergariou, on a political survey mission to the Nguyễn 
 mp      c u   b  ug       g w      m D y  ’s m  usc  p , w                     v   fy     
value and validity of the instructions. In a letter sent to the Minister of the Navy (dated to 20th 
March 1818), he commented on the descriptions of Dayot and praised his accuracy and savoir-
faire. 
“I covered all the ports of Cochinchina and throughout this knotty 
navigation, I had the occasion to verify, in reverse, almost all of the 
work of M. Dayot. I could not provide enough praise to the exactitude 
with which all these lands are presented on his maps" (Maybon 
1920b, 3). 
                                                          
64
 It is the copy that de Kergariou took with him, with his annotations and tracks in red on the maps. 
65
 Horsburgh noted that he received D y  ’s instructions from Lord Strathallan in Canton in 1804, who allowed him 
to have the manuscript translated (Horsburgh 1843, 345). 
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 Other navigators such as Auguste Borel in 1817, Louis Rey in 1818 and 1819,66 the 
American John White in 1819, the British Captain Dangerfield of the John Adams, on which 
John Crawfurd travelled in 1822, and the French Baron de Bougainville during his 
c  cum  v g       f     g  b  b  w    1824   d 1826,   d   p    s Dum    d’U v       d 
Laplace in the 1830s, all     d           cc u  s   d j u    s         y us d D y  ’s m ps   d 
instructions.  
 
For the first time, the information available since the Neptune Oriental was appropriately 
upgraded, the coastline was updated with new toponyms and new sets of coordinates, and the 
instructions for navigation along the coast was continuous and very detailed. No foreigner 
knew or understood the coast and the local sailing conditions better than Jean-Marie Dayot. 
The most important anchorages were accounted for with mentions of the nature of the 
seabed, with depths that took in account the effect of the tides, and with descriptions of the 
s  db  ks      c u d c us  p  b  ms      w   d . W    m k s D y  ’s w  k  v   m    
remarkable is that he managed to chart the coast with extreme precision despite lacking the 
appropriate instruments (Laplace 1833, 380).67 The geographical extent of the maps and 
instructions available was however restricted to the coast from the Mekong up to Pulo Canton 
only. At the time during which Dayot gathered soundings and observations, the region of Faifo 
and Huế was still under enemy contr    f     Tây Sơ . T   ks                m p  f    F  c  d  
        è     d      “B    s  m p” —the previously mentioned map drawn by Barrow and 
Parrish in 1793— his brother managed nonetheless to outline the coast up to the bay of 
Tourane.  
 
                                                          
66
 Louis Rey noted “I was equipped, having received by the good care of Count of Rosili [sic], his precious chart of the 
China Sea, and by those of the coast of Cochinchina by J-M Dayot. …  It is impossible to unite more perfection than 
these pieces of work, the one of M. Dayot being truly exact” (Rey 1818, fl. 2r). 
67
 “… the oriental section of the coast of Cochinchina, which, M. Dayot, former officer of the French Royal Navy, and 
since, Mandarin at the Court of Hue-Fou, surveyed with a talent and an exactitude even more remarkable that he 
was deprived of marine clocks and relied only upon himself and his own means” (Laplace 1833, 378). Indeed, Dayot 
used very rudimentary techniques. He did not have chronometers and only worked the coast systematically, taking 
precise notes and observations. As he noted in his introduction, he surveyed the coast over five years and paid 
attention to each location from five to six different positions. When possible, he also cross-referenced his 
m  su  m   s w           s  f  . O  v   ,   g      c mm  d  g       g     f     K  g’s Gu  d       d. 
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Figure 2-16: Section of a map of the Bay of Cam Ranh 1794 drawn by Felix Dayot. Note in red, the tracks of de 
Kergariou in 1818 (Dayot 1807a, pl. 6) 
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 As Dayot plied the coast and gathered information from fishers of the provinces of Phú 
Yê    d Bì   Định, he soon realised that the extent of the Paracel islands was not as large as 
commonly thought.68 While on duty at the court, he discussed with Nguyễn Ánh the value of 
accurately charting the area, an idea that was wholeheartedly welcomed. Unfortunately the 
project never took place.69 His maps and expert nautical instructions for the coast of south and 
central Vietnam however continued to guide navigators sailing along the Vietnamese coast up 
to the 1880s.  
 
When James Horsburgh succeeded Alexander Dalrymple as hydrographer of the EIC, he 
pu su d D y  ’s p  j c  of charting the Paracels and Spratlys, and collected the results of 
numerous surveying expeditions in the South China Sea, most of which were then conducted 
by the Bombay Marine. The passage between the Paracels and the Macclesfield Bank became 
safer when Lieutenant Daniel Ross of the Bombay Marine succeeded in 1807 in fixing the 
position and charting with precision the St-Esprit and Helen Shoals.70    sbu g ’s f  s  
complete charts were printed between 1821 and 1823.  
 The navigation methods in the early 19th century were much improved, allowing better 
precision and accuracy, determined thanks to chronometers,      f     w   d’s f  s   v   
patent distance logs, systematically marked and calibrated sounding lines, and the 
trigonometrical system of surveying from base stations (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). By then, 
ships, knowledge and skills had much improved, and it became possible to make the end run 
to and from China without stopping. The route passed seaward of Pulo Condor, then to Pulo 
Sapata, N towards Cape Varella, staying in the offing, then N keeping islands/landmarks to Pulo 
Canton or Champello to turn right for a landfall check on southern Hainan, then to Macao, or, 
to sail from Pulo Sapata to the Macclesfield Bank as advised earlier. 
                                                          
68
 D y       d: “I did myself the NE view of Pulo Canton and crossed the latitudes assigned to the Paracel without 
finding anything. I also believe it is much less large than usually depicted, and it is not bordered from north to south, 
and to the east and to the west by a chain of reefs as all the charts show” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 62v-63). 
69
 Hence, he exposed his project to the King “He felt so well the usefulness of such a survey that he gave me the 
order to prepare for it. He gave the most precise orders so that I would be supplied from his arsenal all I would judge 
necessary to facilitate this operation. I had 'carte blanche' …”. Twice, the project was postponed because of the Tây 
Sơ  threat and the needs of Dayot to attend the arsenal and royal fleet. After a misunderstanding, Dayot left his 
service at the Court. In 1809, Dayot and his family drowned in a cyclone in the Tonkin Gulf. 
70
 Ross and Maughan produced “the most systematic and scientific surveys ever undertaken in China thus far ... They 
completed the first exhaustive survey of the Paracels/Xisha, settling at last exactly where and what these dangerous 
reefs and atolls were” (Davies 2013b). As of the mid-18
th
 century, the EI ’s Bombay Marine (as of 1829 the Indian 
Navy), began to specialize in hydrographic surveying, charting most of the Indian Ocean, producing the first properly 
surveyed charts of the East coast of Africa, the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf and during the first two decades of the 19
th
 
century, the China Seas. The leader here was Lt. (later Captain) Daniel Ross, whose work was the kernel of 
   sbu g ’s much improved charts of the South China Sea, who made the first detailed charts of the Paracels, of 
the coast of China from Hainan to c. 120°E, of the north coast of Palawan, the Singapore Strait, and much else 
besides (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). For the different roles of Ross and Horsburgh and their respective contributions 
to the hydrography of the South China Sea, see Davies (2013b). 
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 The crossing of the South China Sea was now even less arduous and dangerous than in 
D mp   ’s   m . S  w s      xp     c   f J    W    , w   c  ssed to Manila, leaving from 
Quy N ơ     c         c   c        Ju   1819. 
“Early in the morning of the 5th we passed over an azure and 
fathomless sea, where, in the old charts, are marked rocks and, shoals 
in great profusion. The recent investigations, discoveries, and surveys 
in these seas by Lieutenants Ross and Maughan, ... have been 
productive of correct charts and useful information, by which this 
navigation has been rendered much less arduous and dangerous” 
(White 1824, 96). 
 Two months later, John White crossed back from Cavite to Cape Padaran in thirteen 
d ys. S m     y, d  K  g    u s    d          f  m  u      d      1818,   d Dum    d’U v     
also crossed confidently between Tourane and Manila in August 1830. The variety of routes 
used at the tim           w s c     y   d c   d       sbu g ’s  w  s    s  f   s 1823 c      f 
the South China Sea. The early traditional route along the coast of Vietnam, from Pulo Condor 
to Pulo Canton/Champello (mostly prior to 1780s) became a route that passed to the seaward 
of the islands and directly to the Macclesfield Bank after 1830s. 
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Figure 2-17: Horburgh’s China Sea Chart, northern section (sheet II), 1823 [c. 1:2 500 000]  
Figure 2-18: Horburgh’s China Sea Chart, southern section (sheet I), 1823 [c. 1:2 500 000]  
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IV. B. Mid-19th century new navigation trends  
Changes occurred in terms of navigation in the 19th century. The shift from sailing ships to 
steam-powered vessels made journeys quicker and cheaper, and their shallow draught allowed 
a new maneuverability in Asian harbours, particularly for warships. The monopolies of the 
European East India Companies shifted, introducing a strenuous competition which imposed 
needs to be faster. Fast American and British clippers transporting tea or smuggling opium, 
and large sailing ships carrying bulk cargo between Asia and the west, plied the South China 
Sea. The 1869 opening of the Suez Canal marked a change in the traditional routes between 
Europe, East, and Southeast Asia; overall they were shorter. From a technological point of 
v  w, m      c     m    s,    d v   pm    s  c  B    s  J         s  ’s f  s      mp s    
build one in the 1760s, were in wide spread use in the 1880s to help determine longitude. To 
d    m       ’s p s      w s now a matter of science, namely of measurement and precision, 
and no more relying on vernacular knowledge, collected rutters and itineraries, and on charts 
that exposed what was not known as much as what was known with certainty.  
 From the mid-19th century, the overall understanding of the climatological conditions of 
the oceans also improved. This knowledge was notably formed on the basis of the remarkable 
work of Matthew Fontaine Maury of the US Navy who, in the 1850s, produced very detailed 
compilations of meteorological data found in ship logs.71 As Dayot had pointed out in his 
instructions, understanding the climate, currents and the local winds, and the alternation of 
land and sea breezes was fundamental for sailing along the Cochinchina coast. He had learned 
from local pilots that it was possible to sail in the contrary directions of the monsoon by 
benefiting from local land and sea breezes, as well as from the tidal currents to make way [see 
Chapter 3]. This local practice was audaciously taken up by western captains, pressed by time 
and motivated by profit. Tea clippers now made their passage south during the SW monsoon 
and travelled from China back to India or Europe as fast as possible (Horsburgh 1843, 298; 
MacGregor 1983, 22).72 By the 1860s, to run down the coast against the monsoon was a 
necessity.         c  ck     c  pp  s    d d w        f  s   f     s  s  ’s     w     b  g d to 
leave China about the beginning of July, and all thus fought their way to the south. The race to 
London was often won or lost in that first tiring month of the voyage. The skippers scarcely 
slept and almost never left the deck. The hair of Captain Robinson in the Great Tea Race of 
1866 off the Cochinchina coast turned white in one night (Burningham 2015, pers. comm.). 
                                                          
71
 His chart on the winds and currents of the north Atlantic (1847) and his major work, The Physical Geography of 
the Seas and its Meteorology (Maury 1855, 1856, 1859) result from decades of research and organisation of the 
United States N vy’s ship logs and charts (it was re-edited nine times between 1855 and 1963). 
72
 The clipper was developed for speed, often capable of reaching 20 knots (in ideal conditions), in contrast to the 5-
6 knots attained by other cargo ships of the time.  
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 The Napoleonic wars also brought further refinement to square rig sailing 
configurations, to the point where ships could consistently sail into monsoon winds, rather 
than delaying voyages to sail with the monsoon. The drawback was that they had to make long 
tacks, by sailing at an angle to the wind and, in doing so, sometimes took themselves too far 
off the established route (Flecker 2015, 45-46).  
 By the 1860s, the hydrography of the South China Sea had tremendously increased in 
accuracy. For example, looking at the tea-clippers lost in the region, only two were wrecked in 
the Paracels whilst eight were lost in the river mouths of the Yang-Tse and the Min River, four 
were lost in the Gaspar Strait, and three near the Pratas Shoal (MacGregor 1983). In the mid-
1860s, Alexander Findlay published the first editions of his Directory for the navigation of the 
Indian Ocean (1866) and of the Directory for the navigation of the Indian Archipelago (1869), in 
w  c       c ud d         s  d    p  duc d by      dm     y’s  yd  g  p  c Off c         
South China Sea. There were great advances and changes in the quantitative ways in which 
data was gathered and then collated and analysed.73 
 
In August 1858, the fleet of Rigault de Genouilly left Canton to set siege in the Bay of Tourane. 
The Spanish reinforcements under the command of Coronel Mariano Oscariz joined them from 
Manila (Sintes 2006). This offensive marked the beginning of a new era in the history of 
Vietnam and led to the signing of the Indochinese Protectorate in 1863. From then onwards, 
the French put much effort into mapping out their new colony of Cochinchina (region of the 
Mekong). Nautical charts were composed in tandem with the French conquest. Between the 
1870s and 1880s, various military campaigns and geographical expeditions, as well as waves of 
hydrographical engineers, worked on the creation of a good cartographic baseline (Rouget 
1906). The 1883 declaration of the Indochina Protectorate, with the annexation of Annam and 
Tonkin opened a new period of scientific and cartographic projects.74 The Service 
Géographique de Indo-Chine opened in 1899. Until then, it was the Bureau Topographique des 
                                                          
73
 Although the bulk knowledge was nonetheless still copied from Horsburgh, there was a lot of new information, 
such as the new lighthouses etc. The differences resided mainly in the way the data was organised. By the later 
editions of the India Directory, a new ‘s   d  d’ for pilot layout had been elaborated, which was subsequently 
followed by Admiralty and then, in all other sailing directions. 
The  dm     y’s China Sea Directory appeared following the 8
th
 edition of Horsburgh in 1864, and was edited by 
Edward Dunsterville, who worked for the Hydrographic Office (who had also edited    sbu g ’s 7
th
 edition in 1859). 
It was first published in 1867, which eventually happened in five volumes (British Admiralty 1867, 1868). These were 
rationalized in 1906, two volumes being dropped out to become what would eventually be the three volumes of the 
Indonesia Pilot, and the other to become the Malacca Straits Pilot. The remainder became the three volumes of the 
China Sea Pilot (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). Once Horsburgh ceased publication, the non-Admiralty route was taken 
up by Alfred Dundas Taylor, expressly compiled “for the guidance sailing vessels and steamers” (Dundas Taylor 
1874).  
74
 See the very recent article by Sasges which historicises the charting of the South China Sea and most particularly 
the Paracels and the Spratly during the French colonial period, 1922-1939 (Sasges 2016). 
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troupes de l’Indochine (opened in 1886) that was responsible for collating and gathering all the 
cartographic work produced in the country by the different military campaigns and scientific 
missions.  
 In 1884, Commander Louis Dartige du Fournet published a new set of updated 
instructions,75 Instructions Nautiques sur les Mers de Chine (1884), based on several instruction 
manuals from the Spanish, British and Germans. It was thanks to the latter that the best 
Paracels maps finally appeared in 1885.76 For the instructions relative to Cochinchina, Dartige 
du Fournet used the latest works of various French colonial hydrographical engineers and Navy 
officers (Dartige du Fournet 1884, vii).77 Over the course of a year (between 1892 and 1893), 
on board the Comète, a war vessel propelled by sail and steam, Louis Dartige du Fournet sailed 
numerous times along the coast. The passages were always fast and in all directions, 
regardless of the prevailing monsoon winds [see Table A in Appendix]. For example, in April 
1893, Dartige du Fournet crossed from Cape St-James to Hong Kong in four days, shooting 
through the Paracels: 
“The direct route passes through the Paracels, area that used to be 
unknown, quite feared, a true ship cemetery where one would go only 
trembling and only if absolutely necessary. Nowadays still, despite the 
complete works done by German hydrographers, the area has kept its 
bad reputation and most of the vessels avoid the Paracels keeping 
respectable distances. 
The weather is so beautiful, so clear, that we do want to avoid a 
useless detour, so we decided to go through, and pass through the 
islands. We can distinguish them very neatly as soon as we are less 
than four miles away. They are really low, just at water level, 
surrounded by coral reefs that rise from the depths, so that the 
soundings do not indicate anything as we approach. It would be folly 
to navigate there at night” (Dartige du Fournet 1897, 127). 
 This journal entry shows the changes in the experience of navigation in the South China 
Sea, driven by time and profit, or military orders, despite the apparent danger still waiting on 
the reefs. It also shows that by the end of the 19th century, with the limits of Paracels and 
                                                          
75
 F  d  y’s work went through three editions, the last in 1889. In 1895 the Admi    y’s Ocean passages for the 
World, was published for the first time. With routes for both sailing and steam powered vessels, it became the bible 
for offshore route planning. The first volume of the US Hydrographic Office, the Asiatic Pilot came out in 1909, and 
the last of the six volumes came out in 1919.  
76
 The German ships SMS Freya and lltis surveyed the area in 1881 and 1883. Their map was republished by the 
British Admiralty in 1885. It was followed in 1888 by     c            d “BA 1201 - Reefs in the China Sea”, which 
was     f  s  d      d c          c ud  s m   f     p   c p      fs        “D  g   us G  u d”,   d w  c  derives 
from the 1867-1868 surveys done by Reed, Tizard, Lys and others in HMS Rifleman (Hancox and Prescott 1995, 36).  
77
 For the navigation in Cochinchina, Annam and Tonkin, Dartige du F u    ’s instructions were based on the 
information gathered by hydrographers Manen, Heraud and Vidalin who produced a map in 1865, completed by the 
works of Caspari, Hanusse, Fave, as a well as on the information noted by Navy officers such as MM. Péphau, 
Valéry, Poulain de Saint-Père, Rouvier, and himself (Dartige du Fournet 1884, vii). See also Caspari (1906). 
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Spratlys fairly clearly established, navigation routes stayed now clear of the coast of 
Cochinchina as possible. 19th century sailors relied on instruments and a very precise and 
quantified way for finding their position at sea. There was no need to come nearer to the coast 
to identify markers anymore, because they worked to exact calculations of speed, time, 
distance, bearing and depth, moving between positions triangulated geographically. Their 
vessels autonomy did not require captains to come close to the coast on a trip between 
Singapore and Hong Kong, and meteorological knowledge helped to understand and anticipate 
changes in the workings of the winds and currents. The regular voyages of steamship78 
companies which connected China and Europe contributed to a new sense of time and 
dynamic along the coasts. After more than three hundred years of sail and sweep, the trans-
Asiatic ships that cut across the South China Sea initiated a new era in navigation while in 
Vietnam, French warships controlled the harbours, and French railways and roads initiated 
new transport trends on hand in Indochina.  
  
                                                          
78 
For example, the Indo-China Steam Navigation Company Ltd. was established in 1873 as a subsidiary of the Hong 
Kong based Jardine, Matheson & Co., one of the largest trading companies in the Far East at that time. Also, under 
the impulse of the French, a number of steamship transporting companies developed (Compagnie Nantaise, 
Compagnie française d’E trême Orient, Compagnie française de cabotage des Mers de Chine, Messageries 
Maritimes, and Chargeurs Réunis, see Mantienne (2002)).  
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This chapter gathered together the numerous endeavours of various European nations to 
tame the perilous waters of the South China Sea, and demonstrates a continuous build-up of 
knowledge of its western coastline. The improvement of navigation in the South China Sea was 
primarily due to a succession of recurring voyages and to the diligence of captains and 
hydrographic crews who took on the habit of keeping log books since the late 16th century. 
From the early instructions of the Portuguese, the European charting of the region grew in 
precision. The secretive Dutch furthered the Portuguese material, while the English and the 
French used these resources to develop in tandem the most detailed sets of instructions. By 
the 18th century, the Neptune Oriental c mp s d by d’ p ès d       v        was a major 
keystone in this great venture. Similarly, in the 19th c   u y,    sbu g ’s India Directory 
became a milestone in the evolution of nautical instructions and a model from which all 
subsequent pilots and sailing directions descend. For the navigation along the coast of Vietnam 
however, it is Jean-Marie Dayot who deserves the most recognition. Having spent several 
years at the Nguyễn court, sailing with Cochinchinese naval officers, and having discussions 
with local fishermen and sailors, Dayot knew how to make the most of this local knowledge 
and of his local experience to produce the most complete and accurate instructions and charts 
ever created for that coast.  
 Dayot could pursue with diligence the production of charts and nautical instructions 
because of the benevolence and passion for maritime matters of Nguyễn Ánh79 and his 
dedicated marine officers. This is one example that highlights the underlying role of the 
Cochinchinese in facilitating the European charting of the area. Southeast Asian seafarers 
contributed to safer navigation in the South China Sea for the Europeans by piloting their 
ships, by sharing a few concise maps and above all, by disclosing travel itineraries and 
information on where to go (or not to go), and on the hazards to avoid. Over time, European 
ships followed the same routes used time and time again by local and regional traders and 
travellers, depicted for example on the Selden Map. The traditional experience of local 
s  f    s w s c uc    f   w s      yd  g  p   s   d c     bu  d        Eu  p   ’s 
familiarization with the traditional routes, and to their knowledge of the area. The reliance on 
local sources is implied in the works of Dalrymple80 and Dayot, even if the processes of using or 
                                                          
79
 For a discussion on Nguyễn Á  ’s particular interest in naval matters see Mantienne (2003). 
80
 This, however, is seldom reflected in the nautical instructions. Even if it is widely acknowledged that local pilots 
where hired, only a few like Dalrymple clearly informed the reader when his observations were drawn from local 
pilots. For example, on the cartouche of his map of Borneo, and in his memoir, he also clearly noted that it was 
b s d    “a sketch of Dato Saraphodin and from a chart of Noquedah Koplo, a Javan Chinese who came up that 
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 f   y  g d w   yd  g  p  c d    w s d ff      b  w        w s      s’   d       c  s’ 
approach to navigation [see Chapter 6]. The concep   f d    m    g    ’s p s        d     
needs of accurate and precise data to navigate (exact positions, bearings, distances, depths) 
were not the same, but a non-quantitative knowledge of the area was passed on nonetheless. 
This means that what was familiar to Cochinchinese seafarers was progressively acquired and 
recorded by foreign seafarers.81 
 
While indirectly hinting at the important role of local seafarers, this chapter provides primarily 
a context to understand the circumstances of the creation of European navigational 
knowledge, and the conditions by which the Europeans arrived to Cochinchina. Based on 
European sources, it shows a progressive change in the navigation requirements of the 
European seafarers as they expanded into Asian waters. There was an increased progression in 
acquiring precise navigational data, from the 16th and 17th century non-qu        v  “ y -
b     g”   v g       f     f  s      ugu s  s  f    s,        19th century measured 
mathematical processes of hydrographic teams of the Bombay Marine. By the 19th century, 
accurate knowledge became mandatory, and the qualitative nature of the local knowledge and 
experience did not meet the new standards necessary for a 19th c   u y c p    ’s m  ds   
anymore. The captain now needed precision in measurements, depths, and accuracy. Until 
then however, European charts can be seen as the end result of both local non-quantified 
knowledge and western method and approach of quantifying geographical and hydrographical 
knowledge. In this way, the European charts can be used as a point of entry from which to 
discuss navigation in the South China Sea and explore the seafaring skills of the Cochinchinese, 
their routes, and their navigational tools and traditions [in Chapter 6]. Since there is little 
written on local seafaring, this chronology of the emergence of European navigation routes is 
an initial the step in comparing how navigation along that coast was conducted.  
 
This chapter also introduced an important segment of an international maritime route that 
passes along the Vietnamese coast and showed that this same route was used repeatedly over 
the centuries, and was often considered as the preferred and safest route, regardless of 
nationality and time period. For more than three hundred years, European ships sailed along 
this coast, as did the regional seafarers. Regardless of the importance of the harbours and of 
                                                                                                                                                                          
coast in 1761” (Dalrymple 1786, 3). 
81
 This chapter only hints at the potential role of local seafarers. To understand fully their implication in western 
navigation it is important first to assess their navigation tools and concepts. For this, see Davies (2012) and Chapter 
6. Navigation for a local fisherman on a small (<10 m) boat in familiar waters and for the European captain of a 
cumbersome East Indiaman in unknown waters was very different and it should not be assumed that it evolved 
from one type of navigation to the other. 
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the types of goods available in Cochinchina, it is clear that to sail past the coast of Vietnam was 
the safest and most common route to China and back. This highlights the natural inclination of 
this coast to attract and bring sailing ships of both westerners and locals alike. The fear of the 
Paracels and of the unknown dangers of the open seas (and for Europeans, the absence of 
precise navigational data) greatly contributed to the permanent use of this maritime route. 
Ev   w      s  uc    s  f   m         d’ p ès d       v        sugg s  d   p ss g   w y 
from the coast (to the Macclesfield Bank), it is not until the mid-19th century that crews, who 
did not have specific reasons to go to Cochinchina, sailed away from the coast.82  
 
Interestingly, this chapter also demonstrated that nautical instructions for Vietnam were 
seldom upgraded. Despite the fact that Tourane/Faifo had been an important international 
entrepôt visited by European trading companies, missionaries and envoys since the 16th 
century, it is only in the late 1790s that attention was drawn on accurately to charting its 
harbour. Similarly, maps and descriptions for Pulo Condor, which was a crucial navigational 
landmark for ships from Europe, China, the Philippines and the Malay Peninsula, did not 
improve since the first edition of the Neptune Oriental.  
 When looking at regional history and the intense sequel of exchanges between the 
Nguyễn and the Europeans, the resulting poor mapping of the coast of Vietnam appears as a 
startling anomaly. Yet, stepping back from this nation-centred perspective and considering the 
development of navigation of the South China Sea in a global context suggests that the 
charting of the seas occurred more intensively in other places because the commercial (and 
political) imperatives and interests were focused elsewhere.83 This explains in part the 
relatively limited or repetitive nature of the nautical instructions and charts available for 
Champa and Cochinchina compared to other more dynamic regions.  
 This limited updating of charts and instructions can also be seen in parallel with the 
changes in European navigation per se over time. From the 16th century to the 19th century, 
nautical tools and technologies changed, along with a better understanding of geography and 
location measurement. From charts with only a few known points and many blank areas of 
                                                          
82
 Even so, Horsburgh often noted that the Inner Passage was preferable, particularly in the NE monsoon, and 
during most of the SW monsoon, apart during its peak, when it is set very regularly (Horsburgh 1843, 292; 298). 
83
 Compare for example the mapping of the central coast of Vietnam, located on an important route between 





centuries period barely outlined because of the lesser economic and political interests for the region, see for 




 centuries, the coasts of Champa to the Mekong and 
that of Cambodia were less accurately represented since the Portuguese sailors tended to sail straight from Melaka 
to Pulo Condor and then up the coast, following the traditional route, and hence not stopping in the western 
portion of the region. Likewise, the lesser presence of Champa on the Dutch maps, most likely reflects the absence 
of commercial ties between the Cham polities and Batavia. 
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uncharted waters (and many mistakes and non-existing features) represented on small scale (> 
1: 5 000 000), the depictions changed with fewer uncharted areas and more measured 
geographical points clearly delineated on much larger scales (< 1: 100 000), which therefore 
provided much more precision. The representation of the coast evolved as such in parallel. 
Once the main hazards and the most conspicuous landmarks had been identified, it was 
preferable (and possible) to sail at a certain distance from the coast (keeping the landmarks in 
sight while remaining in deep water), and there were fewer needs to survey its waters in more 
detail and to come closer to the coast. The type of coast also had some impact on the 
feasibility of hydrographical surveys. Since it was preferable to keep in deeper water, the low- 
lying nature of the Mekong coast and of the Paracels, which are also very low lying, steep to 
coasts, with no high features were too dangerous to come close to, and therefore were 
difficult to survey.  
 
In sum, the progressive increase of confidence in sailing the South China Sea changed over 
time with the navigation practices but also with the increasing familiarity with the sea. The 
main difficulty was in fact the combination of uncharted underlying and off lying dangers with 
of a lack of understanding of the rough weather patterns. The variable weather of the South 
China Sea was a great hindrance to foreign ships sailing in unfamiliar waters.  
 W    d’ p ès d      v          gu d f       w p ss g           s   f         c  s,    
provided three reasons; the storms and the calms that reign in the region, the amount of 
dangers that border the coasts, and, the little help and services that can be expected from the 
harbours along that route. Indeed, the attitude of the local populations and local governments 
were not always helpful to the foreign crews, particularly in times of needs [this is discussed in 
Chapter 5 on maritime activities]. But this also shows that the afflicting and dangerous 
  v g          g     c  s  d’ p ès d       v        d sc  b s w s           d only to a poor 
knowledge of the coast, but rather to the changeable nature of the South China Sea, to the 
f uc u      b  w    “storms and calms that reign in the region”. The prevailing domination of 
the monsoon over the voyages did not only dictate travel and trading seasons but was also at 
the origins of typhoons and storms which often cost the lives of sailors and caused shipwrecks, 
 v     d y. Typ    s   d    p c   s   ms         “     c  s ”  s    m d by       c  s, du   g 
an approximate period of 2–3 months, but harsh weather can also be fatal. In winter, heavy 
rains, squalls and high waves torment the sailing vessels while in summer, sudden storms, 
currents reverse and gusting winds in squalls also menace them. As the seasons shift, surface 
currents and winds change directions and impede the journeys of merchant ships. 
 The following chapter will address the workings of the weather and environment of the 
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South China Sea, in order to better understand the natural conditions in which these sailing 
journeys were conducted. To understand changes in seasonal weather patterns, in currents 
and wind directions, to know about the local/regional conditions, and to have an acute 
understanding of the environment and meteorological conditions was crucial in contributing to 
safe passages as much as to have a good knowledge of the underlying dangers. This is why 
Chapter 3 will address both the meteorological conditions along the coast of Cochinchina, and, 
that Chapter 4 will look in details at the capes, coves, bays, and offshore islands and the 
“amount of dangers that border the coasts”. D sp        f c           “      p ss g ”  ugg  g 
the coast of Champa and Cochinchina was the traditional route, considered as the safest, it 
was not without hazards. Shoals, sandbanks and rocks were revealed a low tide but coral reefs 
near small islands and specific hazards were identified quite early and will also be described in 
Chapter 4. 
 
Overall, this European perspective on the coast of Vietnam has highlighted the correlation 
across time between the ecology of the coast and of the South China Sea, with the history of 
navigation in Vietnamese waters, and provides a good background to understand 
Cochinchinese seafaring, to address their sailing experiences, and finally, their boat use 
[Chapters 5–8]. 
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3 COCHINCHINA, CHAMPA, 
THE SOUTH CHINA SEA, AND 
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“… the [South China] sea is like a smooth bed on  hich the islands 
seem to sleep in bliss —islands in which the spice and perfume 
gardens of the world, are embosomed; where the bird of paradise, 
the golden pheasant, and a hundred other birds of brilliant plumage, 
have their homes amid thickets so luxuriant, and scenery so 
picturesque, that European strangers there find the fairy lands of 
youthful dreams. But our pleasing anticipations were at times 
blighted with the apprehension of striking on some unknown shoal, or 
encountering one of those tremendous typhoons for which the coast 
of China, in the latter part of September, about the changing of the 
monsoons is so notorious” (Roberts 1837, 45-46). 
When Edmund Roberts sailed from the Sunda Straits in September 1832, after more than six 
months at sea since leaving Boston, he pondered on the contradictory nature of the South 
China Sea, apprehending the difficulties of navigating in an unknown sea threatened by 
typhoons despite the idyllic sceneries encountered. After having passed the Sunda Straits, the 
crew of the sloop of war Peacock was compelled to sound and anchor frequently because of 
unfamiliar waters. Their progress between the Sunda Straits and the Straits of Bangka was 
slow because of very light winds un    f     y,   c        u  u    ,   “thick squally weather 
attended by variable winds blowing sometimes from the northern, and again from the southern 
quarter, wafted us rapidly to the eastward” (R b   s 1837, 45-46). Thanks to this blow, the 
Peacock set her course to Manila, from which she then made way to Macau and Cochinchina in 
January 1833.  
 
Figure 3-1: Sketch of the journey of Edmund Roberts from the Sunda Straits to Manila, Macao, then along the 
coast of Cochinchina sailing south, to finally reach Siam. 
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Navigation is not only about finding one's position in the seas, recognizing landmarks, 
observing the seascape and the sky, or determining the longitude and latitude, and reading 
nautical charts in the specific case of the European seafarers. Seamanship is obviously also 
about understanding the sea, namely the conjunction of winds and currents, to maximize 
sailing progress, to keep safe, to handle a ship in rough weather, and, to know when to take 
shelter to avoid storms and sometimes typhoons. Weather matters to the mariner because it 
affects the characters of the wind and sea state. To make best speed on a voyage, a ship needs 
favourable winds, following seas and, if possible, favourable currents to speed it on its way.1 
Adverse winds and seas impede progress even in moderate conditions, and in strong 
conditions, prevent progress altogether. Climate also matters, especially the seasonal climate 
of the South China Sea, with its reversal of wind and current patterns.  
 In the South China Sea, the monsoon regime is at the heart of the oceanographic and 
meteorological conditions. It dictates the general trends of the climate, influences winds and 
currents, and also rainfall, storms and the marine ecology. The monsoon regime is therefore a 
major player in the history of navigation in the South China Sea.  
 
In the age of sail, the monsoon dictated the general directions of the journeys and also the 
times of departure and arrival. In a context of international trade, it was essential to 
understand the sailing conditions prevailing on the different legs of a journey in order to make 
the most of them. In effect, arriving from Europe, trading companies ships had to enter the 
South China Sea, via the Melaka Straits or the Sunda Straits, at the beginning of the SW 
monsoon.2 This left enough time to reach China, achieve business and return south with the 
changing monsoon a few months later, accomplishing the round trip journey in less than two 
years.3 This is a basic concept which is well known and acknowledged by all scholars who have 
                                                          
1 The ship itself, its length and the shape and state of the hull, also influenced sailing performance. When sailing 
with the monsoon, assuming winds of at least force 3, the “ v   g ” daily run for a Chinese Junk or a Malay prahu 
was about a hundred nautical miles a day, at speeds between 2.5-6 kn, based on the analysis of various Chinese 
sources (Davies 2013a, 99), and depending on the weather conditions. An 18
th
 century East Indiaman could achieve 
a hundred and twenty miles a day, in winds of force 4 and above, assuming a clean bottom, and taking account the 
shortening of the sails during the night (Haudrere 1993, 85). When the monsoon was at its full strength, strong wind 
speeds of up to force 5-6 (17-27 kn) allowed achieving sometimes even greater distances of 200-250 nm a day, at 
average speeds of 10 or more knots. In the 19
th
 century, the fastest sailing vessels ever, the tea-clippers, could on 
occasions average 400 nm or more in a day (Lyon 1962, 138).  
2




 centuries, it was best to leave Europe between October and at the latest in late March or 
early April, in order to round the Cape of Good Hope between April and October, to then arrive in the Indian Ocean 
and benefit from the trade winds until entering the South China Sea. Ideally, fleets going to China would leave in 
November, be in Bengal in February and reach the Sunda Straits by April or May. See the following excellent studies 
on the East India Companies, discussing each step of the long journeys and providing comparisons; Haudrere 
(2006), and, Haudrere and Le Bouëdec (1999). By the late 18
th
 century and early 19
th
 century, the round trip on the 
common direct route to China was usually conducted in a year and a few months, most ships leaving between 
January and March, and returning by May the following year. 
3 
The length of trips naturally depended on the nature of the business, on events in the ports of call, and on the 
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studied aspects of maritime trade in Southeast Asia.4 However, the nature of the monsoon 
sys  m        S u         S   c      s mp y b  summ   s d  s “w  ds  u    g f  m the NE in 
w        d  u    g f  m     SW    summ  ”.5 It is much more subtle and complex.  
 In the South China Sea, interdependent factors act in concourse or in opposition at 
certain moments in time and in different areas. Foreign navigators and captains needed to 
have an understanding of more than just the overall monsoon winds to navigate safely in the 
South China Sea and master each leg of the journey. Yet, European understanding of the 
climatologic conditions in the East Indies only started to emerge at the end of the 18th 
century.6 For the South China Sea and Vietnam, details about the prevailing winds and currents 
appeared in the Neptune Oriental (1775) (and was subsequently included in the different 
versions of the Oriental Navigator),7 and above all in the most important Account of the 
constant and periodical trade-winds, or monsoons, the land and sea breezes, and the variable 
winds… in the different parts of the East Indies (Philo Nauticus 1774).8 However, the 
meteorological phenomenon of the seas truly started to be scientifically understood only in 
the 19th century,9 under the surge of interest of hydrographers such as Captain Francis 
                                                                                                                                                                          
conditions at sea (for example, near the equatorial line, speed was always at the lowest because of doldrums; 
typhoons would force halts; exiting harbours could be difficult etc.). A round trip could be achieved in less than two 
years, but tea clippers for example achieved the trips in less time (during the Great Tea Race of 1866, the Taeping, 
the Ariel, and the Serica achieved the 14 000 miles trip in 99 days), while in the 17
th
 century, missionaries (by land 
and sea) took more than a year and a half to reach Siam. In the 18
th
 century, the round trip voyage could be 
accomplished in average between 18 and 20 months. It included 5-6 months between Europe (UK or France) to the 
Sunda Straits or Melaka, then another month for reaching China / Manila or any other destination in the East Indies, 
followed by a few months for obtaining cargo, accomplishing mission, repairing and refitting the ship, and finally, 
the homeward bound trip was conducted slightly faster, in 4-5 months. Many of the voyages for which there are 
detailed accounts —and on which this study is based —however tended to be longer, particularly when 
exploration and surveying was involved or that political or economic missions were at stake.  
4
 See the following, as examples; Chaunu (1960-1966), Warren (1979, 2002), Haudrere (1989, 2006), Reid (1988, 
1993a), Gaastra and Bruijn (1993), Ishii (1998), (Knaap 1996), Favier (2000), Jacq-Hergoualc'h (2002), Gaastra 
(2003), Pearson (2003), and Knaap and Sutherland (2004). 
5
 Apart from Jacq-   g u  c ’s Malay Peninsula: Crossroads of the Maritime Silk Route (Jacq-Hergoualc'h 2002) 
which features charts of winds and currents, and a brief breakdown of the monsoon per months, and Pearson 
(2003), very few authors discuss in depth the nature of the monsoon system.  
6
 The pioneering work of Halley (1686, 153-168) provided a theoretical understanding of the monsoon system which 




 century, and is in these days significantly questioned (Chao and 
Chen 2001). 
Tides also started to be the subject of scientific analysis. In 1678, Francis Davenport, employee of the EIC observed 
and noted down a table of the times of high water in the Bay of Tonkin, for the benefit of EIC pilots intending to 
enter the bay. This was used by Edmund Halley when he initiated his thinking about tides, to discuss the irregularity 
and singularity of the tides in that area, and to establish a rule to help understanding tides in general (Halley 1684; 
Cartwright 2003; Reidy 2009). 
7
 Dunn in his 1775 edition of the Oriental Navigator attempted to re-arrange the different subjects in a “m    d c   
and natural   d  ” to make it more useful and perfect (Dunn 1791, iii). The data available in the Account was useful 
in helping to set the best times for navigating in the East-Indian Seas.  
8
 Philo Nauticus is Latin for ‘  v   of the Navy (or Matters N v  )’. It was a widely used pseudonym by authors 
writing on nautical topics hiding their identities. The earliest use I can find is 1696 and the latest c. 1838 —some 
have known identities, most do not including in this case (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). 
9
 In the UK, provisions were made formal by Dalrymple in 1804, that Remark Books be mandatory on board, to 
compile matters of hydrographical interest (Davies 2012).    sbu g ’s India Directory was also remarkable because 
it provides a very clear account of the prevailing weather systems. 
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Beaufort of the British Admiralty (1829–1855) and the Frenchman Charles François 
Beautemps-Beaupré (1814–1838), as well as under the pioneering oceanographic work to 
charting winds and currents of the American Matthew Fontaine Maury (1855, 1856, 1859). 
This is reflected, for example, in the quality of the information of the sailing conditions 
included in Find  y’s   s  uc    s (1866, 1878) and in the first China Sea Pilot published by the 
B    s   dm     y (1868). U         ,     S u         S  ’s fu   m        g c   c mp  x    s 
were not yet systematically understood and navigation therefore was empirical.  
On the other hand, local mariners mastered the local weather conditions and knew 
how to benefit from them.10 Cochinchinese seafarers could  
“… adapt to every situation, patient, observant, recognizing the 
smallest signs in the sky hinting a change in the weather, knowing 
ahead of time the variances of the tides, the conditions favorable to 
long outings, the season for the return of the shoals of fish.  
They do not overlook the complicated patterns of the wind, nor the 
constellations that give the time during night watches, nor the 
currents, nor the skilful evolutions to escape storms, all qualities 
ac uired by an e tensive adaptation to matters relating to the sea” 
(Piétri 1943, 2). 
Local mariners not only knew, for various sections of the coast, about the best anchorage 
points, where to get water, where to avoid hazards and hidden reefs, or how to benefit from 
the tides, they were also familiar with the seasonal variations that are central to life in coastal 
areas. They were aware of the particularity of the specific coastal zones they operated within, 
of the nature of the weather and of the tides, and could adjust their work and sailing schedule 
according to the intervals of calm that occur during the SW monsoon or to the disruptive 
variations that occur in the NE monsoon. In comparison to the large cumbersome East 
Indiamen, local vessels11 could sail upwind by benefiting from local land and sea breezes, as 
well as from tidal currents to make their way in either direction, regardless of the monsoon 
winds, a practice only mastered by competitive American and British Tea-clippers in the 19th 
century.  
 
The monsoon regime also impacted other aspects of coastal life besides trade. Rice was 
transported by the sea between the Mekong Delta and the Red River Delta to the Nguyễn 
                                                          
10 This applies to other local seafarers, such as the Malay, as Jacq-   g u  c ’ noted “In fact, it was an early 
knowledge of these winds and of the ocean currents associated with them that enabled local populations to launch 
out on the seas quite early, opening the way for Indian, Chinese and Muslim ships of our historic period, without 
whose arrival the entrepôt civilization would never have e isted” (Jacq-Hergoualc'h 2002). 
11
 In fact, fishing vessels (smaller sailing vessels, < 10 m) and even larger coasters (< 30 m, 300 ton burthen) were 
incomparable to the European Indiamen [see Chapter 4]. 
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capital, and the direction and season of the shipments depended on the monsoon cycle (Li 
2012a). Similarly, the calendar of naval battles fought between the Trịnh and the Nguyễn, or 
b  w        Tây Sơ    d     f  c s  f Nguyễn Ánh, also depended on the prevailing monsoon 
winds (Dutton 2006, 54), in order to insure swiftest attacks and the possibility of retreat for 
the large galleys.12 Fish stocks were also subject to seasonal variations and the maritime 
weather conditions directly impacted the life of the fishers along the coast of Vietnam for 
centuries. 
 Consequently, the climatic conditions of the South China Sea and its environmental 
characteristics were not only reflected in international trade patterns and itineraries, but also 
in the fishing seasons and local navigation. Unfortunately, there is very little known about 
traditional local navigation along the coast of Vietnam before the arrival of the westerners, so 
as a first step, this chapter looks at the monsoon cycle and the workings of the weather from a 
European perspective, primarily based on the earlier European experiences, journeys and 
nautical instructions. In this way, it will help to highlight the conditions that would have also 
impacted on local maritime activities and practices.  
 The complex orchestration of the climatic factors that characterise the South China Sea 
affected all at sea, from Chinese or Malay merchants to the Nguyễn royal navy and the poor 
Cochinchinese fishermen as well as the foreign diplomats and envoys, missionaries and 
European Company traders. The forces of nature did not discriminate in the South China Sea 
and equally condemned crews either caught up in storm or hitting a shoal, regardless of 
nationality, and regardless of the type of boat they sailed.13 If hugging the coast of Vietnam 
avoided the infamous Paracel shoals and islands, tales of shipwrecks along the coast were 
most often linked to the meteorological conditions in the South China Sea itself, and especially 
to the combination of hitherto uncharted dangers and rough weather. 
 This chapter sets out these local conditions and the meteorological nature of the South 
China Sea, and the related specificities and difficulties of navigation along the coast of 
Cochinchina. It presents a chance to encounter the South China Sea, and its central role in the 
history and daily life of the coastal people of Vietnam, and of the foreign crews who travelled 
                                                          
12
 “The conflict in the south bogged down to a series of annual “monsoon  ars” or “campagnes de saison”. Each 
side would attack when the winds were favorable: the Nguyễn navy advanced northwards from bases in Gia Dinh 
each summer and retreated in the autumn, and conversely the Tay Son navy advanced southward each autumn and 
returned to their bases around Qui Nhon in the summer. As a result, Saigon changed hands several times during the 
early phases of the war, as did the areas around Qui Nhon. The monsoons not only facilitated the large scale 
movement of naval forces for battle, but also on occasions wreaked havoc on the warships, as was the case in the 
spring of 1783 when the Tay Son fleet was nearly destroyed in a huge storm” (Antony 2014, 116). 
13
 Naturally, different types of vessels react differently to the meteorological conditions, but none were spared. If 
the amount of local boats destroyed in typhoons or the number of European ships that wrecked are still not 
properly quantified, none either were totally safe from    u  ’s wrath. 
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along its coasts. The objective of this chapter is to go beyond the idea that the monsoon 
system is just a facilitator of trans-oceanic, intra-Asian sail and trade, and to highlight the 
nature of the sea itself and its changing characteristics.14  
 
The singular nature of the South China Sea and the specificities of its environment need to be 
addressed here because the history of the coast of Cochinchina, of navigation, of boat use and 
boat construction are all inextricably related to an inter-dependent historical interaction 
between human and natural forces. Consequently, it is important not to simplify our 
understanding of these natural forces, but rather, to consider them in their full complexities 
and subtleties.  The sea is not a unified and unchanging expanse of water that remains the 
same across time and space,15 it is not merely a blank canvas on which historians draw arrows 
  d   u  s.    c ,    s c  p       ks      s   u     u  ,   s “d  p s  uc u  ”,16 and how it 
operates. It is not about assessing the direct effect of the coastal environment on people, and 
how they socially, culturally, economically or politically negotiated with the coasts, but it is 
about describing the specificities, characteristics and changing nature of that environment. It is 
an approach that considers the sea as an actor in its own right, in an effort to avoid relegating 
it outside of history (Bolster 2006). In   w y,     s   c   c     “g v  v  c ”      v s   xp  s   f 
water whose role was more than merely allowing ships to travel through for trading purposes. 
Only once this is understood, can we properly look with new eyes at the use of this maritime 
space and the age-old relationships between environment and human action. In Vietnamese 
studies, since there is no maritime history per se, the role of the sea is seldom addressed 
properly and the maritime ecology is often brushed over.17 Therefore, this chapter highlights in 
                                                          
14
 For example, see the excellent paper of Angela Schottenhammer who advocates for a more in depth study of the 
influence of the monsoon, and provides the example of the natural subsequent silting up of the port of Liuhe and 
how it was henceforth replaced by the port of Shanghai, and how this event was related to the different maritime 
routes, the taxation systems and the different types of ships that entered these harbours (Schottenhammer 2013, 
112-120).  
15
 As a first step in offering a detailed overview of the natural conditions in which Cochinchinese navigated, this 
chapter addresses the general characteristics of the Vietnamese coast over the longue durée. It will provide an 
insight on the complexities of the specific monsoon phenomena for each specific location and at particular times, 
but will focus on the general trends only.  
16
 See Pearson (2003) and his description of the “d  p s  uc u  s” of the Indian Ocean, discussing its geographical 
boundaries, its topography, winds and currents, before discussing its people and its main historical phases (Pearson 
2003, 13-26). 
17
 Kleinen noted a most important statement: “a comprehensive, local and pre-colonial history of climatic change 
and fluctuations for the longue durée (long term period) is not available yet” (Kleinen 2011, 276). There is no 
environmental maritime history for Vietnam. See Chapter 1, Literature Review, and how all the maritime related 
topics addressed in Vietnamese Studies often revolve around economic history of trade and that there is never a 
focus on the sea itself.  
Similarly, in the past sets of nautical instructions (until the 19
th
 century) and even in present day China Sea Pilots 
and other Sailing Directories, the characteristics of the sea are well described, but the impact they have on 
conducting a journey in the South China Sea are relatively brief, and seldom connected to a historical context. How 
one handles a specific voyage in the actual conditions was naturally left to the individual sailor, and sailing 
instructions provided information intended to explain the pattern and normal range of its variation both within a 
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detail the local maritime conditions which have not been addressed with such precision 
before, in order to better understand Cochinchinese navigation, maritime activities, boat 
construction and boat use. For the historian and archaeologist, it is imperative to understand 
in more depth the relation between natural phenomena and life along the coast. Towards 
writing a maritime history of Vietnam, as well as providing a context for shipwreck finds, this 
chapter offers a basic step in understanding the climatic context of Cochinchinese maritime 
activities.  
 
In order to introduce the changing character of the South China Sea and its impacts on 
navigation, this chapter follows a full climatologic cycle, while providing examples of sailing 
experiences across three centuries. Hopefully, the experience of the navigation along the 
Vietnamese coast will emerge in a more real and vivid way than usually portrayed.  
                                                                                                                                                                          
given season and sometimes over the same season in different years. The experience and business of individual 
ships and crews were their own. 
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I. VIETNAM AND THE SOUTH CHINA SEA  
In general terms, three main characteristics rendered sailing in the South China Sea between 
the 17th and 19th century uncertain; first and foremost, the numerous dangers, including 
shoals, reefs, breakers that lie just below the surface such as the Paracels, the Spratly islands, 
and the Scorpion’s Tail. Not only were they charted relatively late and ignorance about their 
extent made them dangerous, but also, they could not easily be foreseen. They are separated 
by deep channels, which means that soundings could not reveal their presence, particularly in 
rough conditions. Secondly, typhoons and tropical storms criss-cross the South China Sea and 
ravage the coast of Vietnam between 6–8 times a year.18 The consequent state of the seas, the 
torrential rains and devastating winds also cast a dark shadow on navigation in the South China 
Sea at certain times of the year. Thirdly, the conditions of the South China Sea along the coast 
of Vietnam, which stretches over 10 degrees of latitude, are variable despite being regulated 
by the monsoon system. To anticipate a voyage could be difficult because alternate periods of 
calm and heavy seas could provoke delays or cause foundering at any time during the year. 
  T   S u         S  ,   s  c    d “      S  ” by Eu  p   s, “S u   S  ” (南海 Ná  ǎi) 
by the Chinese, or "East Sea" (Biể  Đô g) by     V     m s , c    c s     c u     s   d 
affects the lives of some 300 million people today. It is a semi-enclosed sea whose 3.3 million 
km2 surface comprises a basin bordered by southern China, southern Taiwan, the western 
Philippines, Brunei, the coasts of Sarawak and Sabah (Malaysia), the western coast of 
Kalimantan and eastern coast of Sumatra (Indonesia), the eastern coast of peninsular Malaysia 
and peninsular Thailand, south-west Cambodia and all the coast of Vietnam (International 
Hydrographic Organization 1953, 30-31). It is one of the largest seas in the world and its waters 
links two oceans, the Pacific Ocean and the Indian Ocean. 
 
The South China Sea is an old and very deep sea at its centre, while very shallow on most of its 
edges. It started to form about 45 million years BP (Hogan and EIA 2013). Its sea-floor is a V-
shaped basin with underground mountain ranges, crevasses and trenches as deep as five 
kilometres.19 From its deep heart, it slopes abruptly to join the islands of the Philippines to the 
east. There, along Palawan and the Philippines, the continental shelf is non-existent and the 
sea floor drops to depths of over three kilometres. On its western side on the other hand, the 
                                                          
18
 On average, the portion between 17°N and 10°N is hit by severe storms and typhoons between 0.7-4 times per 
year [see Table 3-1]. 
19
 Maximum known depth of 5559 m (British Admiralty 2004a, 14). 
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South China Sea slopes gently towards the surface to join a large continental shelf that extends 
along southern China and eastern Vietnam all the way down to the Gulf of Siam. The waters at 
the northern edges of the South China Sea, bordering the island of Hainan, southern China and 
the south western tip of Taiwan, are shallow, covering a continental shelf that extends for 
about 250 km from the coast (British Admiralty 2004a, 14). Similarly, compared to its deep 
center, the south west waters of the South China Sea basin, near the southern coast of 
Vietnam and the Gulf of Thailand, are also shallow, rarely exceeding 50 m in depth (Tomascik 
et al. 1996, 74). 
 Overall, the South China Sea borders the whole 3500 kilometres of the Vietnamese 
coast. It forms in the north, the Tonkin Gulf, and in the south, its waters comprise the Gulf of 
Thailand.20 Contrary to the large extent of the continental shelf in the gulfs, the western edge 
of the South China Sea, bordering the coast of Cochinchina, between the Bay of Danang and 
Cape Padaran, is very long and narrow, with a mean width of 20 kilometres (British Admiralty 
2004a, 14), where the depths drop down from 60 m to 200 m in a very short distance.  
 
 
Figure 3-2: The South China Sea  
                                                          
20 Both “the Gulf of Tonkin and the Gulf of Thailand are its chief embayments” (Columbia Electronic Encyclopedia 
2012), “the Gulf of Thailand is an inlet of the South China Sea” and “the Tonkin Gulf is the northwest arm of the 
South China Sea” (Encyclopedia Britannica 2006, online).  
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I. A. Climate of the South China Sea 
The climate of the South China Sea is primarily regulated by the monsoon, characterised by 
seasonal changes in wind direction, in precipitation, and, in air temperature. In general, the 
climate and weather can be divided in two monsoon seasons; the spring/summer season, 
which usually starts in April and fades in September, and is hot and humid; and the 
autumn/winter season which begins in October and ends during the month of March, and is 
usually cooler and dryer. Each season lasts about five months, separated by a transition period 
of about 6–8 weeks. However, the length of the seasons varies according to the regions and 
each manifest themselves differently. In the southern South China Sea and the Straits of 
Melaka, the SW monsoon is more wet and variable than elsewhere, but the NE monsoon is 
somehow fairer. The seasons also start at different times in different areas.21 It starts sooner in 
the Gulf of Siam, and in the Gulf of Tonkin and along the western coast of the South China Sea 
than to the eastward in the open sea, near the coast of China and near the coasts of Palawan 
and Luzon. The SW monsoon lasts longer to the southward of Cape Padaran (Horsburgh 1843, 
287), while the NE monsoon starts earlier and lasts longer in the northern latitudes (NGA 2014, 
3). 
 Although the general calendar of the monsoon is well understood, there were important 
variations in terms of the changes of the winds and the currents, and this therefore impeded 
on when to choose the best moment to set out to sea and to make the most of the local 
conditions [see detailed cycle below]. 
I. B. Islands 
Another important element that affects the sailing conditions in the South China Sea is the 
presence of islands. Their role is fundamental because they obstruct the flow of water, reduce 
the height of the swell, and produce together with the weakening of the wind near the coast, 
more favorable sea conditions. This is mostly the case in the southern part of the South China 
Sea (British Admiralty 2004a, 20), as well as along the coast of Vietnam. The waters of the 
South China Sea bordering Vietnam are peppered with clusters of small islands and rock 
outcrops. Over 4000 islands, rocks and promontories are accounted for in the Vietnamese 
                                                          
21
 These differences are due to different reasons. Mainly, the variability of the winds is function of them weakening 
as they change direction during their passage from and around 5 degrees N to 5 degrees S, as they cross the 
Equator (the NE Monsoon crosses the Equator to become the NW Monsoon, and the SW Monsoon is an extension 
N of the SE Trades which turn SW when they cross the Equator). Secondly, the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone 
(ITCZ), an area of low pressure and strong convection, with large thunderstorm belts moves roughly from the China 
coast in July to lie along the N coast of Australia in January/February. This explains the differences, and the early 
start of the monsoons in the S.  
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territorial waters,22 but in fact, less than a hundred islands are actually larger than 1 km in 
diameter, and 97% of the inshore islands are less than 0.5 km2 in area. Most of the larger 
islands are close to the coast, at a maximum distance of five nautical miles and served as 
important markers for the mariners to keep track of their position. Very few islands are 
inhabited, or offered water, supplies and shelter in case of storms. Only three islands can be 
considered offshore, located between 10 and 50 nautical miles away (Pulo Condor, Pulo Cecir 
de Mer and Pulo Canton). Phú Quốc in south Vietnam is by far the largest island (567 km2) and 
Pulo Condor ranks second largest with a surface of 56.7 km2 (NGP 2013, 47). Most of the other 
sizeable islands tend to average around 10 km2 or less.  
 
Figure 3-3: Profile of Pulo Sapata (Huddart 1801, 444) 
 
Figure 3-4: The main islands on the route between the Sunda Straits and Hong Kong, including islands along the 
coast of Cochinchina  
The labyrinth of islands, islets and atolls of the Paracels and Spratlys acted differently than the 
coastal islands. T   S S’s  um   us s  m u  s   d  s   ds     m    y c        fs,      s, 
shoals and sandbars, many of which are submerged at high tide and have no inhabitants. They 
                                                          
22
 This includes the 2300 rocky outcrops and islands in the region of Hạ Long Bay in northern Vietnam (NGP 2013, 
12).  
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are usually clustered into geographical groups, notably the Spratly Islands and Reed Bank 
offshore to the Philippines, the Scarborough Seamounts along the central axis of the South 
China Sea, and the Macclesfield Bank, and the Paracel and Pratas Islands in the north (Sorkhabi 
2013). Apart from the Pratas Islands and the Scarborough, and the Macclesfield Bank,23 which 
was a remarkable marker, most of these islands, underwater banks, atolls and reefs remained 
uncharted for a long time. Not only were they surrounded by coral reefs and lagoons that 
appeared and disappeared with the rhythm of the tides, but in rough conditions, with lots of 
wind generated whitecaps, identifying the broken water that marked a submerged shoal or 
reef edge was difficult.  
 When not possible to avoid sailing in the area, captains had to triple the number of 
lookouts, locate them as high as possible, while keeping the sun astern (at least 45 degrees 
above the horizon) in order to distinguish the change of colour near shoal waters and breakers, 
when attempting to pass through and avoid these dangerous areas of the sea. 
I. C. Seabed 
Along the coast of Vietnam, depths vary from 10 m to 60 m according to the proximity of the 
coast or of the islands. The continental shelf in the SW of Vietnam is mostly covered in mud 
and ooze. Patches of sand, coral and rock surround the reefs and banks in the region. In the 
shallower shelf regions, mud is the dominant sediment, but is interspersed by large patches of 
sand and smaller patches of rock, stone and coral. Nearer the Mekong, the bottom is mostly 
composed of mud, deposited by the flow from the delta. To keep an eye on the composition of 
the seabed was an essential technique for estimating    ’s   c     24 and to help determining 
an anchorage. For example, approaching Pulo Condor, the tallow that armed sounding leads 
brought grey sands with small shells indicated the island was about 6 leagues away (Après de 
Mannevillette 1775, 518). On route from the north east, from the coast of Champa, and 
intending to reach the Anambas Islands by passing Pulo Condor, if depths were of 31 m with 
ooze and black sand, it was an indication that the ship was about to pass west of the island. If 
depths were of 38.5-40 m and the plummet came up with brown sand turning to yellow, it 
meant the ship was about to pass east of the island, at 2-3 leagues off. If depths were 45 m, it 
meant she was about 8 leagues away and the plummet brought coarse sand and shells. If the 
lead line indicated 38.5-40 m and black sand stuck to the plummet but the island was still out 
of sight, it meant Pulo Condor was 20 leagues behind already (Manguin 1972, 133). Another 
                                                          
23
 Its maximum depth reaches 75 m but is covered by a number of shallower patches (not shallower than 9.2 m). 
24
 Depending on the nature of the bottom sediment (sand, pebble, clay, shell), the s  p’s officer was able to 
estimate position. If the tallow came up clean, it indicated the bottom was rock (Dear and Kemp 2007, online). 
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example is on route from Pulo Aor towards Pulo Condor. En route, the soundings, would be 
between 50-65 metres, with fine greyish sand, sometimes slightly coarse, mingled with very 
small black rocks and very little ooze. On the other hand, if soundings were deeper, between 
80-90 metres and the plummet brought mostly ooze, it meant the ship was closer to the 
Anambas Islands (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 517). 
 Between Cape Padaran and Cape Varella, the shelf has a continuous sand bottom which 
extends south almost to Borneo (British Admiralty 2004a, 14). From Cape Varella onwards, 
north of 12°N, along the narrow coastal shelf, rock is abundant on a mainly mud bottom with 
very narrow sand strips fringing the shore (British Admiralty 2004a, 14). 
I. D. The waters of the South China Sea 
The South China Sea is a tropical sea, characterised by water temperatures that usually exceed 
20°c and stay relatively constant throughout the year, but with marked seasonal changes along 
the coast of Vietnam.25 It is also characterised by the distribution of nutrient-rich waters which 
contribute to abundant marine life and diverse ecosystems (BNIDA 1943, 313). In contrast to 
the constant temperature, the salinity is extremely variable. It depends on the amount of 
rainfall and river run-offs that result in the formation of low salinity masses (such as in the 
Mekong) transported by monsoonal currents that penetrate the oceanic waters. 
 The water of the South China Sea is influenced by the flow of waters from the Java Sea 
in the south, from the Sulu Sea to the south east, and from the Taiwan and Luzon Straits in the 
north east (British Admiralty 2004a, 15). The direction of the surface currents is dependent on 
the monsoon which controls the flow of water coming from the NE or the S [see details 
below], but variations and occasional reversals occur with irregularities of the monsoon and 
the topography of the coasts. The South China Sea swell conditions tend to reach higher levels 
during the NE monsoon. The state of the sea is predominantly smooth to moderate, with 
occasional rough passage, except during typhoon season.26 The conditions in the southern part 
of the sea are usually lighter than in the northern part (British Admiralty 2004a, 20). Wave 
formation also depends on the monsoon and on the local topography. The sea state is a 
combination of waves, occasioned by local winds, and swell, resulting from the disturbance of 
                                                          
25
 For the years 2010-2015, the temperatures for the town of Hội An have been fluctuating between minimums of 
21°c in January, to 29°c in June-September, increasing progressively of a degree per month. Similarly, temperatures 
for Nha Trang, the minimums were 23°c in January, and maximum 30°c in May. The main differences lie between 
the peak of the NE monsoon and the first months of the SW monsoon, as well as between north and south. 
Temperatures in Huế or Hội An are cooler than the ones near the Mekong Delta or the island of Pulo Condor.  
26
 [See figs. on the appearance of the sea in Appendix]. A smooth to moderate sea has waves that range between 
0.1-2.5 m. In rough weather, the waves reach 4-6 m, and during typhoons, they can be over 10 m. 
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the water caused elsewhere.27 Closer to the coast, the wave pattern is tighter and contributes 
to the siltation of the river mouths and the formation of sand banks and lagoons in the region 
that extends from the provinces of Thừa Thiên-Huế to Quảng Ngãi. Usually, the waves in the 
open sea are larger than those that form close to shore, with an average height of 0.1-0.6 m28 
(Vũ Vă    á , and Đặ g Vă  Bảo 2011, 76). 
I. E. Rivers and mountains 
The numerous rivers that criss-cross the country and pour into the South China Sea, play a 
fundamental role in the salinity of the water and in the quality of the nutrients. These are also 
prominent for the location of ports (and their accessibility) and of important cities. In total, 
there are about 17 702 km of waterways in Vietnam (CIA 2014) of which 5000 km are 
navigable by vessels up to 1.8 m draught. Five of the thirteen main river systems are located in 
central and south Vietnam,29 including the Mekong. These rivers are not deep or long30 and 
often form a heavily silted river mouth, which is sometimes crossed by a sandbar.  
 Two main mountain ranges back the coastal plains of Vietnam;31 the Annamese Range, 
that extends from N to S, all along central Vietnam, and the Kontum Massif which lies in the 
southern end of the country, and extends from W-E along the coast of former Champa. The 
mountains play a fundamental role in the amount of rainfall that occurs. The climate in 
Vietnam and the sailing conditions both result from the conjunction of the effects of the 
m  s      d  f V     m’s   p g  p y.  
I. F. Weather in Vietnam (temperature and rainfall) 
The climate and marine conditions along the coast of Vietnam vary greatly due to its latitudinal 
extent,32 between 9°N and 23°N, and because of the marked variety in relief. Like the South 
China Sea, the climate in Vietnam is overall tropical. It is characterised by a large number of 
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 Therefore, the prevailing swell train will roll in the direction of the monsoon, but the local winds (sea and land 
breezes or easterly winds) build a wave train over the swell that goes in another direction. 
28
 These mean heights account for 80% of the waves, the other 20% range up to 1.5 m. The height of the waves 
depends on how long the wind has been blowing, the fetch, the currents and the wind strength (British Admiralty 
2004a, 87). 
29
 The five main river basins of central Vietnam are those of the  ươ g River, the Thu B n River, the Trà Khúc River, 
the Côn River, the Ba or Đ  Rằng River, and in the south, the Đ ng Nai Basin and the Cửu Long basin (Mekong 
Delta). 
30
 The longest is Sông Đ  Rằng, also called Sông Ba, of 374 km. 
31
 The entire Indochinese peninsula is intersected from north to south by the Dãy T ường Sơ , commonly called the 
“    m s  R  g ”. But in fact, this mountain range is not continuous but rather composed of two main massifs; 
the massif that lies in the south west portion of the country called the “K   um  ss f”, and the massif that borders 
the east coast that keeps the name “    m s  R  g ”.  
32
 Description of the coast itself, viewed from the deck of a ship, with all its local specificities, hazards, conspicuous 
markers etc. is addressed in the following Chapter 4. The distinctions here are focusing on the local weather and 
general climate characteristics. 
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sunny days, high temperatures all year round and a high rate of rainfall and humidity. Most of 
the country receives about 2000 mm of rainfall annually. Depending on the exposure to the 
monsoon and on the topography (despite a prominent rainy season, which occurs during the 
SW monsoon (between May and September), it rains throughout the year in most regions and 
the maximum rainfall occurs at different periods of time in the south, centre and north of the 
country [see Fig. Mean Rainfall in Appendix]. 
 The south west of Vietnam is low lying, but is backed by the large Kontum Massif which 
restricts the flow of humid air. Consequently, in the SW monsoon, the clouds from the Indian 
Ocean, which pass over the Isthmus of Kra, the Gulf of Thailand and Cambodia, dissipate 
before they reach Vietnam. This affects the precipitation rates, particularly in the strip that 
extends between Phan Thiết [10°5N] and Cap Padaran [11°2N] (or former Panduranga). This 
portion of the coast is the driest part of the country, particularly between December and 
February. There, the mean rainfall level is much lower than in other parts of the country 
(BNIDA 1943, 64-72)33 and in general, the climate is hotter and dryer [see fig. Mean Rainfall in 
Appendix]. On the other hand, in the rest of south west Vietnam, as far as the Mekong delta, 
the rainy season starts with the SW monsoon and lasts until as late as October, with a double 
amount of rainfall in June and September (BNIDA 1943, 64). After that, it is very dry, hot and 
sunny. There, temperatures are always high, hovering around 28°c. February is the driest 
month of the year [see fig. Mean Rainfall in Appendix].34  
 The central coast of Vietnam is composed of different landscapes [see Chapter 4], but 
overall, the temperatures vary from 20°c to 35°c [see fig. Climate in Appendix] and 
precipitation rates range between 1500-2500 mm. The wettest season occurs from September 
until the beginning of the lunar New Year,35 but in fact it rains almost the whole year round.36 
In coastal areas facing the NE, the rainy season brings cold and damp weather. The hottest and 
driest months follow the transition between NE to SW monsoon, during which time the 
climate is sunny and temperatures range between 25°c and 35°c.  
                                                          
33
 The mean annual rainfall is below 1000 mm annually (British Admiralty 2004a, 35). The mean annual rainfall for 
the period 1907-1929 was only 757 mm (BNIDA 1943, 64). See also Chebaut-Me Mougamadou (2013, 41) for the 
detail of the climate in the region of Cape Padaran 
34
 See in Appendix for the temperatures and for the precipitation rates.  
35
 The lunar year starts with the second new moon after the northern winter solstice, usually between mid-January 
and early March. 
36
 In fact, variability of rainfall from year to year is a common feature of the climate, and evaporation rates should 
also be taken into account to understand humidity, but also cloudiness and winds (BNIDA 1943, 71). 
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While navigation is not impeded by precipitation per se, sailing conditions depended very 
much on wind speed,37 and heavy precipitation combined with wind speeds of 17-21 kn in 
average were hard conditions for local sailing boats.  
I. G. Tides 
Marked seasonal changes in weather result in changes in sea level, as do depressions, 
accompanied by strong winds, which are also superimposed on the normal tidal cycles38 
(British Admiralty 2004b, 83). In the open sea, tidal currents are overshadowed by the 
monsoon drifts which, off central coast of Vietnam, hits the area at right angles, so the 
resultant tidal streams are weak, generally have little influence in the flow along the coast and 
the water flow is mostly governed by the coastal current (British Admiralty 2004a, 155).  
 Along coastal Vietnam, like the winds and currents, tides vary according to region. 
Overall, the semi-diurnal tidal regime is the most common,39 meaning there are two tidal 
cycles a day, occurring every 12 hours and 25 minutes, such as in the coastal areas of Huế, Đ  
Nẵ g, Vũ g T u,   d      u. Y  ,    s m    g   s, m s  y     g     c       c  s ,       d  
pattern is diurnal, which means there is only one tidal cycle a day, like in the provinces of 
Quảng Ninh to Quả g Bì     d  f Bì   Định to Khánh Hòa. The coast of Vietnam in terms of 
tidal regimes is one of the most varied in the world.40  
 
Near the coast, the tides also play an important role in navigation. For sailing vessels hugging 
the coast as well as for the local fishermen, the tide is a crucial factor. For foreign sailing ships 
travelling along the coast, the movements of the tide could be of real use and were accounted 
for when anchoring and departing. Captains aimed to coordinate their departure with the tidal 
flow going in the direction that the ship was attempting to sail. When the wind blew against 
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 Ideal wind speeds for a small sailing boat would not exceed 10-15 knots. For a boat smaller than 10 m, it would 
be a very strong wind (Force 6, 22-27 kn is a y c  sm  ’s gale) [See Chapter4].  
38
 Tides are the result of the overall effect of the gravitational pull between the earth, the sun and the moon on the 
waters. They are therefore independent from the monsoon, yet they are nonetheless seasonal. Tides are very 
variable, the velocity of the tidal stream depends on the time of the day, the time of the month and on the season. 
Because the moon rises 50 minutes later every day, the hour of the receding changes every day. At high and low 
water, there is no tidal flow. At half-tide ebb and half-tide flood, the stream is usually the strongest. When the 
moon is full or new, its gravitational pull is combined to the gravitational pull of the sun, and creates spring tides 
(big tides). At first and third quarter (half-moons), the sun and moon are pulling at right-angles so the tides are small 
(neap tides). 
39
 There are four types of prevailing tidal regimes (diurnal, semi-diurnal, irregular diurnal and irregular semi-
diurnal), and the coast of Vietnam has examples of them all. According to Nguyễn Ngọc Thuý (1984), the coast of 
Vietnam can actually be classified into eight tidal zones. The ranges of these tides are also very varied, with lower 
mesotidal ranges around Cape Varella and on the southern tip of the country (1-2 m), with lower ranges of 2-3.5 m 
along the rest of the coast, but in the Gulf of Tonkin, with lower macro-tidal ranges of 3.5-5.5 m.  
40
 The singular tidal regime of the Bay of Tonkin caught the attention of Halley as early as 1678, but for the rest of 
the country, the tidal establishments (the relationship between the time of the upper transit of the full and new 
moons, and the time of the subsequent high water) were not identified until the mid-19
th
 century. 
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the tide, the sea was very rough and the speed of the water was much reduced.  
 Since tides reverse every six hours in most areas, a ship with a headwind often had to 
anchor when the tide was unfavourable, but with the help of a favourable tide, it could make 
good headway against light to moderate winds. This is most important since the coast of 
Vietnam is composed of numerous bays from which the current flow is also influenced by the 
tidal stream. Along with the local winds and currents, tides also have an effect on the daily 
schedules of fishermen. Taking advantage of the local winds as well as the tidal stream to go 
fishing a few miles off shore, they would leave in the morning to return at the end of the day, 
or leave at night and return in the early hours of the morning to sell their catch at the market 
(Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). Fishers on the coast of Phú Yên and the long beaches of the Huế 
region rely on the tide to launch or bring their surf boats to the shore.  
 Even at the river mouths and bays, or in the vicinity of banks and shoals, the tidal 
currents must be considered (NGA 2014, 3). The tide was also beneficial, when rising, to float a 
vessel which had stranded on a sand bank or some shoal. This happened quite often near the 
mouth of the Mekong River, and along the southern tip of the country. Many foreign vessels 
experienced being stranded and then set free, thanks to the tide. For example, in February 
1789, the Dryade went aground on a sandbank near the point of Cambodia [Cà Mau]. The 
rising tide helped get her back afloat (Bizalion 1996, 141-142). Likewise, in August 1671, the 
sailing boat on which father Bénigne Vachet travelled from Siam to Cambodia, after surviving a 
terrible storm, got stranded when nearing the Mekong. He and the crew had to wait five hours 
for the tide to reverse and set them free (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 
1680, 7-8), which was fortunate since Chinese pirates were on their heel. The combination of 
the effect of the tides, with the local winds and currents also contributed to sail into the wind 
[see below]. 
I. H. Marine resources 
The narrow corridor along the coast was the preferred passage to keep away from the Paracel 
Islands, but it was also a rich fishing ground at close range for local inhabitants, who would go 
out to sea daily, the depth of 60 m being less than 10-15 km from the SW coast. The fish stock 
was diverse thanks to the temperature variations that occurred within Vietnamese coastal 
waters between the seasons, which had a direct impact on species distribution, fish 
reproduction cycles, and nutrient cycles (Morton 1998; Pho Hoang Han 2007). Since the 
seasons caused variations in temperatures and in the flow of currents, the changes of season 
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also induced seasonal fishing.41 In spring (starting in February or March depending on the 
latitude), the currents distribute new nutrients that flow from the brackish waters formed at 
the river mouths (after the rivers overflow at the end of the SW monsoon and during the NE 
monsoon in central Vietnam). Because the fresh water from the rivers carries nutrients and 
alluvium down to the coastal waters, the sea water is diluted and becomes brackish, which is 
ideal for the growth of many species (Phan Nguyên H ng and Hoàng Thị San 1993, 9). The low 
salinity of coastal waters also contributes to a rich biodiversity, especially in the mouth of the 
Mekong River. The nature of the water at the river mouths, and hence the marine organisms 
and vegetation growth near them, depends on the heavy rains that fill the rivers during the 
storm season, and hence on the cycle of the monsoon seasons.  
 The rainy seasons, the rivers and the number of islands also contribute to varied tropical 
coastal habitats (coral reefs, mangroves and seagrass beds). The area of the Mekong 
especially, and the numerous islands and adjacent coral reefs that dot the coast, provides 
excellent shelter and habitats for a wide variety of marine organisms, including sea turtles and 
lobsters, crabs, cuttlefish and abalones, oysters, sea snails, and, holothurians (sea cucumbers 
or trepang).42 On land, granite cliffs offer ideal locations for sea sw    w’s   s s (Hòn Nội, Hòn 
Chà Là, Hòn Lớn, Cù Lao Chàm)43 and the long beaches of accumulated thin quartz of certain 
islands are havens for turtles44 (Pulo Condor, Phú Quốc). In the region of former Champa, other 
marine resources such as salt and lime composed of shell and coral powder were particularly 
exploited in the 19th century (Moréchand 1955, 306; Weber 2008, 69; Chebaut-Me 
Mougamadou 2013, 366-369). 
  
                                                          
41
 In the South China Sea, there is little evidence of fish migration, but certain grounds have seasonal fishing due to 
their exposure to the NE and SW monsoons (NGA 2014, 4). However, fish are highly migratory in the region of the 
Mekong, upstream and downstream of the river at different seasons (Gourou 1930). For the relationship between 
water temperature and coral or particular fish species, and algae see Morton (1998). 
42
  cc  d  g    V     m s   ff c      c  ds   d g z      s,       g   ’s w    s   d  bu d    f s    s u c s. S v     
species were especially sought after; thu ngư [loach], lư ngư [bass or perch], thạc đầu ngư [puffer or porcupine 
fish],  u i / kho i ngư [herring], tương nh  c p [elephant ear clam], ô tăc ngư / hải hảc ngư /   ch lân ngư 
[cuttlefish], bì m c ngư [flatfish], b ch hà [white prawn], h  hà [tiger prawn], as well as fish derived products such 
as ngư phiêu [fish fat], ngư dầu [fish oil], ngư s  [shark fin], hàm thủy [fish sauce], and hàm ngư [preserved fish in 
brine] (Weber 2008, 69). 
43
 See Chapter 5 on Maritime Activities. 
44
 The eggs of the Loggerhead turtle (Caretta caretta) are edible, the horny plates “      s  s    ” of the Hawksbill 
turtle (Eretmechelys imbricate) were a precious commodity, and soup could be prepared from the green turtle 
(Chelonia mydas) (BNIDA 1943, 97).  
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II. THE MONSOON CYCLE AND NAVIGATION 
As aforementioned, despite being governed by the monsoon, local sailing conditions, 
navigation seasons and the direction of seasonal routes, and even the locations of harbours 
and anchoring, vary with latitude, depending on the topography of the coast, on the nature of 
the bottom of the sea, and on the conjunction of the local currents, winds, and precipitation. 
Let us look at each season and transition period in detail. 
II. A. The SW monsoon (May–September) 
In Vietnam, the SW monsoon starts around mid-May, with a variation of 12–15 days according 
to geographical location (Dayot 1807b, fl.6; Horsburgh 1843, 287); around the 15th of May45 in 
Cochinchina, and slightly later in Champa and the southern parts of the South China Sea 
(British Admiralty 2004a, 15). The transitional period from the NE monsoon to SW monsoon 
(mid-March to mid-May) lasts about 6–8 weeks until it fully sets in, and is usually accompanied 
by short periods of variable winds (British Admiralty 2004a, 27) and calmer weather (Dayot 
1807b, fl. 6v). During this time, between the monsoons, it is still good to sail along the western 
side of the South China Sea and close to the Cochinchinese coast (British Admiralty 1973, 107).  
By the month of June, the SW monsoon is established all along the coast (BNIDA 1943, 51). The 
SW monsoon is weaker than the NE monsoon, and more variable, and therefore composed of 
considerable periods of good weather but also disrupted by squalls, storms and deadly 
typhoons. 
II. A. 1. Conditions along the coast of former Champa 
The early SW monsoon was a propitious time to travel along the SW coast of Vietnam, or 
former Champa, from the Gulf of Siam to Cochinchina. So did many of the early missionaries of 
the Missions Etrangères de Paris (MEP), who left their seminary in Ayutthaya in the mid-17th 
century. Louis Chevreuil left Siam in June 1664 and arrived in Faifo in July, on board a vessel 
from the Queen of Siam [see Table A in Appendix]. On his second trip, this time on board a 
small local boat and accompanied by Father Haincques, he left the Menam river mouth in 
August 1665 and arrived shortly after in Champa (Launay 2000b, 65-66).  
 
In general, as during all the SW monsoon, the prevailing winds flow from the SW. Since in 
Vietnam the winds tend to follow the coast, they blow steadily and without hindrance from 
                                                          
45
 Dayot however notes that, it depends on the moon, and that some years, it could start earlier or later (Dayot 
1807b, fl. 6). 
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the SW. These winds are predominant until the month of September and average between 3 
and 4 in force (7-16 kn). In August and September however, they can sometimes reach force 7 
(28-33 kn) (British Admiralty 2004a, 34) [see Table of Beaufort Wind Forces and Sea 
appearance in Appendix]. 
 In the SW monsoon, the surface currents are weaker than during the NE monsoon. By 
the month of May, the water enters the South China Sea from the Java Sea, as such, reversing 
the current that flowed from the NE until April in a general trend towards the N and NE. 
Following the coast, from Pulo Obi to Cape Padaran, the current —also referred to as the 
“  d     S    m” (Findlay 1878, 86)— goes mostly ENE at speeds of ¾ kn, and occasionally 1 
½ kn. It is a broad and fairly constant flow that, supported by the SW wind, helps ships going 
north from Pulo Condor along the coast of Cochinchina. Therefore, the rounding of Cape 
Padaran can be done swiftly, particularly if skirting the coast. In that part of the country, during 
the SW monsoon, the weather is very hot and humid.  
 
The main difficulties in navigation in that area during the SW monsoon lie in the numerous 
sandbanks that extend from the Mekong delta and the sea level variations due to rainfall, 
combined with the effect of the tides, which are the strongest. However, overall, the passage 
along the coast of Champa during the SW monsoon is relatively sheltered, and what marks a 
big difference in the navigation compared with conditions along the central coast is that it is 
less affected by typhoons that arrive at the end of the season. 
 
However, the weather is variable in the SW monsoon and particularly in the southern part of 
the South China Sea, so the coast of Champa can sometimes be subject to strong winds and 
storms, or on the other hand, by long periods of calm that impede navigation, particularly off 
shore, near Pulo Sapata and the Catwick Islands. At Pulo Condor, the SW monsoon arrives in 
March/April with variable and strong winds, storms and bad weather. From the transitional 
month of March until late December, it rains continuously for weeks. In fact, the rainy season 
that begins with the SW monsoon at Pulo Condor extends deep into the NE monsoon season. 
Because of the torrential precipitation, the soil cannot grow crops, and indigenous inhabitants 
have to sail up and down from the island to the mainland, in order to obtain supplies, without 
which they would starve (Jacques 1722, 319).46  
                                                          
46
 It seems that provisions would mostly arrive with the NE monsoon, following the main direction of the wind. 
When Gaubil and Jacques wintered in 1721, provisions were sought from the mainland, from which the islanders 
came back in December. Then, in January and March, other vessels on route to the Java Sea from China stopped 
and delivered supplies (Jacques 1722, 320-321). 
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II. A. 2. The influence of the Gulf of Siam  
In fact, navigation between Siam and Cochinchina could be difficult. In the Gulf of Siam, north 
of latitude 10°N, squalls are fairly common (British Admiralty 2004a, 34), and violent gusts of 
wind from the west meant the coast of Cambodia became a lee shore from which it was 
sometimes impossible to escape, before being driven ashore. There, land and sea breezes also 
reinforce the SW monsoon, and winds reach an average force of 4 to 5 on the Beaufort scale 
(11-21 kn). This is what Father Bénigne Vachet and Vicar Béryte experienced on their first trip 
between the Gulf of Siam and the Cham coast in early August 1671; a strong tropical 
thunderstorm:47  
“The  ind  as admirable in the morning, but it changed at noon and 
blurred the air so that we had to handle a terrible storm and a 
dreadful rain ; but as the wind did not lose its violence because of that 
rain, the sea rose sometimes in thousands of mountains and 
immediately carved an infinite number of horrendous abysses … the 
speed of our overflowing rivers that flood their dykes or sluices and 
the most impetuous torrents that drag along with them entire masses 
of rocks flow slowly and appear as a soft murmur in comparison with 
these sea breakers whose awful noise can be heard farther than any 
cannon… After abandoning ourselves to the holy providence thinking 
we only had half an hour to live, we engaged with the most horrid 
crash of waves whose only sight was capable of frightening the most 
intrepid” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 
4-5). 
In June, July and August, these sudden squalls blow strongly out of the Gulf towards the South 
China Sea, and can be felt as far as Pulo Condor or Pulo Sapata (Horsburgh 1843, 287). 
Therefore, these strong winds from the Gulf meant that ships coming from Siam intending to 
go north had to be careful on the one hand not to be pushed towards the coast, and on the 
other hand, particularly when rounding the point of Cambodia, in order to benefit from the 
coastal Padaran Stream, not to stray too far from the coast to avoid being forced eastwards. If 
that proved the case, it would take days sailing with a head wind to go up the coast again 
(Après de Mannevillette 1775, 431), notwithstanding the fear of being wrecked amongst the 
numerous and uncharted shoals of the South China Sea, perhaps in the Scorpion’s Tail, or in 
the rectangle of the fearful Paracels or amongst the numerous reefs and low islands of the 
                                                          
47
 Thunderstorms occur most frequently from April through October, with activity generally reaching a peak in late 
May. The most severe thunderstorms occur during the spring transition and early in the SW monsoon. 
Thunderstorms occurring in the middle to late SW monsoon are somewhat less violent than those earlier, generally 
lasting only a few hours. Over most of the area thunderstorm activity decreases in June and July then increases 
again at the end of the season. Thunderstorms activity is at a minimum during the NE monsoon, a few in October 
and then they become very rare (Traxler et al. 1997, 7.26, 7.14). 
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Spratlys. This was certainly the case before the 19th century, when the extent of the 
underwater shoals was not defined and that the route to the Macclesfield Bank was not a 
common practice. Then, a westerly breeze would assist carrying the vessels to the bank 
(Findlay 1878, 55). 
 
Another difficulty imposed by the conditions in the Gulf of Siam for ships intending to cross to 
  c   c      s             y Ju y,        s   “petite saison sêche”    s     d y s  s   (Forest 
1998, vol. 1, 96), during which the SW winds subside. By leaving Melaka in July, the risk of 
being slowed down48 crossing the Gulf of Siam increased the risk of being at sea in central 
Vietnam in a period prone to typhoons. Because of this potential risk, it was therefore wise not 
to leave Melaka or the Sunda Straits after mid-July to take this route. 
II. A. 3. Variables in the Java Sea 
Torrential rains and strong wind can also be characteristic of navigation during the SW 
monsoon, in the southern part of the country. The two monsoons are not very well 
demarcated in the southern part of Peninsular Malaysia (British Admiralty 2004a, 27), and is 
irregular in the southern part of the South China Sea. Gusts of wind can reach gale force (8 on 
the Beaufort scale, 30-40 kn) in squalls, and disrupt the passage from the Java Sea towards 
Pulo Condor. These winds, especially off peninsular Malaysia, called locally rebut (British 
Admiralty 2004a, 34), could delay voyages from the Sunda or Melaka Straits to Pulo Condor 
and thence, to Cochinchina and China. For example, in July 1695, the Saint Rosaire lingered 
almost one week49 between the Straits of Singapore and Pulo Aor, which she could not reach, 
initially because of a storm, and strong winds pushing her towards Borneo, and then, because 
of a period of calms (Cadière 1930). Over a century later, American Lieutenant John White 
experienced the same sort of delay. He sailed through the Sunda Straits in early May 1819, and 
after two weeks in Batavia, the Franklin sailed through the Straits of Bangka, past Singapore, 
Pulo Aor, Pulo Tioman, to finally reach Pulo Redang on the 4th of June 1819, further north 
                                                          
48
 Alain Forest in his study of the missionaries in Tonkin and in Siam noted how the Chaumont Embassy, on their 
way between Banten and the Menam River had to anchor over 250 times (Forest 1998, vol.1, 96) 
49
 On board the S. Rosaire, Italian Jesuit Gemelli Careri was accompanied by Jesuit father Candone and father 
Ferreira, who were themselves returning to Cochinchina. During the journey, he learned about Cochinchina, and 
noted in his diary these first-hand comments as well as the route they took. His trip is an excellent example of the 
itinerary and weather conditions that occur in the South China Sea during the SW monsoon. A combination of good 
winds, sometimes rains, possible storms, particularly in the northern part of the Sea. In six days, they travelled 
swiftly from the islands of Pulo Condor to the island of Pulo Canton, before crossing the sea towards China. His 
journal was published by Father Cadière, who attempted to reconstitute the exact itinerary. It is however not clear 
when the S. Rosaire left Melaka. Gemelli seems to suggest it was on the 9
th
 that he boarded the ship, which left the 
harbour past midnight, on the 10
th
, but according to Cadière, who notes that if Careri is accurate with his mentions 
of the days of the week (Cadière 1930, 289), they would have left on the 1
st
 of July. This would imply lingering for 
two weeks between Melaka and approaching Pulo Aor on the 18
th
. 
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along the western Malay Peninsular coast. The passage had been tedious due to a lack of 
strong SW wind and because of a strong current going NNE (White 1824, 29-30). 
II. A. 4. Conditions along the coast of central Vietnam  
Once past Pulo Condor, skirting the coast, and then past Cape Padaran, navigation conditions 
were still variable, but ships could make progress towards the north, thanks to the 
combination of wind and current. Trading company ships would have left Europe between 
October and April, made their way past the Cape of Good Hope and sailed across the Indian 
Ocean in five-six months, in order to enter the South China Sea at the beginning of the SW 
monsoon (Haudrere 2006). From Melaka or Batavia, departures were ideal between June and 
August. Ships left as early as June, waiting for early summer to lift anchor from the Straits of 
Melaka or Batavia, and they would usually arrive on the coast of Cochinchina between late 
June and September at the latest [see Table A in Appendix].50  
 The Dutch East Indiaman Brouwershaven left Batavia in early June 1633, and reached 
Faifo three weeks later (Traudenius 1633, fl. 746v). The S. Rosaire, with Gemelli Careri on 
board sailed past Pulo Aor on the 18th of July 1695 and ten days later was passing near Pulo 
Canton (Cadière 1930). The French ship Le Machault, carrying the famous adventurer Pierre 
Poivre and his supercargo Laurens, travelled from Melaka along the coast of Cochinchina in 
August 1749 in just over two weeks (Laurens 1750a, fl. 27r), and on a mercantile mission, the 
Amazon and the Jenny left Melaka in early June 1778 (Lamb 1961) to Huế, the Nguyễn capital. 
 Similarly, ships on longer trips, sailing to China or Japan would attempt to sail beyond 
Cochinchina as early in the SW monsoon as possible, in order to take full advantage of the 
winds and currents until they reached their farther destination. As Horsburgh noted, “to travel 
to the coast of Cochinchina, during the early months of the SW monsoon is the most 
expeditious route to reach China” (Horsburgh 1843, 292). Ships that wintered in Cochinchina 
would leave between May and June to return to China or Japan.  
“From Cochin-china to the Chinese coast, the passage, when the 
south-west monsoon has regularly set in is generally short and easy. 
The expectation of coming soon in sight of a country, which was the 
object of so long a voyage, rendered the passengers still more 
impatient to get to the place of their destination than they had been 
when much farther removed from it” (Staunton 1797, 383). 
 In the early years of the Dutch presence in Cochinchina, they soon realised the 
disadvantage of arriving with the SW monsoon because by then, the Japanese and Chinese 
                                                          
50
 See, in Table A in the Appendix, the departure dates from Melaka or Batavia and arrival dates of foreign ships. 
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ships were about to return north, having purchased the higher quality silk, but also setting sails 
with cargoes of gold, betel net, sugar, and pepper, fostering furious competition, and dumping 
the poorer quality goods at exorbitant prices (Laarhoven 1993b; Hoàng Anh Tuấn 2006). 
 For the local fishers (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork), the SW monsoon is a fruitful fishing 
s  s   c    d “Vùa Mùa”    “Mùa Nam” w  c   x   ds f  m     3rd lunar month until the 8th 
lunar month (April–September). The SW monsoon was also the time of the year during which 
there was quite a lot of local activity along the coast. Traditionally, it is was during the SW 
monsoon that regional traders and private merchants used to travel north, bringing rice to the 
capital51 from the southern provinces (Li & Reid 1993, Li 2004, Li 2012). Ships then returned 
south with merchandise for the overseas markets.52 It was during that time that Dayot 
conducted most of his survey campaigns and expeditions with the fleet of the Emperor. 
Concurrently, it was also the period when most   v   c  f  c s  g   s      Tây Sơ     k p  c 53 
in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. It was the best season to enable large-scale movement 
of naval forces and to sail up the coast. Not only because the currents and the winds both go 
towards the N and NE then, but also because the SW is variable, not as strong as the NE 
monsoon, and it was therefore possible to retreat south if necessary.  
 The main risk of sailing along the coast for the regular fleets, especially for merchants on 
long journeys, were the typhoons and tropical storms that regularly hit the coast [see below]. 
 
In general however, the SW monsoon is not the period during which the winds blow the 
strongest. The average wind strength between June and September is force 3-4 (7-16 kn), and 
it seldom exceeds force 7 (<28 kn) (BNIDA 1943, 51; British Admiralty 2004a, 34).54 Despite the 
predominant trend of the SW monsoon to blow from the SW, in fact, winds in Vietnam tend to 
follow the coast, so from Cap Padaran to Tourane, the winds mostly blow towards the N 
(BNIDA 1943, 51).  
                                                          
51
 The capital area was never able to sustain itself, the court and the army in rice, so it had to be exported from 
elsewhere, first from the neighbouring province of Quảng Nam, then from the Mekong/Cambodia area in the 18
th
 
century and in the 19
th
 century, from the Red River Delta. [See Chapter 5 on the Maritime Activities]. 
52
 Cochinchina provided sugar, betel nut, b  ds’ nests, forest and animal products (from cinnamon and pepper to 
rhinoceros horn and aromatic woods), but also gold and iron, cottons and ceramics (Li & Reid 1993). 
53 For example, in mid-spring 1776, the Tây Sơ  led a naval attack up the Sài Gòn river; in the summer of 1781, 
Nguyễn Ánh launched an (unsuccessful) attack against the Tây Sơ  coastal stronghold in Nha Trang; in May 1782, 
the Tây Sơ  moved south with a hundred warships; in June 1786, the Tây Sơ  sailed up the coast and defeated the 
Trịnh in the   ươ g River [against monsoon though]; in the summer of 1792, Nguyễn Ánh and Dayot circled the Bay 
of Quy N ơ  and destroyed the Tây Sơ  fleet; in spring 1797, Nguyễn Ánh moved up to Tourane; finally, in July 
1802, Nguyễn Ánh sailed all the way to T ă g Long and entered the city on the 20 July 1802, day of his final victory. 
As Dutton noted on his study of the Tây Sơ  “the military campaigns of the 1790s paralleled those of the 1770s and 
early 1780s, in that they were dictated by the coastal winds and were sometimes referred to as the monsoon wars. 
Each side would attack when the winds favoured the ready movement of their naval forces. Although each camp 
possessed large numbers of infantry troops, movement by sea was far more efficient” (Dutton 2006, 53).  
54
 See Summary Table of the Monsoon Cycle  in Appendix. 
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 The surface currents, with the strong inflow of water from the Java Sea, progressively 
reverse in May, and are flowing towards the NE by the month of June. They flow at speeds 
between ¾ to 1 ½ kn, but when the winds are stronger in June or July, speed can reach 3 kn 
(British Admiralty 2004a, 20). In general however, the currents in this part of the country are 
weak and variable, sometimes, there is even no current at all (Findlay 1878, 86). The current 
that flows along the coast during the SW monsoon is called nước nồm by the local fishers 
(Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). Smoother water is found keeping closer to the coast, which is 
why it was mostly recommended t    k      “I     R u  ”, u    z  g     s    g    f     SW 
monsoon (British Admiralty 1973, 106).  
 Along the central coast, during the early period of the SW monsoon, the sea is smooth 
to slight, with 10 % calms, but at the peak of the monsoon, the waves are high, with an 
increase in frequency of rough seas (British Admiralty 2004a, 23). Overall, during the SW 
monsoon, the weather is humid (and it continues well into the NE monsoon). It is frequently 
cloudy, with much rain and a turbulent sea between the months of June and August. Sudden 
squalls also occur. Since the SW monsoon is variable, there are also intervals of fine weather 
(Horsburgh 1843, 288) during which a swift passage along the coast could be undertaken. 
II. A. 5. Land and sea breezes  
When sailing near the coast, despite a monsoonal direction, there is a gradual shift to coastal 
local winds (British Admiralty 2004a, 34). The mountain ranges are perpendicular to the 
monsoonal flow, so the effect of the land and sea breezes55 is most pronounced where land 
formations shelter the coast from the prevailing winds. Consequently, the particularity of 
navigation in Vietnam is that it was also subject to local conditions, to a combination of tides, 
local winds and currents. In some places, the local sea and land breezes could overpower the 
prevailing monsoon winds along the coast, with sufficient force to sometimes reverse the 
general monsoon trend (BNIDA 1943, 56). They occur with more strength during the SW 
monsoon and the transitional months than during the winter monsoon (BNIDA 1943, 56). 
 In the evenings, around 7-8  ’c  ck,  s         summ       c   s d w ,       c m  g s   
breeze subsides and a light land-breeze takes over, blowing from the W or NW over the coast. 
It lasts until the following morning, when it dissipates before mid-day, during which there is an 
interval of calm until noon when the sun is strong. Then, the sea breeze sets in again from the 
SE and remains brisk during the day (Dayot 1807b, fl. 7; Horsburgh 1843, 287). These breezes 
can be felt far away, up to a radius of 8-10 leagues offshore (Dayot 1807b, fl. 6).  
                                                          
55
 The cause of this regular daily cycle of land and sea breezes is the unequal heating and cooling of the land and sea 
(British Admiralty 2004b, 112). 
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 These local breezes are important for the fishers. Although fishing hours depend on the 
type of fish, the type of boat and the time of year, they can be of great benefit for sailing ships 
who depended on them to make progress, leaving early in the morning and returning in the 
afternoon with the sea breeze (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). These breezes were also useful 
for deep-draught foreign ships, since they could carry them into or out of the sheltered bays 
(Huddart 1801, 435). In 1793, it was the combination of local breeze and favourable current 
that lead the squadron of the Jackall, Lion and Hindostan out of the Bay of Tourane, on their 
way to China: 
"The squadron sailed from Turon on the sixteenth of June 1793 .... 
They waited ... for the land wind, which always rises there.... Its 
direction was from south by east to south-south-east, and it drove 
them above one hundred miles from Turon in the course of the first 
twenty four hours. ... It was found that a current had run in a 
direction north sixty-seven degrees west about thirty miles, or one 
mile and a quarter in every hour. Such a current there, at this time, 
was naturally to be expected" (Staunton 1797a, 384). 
II. A. 6.  Sailing up wind, into the SW monsoon 
Above all, another particularity of Vietnamese navigation is that thanks to the combination of 
the local winds, currents and sometimes tides, as Dayot noted in his instructions (Dayot 1807b, 
fl. 9-9v),56 local ships navigated up and down the coast regardless of the monsoon. This specific 
phenomenon impressed George Windsor Earl, famous navigator, who, in May 1833, admired 
the seamanship of six Cochinchinese vessels that were sailing south towards the Straits of 
Singapore:57  
"Although exposed to a severe squall, these brave fellows were 
carrying all sail on their little vessels, and seemed determined to 
nothing. ... [they] had beat down the China sea against the monsoon, 
a feat which a Company's ship would scarcely have attempted twenty 
years ago" (Earl 1837, 197-198).  
 
Based on the same local knowledge, merchants and traders could carry rice to the capital 
during that season. In the early 19th century, a hundred-twenty to a hundred-eighty ships 
sailed between Huế   d N m Định, the major rice production and storage area in northern 
                                                          
56
 Dayot explicitly noted that thanks to the local land and sea breezes, it was easy to beat into the monsoon, 
providing also that the ship remained close to the coast to also benefit from the tides (Dayot 1807b, fl. 9-9v). 
57
 Note however, that Earl, like most of his contemporaries, was indulging in hyperbole. Also, he was comparing 
unlike with unlike. Small Vietnamese trading vessels (probably <20 m LOA) could work lighter winds better than 
large (<75 m LOA) EIC vessels. 
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Vietnam (Li 2012b). The ships would leave Huế in early April or May with the SW monsoon, 
reach Nam Dinh, and come back against the SW monsoon. This was possible thanks to the 
combination of local winds and tides and because from March to May, the SW monsoon is in 
transition and not too strong yet. Then a second trip would commence in June–August, and 
return, against the monsoon, by the end of July or at the latest in September.58  
 Similarly, ships that sailed from the Mekong area to the capital could conduct their trip 
with the SW monsoon, and come back against it. In the SW, portion of the coast, Dayot also 
noted that by navigating close to the coast between Cape Padaran and Cape St James, a ship 
could benefit from the ebb flow, which often went against the prevailing monsoon wind, in 
order to beat into the monsoon. The combination of tide, land, and sea breezes made the 
passage south during the SW monsoon relatively easy (Dayot 1807b, fl. 9-9v). Missionaries at 
the time also returned from Cochinchina to Siam during the transition period between the NE 
and the SW monsoon and in the early SW monsoon [see Table A in Appendix]. For example, in 
the 17th century, a number of missionaries travelled from Faifo to Siam, leaving in early April 
and arriving in May.59 At that time of the year, the winds are more variable because it is a 
transition period, but the combination of the variability and weakness of the SW monsoon and 
the strong effect of the land and sea breezes enabled mariners to sail against the wind.  
 The coastal current that goes NE along the coast is not very strong during the SW 
monsoon and sets to the southward, from 12°N, 112°E.60 Thanks to this current, it was also 
possible to work against the SW monsoon. The secret was to remain 40 miles off the coast, 
and not to round too close to Cape Padaran, but to go further south, as far as 7°N and then, 
take bearing towards the SW (Findlay 1878, 85-87). The land and sea breezes could last as far 
as Cape Varella or Cape Padaran, and from there, the current assisted to proceed southwards 
to Pulo Besar and, Singapore (British Admiralty 1973, 107, 213), or (in July) off Pulo Sapata 
[Catwick islands] and then to Pulo Aor (British Admiralty 1973, 107). 
 It is thanks to this combination of local currents and breezes, that foreign ships made 
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 The Nguyễn regulation was that the first trip left the capital around lunar 19-21 April and returned in late May 
and the second trip left on 21-22 June and returned around 23-24 July (Li 2012b). 
John Crawfurd as he was sailing near Phú Yên in September 1822 saw thirteen junks coming back from Huế and 
going down to Sài Gòn, just during the transition period. “In the morning early, we could count, coasting close to the 
shore, thirteen small junks, of from five to seven hundred piculs burthen, returning, as we were informed, from the 
Capital to Saigun, after discharging their cargoes of rice, and other articles of revenue and contribution” (Crawfurd 
1830a, 353). The vessels that Crawfurd saw were sailing towards the south against the general trend of the fading 
SW monsoon. 
59
 Two Cochinchinese priests did the journey in 28 days in April-May 1671 (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions 
Etrangères 1674, 90); Beryte and Mahot did it in April-May 1676 (Launay 2000b, 198); and Mahot again did the 
journey at the same time of the year, in May 1678 (Launay 2000b, 226), and many others were conducted during 
the transition period (March-April). 
60
 At the peak of the monsoon, in late June or early July, a reverse current sets S, meeting the ENE-going current, it 
forms a counter-clockwise eddy that tends towards the south, with speeds up to nearly 3 kn in September (British 
Admiralty 2004a, 20). 
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passage from Hong Kong to the Melaka Straits and Penang already in the late 18th century. For 
example, bound to Bombay, the British ship Asia left the Grand Ladrone (located at the 
entrance of Guangzhou) on September 10th 1798. She arrived at Cape St-James on the 21st, 
from there, took bearing to reach Pulo Condor and arrived into the Singapore Straits on the 1st 
of October 1798 (Horsburgh 1843, 300). She undertook a similar passage in 1803, leaving the 
Grand Ladrone Island on 20th August, passed the island of Pulo Canton on the 29th, Cape 
Padaran on September 4th and arrived in the Straits of Melaka on the 30th of September.61 
Similarly, the Anna62 left China in September 1803, passed Cape Padaran a few days later and 
reached the Straits a month after her departure63 (Horsburgh 1843, 298).  
 
By the 1860s, tea clippers made their passage south during the SW monsoon in order to travel 
from China back to India or Europe as fast as possible (MacGregor 1983, 22). Ships acquainted 
w       s v y g  c u d m k      “       S  g   v y g ”64 in nineteen to twenty-three days, 
while those unfamiliar with this passage would require between thirty and forty-five days 
(Findlay 1878, 85). 
 To sail against the monsoon, even in perfect conditions was nonetheless not ideal. Even 
fast racing tea-clippers were unable to move against the wind at much better than an angle of 
65 degrees either to the left or right of the wind direction.65 Thence, it took a long time to 
proceed, and could be dangerous when going off course to tack. Furthermore, it imposed 
hugged strains on the ship and meant expensive breakages and much, much more wear and 
tear and hence increased running costs.  
  
                                                          
61
 Asia in 1798 actually took 40 days, which is closer to the “usu  ” duration of a trip from Macao to Melaka. In 
1803, it took her 30 days. Horsburgh provides other examples and their trips lasted from 20 to 30 days (Horsburgh 
1843, 300). 
62 Anna left China on 15 September 1803, reached Pulo Canton on the 19th, Cape Padaran on the 22nd, was stuck 
between Pulo Condor and Cambodia until the 30
th
 and finally entered Singapore on the 10 October 1803 
(Horsburgh 1843, 300). 
63
 The Anna got delayed in between the coast of Cambodia and Pulo Condor, because, as stated earlier, in the SW 
coast during the SW monsoon, the winds and the currents that leave the Gulf of Thailand tend to flow strongly 
along the coast of southern Vietnam and they bend northwards all the way along the coast up to the Gulf of 
Tonquin. As such, one could be pushed back to the north or to the east and henceforth be delayed.  
64
 Findlay termed this portion of the trip, between Hong Kong and Singapore as “this little Saigon voyage of only 
about 1,100 miles distance” and noted that it was in that portion that the difference was played for the arriving first 
(Findlay 1878, 85). 
65
 And usually much worse, especially with a dirty bottom or a boxy shaped hull. Chinese Junks for example were 
relatively poor upwind sailers, and never had the need to, since sailing downwind with the prevalent monsoon 
worked well. For example, sailing to 65 degrees into the wind, assuming a s  p’s speed of 6 knots (simple trig), to 
make 6 miles directly into the wind a ship would have to sail 23 or so miles over the ground ! 
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II. A. 7. Easterly winds 
In the open sea, the SW monsoon is often weak and irregular, and a wind from the E and SE 
can take over for a few days. Sometimes, these easterly and south easterly winds also blow 
along the whole coast, from the Gulf of Tonkin down to Cape Padaran for a day or two 
(Horsburgh 1843, 287; NGA 2014, 3). These add another level of subtlety in the navigation in 
the area.  
 In fact, the easterly winds blow most particularly in the northern part of the South China 
Sea (British Admiralty 1973, 95) and contribute to the passage north, or vice-versa, to a 
passage south in the SW monsoon. In that case, they help to reach the island of Hainan 
without tacking and to cross the Gulf of Tonkin in a few days. But for the prudent ships of the 
late 17th c   u y      d  g    g          ,         k      “ u    p ss g ” by      cc  sf   d 
Bank, these easterlies could sometimes drive the ship to leeward. This is precisely what 
happened to William Dampier in the summer of 1687 when the Cygnet was meant to sail from 
Pulo Condor back to Manila. Captain Read had waited until the month of June for the onset of 
SW monsoon to leave and return to Manila by crossing the South China Sea, as he did a few 
months earlier. On course, thanks to the SW winds, the Cygnet made way past Pulo Sapata but 
did not reach Manila. Instead, she was driven northward. The easterly winds pushed the 
Cygnet downwind towards the west, and finally the best course she could take was towards 
the NE. She arrived twenty days later in China instead of the Philippines.  
“... the  ind continued in the SW, but 24 hours, or a little more, and 
then came about to the North, and then to the NE ... then the wind 
came at East, and lasted betwixt E and SE for 8 to 10 days. Yet we 
continued plying to windward, expecting everyday a shift of wind, 
because these  inds  ere not according to the season of the year. … 
the easterly winds still continuing, we despaired of getting to Manila, 
... the result  as to visit the island Pratas ...” (Dampier 1697, vol. 1, 
403). 
II. A. 8. Typhoons and tropical storms 
While the SW monsoon is a good season to travel, no sailing journey is without its risks and 
dangers. To sail at this time of the year was in fact hazardous because of the risks associated 
with typhoons.66 Typhoons occur mostly in the northern part of the South China Sea, hitting 
the northern portion of the Vietnamese coast (above 15°N) (Horsburgh 1843, 288; NGA 2014, 
                                                          
66
 See Bruzon and Carton (1930), this is the fullest and most comprehensive work on the climate and typhoons of 
Vietnam, which contains many maps and much statistical material. Note also the US Air Force climatological study 
of Southeast Asia (Traxler et al. 1997). See also Kleinen (2007) for a historical overview of the typhoons in northern 
Vietnam, and Fumihiko and Đặng Vă  To (1997). 
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4). They follow W to WNW tracks, but these are subject to seasonal variations, and with the 
turn of the monsoon, in September or October, some typhoons can hit as far south as 10°N, 
near Cape Padaran67 (BNIDA 1943, 59; British Admiralty 2004, 27).  
 
Table 3-1: Table of typhoon recurrence (and tropical storms).
68
  
                                                          
67
 In Vietnam, the majority of typhoons hit over latitude 14-15°N, however, the limiting factor to the extent of the 
typhoons is the coriolis force which is weak in the equatorial region and therefore brings the limit to 10°N. 
In November 1997, the tropical storm Linda passed over the tip of the Mekong Delta, and was considered as the 
greatest storm of the century (Kleinen 2007, 524). 
68
 This table regroups different sets of data from different sources (1918-1929: BNIDA 1943; 1954-1991: Li 2012b; 
1968-1977: British Admiralty 2004a; 1980-2000 and 2000-2015: EM-DAT 2015; 2000-2015). Therefore, the 
d f         f   “cyc    ”, “ yp    ”    “   p c   s   m”  s       w ys u  f  d   d,   us,    s   b    s     c mpletely 
representative of the reality. In fact, there seems to have been an increase in the frequency and duration of storms 
and typhoons during the second half of the 20
th
 century, which is does not appear in this table at all. The value of 
this table is only to show the distribution of typhoons and tropical storms, across the year, with a major recurrence 
between the months of June and December, yet with a few occurrences in other months. It also shows that there 
were some typhoons that hit the southern part of the country, below 10°N. Kleinen, based on the aggregate data 
for Vietnam from the National Climatic Data Centre (NCDC) in Washington, and on the data from the UNDP Disaster 
Management Unit (DMU) in Hà Nộ      s      “the number of typhoons and tropical storms that approached or 
affected Vietnam during the 20
th
 century is roughly counted at a number of 786, of which 348 are typhoons with 
wind speeds greater than 120km/h” (K       2007, 524), bu     s           cc u   d f         s   b  .  v   g s  f 
the number of typhoons that hit the coast of Vietnam varies between 7 and 12, depending on the decades but also 
on the sets of data analysed (Kleinen 2007, 525). 
Time period location April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. March 
1918-1929 ALL COUNTRY  4 6 22 17 11 15 15 6 2   
1954-1991 ALL COUNTRY 3 22 24 42 48 48 27 6   3 2 
 North   15 24 28 22 7 1     
 Centre 1 2   14 23 35 6     
 South 1 1 7   3 6 20    3 
1968-1977 ALL COUNTRY  2 3 7 7 11 12 13 5 1   
 North  (15°N-20°N)  1 3 7 7 8 9 4 1    
 Centre (10°N-15°N)  1    3 3 4 2 1   
 South (5°N-10°N)        5 2    
1980-2000 ALL COUNTRY 1 3 2 4 4 7 7 8 4   2 
 North  (15°N-20°N) 1 1 2 4 4 6 5 4 1    
 Centre (10°N-15°N)  2    1 2 4 2   1 
 South (5°N-10°N)        1 1    
2000-2015 ALL COUNTRY 1 1 5 8 8 10 4 10     
 North  (15°N-20°N) 1 1 4 6 7 7 3 2     
 Centre (10°N-15°N)   1 1  3 1 6     
 South (5°N-10°N)    1 3   2     
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Figure 3-5: Typhoon tracks in Indo-China and the South China Sea (1918–1926) (Bruzon and Carton 1930, 
274) 
 
In northern Vietnam, the season during which the most violent typhoons occur is centred 
between the months of June and August. In central Vietnam it extends until the month of 
October. The period of the equinox and the transition period between monsoons is particularly 
dangerous for typhoons in central Vietnam, but they can sometimes occur as early as May and 
as late as December (Horsburgh 1843, 288).69 As described by a French missionary, a severe 
storm or typhoon ravaged the central coast in November 1698:  
                                                          
69
 Chevalier de la Mothe de Solminhiac who also sailed the region also noted that during his time, the typhoon 
season in central Vietnam lasted until December (la Mothe de Solminihac 1786, fl. 8). 
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“The 2nd of November the greatest storm that ever happened in this 
kingdom occurred. It crushed palaces, pagodas and a prodigious 
number of houses, it destroyed and sank in the waters a great 
number of boats, as many “cingas” and as many “ballons”, leading to 
the death of thousands of people” (Launay 2000b, 440).70  
 Usually, six to eight typhoons hit the coast of central Vietnam every year, each lasting 
three to five days, with strong wind speeds (over 50 kn),71 combined with heavy rain, storm 
surge and major flooding of coastal areas.72 On November 7th 1926, a typhoon hit the coast of 
Nha Trang: 
“At Nha Trang about 1600 hours on this day, the wind began to blow 
violently from the west-north-west. During the night its violence 
increased and its course changed successively to north-west, north, 
and north-north-east. ... Considerable damage was done to the forest 
surrounding Hon Ba, many trees being uprooted or broken and in 
some places, entire groves destroyed. The typhoon brought torrential 
rain to the  hole Annam coast from Faifoo to Cap Padaran” (BNIDA 
1943, 61). 
 Tropical storms and typhoons are intense depressions that develop in tropical latitudes. 
Those that hit the coast of Vietnam often form in the vicinity of the Philippines and as they 
cross the South China Sea on a track to the W or NW (and very occasionally WSW),73 their 
speed and wind force increase. Some also form near the Paracel islands (BNIDA 1943, 57). A 
typhoon is heralded by onshore winds blowing from the N or NW and whose force increase as 
the storm approaches (BNIDA 1943, 59; British Admiralty 2004a, 27). If typhoons or tropical 
storms occur during spring tides, the combination of a high tide, strong winds and high waves, 
contribute to sea level rise. In the vicinity of major tropical storms and other depressions, 
significant variations occur in terms of the force of the winds, the speed of the current, and the 
size of the waves (British Admiralty 2004a, 27).    s  , “within the circulation of a tropical 
storm, the wind is often very violent and the seas are high and confused; considerable damage 
may be done even to large and well-found ships” (British Admiralty 2004b, 118). However, 
there is very little warning of the approach of a fast moving tropical storm or typhoon, and it 
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 For “c  g ” and “b     s” [see Chapter 7 on Boat Types].  
71
 See Table of Beaufort Winds in Appendix. 
72
 A typhoon, or “   p c   revolving s   m” (TRS) form first as a tropical depression, as it strengthens it becomes a 
tropical storm, then a severe tropical storm, a typhoon and then a super typhoon. 
As Kleinen 2007 summarises, in fact, a tropical cyclone is a generic term for a “non-frontal, synoptic scale, low 
pressure system over tropical or subtropical waters with organised convection (i.e. thunderstorm activity) and 
definite cyclonic surface wind circulation” (Holland 1993). Once a tropical cyclone reaches wind speeds of at least 60 
km/h, it is called a “   p c   s   m”. When winds are above 120 km/h, it is a typhoon.  
73
 What occurs sometimes are “ yp         s” [queue de typhon], when “in October or November, very strong 
storms ravage the coast during 20-24 hours, and unroot trees, destroy habitations, fences and produce flood tides 
that are without mercy for the Chinese and Annamese boats” (Bouinais and Paulus 1884, 57).  
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mus  b  s   ss d      “no month is entirely safe and that storms can occur at any time” (British 
Admiralty 2004b, 118).  
 
In the early 19th century, typhoons put a considerable strain on the boatbuilding industry in 
central Vietnam (Li 2012b). When the rice export patterns shifted from exporting rice from the 
Red River Delta to the capital, instead of being exported from the southern regions [see 
Chapter 5], numerous ships were lost to the tropical storms and typhoons that regularly hit 
that portion of the coast. The rice transporting season overlapped with the typhoon season. 
Transporting vessels were at risk of being at sea during a typhoon. Depending on their 
d p   u   d   ,    y w u d     v     N m Định between May and July (the main typhoon 
season in northern Vietnam stretches from June to August), and were returning to Huế 
between late May and early August. Then, a second trip would be conducted, with a departure 
from Huế between late June to late August, and a return by the end of July or of September —
the typhoon season in central Vietnam stretched from August to October. On average, 30 to 
50 ships74 were lost every year (Li 2012).  
II. A. 9. Heavy rains and flooding in Central Vietnam 
The storm and typhoon season is accompanied by damaging winds and torrential rains. 
Therefore, as the waterways overflow due to the incessant rains, the turn of the season is 
always accompanied by major floods. Chapman was in Huế in September 1778, he noted 
“The latter end of September, the rains  ere so heavy and the floods 
came down with so much violence from the mountains that almost 
the whole town was overflowed in a single night, during which the 
noise made by the rushing of the water through the streets and the 
cries of the people removing their effects was horrible and alarming 
beyond idea.  
In the morning, great numbers of boats were passing the street and 
small ones even entering the houses. The floor of the house I was in 
 as a foot under ater” (Lamb 1961, 56). 
 Despite the destruction of crops, and landslides combined with the strong winds and 
other potential catastrophes, flooding of the rivers could have positive repercussions as the 
flood plains were irrigated, where rice paddies were located. Mullet des Essards, in 1788 on 
board the Dryade witnessed these floods and noted: 
                                                          
74
 See Li (2012b) in 1825, 63 vessels were lost, in 1826, 36 and in 1840, 13 vessels. Note that the ships did not 
belong to the state but were hired. In case of loss, the owners had to pay back ship and cargo. 
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“It is very fertile for rice. The regular floods that arrive annually in the 
middle of autumn contribute to this abundance. They submerge the 
country for two months and leave behind silt that fertilises the 
country plains.  
During this season, one can only travel by boat and would not be safe 
in the houses if they were not elevated on stilts that allow the water 
to flo  underneath” (Bizalion 1996, 145). 
 The floods that cover the central portion of the coast usually coincide with the transition 
period between the SW and NE monsoon. There is no clearly demarcated rainy season in 
Vietnam, so the rain of SW monsoon lasts until the peak of the NE monsoon. 
II. B. The September–October transition 
Due to changes on the continent in the atmospheric pressure (low to high), and to the 
movement of the ITCZ,75 a transition occurs between mid-September and mid-October (BNIDA 
1943, 49-51). This transition between the SW monsoon and NE monsoon occurs in a series of 
surges that extend over a period of 6–8 weeks, with variable weather, calms and storms 
(Dayot 1807b, fl. 6).  
II. B. 1. Along the coast of central VN 
Usually,76 the SW monsoon lasts longer in the southern portion of the South China Sea, while 
in central Vietnam, apparent changes can already be felt in September, when the boundary 
between SW and NE monsoons moves S over the N part of the area (British Admiralty 1973, 
107). During that period, winds are light and variable, while the general trend of the currents is 
to reverse before the monsoon truly sets, about 15 days or 3 weeks before, and to follow, like 
the wind, the direction of the coast, southwards. Indeed, the waters start to flow in the South 
China Sea through the Taiwan Straits, and meet the current coming from the S. The latter is 
weaker, near the Vietnamese SE coast, and slowly turns towards the W and then S. By 
October, the current intensifies going S at mean speeds of ¾ - 1 ½ kn , but can reach, along the 
“c    d  ”, b  w     u            d   p    d    ,   m x mum sp  d  f 4 ½ k  (British 
Admiralty 2004a, 20). As the SW monsoon weakens, the sea is moderate, with a high 
frequency of slight seas in October (British Admiralty 1973, 107). By then, as a result of the 
accumulated and typhoon rains, and change in temperatures, the rainy season extends in 
central Vietnam. 
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 See infra, page 125, footnote 21. 
76
 This refers to a pattern based on averages, but there are years of major anomalies, due for example to the global 
effects of El Niño / La Niña and of the Pacific Decadal Oscillation, which have major effects on the monsoon patterns 
(Wang et al. 2014). 
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 In September or the 8th lunar month, it is time for the regional seafarers who went south 
to trade77 or went fishing for a few months (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork), to return north, 
before the weather changes and progressively becomes unpleasant. A local saying suggests it 
is time for the merchants who went south to go home. 
“Đi đầu đi đ  thì đi. Mùng 10 th ng t m hồi  ui trơ về” (Pham 2013-
2014, fieldwork).78 
 At the turn of the season, no ships returning from Cochinchina to Macao were at sea, 
and none would be leaving Melaka to attempt a crossing of the Gulf of Siam. Even if a vessel 
managed to reach Cochinchina by September or October, the conditions to sail further to 
China, against the NE monsoon were not favourable for a safe passage.  
II. B. 2. Conditions along the coast of Champa and the southern South China Sea 
Along the coast of Champa because of the southerly winds that prevail south of Cape Padaran, 
the SW-monsoon lasts slightly longer than on the coast of central Vietnam, until mid-October 
or late October (Dayot 1807b, fl. 6; Horsburgh 1843, 287, 290). Therefore, the conditions on 
the Champa coast, as well as in the region between Pulo Cecir de Mer and Pulo Sapata, are 
different than along the central coast.  
 As usual, during the transition period the winds are light and variable (Horsburgh 1843, 
287) and, the surface current towards the SW becomes stronger, and near the coast of central 
Vietnam, it veers to the south. In the region of Pulo Sapata, Pulo Cecir de Mer and the 
Scorpion’s Tail, the weakening NE current turns W and then S. With the intensifying NE 
monsoon, by October, the flow towards the SW reinforces the S-going inshore current (British 
Admiralty 2004a, 20). When sailing in the region off Cape Padaran and Pulo Sapata during the 
transition period, the combination of light northerly winds and the reverse of the currents 
induced periods of calm that could delay vessels for several days. Progress towards the north 
was not possible (Findlay 1878, 56).  
 
If a ship arrived too late, after a trip across the Indian Ocean and missed the opportunity to go 
to China during the SW monsoon, it was still possible, until September to sail to Pulo Sapata, 
and from there east to the Philippines, as the Thétis did in September 1824, or the Favorite in 
September 1830. From Manila, China could be reached by the end of the year, and the 
                                                          
77
 In the present, fishermen go fishing far away, thanks to their new modern big boats. In the past, the traders 
would leave home go for a few months, travelling all down the coast to exchange rice and products and come back 
at the turn of the monsoon. 
78
 “You can go wherever you want, but by the 10
th
 of the 8
th
 [lunar] month you should go home” (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork). 
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homeward bound voyage was taken southwards along the coast of Vietnam with the NE 
monsoon [see Table A in Appendix].79 This was a relatively safe passage taken at the end of the 
SW monsoon that became common since the publication of the Neptune Oriental.  
 However, in September, the winds are variable and in the southern part of the South 
China Sea, the transition is accompanied by sudden squalls and torrential rains (Après de 
Mannevillette 1775, 68). When the Danaé approached Pulo Condor on 9 September 1720, the 
winds were variable, shifting from the W to the NNW, to finally settle to the NE by the 21st of 
September. It took 17 days of attempts under torrential rain for the crew to finally land on the 
island (Souciet 1729, 114).  
 Taking the route to Pulo Sapata in order to reach Manila, on the 25th of September 1788, 
the French ship Dryade was caught in an early storm which cost the life of the sailor François 
Tonnerre: 
“ … the eather as then blanketed by clouds that contained torrents 
of rains and flames [lightning] that rolled crashing over our heads. 
Thunder clapped really close to us. Everything hinted at an awful 
burst of ind… [a sailor fell] in the sea. Although he should have been 
crushed by his first fall, we heard him ... call very distinctively and 
struggle for t o to three minutes …  e thre  him ... a life buoy…this 
unfortunate lad begged in vain for our help with the most 
heartbreaking and painful accents. The horror of this night, the 
enormous size of the waves and the speed of our wake did not enable 
us to use the only means available to rescue him, which was to send 
some oarsmen and a canoe … on the 28th we learned that the man 
 ho had dro ned the night before  as called Francois Tonnerre” 
(Bizalion 1996, 83). 
 To cross to Manila via Pulo Sapata was common practice since the 18th century, but until 
the end of the century, there were few instructions available to take other passages to China. 
It was nevertheless possible to pass eastward of the Island of Borneo, and from there, to reach 
the Celebes Sea and sail either west or east of the Philippines.80 At the end of the SW 
monsoon, if a vessel as not able to reach Pulo Sapata as previously noted, it was also possible 
to use another route that lead to the western coast of Borneo and to the Philippines,81 along 
                                                          
79
 [See in the Table A in Appendix] the itineraries that go S-E-N (Melaka or Sunda, to the E, to the Philippines, and 
then N to China and finally come back down Cochinchina with the NE monsoon), they are in bold in the table. 
80 See for examples the narratives of some itineraries that go to China by the Philippines offered in  udd   ’s 
Oriental Navigator (1794, 511-543) and above all, since the early 19
th
 century,    sbu g ’s instructions, which were 
more methodised and clear, and outlined the different routes (1836, 419-584). By the time of the publication of 
F  d  y’s instructions, these routes were described even more assertively (1878, 68-74). 
81 “The passage to China by the coasts of Palawan and Luzon may be followed late in the S.W. monsoon; without 
much difficulty in October and /57/ November; and it is now often made in December, January, and at every period 
of the N.E. monsoon”. This route discussed by Mr. T.B. White, who extensively sailed the area and who noted that 
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the Palawan shoals. Leaving from the Melaka or Sunda Straits, the route went towards the 
Natunas, and thence, close to the coast of Sarawak, Brunei and Sabah, up to Palawan.82 This 
was a common route for the tea-clippers who beat against the NE monsoon (Findlay 1878, 57), 
and a very advantageous route for steamers. This is the route that Roberts followed in mid-
September 1832 to go to Manila and thence, Macao, but it is also there that the tragic fate of 
the French vessel Navigateur started. In early October, winds are variable along the coast of 
Palawan and the weather is often dark, rainy and cloudy (Horsburgh 1843, 288).  In mid-
September 1827, the Navigateur left the Straits of Sunda, bound for Manila. Skriting Palawan, 
on the 4th of October, she was just four days away from her final destination, when she hit 
some breakers, about a league and a half off the island of Balabac.83 During the next three 
days, the crew struggled to save the ship, sometimes managing to move her a few inches, 
enough to take distance, but then having to drop anchor because of the winds and swell 
driving her very close to the coast. She lost all her anchors, damaged her rudder and hit many 
rocks and skerries before finally being swept clear off the coast at full speed, thanks to a 
sudden SW gust of wind. In September and October, off Palawan, the winds still blow strong 
from the SW (Horsburgh 1843, 287-288). Once offshore however, because she ran into an 
early NE monsoon, Captain Saint-Arroman84 could not sail his vessel towards Manila as 
intended, and drifted to Cochinchina.  
“Being at the beginning of the NE monsoon, and that these same 
winds were to last for the following six months, the Captain decided 
to drift to ards the coast of Cochinchina and seek refuge in Tourane” 
(Cadière 1924, 258).  
 From Balabac, the wreck drifted across the South China Sea for almost three weeks, 
avoiding narrowly the numerous breakers and shoals of the Spratlys. Somehow, she managed 
to reach Tourane on the first of November. There, the crew and passengers patiently waited 
for the return of the SW monsoon to resume their journey to China and thence, Manila. 
Tragically, the crew never reached their destination as they were massacred on the way by 
Chinese pirates.85 
                                                                                                                                                                          
the clipper Waterwitch usually took this route in the NE monsoon and made some very good passages (Findlay 
1878, 56-57). 
82
 Route also suggested in the BA Ocean’s Passages (British Admiralty 1973), in both monsoons (in the SW, from 
Singapore to Hong Kong, p. 106-107; in the NE monsoon, from Singapore to Hong Kong, p. 109). 
83
 According to the survivors, this was g d’s punishment, because Captain Saint-Arroman cursed and blasphemed. 
The nautical instructions they had in hand outlined clearly the dangers ahead, and four sailors were on the watch, 
“it is impossible to explain humanly how the sailors missed breakers that were so obvious” (Cadière 1924, 257). 
84
 Or Mr. Armand, not certain, see Cadière (1924, 251).  
85
 See Cadière (1924). Based on the numerous letters written by the missionaries on board the Navigateur, he 
reconstituted her tragic odyssey. The Spanish passengers left for Manila on a Cochinchinese ship, the missionaries 
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II. C. The NE monsoon (November–March)  
The NE monsoon truly sets in along the coast of Vietnam by mid-October (Dayot 1807b, fl. 6), 
is well established by November, and becomes constant through December and January, while 
in the northern part of the South China Sea, the NE monsoon sets earlier in October (BNIDA 
1943, 50). 
II. C. 1. General conditions along the coast of Central Vietnam 
In general, a NE monsoon is characterised by NE winds, by a strong current that flows N-S 
down the coast, and by a lot of rain in the central region of the country, particularly in 
December and January. In fact, the NE monsoon is much stronger and more persistent than 
the SW monsoon. After the turbulent period of the first months, the NE monsoon remains 
steady and strong, the winds and currents flow with a high degree of consistency (British 
Admiralty 2004a, 20), and navigation along the central coast can be resumed.  
 The average force of the local winds that predominate along the coast reach a mean 
force of 3 on the Beaufort scale (speeds of c. 9 kn) (British Admiralty 2004a, 34), and offshore, 
it is stronger, reaching force 5 (17-21 kn). While stronger than the SW monsoon, the force of 
the NE monsoon is not constant. It blows in successive pulsations of varying strength, with 
winds that can exceed force 7 (28-33 kn), whilst at other times they drop below force 3-4 
(BNIDA 1943, 51). During the NE monsoon, the coastal current follows the monsoon that 
prevails. Combined with the waters coming across from Hainan and the current originating in 
the cyclonic gyre86 of the Gulf of Tonkin, the coastal current runs from N to S, at the rate of 3-
4kn (during the SW monsoon 2-2 ½ kn) (British Admiralty 2004a, 155). The N-S current 
intensifies and flows all the way to the Java Sea,87 easily reaching 4 kn a few miles offshore. It 
reaches its maximum velocity and constancy in the months of December and January, and 
continues to flow at full strength until April when it gradually weakens (NGA 2014, 3) [see 
Summary Table of the Monsoon Cycle in Appendix]. 
 During the NE monsoon, the sea oscillates from moderate to rough, and it is during this 
season that the maximum swell conditions occur (British Admiralty 2004a, 20). The weather is 
“frequently cloudy with much rain and turbulent seas” (Horsburgh 1843, 288). In addition, 
there is a characteristic drizzle that blankets the region of Huế in winter and heavy rains pour 
                                                                                                                                                                          
for Macao on board a Portuguese vessel and the crew travelled on a Chinese Junk, where they were savagely 
murdered. One sailor survived. The 47 pirates were condemned and sentenced to death.  
86
 A gyre is a ring-like system of ocean currents rotating clockwise, in the northern hemisphere, and counter 
clockwise in the southern hemisphere. 
87
 In a Portuguese rutter (fl. 81 of the Advertencias), the author writes "the current will take you south, as straight 
as a stone falling from the hand" (Manguin 1972, 78). 
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down in central Vietnam. The highest precipitation rates occur between September and 
January (BNIDA 1943, 72; British Admiralty 2004a, 35), contrary to the southern part of the 
country where the wet season is more pronounced during the SW monsoon (because of the 
effect of the mountain ranges). In the northern part of the country, from latitude 12°N 
northwards, the air becomes cold and damp, rain falls over the Annamitic Chain and a humid 
cold weather takes grip over the whole central coast, particularly in the provinces of Thừa 
Thiên-Huế to Khánh Hòa. Every entry in the diary of the French trader Pierre Poivre, stationed 
in Huế between October 1749 and January 1750, starts with a bleak comment on the rain 
which obstructed his trading endeavours, and coloured his mood: 
3/10/1749: the rain is starting to become constant and inconvenient. 
Unfortunately, it is going to be as such for three months. 
4/11/1479: the continuous rains and floods prevent me from doing 
anything. There are no means to go anywhere; the merchants stay at 
home and it is not possible to transport trade goods by either land or 
by sea. 
5/11/1749: great downpour, our house is full of water and we are 
obliged to go up into the attic. 
25/11/1749: I am tired of saying that it is still raining, I believe it will 
never end. 
5/12/1749: the rain was so persistent that I could not go out of my 
house for any business. 
18/01/1749: [finally] the good season is on its ay” (Morel 2010b, 15, 
35-36, 44, 50, 78). 
 Japanese and Chinese ships waited until December or January to start their journey 
towards Cochinchina, in order to arrive in Faifo in the month of February. European ships 
homeward bound prepared to leave Cochinchina by December and January in order to reach 
Melaka in about three weeks [see Table A in Appendix], 88 thanks to the combined strength of 
the winds and currents. Although fishers still went to sea, and the troubled waters had 
seasonal types of fish, the first months of the winter season were mainly devoted to repairs 
and tending nets (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). In winter, there are usually less fish in the 
coastal zones and a lot of rain. This season is called mùa bấc in central Vietnam. Commander 
  p  c ,    1833,  v       d      “a law of the kingdom forbids the Cochinchinese to sail in the 
region between October until March”. D sp          w, f    s  f v ss  s    d d w    sapecs 
[coins] nonetheless sailed from Tonkin en route to the capital of Huế, and were routinely lost 
along the coasts (Laplace 1833, 378). 
  
                                                          
88
 See Table A in Appendix for the lengths of trips between Cochinchina and Melaka or Batavia in the NE monsoon. 
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II. C. 2. Entering and leaving the Bays of central Vietnam in the NE monsoon 
The NE monsoon in northern Vietnam is unpleasant. The section of coast between Huế and 
Cape Varella is exposed to the NE, and to enter and exit the numerous bays could prove 
difficult because it is a lee shore.89 The passage from Hainan to the Bay of Tourane, although 
not long, could be tricky. In the north-eastern part of the South China Sea, mist90 makes it 
difficult for navigators to keep landmarks in sight. Captain Laplace left Macao on the 18th of 
December 1830. After hugging the southern coast of Hainan and crossing the Gulf of Tonkin, 
he approached Tourane on the 20th: 
“I could feel a vivid  orry,  hen  uite near the shore, enough to see 
the waves crashing with fury on the rocks, we could not recognise the 
land, covered then by a thick fog which hid them completely, or only 
let large shadows appear and disappear. The strength of the current 
which we could not estimate since the previous day, the bad weather, 
the power of the wind which, along with a very heavy sea, lead 
towards the coast and from which, in case of error would be very 
difficult to come back, all together made our position very critical. On 
top of that, to the west was a dangerous bight and, to the east, 
meaning towards the open sea, the current, going towards the south 
along the coast, goes so fast during the NE monsoon that all the 
vessels that go along  ith it could not,  hile it lasts, go back north” 
(Laplace 1833, 274). 
 Other ships experienced similar fears and difficulties upon arriving near Cochinchina in 
December and January. And, once inside the Bay, to find anchor could also be problematic. For 
example, Captain Vaillant manoeuvred for almost 36 hours before finally securing a good 
anchorage for the Bonite. Vaillant had left Macao on the 22nd of January 1837 and crossed the 
Gulf of Tonkin to arrive in the Bay of Tourane on the 24th. Once in the bay, variations in the 
wind, the currents and the dark of night prevented him for finding a good mooring site. The 
following day, the winds dropped and the Bonite could not move until the late afternoon, 
when nearing the river mouth, she ran aground (La Salle 1852). 
 For captains who were unfamiliar with the local conditions and who did not know the 
                                                          
89
 A lee shore, meaning the shore is on the lee side of the vessel. A vessel would run aground if drifting or pushed by 
the winds and currents towards the shore. The prevailing wind direction during the monsoon season on the 
Vietnam coast is in mostly in the NE quadrant. The problem with sailing close to the coast, or of approaching the 
coast during the NE Monsoon is because it is a lee shore. Most square rigged vessels and junks could not work their 
way clear of a lee shore in strong weather. To stay clear of a lee shore needed at least 5 leagues to leeward, very 
often more. If the ship ever missed stays (failed to go about), or if the sea state was such (usually the case in strong 
winds with heavy seas) that the only safe way of changing direction was to wear ship (have the wind pass astern), 
each change of course lost most of the ground gained to windward, so a ship just stayed in relatively the same 
position vis-à-vis the coast or, worse, fell back towards it. See Harland (1984), an indispensable guide to understand 
better European seamanship. 
90
 Mist and fog are more frequent to the north of 20°N especially in winter with very low cloud and drizzle at times 
(British Admiralty 2004a, 26). 
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coast, it was also possible to miss the bay all together. This is what happened to the American 
sloop of war Peacock in January 1833. The combination of wind and current prevented the 
American Commander from leading his ship to the safe haven in Tourane.  
“... the  eather  as very thick, with a heavy sea running, and the 
 ind shifting nearly every half hour, from north est to northeast … 
daily we lost ground, by contrary winds, and a strong current was 
setting to the southward and eastward along the coast. The very 
mountainous land about the bay, was first lost sight of; in two or 
three days following, the group of islands called Champella or Cham 
Callao; afterward the island of False Champella. Finding ourselves at 
length drifted down to Pulo Cambir and losing ground on every tack, 
 e  ere under the unpleasant necessity of bearing a ay ...” (Roberts 
1837, 171). 
 Instead of reaching Tourane, the Peacock drifted to the province of Phú Yên, about 300 
km further south, where she remained for a month waiting for better conditions to prevail 
with the new lunar year (c. February) and then to resume her journey south.  
 
Because most of the bays of northern and central Vietnam are exposed to the NE, to exit them 
also required patience and vigilance. In November 1778, the British merchant Chapman and 
the crews of the Jenny and the Amazon were eager to leave,91 but it took over than ten days of 
patience and a great number of attempts before finally being able to exit the Bay of Tourane 
and make to seaward (Lamb 1961). 
 This was the fate of many ships exiting during the NE monsoon. When the Bonite left in 
January 1836, she was also delayed several days, as was a Cochinchinese junk also bound for 
Singapore (La Salle 1852). The Favorite, in late February 1832, also took several days before 
being able to make good progress south (Laplace 1833, 384-385).  
II. C. 3. Progress along the coast 
Sometimes, once out of the bay, because of the variable winds, progress was very slow. 
Overall, the conditions were difficult and required numerous evolutions92 to manage the 
                                                          
91 Chapman, in 1778 was sent to the court of Huế, on the first British mercantile mission since Bowyear in 1699. 
George Staunton and John Barrow carefully read Chapman's account and often referred to his misadventures in 
their own accounts. Barrow summarised: “Having called at different ports on the coast of Cochinchina, and traded 
with different parties then struggling for the government of the country, they were suspected by all of them, and 
were unfortunately drawn into actual hostilities with the ruling power at Huế, where they had a narrow escape from 
hewing their vessel seized, and themselves in all probability put to death” (Barrow 1806, 336). Lured inside the river 
of Huế, and stranded by the sandbar and the NE winds, the Jenny was ambushed by Tonquinese galleys and 
attacked by firearms. Once in Tourane, the Jenny was repaired and finally could set sail. 
92
 Navy term: to change sail, change the trim of the sail, wearing, tacking, occasionally dropping anchor and then 
getting underway again etc. 
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storms, turbulent sea, variable winds and the current. The high mountains that flank the coast 
of central Vietnam and drop sharply to the sea sometimes provoke a local reversal in the 
direction of the monsoon and therefore create variable winds (BNIDA 1943, 51). 
“… We again found a heavy onshore s ell and  inds from the same 
direction, varying from SE to ESE, which obliged us to make several 
tacks to clear the coast. Soon banks of mist, rapidly following one on 
the other, hid our view of the land almost entirely, and during the 
night thundery squalls and storms kept us constantly at work. We had 
experienced contrary winds ever since we had left Tourane Bay» 
(Bougainville 1837, 291-292). 
 Similarly, on the day she exited the bay, the Bonite only sailed 20 miles east of 
Champello (La Salle 1852, 294). On the other hand, once passed Pulo Canton, the strong 
southern current picked her up and she sailed swiftly down the coast. 
“The Bonite took fourteen days to travel from Tourane to Singapore. 
It is a lot when considering only the distance to cover: it is not if 
taking into account the difficulties that are rather ordinary suffered 
by a vessel when exiting Tourane, and the care needed when 
navigating in a sea peppered with incompletely known reefs and 
 here currents e pose the navigator to fre uent errors” (La Salle 
1852, 293).  
 Good progress could be made, during intervals of fair weather with strong steady winds 
and favourable currents to carry a vessel south. Along the coastal corridor, ships often sailed 
swiftly and could make progress on their way south, as also did the Cochinchinese vessel Thuy 
Long, in 1833, with emissary Phan Huy Chú onboard. She sailed steadily along the coast, 
covering the distance between Cape Varella and the False Cape Varella [ ũ  Ðá Vác ] (c. 75 
nm.) in less than a day.93  
“We hoisted the sail as the  ind  as propitious, and our journey did 
not last a day. In the blink of an eye, we had covered a thousand li; it 
is the only day when our performance was excellent. We passed the 
islands of Cu Huan and of Thach Bich without being able to follow 
them with the eye; the surge flowed as fast as arrows and our vessel 
seemed flying” (Phan Huy Lê et al. 1994, 43). 
                                                          
93
 It appeared very fast for Phan Huy Chu, but in fact, this was not a very good performance. If mean “ v   g s” for 
a Chinese Junk or a Malay perahu are of 100 nm a day, at speeds between 2.5-6 kn (Davies 2013a, 99), to cover 75 
nm in less than a day, is less than average speed. It is possible that Phan Huy Chu —not a sailor— had the 
impression they were going really fast, particularly if the current was fast, as it can be in that portion of the coast 
during the NE monsoon (up to 4 ½ kn). The distance of a thousand li, is equivalent to c. 600 km, or c. 325 nm, which 
is much longer than the 75 nm covered, and shows again that Phan Huy Chu had no sense of speed or distances. In 
terms of comparison, de Kergariou and the Cybele, covered about the same distance (between Vũ g    o and Vịnh 
Vân Phong, and between Ile Tre and Phan Ri) in a day, but he was taking his time, and by no means was sailing fast. 
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 Heading south, the current could carry such vessels all the way to the Anambas islands. 
However, the currents ran so fast that it could become dangerous, leading towards the 
hazards that lie to the east of Pulo Cecir de Mer and near the island of Pulo Sapata. Chapman, 
after having his patience tested in leaving Tourane, was finally on his way to Sài Gòn when 
variable winds and the force of the currents swept him past his destination and compelled him 
to go to Melaka instead. After having avoided to the hazards near Pulo Sapata, the breeze that 
sprung from the W or NW prevented him from working over to Sài Gòn and instead he had to 
run southwards. 
“… we found ourselves becalmed in a most disagreeable situation 
near Pulo Sapata and very near some rocks and breakers.  
About eight o’clock in the morning, a breeze sprung up ith hich for 
some time we endeavoured to steer for Donai, but it beginning to 
blow very hard against us towards the evening we were obliged to 
bear away and to abandon all hopes of being able to regain the coast 
of Cochin China” (Lamb 1961, 69). 
 He had left Tourane on the 18th of December and finally arrived on the first of January in 
Melaka. In sum, it took fifteen days to cover 1000 nm which was in fact relatively normal at 
that time [see Table A in Appendix]. Similarly, the Thétis’s j u   y    1825 w s   s     d   d 
because of the variability of the winds, the alternation of calm and strong gusts that 
sometimes reigned in the area. This highlights that the NE monsoon, albeit strong, blows in 
surges. Contrary to the Thuy Long which flew past, the Thétis was caught for nine days 
between Pulo Canton and Pulo Sapata and covered only 121 nm south and 69nm east 
(Bougainville 1837, 291-292). She left Tourane on the 17th of January and only passed the 
Anambas Islands on the first of March, after almost 40 days at sea and finally crossed the 
Gaspar Strait on the 14th, and from there, to Surabaya, and then Australia. The Bonite had also 
covered only 20 nm in a day between Champello and Pulo Canton, before the breeze picked up 
and the current carried her south. 
 
Overall, the conditions at the peak of the NE monsoon for sailing along the coast are turbulent, 
which made entering and exiting the bays a difficult endeavour. This was also the case for 
most Chinese or Japanese ships that traded with Cochinchina as much as it was for the 
Europeans who arrived from Macao. On the other hand, once out of the bay, the strong and 
steady current could sustain a quick passage south. Therefore, to sail along the coast, in the NE 
monsoon was actually quicker than during the reverse passage in the SW.  
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II. C. 4. Working up against the NE monsoon 
As it was possible to beat into the SW monsoon, it was also possible to work up against the NE 
monsoon. Where offshore winds meet the capes and high coastal lands that drop sharply to 
the sea, sometimes, a local reversal in the direction of the monsoon occurred. Short passages 
in such places against the monsoon were therefore sometimes possible.  
 Another possibility to go to China in the NE monsoon was to use the reverse current 
flowing towards the NE, off Palawan and Luzon. The advice then was to reach about 8°30'N 
and 109°E, where the current runs to the E and ENE, and to work along the shoals, between 
them and 60 miles off from latitude 9°N, as far as North Danger Reef [11°26'N; 114°20'E] to 
then follow the Luzon coast. It was nonetheless very bold to attempt such beatings during the 
peak of the monsoon, and rather difficult between November and January, unless with a good 
ship in sound condition and a clean hull. As Captain Laplace noted, only American and English 
tea-clippers did it: 
“...  hat  ould audacity not do, when guided by experience and 
excited by love of profit ! The example of a thousand wrecks ... could 
not stop the British and the American, who, taking advantage of the 
favourable light land breezes, go up to China by this sinuous route, 
filled with breakers, struggling against the NE monsoon. These 
passages are no doubt shorter than the ones prudent navigators take 
to go to Canton by the north of the Philippines ... But through how 
many cruel worries is this celerity bought, either by having the vessel 
suddenly surrounded by reefs whose scary whiteness pierces the 
obscurity of the night, dropping anchor to wait for the daylight that 
might arrive too late; or either by being assaulted near the coasts by 
terrible gusts of wind, she may avoid wreckage only after going 
through great hardships ...” (Laplace 1833, 383). 
 To work against the monsoon in the lower part of the country was on the other hand 
more common because the land and sea breezes are strong there. Between Cape St-James and 
Cape Padaran, calms occur during the morning and the sea breeze picks up in the east during 
the day, and shifts from the SE in the evening. This is also why it was possible to sail along the 
coast against the monsoon (Bouinais and Paulus 1884, 58). For example, in February 1789, the 
Dryade made her way from Pulo Panjang to Pulo Condor against the monsoon (Bizalion 1996, 
141). In October 1827, the Vansittart made her way from Singapore to Phú Yên, where she 
anchored conveniently (Horsburgh 1843, 342). It was already a steady NE monsoon, but she 
did the passage in 13 days. On the other hand, the Admiral Pocock, intending to go to China, 
also sailed up the coast of Vietnam in December 1763, but it was already too late and she was 
forced to stop in Tourane and wait for the change of the winds (Lamb 1961). At the end of the 
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NE monsoon in March 1675, the missionaries Vachet and Mahot travelled all the way up from 
Siam to Faifo, on board a Chinese junk (Cadière 1913).94  
II. C. 5. Conditions along the coast of Champa  
Along the coast of Champa, the conditions in the NE monsoon were less strenuous than along 
the central coast. The winds and currents still followed the coast towards the west but lost 
strength and velocity as they moved towards the Gulf of Siam (Horsburgh 1843, 291), with the 
frequency of strong winds also decreasing from north to south (BNIDA 1943, 51). In Champa, 
there is a sharp distinction between the rainy season and the dry season [see fig. Mean Rainfall 
in Appendix]. It can be dry and very hot in the early months of the lunar year (February–
March), the area near Cape Padaran receiving the least amount of rainfall.  
 In the early months of the year, sailing conditions are good, and it is dry and warm. It is 
easy to sail into the Gulf of Siam as the current flows to the westward and the winds prevail 
from the E and ENE. South of Cape Padaran, the current recurves SW, but maintains a rate of 1 
knot close to peninsular Malaysia, where it shifts again S and SSE into the Java Sea. It is also 
possible to exit the Gulf, by staying close to the northeast coast of the Malay Peninsula. 
Because it is relatively sheltered, the sea in the Gulf of Siam is calm and slight. In February, 
when the sea conditions are bad in the South China Sea, the frequency of waves under 1 m in 
height in the Gulf is above 80% (British Admiralty 2004a, 23). 
 
The French missionaries who travelled back and forth between Siam and Cochinchina, usually 
left Cochinchina by the end of the NE monsoon, and arrived in Siam a month later. This is what 
Father Chevreuil did, when he left Cochinchina in March 1665, on board a small local boat.95 
Two centuries later, the Peacock also went to Siam, leaving Phú Yên on the 8th of February 
1833, sailing to Pulo Condor in four days and arriving in Bangkok five days later. Between 
November and January however, it is very difficult to sail up the Gulf. It was nearly-impossible 
to sail from China to Ayutthaya in one voyage, unless aiming for the end of the NE monsoon. 
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 Although it was not common practice, trips against the monsoon were sometimes attempted. Father Genoud, in 
between November 1684 and January 1685 travelled along the coast of Cambodia towards Siam, against the wind. 
They did manage to reach their destination, but it took them a long time: “Our trip being against the monsoon 
lasted about three months, being forced to seek shelter on an island for 23 days, and in others for 4 days, without 
being able to sail forward. A number of times we were in danger to founder, but by God’s mercy, we were saved, in 
such a way I arrived at the Seminary in Siam on the 3
rd
 February 1685” (Launay 2000b, 322). Vachet and Mahot 
travelled at the end of the monsoon, when the winds are variable, but did nonetheless sail in the opposite direction. 
They left Siam on 27 March 1675 and arrived in Faifo on 13 April 1675. This was a relatively fast journey, conducted 
on board the Vessel of the King, manned by superstitious Chinese crew (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions 
Etrangères 1680, 338). 
95
 “I bought a boat, which coast me 20 coins [écus] … I was obliged to return to Siam, where I arrived in 28 days, 
after having spent 8 months in Cochinchina” (Launay 2000b, 27). 
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 On the other hand, other ships had a swift journey from the Bay of Tourane going south; 
in 1819, John White, from Manila arrived near Cape Padaran in late September from where he 
sailed to Sài Gòn; the John Adam sailed from Tourane to Singapore in 17 days in early 
November 1822, and the Henry made a direct trip to the Sunda Straits that lasted 21 days in 
late November 1819 [see Table A in Appendix].96 
 Between January and March, fishermen sail down the coast to the southern provinces to 
trade or fish for nước mắm. The former area of Champa is abundant in fish and (still) attracts 
fishers from the northern provinces, who then return home on the SW monsoon winds 
(Moréchand 1955, 298).  
“Amongst the trading boats, some load salt in the vast salt orks near 
Cape Padaran, others exchange rice, the cotton canvas from Champa 
and Cambodia for sugar, construction wood, silk from the north and 
European products brought to Tourane and Faifo. But it is mainly in 
March that navigation is the most animated along these coasts, as 
the NE monsoon lost its violence and leaves the sea more tranquil, 
and allows beautiful weather to come by. A crowd of fishermen throw 
themselves offshore…" (Laplace 1833, 313). 
 
II. D. The March–April transition  
During the months of January and February, Captain La Place proceeded on some 
hydrographic surveys in the gulf of Tonkin and near Huế. The Favorite left Tourane on the 5th 
of March, and by that time, the good weather had taken over. As usual, it took several days to 
catch the monsoon, but once it happened, the Favorite sailed swiftly to the Natunas, which she 
reached in seven days on the 12th of March. It had been much easier and swifter than for 
Chapman, Vaillant or de Bougainville. 
“The China Sea opened once again ahead of the Favorite, but this 
time, the months of April and May, the only time period during which 
the good weather reigns in this stormy region, was approaching 
rapidly; already, the monsoon had abandoned both sides of the 
channel and was only felt offshore; these seas once so terrible a few 
weeks ago were easing progressively; ships, guided by observations 
based on a sun that was very rarely covered daily, were flying like us, 
full sail to ards the south...” (Laplace 1833, 382). 
                                                          
96
 See Table A in Appendix for the return trips, at the end of the NE monsoon, along the coast of Cochinchina back 
to Singapore / Melaka or Sunda. 
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As the NE monsoon fades, during the transition period, the weather along the coast of 
Vietnam is much less turbulent and wet. March is relatively dry and temperatures rise in SW 
V     m,    c   g       g  s    v       p    (S   Gò , Vũ g T u,  ũ  Né).     g     c       
coast, the month of April is also the warmest and driest. After the lunar year, the fishing 
season starts again, and fishing boats ply the coast. By March the current still steadily runs to 
the south, with light easterly breezes and periodic calms (Horsburgh 1843, 291). By April, the 
winds and current have reversed, and Chinese and Japanese ships wait for the onset of the SW 
monsoon to return to their home ports fully laden, while Europeans sailing ships in Melaka, 
Singapore or Banten were getting ready to make passage up the coast. A new cycle starts.97 
                                                          
97
 See Recapitulative Table of the Monsoon Cycle in Appendix. 
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The South China Sea has a unique dynamic orchestrated by the regional monsoon, which was 
fundamental for long distance voyages. The conditions however, along the coast of Vietnam, 
are also locally determined by specific currents, land and sea breezes, and tides, and 
knowledge of these was equally important for local sailors on short distance journeys. 
Understanding the workings of the monsoon and the characteristics of the South China Sea 
along the coast of Cochinchina was crucial for effective navigation in the area.  
 The Vietnamese coast had its own specific and complex local environmental forces that 
c      b    duc d      s mp   “NE w  ds        w     , SW w  ds        summ  ” m  s    
pattern, even for long distance voyaging. On the contrary, the climate and weather along the 
Cochinchina coast shows that it was possible to sail in both directions at almost any time 
during the year (with a greater or lesser degree of difficulty), thanks to which local navigation 
could entertain more variability in the routes sailed. The local conditions benefited merchants 
transporting rice and trade goods up and down the coast, fishers whose grounds were located 
either offshore or at greater distances north or south of their home villages, as well as local 
sailors on board coasters transporting royalty or missionaries, and coastal people engaged in 
shipwreck salvage, sea-resource collections or other state regulated maritime activities.  
 
Despite the Java Sea-China voyage often being considered as one leg of a long distance voyage, 
a clear distinction has to be made between the conditions existing along the central coast of 
Vietnam and the conditions in the southern portion of the coast. As such, it explains why it was 
difficult to travel from China to Siam in one journey. Navigation conditions in central Vietnam 
(above 12°N) are more prone to typhoons and to the effect of strong currents, while 
navigation in southern Vietnam is more sheltered.  
 Along the former Champa coast, strong gusts of wind, squalls and storms could catch 
sailing ships off guard, particularly in July–August, but overall, the currents and wind follow the 
coast in one direction or the other, and the weather is hot and humid most of the year. There 
is no clear distinction between a rainy season and a dry season, as there is rain almost all the 
year round, apart from the months of February and March. Precipitation and tides greatly 
affect water level variations which could sometimes render difficult approaching certain bays, 
particularly near Cape St. James and the river-mouth of the Sài Gòn River. Apart from these 
climatic effects, the conditions of navigation between Pulo Condor and Cape Padaran were 
good, but holding to the coast was necessary to avoid being carried eastwards by the current 
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in the SW monsoon. This was particularly the case in the early days of European navigation in 
these waters. Later, on the other hand, by the end of the 18th century, this current could be 
utilised to sail towards the Macclesfield Bank, and speed up the journey to China.  
 All along the coast of Vietnam, from Hà Tiên to Huế, the land and sea breezes are the 
most important factor to take into account for local sailing. Because the high mountains in the 
background block the prevailing winds, the oscillation between strong sea breezes and land 
breezes is at the heart of the local conditions. This characteristic, combined with the ebb flow 
of the tides allowed coastal traders to sail up and down the coast regardless of the rhythm of 
the monsoon. 
 During the NE monsoon, the weather in the north central region (Huế, Quảng Nam) is 
more agitated, more damp, unpleasant and colder than further south. During the SW 
monsoon, this region centred around the capital of Huế, it is more subject to tropical storms 
and typhoons than the southern part of central Vietnam (Khánh Hòa, Phú Yên), and than south 
Vietnam. Compared to the SW monsoon, the NE is stronger and passages could be conducted 
faster going south, particularly between December and February, when the NE monsoon is 
strong and with little variation. At the peak of the NE monsoon, navigation tends to halt along 
the coast because the weather is too rough for local boats. On the other hand, it is the right 
time of the year for larger trading foreign ships to sail from Macau to Faifo, or to leave the 
Cochinchinese harbours to go back to Singapore, Melaka, Batavia or even Siam. Subsequently, 
during the months that follow the lunar New Year and, during the transition period between 
NE to SW monsoon, most of the maritime activity along the coast resumes. As de la Mothe de 
Soliminhiac summarised well in his nautical instructions: 
"The most favourable monsoon during which the SE winds reign is 
from April until July; then we can also sail in August and September, 
but we need to fear the tiffon [sic], a sort of terrible hurricane. This ill 
season lasts until December; the winds from the NE blow from 
November until February and variable winds begin, followed by the 
currents" (la Mothe de Solminihac 1786, fl. 8v). 
 In central Vietnam, the SW monsoon is less turbulent than the NE. There is no mist, the 
weather is warmer, and despite variations in the winds and currents, and despite the dangers 
of tropical storms and typhoons, it was the most favoured season for travelling along the 
coast. Since most of the larger bays of the central coast are open to the NE, it was also easier 
to approach the harbours and enter the bays in the SW monsoon, particularly when compared 
to the difficult conditions experienced to enter some bays, like the bay of Tourane during the 
NE monsoon. The SW monsoon period was prone to welcome ships arriving from the south 
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and from the south-west. Similarly, it was easier to then enter the rivermouths, where most 
fishing fleets anchor, for trading coasters to stop during their journeys. Because the SW 
monsoon is weaker than the NE monsoon, and that the current is not as strong, to sail into the 
wind was also less arduous during the SW monsoon, which made journeys for the trading 
coasters easier too. Also, the SW monsoon was more stable between June and August, but 
changed with much rain by October. This allowed a great flexibility in the dates of departure 
for local coasters (and foreign trading vessels), who could then adapt their journeys and 
schedules based on the availability of the trade goods in different harbours. For local fishers, 
the season extending from March to September was by far the best season to be at sea, 
primarily because the fish were more prominent.  
 
In summary, the weather along the coast of Vietnam was extremely varied, with different 
sailing conditions between the NE monsoon and SW monsoon, and at different latitudes. First 
of all, this chapter highlighted the varying nature of the coastal waters and how diverse they 
are in contrast to the perception of a static body of water that was immutable. Secondly, this 
chapter introduced the characteristics of the monsoon winds and currents, the diurnal and 
monthly rhythms of the tides, and the seasonal changes that create an ever changing world. 
 
   k  g       s  “d  p s  uc u  s”  f     S u         S  , m s  p    cu    y f       c  s   f 
Vietnam, has revealed the different sailing conditions that affected all sailors, regardless of 
nationality or time period. The way the weather was described here addresses the long history 
of the coast and helps to tease out the main environmental patterns of this particular coast. 
This chapter has depicted the main phases of the weather, showed how each season was 
propitious to navigation and maritime activities along different portions of the coast, how 
coastal life was affected by the weather and its seasonality while foreign ships conducted their 
long distance journeys along the coast, benefiting from the winds and currents. At the same 
time, it showed how their progress could be hindered by lack of wind, or how they were 
delayed because of storms and rough seas that prevented them from entering or exiting 
harbours and bays. This chapter also laid out how the combination of heavy precipitation, high 
waves, ebbing tides, and uncharted reefs and sandbanks could be fatal. Many ships were stuck 
on sandbanks, hit a shoal, or foundered in turbulent weather and storms. The fates of the 
Navigateur or of Francois Tonnerre were not isolated. Local boats also suffered from the 
hazardous effects of the environment. As Laplace noted, many local craft were lost despite a 
rule preventing them to be at sea between October and March (Laplace 1833, 378). N  u  ’s 
forces were the same and the experience of sailors can also be seen as somewhat universal. 
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Consequently, to sift through a large number of European travel accounts and itineraries 
within the South China Sea and along the coast of Cochinchina helps to reveal the experiences 
of local seafaring. Despite a different cognition and knowledge of the coast, and despite 
different types of journeys and vessels, to go through the monsoon cycle from the stand point 
of European sailors has nonetheless provided a considerable insight on what it meant several 
centuries ago, to sail along Cochinchina. On one hand, this chapter showed the commonalities 
of the weather shared by all sailors across time. On the other hand, this chapter also strongly 
hints at the wide range of experiences sailors went through along this coast across time.  
 
When looking at the different journeys conducted by several ships, the main difference that 
appears, is that the experience of a late 17th century or mid-18th century captains (like Captain 
Read of the Cygnet, on which Dampier travelled in 1688, or Captain Christy de la Paltière of the 
Machault, on which Pierre Poivre travelled in 1749–1750), contrasts markedly with the 
experience of 19th century French naval captains like Laplace, Bougainville, and Vaillant, or of a 
British or American clipper captain.  
 The difference laid in the fact that, by the 19th century, the charts were better, sailing 
directions vastly improved, chronometers were widely used and implied a better knowledge of 
longitude, compasses were more reliable, typhoons were beginning to be understood and 
also, meteorological and ocean current data was increasingly tabulated. Furthermore, apart 
from a different set of navigational tools and a different mindset, their ventures along the 
coast of Cochinchina and across the seas, from Europe or America to China were also different 
b c us   f     s  ps    y s    d.   c  pp  ’s sailing rig allowed better performance in sailing 
         w  d, c pp    g    s  p’s b    ms m              p    p  f  m nce occasioned by a 
d   y b    m w s   ss  f   p  b  m,   d     s  p’s  u    g g    b c m  s    g     d s  w s 
anchor tackle (chain became common towards the end of the 18th century, which made a huge 
difference to anchoring security). For the earlier 17th and 18th c   u   s’ s     s    b   d 
cumbersome Indiamen, it was all much more uncertain. This leads to understand how on a 
smaller scale, the navigation experience could differ based on the type of vessel. Small local 
sailing boats, Cochinchinese royal galleys, and coastal traders naturally did not necessarily 
react to the winds and currents in the same way as the larger foreign ships.  
 
A good grasp of the coastal environment is fundamental in order to understand its influence 
on Vietnamese boat use and boatbuilding. It is equally important to have a sound 
understanding of the workings of the weather and the activities of the South China Sea itself, 
in order to provide a glimpse at the context of use and at the meteorological conditions of the 
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South China Sea, for understanding Cochinchinese boat use, boat performance and seafaring 
[see Chapters 6–8].  
 Before doing so however, the following chapter will further explore navigation along the 
coast of Vietnam, in order to pin point the numerous coves, anchorages, watering points, ports 
and harbours, as well as the hazards sailors had to confront, European or Cochinchinese. The 
next chapter will comprehend the coast, as the sailors did, from the deck of a ship, as part of a 
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4 THE COASTS OF CHAMPA
 AND COCHINCHINA 
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“I  as astonished by the  uantity of bays, shelters, anchorages that  e 
found at each step of the way, along a coast that is usually represented 
on the maps as bordered ith breakers in many locations” (Dayot 1807b, 
fl. 5r). 
The Vietnamese coast abounds with good harbours and anchorages, deep water bays that could 
accommodate the large draught foreign ships (> 7 m), and shoal waters ideal for the smaller crafts 
(< 1.8 m) of country traders and local fishers. When sailing along the coast of Vietnam, sailors 
from all nations could benefit from numerous natural shelters from monsoon winds, watering 
points, and supplies and services in harbours that were never far away from one another, 
particularly in case of necessity. The chain of islands that dot the coast formed recognisable 
markers that helped maintain direction along the traditional routes, and visual markers such as 
high capes and the mountain ranges in the background were visible from as far as 50 nautical 
miles away. Sailing near in shoaling waters, or further, in deeper waters, sailors on the deck of a 
ship saw the coast of Vietnam reveal a series of profiles that unfolded as they moved from south 
to north.  
“The vie   hich the country of Cochin China and Ton uin presents from 
the sea is that of a varied landscape, composed of bold headlands, 
picturesque valleys, well cultivated slopes, extensive downs, and low 
plains, frequently terminating in sand-hills with a back-ground of rather 
lofty mountains in the distance” (Findlay 1878, 428). 
 The coastline of Champa and Cochinchina is varied, and changes substantially from south to 
north. In the vicinity of the Mekong Delta, the coastline is low-lying with no distinguishable 
features in the hinterland which make it barely visible from more than 10 nm away. Further along 
the coast heading NE, the area of former Champa can be easily recognized because of high red 
sand dunes, and once past Cape Padaran, the coast is rugged with steep cliffs and deep enclosed 
bays. From Cape Varella northwards, the 10 nm view then gives way to large coastal plains open 
to the NE, intersected by small mountainous spurs that reach the sea. Once beyond the provinces 
of Quảng Ngãi, Quảng Nam and Thừa Thiên-Huế, the coastal plains bordered by sandy beaches 
are backed up by a massive mountain range. All along the coast, numerous rivers flow into semi-
circled bays which provide safe havens in both monsoons, and also hint at the location of 
numerous harbours. When following the coast closely, almost every 10 nm there was a headland 
or a cape that indicated potential anchorages, and the possible location of fishing villages, and 
thence, firewood and water sources. 
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 Apart from the familiar toponyms of Cape Varella, Cape Padaran and Cape St-James, many 
others, such as Bay of Cecir, Steen-clippen Rock, Bay of Ran Ran, Bay of Chincheo, Mount Epervier, 
Joao Preto Islands and River Typhon are often mentioned in studies of pre-colonial Vietnam. They 
are however not always accurately located,1 and their position in the landscape is not often 
acknowledged.2 Usu   y, V     m  s d sc  b d  s    k  g   k     “S”, c mp  s  g  w     g  d    s 
and flood plains covered in green rice fields, joined by a narrow coastal strip beneath a mountain 
range that is crossed by many rivers.3 But for Jean-Baptiste Dayot in the 1790s, and for most 
crews en route to China across time, such as the crews of the S. Rosaire who covered the coast in 
July 1695, of the British Indiaman Hindostan in May 1793, and of the American sloop Franklin in 
June 1819, Cochinchina was a long, diverse coast, defined by a chain of headlands and islands, 
and by numerous beautiful bays backed by high mountains. It was not characterised by green rice 
fields and labouring buffaloes. 
 
T      d          u      “I     R u  ” d sc  b d      u  c     s  uc  ons hugged the coast of 
Vietnam as part of the South China Sea journey. Unless related to specific commercial, diplomatic, 
   m ss     y   d  v u s,   c   c     w s,      Eu  p    s     ’s m  d,    y   p        f    s 
maritime route to China or Japan. In this chapter, the coast of Vietnam is also considered in this 
manner, as part of a major maritime route. It gives us another chance to encounter the coast of 
Vietnam from the sea, and to describe certain characteristics that are not often discussed in 
Vietnamese studies. The landscape viewed from the deck of a ship is defined by landmarks useful 
for navigators to find their way, marked by watering points and anchorages, by shelters and by 
ports where services and supplies were available to local and foreign vessels, and also by fear of 
certain hazards. The chapter will therefore introduce important terrestrial locations (water 
sources, ports, landing grounds, landmarks that were visible from afar which helped identify a 
location), and other features of the landscape that were fundamental to a sailor, such as water 
depth, exposure to wind, sandbanks, and potential shelters and extreme hazards.  
                                                          
1
 For example, the Bay of Cambir was once said to be located in the province of Quảng Ngãi, while in fact, the Bay of 
Cambir is the Bay of Quy N ơ , almost 200 km away (Hoàng Anh Tuấn 2006, 80); Pulo Gambir de Terre, which does not 
exist, and Pulo Cecir de Terre were conflated (Lamb 1961, 35); and Cape Varella was called “ u  Ke G ”, while ũ  Kê 
Gà is in fact much further south, almost 300 km away, between La Gi and Phan Thiết, and that the Vietnamese name for 
Cape Varella is Mũi Đại Lãnh in Vietnamese (Vickery 2009, 57). 
2
 There are few environmental histories for Vietnam. See Whitmore (2006), Southworth (2011), Trần Kỳ   ươ g (2003, 
2008) and Trần Kỳ   ươ g and Lockhart (2011), who attempt to consider the relationship between geography and 
Cham culture, but these studies are isolated. Even in the great studies on the Mekong (Cooke and Li 2004) or on the 
Gulf of Tonkin (Cooke et al. 2011), an environmental understanding is lacking and no chapters address the interaction 
between ecology and human action; they are rather economic histories, there are no maps showing in details the chain 
of harbours, ports, capes, bays, no detailed description of the topography of the region, and certainly no discussion on 
the experience of being on a trading vessel sailing along the coast. 
3
 Most introductions describe Vietnam as an agrarian country and seldom omit the role of the coast (for an initial 
discussion, see Li 2006b; Wheeler 2006b). 
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      f    s  f   u  s  f        dsc p  c mp s  w    F  d d f   s  s   “  u  s  sc p ” 
(2011, 2). He describes the landscape viewed from the sea as comprising both the natural 
elements of the sea and the land,4 because perception of space for people at sea is defined by 
both, as their vision is seamless and encompasses both the sea and land. As Barber also noted, 
when addressing Maori fishing techniques and communities, marking fishing grounds at sea 
depended upon the use of visually distinctive elements of coastal topography (Barber 2004). 
When at sea, a seascape includes capes, headlands, harbours, and islands, as well as elements 
that enable an individual to determine his or her location when out of sight of land (swell, winds, 
stars and birds). Theoretically, the seascape is defined to include different components of nature 
that matter to the people at sea, maritime and terrestrial. Practically, the seascape, and hence 
what the sailor looks for, varies. Seascapes are diverse and changing (Breen and Lane 2004). They 
vary for coastal communities, depending on the exploited resources, and whether they are 
inshore or offshore. In the same vein, what is viewed by a sailor or by a passenger on board of a 
ship, such as a missionary or a supercargo, is often different. Furthermore, there is a great 
difference between what a deepsea Captain, handling an 18th century Indiaman on a long journey, 
sees, and, what a local fisher, on board a 10 m fishing vessel on a daily fishing trip, sees. What a 
sailor sees depends on what he/she needs,5 on the type of journey and purpose, on the distance 
from the coast, on the type of boat (especially the height from which the coast is looked at), and 
naturally, it also depends on the environment and on the type of coast itself.  
 I  s    ,   d  ps   c p     w u d p  f      s    “ ffs    ” (<45-50  m  w y), s  y “ ff 
s u d  gs” (   d  p w    s,    m  imum depths of 36.5-90 m), which would (in most cases) imply 
a route clear from dangers.6 To have some markers visible from that far away —as the coast of 
Vietnam has— w s  d    b c us        p d     d    fy    ’s   c     s w     s      g c      f 
known (and unknown) marine hazards, without having to come closer to the coast.7 After the 
mid-18th century and the publication of detailed nautical instructions, it became easier, even in 
u c     d w    s,      c g  s  c       f   u  s   d     d    fy    ’s   c     s. B c us  c       
areas became progressively well charted, to come closer to the coast became safer —but not 
                                                          
4
 How to define the maritime cultural landscape of Cochinchina implies considering both landscape and seascape, both 
the land and the sea, the “physical environment perceptible to an individual and his or her perception of that 
environment aspects of the landscape” (Ford 2011, 4). 
5
 In terms of navigation, this depends also on the time period; 17
th
 century captains navigated within different frames of 
minds that were quite distinct from mid-19
th
 century captains. They also relied on different sets of data and different 
methods to record them [See Chapter 2]. 
6
 Most marine hazards lie within 10 miles of a coast, and 90% lie inside the 20 fm [36 m] line (and 95% within the 50 fm 
[90 m] and 100% within the 100 fm [180 m]). So to sail “ ff s u d  gs” beyond the range of the standard leadline was a 
safe measure to keep clear of all dangers, known or unknown. It is known that 80%+ shipwrecks are found near the 
coast (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). 
7
 A deepsea captain would not come too close to the coast unless needing to go to a specific harbour, unless arriving at 
destination, unless in trouble, or unless the coast was unavoidable because of ill weather or navigational error. 
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necessary.8 As seen in Chapter 2 however, Captains never sailed far from the Vietnamese coast 
because of the persistent fear of the Paracels. Comte de la Mothe de Solminhiac who sailed along 
the coast in the 1780s wrote a report on the advantages of the Bay of Tourane, and included 
instructions for sailing along the coast of Cochinchina. He advised to keep along the coast, at a 
distance of 5 to 6 leagues [15-18 nm], and with soundings of 22-27.5 metres (la Mothe de 
Solminihac 1786, fl. 7). Louis Rey who conducted two round trips to Cochinchina between 1818 
  d 1820 w     “I never fared further than 5 leagues from the coast and most often, we sailed to 
less than 5 miles away” (Rey 1818, fl. 2r).9 
 On the other hand, local fishers and coastal traders tended to stay within coastal waters (< 
20  m)   d s m   m s v  y c  s         c  s     “  s    ” (< 2  m),    s     w w    s. T  y w    
familiar with the coastal waters, sailed among known hazards identified since previous 
generations, and feared less falling upon them accidentally.10 Their daily work imperatives 
depended far more on times and seasons, and they had to be therefore more flexible as to when 
to put out to sea or to head back to shore.11 Local sailors were attuned to their environment, and 
naturally predisposed to keep close to the coast rather than intending to avoid it.12 This distinction 
is fundamental in understanding the different experiences of a coast, and the complex nature of 
the seascape.  
 
Thus, this chapter focuses on the experience of voyaging along the coast of Vietnam by exploring 
both the physical environment of the seascape and the associated perception of the people at 
sea. It will highlight the conspicuous landmarks, anchorages and watering points, but also their 
approaches and the services available to mariners on route. It is not a complete set of pilotage 
instructions, or a historical description of changes in human geography across time. Rather, it is 
about forming a better image of the coast by gathering information about coastal navigation and 
  s sp c f c    s. I   s  b u       duc  g   c   c    ’s s  sc p ,      d      c m  c  s      g  sp  g 
both the foreign and Cochinchinese experience of sailing along this coast. Approaching the coast 
                                                          
8
 This is the case of Mekong Delta. In the early days of navigation in uncharted waters, it was safer to keep clear from 
the coast, because there were no charts or other navigational tools. It was considered safe to keep beyond where the 
local fishers and coastal sailors could be seen (from whom pilotage information about where to go and where not to go 
had been gathered). Once navigation became more systematic and that hazards were better identified and charted, it 
was possible to come closer to the coast —if necessary. Sailing offshore remained nonetheless safer and faster, 
particularly with markers visible >20 nm away. 
9
 2-4 leagues (6-8 nm) is sufficiently far from the shore that only a lookout from the main top would be able to see the 
shoreline (the waves breaking). 
10
 In sum, for people who spend their lives in familiar waters which they navigate every day, or every few weeks or 
months of their lives, which they visit repeatedly, navigational data is, or at least swiftly becomes, an inherent given. 
Western navigators also sailed in the same way in their own familiar waters, relying on “ y b      v g     ”, experience 
and trans-generational knowledge. 
11
 If the weather turned bad, deepsea captains, off shore, “jus  had to c p ”. T   ’s what long distance, oceanic 
voyages lasting several months entailed. Local sailors attempted to return to safe haven as soon as possible. 
12
 See Chapter 6, specifically dedicated to Cochinchinese seamanship and navigation techniques. 
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closely in such a fashion will help gain a better degree of familiarity with such a rich and diverse 
coast, with its toponyms across time, with the travelling contexts of foreign and local sailors, and 
also with the context of local boat use. Consequently, this is a chance to follow the coast, and to 
envisage more accurately the reality of coastal sailing along the coast of Vietnam between the 
17th and 19th centuries from a totally different perspective; namely, a maritime perspective.13 
  
                                                          
13




 centuries Portuguese rutters of the Advertencias, Manguin (1972) discussed 
various landmarks along the coast, in footnotes, and per rutter. Here, these landmarks are discussed differently. In this 
chapter, the coast and the major landmarks unfold geographically from south to north, in order to provide a sense of 
journey and visualise the experience of the coast as it was revealed to the sailors on the deck of their ship. In the 
majority of the v y g  ’s accounts, as well as in nautical instructions published over the past three centuries, the routes 
are described from south to north, hence this chapter will also follow that course. Despite the fact that there are also 
many itineraries that follow a course from north to south (from Japan or Macao to Melaka or the Sunda Straits), the 
nautical instructions published in Europe and intended for the European traveller follow the journeys from Europe 
through the Pacific or the Indian Ocean, arriving in Melaka or Batavia and then going north towards China, from south 
to north. 
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I. TO SOUTHERN VIETNAM 
American naval Lieutenant John White sailed through the Sunda Straits in early May 1819. After 
two weeks in Batavia, the Franklin made her way through the Straits of Bangka, past Singapore, 
Pulo Aura and Pulo Tioman to finally reach, on the 4th of June, Pulo Redang, further north along 
the west coast of Terengganu. From there, the Franklin crossed the Gulf of Thailand, reached Pulo 
Oby and then, on the 6th of June, saw Pulo Condor, “its lofty summits to ering to the clouds” 
(White 1824, 30). The crossing was about 360 nm long —without any land or sea marks in sight. A 
230° bearing on the compass and depths of 55-65 metres on the sounding lead helped to 
m        d   c       d k  p    ck  f     s  p’s   c     . I  w s        g s    g  f     j u   y    
China without any possible land reckoning, while the rest of the journey followed for the most 
part the coast of Cochinchina. As usual between the 17th and 19th centuries, the voyage between 
the Straits of Melaka and Pulo Condor took about one week when sailing with reasonable SW 
monsoon winds [see Table A in Appendix].  
 
 
Figure 4-1: Sketch of John White's itinerary  
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I. A.  u      d   [ ô  Sơ ] 
Pulo Condor was the Vietnamese island best known to early modern European navigators. Since 
the 16th century, the island has been a major waypoint marker in all European pilotage 
instructions, and Portuguese, Dutch, British and French ships bound for China, or sailing south to 
Melaka, were recommended to look for it.14 Sighting Pulo Condor served as a key navigational 
marker15 but it was also a potential place to refit or even careen, take on water and firewood, or 
to hire a pilot16 to navigate to the Mekong River and Cape St-James. 
 Pulo Condor could be seen from about 48 nm from the deck of an 18th century ship on a 
very clear day (Pimentel 1712, 410; Souciet 1729, 113) [see Table of Visibilities in Appendix]. The 
main island was approachable from either the western or the eastern side, with few off-lying 
dangers apart from some sandbanks and rocks that were easily sighted. Above all, it offered 




Figure 4-2: Profiles of the islands of Pulo Condore, at eight leagues distances (Dampier 1697, 389), and at one 
league distance (Sayer and Benett 1778)  
 
The name Pulo Condor17    g     s f  m “ku du ”, w  c  m   s g u d, b c us  suc  v g   b  s 
grew on the Islands (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 424). It is not a single island but a group of 
                                                          
14
 Pulo Condor already appears in the rutter of Francisco Rodrigues (1511). Fernao Peres de Andrade stopped there in 
1516 and noted that this island is “very often visited by navigators who usually take on water there and sometimes 
careen their vessels there” (Manguin 1972, 46). When the French visited the islands, they also found coins with the 
portrait of Charles V, dated to 1571 (Bouinais and Paulus 1884, 85). From then onwards, Pulo Condor appears 
recurrently in most rutters, charts and instructions.  
15 As confirmed by the fact it appeared on the rutter of Francisco Rodrigues, Pulo Condor was also an important 
navigation point for other nations prior to the 16
th
 century. It was present in the Chinese and Persian texts since the 
first millennium, such as the 7
th
 century Suijing Shu, and the 9
th
 century Akhbar al-sin  a’l hind (for an overview of the 
different mentions of Pulo Condor across time, see Wong Tze Ken 2012).  
16
 See Chapter 6. 
17
 Côn Đảo is the official Vietnamese name since 1977 for the whole archipelago, but it is also commonly called Côn 
Sơ . Before the 20
th
 century, the archipelago was known to the Nguyễn authorities as Côn Lôn (NGP 2013, 47). It was 
also called Ile d’Orléans by the French in the 1720s, and Father Gaubil notes that it was also called “     ” [Côn Nôn] 
by the locals (Souciet 1729, 111; Gaide 1925, 102-103). The Chinese most often refer to this island as K’un-l’un or K’un-
l’un Shan [大崑], but in the Tang dy  s y’ Guangzhou Tonghai Yidao, it is called Jiunhu Longshan (Wong Tze Ken 2012, 
1099). 
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twelve islands. The main island, Grande Condor, is high [549 m], and the main village was located 
    d  f            f     “G     B y”, Vịnh Côn Sơn. The southern end of this main island forms a 
spacious bay with soundings between 11-25.5 m. It provides safe anchorage during the SW 
monsoon, but in the NE monsoon, it was better to anchor on the other side of the island. In 
September 1722, the French ship Danaé anchored in the bay but the crew made attempts during 
seventeen days before being able to land, because of contrary winds (Jacques 1722, 319). The 
most sheltered harbour is located between the main island and the smaller island, Petite Condor, 
to the SW. It forms a small and narrow bay which is well protected from the monsoon winds, 
being deeply carved in between the two towering islands. There is a small channel that separates 
both islands, which was accessible for small boats at high tide, providing access to the south of 
the islands and to the large bay (Bouinais and Paulus 1884, 84). 
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Figure 4-4: Plan of Pulo Condor by Mr. d’Après de Mannevillette (Sayer and Bennett 1778) [c. 1: 70 000] 
 
 Several watering points were available, the main one was located on the western side of 
the small harbour [see fig. 4-3: A and a], but a few streams also produced fresh water; one on the 
other side of the small harbour [see fig. 4-3: near C], and one near the village adjacent to Vịnh Côn 
Sơn, the Great Bay (or Great Cove on fig. 4-4). Because it rains heavily during most of the year, 
water was available most of the year, however, during the driest months at the end of the NE 
monsoon, the water in the wells became stagnant and the brooks sometimes dried up. This is 
what William Dampier and his shipmates discovered in April 1687. Dampier and the buccaneering 
crew of the Cygnet had just captured a prize in the waters of Mindoro, and needed rest. As it was 
customary for ships sailing in the South China Sea, they stopped at Pulo Condor to winter.  
“…By our charts ( hich  e  ere guided by, being strangers to these 
parts) this seemed to us then to be a place out of the way where we 
might lie snug for a hile …” (Dampier 1697, 389). 
 They remained there a month (16 March–21 April 1687), waiting for the onset of the SW 
monsoon to sail back to Manila. As they prepared to leave, they faced the issue that no fresh 
water was available on the island to refill their barrels (Dampier 1697, 394).  
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 In fact, across time, Pulo Condor was never reputed to provide the best provisions.18 For 
John White, 
“The island is very unhealthy and unproductive, abounding in no ious 
reptiles, and affording no good fresh water, although it possesses an 
excellent harbour, and a fine landlocked basin, fit for careening. There 
are a few miserable inhabitants on the island, governed by a mandarin, 
tributary to the king of Cochin-China” (White 1824, 30). 
 Poultry, pigs and cows were scarce and expensive, and the vegetables, beans, potatoes, 
yam and wheat available were of poor quality because of the sandy soil, and, because the top soil 
often rotted due to the torrential rains that fall in the SW monsoon. To grow sufficient quantities 
of rice of good quality was almost impossible. Islanders had to travel regularly to Cambodia and 
Cochinchina to trade turtle oil, tortoise shell, and torches in exchange for rice (Après de 
Mannevillette 1775, 429).19 In 1720, Father Jacques20 spent almost ten months on the island, and 
 s    p     d  u , “the inhabitants would starve to death if they could not rely on the mainland to 
gather rice” (Jacques 1722, 319). When ships anchored there or wintered over, provisions were 
not plentiful enough and the islanders sailed to the mainland to replenish stocks of rice and other 
goods necessary (Jacques 1722, 319-321; Crawfurd 1830a, 307; Launay 2000a, 436; n.a. c. 1700). 
Du   g D mp   ’s s  y,     bucc        d   s s  pm   s d d     f  d muc  f  d          d   d    
send boats to buy rice in other islands closer to the coast in the Gulf of Thailand (Dampier 1697, 
399-400). Because of the bad weather and unhealthy conditions on the island, Pulo Condor was 
never densely populated.21 Sometimes it was even deserted.  
                                                          
18
 Across time, opinions differed about the quality of the island. The report by Frenchman Renault in 1723 was very 
critical (Renault 1723, fl. 7-17) while the two reports from the Portais-Leroux in 1755 were very eloquent (Portais-
Leroux 1755a, b). Captain Gore who stopped there in 1780 noted the improvement since D mp   ’s time (Smith 1841, 
388). The improvement was mostly related to the presence of Nguyễn Ánh, at war with the Tây Sơ  at the time, and the 
intervention of the Bishop of Adran, who, for example, supported the setting of a pilot service [see Chapter 5]. In most 
nautical instructions —since they were all mostly inspired by d’ p ès de Mannevillette— comments were repeated as 
to the unhealthy and humid atmosphere, the abounding noxious reptiles and the lack of good freshwater of the islands. 
In fact, most of the information contained in the first edition (and subsequently the second) of the Neptune Oriental 
seems to be inspired by the observations of Renault whose report d'Après de Mannevillette probably read. However, 
Renault, despite saying that “there is no locations as awful and sterile as Condor”, admitted there is “a good haven 
capable of containing 10-12 ships” (Renault 1723, fl. 7-17; Gaide 1925, 96). Dayot noted that the information in the 
Neptune Oriental were good (Dayot 1807b, fl. 66v) and did not provide more information about the islands. Therefore, 
Horsburgh also continued to repeat that “[b   g] unhealthy and abounding with reptiles, there is no inducement for 
strangers to visit this place, consequently, few ships touch here” (Horsburgh 1843, 324).  
19
 By the 19
th
 century, Pulo Condor was a source not only of turtle shells but also of b  d’s nests and mother of pearl, 
products which had high economic value (Wong Tze Ken 2012, 1103). 
20
 In 1720-1721, with Father Gaubil and M. Didier [see infra, Chapter 2, page 83, footnote 49]. 
21
 The Chinese description, Daoyi Zi-lue dated to 1349, suggests that the island was sparsely inhabited, but that the poor 
population always jeered at the ships stopping by (Wong Tze Ken 2012, 1100). When Hamilton stopped there, between 
1705-1727, he did not mention any population (Hamilton 1727, 205-208). Father Gaubil explained that because of the 
bad weather and difficulty in growing crops, the population, composed mainly of fishermen, was not fixed but 
fluctuated between 200-400 souls to none (Souciet 1729, 121). Captain Gore in January 1780 counted in total about 40 
houses (Smith 1841, 383). Mullet des Essards on board the Dryade noted that when he passed the archipelago in 1788, 
there were only six families (Bizalion 1996, 79, 81) and as the squadron of Lord McCartney anchored in the main 
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 Despite the steady flow of sailing ships touching at these islands, the inhabitants never 
developed a well organised or profitable system to benefit from the ideal location of Pulo Condor. 
The islands officially fell under Nguyễn rule in 1698,22 as part of the politics of expansion, but it 
was the British in 1702,23 and then the French in 1720,24 who first tried to benefit from the 
potential of the islands by setting up factories25 or trading projects there. Both failed. It was only 
in the late 1780s that Nguyễn Ánh acted on the importance of the strategic location of the Pulo 
Condor and proclaimed an ordinance to set up a pilot service to lead foreign ships to the port of 
Sài Gòn (Dayot 1807b, fl. 66v; Smith 1841, 385-386). By the early 19th century, Nguyễn troop 
garrisons were settled there to control the territorial waters and prevent raiders from stealing 
local products.26  
 
Though the islands provided only a few products to trade, and few supplies to sell, there was on 
the other hand some good timber to replace masts and yards.27 In combination with water and 
                                                                                                                                                                                
harbour in 1793, the scared villagers had fled, and only a few cabins were visible on the shore (Staunton 1797a, 311, 
314) —this was most probably because of the war and the Tây Sơ  incursions. Based on Gaubil and R   u  ’s reports, 
d’ p ès de Mannevillette wrote in the Neptune Oriental that “the inhabitants of this island amount to about 200, 
including women and children. They are fugitives from Cambodia and Cochinchina, whose love of liberty and 
independency have brought to this country” (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 428). This is also repeated in a number of 
subsequent sets of nautical instructions. 
22
 Before that, there are no clear delimitations for the frontiers of either the Khmer Kingdom or the Cham polity of 
Panduranga. In fact, until the region became under Nguyễn rule, it seems that there was a no m  ’s land between the 
Khmer and Panduranga —whose western border was in Phan Thiết (Po Dharma 1989, 130, 131). It is not clear to whom 
the islands belonged to.  
23
 After their previous failed attempts to negotiate preferential trading conditions with the King of Cochinchina in 1617 
and again in 1699, the British finally obtained authorisation to set up a factory on one of the Cochinchinese Islands. In 
1702, they settled and built a fort on Pulo Condor. Their project did not last long and ended in a total massacre in 1705. 
Perpetrated by the Macassarese hired by the British, the massacre was in fact the result of a combination of different 
factors, including the wariness of the Nguyễn Lords for the British, whose delegations had failed to fully respect the 
protocol (the British had invited the Cambodians on the island to trade and had also had failed to inform the Governor 
that they had intentions to deal with Cambodia, which was at the time the Nguyễn enemy). There is little doubt that the 
Vietnamese also participated in the massacre of the British —and of the Cambodians, who fought along their side while 
on visit (Wong Tze Ken 2012). 
24
 The interest of the French for the island seemed to have started in the late 17
th
 century, as witnessed by instructions 
given by Bishop Laneau to Father Chamot (Wong Tze Ken 2012, 1104) and by the report of father Verret in 1686 who 
pointed out the strategic location of Pulo Condor (Gaide 1925, 94). In the early 1720s, the interest was renewed, after a 
troop of soldiers and priests wintered there, and that reports were written (Renault, Father Jacques and Father Gaubil). 
The projects did not see the light due to the negative reports, but also because of the political situation in France in the 
1780s (for an overview, see Gaide 1925). Finally, Nguyễn Ánh ceded the islands to the French through the Versailles 
Treaty (28 November 1787), but the French only truly took possession of the islands in 1863, after they militarily 
conquered southern Vietnam in 1858 and declared the French Colony of Cochinchina in 1862. Then, Admiral Bonnard 
established the infamous and sordid penitentiary with its tigre cages, which remained active until 1975. 
25
 “F c     s”, from Portuguese feitoria, was not the modern sense of factory but a f c   ’s or  g   ’s station for 
handling transit trade. 
26 During the reign of Emperor Minh Mạng, the Thanh Hải Đội ("Team of Green Eastern Sea") garrisoned the islands 
(Phan Huy Lê et al. 1994; Wong Tze Ken 2012, 1102, 1108). 
27
 Dampier clearly saw the advantage of the islands: “Any ship in distress may be refreshed and recruited here very 
conveniently; and besides ordinary accommodations be furnished with masts, yards, pitch and tar. It might also be a 
convenient place to usher in a commerce with the neighbouring country of Cochin-china” (Dampier 1697, 394). And 
Frenchman Portais-Leroux also confirmed that this island was ideal for careening: "we can winter there, careen, and fix 
any kind of vessel, with all the timber available as much as we need” (Portais-Leroux 1755a, fl. 85).  
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fire wood, this was one of the reasons why this island was considered a good place to stop. The 
map in the Neptune Oriental showed the ideal coves where to careen [see fig. 4-4]. When 
Dampier wintered there, his crew refitted their ship, built a new mast, cut and sewed new sails, 
and caulked the hull and paid the seams with a particular type of resin extracted from trees on 
the island. That particular red resin was highly inflammable and could also be used to make 
torches (Dampier 1697, 390-391, 393, 395, 397-398; Renault 1723, fl. 5v-9r; Souciet 1729, 118). 
The tree from which this resin was extracted, was tall, strong, and also provided good timber.28  
 
 
Figure 4-5: Tapping a Dipterocarpus © Bui & Girard 
 
                                                          
28
 William Dampier and Father Gaubil both describe a tall, straight and large tree, similar to a Chestnut tree, which 
produces an “   ” that is extracted and then boiled. It has the colour of walnut oil, then becomes white and its 
consistency is similar to butter (Souciet 1729, 118). It can be mixed with lime to coat hulls of vessels, as was done by 
Dampier and shipmates (Dampier 1697, 398), or be used to make torches. Such type of mixture of oil and burned shell 
for lime was used extensively throughout Asia, and called chunam by Westerners (Davies 2014, 47; 93-94, 268, footnote 
52). This tree is also good to make masts, yards, and strakes. Renault also noted that the indigenous used this type of 
tree to produce resin and build their pirogues (canoes) (Renault 1723, fl. 7-17; Gaide 1925, 97). 
In Vietnam, trees that produce resins belong to the family of the Dipterocarpaceae. There are about forty species in 
Vietnam only, and about hundred and fifty in tropical countries. In Vietnam, two types [genres] produce oleo-resins, the 
Shorea and the Dipterocarpus. Shorea produce a yellow resin that is solid, Dipterocarpus produce liquid resin that needs 
to be extracted by tapping [gemmage] (Etienne and Déon 1992; Pham Hoang Ho 1999), called dầu rái. The methods 
used for tapping in south-western Vietnam, in Lo Go Xa Mat near the Cambodian border, not far from Tay Ninh 
Province, are similar to the method described by Dampier and Father Gaubil (Bui & Girard 2015, pers. comm.; Prof Lê 
Cong Kiêt 2015, pers. comm.). About ten species are exploited for their oleo-resin (Bui Thi Mai and Girard 2004). In Pulo 
Condor, there is one endemic species: Dipterocarpus condorensis Pierre. It is a dominant tree on the island and its oleo-
resin could be used in shipbuilding. Oleo-resins from the Shorea and the Dipterocarpus are still widely used in central 
and southern Vietnam for caulking (Aubaile-Sallenave 1987; Bùi Thị Mai and Girard 2007; Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). 
[See Fig. 4-5 and see Chapter 8]. 
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In terms of navigation, Pulo Condor was a very conspicuous way point on all the routes from 
Melaka or the Sunda Straits to China, Manila and Cochinchina, and had to be found before 
approaching the coast. It was a safe point of arrival and departure for any vessels moving 
between the south western and northern parts of the South China Sea. 
 Sailing south —whether along the northern part of the Vietnam coast or from China—using 
it as a waypoint, ensured keeping clear of the low lying coast of southern Vietnam (between Pulo 
Oby, the Mekong Delta and the entrance to the Sài Gòn River [see below]). Sailing north, heading 
for it also kept a vessel clear of the low lying coast of the southern end of Vietnam. Once in the 
v c    y  f  u      d  , v ss  s w u d b       k  w  p s     ,    y   d y’s s    f  m          w s  
hazardous coast, or equally well placed to head north towards Pulo Cecir de Mer [Phú Quý], a 
reliable waypoint for vessels wishing to close the coast, or from which to sail to Pulo Sapata and 
thence, the Macclesfield Bank or to Manila, as the Cygnet intended when she left in April 1687, or 
 s d d d  K  s    ’s s  p Dryade in September 1788. To go to the Gulf of Siam, Pulo Condor was 
also a good way point from which to look for the small island of Pulo Oby, which indicated then to 
head NW. Intending t  c  s      c  s   f   c   c          d      f    w     “I     R u  ”    
China, it was also possible to bear from Pulo Condor towards Pulo Cecir de Mer about 175 nm 
away, and from thence, head north to sight the coast of Champa and the island of Pulo Cecir de 
Terre [Hòn Câu], and then round Cape Padaran. This is the route the S. Rosaire took in July 1695. 
As such, all dangers of that portion of the coast were avoided.  
 As witnessed by the itineraries of the S. Rosaire, the Dryade and of the Cybèle, it was 
preferable for European ships on long distance journeys to stay in deep waters and at a certain 
distance from the coast [see Table A in Appendix]. Thanks to its lofty summits, and the fact that it 
was visible from a maximum of 50 nm on a clear day, it was easy to maintain position while in 
deep water. For this, Pulo Condor was an ideal marker, and if business was intended in Sài Gòn, 
the trip from Pulo Condor was only a day.  
I. B. On route: from Pulo Condor to the coast of Cambodia and Cochinchina 
John White had specific intentions to reach Sài Gòn, and hopes of discussing diplomatic and 
commercial opportunities29 with Emperor Minh Mạng, so from Pulo Condor, the Franklin headed 
north towards the coast. After several hours, his crew caught a glimpse of the low lying coast of 
the southern end of the peninsula and of the mouth of the Mekong Delta. The Franklin then 
followed the coast until reaching Cape St-J m s [ ũ  Vũ g T u]   d       d     B y  f    j   
[Vịnh Cần Giờ].  
                                                          
29
 See Cooke and Li (2004) on the political and economic context of this region as well as on the maritime activities 
conducted at the same period. 
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“We had fine pleasant  eather,  ith a good breeze from the south, and 
kept along the coast of Cambodia in about ten fathoms [18.2 m] water; 
and at day-light saw the land bearing from north-north-west to north, at 
about three leagues distance [c. 9 nm]; This coast is very low, and in 
many places cannot be seen more than two leagues [c. 6 nm] from the 
deck of a merchant vessel” (White 1824, 30). 
     v  g               u      su  ,    w    us d    b      “c  s   f   mb d  ”30 was 
hazardous. Large sandbanks formed by the siltation of the channels and rivers, and extending 
from the Mekong, thwarted any unpiloted ship whose captain did not know the area. It is one of 
the most difficult navigation areas in Vietnam, because these hazards extend far off the coast, 10 
to 15 nm away, and are only a few metres deep (Horsburgh 1843, 327; Findlay 1878, 428-429). 
Such a shallow coast, with no high grounds in the hinterland, was very dangerous for unfamiliar 
ships. It was not visible until closing on the coast in shoaling water, under 10 m. There were no 
markers to help d    m       ’s p s     , s  by       m      p s      w s  d    f  d,     s  p w s 
likely to encounter uncharted hazards. Furthermore, the size and length of the sandbanks change 
with the seasons and with time. Therefore, to voyage from Pulo Condor to Cape St-James, it was 
safer to keep some distance from the coast, aiming to maintain a minimum depth of 16.5 metres 
and sail about 12 nm away. The hazardous nature of the area was the reason why Captain Read of 
the Cygnet hired a local fisher to go to look for rice at Pulo Oby (Dampier 1697, 399-400), and why 
Nguyễn Ánh decided to set up a pilot service from Pulo Condor.  
 If one had business in the city of Sài Gòn, it was advised stay clear of the coast until seeing 
Cape St-James to find the small Baie des Cocotiers [Vũ g T u B y],   d f  m      ,             c   
pilot to navigate the area, and ultimately sail upstream along the river.  
  
                                                          
30 Despite being under Nguyễn rule since 1698, numerous authors still refer to this coast as the “c  s  of Camb d  ”, 
and to the Mekong as the “  mb d   R v  ”. In fact, the southern point of Cà Mau (as well as the region of the Mekong 
and of the Bassac rivers) was mostly Khmer until 1738 (Phoen 1989). 
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Table 4-1: Distances from the coast of the 20 metres, 50 metres and 100 metres depth curves
31
 
                                                          
31 See: https://webapp.navionics.com 
>100 m:  Beyond the 100 m depth curve, is considered safe. 
IeI 50-100 m: Between the 100 m and the 50 m depth curve, navigation should be conducted with caution. 
< 50 m: Under the 50 m curve, there is potential danger. 90% of marine hazards lie inside the 20 fm line (and 95% within 
the 50 fm and 100% within the 100 fm), and it is known that 80%+ shipwrecks are found near the coast (Davies 2015, 
pers. comm.). 
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I. C. Cape St-J   s [ ũ  Ng         g/ ũ  Vũ g T u]   d B y  f 
Gagneray [Vịnh Gành Rái] 
Cape St-James1 is the only high ground in the area. On such low-lying coast, Cape St-James is 
conspicuous, and its three hills (182 m, 245 m, 491 m) can be seen from 30-36 nm out to sea 
(Après de Mannevillette 1775, 433; Dayot 1807b, fl. 12r). Less than a day after leaving Pulo 
Condor, the Franklin anchored at Cape St-James.  
“At 11 AM on the 7th we descried Cape St-James bearing north-north-
east. This promontory is the commencement of a chain of mountains 
which extend along the coast to the north as far as the Gulf of 
Tonquin, and, being the first highland seen in coming from the south, 
is an excellent mark for the entrance of Don-nai River, on the north 
side of which it is situated.  
We steered directly for the cape, keeping in from nine to twelve 
fathoms [16.5-22 m] of water, till within one mile of it, we then 
hauled to the westward, steering in a parallel direction with the land 
till we opened a small picturesque semi-lunar bay, situated at the foot 
of the mountain, at the bottom of which was a grove of coconut 
trees, where was situated the village of Vung Tau, from which the bay 
takes its name” (White 1824, 32). 
 Sandbanks also extend near Cape St-James so it was recommended to keep a distance of 
at least 3-4 nm when approaching from either side (Dayot 1807b, fl. 13v). In the NE monsoon, 
  g  d   c    g  w s f u d        sm    b y  f Vũ g T u2 or Baie des Cocotiers, nested 
between the small hills of Cape St-James. The holding ground is good, with depths of about 10-
13 m. During the SW monsoon on the other hand, a heavy swell prevents anchoring there. 
Therefore it was better to head directly for the inner Bay of Gagneray (13-16.5 m) [vịnh Gành 
Rái] and the village of Cần Giờ. To reach the head of the bay, it was necessary to negotiate 
further sandbanks located within the bay and a very strong tidal stream. The several mouths of 
the Sài Gòn River flowing into the bay could render the entrance difficult, and impossible when 
the wind was not strong enough for a ship to stem the ebbing tide. A small river, the Cửa Lấp,3 
formed a passage from the eastern coast that passed behind Cape St-James and allowed local 
vessels to enter the Gành Rái Bay at all seasons, without having to go against the tides, and to 
exit during the NE monsoon and avoid the currents and the swirls. It was however only 
practicable for local sailing boats, royal galleys and other shallow-draught Cochinchinese 
vessels (Dayot 1807b, fl.24r), not for cumbersome European vessels. 
                                                          
1
 For the origin of the name, see Manguin (1972, 93, note 5) and Chapter 2. 
2
 Dayot informs that Vũ g Tàu simply comes from the words words vũng [vịnh], meaning Bay, and tàu meaning boat 
(Dayot 1807b, fl. 13v). 
3
 Dayot writes “Cũa Lap” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 24r). 
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Water,4 supplies, and good quality timber to refit were available from the village of Cần Giờ 
and at the mouth of the Gagneray River. There was also a point of water in the Baie des 
Cocotiers, but it was fresher in the Gagneray River, which was an additional advantage to enter 
the bay rather than remaining at the foot of Cape St-James.  
This area was well known since at least the 16th century for the quality of its timber.5  
"The banks of the Camboche [sic] River are filled with timber, ideal for 
shipbuilding, there, planks of 60 and 80 feet in one single piece can be 
made, out of a type of wood which is similar to oak, and as good; the 
Portuguese used to come here to build ships of over 500 tons 
burthen… 
This country is also filled with many sorts of grain and animals, just 
like in Camboche [sic], and also has sandal wood, ebony, and other 
types of wood from which a sort of pitch [bray]6 can be extracted, as 
well as turpentine oil, which can be used to caulk hulls" (n.a. c. 1700, 
fl.5v).7  
 The area was a transition zone between the Khmer, Cham and Nguyễn provinces, until 
1698, when the area encompassing Prei Nokor [Sài Gòn], Barea [Bà Rịa], and the Daung Nay 
D     [Đ ng Nai] came under Nguyễn administration.8 The region became commonly called 
Đ ng N      G   Định.9  
                                                          
4
 In the Akhbar al-sin  a’l hind (9
th
), Ferrand suggests that “Kadrang”, where water could be fetched, is the 
transliteration of Juntoulong the Chinese name for Cape St- James (Ferrand 1913-14, 643) (Tibetts suggests it is 
Phan Rang, see below). 
5
 For example John Bowyear, in his report in 1695, noted that the country of Cambodia was reputed to have “plenty 
of timber of all sorts, that the Spaniards from Manilha have sent hither to build their Galleons” (Dalrymple 1793, 91).  
6
 The anonymous author uses the word “bray” or “brai” which is a black liquid resin extracted from pines and fir 
trees, commonly used to caulk hulls. 
7
 This previously un-heard of manuscript is undated and un-signed, but appears to date to the very first years of 
1700, and written by a French man who was there during the last decade of the 17
th
 century, familiar with the 
Portuguese cannon-maker Joan de Cruz, who was there between 1658 and 1682, and a French buccaneer, Des 
Noyers (n.a. c. 1700, fl. 5r).  
8
 For the blurred nature of the Mekong Delta region see Cooke and Li (2004) and especially, Sakurai (2004, 36-39). 
In fact until 1627, the Khmer kingdom extended until the region of the Daung Nay Delta (Đ ng Nai River) and as far 
east as Barea (Ba Ria). In 1658, Vietnamese troops settled in the region of Biên Hòa and ultimately, in 1698, the 
Vietnamese officially inscribed in their annals the creation of the districts of Phien Trấn (Gia Định / Sài Gòn) and 
Trấn Biên (Biên Hòa). In the early years of the 18
th
 century, in 1709-1714 and until as far as 1731, however, the 
Khmer were still in possession of some certain areas and the Viêt controlled only precise points (including Sài Gòn). 
Despite Khmer and Viêt sources not always coinciding, by 1732-1738, the Viêt administered the districts of Mỹ Tho 
and of  Vĩ   Long, the lands on the western river banks (Phoen 1989, 137-139). 
The aforementioned anonymous manuscript also placed the frontier between Khmer and Champa at the level of 
the Đ ng Nai River: “at about four leagues [c. 22m] to the NE of the Camboche River, there is a large bay [Vịnh Gành 
Rái] which is appropriate for vessels, the bottom being of silt, from 7 to 9 fathoms [13-16.5 m] of water. At the head 
of this bay, there is a river called Launäye [Daung Nay], that has four [7.3 m] of water at the mouth; this river 
separates the kingdom of Camboche [sic] from the kingdom of Champa, which fell under the rule of the 
Cochinchinese five or six years ago, and who enslaved the king” (n.a. c. 1700, fl.5v). 
9
 Đ ng Nai refers to the delta of the Daung Nay. The main “D  g Nai R v  ” flowed from the Đ ng Nai basin into the 
Bay of Ganh Rai. The province of Gia Định was created in 1832. As Manguin noted, the vernacular language used 
commonly both the toponyms to refer to this region (Manguin 1984a, 37), since at least the 18
th
 century, as the 
account of Jacinto Fonseca da Silva shows, in which he calls the province Jadinh/Dou-Nay (Manguin 1984a, 156). 
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 I  1789,        m ds   f     Tây Sơ    b      , Nguyễn Ánh settled his new capital in Sài 
Gòn. During the first decades of the 19th century —once he was crowned emperor— the 
region developed as a major commercial centre.10 To ships on route, and to those who had 
business in the new Nguyễn capital, it could provide services, water and supplies. Foreign ships 
anchored and sought official authorisations at the village of Cần Giờ and from there, pilots 
were hired to guide the ships to enter the Sài Gòn River and reach the city situated some 40 
km inland.11 At that period, shipbuilding also became a very important industry for the region 
[s      p    5]. J    d  S  v ,    1781,     d  w c    w     p  v  c   f Đ ng Nai was the 
most appropriate for shipbuilding (Manguin 1984a, 155, 157). The bay and the river were deep 
enough for large vessels to enter, carpenters and blacksmith were available, masts could be 
replaced, ships careened, and the most beautiful quality timber could be found along the 
banks of the rivers. For this reason, Sài Gòn in the 18th and 19th centuries was considered one 
of the best harbours in Cochinchina, if not the best (Manguin 1984a, 156).12  
 
 
                                                          
10
 It continued to thrive as a major harbour, when the French controlled Sài Gòn after 1859. 
11
 Note here that to reach the city, navigation along the river was done with the help of a pilot and/or by being 
towed. There are a great number of meanders and channels, so local knowledge was fundamental. It was safer to 
enter the Sài Gòn River from Cần Giờ village, and not to attempt entering in the other rivers (Soi Rap or Dang Trang 
on the maps of Dayot). In effect, there were different channels, most appropriate to go to Sài Gòn. As shown on 
D y  ’s map, the Sài Gòn River was followed to go up, and the St-Jacques River was followed to go down (Dayot 
1807b, fl. 14r-15r). This highly depended on the regime of the tides. Numerous sandbanks also peppered the rivers, 
and when the channels are narrow, it could be delicate to make evolutions when the wind was contrary.  
The Tây Sơ  bank for example, was an artificial pile of rocks and boulders that the Tây Sơ  laid in an elbow of the 
river, to block the passage. It could be easily recognised because of its reddish colour of the ferruginous rocks, 
contrasting with the silt-colour of the river (Dayot 1807b, fl. 18v-19v). 
Note also that in fact, the Sài Gòn River is an affluent of the Đ ng Nai River, which takes its source in the Đ ng Nai 
Basin. Based on the instructions of Dayot, it seems that upstream of Sài Gòn, the river was called Đ ng Nai River, 
downstream of Sài Gòn, it became the Sài Gòn River, which split into the Soài Rạp, the St-Jacques River and the Sài 
Gòn River. Both the latter flowed to Cần Giờ. 
12
 Sài Gòn is still a very significant port; World Port Index No. 57580. 
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Figure 4-6: Dayot’s map of the Sài  òn River (Dayot 1807a, pl. 2) 
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Figure 4-7: Rosily's plan of Sài Gòn (Dayot 1807a) 
 
On 12 June 1819, after a few days waiting for some authorisations that never came, John 
W     d c d d       v  Vũ g T u   d s    u  f    uế, the new Nguyễn capital. The Franklin 
lifted anchor from Cần Giờ, exited the bay, and set a course for the island of Pulo Cecir de Mer. 
Leaving Cape St-James, the Franklin sailed 3-4 nm away from the coast. From there it was safer 
to maintain a distance of 4-6  m    p ss   p  T v u    [ ũ  Kỳ Vân]   d   p  B  B k [ ũ  
Ba Kiềm] (Horsburgh 1843, 328). Because there are projecting sandbanks there too, the best 
course was to keep soundings in depths of 16.5-20 m. To continue on course all the way along 
the coast until Cape Padaran, it was advised to sail at a distance, by keeping an offing of 9-12 
nm and depths of 14.5-36.5 metres. This direction enabled avoiding more sandbanks and other 
hazards proximate to the cape and along the coast of Champa. 
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I. D.  u     c   d     [Đảo Phú Quý], Catwick Islands and Pulo Sapata 
Like many others, in order to avoid the hazards along the coast of Champa, once off Cape St-
James, the Franklin took bearing to sight the island of Pulo Cecir de Mer. 
“At 2 am  e descried the island of Pulo Cecir de Mer and at daylight 
we passed it. ... This island is of a moderate height, nearly two 
leagues [c. 6 nm] in length from northeast to south-west, and has a 
hill at each extremity, which circumstance gives it the appearance of 
two islands when first discovered; but, on a nearer approach, the 
intermediate land is perceived” (White 1824, 73). 
 The island is located 108 nm from Cap St-James, about 190 nm from Pulo Condor and 
about 40 nm from the coast of Champa (from Phan Thiết in Bình Thuận Province). In clear 
weather, Pulo Cecir de Mer is visible from about 24 nm (Huddart 1801, 465). 
 
Since the first Europeans sailing the South China Sea, because of the sandbanks extending 
f  m     “  mb d   R v  ”   d  f     d  gers along the coast of Champa, from Pulo Condor, 
the traditional route passed in the direction of Pulo Cecir de Mer without approaching the 
mainland. Later in the 19th century, this remained the main route because it was faster, and 
during the SW monsoon the current would lead directly to Pulo Cecir de Mer and Pulo Sapata, 
and from thence, to the Macclesfield Bank. Pulo Cecir de Mer was an important marker that 
indicated a change of course towards the north if intending to go to China. When sighting Pulo 
Cecir de Mer, ships bore towards the north and could either come closer to the coast and 
round Cape Padaran to follow the coast of Cochinchina, or, go NE to the Macclesfield Bank. 
 The main island (16.5 km2) w s c    d  u     c   “d     ” by         ugu s   o 
d ff             f  m     sm       s   d          c  s ,  u     c   “d  T    ” [ ò   âu]. T   
w  d “  c  ” c m s f  m “s s  ” w  c  m   s “c mb”       y (Manguin 1972, 67, 145).13 The 
island is also called Cù Lao Thu (Mackerel Island) in Vietnamese, and Dai Mao (玳瑁洲, 
Tortoise Shell Island) in Chinese,14 probably because of the abundant maritime resources (fish, 
  s  ,       s  s    , b  d’s   s s   d    p  g) f  m w  c        c  s b   f   d. T  s    s u c s 
m d     m,  s J    W         d, “by far the most industrious and enterprising of the 
Cochinchinese”, w  c  m d     m “live in better style” (White 1824, 74). Pulo Cecir de Mer 
                                                          
13
 It could be related to the fact that combs were usually made from tortoise shell called sisik penyu in Malay, a 
resource that was available from the island (Burningham 2015, pers. comm.). Over the centuries, Pulo Cecir do Mar 
was renowned for its resources. In the 19
th
 century, tribute to the king was composed of salted fish and b  d’s nests 
(Dayot 1807b, fl. 66r; Horsburgh 1843, 332). Other names for the island include Cổ Long (Koh Rong), Thuận Tỉnh, Cù 
Lao Khoai Xứ, Chín Làng, Hòn Lớn (Nguyễn Thi Thanh 2015, pers. comm.). 
14 This island features in 15th century Ma  u  ’s Ying-yai Sheng lan [Overall survey of the Oc   ’s Shores] (Mills 
1970), and in the Dong-xi-yang-kao (1618) (Wade 2010).  
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was one of the few inhabited islands of Vietnam, probably since the 10th century, or possibly 
earlier, based on archaeological remains.15  
 
Pulo Cecir de Mer was not a common stop on the navigation routes of the South China Sea, 
but nonetheless an important marker, because it lead to the Catwick Islands and to Pulo 
Sapata, which are the most easterly markers on the routes to China or Manila (respectively 
located 26 nm, and 31 nm south from Pulo Cecir de Mer). Pulo Sapata was a particularly critical 
distant and safe water landmark for ships sailing the route to and from China. This was 
particularly the case after the 1780s, when the route sailing off the coast to the Macclesfield 
Bank became more regularly used; Pulo Cecir de Mer helped locate the Catwick islands, and 
above all Pulo Sapata. 
 On the other hand, as noted in Chapter 2, before the 1780s, foreign ships tended to 
follow the traditional route, because of fear of the Paracels. Thus, they kept within Pulo Cecir 
de Mer: to close in the coast, from Pulo Condor, the safe passage was to sight Pulo Cecir de 
Mer and to sail past on its westward side, between the island and the coast. This also avoided 
some hazards located closer the coast of Champa. However, close to the island, other hazards 
lurked near the surface (Holland Bank 15 nm WNW, with only 2 m of water over it, and Rocher 
Levé 5 nm NW), so it was imperative to not come too close either. It was safer to maintain at a 
steady distance, by keeping no more than the summits of the two hills on the island in sight, 
from the poop of a large ship (Horsburgh 1843, 331-332).16 Furthermore, the mythical 
underwater bank of the Rabo de Lacra (Sc  p   ’s T   ),      m  k d      m g    y  dg   f     
southern extent of the Paracels, was also the major reason why once avoiding the island, when 
  k  g     “I     R u  ”,    w s p  f    d         m k    w  ds     c  s   f    mp ,  u   
Cecir de Terre and from thence, to Cape Padaran, hugging the coast all the way.  
                                                          
15
 It was officially recorded in the registers of the Lê Dynasty (908-1009 CE) (Sở Vă  Hóa Thông Tin tỉnh Bình Thuận 
2007, 20-21), but archaeological remains suggest some earlier occupation by the Cham or even by their supposed 
ancestors during the Sa Huynh Cultural era (1000 BCE-200 CE). A legend related to a Cham Princess, Bàn Tranh, who 
exiled to the island is also part of the folklore of Bình Thuận province (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). In the 17
th
 
century a wave of Chinese migrants fleeing the Ming dynasty settled on the island.  
16
 “The western part is very dangerous for large ships, when the centre of Pulo Ceicer [sic] de Mer bears between E 
by S and ESE about 5 or 6 leagues distant, and the low part of the island that unites the two hills is just visible from 
the deck of a large ship, the elevation of the eye being about 22 feet. /332/ To avoid the western part of Holland 
Bank do not clear Pulo Ceicer de Mer more than to have the summits of the two hills visible from the poop of a large 
ship, when the island is bearing betwixt E. ½ S and SE; for if the low part of the island between the hills be in sight 
from the poop, bearing from E by S to ESE, you will be near the edge of the bank” (Horsburgh 1843, 331-332). By 
keeping in sight of land, navigators had a precise location related to a known landmass. Once out of sight of land 
dead reckoning was the method of navigation, it was approximate, and the shoals and reefs were only recorded 
from such measurements hence relatively unreliable. 
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II. THE COAST OF CHAMPA 
W    f    w  g     “I     R u  ”,     c  s   f    mp  c u d b     c  d f  m  u      d  , 
from Sài Gòn or from Pulo Cecir de Mer. As John White sailed by the coast while heading to 
Pulo Cecir de Mer, he noted: 
“… [the background mountain] takes the direction of the coast, 
forming a natural barrier, or rampart, against the encroachments of 
the sea; receding from the shore a few leagues in several parts of the 
middle provinces, imparting to the features of the country, in those 
spaces, the most picturesque and fruitful appearances, and affording 
sites for several towns and villages; and the various small rivers and 
indentations on the coast afford a great number of secure, and 
several capacious harbours” (White 1824, 72). 
 Indeed, beyond the very flat lands of the Mekong Delta, past Cape St-James, the 
coastline in Champa changes to a terrain with more relief. The Kontum massif in this region 
forms a long screen, visible from about 36-45 nm away (Joinville 1914a, 208), so from the sea, 
the Champa coast is characterised by a high mountainous background. Another characteristic 
f   u    f        mp  c  s , p    cu    y b  w           V   y [ ũ  Né]   d       w   f      
Ri, are the red sand dunes, which led the early Portuguese mariners to refer in some instances 
      s       s “      v  m    ”    “  d    d”.17 This small stretch of the Vietnamese coast is 
dramatically different from the rest of the country because of its very dry climate, and because 
of its landscape composed of sandy and vegetated patches. Near the city of Phan Thiết, the 
dunes can reach 25–50 m high (BNIDA 1943, 43). The rest of the Champa coast is less dry, as 
the plain is crossed by several rivers that empty into large open bays; the Bay of Phan Thiết, 
the Bay of Phan Ri, the Bay of Cecir, and the Bay of Phan Rang.18 
                                                          
17
 Manguin noted that this particular characteristic of the landscape was also present in Vietnamese and Chinese 
toponymy and that this unusual red colour served the navigators all the way to the 20
th
 century (Manguin 1972, 56).  
Champa, or Sanf, appeared in the early Arab/Persian itineraries and geographic descriptions, such as the Akhbar al-
sin  a’l hind, the Kitab al-masalik  a’l-mamalik, written by Ibn Khuraddhbih (9
th
), and in the geographies by 
Y ’Qūbī (875-880) and by  s‘ud  (10
th
 century), the Aja’ib al-Hind by Persian navigator Al-Ramhormuzi (c. 1000 CE), 
the Mukhtasar al-Ajaib al-dunya by Ibn Wasif Shah (c. 1000 CE), and in the itineraries of the famous Ibn Battuta 
(1330s-1340s) and in the Kitab al-Fa a’id fi Usul ‘Ilm al-Bahr  a’l-Qa a’id by the famous Omani navigator Ahmad 
Ibn Majid (Ferrand 1913-14; Tibbetts 1979b).  
18
 In fact, in the archives, there are also a few references to another important Cham location located before the 
Bay of Phan Thiết; the Chitram River or Sidrao River, and its harbour. It is mentioned once in the Advertencias, in a 
rutter dated to after 1595, mentioning that “vessels with more than 600 barrels can enter. It is by far the largest and 
the most beautiful agglomeration belonging to the Champa King” (Manguin 1972, 88, Advertencias fl. 100v). By the 
end of the 17
th
 century, Father Ferreira also refered to this Cham port, “Chitram, porto de Champa” (Ferreira 1700, 
378). Manguin suggests it could be Phan Thiết. However, Dayot also mentioned the “small river called Chitram”, as 
being “between Cape Tivouane and Cape Ba Kek” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 25r), where actually Cape Otram [ ũ  H  Tràm] 
is located. D y  ’s descriptions make a clear distinction between the Rivière de Chitram and the Rivière de Phuyai, 
which is undoubtedly the river of Phan Thiết, and which lifts any confusion between the two. Father Mahot 
proselytised in the region in the very early days of the MEP in Vietnam, and spent distinct periods of time in the two 
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Figure 4-8: Dayot’s map from Cape St-James to False Varella [Mũi Ðá Vách] (Dayot 1807a, pl. 4)  
                                                                                                                                                                          
distinct locations of Cytram and of Phu Giay (Launay 2000b, 213). Furthermore, Father Feret, in 1685 mentioned 
Citran as one of the three Cham harbours active at the time, "Citran is at the border of Cambodia … Citran is more 
peaceful… there is enough occupation for one missionary there, since there are more than 300 Christians” (Launay 
2000b, 353). At this stage unfortunately, this toponym has not been irrefutably located. For Po Dharma (1989, 130) 
it seems clear that the meridional limit of the polity of Panduranga was in the region of Phan Thiết, and that the 
region towards the east, to Ba Ria was a no m  ’s land. It is nonetheless possible that Chitram and the “Chitram 
River” correspond indeed to a location between Vũ g Tàu and Phan Thiết. 
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To sail directly from Cape St-James to Cape Padaran with a reasonable wind took no more than 
two days [see Table A in Appendix]. Most European ships did not stop in the harbours of 
Champa and often sailed past them, oblivious of the people and the political and economic 
changes occurring in the area between 1653 and 1802.19 The Champa coast was nonetheless 
renowned for its quality timber for shipbuilding, and had been since the 16th century.20 
However, due to the bad experiences Spanish and Portuguese merchants had with the rulers 
of Champa, to the negative reputation of the region —which worsened with the ill fate of 
some Dutch sailors who shipwrecked and got enslaved—21   d      subs qu    y, d’ p ès d  
Mannevillette recounted the misadventure of the French ship, the Galathée —which was 
tricked and trapped there in 1720 (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 435-449)— the coast of 
Champa did not attract many European ships [see Chapter 5].22 Only a few missionaries who 
proselytized or sailed along the coast, and some Portuguese on board local vessels visited the 
area (Manguin 1972, 161). 
II. A. The bays of Phan Thiế ,  f      R ,   d     “B    d    c  ”  
Navigating along this coast, sailors could nonetheless catch a glimpse of the three spacious 
Cham bays; first, the Bay of Phan Thiết, located between Cape Ke G  [ ũ  Kê Gà]23 and Pointe 
Vinay [ ũ  Né], followed by the Bay of Phan Ri, situated between Cape Mui Gnio [ ũ  N ỏ] 
                                                          
19
 In a few instances in the 19
th
 century, Weber noted that foreign ships still called to port in Panduranga on their 
way to other Vietnamese provinces, such as twenty Javanese pirate ships in 1833, Chinese vessels, and even British 
Boats in 1826 (Weber 2008, 69-70). Note also that when the Vietnamese took control of the region, they 
established their surveillance station units along the coast of Bình Thuận and controlled a number of its ports, 
including La Gi, Phan Thiết, and Phan Ri. This shows how the coast was nonetheless significant on the local trade 




 centuries, the coast of 
Champa, sanf, is recurrently mentioned in the Arab and Persian geographies and itineraries [see above]. 
20
 See Manguin (1972, 101, note 3) and the comment from the author of the first rutter of the manuscript #40 held 
at the French National Library, dated to before 1530; “There are many trees on the coast that can be cut, and inland 
there are very tall ones” (Manguin 1972, 128). Since the early 16
th
 century, Spanish and Portuguese were said to 
have their vessels built in the region. This is exemplified by the story of Sebastian Auraujo, a inhabitant of Macau 
who was in Champa in the 1580s to build a junk, which was then robbed by the King of Champa (Carnero 1593, fl. 
2v; Carvallo 1593, fl. 3r), or by the declaration of Gregorio de Vargas who explained how the King of Champa lured 
foreigners by saying “he was a friend of the Portuguese (ten or twelve whom he named) who were in his country 
building a junk” (Vargas 1593, fl. 1v), and which shows it was a relatively common to have Portuguese building ships 
there. The quality of the timber was also noted in another Spanish document dated to the late 16
th
 century, “in the 
kingdom, there is much timber good to build ships and the country is well adapted to this because the natives are all 
carpenters or blacksmiths” (Manguin 1981, 257). 
21
 See the misadventure of the Leiden and of the Haarlem which wrecked in the area, as well as the ill fate of the 
survivors of the Gulden Buis. This Dutch Indiaman wrecked along the coast of Cochinchina, in 1642, and her 
survivors were held captive in Cochinchina. After a long detention, they were set free back to Batavia, but 
unfortunately, the junk they were on board was attacked by the Cham, and the Dutchmen were imprisoned there 
[see Table of Shipwreck Tales in Appendix of Chapter 5]. 
22
 The Chinese also suffered ill treatment there, and thence stopped their trade in the early 1700s (Après de 
Mannevillette 1775, 449). 
23
 Just a few hundred meters from Cape Ke-Ga lies a small islet, Hòn Bà [different from the larger Hòn Bà, located 
ahead of La Gi], called Steen-clippen by the Dutch (Herbert 1758, 87), and Ilot Tigre by the French (Après de 
Mannevillette 1775, 435). It is quite visible from the Brito Bank. 
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  d   p    g   [ ũ     G  ],   d f     y,     B y  f   c  , b  w      p    g     d   p  
  d     [ ũ  D   ], w  c  s       d      s   d  u     c   d  T     [Hòn Câu]. 
 In general, the bays of Champa are large, exposed and open, not offering good shelter 
from any sea, swell or wind coming directly from out at sea. The characteristics of the coastal 
waters in that region are irregular depths, mostly shallow waters with insecure holding 
grounds (BNIDA 1943, 41). Both monsoons blow approximately parallel to the shore, but the 
coast is more a lee shore during the SW monsoon, when there is thus no well-sheltered 
anchorage. Local vessels find refuge within the rivermouths, which are too shallow for 
European vessels. Tome Pires, as early as 1516, had noted how Champa was not accessible for 
foreign ships; 
“There are no ports in this country for large junks. It has a fe  to ns 
on rivers. Ships that draw a fathom and a half [2.7 m] of water go in 
at high tide ; at lo  tide they are dry at the entrance” (Cortesao 1990, 
112-113). 
 The depths of the Bay of Phan Thiết are shallow, about 5.5 m, but anchorage could 
nonetheless be found at the head of the bay, off the main town, at depths of 8 m. There is a 
river mouth which can be recognised because of a mass of rocks ahead of it. Otherwise, the 
shallow waters extend for about 3 nm to the northeast. There, Mount Taicou (694 m) serves as 
a very conspicuous marker for local sailors, being visible a great way from seaward (Horsburgh 
1843, 328). It stands directly over Cape Ke-Ga and appears like a pyramid that is very detached 
f  m   y         g     d. F  m      dj c    c p   f ũ  Né,  u   T  c u  s c     y v s b  . I  
 ũ  Né,     present day fleet —that exceeds 300 boats— anchors daily in the bay, protected 
from the NE winds by the hook shaped bluff of Cape Vinay. When the wind turns and comes 
from the SW, the fleet moves to the other side of the cape (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). 
 The Bay of Phan Ri, some 30 nm away, is not very deep either. Yet, vessels could anchor 
at the head of the bay in 8-9 m of water, and on the SW coast where the depths reach 11 m 
about 3 nm offshore. The river mouth is more sheltered and there is a bar that crosses its 
entrance that can only be navigated by local boats on the floodtide (Horsburgh 1843, 330). In 
the NE monsoon, local boats can anchor on the NE coast, protected by Cape Lagan in depths of 
3.5 m. Larger sailing vessels like the American Franklin or the French Cybèle, who scouted the 
coast in 1818, found a deeper anchorage of about 15.5 m on the western side of the bay.  
 In the NE monsoon, local fishermen anchor in various locations within the bays. Usually 
however, they find safe anchorage within the river mouths, particularly in rough weather 
where they can stay for extended periods of time. For example, the two rivers of the city of 
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Phan Thiết, the Sông Cà Ty and the Sông Phú Hài, are both about 150 m in width,24 and hold 
nowadays fleets of over 500 boats. In the past, the approach to the Sông Phú Hài was 
identifiable thanks to a Cham tower erected near the coast. The main tower of the complex of 
Po Sah Inu is dated to the 7-8th century.25 
 
 
Figure 4-9: Mũi  é, with ships anchored during the  E monsoon (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Bình Thuận) 
 
In the SW monsoon, the following Bay of Cecir,26 c. 15nm away from the Bay of Phan Ri, is 
relatively well sheltered. This bay is demarcated by Cape Lagan and Cape Padaran. There was a 
good anchorage on its SW end (9-11 m) as well as a source of water. Another water source was 
available near the present day village of Cà Nà,27 protected by the small island Pulo Cecir de 
Terre, and available for local boats passing between the coast and the island, but no foreign 
ships would ever come so close.  
                                                          
24
 At their widest. Note that rivers nowadays do not have the same width as rivers a few centuries ago. In the 
account of the Galathée, they crossed a river, probably the Sông  ũy, and was said to be “     w and d  p” [c. 10 ft 
= 3 m] (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 440). The depth of about 3 m is in fact not very deep for a river, but it could 
have been deeper at its river mouth. In the present day, anchorage at the mouth of the Sông  ũy is said to be 7-9 m 
(BNIDA 1943, 42). River mouths usually have bars across them. 
25
 This tower, like many others located on river mouths reminds one of the ecological organisation of the Cham 
centres (Trần Kỳ   ươ g 2003, 2008; Southworth 2011; Whitmore 2011a). See also the location of the tower in Nha 
Trang (Po Nagar tower, 8
th
 century), in Phú Yên (Nhan tower, 12
th
 century) and in Huế (Phú Diên tower, 8
th
 century), 
that are not far from the entrance of the rivers. See also the location of the Mỹ Sơ  Complex along the Thu B n 
River, or of the capital of Vijaya along the Bay of Quy N ơ . A fundamental question here would be to investigate 
how well these towers are seen from the sea, whether they were erected to be conspicuous from the land as well 
as from the sea. They certainly indicate the entrance of river mouths when no higher ground was available (apart 
from Po Nagar).  
26
 There is great confusion between the Bay of Padaran and the Bay of Cecir because both toponyms have 
distinguished different locations over time. 




 centuries, the Bay of Padaran was 
referring to the Bay of Phan Rang, that is NORTH of Cape Padaran, while the Bay of Cecir, in which is nested the 
island Pulo Cecir de Terre, referred to the bay SOUTH of Cape Padaran. This is what appears in the instructions of 
the Neptune Oriental (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 462) and what is repeated then by Horsburgh in the India 
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 Unless they had a very specific reason for closing the land and anchoring there, no 
sailing ship would come in these bays. If Captain de Kergariou chose to halt the Cybèle in the 
b ys  f    mp ,    w s f   su v y  g pu p s s   d f   v   fy  g D y  ’s   s  uc    s.    s    
traders on the other hand, sailing along the coast once or twice a year, keeping closer to the 
coast, between 3-9 nm away never lost sight of the coast. They could easily keep reference on 
land of where they were and therefore, knew where the next trading port was.  
II. B. Pulo Cecir de Terre [Hòn Câu/ Cù Lao Câu] 
Pulo Cecir de Terre is only about 5 nm from the shore, in the Bay of Cecir. It is a very small, 
low-lying, uninhabited, 1.5 km long triangular island. Yet, it was an important feature to help 
 d    fy    ’s   c     . T     g  p ss        b ckg  u d w s v s b   15  m  w y f  m     d ck 
of a large ship (Horsburgh 1843, 330) and the island was therefore easy identifiable, which 
made it a useful landmark from which to determine the location of Cape Padaran, and of the 
neighbouring hazards.  
II. C. The hazards: Matheus Brito Bank, the Court of Holland Bank and 
Breda Shoal 
While sailing along the coast between Cap St-James and Cap Padaran, in addition to the bad 
reputation of the Cham Bays and their inadequate anchoring qualities for foreign ships, it was 
necessary to maintain vigilance and not come too close to the coast —keeping a minimum 
offing of 9-12 nm and soundings of 33-36.5 metres— because there were numerous hazards 
that lurked under the surface. Three main hazards were identified on European charts and 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Directory (Horsburgh 1843, 332). A map signed by Van Keulen and dated to 1754, undoubtedly depicts the Bay of 
Phan Rang and calls it “B  y van   d    ”. In 1622, Dutch Captain Bontekoe wrote in his logbook "the 26
th
, we 
dropped anchor in the “Malle-Baie” [bad bay], called by the inhabitants Panderan Bay. There, numerous palm trees 
appear, which are near the little houses that we can see” (Cadière 1930, 301). Again, there is no doubt that the bay 
mentioned by Bontekoe is the Bay of Phan Rang: the previous day his fleet passed Pulo Cecir de Terre and the next 
day arrived in that bay further north. In these cases, the Bay of Cecir refers therefore to the bay south of the Cape. 
Dayot does not specify his use of these toponyms (on his map, the indication Baye de Pandaran, sits just on Cape 
Padaran, in between both bays). What is then problematic is that in most 20
th
 century sources, from the British 
Admiralty Indochina Geographic Handbook (1943), the US maps based on French surveys, to Manguin (1972, 87, 
note 4), and the 2004 China Sea Pilot (British Admiralty 2004a, 136), the Baie of Padaran is suggested to be the bay 
SOUTH of the Cape, while the bay NORTH is simply called “B    de Phan R  g”, as Dayot did. The map produced by 
Captain Haldane in 1778 also transposed the Bay of Padaran south of the cape. Although it is clear that in present 
day nautical instructions, the Bay of Padaran equals to the bay south of the cape, in the past, it was referring to the 
bay in the north of the cape.  
To add to the confusion, in some of the instances in which Bay Padaran is referring to the bay south of the cape, Bay 
of Cecir sometimes then refers to the Bay of Phan Ri ! 
In conclusion, before the 19
th
 century, Bay Padaran was the bay north of the cape, and Bay of Cecir was south of the 
cape, and after that, Bay Padaran refered to the bay south of the cape, and the bay north of the cape was simply 
called “B y of Phan R  g”. 
27
 Cà Ná is in the present day the most important boatbuilding center of Ninh Thuận province (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork). 
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rutters since the 16th century; Brito Bank, Court of Holland Bank, and the Breda Shoal.28 
Overall, to sail along the coast of Champa, soundings needed to be taken regularly to avoid 
striking these banks and coral reefs. At high tide, shallow draught vessels could sail over them 
but at low tide, they became hazardous, particularly for deep draught foreign vessels.  
 Amongst the three, the Brito Bank was certainly the most hazardous. Despite 
instructions since the 16th century to assist European navigators to avoid it, many struck the 
bank. Even Dayot,29 who knew about it, grounded on the bank when looking for it. In 1818, 
Captain de Kergariou almost lost the Cybèle there though he had particularly noted its 
p  s  c     D y  ’s   s  uc    s   d d scuss d    s   z  d      ug  y w         pp  V      ,   
French officer who still lived at the Huế Court (Joinville 1914a, 151). The Brito Bank is a 
submerged rock that lies just 10 nm off present day La Gi (in Bình Thuận), just on the 20 m 
depth curve, with its shallowest water depths of only 1 m. In 1549, a Portuguese Captain and 
merchant, Matheus de Brito, wrecked there and gave it his name (Semedo de Matos 2007, 97). 
“…It is called as such by the Portuguese, because many vessels from 
their nation wrecked there, including the one of Mathieu Brito, who, 
after saving himself by swimming, taught to all other pilots to take 
passage between the land and this rock, but not to come closer than 
10 fathoms [18.2 m] and even, not to come closer than 14 fathoms 
[25.5 m]” (Cadière 1930, 306). 
 It was not advisable for deep draught ships to attempt passing between the bank and 
the mainland, and depths of 29-31 m were to be kept at all the time when sailing near, 
particularly in adverse weather. The problem was that when maintaining depths of 29-31 m, 
which entailed a distance of about 18 nm from the coast, one could end up too far from the 
coast, in which case it was then hard to see landmarks and thus, know when one was clear of 
the bank (Horsburgh 1843, 329).  
 About 50 nm to the east, about 35 nm from the head of the Bay of Phan Thiết, and only 
15 nm from Pulo Cecir de Mer, the sandbank of the Court of Holland30 also posed a threat to 
deep draught vessels. The depths over the western side of the bank ranged between 6.5-7 m; 
to its eastern side they are 5.5 m, and the shallowest waters on top are 2.7 m. Ships of deep 
                                                          
28
 It is not certain whether this crucial knowledge was picked up from local sources or not, since these hazards not 
seem to be present in Chinese or Arab itineraries. 
29
 Dayot established with precision the latitude of Cape St-James, which was until then, mostly in the Neptune 
Oriental, so many degrees off (Dayot 1807b, fl. 12v). This error had repercussions on the position of the subsequent 
Cape Ke-Ga and its projecting sandbanks, and of the Brito Bank. In fact, many locations in the southern coast were 
erroneous until Dayot corrected them all. When doing so, he himself got stranded on the Brito Bank (Dayot 1807b, 
fl. 26v). 
30
 The “B    Thuan s  pw  ck”, a most likely Chinese ship, dated to 1573-1643, was lost just south of the bank. 
Accordingly, Flecker notes that it is probable the ship hit the bank before sinking (Flecker 2004, 19). 
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draught could by chance sail over it, depending on the tide. Despite the fact that discussion 
related to its presence existed since the first Portuguese rutters in the early 16th century,31 it 
was nonetheless a spot better to avoid. Ships well into the 19th century still grounded there,32 
probably due to heavy weather. To avoid it, navigators needed to keep close to the coast, not 
more than 15 nm away.  
 Nested within the Bay of Cecir, between Pulo Cecir de Terre and the coast, the Breda 
Shoal is another famous hazard along the coast, which possibly got its name from a Dutch ship 
in the 16th century.33 Coral rocks under 7 m lie on the eastern side of the shoal, and there is 
even less water on its western side. Since foreign ships tended not to come so close to the 
coast, it would have been a hazard only to regional coasters seeking shelter there, or water 
  d supp   s        v    g   f    Ná. T   B  d  S    ,   d         z  ds suc   s     “  u s 
f  ds” s u    f   p  B  K ,   d      m z   b  k   d     Duchaffaut bank located SE of Cape 
Lagan (Dartige du Fournet 1884, 391; British Admiralty 2004a, 136) also appeared in 
instructions even if they were not on exactly the route. As seen before, in the mindset of the 
European sailors gathering navigational data, all hazards were relevant to record. When a 
markedly different system of charting became established, the practice began of surveying and 
recording all aspects of the maritime topography and bathymetry, irrespective whether they 
had anything to do with normal navigation or not.34  
 
In 1793, the squadron of British ambassador McCartney, on its way to China stopped in Pulo 
Condor. Not finding the services necessary to tend to their sick, the Jackall, Lion and Hindostan 
pursued their route, sailed past the coast of Champa, until Pulo Canton and thence Champello 
without further a due. They noticed the islands of Champa, but sailed off the coast, in deep 
water, avoiding at such all hazards, and unpredicted events. Even had the SW monsoon been 
set regularly and been favourable for an immediate passage to China, it would have not been 
advisable to take advantage of it as the debilitated state of the Lion’s c  w. 
“The s uadron did not come  ithin vie  of any part of Cambodia. 
Tsiompa, more elevated from the sea than Cambodia, was seen by 
the squadron on the 19th of May, as well as Tiger island, and the next 
                                                          
31
 See Manguin (1972, 67-68), the bank is discussed in a rutter by Joao Preto, dated to after 1654, and in another 
one, dated to the same period (Manguin 1972, 80-81). 
32
 Horsburgh tells the story of a Chinese fleet that got stuck there in January 1805: “The fleet of China in January 
1805 in steering too far southerly from Cape Padaran got on the western part of the Court of Holland Bank... and the 
Glatton, Canton and Grampus stuck although at a considerable distance from each othe ” (Horsburgh 1843, 332). 
Huddart also notes that an English ship lost its rudder there (Huddart 1801, 476). 
33
 The Breda, was a VOC East Indiaman that sailed between Formose and Batavia between 1638 and 1649 (Bruijn et 
al. 1979). 
34
 Probably 50-70% of the data that was plotted on a late 19
th
 century charts and described sequentially in sailing 
directions was never used by merchant vessels conducting standard voyages (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). 
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day, two islands called Pulo Cambir [Cecir] de Terre35 and Pulo Cecir 
de Mer… In 12 degrees fifty minutes north latitude,  as a cape called 
Varella, on the 22nd of May, Pulo Canton, otherwise called Pulo Ratan, 
came insight. The ships had been, now some time, abreast of the 
kingdoms of Cochinchina” (Staunton 1797a, 321-322).  
II. D.   p    d     [ ũ  D   ] (229 -623 m)36 
Father Gemelli Careri, on board of the S. Rosaire, left Pulo Condor on the 22 July 1695. He saw 
Cape St-J m s w  c     c    d “Cinco Chagas”37 on the 23rd, and later that day, reached the 
coast of Champa. The following day, the 24th, the S. Rosaire rounded Cape Padaran. 
“Sunday,  e skirted the Kingdom of Champa with a favourable wind, 
and at noon, we passed the bay and the harbour of the same name,38 
where many nations go to trade elephant tusks, eagle wood and 
other goods. At the entrance lies a rock and a high mountain, 
between which the vessels have to pass. The Malay call that 
mountain Panderon [sic], or King, and the rock Poulsisin [sic]” 
(Cadière 1930, 307). 
Rock Poulsisin is the island of Pulo Cecir de Terre, and Mountain Panderon is Cape Padaran. 
Nowadays, this cape is still referred to as Cape Padaran (NGA 2014, 136). Its numerous 
variants, like Palderon, Paldiran, Panderon, and above all, Pandaran (Dayot 1807b, fl. 36r), hint 
at a Cham origin, related to the name of the polity Panduranga, whose original native Cham 
form is Pangdarang (Chebaut-Me Mougamadou 2013, 24).  
 
Cape Padaran is a spur of the Kontum massif, some 175 m high, and visible at a minimum of 15 
nm (Horsburgh 1843, 330). It is a major sailing landmark because it marks the end of the 
southeast facing coast, from thence, the coast is oriented NS, indicating a change of bearing 
for ships following the coast. 
                                                          
35
 There is often confusion between Pulo Cecir de Terre and Pulo Cambir de Terre. Pulo Cecir de Terre is located 
11°13'N; 108°49'E, is in former Champa, closer to Pulo Cecir de Mer and Cape Padaran, while Pulo Cambir is more 
north, 13°37'N; 109°21'E, off the harbour of Quy N ơ . Here, Staunton confused them both. This may be because 
there was also confusion with regards to Pulo Cambir de Terre, a name that is not correct. Pulo Cambir de Terre was 
called as such probably to distinguish it from another island called Pulo Cambir de Mer, which was in fact non-
existent [see infra, Chapter 2, page 90, footnote 54]. This is why it is most appropriate to simply name the island 
“ u     mb  ”, and why “ u   Cambir de T    ” was sometimes conflated with “ u   Cecir de T    ”. 
36
 Cape Padaran, or Cek [mount] Dil, in Cham, is part of the Massif of Pangdarang, which reaches 640 m (Chebaut-
Me Mougamadou 2013, 24; 46). The mountain behind Cape Padaran, Núi Đè  Cả, is 623 m high, and visible from 
afar (https://webapp.navionics.com.) 
37
 See Chapter 2. Referring to five peaks associated with the five stigmata of Christ (Manguin 1972, 93, note 5), 
although in fact, there are only three hills. 
38
 At that time, “B y of    mp ” or “     of    mp ” would have referred to the Bay of Phan Ri, where the capital 
of Panduranga moved after 1653.  
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 Cape Padaran39  s  f      f    d     s     “  c   c    s    p   f G  d   p ”, b c us , 
 s D y       d, “they [local sailors] always think the sea is rough, particularly during the 
northeast monsoon” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 36r). It is skirted by a current, the Padaran Stream, 
“which turns and roars” (Dumont D'Urville 1830, 223) and which is strong in both seasons. The 
presence of this current means that when sailing close, it is not easy to round the cape 
because the sea is indeed often rough there. It is a steep headland, with the 20 m depth curve 
extremely near, not even one nautical mile away.  
II. E. T   B y  f      R  g [   “B    d    d    ”] 
Just round the corner, on the north side of Cape Padaran, there is a bight where vessels may 
anchor in the SW monsoon, and where fresh water may be found on the southern end of a 
small sandy beach (Horsburgh 1843, 336). From there, depths all along the coast leading to the 
Bay of Phan Rang follow the 20 m curve.  
 The large bay of Phan Rang lies about 12 nm from Cape Padaran. It was the entrance to 
the main capital of Panduranga,40 which thrived upstream on the river for centuries, until it 
moved south to Phan Ri after 1653. Although the anchorages there are deeper than in the 
other bays in Champa, the bottom is foul near the shore and could not hold large ships 
(Horsburgh 1843, 332). If needing to anchor, deep draught vessels had to do so at a distance, 
along the western shore, in depths that ranged between 5.5-18 m.  
 The Bay of Phan Rang is well incised into the land and it is well sheltered in all seasons, 
compared to the other bays of Panduranga. The head of the bay extends between the river 
mouth of the Sông Dinh41 and the entrance to the Nai Laguna to the north. Nowadays, this is 
where all the fishing vessels anchor when a storm approaches (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). At 
the river mouth, a reef once protected the entrance to the city (Horsburgh 1843, 336). At low 
tide the reef was exposed, and only shallow draught vessels could enter. It is clearly visible on 
D y  ’s m ps,   d p    cu    y                Du c  m p  f V   K u    (1753) [fig. 4-10]. 
                                                          
39 Cape Padaran or Luo-wan (羅灣) was also a key navigational point for Chinese sailors, mentioned in the Xi-yang 
Chao-gong Dian-lu (西洋朝貢典錄) (1520), in the Wu-bei-zhi, and in the 16
th
 Shun-feng xiang-song, as Lo-wan- ’ u (
羅灣頭). The Dong-xi-yang kao  f 1618 m      s           “      f    mp ” (即占城港口), probably announcing 
the port of Phan Rang, capital of Panduranga before 1653 (Wade 2010). 
40
 This “     of    mp ”, is mentioned once in the Advertencias, in a rutter dated to the 16
th
 century (Manguin 
1972, 82), when Phan Rang was still thriving. Father Ferreira, at the end of the 16
th
 century, still described the “     
of    mp ” as being within the Bay of Phan Rang; “Panderam porto de Champa, que fica a onze graos & quarenta 
minutos [11°40'N]” (Ferreira 1700, 6) [Phan Rang Bay is between 11°33’N and 11°37'N], and so do other 
missionaries, despite the fact that after 1653, Phan Rang was officially not Cham anymore. In the 9
th
 century 
geography Akhbar al-sin a’l hind, it is noted that water could be found in Kadrang, where “slaves and robbers hide 
in a high mountain“. According to Tibbets, this location could have been Phan Rang (Tibbetts 1979b, 27). 
41
 Or Sông Kinh Dinh (kraong Praong in Cham), which was named after the new Viêt capital Kinh-Dinh which settled 
there after 1653 (Chebaut-Me Mougamadou 2013, 66, 176). 
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Figure 4-10: Paskaart van de Baay van Padaran op de Kust van Tsiompa, by Johannes Van Keulen, 1753 
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III. ARRIVING IN  COCHINCHINA 
John White, pursing his course, sailed in between the coast and Pulo Cecir de Mer, passed 
Cape Padaran, and then, skirted the coast of Cochinchina; 
“... [ e] ranged along the coast at a small distance, for the purpose of 
having a distinctive view of the land while passing; and cape Padaran, 
False Cape Avarella, Camraigne harbor and Nhiatrang city 
successively met our vie ” (White 1824, 74). 
 This region, between False Cape Varella and Cape Varella, corresponds roughly to the 
ancient Cham polity of Kauthara between 1611 and 1653, and marked the territorial boundary 
between Champa and Cochinchina.42 Once past Cape Padaran and the bay of Phan Rang, from 
the deck of their ships, sailors saw “the most rugged and broken section of the Indochinese 
coastline” (BNIDA 1943, 39). That section of coast offers local mariners much deeper bays and 
coves, surrounded by high and rocky headlands, and protected by small islands and long 
peninsulas/headlands, which provided anchorages in both monsoons.  
 Sailing along ancient Kauthara, the pilotage instructions for Europeans were to keep 
close to the coast to avoid the Paracel Islands that were thought to lie offshore. In fact, from 
Cape Padaran all the way north, to the island of Pulo Canton, the 50 m depth contour is on 
average only 2-3 nm from the shoreline, and the 100 m depth contour only 10 nm away. For 
early foreign sailing vessels unfamiliar with this coast, this was good, because at such a short 
distance from the coast, it was possible to maintain constant references on land while being in 
deep water, which meant it was safe and void of dangers. This is why foreign deepsea captains 
could risk following the traditional route and come very close to a coast that was not yet 
charted with precision. 
III. A. The Bays of Cam Ranh and of Nha Trang 
This section of the coast starts with the bay of Cam Ranh (14.5-20 m) and ends some 70 nm 
 w y w        sm      d w    p    c  d B y  f Vũ g Rô (14.5-18 m) on the southern side of the 
v  y c  sp cu us   p  V      . T   d s   c  b  w    “   mp ” (   du   g )   d N   T   g 
could be covered in about a day or half a day, depending on the weather and speed of the 
vessel. 
 
                                                          
42
 The border between Cochinchina and Champa (ie: the polity of Kauthara) was, until 1611, located at the level of 
the Cù Mông Pass (Southworth 2011, 114). Since 1653, and the annexation of the rest of Kauthara, the region of 
Cam Ranh became the real southern limit of the Cochinchinese, leaving a sort of no m  ’s land between the only 
remaining Cham polity of Panduranga and Cochinchina (Po Dharma 1989, 132-133). 
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The Franklin, k  p  g v  y c  s         c  s , p ss d   m R   , c  s d   d  s “one of the 
finest natural harbours in Indo-China” (BNIDA 1943, 40).43 Then sailed to the outside of the two 
sm    “W     Is   ds” [Hòn Nội and Hòn Ngoại], “I   d s  êc  u s”    “F s    Is   ds” (British 
Admiralty 2004a, 133), which indicated the nearby location of the big island of Tre [Hòn Tre]. 
Of the seventy islands in the province of Khánh Hòa, the island of Hòn Tre is the largest and 
highest (482 m), and is visible from quite far away (c. 50 nm) [see Table of Visibilities in 
Appendix]. This island offered good shelters and coves to refit and careen (Dayot 1807b, fl. 
41v).  
 Along this portion of the coast, many rocks, reefs, and islands of various sizes lay at a 
distance of less than 5 nm. Inshore, numerous reefs were visible during the day under 5.5-23.5 
m of water. Some sections of the reefs were sometimes exposed by the ebb tide, but at night, 
even if brightly moonlit, it was better to stay clear of the islands, and sail to the east of Hòn 
Tre, unless needing to drop anchor in one of these bays for a specific purpose, such as trade or 
hiding as pirates.44 
 From Hòn Tre, if necessary, one could then head for one of the various protected bays of 
Nha Trang. Compared to the coast of Champa, this stretch offered many anchorages with good 
holding ground and deeper bays with depths varying between 11 and 20 m, all excellent during 
both the monsoons; the bay of Nha Trang (> 16.5 m), of Bình Cang [Ðầm Nha Phu]45 (2.7-16.5 
m), of Vân Phong (11-22 m), and of Bến Gôi (11-22 m).46 For local vessels, with shallow draught 
and familiar with the region, the area of Nha Trang was a very safe area to sail within, but for 
ships passing by, the area was hazard filled. By keeping a minimum of 5 nm off the coast, 
vessels stood well off, especially given the inferior quality of the charts until the 19th century. 
 Being halfway between Pulo Condor and the commercial harbour of Faifo further north, 
this section of coast was a useful location to stop, where it was possible to refit and get water. 
It was known as such in the late 17th century.47  
                                                          
43
 Water was also available in this beautiful bay, but one had to enter the bay, which was difficult with cumbersome 
European ships. It is there however that Captain Bontekoe held his fleet before going to Macao in 1622. A 
Portuguese rutter of the Advertencias (from Pullo Timao to Pullo Condor), copied by Linschoten in 1595, and 
therefore dated before that, notes that this large bay held a Cham fleet (Manguin 1972, 85). Nowadays, it is the 
main military harbour of the country, which was also occupied by the American and by the Russian until recently. 
World Port Index No. 57610. 
44
 This is where the misadventures of Edward Brown with the Chinese pirates commenced in February 1857. He was 
captured and forced to raid with them until he was accounted for dead when he fell overboard, but in fact escaped 
and rescued by Cochinchinese fishermen. He remained in the country until he was finally employed as mate on a 
British barque (Brown 1861). 
45
 See Table of Toponyms in Appendix, also referred to as Wessens Bay (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 463) in other 
subsequent sets of instructions. 
46




 century Arab geography, the Kitab al-masalik  a’l-mamalik, written by Ibn Khuraddhbih, describes a 
route that passes along the coast of Champa and Cochinchina. According to Southworth, the port used in the 
journey was probably Nha Trang (Southworth 2004, 227-228). In the Chinese itinerary by Jia Dan (730-805 CE) 
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Figure 4-11: Dayot’s map from Shala Island [Hòn Chà  à] to Cape Varella, 1793 (Dayot 1807a, pl. 8) 
                                                                                                                                                                          
(studied by Pelliot 1904), it is possible that the toponym “Gu-Da” also referred to a location in Kauthara. It could 
have been a bay near Nha Trang or even the bay of Cam Ranh, because the distance mentioned between Gu Da and 
the next stop, Ben-tuo-lang, which is probably the harbour of Phan Rang, ought to be sailed in half a day (c. 90-60 
nm). To determine the locations with precision requires further analysis, since the other distances mentioned in this 
text, such as between Ling Shan and Mendu, and between Mendu and Gu-Da, are said to be covered in one full day, 
but seem to represent much shorter distances (c. 30-50 nm). 
Nha Trang, as Jia-nan-mao 假 喃 貌, also appears in the Shun-feng xiang-song (1571) and in the Dong-xi-yang-kao 
(1618) along with the small Water Islands, Ji-long yu (雞籠山) (Wade 2010).  
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 “…  e leave the kingdom of Champa to enter Cochinchina, in  hich 
the first port or bay you find is the one of Niatran [sic], vessels can 
find there refreshments and can take  ater and  ood… Our vessels 
would find in this place all the resources they might desire, as much 
for the supplies as for refitting. There we can find iron, pitch,48 planks 
and trees fit to make masts, there are all sorts of workmen like 
blacksmiths, carpenters, and others for refitting ships” (n.a. c. 1700, 
fl. 6v). 
 The reputation of the region changed thereafter, notably because it was hazardous 
coast to sail, and not a necessary stop along the route. By the end of the 18th century, 
Portuguese Jacinto Fonseca da Silva noted that the province of Nha Trang possessed no 
harbor, but was self-sufficient and did not rely on the other neighboring provinces (Manguin 
1984a, 156). In the 19th century on the other hand, Dayot, and Crawfurd —who repeated some 
 f D y  ’s   f  m      (Crawfurd 1830a, 352)— noted that the port of Nha Trang was, again, 
   “entrepôt for the commerce of all this part of the country, and the seat of considerable 
manufactories of silk” (Dayot 1807b, fl, 41r).49 
III. B.   p  V       [ ũ  Đ i Lãnh] (706 m)50 
Cape Varella is the easternmost point of the whole coast of Vietnam and for the sailors it is a 
most important landmark, present in the European nautical instructions since the rutter of 
Francisco Rodrigues (c. 1512). Fernao Pinto, who produced one of the first accounts of 
Cochinchina and Champa, sailed to China in 1540, and stopped on route near Cape Varella. 
This contributes to the fact that the area of Nha Trang/Kauthara used to be quite serviceable 
for sailing vessels. 
“… [ e] reached the river that the natives call Tinacoreu,51 though the 
Portuguese know it as the Varela. ... that river was the usual stopping 
place on the China run for all the junks from Siam and the entire coast 
of Malaya; and sometimes they would even trade their merchandise 
very profitably there for gold, calambac wood, and ivory, which are in 
plentiful supply throughout the whole kingdom... As we anchored 
inside the bar opposite a little village by the name of Taiquileu, a fleet 
of refreshment pro s came ro ing out to meet us...” (Catz 1989, 72-
73). 
Cape Varella is a very high cape, that extends from the extreme northern end of the Kontum 
                                                          
48
 Bray [see infra, Chapter 4, page 186, footnote 6]. 
49
 Nha Trang is still a very significant port; World Port Index No. 57620 
50
 Da Bia Mountain, behind Cape Varella, reaches 698 m. 
51
 The toponyms used by Fernao Pinto have not yet been identified properly (Wheeler 2011a). Despite this, it is 
clear that he knew the coast really well and his descriptions and distances are accurate. 
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  ss f      spu , c    d “Montagne de la Mère et l’Enfant” (2051 m)52 o        ư ư and Vọng 
Phu mountain range, which falls steeply to the sea. The summit of this mountain spur tends to 
be covered by clouds during the northeast monsoon, but on clear days, a rock that sits on top, 
is visible from 50 nm offshore (Dartige du Fournet 1884, 402). The cape itself is visible from 
about 27-30 nm away (Horsburgh 1843, 340). Being also a chokepoint from which the route 
towards the north opened, Cape Varella is a crucial marker, visible to ships staying in very deep 
waters, clear of all known and unknown hazards.  
 
Cape Varella was more than just a landmark, as it was considered a sacred place by 
Vietnamese and Chinese seafarers (Manguin 1972, 56-59). In 1747, the French missionary 
Bennetat wrote in a letter: 
“I already mentioned in my previous letters this awful mountain that 
caused the death of so many missionaries and that still causes the 
death of many travellers. The heathens do not pass this mountain 
without proceeding to sacrifices beforehand to the bad spirit they 
recognise as being master of this mountain ; they spread along the 
way golden papers and do many prostrations in front of the « fans » 
which are located at different places in the mountain and where the 
spirit is orshipped” (Launay 2000a, 144). 
 In a Chinese itinerary dated to the 16th century, the Shun-feng xiang-song, Cape Varella 
[Da-fo shan Ling-shan 靈山]53 is noted as a place where one is required to make offerings and 
to release coloured boats (放彩船) on both outward and homeward voyages.54 Similar 
instructions are recorded on the Yale Map, dated to the 19th century (Wade 2010).55 The rock, 
     p  f     m u     ,    ks   k    Budd  ’s    d (Manguin 1972, 58, note 1), a tower or a 
                                                          
52
 The mountain is called “       and     d”, as it tells the story of a brother and a sister, who despite their will and 
by fate, got married. When the husband realised his new wife was his sister, filled with shame, he abandoned her 
and their new born child. Ignorant of the truth, every night, at twilight, the wife/sister carried her child to the high 
peak of the mountain, scrutinising the horizons. She waited for her beloved to return. Days, weeks, months passed, 
he never did and one day, she turned to stone. There on the lonely mountain, mother and child keep their eternal 
vigil. 
53
 One of the earliest mentions of Cape Varella, Da-fo shan (大佛山）dates to the 8
th
 century text of Jia Dan (730-
805 CE). It also appears in the later Zhi-nan zheng-fa (指南正法), dated to 1675, showing the continuity of the 
importance of this marker in Chinese itineraries, see Wade (2010). 
54
 See also, in a rutter of the Advertencias, the author writes that it is “where the Chinese do their ceremonies” 
(Manguin 1972, 68, Advertencias, fl. 73). 
55
 During the Anglo-Chinese “ p um w  ”, in 1841, HMS Herald intercepted a Chinese commercial junk and took it 
as a prize. Amongst the booty was a book of nautical charts (Lee 2010; Davies 2012). These set of charts, preserved 
now in the Sterling Library of Yale University demonstrate a particular character of combining traditional Chinese 
elements with western contemporary ones (Wade 2010). Hundred and twenty pages constitute a coastline that 
extends from the Malay Peninsula to the west coast of Japan. The portion on the coast of Vietnam extends over 19 
pages, from page 2 (approximately Bình Thuận Province) to page 13 (approximately Quảng Ngãi and Quảng Nam 
Provinces) and the Paracel Islands are on page 17. For a primary analysis of the Vietnamese locations see Wade 
(2010). 
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pagoda, as Gemelli Careri on board the S. Rosaire noted when he sailed past. The word 
“v      ” d   v s f  m     J v   s  w  d “b      ”, m     g  d     d w  c  sugg s s     
Malay origin of the toponym, related to the profane nature of the place in the minds of the 
Muslim Malays (Manguin 1972, 56-59).  
 
Deeply chiselled into the southern flank of this conspicuous headland, lies the Bay of Vung Ro 
[Vũ g Rô],56 considered now as one the best sheltered anchorages on the coast of central 
Vietnam (BNIDA 1943, 39). The depth at the entrance is 18 m and gradually decreases towards 
the head of the bay. The harbour cannot be seen except when south of the cape, but provides 
an excellent shelter at all times. There was also a good watering point,57 which was attested for 
as early as 1522, when the fleet of Martim Afonso de Melo Coutinho stopped there on its way 
back from Canton, probably guided by a local pilot (Semedo de Matos 2007, 97). Many 
Portuguese rutters from the 16th century also mention this watering point.58  
 
 
Figure 4-12: Profile of Cape Varella (BNIDA 1943, 38, fig. 23) 
                                                          
56
 Nowadays, Vũ g Rô is a large deep sea harbour (14-18 m), “one of the safest anchorages along the coast of 
Annam” (BNIDA 1943, 39), but as the data suggests, it was not an important one in the past. Despite being deep and 
well sheltered, it sits at an awkward location on the routes, being too near Cape Varella. High cliffs also hinting at 
the probability of having offshore rocks, boulders, reefs or islets, and it is always safer to keep clear of suspected 
dangers. 
57
 See also comment of Dayot on his map, point A. 
58
 See Manguin (1972, 68 (Advertencias); 132 (BNF manuscript n° 40)). 
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Figure 4-13: Dayot’s map from Cam Ranh Bay to Tam Quan Bay (Dayot 1807a, pl. 5) 
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IV. THE COASTS OF PHÚ YÊN, BÌNH ĐỊNH AND Q  N  NGÃI 
Past Cape Varella, ships sailed along the deep-w     “c    d  ”, k  p  g     c  s     s g  ,    
distances between 5 nm and 15 nm off the coast.59 Sailors passed the river mouth of the Sông 
Đ  Rằng, the heart of the Province of Ran Ran60 or Phú Yên, and the conical Mount Epervier 
(390 m) [Nú     p     ]. Ev   w      v g    g     b u  20  m  w y f  m     c  s ,    w s 
possible to catch a glimpse of a small hill (20 m) near Mount Epervier, located 2.8 km inland 
    g     Đ  Rằng River, topped by a 12th century Cham tower, the Nhan tower (Schweyer 
2005, 112-113) [see Table of Visibilities in Appendix]. 
 
Like many European vessels, the Franklin did not stop in the region, but this section of coast 
u f  d d b f      p     W    ’s  y s w  ,  s     m    c  x  c s                c  f    v   
rather than as a sailor, wrote eloquently about the landscape: 
 “The ne t morning  e passed the fine fertile and  ell cultivated 
province of Phu Yen. The range of mountains in this place, retiring 
several leagues from the coast while their elevated summits were 
shrouded in fleecy clouds, presented fruitful plains and vallies [sic] 
with gently undulating hills, clothed with the liveliest verdure, and 
opened to our sight the most beautiful and extensive landscapes, 
which were rendered more perfect by their contrast with the brown 
and rugged sides of the distant mountains; and as if nature had 
determined that the picture should be rendered complete by 
perspective, the condensed vapours, driven by the breezes from the 
ocean against these alpine regions, would occasionally disperse, and 
disclose to view a nodding tower, or antiquated pagoda, perched 
upon the highest pinnacle of these apparently inaccessible cliffs. 
Many trading boats were standing in various directions, and added 
interest to the animated scene” (White 1824, 74-75). 
 The Franklin kept sailing along the coast, until the islands of Champello, about 250 nm 
from Cape Varella.  
 
From Nha Trang, to reach the next major port of Faifo took only a day or two. Once past Cape 
Varella and the neighbouring Bay of Phú Yên, the coast runs nearly due north-south. The 
                                                          
59
 As confirmed by Comte de la Mothe de Solminhiac and Louis Rey (la Mothe de Solminihac 1786, fl. 7; Rey 1818, fl. 
2r). 
60 Ran Ran, Ram Ram, Enseada de Rao Rao… [see Table of Toponyms in Appendix], this toponym is mentioned in a 
number of Portuguese rutters (fl. 116v, 126r, 142r, 427r in the Advertencias) but also in Manoel   m     ’s Arte de 
Navigar and by others such as Father Borri and Alexandre de Rhodes who refer to the province. For further 
explanations, see Manguin (1972, 97, note 4; 146, note 3). The origin of this name most likely comes from the River 
Đ  Rằng, the longest river of the region.  
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climate and vegetation are different than in the south-western portion of the coast and it rains 
more in this area than in former Champa. From this latitude northwards, the coast is also very 
much subject to typhoons during the SW monsoon until the month of October [see Chapter 3], 
so the possibility of sailing in deep water whilst being in proximity of river mouths and bays for 
shelter was another reason for following the traditional route, that kept close to the coast. 
IV. A. Bay of Vị   Xuâ  Đ  , Vũ g Lắ    d Vũ g      (  ú Yê  
province) 
Continuing the voyage north, from Cape Varella and the Bay of Ran Ran, the Franklin sailed 
past the bays of Xuan Dai [Vị   Xuâ  Đ  ], Vu g      [Vũ g     ]   d Vu g   m [Vũ g Lắm], 
p s        c  s d   c    g   f Đầm Cù Mông, and past the ancient Cham harbour of Quy 
N ơ . T  s  w        b      u    s       d   c    g s  mp            c g  s     c s   f     
weather. This was precisely what Count de la Mothe de Solminhiac, who sailed the area in 
1786, wrote in his short report to the Ministry of the Marine in France, along with some sailing 
instructions for the region.  
“… there is another harbour on this coast … Veulan [sic], 50 leagues 
[c. 150 nm] in the south of Tourane, which is not much visited, and 
which is not as well located as the one of Tourane. It is however 
useful to take notice of it in order to insure a stopping point if 
necessary” (la Mothe de Solminihac 1786, fl. 8v). 
    s qu    y,        p   b ys  f Vũ g  ắm, Vũ g Chào and Vị   Xuâ  Đ   w    
particularly noted by navigators and Captains who happened to drop anchor there on their 
journeys.61 In the eyes of Captain Achille de Kergariou, Vị   Xuâ  Đ   w s “one of the most 
beautiful that one can see, for its physical aspect as much as for its security” (Joinville 1914a, 
185). Picard Destelan, a French Navy Officer who sailed there in the late 19th century, also 
noted that the natural harbour of Vị   Xuâ  Đ   w s “one of the most beautiful in the world” 
(Picard Destelan 1892, 238). 
                                                          
61
 Dayot in 1791-1793, de Kergariou in 1818, Dalrymple in 1827, Roberts in 1833, Picard Destelan in 1884. 
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Figure 4-14: Dayot’s map of the harbours of Xuân Đài, Vũng  ắm and Vũng Chào, in Phú Yên province, 1793 
(Dayot 1807a, pl. 9) 
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The open Bay of Vị   Xuâ  Đ    s     d  p s   f           b ys, 11-17 m, but is not 
recommended during the NE monsoon, because like many bays along the coast, it is exposed 
to the NE winds. The bay provides access however to the well-p    c  d       b ys  f Vũ g 
Lắm   d Vũ g     . T           s   s  d  m  gs  s   p c  ffs (70 m) and has a good holding 
ground composed of hard mud. The depths there are shallower, only between 5.5-8 m and 
decrease closer towards the head of the bay, and to its western shore, while a drying reef 
borders the northeast part of the bay. For local boats it is an ideal anchorage place, and within 
the three bays, there was always a possibility to find shelter against any wind in depths of 7.3-
8.2 m in different locations. A large fleet of fishing boats nowadays anchors daily in the Cầu 
River [Sông Cầu], w  c  f  ws    b  w    Vũ g  ắm   d Vũ g     . 
 
I   s        b y  f Vũ g  ắm that the sloop of war Peacock found shelter when the heavy 
weather of the NE monsoon was raging in January 1833. With Edmund Roberts, American 
trader and envoy on board, the Peacock had left China and intended to go to Faifo, but the 
winds and current were so strong, she was pushed southward at great speeds. As he sailed 
passed the coast, Roberts could barely identify their location: 
“... Seeing to the south ard of us, a large fleet of fishing boats; a very 
high conical mountain, which we supposed must be mount Epervier; 
and the land, extending far to the eastward, which we were satisfied 
must be cape Avarella or Pagoda cape62 and at the same time 
discovering the island of Maignia,63 a short distance to the southward 
of the harbour, we stood boldly in, and at twelve, we came to anchor, 
in six and a half fathoms water [11.8 m], in the fine harbor of Vung 
Lam. ... this is, truly, one of the finest harbours in the world, and free 
from all obstructions, .... The country around is apparently well 
cultivated, being laid out in small patches, resembling gardens. It is 
beautifully pictures ue and bold, …” (Roberts 1837, 172). 
 Water, fish and poultry were available in the bays, and this is why, for example, Captain 
Robert Stair Dalrymple, commanding the EIC ship Vansittart stopped there for water on 22nd 
October 1827. She anchored in 15.5 m, in a small bay in the northern entrance of Vịnh Xuân 
Đ  ,    w  c         s   f    c sc d  c  s   o the beach, very convenient for watering 
(Horsburgh 1843, 342). The Cybèle, in January 1818, also stopped there for gathering supplies, 
and the crew was well received by the inhabitants, bought some poultry, and undertook 
successful hunts and fishing expeditions (Joinville 1914a, 182-183). However, no specific 
                                                          
62
 The fact that from here Roberts could see Cape Varella shows how the cape was conspicuous and clearly visible 
from over 8.5 leagues, even in very poor weather.  
63
 Hòn Lao Mái Nhà or Cù Lao Mái Nhà, just off the coast, located at about 5-6 nm of the entrance of the Bay of 
Xuân Đ  . 
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services for foreign ships were set up, and the markets opened or closed at the discretion of 
the petty mandarins who played on their authority, as Roberts learned during his stay. 
Authority had to be sought from the capital, which handicapped his endeavours, and tested his 
patience. Despite the excellence of the numerous good anchorage points, these bays did not 
benefit from a strategic location on the maritime route. To close in the coast and to enter local 
bays was of no interest to foreign ships, unless in case of problems, or ill weather. 
Fu     m   ,              b u s  f Quy N ơ    d T u    ,   ss        d y’s s     w y, w    
more important trading centres and were more attractive to regional traders, which naturally 
left these beautiful bays in their shadow, being probably the reason why they never developed 
as bigger harbours. 
  f    s  y  g        b y  f Vũ g  ắm for a month, hoping to receive authorisations that 
never came, Roberts decided to leave. The Peacock weighed anchor on 8 February 1833, 
headed south and went to Siam. 
IV. B.  u      b   [ ù L   X   ]   d     B y  f Quy N ơ  (Bì   Định) 
Just twenty nautical miles north of the triple bays of Phú Yên, ships on route north passed-by 
the offshore  s   d  f  u     mb  ,   d          mp          b u , Quy N ơ , b f    
reaching the important markers of Pulo Canton or Pulo Champello. 
 Pulo Cambir lies 13 nm north of Vị   Xuâ  Đ  ,   d  b u  6  m  w y f  m     c  s . I  
is a rather small island but it is noted in the earliest European rutters64 as a remarkable 
navigational marker. The island is low lying, less than 4 km long and 1 km in width, but may be 
discerned at about 18 nm from a ship's deck (Horsburgh 1843, 342-343). T     m  “c mb  ” 
c m s f  m “k mb  g” w  c  m   s “g   ”       y   d p  b b y   f  s         w    cks      
         s s u        d   d         k   k  g   ’s     s.65 Ships do not stop there and tend to 
pass through the channel, between the island and the coast, which is safe, with 22-23.5 m near 
                                                          
64
 It appears in the manuscript n°40 of the BNF, in the route 1, dated to < 1530 (Manguin 1972, 129); in several 
rutters whose earliest date would be 1564 (Manguin 1972, 75, 77-78, 83, 89); in two rutters anterior to 1606 
(Manguin 1972, 130, 132); in one dated between 1606-1614 (Manguin 1972, 138); and in three rutters dated to 
1674-1655 (Manguin 1972, 97, 120, 122). 
65




 century, as well as in the accounts 
of the Jesuits: “Pulo Cambi… that is Malay for Island of the Goat” (ARSI JAP/SIN 114, Annua 1619, fl. 212). In the Wu 
Bei Zhi, the island is called “I   de Y  g” (羊角 嶼), which means sheep island or goat island in Chinese (Manguin 
1972, 69, note 2), and it also appears in the Shun-feng xiang-song (1571). See also fl.72-73 in a rutter of the 
Advertencias, in which the author clearly noted “this island is called Pullo Gambi [sic] which means island of goats" 
(Manguin 1972, 69). See also fl.94r-95, in which the author writes “Just south of the island there are a few rocks in 
the shape of goat’s horns, which is why the island is called Pullo Cambi” (Manguin 1972, 83). On fl.141-141r, it is also 
mentioned "one league off the point of the island, there are a few rocks that emerge and that look like goat’s horns" 
(Manguin 1972, 121). Two routes in Vincente R d  gu s’ Roteiro de Portugal pera a India (between 1608-1614) also 
mention the two rocks looking like g   ’s horns (Manguin 1972, 138-139). This information is repeated in the Arte 
de Navegar of Pimentel since the first edition of 1712 (Pimentel 1712, 412).  
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the coast (Vung-Mon Point) and depths increasing to 36.5 m towards the island. The 50 m 
curve passes to it eastern side, but to remain within the island and the coast was better. The 
island is surrounded by a reef, on which the Pandou, the auxiliary ship accompanying the 
Dryade broke its rudder when sailing too close to the island in January 1788 (Bizalion 1996, 
133). They had to stop there to repair the rudder and found water available on its eastern side, 
as also noted in several earlier Portuguese rutters. Another reason to keep between the island 
and the coast was still related to the fear of the Paracels. Once descrying Pulo Cambir, ships 
like the S. Rosaire and other 16th and 17th century Portuguese ships kept very close to the coast 
(3-5 nm), until reaching the next island, Pulo Canton, about 140 nm away, when keeping 
soundings to 40 m . 
IV. C.    b u   f Quy N ơ  
Pulo Cambir was also an important island because it indicated the location of the harbour of 
Quy N ơ , w  c     s jus       m   s NNE  f                d  f      s   d. When the Cham 
polity of Vijaya was thriving, this was its main commercial port, Thi Nai (Pelliot 1904, 166-
169).66 In the 16th century, Portuguese rutters suggest     B y  f Quy N ơ ,   s    f    d    
sometimes as Chincheo,67 was a good place to winter. It is possible that Antonio da Faria, and 
Fernao Mendes Pinto, stopped there in 1540 (Catz 1989, 72-74).68 So did Duarte da Gama, on 
route to China and Japan.69 But after the arrival of other Europeans in the region there seem to 
be fewer occurrences of their ships stopping in this harbour. By the end of 18th century, Quy 
N ơ    g    d m m   um w       b c m      s    g   d  f     Tây Sơ    b      .         
                                                          
66
 Tributes sent from this important harbour are recorded in China during the Sui-Tang Period (7
th
 century), and it 
had been the primary nexus for Chinese trade in Champa from the 11
th
 through to the 15
th
 century (Wheeler 2011a, 
175). More descriptions appear in other Chinese texts and itineraries, such as Zhao Rugu ’s famous account of the 
barbarian people, Zhu-fan-zhi (诸蕃志) in the 13
th
 century, and Ma  u  ’s Ying-yai Sheng-lan (1431-1433). 
Quy N ơ  is still a very significant port; World Port Index No. 57640. 
67
 Also written as Quimcheo, Chinchen (Neptune Oriental), Chem Cheu (Oriental Navigator) and so forth. This 
toponym most likely finds its origins in the Chinese rendering Sin-tcheou. For a summary, see Manguin (1972, 165-
166). When under Cham rule, the port was referred to as Çrï Banôy (Aymonier 1889, 77-92), although Po Dharma 
seems to suggest it was in Pandguranga (Vickery 2011, 392), and in the hinterland was the Cham citadel of Cha Ban. 
The bay was also called Thi Nai, or in Vietnamese P’ini, Tini, Bi-ni, Che lip’i nai, Thi loi bi nai, Cho p’i nai. Jesuit Father 
Christoforo Borri, in c. 1618 called the province “Qu g   ”, but noted it was called by the Portuguese Pullucambi, in 
reference to the island Pulo Cambir, and Niocmen or Nuoc Man [Nước Mặn], or Nehot Man by the missionaries 
(Ferreira 1700, 6; Dror and Taylor 2006, 94). 
68
 See Wheeler (2011a) for a re-assessment of the toponyms used by Pinto and their identification. Some of them 
still pose problem and have not been identified accurately. The description of the intense trade of the Chinese junks 




 centuries; the village of Taiquileu 
could be a village inside the bar, and the city of Pilaucacem where the King resides could well be Cha Ban/Vijaya. 
69
 This is according to Joao Preto, who noted that nefs and junks entered the river. Preto was the author of the first 
rutter of the Advertencias (dated to after 1564) (Manguin 1972, 69). This information is supplemented by the 
comments of Father Ferreira who includes Quy N ơ  in the only five harbours of Cochinchina capable of hosting 
large ships. 
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time, a few European ships still visited the bay,70 and it is there that Dayot engaged Nguyễn 
Á  ’s f          d c s v    v   b      w  c  d s   y d        my f     [s      p    5].  
 T   B y  f Quy N ơ   ff   d  xc         c    g s, w     v ss  s c u d b  s       d 
from every wind, with a spacious lagoon in the inner bay with depths of 12.5-18 m and good 
holding ground, protected by a high and curving peninsula. It was easily entered by ships of 
shallow draught, and a shoal bank contributed to protect the entrance to the lagoon. This bar 
extended a long way out from the western point, and stretching across, joined the land on the 
east side of the entrance, forming a bar, in which there is only 5.5 metres of water.71 This bar 
impeded easy access to deeper draught vessels that had to wait for the high tide to enter, or 
that otherwise anchored outside the bar, in 7 m, with good holding ground in both monsoons. 
In the late 18th century it was still possible to access the large bay, but it progressively silted 
up. De Kergariou, who was surveying the coast in January 1818, tried to enter, but because of 
the swell and the number of manoeuvres to enter, he preferred to anchor outside in what he 
c    d     “B y  f   mb  ”.72 Water sources were available at the river mouth and were 
preferable to the water on Pulo Cambir (Manguin 1972, 139).  
                                                          
70
 In 1778, the British Amazon and Jenny; Chapman stayed almost two weeks in the Bay of Quy N ơ , during which 
he negotiated the price of duties for British ships with the Tây Sơ  King (Lamb 1961, 36). In 1788, the French 
Dryade; De Kersaint in 1788 saw numerous fishing vessels and twelve sailing vessels towing a Chinese junk, and 
decided to send a dinghy to assess the bay. More than 15 galleys came to apprehend them (Bizalion 1996, 132). 
Portuguese Jacinto Fonseca da Silva, who sojourned there in 1778, wrote a long description of the province, 
because at the time, it was an important commercial harbour, under the impetus of the Tây Sơ  brothers and their 
merchant/pirate allies (Manguin 1984a, 154-155).  
71
 Nowadays there is a dredged channel with a minimum depth over the bar of 8 m. 
72
  Close to the point on the east side, and within it, there was plenty of water; "the deepest water was close to the 
point on the east side the entrance, where, Capt. Purefoy noted that a ship may carry from 3 ½ to 4 fathoms [6.5-7.3 
m] the bar, at high water spring tides. Inside of it, the depth increases to 7, 8, and 10 fathoms [12.8, 14.6 and 18.22 
m]" (Horsburgh 1843, 343). A ship not intending to go into the harbour may anchor outside the bar in 8.2 m, good 
holding ground, with the Sandy West Point a little open with the east point of the entrance. 
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Figure 4-15: Dayot’s map of Quy  hơn harbour, 1793 (Dayot 1807a, pl. 10. Right hand-side map) 
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Jus  p s      B y  f Quy N ơ , s m  8  m  w y, s  ps sailing past close to the coast 
  c g  s d      s   s  f J          [ ò  Ô g  ơ &  ò  Ô g  ă ]. T  s   w   s   s              
s         ;  ò  Ô g  ă  b   g    3.1  m  w y f  m     c  s ,   d          m s   s   ,  ò  
Ô g  ơ    y 1.3  m  w y. T  s   s   s figure in the early Portuguese rutters, supporting the 
idea of sailing very close to the coast in this area. Joao Preto was a Portuguese navigator, who 
sailed in the region during the early 16th century.73 It is most likely his name that was given to 
the islets (Manguin 1972, 75). “     ” m   s “b  ck”        ugu s , s       s   s   s   pp     s 
“J ck B  ck”    B    s  m ps   d      s  uc    s.74 T     m  w s   s      sf  m d    “Ju   
      ”75 in French and Spanish instructions.  
IV. D. Towards Pulo Canton 
From Pulo Cambir, the coastline was again different in character, appearing as a sort of zone of 
transition between the rugged coast near Cape Varella, and the long beaches of the coastline, 
that stretch from Bình Định to Thừa Thiên-Huế Province. The mountainous headlands that fell 
sharply into the sea and the deep bays now made way to a low lying and straighter coastline. 
High mountains in the backdrop formed a screen visible from quite a distance. They are part of 
the Annamese Range which stretches all along the country from north to south. Spurs of this 
m ss f   d  b up  y        c  s    p    s  f     p  v  c s  f   ú Yê , Bì   Định and Quảng 
Ngãi, carved by numerous river valleys.  
 This portion of coast is much more exposed to the northeast and to typhoons. On route, 
 f        p     f Quy N ơ ,       w s      s  y  cc ss b   s       u   ss        g       v   
mouths of the Tyfou [Sông Lại Giang], or of the Tam Quan [Sông Tam Quan] —but that was 
only for local shallow draught vessels. The Tyfou and the Tam Quan rivers are blocked by 
sandbars and are shallow rivers. Jacinto da Silva, in 1781, remained stuck on the bank for six 
days, during which time he noted the bustling trading activities, numerous fishermen, and the 
fact that Chinese junks also had to anchor outside the rivermouth (Manguin 1984a, 153).76  
                                                          
73
 See the rutter #1 of the Advertencias (fl. 72-73) "Route à suivre de Pedra Branca à Pullo Timaoe et à la Chine, 
suivie par Joao Preto, avec de nombreuses annotations et déclarations et amers que j’y ai ajouté car le routier était 
déjà très ancien et la navigation est maintenant mieux connue sur cette route" dated to after 1564 (Manguin 1972, 
65-70). Since, the islets are called as such in Pimentel too (Pimentel 1712, 412).  
74
 For example, in the India Directory (Horsburgh 1843, 344) or on the maps of French hydrographer Vidalin (1877a, 
b). Findlay, in 1878 noted “Named Hom-Co by the natives, and by Europeans Black Jack” (Findlay 1878, 453). 
75
 For example, Dayot notes “[they are] called by the Portuguese Juan Prieto” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 53v), and so did 
Dartige du Fournet (1884, 408): “l’Ile Hon Can ou Juan Prieto”.  
76
 Another manuscript, dated to the same period also notes that only boats with two masts could enter because 
depths do not reach over 2 fathoms [3.5 m] and that the river is not well protected (Manguin 1972). 
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Figure 4-16: Profile of the coast from Cap Sanho [Mũi Yến] (13°45' ) to Tourane (16°5’ ) (Vidalin 1877a)  
[See profile from Cap Varella to Cap Sanho in Appendix] 
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Following the coast, passing the Tyfon and Tam Quan river mouths, ships also passed the 
headland named Sa Hoi or Sa Huynh (92 m).  
 This headland marks the beginning of the first long beach that stretches north, for over 
30 nm, as far as the capital of the province of Quảng Ngãi and Cape Batangan. From Sa Huynh 
it was only 40 nm to Pulo Canton. There, the 20 m curve is still very near the coast (< 3 nm), 
but the depths increase progressively further away from the coast, enlarging the deep water 
“c    d  ”. T   100 m      p  g  ss v  y s  f  d  w y f  m     c  s , f  m 10  m  w y    23-
25 nm away at the level of the river of Quảng Ngãi, 30 nm north. 
IV. E.  u          [Lý Sơ / ù L   Ré] 
Less than a day sailing from Pulo Cambir (depending on the current, winds and the seasons), 
passing Cap Sa Hoi at a distance, crews heading to China finally felt their long voyages coming 
closer to their end when Pulo Canton was in sight. It was the way point from which many ships, 
such as the S. Rosaire, started the last leg of their voyage to Macao.  
“The Thursday 28,  e  ere at da n near the island of Poulcatan … 
we start from there to cross the Gulf of Haynan to fetch the islands of 
Macao … after having covered 50 miles from Poulcatan, to exit the 
shallo  depths, and so much after,  e headed to ards the north… ” 
(Cadière 1930, 317-318). 
 
Pulo Canton is about 12 nautical miles from the coast, between the 50 m and 100 m depth 
curves, and could be seen from about 27 nm from the deck of a large sailing ship (Horsburgh 
1843, 344).  
 T    s   d,   s  c    d  ý Sơ      ù     Ré,  s c mm   y   f  red to in pre-20th century 
nautical instructions and rutters as Pulo Canton, or as Pulo Cantaon.77 It was formed by 
volcanic eruption and has three distinct cones reaching 50 m, 100 m and 150 m.78 Although 
only 10 km2, Pulo Canton is one of the ten largest islands of Vietnam and has been inhabited 
for a long time.79 Pulo Canton has a long history due to its strategic position, as both the point 
from which to leave the coast of Cochinchina to head towards China and Japan, and as a 
                                                          
77
 Manguin hypothesised that the name could have come from the fact that it was from this island that the course 
was taken towards the rivermouth of the Si Kiang and Canton (and vice-versa). However, on earlier maps, it is 
usually called Pulo Cantaon, which could suggest another origin. Unfortunately, “nothing has been told as yet with 
regards to the etymology of this toponym” (Manguin 1972, 59, note 1).  
78
 The main one, Mount Thới Lới, forms a beautiful crater. 
79
 At the present it counts a population of about 20 000 souls. 
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landfall when coming from the opposite direction.80 For the locals, the island was a staple point 
in the local trading networks and it was from there that fishermen went to the Paracel Islands 
to fish, to salvage shipwrecks, and from which the Hoang Sa Troop [Hải đội Hoàng Sa], since 
the 18th century, departed to survey the islands [see Chapter 5].  
 Vessels wishing to anchor had to approach from the SW, to avoid the rocky surroundings 
 f      dj c    NW  s   d Đảo Bé, and the fringing coral reef which is not always visible, and is 
reputed to be the cause of many shipwrecks (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). The best anchorage 
during the SW monsoon is on the SW side of the island, where the sea is generally calm. 
However, because of the presence of another reef projecting from the southeast-end of the 
island, overfalls indicating strong currents, and because of a rocky bottom to the northward 
extending for about 3 nm, the island was not readily accessible for foreign navigators. In 1638, 
the anonymous author of a Portuguese rutter noted that because of contrary winds, he could 
    s      w  ds     s u  ,   d “spent five or six days swaying between land and island” 
(Manguin 1972, 96-97).  
 
The lack of knowledge concerning the extent of the Paracels to the east and the fear they 
instilled, meant it was considered safer to pass the island and continue north for some 50 
miles, before steering directly towards the island of Hainan and south China, as the S. Rosaire 
did. The channel between Pulo Canton and the coast of Quảng Ngãi was safe, with depths of 
45-65 m (Horsburgh 1843, 345) and was otherwise favoured by ships hugging the coast on 
route to the harbour of Faifo, which attracted much of the trade during the 17-19th centuries. 
Like most ships,81 the Franklin, by-passed Pulo Canton, sailing directly to the island of Pulo 
Champello. 
“On the morning of the 17th we passed between the island of Pulo 
Canton and the main, where the channel is four leagues [c. 12 nm] 
wide. ... It is of moderate height, inhabited, and affords good fresh 
water, but is considered dangerous to approach on the north, north-
east, and south-east sides ... (White 1824, 75). 
                                                          
80
 It was already mentioned in the 8th century itinerary of Jia Dan (730-805 CE). Called Wai-luo (外羅山) in Chinese, 
it is also noted in the Wu-bei-zhi (1628) and the Mao Kun Map (1421), both as an island and as a navigational point 
around which one could pass either on the inner side or in the outer channels. Many rutters from the 16
th 
century 
suggest a course from Pulo Canton to reach China, such as the Shun-feng xiang-song (1571) and the Dong-xi-yang 
kao (1618). The route veering from Pulo Canton towards the Island of Hainan is also attested on the Selden Map 
(1619-1653).  
81 See other examples in the itineraries of the Machault (Laurens 1750a), la Paix (Borel 1818), and of the John Adam 
(Crawfurd 1830a). Louis Rey, just a week after John White, also sailed passed Pulo Canton. He noted “My business in 
this voyage being with the government of the country alone, we steered directly to Tourane; keeping close by the 
land, which I found to be correctly laid down in the chart of M. Dayot” (Rey 1821, 106). Dayot never visited the 
island (Dayot 1807b, fl. 56v). 
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IV. F. Hugging the coast of Quảng Ngãi 
Before by-passing Pulo Canton, keeping to the coast of the province of Quảng Ngãi, ships 
passed a number of river mouths, and a series of local harbours, notably the harbours of Mi A, 
Phú Thọ, Cổ  ũy, T u X    d S  Kỳ. The mouths of the Sông Vệ and of the Sông Trà Khúc 
provided shelter for the harbours of Thu Xà and Cổ  ũy   sp c  v  y. T  s   w     b u s w    
only 2.5 nm apart, connected by an inland tidal channel that meandered behind the line of 
coastal sand dunes. A similar channel ran from the river Trà Khúc, to connect the harbour of Sa 
Kỳ, another 3.5 nm north. Fleets of local boats could sail up and down these channels 
regardless of currents and take shelter in these river mouths and channels.  
     d  f  u         ,   p  B    g   [ ũ  B     g   ] (36 m),  v     ks        b u   f 
Sa Kỳ,   d j   s   p  B      [ ũ  Năm T âm] (114 m) jus    f w k   m    s  w y. T  s   w  
capes demarcate a headland containing three small bays that are facing to the east towards 
Pulo Canton. This headland can catch the north eastern winds and is surrounded by partly 
submerged reefs extending more than 0.5 mile offshore, and by rocks and boulders, including 
two detached rocks at depths of 7.6 m and 2.7 m (NGA 2014, 128). Dayot noted his concern as 
   s f    v g                  d sp      v  g  bs  v d        g  v ss  s  f     K  g’s   vy 
passing through (Dayot 1807b, fl. 56r).82 It was nonetheless safer to give a wide berth to this 
headland, keeping well between the headland and Pulo Canton, particularly with deep draught 
ships, maintaining depths of 40-50 m.  
 
If anchorage was necessary, in the SW monsoon, it could be found just on the northern side of 
Cap Batangan, in 10-12 m of water (NGA 2014, 128), or on the northern side of Cape Bantan, in 
the larger Bay of Kiquik or Quick Quick [vịnh Dung Quất]. Despite being open to the NE 
monsoon, local boats during this season could take shelter in the river that flows in the bay, 
the Sông Trà B ng. Otherwise, at high water, vessels drawing 1.8 m (6 feet) could anchor off 
the eastern bank about 2 nm within the entrance of the river (BNIDA 1943, 35), protected by a 
hook formed by Cape Bantan. It was a fine shelter for small vessels in both monsoons, and a 
source of fresh water was available there (Dayot 1807b, fl. 57v). During the SW monsoon, it is 
an excellent bay, with deep-water anchorage and nowadays, big cargo ships anchor there.83 
                                                          
82 Dayot was right to be suspicious to the safety of the area. Recently, 6-7 shipwrecks were found in the area 
surrounding Cape Batangan, in the district of Bình Sơ . There, a zone, called Lăng Vạn Vũng Tàu, translated as 
“rocky seabed where ships anchor”, is said to be “a hazardous zone where many ships were lost” (Nishino et al. 
2015, 146). 
83
 There is a petrochemicals terminal with a long wharf with three-fingers piers with room for six vessels. In 2013-
2014, at the head of the bay a container port terminal was being built with, alongside, a fairly large shipyard with a 
large graving dock, which was then, inactive. 
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Yet, foreign ships always by-passed Quick Quick and the other local harbours on their 
way north. On the other hand, a great number of small craft (< 10 m LOA) and fishers could be 
found working off the beaches and the inshore areas, including estuaries and small bays. 
 
Beyond the headland and the Bay of Quick Quick, as far as the Gulf of Tonquin, the coast was 
characterised by long white beaches, and high sand dunes squeezed between the mountains 
and the sea. From there, another long stretch of beach ran about 30 nm, as far as the river 
valley of the Thu B n, opposite the Champello islands in the province of Quảng Nam.  
V. PULO CHAMPELLO, FAIFO & TOURANE 
V. A. Pulo Champello [Cù Lao Chàm] 
After having sailed for over three days along the coast since rounding Cape Padaran, keeping 
6-9 nm offshore in depths is 45-55 m by sounding, by-passing Pulo Cambir and Pulo Canton, as 
many others did, John White and the Franklin arrived in the south-western bay of the main 
island of Pulo Champello at 6pm on the 17th of June 1819. 
“We ranged along the coast, during the whole of the 17th June, at 
about four miles from the land, and in the afternoon passed the 
island of false Callao, and at six PM anchored in the harbour of the 
island of Cham Callao. This harbour is situated on the south side of 
the island, and appears to be tolerably safe in all winds, being 
protected by small islets, scattered about in front of it” (White 1824, 
75). 
 
Figure 4-17: Profile of Cù Lao Chàm by Parish and Barrow (1793) 
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Pulo Champello is a large island with two high peaks, surrounded by seven smaller islands. The 
highest point (517 m) can be seen from about 45 nm in clear weather (Bouinais and Paulus 
1885, 635). Over time, the name of the islands has had numerous variations, from Cham 
Collao, to Champello, Ciampelo, Campello, Champoulou, and Cù Lao Chàm, which suggests that 
it was originally Pulo Cham.84 
 Ships could anchor at various places near the islands, waiting for authorisations to 
proceed to the harbour of Faifo or to the Bay of Tourane; or alternatively preparing and 
refilling water barrels before crossing to Hainan. Coral reef surrounds the group of islands but 
the western side of the islands provided good shelter during the NE monsoon. The main bay 
offers depths of 7.3-8.2 m, with a good holding ground of sand and mud. During the SW 
monsoon, vessels could find safe anchorage in the many coves of the islands. During heavy 
weather and even typhoons, the islands offered very safe shelters, the best in the region 
(Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). However, the depths between the seven small islands are 
irregular with shoal patches, so it was recommended to keep to the west of the main island.  
 Good watering points were available from several rivers, wood and other supplies could 
also be purchased, while luxury products such as sea swallow nests (hang Tò Vò and hang Khô) 
were also exploited from this island [see Chapter 5]. However, if need be, foreign ships on 
route tended to re-supply from the harbour at Faifo, which was separated from the islands by 
a safe channel about 8 nm wide, with soundings of 11-14.5 m.  
 
The location of the islands created some protection to the mouth of the Thu B n River, just 
ahead of the islands, which lead to the trading town of Faifo. Once permission was granted, a 
local pilot accompanied the foreign ships to enter the river mouth and anchor there, or would 
lead them to drop anchor in the Bay of Tourane, 20 nm away. These two harbours were 
connected by a channel that lay behind the coastal dunes, and that is nowadays silted.85  
 The Han channel allowed access to the harbor of Faifo from the Bay of Tourane, which 
meant this Bay could be accessed in two different ways, as shown on many maps from the 17th 
                                                          
84
 In 17th century English however, both Captain Adams and Ed. Saris in their respective journals and accounts called 
     s   d “Ceberre” (and also Cebero, Sebero, Chebree, Shebree). “The 17 daye in the morning being thvrdaye & 
about 4 of the cllock we came to the Illand Called Ceberre 2 ll short of the riuer of Quinnam for which prayssed be 
god for euer & euer Amen” (Purnell 1916, 231, 233, 234, 290, 29). No suggestions as to the origins of the name have 
y   b     ff   d. I  c u d   s  b    c py s ’s      , by f       m s  usu   c us   f w   d B    s     d    gs  f f    g  
names. The Dutch tend to call the island Champelo, or Campelo. In Chinese texts, the island is called Jian-bi-luo (尖
筆羅) or as Zhan-bu-lao (占不勞). The Shun-feng xiang-song (1571) notes the island as being a place on the 
southern navigation route between the Jiao-zhi (Vietnamese) Ocean and Pulo Canton, recording it as having much 
firewood and water. The Zhi-nan zheng-fa (1618) records this place as the end point on the voyages between 
Nagasaki and Cochin-China (Guang-nan) (Wade 2010). For an interesting history of Cù Lao Chàm, as an important 
navigation marker on route of Chinese, Arab, Europeans and Vietnamese seafarers, see Wheeler (2011a, 177-184). 
85
 The process seems to have started in the late 18
th
 century, probably after the main port was destroyed by the Tây 
Sơ .  
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century86 [see figs. 4-18 and 4-19]. Ships entered by one or the other, depending on the 
weather, the time of day, the tides, and above all, on the size and draught of the vessel. 
Japanese and Chinese ships could enter the Cử  Đại rivermouth, but European ships tended to 
anchor in the Bay of Tourane because it was deeper [see below].  
 
 
Figure 4-18: Detail of the map of Cochinchina by Vingboons, showing the Baija Touron connecting with the 
Rivier Quinam, facing Champello, 1665  
 
The Franklin stayed in Champello over-night, and on the 18th of June, accompanied by a pilot, 
moved to the Bay of Tourane, passing ahead of Faifo.  
“At daylight the ne t morning they [Cochinchinese]  eighed anchor, 
and came cautiously and silently alongside, and by motions informed 
us, that it was time to depart; and as the intimation accorded with 
our wishes, we were not long in weighing anchor and making sail; 
and, preceded by our pilot, we left the harbour, and stood out 
between Cham-Callao and the islets before mentioned, but by a 
different route from the one by which we had entered. In this channel 
we had at no time less than ten fathoms [18.2 m] water; and when 
we were off the western point of the large island, and the passage 
was clear before us, they waved in the direction of Turon bay, and 
hauled their wind to leave us; ... On our passage toward Turon bay we 
passed the harbour and town of Faifoe, formerly the mart of all the 
northern provinces, and previous to the civil wars which agitated the 
country, (during which it was destroyed)” (White 1824, 76-77). 
  
                                                          
86
 The two entrances to the port of Faifo are clearly visible on a mid-17
th
 century Jesuit map, on the Vingboons 
maps, dated to 1665, on the maps of Le Floch de la Carrière (1745 and 1755-56), and the sketch of Blomfield (1764). 
Unfortunately, the higher quality maps of Barrow (and the subsequent copy of Dayot) do not sketch the full length 
of the channel. 
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V. B. The harbour of Faifo [Hội An] and the Thu Bồn River 
Faifo87 was a major commercial centre of Cochinchina between the 17th and 18th centuries, 
accommodating a cosmopolitan population of merchants including Chinese and Japanese 
residents,88 as well as some European missionaries and traders. During Cham times, it was also 
a most important harbour, connected to the heart of the polity of Amaravati, centred in the 
Thu B n Valley, and which thrived mostly between the 4th and 12th centuries. 
 The port-town of Faifo was located inland, three nautical miles from the Cử  Đại 
rivermouth. For this reason, the river was sometimes called Faifo River or Pullochiampello 
River because it faced the Pulo Champello islands. The Dutch and British called it River of 
Quinam, in reference to the province of Quảng Nam89 or Quinam.  
 The river was wide enough to host a large fleet of vessels providing they did not draw 
more than 5 m. Depths varied with the tides, and a sandbar crossed the entrance of the river. 
The river was entered and exited when the weather and tide were favourable. Mid-17th 
century descriptions say that at low tide, the river was of 3.5 metres (Laarhoven 1993a, 28) 
and at high tide, it reached 5.5 metres. In the early years of European visits, in April 1617, on 
her second trip to Cochinchina the Gift of God, commanded by William Adams, entered the 
river. After waiting south of Pulo Champello for a lull in the strong gales blowing during the 
transition period, she crossed the channel and came to the river mouth. Unfortunately, she 
grounded and could not pass over the shoal. Adams had to wait until the night tide to enter 
(Purnell 1916, 45). In 1633, the Dutch Brouwershaven, following the advice of the local people 
who insisted the deep-draught ship anchor in the Bay of Tourane, on the other hand, did not 
enter the river (Traudenius 1633, fl. 746v-747r) precisely because its draught was too deep. 
 In the early 18th century, the river w s s     s  d      c  v  “   g  v ss  s”90 (Ferreira 
                                                          
87
 Faifo (Fajifo, Phaijfo, Fai-foo), is the common name used by the Europeans, and is a rendering of Hội An ph , 
which means “the town of Hội An”. It became Hoi-pho, and from there, Faifo (Manguin 1972, 163, note 2).Đại 
Chiêm, was another name, referring to the previous Cham inhabitants, which was rendered as Tachem in the 17
th
 
century (Laarhoven 1993b, 7). 
88
 The Japanese were active and present until the Shogun prohibited the foreign trade of the Japanese merchants. 
The Chinese mostly settled there in the end of the 17
th
, forming Minh  ươ g villages [see Chapter 5]. 
89
 The province was also often refered to as Cacciam, f  m K     m,    "   m's    c "    "   m D   "  (c. 1690). 
O c      c p      f Quả g Nam, but now   c   d        v    g   f T        êm    Đ ệ  B   county [further up the 
river] (Laarhoven 1993a, 31). 
90
 Original quote: "mas como as Provincias boreas fiquem lancadas pelo rumo de noroeste na enseada que 
moderamdamente chamam da Cochinchina; por isso tera cento & quarenta legoas de costa, aberta toda com 
diversas barras, que lhe fazem os muytos, & caudalosos rios. As capazes de navios de alto bordo sea a de Phumoi, a 
de Pulo Cambi ou Nuoc Man, a de Faifo, & a de Sinoa que chamam dos Japoes. Ha mais em Turam hum hermoso & 
espaco porto aberto pela natureza em circula de quasi hun dia de caminho em circuito A entrada fica entre dous 
montes, que feravem de balizas, distante hum de outir hum tiro de peca. He limpot & capaciffimo de muitas mil 
naoes de qualquer grandeza … ". What is a large vessel or a small boat is always problematic, and it is very 
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1700, 6), but in 1764, Captain Blomfield noted that the channel had already become slightly 
shallower, about 4-5 m —which is deeper than now— but already inadequate for the 5-5.5 m 
draught of East Indiamen. These had thus to go anchor in the Bay of Tourane. Smaller ships 
could unload their cargo to lighters, and at high tide, cross the bar and anchor safely within the 
river. As Poivre noted in 1750, regional coastal traders, and Chinese junks however could still 
come close to the harbour;  
“It is a port for Chinese sommes [junks] and local boats. Vessels from 
Europe can anchor in the harbour in the fine season, but when the 
monsoon comes, they are obliged to go and anchor in the bay of 
Turon, 4 leagues [c. 12 nm] a ay  here they are safe” (Morel 2010b, 
100). 
 Robert Kirsop, who was also there in 1750 and whose account was included in Alexander 
D   ymp  ’s Oriental Repertory, also explained the difference between the River of Faifo and 
the Bay of Tourane: 
“The only port of trade is Faifo, on a river, navigable, formerly for the 
largest junks, but now only for vessels of about 80 tons. The junks lye 
about a league [c. 3 nm] from the town in another river that 
communicates with the former, where vessels of 180 or 200 tons may 
very easily enter. To the N-West ard of Champelllo is … the bay of 
Tourane, capable to receive the largest ships, where the Macao ship 
lyes, or any larger junk that draws too much water to enter into Faifo 
river, but this is very inconvenient, boats being frequently a week in 
making one trip on board from Faifo” (Kirsop 1793, 241). 
 The majority of foreign ships like the Machault in 1750, Admiral Pocock in 1763, the 
Amazon and the Jenny in 1778, the Dryade in 1788, the Hindostan, the Jackall and the Lion in 
1793, all anchored in Tourane, and all business was conducted by the channel to reach Faifo, 
and by land to Huế (Laurens 1750a). White, in 1818, never even thought of the possibility of 
entering the river towards Faifo as Adams or others did in the early 17th century. By then, the 
channel and the river mouth were completely silted up.91  
 T   s     g up  f       v  ,    c  ju c     w        p    d  f u   s  du   g     Tây Sơ  
war, and the subsequent destruction of the port town and factories, contributed to the fading 
of this once fruitful location, in favour of other harbours such as Huế and Sài Gòn, and even of 
the ones of Quảng Ngãi during the period of transition (Manguin 1972, 165). 
 
 
                                                          
91
 Nowadays, the channel through the bar has a depth of about 1.5 m, but is subject to frequent change (NGA 2014, 
127). 
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 Figure 4-19: Detail of the map by Le Floch de la Carrière, showing the channel connecting Faifo and Tourane. 
Made in 1755–1757, signed by Le Floch de la Carrière, 1787 
 
V. C.   b    u     s [Ngũ      Sơ ](160 ) 
From his anchorage in Pulo Champello, accompanied by a local pilot on his way to the Bay of 
Tourane, keeping 3-5 nm way from the coast, John White spotted the Marble Mountains: 
 “Before the harbour, and situated on a lo  peninsula, is a large mass 
of brown marble rocks, resembling at a distance a heap of 
architectural ruins; but whether placed there by nature or art we 
could not determine” (White 1824, 78). 
 Rising from the coastal plain between Faifo and Tourane, the Marble Mountains were 
quite conspicuous, and contributed to making the area one that few sailors could fail to 
recognise. Being 160 m high, the group of five mountains could be seen from 30-35 nm away 
[see Table of Visibilities in Appendix]. 
V. D. The Bay of Tourane [vị   Đ  Nẵng] 
“From the reports of former voyages, relative to the different places not very distant from Pulo 
Condor, Turon Bay in Cochinchina promised the most advantages, as to safety for the ships, 
and shelter and provisions for the men” (Staunton 1797a, 319). Therefore, unlike White, the 
squadron of Ambassador McCartney did not did not anchor at Champello but decided to head 
directly to the Bay of Tourane,92 to tend to their sick. They compelled an old fisherman to 
come on board and pilot them, and reveal to them the entrance to the bay. 
                                                          
92 In the log book of the Brouwershaven, the Dutch refer to this bay as “Baij van Eusada” (Traudenius 1633, fl. 746v; 
747r; 748r). No toponym analysis exists yet to discuss the origin of this Dutch appellation [see Table of Toponyms in 
Appendix]. Similarly, the origin of the name Turao in Portuguese, Tourane in French, Touron in English, Thoulon or 
Thoron in Dutch, is still uncertain.  
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“… the entrance into the bay of Turon… is not readily perceived by 
strangers. … In making this part of the coast, from the south ards, 
the most remarkable object, that attracts attention, is a group of 
massy marble rocks, that looks like an enormous castle, appearing to 
be insulated…. A fe  miles to the north ards of this Cochinchinese 
pile of rocks, is a bold and elevated promontory, surmounted by two 
peaks, one much higher than the other. To a stranger, the entrance in 
Turon bay would appear to lie between the mass of rocks first 
mentioned, and this elevated promontory…” (Staunton 1797a, 325-
326).  
 Once entered the bay, Barrow, Anderson, Staunton, McCartney and their crews could 
understand why the Bay of Tourane was considered as one of the best in the country, as it had 
been for a long time. Its entrance, 3.5 nm wide, opened on a beautiful rounded bay protected 
by the large Tiên Sa Peninsula (696 m) in the south and by a headland that points to the small 
Cù Lao Hàn (or  ò  Sơ  T  ) to the north. 
 Regular depths of about 25.5-27.5 metres are found in the centre of the bay, which 
decrease inshore to 14.5, 12.8, and 11 metres. Nested at the hook formed by the Tiên 
Sa Peninsula, still lies a small bay that offers shelter in all seasons. This is where the present 
d y    b u   f Đ  Nẵng has developed. In the SW monsoon, the bay is well sheltered, but 
b c us      s s  w    p    c  d f  m     SW w  ds    c   b  v  y    ; “at this time vessels 
should anchor well out in the bay away from the high land of the peninsula in order to have the 
benefit of any light airs, avoiding the stifling inshore anchorages. In June the heat is tempered 
somewhat by land and sea breezes” (NGA 2014, 126). In the SW monsoon however, typhoons 
were a risk and keeping anchor at Cù Lao Chàm was preferable (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). 
In the NE monsoon, as 19th century French navigators Laplace, de Bougainville, and Vaillant 
experienced [see Chapter 3], the sea can be choppy and it can be difficult to enter or, on the 
other hand, to exit the bay due to a lack of wind.93 
 
  
                                                          
 
93
 The Bonite, in February 1837 could not leave the bay because the wind did not pick up. She shared the fate of a 
Cochinchinese frigate which was also on her way to Singapore, and which also had to anchor overnight (La Salle 
1852, 293-294). 
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Figure 4-20: Dayot’s map of Faifo and Tourane, by John Barrow and Captain Parish, 1793, reproduced here by 
Jean-Marie and Felix Dayot, 1793 (Dayot 1807a, pl. 11) 
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The Bay of Tourane was nonetheless a very welcoming natural shelter. As the Franklin arrived, 
John White wrote: 
“At 10 AM  e  ere abreast of Cape Turon,  hich is high and rugged, 
and is situated on the extreme eastern point of a peninsula which 
bounds, to the east and north-east, the bay and harbour of Turon. ... 
We proceeded within about a mile of the shore, and at half past one 
in the afternoon came to anchor in Turon bay, in seven fathoms [12.8 
m] water, muddy ground. ... We weighed anchor with the land 
breeze, and stood out of the bay.  
The bay of Turon is one of the finest in the world, and vessels which 
lie within Callao-hanne [sic], or Turon Island, are completely sheltered 
from all winds, in an excellent harbour.  
A small branch of a river, navigable for boats, falls into the south-east 
part of the bay, and communicates with the town of Faifoe. ... the 
bazars are, however, well stocked with pork, poultry, fish, vegetables, 
and fruit, which are procured at a reason-able rate, and fresh water is 
easily obtained” (White 1824, 78, 80). 
 
The Bay of Tourane, and primarily, the port of Faifo, were the central trading points of the 
kingdom of Cochinchina, but were also a good stopping point, with services for ships on 
route.94 As Blomfield discussed, when he wintered there, the local population was accustomed 
to receive foreign vessels and provided him and his crew with supplies that satisfied sailors on 
long distance journeys. 
“There are boats come on board every morning from Turon with all 
sorts of things to sell and they usually remain till sunset. They distil a 
spirit from rice which by being sold extremely cheap may promote 
much drunkenness in our ships” (Lamb 1961, 81). 
 Timber was also available to refurbish ships. Before the town was destroyed during the 
Tây Sơ    b      , R b    K  s p     d           s  c m     bu  d       ju ks       (Dalrymple 
1793, 251), and Blomfield and crew, who spent five months there, also took the opportunity to 
replace the yards and masts of the Admiral Pocock; ”there is vast plenty of good timber at 
Faifo. We got lower yards and top-masts made there of a sort of poone95 and very well it 
                                                          
94
 See also Wheeler (2003) and the experience of Da Shan, a monk from Guangzhou, who travelled to Cochinchina 
in 1695, and lived there a year. See particularly his descriptions of his arrival in Faifo and how “the inhabitants 
huddled around [us]. Suddenly a makeshift morning market formed People were carrying areca, seafoods, fruits, tea 
and other foods, respectfully offering foods for us to eat", how the fort's commander came out to greet him and his 
fellow monks, then hosted them to a breakfast, "freshly prepared" from their immediate suppliers (Da Shan was not 
only a royal guest, above all, he was a high monk).  
Đ  Nẵng is still a very significant port; World Port Index No. 57650. 
95
 “     ” is a sort of teak, most probably a laurel species, either Calophyllum polyanthum which was known as the 
“p    sp  ” tree, or Calphyllum inophyllum. James Holman in his Voyage around the world notes “  d p    ”, 
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turned out“ (Lamb 1961, 81). Abbot Richard, who wrote his account in 1778, also praised the 
ports of Cochinch    f   supp y  g s  v c s f   s  ps      u  ,   c ud  g “a tree they call 
incorruptible, because it never decays either in the ground or in the water: they make ships' 
anchors of it”,  s w     s s  k    m k     s, c  d g    d s   s (Richard 1808, 769-770).  
V. E. From Tourane to China, Manila or Huế 
John White, not being able to conclude any business in Faifo quickly left for Manila. He took 
the Franklin d w      c  s     Quy N ơ  w   c     c  ss d     S u         S   (White 
1824, 95-96). Frenchman Louis Rey, commanding the Henry, arrived just a week after John 
W    ,    24 Ju   1819. R y’s bus   ss w        Emp     w s m    f u  fu       W    ’s.    
had been there the previous year, and had negotiated with the Emperor to bring back 
firearms. He was well acquainted with the protocol in the harbours of Cochinchina and 
therefore knew how to benefit from the situation (Rey 1818, 1821). After waiting five days in 
the Bay of Tourane, he was granted permission to sail to Huế and received the unique honour 
to enter with   s s  p     “R v    f     K  g”.96 
“On the 29th June, letters from court informed me that I was at liberty 
to remain in the bay of Tourane, or to carry the ship into the river of 
Huế the capital, and that in either case, every assistance would be 
afforded to unload her. 
Ambitious that the Henry should be the first European vessel to enter 
the port of the capital, we weighed from Tourane at noon and the 
next morning at 6 AM, we dropped our anchor a mile north-east from 
the fort, at the entrance of the river Huế” (Rey 1821, 108). 
From Tourane, with a reasonable breeze, a ship could reach the capital, Huế, in less than a day.  
VI. THE NGUYỄN CAPITAL OF HUẾ 
The portion of coast, from Quảng Nam to the province of Thừa Thiên-Huế, is composed of a 
long beach bordered by a narrow outer belt of dunes forming the shoreline, which is then 
separated from a much broader inner belt by a channel or lagoon behind which the plain 
extends for miles inland (BNIDA 1943, 35). These are the characteristics of the coastline as far 
north as the Porte d’Annam [17°5’N]. T   s  d du  s c u d s m   m s b  s    f  m   
distance out to sea, with the Annamese Range always present in the background.  
                                                                                                                                                                          
“p    p    ” and “   g      p    ” (Holman 1834, 324). “     ” appears to a derivative of the tree name in 
various Indian languages (Davies 2015, pers. comm.). 
96
 Chapman had entered the river but the sojourn did not turn out well [see infra, Chapter 3, page 156, footnote 
91]. That time period was a time of unrest in the country, during which the Tây Sơ , the Trịnh and the Nguyễn were 
at war.  
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Having cleared the Bay of Tourane, sailors on board the Henry could have caught glimpse of 
      y    d   d [ ũ    ơ  ây]   d  f     b y w  c  b   s     s m    m . I   s   g  d 
bay for anchoring during the SW monsoon, with depths of 13 m and a good holding ground. 
The Chon May headland is a conspicuous marker when coming from the north, after crossing 
the Gulf of Tonkin from the island of Hainan. Ships approaching the coast of Cochinchina could 
also catch a glimpse of the small Tiger Island [đảo C n Cỏ]97 before bearing south and 
attempting to enter the Bay of Tourane, as did the Thétis in January 1825 (Bougainville 1837, 
248-249), the Astrolabe in December 1830 (Laplace 1833, 274), and the Bonite in January 1836 
(La Salle 1852, 254).  
 
Coming from Tourane, c. 20 nm from  ò  Sơ  T   at the northern exit from the bay, and just a 
f w   u  c   m   s f  m   ơ   ây    d   d,    s       v  m u    f  ử  Tư   ền. This 
rivermouth indicates the entrance to an inner bay and an extensive lagoon which borders the 
coast and connects to the Thuận An rivermouth, 20 nm further north, which in turn, offers 
 cc ss           fum  R v   [Sô g  ươ g]    “R v    f     K  g”. F  m      ,   w  ds     
north, the lagoon extends for another 10 nm, until the border of the province of Quảng Trị. 
This long littoral lagoon is bordered by very high sand dunes and sand cliffs that separate it 
from the sea. Local boats travelled along this channel, as did Pierre Poivre, when going back 
and forth between Huế and Faifo in winter 1749–1750. 
“I left [the capital] at mid-day and navigated the rest of the day and 
all the night on one of the canals of the large river, amidst a plain 
irrigated by infinite channels and covered with rice with a few villages 
and pagodas dotted her and there along the river” (Morel 2010b, 53). 
 French Navy officer Picard Destelan also noted, in 1884, how local ships extensively used 
this inner lagoon to reach Huế and deliver trading goods, rice, salt, and royal tribute (Picard 
Destelan 1892, 232). Vessels from distant provinces entered the main river mouth of Thuận An 
by the sea, bu  v ss  s f  m        g b u   g    b u s  f T u        Quy N ơ  sailed close to 
the coast and entered through the lagoon at Cử  Tư   ền. This was a great advantage for the 
local boats, because they could avoid passing the sandbar that blocked the entrance of the 
Perfume River and which was often difficult and sometimes obstructed in some periods of the 
year. Large European ships could not use this lagoon, so they sailed up the coast to reach Huế, 
as the Henry did in less than a day. There, they anchored outside the rivermouth of Thuận An, 
before entering the river, with suitable authorisation. 
                                                          
97
 During the NE monsoon, it was believed to be safer to come near this island, by fear of being caught by the 
currents that flow strongly to the S and SW (Bougainville 1837, 248). Tiger Island is visible in clear weather at a 
distance of 15-18 miles (Findlay 1878, 456). 
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VI. A. Cua Thuan Anh [Cửa Thuận An] and the Perfume river [Sông 
 ươ g] 
The wide Cửa Thuận An gives access to the Perfume River, on which Huế98 lies 15 km 
upstream. The river is the main artery of the region coming down from the mountains and 
reaching the sea after meandering for 30 km over the plains. The Perfume River was relatively 
wide (180 m) but not deep, 4-5 m, with numerous sand banks and strong tidal currents.  
 The bar that blocked the river entrance, the heavy winds that blew on this part of the 
coast in the NE monsoon, and the heavy seas in the SW monsoon, hindered access to the city, 
or somehow protected it.99 Only shallow draught flat bottom boats drawing 1.5 m or less could 
navigate upstream, particularly in February, when the river is at its lowest. After the summer 
rains when the level was at its highest, the depth increased slightly but the river flow 
contributed to the formation of the sand bar at its entrance. The heavy rains and floods 
brought much sand and silt to Thuận An Bay. The water over the bar was very shallow, less 
than 3 m. Chinese and Vietnamese junks could pass over the bar, but foreign ships drawing 
more than 3 m could not (Picard Destelan 1892, 31).100 Sometimes, the heavy rains and the 
floods opened the bar. Pierre Poivre described how in 1737–1739, because of a heavy flood, 
the height of the bar increased till it stood above water level, and how, in 1749, he witnessed 
the bar being opened: 
“The people from this country call this harbour Cua Hêi. It used to be 
very deep and Chinese sommes [junks] could enter without danger. 
About ten or twelve years ago, an extraordinary flood formed a sand 
bank and completely closed that harbour so that the bank remained 
dry. This year, a new flood occurred, much more important than the 
one from the previous years. So it dragged all the sand away and 
unblocked the harbour. This even has, as I stated before, occasioned 
many rejoicing” (Morel 2010b, 53). 
 Outside the river mouth, anchorage was quite deep. The 20 m depth contour is under 2 
nm offshore, and ships could find 11-18 m, but only during the periods of favourable winds. As 
                                                          
98
 Huế was the capital of the Nguyễn Lords and of the Nguyễn Dynasty after 1802. It was c    d   ú Xuân (富春), 
but often referred to as Sinoa, Sinua, Sinhoe, b c us     w s     c p      f     p  v  c   f T uậ     , which in 
Chinese, reads Shunhua (Li 2016, pers. comm). See Morineau (1916) for an overview of the harbour of Bao Vinh 




 As stated on the map of le Floch de la Carrière, it is probable that the difficulty of accessing the Perfume River led 
Faifo and Tourane to be the main trading recipients of the country. This was maybe further due to a desire of the 
Nguyễn Lords to remain distant from all the foreign trading communities (Manguin 1972, 163). 
100
 Nowadays, "during the northeast monsoon, the sea breaks on the bar and it may become impassable. A barrier, 
with a number of openings through it, stretches across the inner end of Cua Thuan An. During the southwest 
monsoon, the river can probably be entered by vessels with a draught of 3 m, but can only be navigated by vessels of 
1 m draught to Hue, which lies 7 miles upstream. The last of the flood is the best time to enter" (NGA 2014, 125). 
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soon as easterly winds or NE monsoon winds picked up, it became impossible to stay there and 
the bar became impassable. It became a very dangerous lee shore. If foreign ships sometimes 
passed the bar, they never went as far as the city itself. In fact, it was an ideal location for the 
Vietnamese to exercise control and take advantage or even trap enemies, as the Jenny 
suffered in 1778.101 Until the Henry, no foreign vessels were granted official permission to 
come as far as the capital of the Kingdom. On June 26th 1819, after discharging her cargo into 
lighters, the Henry crossed the bar with the help of local pilots. 
“At 6 AM,  e dropped our anchor a mile north-east from the fort, at 
the entrance of the river Huế ... By the help of the imperial barges, our 
ship discharged her whole cargo in one day, and permission was 
granted to carry her up the river to the capital; to the great joy of the 
emperor, who wished much to exhibit to his court an [sic] European 
ship. 
At the entrance of the river of Huế is a bar of sand, from nine to ten 
fathoms broad [16.5-18 m]. At low water, the depth on it is only 
twelve and a quarter English feet [3.5 m]; and the increase is only one 
and a half foot at spring tides. 
The Henry drew twelve feet, taking the advantage, therefore, of very 
smooth water, we were soon towed over the bar into four and a half 
fathoms [8.2 m], the depth found also on the outside of the bar.  
Thus at noon, the French flag was first displayed before the ramparts 
of the capital of Cochinchina, where we lay as snugly as in a bason 
[basin], within speech of a village, furnished with every necessary; a 
situation peculiarly fortunate, on account of the heavy gales from the 
north-west which prevail at that time of the year, and are very 
dangerous outside of the bar” (Rey 1821, 106, 110). 
 After concluding his fruitful business, Louis Rey weighed anchor on 13th of November, 
passed the bar, and sailed south, by-passing all the islands and capes in reverse, and exiting 
through the Straits of Sunda on 3rd of December 1819.  
  
                                                          
101
 See infra, Chapter 3, page 156, footnote 91, and Lamb (1961). 
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The coast of Cochinchina is a long and beautiful coast composed of large bays and of a myriad 
 f   c    g  p    s.  s J su   f          s  f    B       d     d    1618, “over a distance of a 
hundred leagues [c. 300 nm] there are no less than sixty proper locations to land” (Borri 1631, 
92) and although the good father may have exaggerated —as 17th century hyperboles 
allowed— there were, indeed, for ships sailing along the coast, barely less than 30 nautical 
miles between harbours, shelters from ill weather, and locations for water, firewood and 
supplies. There were quite a number of landmarks with recognisable features from 20 to 50 
nm away, such as Cape St-James, the red dunes of Champa, the Tre island and neighbouring 
islets in Nha Trang, the conical Mount Epervier, the islands of Pulo Cambir, Pulo Canton and 
Pulo Champello, and the Marble Mountains, which all helped the navigators to identify their 
locations whilst remaining in deep water. The bathymetry of the coast, with waters reaching 
deep depths relatively near the coast, played an important role in navigation along Vietnam 
and in the choices of maritime routes. This was fortuitous because in fact, the coast of 
Cochinchina was not an easy coast to sail along, particularly for foreign ships pre-19th century. 
Albeit being beautiful and compris  g s m   f     “m s  p  f c     b u s”,  um   us m      
hazards dotted the coast, including the low lying coast of the Mekong and the sandbanks that 
extend in the area, those along the Champa coast such the Matheus Brito Bank and the Court 
of Holland Bank, and the hazard-filled coast of Nha Trang. And, despite the fact that some of 
these hazards were known since the early 16th century, the majority were not charted until the 
19th century. Thence, it was in fact a difficult coast to sail, unless sailing off it. Stretches of the 
coast were very exposed, and some anchorages were not good at all during the NE monsoon. 
 
In summary, the maritime route that sailed past the coasts of Champa and Cochinchina, from 
Pulo Condor, often favoured to sail in the direction of Pulo Cecir de Mer, which provided a 
good visual marker to indicate when to change bearing to approach the coast and continue to 
the north. The distance between both islands is c. 170 nm, and keeping soundings of 33-36.5 
metres helped to keep the safest distance to the coast, and not closing in too much to the 
island helped avoid the Court of Holland Bank. From there, it was advised to come close to the 
coast of Champa, see Pulo Cecir de Terre and round Cape Padaran. In that way all the hazards, 
from the Mekong Delta to the coast of Champa, were avoided. 
 If sailing from Cape St-James, navigation was more tedious because of the sandbanks 
protruding from the Mekong Delta and the Bay of Gangneray. To keep an offing of minimum 6 
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nm and depths of 30-35 metres was recommended. The coast of Champa comprised 
numerous bays that were not good for foreign ships and often sailed past. These bays are open 
to both monsoons, sandbanks or reefs extend from their rivermouths, and on long journeys, 
their position was locked between other stops that were more enticing. The ill reputation of 
the harbours of Champa also contributed to the fact that not many foreign ships stopped in 
these bays. Keeping 6 nm off the coast allowed sailors to enjoy the landscape; the conspicuous 
Mount Taicou that could be seen as a neat cone towering the coast, and the very characteristic 
red dunes of Champa, and as such, avoid Brito Bank and the Court of Holland Bank, conducting 
a rather straightforward navigation. Then, Cape Padaran could be rounded, by keeping near 
and within deep waters to avoid being projected east by the currents.  
 Once past the cape, an offing of 6-9 nm was necessary to by-pass the coast of former 
Kauthara without coming too near the numerous islands and islets. It was advised to keep 
depths of 45-60 metres on the sounding lines. Because in this region it is a steep-to coast, 
where the depths drop very quickly, it was possible to sail in sufficient depth to be clear of 
dangers.  
 The sailing distance between Kauthara and Pulo Canton could be covered in a day and a 
half, often by-passing the excellent harbours along the way (Vị   Xuâ  Đ  , Quy N ơ ). I      
early days of European navigation in the area, Portuguese and Chinese ships used stop in Quy 
N ơ     w     , bu   s     m nsoon system was better understood, ships on route to China 
did not halt anymore before reaching their final destination, which was just a few more days 
away. 
 Between Pulo Canton and Champello, an offing of about 3-6 nm was good, passing 
between the land and the islands. Such distance was kept mainly due to the fear of the 
Paracels which maintained sailors close to the coast of Cochinchina (the 100 m curve passes 
beyond the islands, and the 50 m was only about 10-15 nm away from the coast). Keeping near 
the coast allowed the leadman to keep track of soundings, because beyond, the isobath drops 
very quickly to over 50 m. This was a good indicator to avoid coming too near the Paracels. The 
fact that the current (particularly when it is strong during the NE monsoon) could drive ships 
onto uncharted hazards also motivated captains to keep near the coast of Cochinchina. There, 
the islands of Champello had the natural advantages of offering good anchorage and provided 
then an opportunity to enter the Bay of Tourane or the River of Faifo for business if required.  
 
In general, if a European vessel needed to come close to the coast on a hydrographic survey 
mission, or needed to enter the harbours for trade or diplomatic purposes, keeping a distance 
of 5 to 15 nautical miles usually avoided sandbanks protruding from river mouths and hazards 
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lurking under the surface, as well as enabling the captain or the navigator to determine the 
s  p’s p s      w     s            s f  y  f d  p   w    s (   m    d p  s    g  g b  w en 27-
45 m). This also allowed vessels to reach good anchorages in a very short space of time, in case 
of a crisis or ill weather. This meant that to keep sailing just beyond the line of regional coastal 
traders and local fishermen, was a good way to keep far enough offshore, but not too near of 
unknown hazards. From the 17th to the late 18th century, knowledge of the Cochinchina coast 
and of the South China Sea was still rudimentary, so by following the traditional inner route, 
captains were able to recognise features described in the instructions of Sellers, Pimentel or 
d’ p ès d       v       , w  c      w d    m    v   fy       p s      w      c ss  y, w     
maintaining enough depth and distance. By the second-half of the 19th century, knowledge of 
the waters had vastly increased, the fear of the Paracels faded, and further sailing distance 
from the coast was encouraged as ships kept an overall distance of c. 40 nm away from the 
coast (Findlay 1878, 86). T     w “ ff     c  s   f   c   c       u  ”    “E s     p ss g ” 
was commonly used, and there were also better charts and instructions that detailed where it 
was safe to navigate (but also where one had to be prudent).  
 
Like Dayot and de Kergariou, Captain Laplace, in 1830–1831, covered the coast and observed 
the stretch of long beautiful harbours. He was also a French naval officer, on an explicit 
mission of exploration whose aim was to close coasts and explore them in order to record as 
much hydrographical detail as possible. He summarised quite well the nature of the 
Cochinchinese coast:  
“… from a latitude of 10°, starts the long series of beautiful harbours 
and good anchorages belonging to Cochinchina. 
There is not one country in the world that was favoured better by 
nature in terms of navigation: everywhere, headlands and high coasts 
close bays that are perfectly sheltered from all wind; but these 
advantages that are so precious, remain up to now un-useful to the 
European vessels that barely benefit from this or only when the 
 eather is poor” (Laplace 1833, 312). 
 Indeed, despite the excellent quality of many of the harbours of the Cochinchinese 
c  s , f w s  ps s  pp d      .   p  c ’s  xp         summ   s s qu    w        f c       
European sailors did not benefit from this coast and closed in only in poor conditions, because 
sailing in deep water was often preferred. In terms of navigation, there was no imperative now 
for foreigners to stop along the coast of Cochinchina. As stated previously, more than a 
thousand British ships sailed from the UK to China between 1600 and 1832. For the majority, 
as was the case for the numerous Dutch, French or Portuguese ships that sailed past, whether 
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they by-passed a Cham town or a Nguyễ    w ,   p    c        d by     Tây Sơ     by Nguyễn 
Á  ’s     ps,     j u   y remained the same. Even if the relative importance of certain 
harbours changed between the 16th and 19th centuries [see Chapter 5], the main maritime 
route did not change. 
 On the other hand by following the coast, in a similar fashion to Dayot and Laplace, this 
chapter has showed how naturally inclined the coast was to local and regional maritime traffic 
and activities, and how it was propitious to local coastal traders. It has stressed many of the 
anchorage points, harbours and ports, but above all, the number of beautiful bays on the coast 
 f   c   c    . T  s    u    y supp   s      d    f   “c  s      g w y” d scuss d by 
Wheeler,102 and how convenient it was to sail along the coast compared to travelling by land. 
Water transport united a land that was fragmented by mountain spurs and waterways, and the 
coastal conformity facilitated trade despite varying socio-economic and politic contexts. This 
chapter has brought closer to the coast of Cochinchina, as it was viewed from the deck of a 
European vessel, and has highlighted certain features, namely bays, capes, and hazards that 
were crucially significant for sailors. These important navigational markers did not change 
w       s    f  m      d  g c mp  y’s E s  I d  m  ,   b  g  f w  ,        s     d  g Junk, a 
Cochinchinese fishing vessel, a royal ship belonging to the Queen of Siam or a Cochinchinese 
royal galley. These different boats most certainly sailed to different harbours, for different 
purposes and at different speeds, but the coast was the same. 
 
If the experience of the coast varied, it depended on what the sailors needed or cared for, and 
also, on what they could see. This was mainly boat dependent. When there were differences in 
the experience of the mariners, it was related to the type of vessel they were on board, and 
w       y w    s     g. D p  d  g           g    f     v ss  ’s d ck   d m s s, w    w s 
visible, and the distance from which it was visible, was different. The draught of large ship103 
also meant anchoring in different locations. European ships tended to anchor outside of the 
bays, needing a minimum of 5.5 m of water for their deep draught vessels. Local boats on the 
other hand, with a shallower draught could anchor in the rivers. More specifically, local boats 
could pass over the sandbars blocking the entrance of many rivers, and could enter lagoons 
and channels along the coast. Particular passages for shallow draught vessels were impossible 
to access for Europeans, and also sometimes for Chinese Junks. It was possible for example, to 
                                                          
102
 [see Chapter 1] This is what Wheeler (2003) put forward in his paper, and what a few others who worked on 
maritime themes on Vietnam noticed. As Wheeler noted “what mountains divide, water unite”. Piétri and Claeys in 
the 1940s, who both had a passion for the sailing boats of Vietnam understood the ecology as a natural factor that 
explained the boat diversity in Vietnam. 
103
 Distance between the waterline and the bottom of the hull, depending also on the amount of cargo. 
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pass behind Cape St-James, which avoided to depend on the tides to enter the Bay of 
G  g    y   d     R v    f S   Gò . T      b u s  f Quy N ơ , F  f    d  uế were protected 
by a sandbank which was not easy to pass for deep draught vessels, and the access to the 
harbours depended on the tides and the season. For small local boats, harbours were more 
readily accessible, and they could often sail along the channels that connected the harbours of 
Quảng Ngãi, that connected Faifo and Tourane, or along the lagoon between Cape Chon May 
[ ũ    â  ây Ðô g]   d  uế.  
 
Albeit based on a European experience of the coast, this chapter underlined the enormous 
possibilities of this coast for local boats that travelled from north to south, and back, on a 
regular basis. The different types of boats, whether regional coaster, fishing vessel or royal 
galley, are discussed in the later chapters [Chapters 7–8]. However, before analysing the 
different Cochinchinese boat types, the next chapters, will take a closer look at their use along 
coast of Vietnam; first, by taking a closer look at the actual maritime activities in which these 
boats were engaged [Chapter 5], and second, by studying in depth the seafaring skills and 
navigation methods of the Cochinchinese [Chapter 6]. Only then, will it be possible to consider 
the boats of Cochinchina their specificities and their changes across time. 
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As the Nguyễn Lords progressively settled in the former Cham provinces, they took full 
advantage of the maritime heritage of their new dominion.1 They benefited from its strategic 
location on the regional maritime trade routes, and looked at international trade as a key 
advantage. The maritime component of the state policy became central to the organisation of 
the Nguyễn government and to the development of Cochinchina.2 Maritime trade was 
particularly important to the economy of central Vietnam and the Nguyễn lords paid special 
attention to regulating all related matters (Li 1998a, 2-4). The controlling of trading ships 
yielded an important part of the Nguyễn revenue (Li 1998b, 87-89) and about 170 customs 
officials were employed by early 1700s (Nguyễn Thanh Nhã 1970, 183). 
 I   um   us c s s, f    g   s’  cc u  s3 discuss the often complicated, confusing, and 
frustrating process of arriving in the harbours, of finding translators, of offering the 
 pp  p      “g f s”          g    ff c   s,  f   g       g     chap4 (trading license) and custom 
duties, of having their cargo weighed or inventoried, of waiting for the authorisation to go to 
Court in order to negotiate trading conditions, and of having to re-write their letters and 
declarations according to the appropriate protocol. These onerous commercial experiences 
became a central part of the political relationships of foreign trading nations with the Nguyễn 
                                                          
1
 See Nguyễn Thế Anh (1995), Li (1998b), Wheeler (2006a) and Trân Quôc Vuong (2011) for the idea that the 
Vietnamese/Nguyễn incorporated Cham elements as they settled the former lands of the polity of Vijaya, of 
Kauthara after 1611, and of Panduranga after 1653. See also Southworth (2004) or Trần Kỳ   ươ g (2003, 2008) for 
guiding the reflection towards the Cham connection between culture and environment and how the different Cham 
polities exploited their ecology and benefited from their location on the maritime networks. 
2
 See Li (1998b) for an overview of the activities of Cochinchina (such as the Nguyễ  p   c  s  f d v   p  g 
“   d c  f    dus  y”,  f      c   g sk    d c  f sm          c p      f   ú Xuân, of providing salary to the workers 
and exempting them of taxes like soldiers etc.), as well as Li (2006b) and Wheeler (2006b) for a good introduction to 
the maritime aspects of the development of Cochinchina. Wheeler already introduced some of these themes, in 
order to demonstrate the strong dependence of the littoral people on the sea, and the role of the coast in the socio-
economic history of central Vietnam (Wheeler 2006b). While Wheeler outlined very clearly a number of activities 
that connected littoral people with the wide-ranging maritime trade networks, and already documented some of 
their aspects quite well, this chapter addresses them further and in more details, to create the panorama of 
activities that involved boat use, in order to help identify the most representative types of boats during that time in 
Cochinchina. 
3
 As famous examples of full descriptions of the processes of entering and leaving harbours, see the accounts of 
Bowyear (Cadière 1920), Kirsop (1793), Poivre (Morel 2010b), Blomfield (Lamb 1961), de Kergariou (Joinville 1914a), 
White (1824), Crawfurd (1830a), and Roberts (1837). Navigation instructions and trading manuals such as   bu  ’s 
Oriental Commerce also discuss these practices (Milburn 1813, 444-456). 
4
 Before the 19
th
 century, there were no fixed custom duties on the imported and exported goods, but a “c  pp ”, 
“c  p” or “c  p”. It was an “official permit for trading in the kingdom. The price of the chappa was established 
according to the size or nationality of the vessel. But most of the time it was negotiable, depending on the amount of 
gifts dispensed and on the efficiency of the intermediary used to negotiate the authorisation with the court” 
(Mantienne 1999, 114). Also, the cost of the chappa changed according to the political and economic situation of 
the country, because it was fast and easy money for the officers and mandarins. See Mantienne (1999), who 
discusses the trading licenses in several Southeast Asian countries, and also compares the chappa on different 
vessels (1752 Dutch, 1753 Portuguese, 1753 French) based on data from the study of Buch (1936) on Dutch-Nguyễn 
relations and on MEP archives.  
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Court.5 The few studies specifically devoted to maritime trade in Cochinchina often focus on 
international trade, on the trading conditions, on the politics of exchange between trading 
nations and the Nguyễn, and consequently on the regulatory procedures of ship control and 
custom duties. There is less attention devoted to the daily maritime activities of coastal 
Cochinchinese, and to the practical aspects of these activities, and even less in regard to the 
boats they used. When such maritime activities conducted by the coastal Cochinchinese are 
addressed, it is mostly in terms of their economic role.6 Yet, watercraft was fundamental to the 
development of Cochinchina.7 Vessels were needed for transportation of rice, soldiers and 
settlers, and to defend against potential Trịnh incursions, expand Nguyễn administrative 
authority, exploit the marine resources along the coast and among the many offshore islands, 
as well as to provide services to foreign ships arriving in their harbours.  
 
In the rich literature on the watercraft of Vietnam (Pham et al. 2010), there is unfortunately 
little written about their use and an almost total absence of historical perspective.8 
Vietnamese vessels are usually described in terms of their technology and rarely in connection 
with the people who built and/or used them. Sometimes, while patiently waiting at anchor for 
their trading license in Cochinchinese harbours, or when sailing past, foreigners would catch a 
glimpse of local maritime activities, and observe the Nguyễn Navy manoeuvring in and out of 
bays and river mouths, or displayed during pageants, fishing fleets leaving or returning after a 
day or night offshore, and country trading vessels laden with rice, jars of fish sauce, sugar or 
salt, sailing between the provinces.  
 By sifting through the descriptions of earlier European observers, it is possible to 
reconstruct a sense of the maritime activities of the local people as well as the context and use 
of the various kinds of vessels. By doing so, it will provide a historical insight on the different 
types that were recurrently used, how and why they were used, and thus, provide a more 
holistic understanding of these vessels that goes beyond mere descriptions of their 
technology.  
  
                                                          
5
 See for example Buch (1936) for the Dutch experience, and Lamb (1961) of the British missions. 
6
 For example, see Manguin (1972, 1984b), Mantienne (1999, 2001), Nguyễn Thế Anh (1999), but also Cooke and Li 
(2004) for the region of the Mekong, and Cooke et al. (2011) for the Gulf of Tonkin. 
7
 See Wheeler (2003, 2011b), in which he specifically puts forward the significant role of boats, on how “political 
and economic outcomes depended as much upon little boats as they did upon big ships, on fisherfolk as much as 
great pirates, merchants, or navies …” (Wheeler 2011b, 141-142). See also Li (2004b) about shipbuilding in the 
Mekong, and Li (2012b) about 19
th
 century rice transportation trends. 
8
 See Literature Review in Chapter 1, and Chapter 7. 
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I. THE NGUYỄN NAVY 
The politics of defence and expansion of the Nguyễn was supported in part by crucial 
developments in shipbuilding and boatbuilding. Three main phases can be considered here 
briefly, to depict a continuity in the evolution and transformation of the Nguyễn Navy and 
related maritime activities.  
I. A. 1558–1657: The birth of the Nguyễn Navy  
In the first decades of the Nguyễn settling in central Vietnam, the Navy was relatively small 
and composed of only a few ships. Nguyễn Hoàng (1558–1613), the first lord to settle in the 
area, had only a small number of galleys. Yet, Nguyễn Hoàng and his son, Nguyễn Phúc Nguyên 
were both confident and skilful in naval combat. For example, in 1585, the prince, with ten 
galleys, drove away a Japanese pirate who came to plunder the coast with five big ships (Li 
1998b, 60).  
 By 1618, when Jesuit father Christoforo Borri visited the court of Cochinchina, he noted 
that the king Nguyễn Phúc Nguyên possessed now more than a 100 galleys (Borri 1631, 794). 
Alexandre de Rhodes, who stayed several times in Cochinchina and Tonquin between 1627 
and 1645, counted about 150 galleys, located in three ports, as far south as Ran Ran [Phú Yên] 
to protect the border from Cham incursions (Rhodes 1854, 161). Between 1626 and 1672, a 
number of military engagements involving forces on land and at sea opposed the Nguyễn and 
the Trịnh. Despite being outnumbered by the Trịnh who had a superior fleet,9 the Nguyễn 
         ss   p    d          m  s’   v       cks    umb    f   m s,10 which proved an 
incentive for the Nguyễn to strengthen their Navy.  
 When Nguyễn Phúc Lan (1635–1648) ascended the throne in March 1635, he invested in 
        y   d “ x     d    y” g    ys.11 As seen, in less than fifty years, the number of Nguyễn 
military vessels almost doubled. Accounts describing the Navy in 1642, estimate between 230 
and 300 galleys in total.12 In different harbours, fleets of 30–50 galleys were ready at all time to 
                                                          
9
 In comparison to the few Nguyễn galleys, the Trị  ’s fleet was counted in the hundreds. Jesuit Alexandre de 
Rhodes, in March 1627, saw the King “at the head of a beautiful army of 120 000 men and 400 galleys’ (Rhodes 
1854, 110). De Rhodes specifies that he counted them all, and that he did not exaggerate (Rhodes 1854, 102). See 
also the descriptions of the Trịnh Navy by William Dampier (1699a, 74-78). 
10
 Seven main campaigns were conducted by the Trịnh against the Nguyễn, which included three important naval 
battles won by the Nguyễn (spring 1627, 1633, and 1643). Note however that if the Nguyễn overcame the Trịnh, it 
was not necessarily related to the strength of their navy itself but rather to their strategies and tactics. See for 
example Alexandre de Rhodes who explained these vividly (Nguyễn Tấn  ư g 2011, 36-37). 
11
 As noted in a Jesuit report for the year 1635 of the Cochinchina Mission (ARSI JAP/SIN 71, Annua 1635, fl. 129v). 
12
 A Japanese resident, when giving background information to the Dutch about Cochinchina, declared that “the 
king has around 230 to 240 galleys to guard his kingdom” (Li and Reid 1993, 31). Muller, a Dutch prisoner in Faifo, in 
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repel enemies. Dutch documents also attest to the early naval force of the Nguyễn. In 1636, a 
Dutch merchant, Abraham Duijcker, heard of the new king stationing 40 galleys in the river of 
Huế and an equal number in the bay of Tourane (Buch 1936, 138). In February 1642, Captain 
van Liesevelt was intimidated by a fleet of 35 galleys deployed for the defense of the Bay of 
Tourane, and maintained his guard because of a rumour that a fleet of 300 warships was being 
prepared to retaliate against the raids he had conducted13 (Hoàng Anh Tuấn 2007). In July of 
the following year, a significant naval engagement occurred between the Dutch and the 
Nguyễn Navy. Three VOC ships commanded by Admiral Pieter Baeck were on a mission to 
rescue some Dutch prisoners and demonstrate their power through violent acts, raiding along 
the Cochinchinese coast. They entered the Bay of Tourane with a NE wind that then becalmed, 
so the three large VOC ships could not clear out of the bay. A fleet of 50 to 60 Cochinchinese 
galleys moved swiftly into the bay and took advantage of the dangerous situation (Buch 1936, 
182). The Wijdenes caught fire, blew up, and sank.14 As the sea breeze picked up, the Vos and 
the Waterhond managed to flee, but with many casualties.15 The defeat of the Dutch remained 
for a long time the outstanding feat and pride of the Cochinchinese who had proven their 
worth as a force to be reckoned with on the water.16 Thereafter, the Nguyễn Navy continued 
to develop.  
I. B. 1657–1771: Consolidation of the navy 
The first phases of development and expansion of the Nguyễn were based on a military 
strategy and regime. Particular efforts were made to develop the army, the Navy, and also to 
develop supporting activities, which included shipbuilding and boatbuilding, setting up coastal 
                                                                                                                                                                          
a letter to Captain Jacob Van Liesvelt, warned that the Nguyễn Lord had 300 war vessels ready (Buch 1936, 176). 
Van Liesevelt himself also “calculated that the total number of warships of Cochin is 300 units” and wrote this to the 
Dutch East India Company (VOC) council in a letter dated to 12 April 1642, calling for military aid to attack (Buch 
1936, 176). The same year, Johan Van Linga, who also conducted bloody raids along the coast of Cochinchina, wrote 
in his diary that the king had 230 to 240 galleys ready to go out to sea, each with 64 men who are both rowers and 
soldiers, and each mounted with 4, 5, 6, 8-pounds guns (Van Linga 1642, fl. 351v). 
13
 Jacob Van Liesvelt, who was there to raid the coast, had taken 120 Cochinchinese prisoners. He was forced to 
release them, apparently in exchange for the Dutch prisoners from two VOC ships that had been wrecked on the 
coast, the Gulden Bujis and the Maria de Medicis [see below]. The prisoners were not released by the Cochinchinese 
(Buch 1936, 171-172). 
14
 The prince took control of the main Dutch ship and deliberately set fire to it and sunk it (Cadière 1913, 18-19). 
15
 See Buch (1936, 183) for more details.  
16
 Alexandre de Rhodes (1854, 59), Bénigne Vachet in 1671 (Cadière 1913, 16-22), and Thomas Bowyear in 1695 
(Dalrymple 1793, 89), all provide secondary accounts of this most important Cochinchinese naval victory. However, 
the various accounts do not agree on the number of galleys, on the number of Dutch ships, on the location of the 
battle, and even on the fate of the Dutch. For example, the account of Vachet, who retells the events supposedly 
based on the Cochinchinese themselves, mentions only 15 galleys. Poivre, who tells the story in 1750 mentions four 
Dutch ships instead of three (Li and Reid 1993, 96). As for the location, Bowyear (and the Vietnamese Annals) seem 
to suggest a location further north, between Huế and Tourane, and possibly at the river mouth of Thuận An. About 
the conflicting details, see also Cadière (1906, 15-158) and Maybon (1920a, 95-97). 
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patrols, building watchtowers and supplying out stations (Li 1998b, 38, 41-42).17 These 
developments were fundamental both for facilitating expansion, improving the transportation 
of troops and supplies, and, for exercising tighter control over local and foreign trade. 
Cochinchinese conscripts in the Navy were essential to the Nguyễn to defend the coast and 
were, like soldiers, relatively well off.18 The Nguyễn state conscripted artisans from all over the 
country, and formed specialized guilds to work in the capital of Phú Xuân [Huế]. Shipbuilding 
was developed at the capital. In 1657, King Nguyễn Phúc Tần (1648–1687) had a hundred new 
galleys constructed, and fitted with artillery.19 Bénigne Vachet noted that there were 133 
galleys at the court alone, and 35 to 40 more galleys constructed in each of the provinces and 
located in their respective ports (Cadière 1913, 18). These numbers agree with those collected 
by de Choisy in 1679, who wrote that the king had 131 galleys, and that the governors of the 
provinces of Dinheat [border with Tonquin], Cham [Quảng Nam] and Niaroux [Phú Yên/Nha 
Trang] had 30, 17 and 15 respectively (Choisy 1687, 362).  
 
By 1672, the Nguyễn gained independence from Trịnh rule and progressively turned towards a 
more stable administrative and civil system. A century of relative peace ensued, during which 
the Nguyễn consolidated their power while overseas maritime trade thrived, including 
involvement by Europeans. This period of consolidation saw the continued development of the 
Navy, including shipbuilding yards and related technology.  
 I  1750,           v    s  m   d       c   c    s  k  g p ss ss d  b u  400 “  y   
galleys”  f     s z s,   c ud  g   b  u  fu  p   su   b    f     y   p g    s, 100    g  
ceremonial galleys, 100 war galleys (including 30-40 in Huế, and the others distributed in other 
p  v  c s),   d “  g     qu     y”  f sm        sp         g    ys (Morel 2010b, 12).   d c d  
     ,  ê Quý Đô ,   m  d     sc      f  m           s       s udy     “s u      p  v  c s”, 
witnessed the strength of the Nguyễn Navy increasing, and the development of royal shipyards 
as well as local boatbuilding yards. Boatbuilders and shipbuilders were recruited from many 
places in the country for their specific skills, and were gathered in the capital. “The sawers in 
Duy Đ c commune are the best. The shipbuilders in Động Hải and Cừ Hà are familiar with 
                                                          
17
 See Li (1998b) for an outline history of the Nguyễn regime. With regards to the navy, Li's conclusions are based on 
a series of travellers accounts and on the Đại Nam Thực Luc Tiền Biên [Veritable Record of Dai N m’s Initial Period], 
which covers the period between 1558 and 1777. “It provides a chronological record of the whole period of the 
southern Nguyễn rulers, and hence the most important single overview of the south” (Li and Reid 1993, 127). 
18
 Soldiers were well paid, and the system based on merit offered possibilities to rise to higher ranks. They were 
also exempt of taxes, see comments from Borri (1631, 86-87) and Vachet (Cadière 1913, 23). 
19
 “The past year this King was prepared with 100 Simjas of war [see Chapter 7]… The intention was to join all these 
Simjas with the 200 galleys of war that he has. Not as big as the Europeans, but strong … of 22 and 24 oars on the 
side … And many other ordinary Simjas loaded with provisions, send to sea a powerful armada, and the rest of the 
army by land to conquer the Realm of Ton uim” (ARSI JAP/SIN 71, Annua 1658, fl. 437v). 
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building large vessels; the communes in Khang Lộc and Lệ Thủy districts have boatbuilders that 
often build small boats to transport goods for sale” ( ê Quý Đô  1977, v  . 1, 189-190). 
Shipwrights, boatbuilders, carpenters, and other tradesmen were divided into differently paid 
guilds (wood cutters, iron nail makers, oar makers, and sail makers) ( ê Quý Đô  1977, v  .1, 
112, 192) operated by the Nguyễn state in order to build and maintain a large fleet of war 
galleys, but also of riverboats and coasters. The mid-18th century also witnessed a sudden 
shipbuilding boom, related to the burgeoning rice trade with China and the concurrent 
d v   pm     f s  py  ds        s u    f     c u   y. T   Đ ng Nai area (Li 2004b, 123-124), 
became a major economic centre in the late 18th century (Cooke and Li 2004), and was famous 
for its good quality timber since the 16th century.20 
I. C. 1790–1820: Peak of the Nguyễn navy 
T  s   v   d v   pm    c     u d d sp        Tây Sơ    b         d     f    w  g d c d s  f 
civil war. After the fall of the House of the Nguyễn, against all odds, the capacity of the Nguyễn 
Navy reached its highest level.  
 During the initial period of the rebellion, between 1771 and 1790, Nguyễn Ánh and his 
forces were defeated and lost territory.21 T   Tây Sơ  f     w s s    g22 and greatly 
outnumbered the fleet of Nguyễn Ánh, who was preparing to retaliate from the south. His 
fortunes improved when the French Bishop of Adran provided him with two French vessels, 
the Saint-Esprit and the Cochinchine (Mantienne 2012, 137), and convinced a number of 
F   c    v    ff c  s    j        y u g K  g’s c us    d    d   c   c    xp    s . T   bu  d-up 
of the fortress of Sài Gòn and other citadels (under the directions of Olivier de Puymanel and 
Lebrun), the training of the navy offered by French officers (Manuel, Dayot, and subsequently 
Chaigneau, Vannier, Barisy and de Forsans), and a new supply of ordnance and ammunition 
                                                          
20
 As noted in Chapter, 4, Cochinchina was blessed with high quality timber for boatbuilding, as well as with other 
materials for refitting. Over the years, since the early 16
th
 century until the mid-19
th
 century, a number of authors 
commented on the quality of the boatbuilding materials, and on boatbuilding activities in the region of the Mekong, 
of former Champa and of the area of Faifo. A surge in boatbuilding is visible during the period of the Nguyễn Lords, 
which picked up most particularly under the reign of Nguyễn Ánh/Gia Long. But in fact, boatbuilding activities were 
a constant, as attested by the Spanish who came here in the early 16
th
, the Chinese since the 1750s, and by the fact 




 In the early stages of the counter-rebellion, Nguyễn Á  ’s attempts to strengthen his naval power also failed. He 
had the support of Portuguese vessels which he chartered, but which let him down and eventually fled to Macao. 
The Siamese king also lent support and a fleet of 300 vessels joined, but, on 20 January 1785, fierce naval battles 
occurred in the Mekong Delta (Rach Gam and Xoai Mut) and the Trịnh vanquished Nguyễn Ánh and his Siamese 
allies (Lê Đì   Thông 1990; Lê Thành Khôi 1992; Dutton 2006; Mantienne 2012). This is why in the Mekong, there is 
a bank called “Tây Sơ  B  k” [see Chapter 4]. After that, Nguyễn Ánh only secured troops and weapons from the 
Siamese, in exchange of ships he built in the Mekong area [see Chapter 5]. 
22
 Empowered by pirates and fishermen, the powerful Tây Sơ  fleet included 14 large ships of 50–60 guns, and 
hundreds of junks, galleys and smaller vessels. For details on the Tây Sơ  rebellion and for more specific details 
about their Navy, see Dutton (2006, 219-228), and also comments of Murray (1987, 35-54) and Mantienne (2012, 
122-125). 
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changed the balance of power (Mantienne 2012, 144-151).23 Nguyễn Ánh now developed an 
unprecedented war economy to sustain his recovery of the throne. Missions were sent abroad, 
to the Hạ Châu [foreign lands],24 to secure weapons, and a number of changes were made in 
the ports of Sài Gòn to attract more merchants [see below]. Between 1789 and 1791, in 
exchange for the support of Siamese troops, Nguyễn Ánh had seventy war ships constructed 
for the Siamese King (Li 2004b, 125-126).25 
 Over the course of the civil war, between 1792 and 1802, the Nguyễn Navy reached an 
unprecedented strength. Portuguese, French and even English ships with crews to man them 
   c mb    g   s      Tây Sơ  w    c       d by     B s  p (Mantienne 2012, 123). However, 
Nguyễn Ánh primarily developed his Navy by having new ships constructed.26 New shipyards in 
the south of the country produced the main backbone of the Navy. In 1790, the principal state 
shipyard was established north east of Sài Gòn, and in 1791, another shipyard was built in Sa 
Khe (near Mỹ T  ), w     v    g s    u d      um   us    bu     s  f     S   Gò    d Đ ng Nai 
rivers also built different types of vessels (Li 2004b, 122).27 In 1792, fifteen vessels similar to 
frigates were constructed (Mantienne 2003, 531).28 J    B    w     d      “not one nail is 
driven into a boat without the consultation of the lord...” (Barrow 1806, 277), indicating that 
Nguyễn Ánh was deeply involved in the development of the Navy. Vietnamese traditional 
galleys and small sailing boats formed the bulk of this Nguyễn fleet, but it also included 
European chartered vessels, and some Vietnamese-built vessels of European design. Nguyễn 
Ánh strengthened his fleet by building hybrid ships that combined elements of indigenous and 
European design and technology. In 1793, Nguyễn Ánh bought an old European vessel, which 
                                                          
23
 See Mantienne (2003), who especially dedicated his paper to the adaptation of European military technology to 
local conditions, with a section dedicated to the assessment of the adaptation of European technology in the 
Nguyễn shipbuilding, and on the particular interests and abilities of Nguyễn Ánh on all maritime matters. He noted 
that not only shipbuilding benefited from European intervention but that 32 citadels in Vauban style were 
constructed between 1802 and 1844 (Mantienne 2003, 525-526 + table). About influence and adaptation, see also 
Nguyễn Thế Anh (2003a). 
24
 Ambiguous term, used to refer to the “S u         ds”. It seems to have been referring to Melaka and Penang 
during the period 1788-1801, then to include Singapore after 1826, and finally to refer to the Straits Settlements as 
a whole (Penang, Melaka and Singapore) between 1826 and 1840, see Chen Ching-Ho for a lengthy discussion 
(1994, 119-124). However, Nguyễn Thế Anh (1999, 171, note 2) remarks that “it is not proved” [see below for more 
details about these foreign missions]. 
25
 This was a considerable amount that shows that during this period, the region of the Mekong and the coast of 
Siam was active and fruitful in shipbuilding. It was at the same time that dockyards were established in the region of 
Sài Gòn. It seems that forty-plus big war ships and more than 100 ghe tau vessels were built (Li 2004b, 126). 
26
 Based on the chronicles, between 1778 and 1819, 1482 vessels were constructed (Li 2004b, 121). 
27
 For example, “villages along the Cai Be River ... built a particular type of large capacity for trading to Cambodia” 
(Li 2004b, 122).  
Note that discussing the development of the Nguyễn Navy, the Hà Mật Nguyễn naval dockyard is often provided as 
an example, said to employ some 4,000 workers and where 400 ton ships of European design using ironwood were 
built (Piétri 1943, 3; Huard and Durand 1954, 226; Nguyễn Thế Anh 2003a, 104). This arsenal was however located 
along the Song Ma, in the north (19°52’N).  
28
 “Fifteen frigate-like vessels, whose bow, stern and masts follow the chinese design but the whole rest is European 
in style. They have 6 cannons on each side, one at the bow and one at the stern.” 
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was then dismantled piece by piece for the purpose of research and to use as a scale model for 
the construction of new ships. Replicating that model, more ships were built very rapidly, 
taking just three months to complete.  
In 1792, the Nguyễn Navy commanded by Dayot29 d s   y d     Tây Sơ  f     f       f  s    m  
in     B y  f Quy N ơ . S v     subs qu    Tây Sơ    v     cu s   s w      w    d u        y 
w          y d f    d    1802, f    w  g         m j     v   b         Quy N ơ     F b u  y 
1801.30 In 1799, Captain Berry31 on business in Sài Gòn saw the fleet leaving        b u  ”[a] 
fleet of war vessels and transports with the provisions and stores amounting to near 1200 
vessels of all descriptions” (Dalrymple 1803, fl. 283r). According to the report (Dalrymple 1803, 
fl. 284r), it included: 
- 3 ships about the size and rig of an English sloop of war, manned by 200 to 300 crew and 
commanded by French Officers  
- 40 war junks with 14 to 20 guns (300-500 tons burthen) 
- 200 small armed vessels, 6 to 12 guns 
- 100 galleys with landing troops (60-100 ft long, 30 to 60 oars, each mounted a gun at 
their prow, carrying 200 to 300 men) 
- 800 transportation boats (20-50 tons burthen) 
 
In 1800, Lieutenant Barisy, reported 26,800 men enlisted in the Navy.32 The following year, 
nine European vessels armed with 60 guns were part of the Nguyễn Navy,33 and hundreds of 
local sailing vessels and junks were used for transportation of soldiers and supplies, while the 
rowed galleys, mounted with artillery, contributed support to the larger European-design 
warships. In the final offensive on Tonkin, 150034 vessels took part. On 20 July 1802, after over 
thirty years of naval battles, Nguyễ  Á   f     y d f    d     Tây Sơ    d       d       Nội.35  
                                                          
29
 Dayot and his fleet sunk five ships, ninety galleys and about a hundred smaller vessels (Mantienne 2012, 149). 
The following year, Dayot commanded another raid, and took 60 Tây Sơ  galleys hidden in the Thi-Phu river (Dayot 
1807b, fl. 53r), and commanded another raid near Tourane, putting fire to the Tây Sơ ’s wood supplies and 
intercepting their rice-transportation convoys. 
Dayot also noted that when they left Sài Gòn on campaign “the great quantity of boats that followed him [Nguyễn 
Ánh] to transport the supplies necessary and those of the army on land that usually followed the coast obliged us to 
anchor every night in order to gather the convoy, which reached often more than one thousand sails” (Dayot 1807b, 
fl. 6r). 
30
 The battle of 1801 was won under the commands of Chaigneau, Vannier, and de Forsans. Dayot was not under 
Nguyễn Á  ’s service anymore.  
31
 Captain Berry was an informant of Alexander Dalrymple. He wrote him a letter, which helped Dalrymple to write 
a report to the Directors of the East India Company, in which he tried to convince them to attack and take control of 
  c   c    ’s well situated harbours. In this report, he also provided information about the composition of the 
fleet, see Nguyễn Thế Anh (1965) and Pham (2015b). In fact, Dalrymple wrote two memoirs, the second of which 
can be found at the British Library in the series G12/195 (Dalrymple 1803). The first one has not yet been located 
(Lamb (1961, 105), Fry (1970, 166-175)). 
32
 His notes were extensively used by Barrow, to write his own account of Cochinchina. Despite the fact that Barrow 
did not witness Nguyễn Á  ’s rebellion because he was there only for a short time in 1792-1793, he nonetheless 
wrote about Nguyễn Ánh with great admiration, and his account provides us with a great number of details about 
Nguyễn Á  ’s interests and organisation in terms of maritime matters. Based on B   sy’s numbers, the Navy was 
composed of 26 800 men, [compared to the army composed of 113 000 men] (Barrow 1806, 287) including: 
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Figure 5-1: Phoenix, Cochinchinese war vessel, constructed after European design, by Admiral Pâris (Rieth 
1992b, pl. 74) 
  
                                                                                                                                                                          
- Artificers in the naval arsenal    8 000 
- Sailors registered and borne on the ships in the harbour 8 000 
- Men Attached to the European built vessels   1 200 
- Men Attached to the junks    1 600 




 division, engaged in the battle of Quy N ơ  in February 1801, was composed of: “9 European vessels 
armed with 60 guns; 5 vessels with 50 guns; 40 with 16 guns; 100 junks; 119 galleys; and 365 smaller boats” 
(Mantienne 2012, 125), based on a letter of Lt. Barisy to Létondal, 11 April 1801 (AMEP, vol. 801, folio 867). 
34
 “50 vessels, 100 galleys, 850 gunboats; 500 semi-gunboats (Mantienne 2012, 125), based on another letter of Lt. 
Barisy, to Foulon/Marchini, 15 June 1802 (AMEP, vol. 800, folio 990-991). 
35
 See Dutton (2006) for an analysis of the Tây Sơ  war. Numerous factors contributed to this outcome. 
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Figure 5-2: Tự Đức’s sample fleet (1847–1883): a war boat, a sail boat, a royal galley (Nguyễn Khắc Cần et al. 
2000, pl. 205) 
I. D. From a very powerful navy to a weak navy 
Nguyễn Ánh was crowned Emperor Gia Long and reigned until 1820. He maintained his 
interest in naval matters, as did his son and heir, Emperor Minh Mạng (1820–1840). During the 
first decades of the dynasty,36 the Nguyễn fleet and arsenals were still praised by several 
foreigners who visited the country, although after the war, Gia Long put his fleet on stand by 
and devoted his efforts to public works.  
 In 1819, however, the Royal fleet was still composed of more than 1 530 vessels,37 and 
most galleys and sailing vessels were ready to go to sea at all times, while all men on the coast, 
including fishers and traders, were enrolled as naval reserves to serve, if necessary.38 The 
shipyards maintained the Navy but also diversified and supported regional trade [see next 
section], while the main shipyard, northeast of Sài Gòn on the riverbank, remained the 
principal centre of the shipbuilding industry throughout the Nguyễn period39 and even under 
French rule (Li 2004b, 122). J    W    ’s f v u     p  c  w s S   Gò ’s   v     s    .  
                                                          
36
 Louis Rey in 1818 assisted to a ceremonial parade, which engaged over 76 royal vessels (Rey 1821, 114-115). See 
also the descriptions of John White, the several accounts in Moor (1837), the description of Crawfurd (1830a, 356), 
Dalton (1837), Roberts (1837), Laplace (1833), Bougainville (1837), Vaillant (1834-1837) etc. Michel Chaigneau, in 
his Souvenirs, noted that "the navy was composed of at least seven to eight hundred boats and galleys of all 
dimensions, and armed with canons; there was one that was mounted with twenty-two, but the galleys usually had 
only one at the bow" (Chaigneau 1867, 50) [see next Chapter 7 for some descriptions of these vessels]. 
37
 The fleet was then composed of “50 schooners of 14 guns, nearly finished, 80 gun boats, laid up 100 vessels, laid 
up and unserviceable, about 300 galleys, from 80 to 100 oars, 500 galleys of from 40 to 80. In the provinces, 500 
vessels from 20 to 100 oars” (Moor 1837, 232).  
38
 Jean-Baptiste Chaigneau, who lived in Cochinchina more than 25 years, and had experienced the Cochinchinese 
Navy first hand, wrote in his mémoire: “All men of the coast are sailors, and enrolled. The King always has near him 
six Navy regiments, composed of sailors from Hue and Quang Nam. Furthermore, in each port there is another 
regiment of the same army“ (Salles 2006, 183). “We must remember he can at all times command the fishing and 
trading craft, with which the coasts of the country s arm” (Moor 1837, 232). 
39
 See Nguyễn Thế Anh (2003a) for the state of the navy during the reigns of Gia Long, Minh Mạng and Thiệu Trị. 
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“The Onamese [sic] are certainly most skilful naval architects, and 
finish their work with great neatness. I was so much pleased with this 
portion of their political economy, that I made frequent visits to the 
naval arsenal” (White 1824, 235). 
 At about the same time, a passenger40 on board the American ship Beverly also visited 
the naval arsenal and observed two ships being constructed:  
“The regularity and order of this scene  as not less remarkable, the 
noise of hammers and workmen was deafening, but all were 
employed; there were no idlers, and as far as the eye could reach to 
the yet unfinished bastions of the works, the same busy activity and 
s arms of orkmen ere to be seen” (Moor 1837, 232).  
 
In 1839, Minh Mạng, being quite visionary and understanding the need to keep up with the 
improving western naval technology, bought steamships.41 He also bought foreign ships, and a 
great variety of boats (for transporting troops, supplies) and ships were still constructed in the 
c p    ’s s  py  ds  s w     s        b   y  ds      v       c u   y.42 Until the 1840s, outside 
impressions of the Vietnamese forces were favourable, to the point that a Chinese general, Lin 
Xeu, impressed by the fleet of the Cochinchinese, believed that the future of the Chinese Navy 
-to prepare a defense against the British, lay in building Vietnamese-style war vessels (Li 
2004b, 119-120).  
 During the reign of the following Emperor Thiệu Trị (1840–1847), although steamships 
and European ships were still purchased and shipyards were still active, the local production 
decreased dramatically. Shipbuilding in Vietnam lost its momentum, as the global transition 
from sail to steam began in earnest by the various colonial powers.  
 On 15 April 1847, the Nguyễn fleet was destroyed. The five warships of recently 
crowned Emperor Tự Đức (1847–1883) were fired on and sunk by the French ships Victorieuse 
                                                          
40
 His account is collected in the compilation of John Moor (1837, 229-235), along with another anonymous account 
about Cochinchinese trade (Moor 1837, 239-240). 
41
 This lead Mantienne to state that “it seems that Vietnam was one of the countries most interested in European 
naval techniques among Asian nations during the first half of the nineteenth century“ (Mantienne 2003, 533). And 
for object of comparison, he noted “it is remarkable that the Vietnamese used steamboats as early as 1839. After 
all, the French never utilised steamboats on a commercial basis before 1816–18, and even then only on a small scale 
for coastal navigation. The first steamships in the English and French navies were not commissioned until the end of 
the 1820s. In Asia, the Dutch commissioned the first steamboat for their navy in 1837, and the first commercial one 
followed one or two years later” (Mantienne 2003, 533). See Woodside (1971, 281-294) about Vietnam acquiring 
steam technology. 
42
 In the Thế T  Miếu temple in the Huế Citadel, seven different types of ships are represented on the nine 
cauldrons (Cửu đỉnh) at the entrance, most probably representing the ships that were constructed during the 
Nguyễn Dynasty.  In the volume 217 of the Khâm định Đại Nam hội điển sự lệ [Collected Institutions of Đại Nam], 25 
types of boats are listed for the period from the reign of Gia Long to the reign of Tự Đức. Overall, these different 
boats can be distinguished between the royal boats (thuyền vua), the bronze-plated boats for war (thuyền b c 
đồng), the supplies, transportation, patrolling boats (thuyền công cấp phát), and the steam boats. See Morineau 
(1916) for a great insight into the harbour of Huế. 
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and Gloire.43 In September 1858, Rigault de Genouilly at the head of the Franco-Spanish 
“  c   c       mp  g ” b s  g d T u    . D sp    s    g   s s   c    d          g y   s  f 
siege which ultimately failed, this offensive and the concurrent siege of Sài Gòn resulted in the 
Treaty of Sài Gòn, which established the first French Colony of Indochina. A new phase in the 
history of Cochinchina began and with it, the demise of the Nguyễn naval power.44 
II. TRADE AND TRANSPORTATION  
Another major activity that relied on watercraft and constantly occurred along the coast of 
Cochinchina was trade and rice transportation. To create an overview of the use of certain 
boat types, we can explore here a) local ship movements, and rice transportation between the 
Mekong Delta and the capital in the 17th and 18th centuries, and between the capital in Huế 
and the Red River Delta in the 19th century,45 and b) we can look at international trade, 
involving Cochinchinese vessels travelling to foreign lands. 
II. A. Local ship movements 
II. A. 1. 17th-18th centuries: rice comes from the south 
During the time of the Nguyễn Lords, there was a constant traffic of cargo vessels sailing along 
the coast, transporting rice from the southern regions to the capital in order to feed the court, 
the mandarins, and soldiers. Rice was imported from Siam, Cambodia, and, from the early 18th 
century, from the fertile plains of the Mekong.46 Rice transport was part of a large commercial 
network operated by private merchants and ship owners. In the late 18th century, Nguyễn Ánh 
obtained the support necessary to acquire artillery and ships in order to retaliate against the 
Tây Sơ 47 thanks to this regional trading network and to the plentiful supply of rice available in 
the Mekong Delta.  
                                                          
43
 Bouillevaux recounted: “the French Commander [La Pierre] ... in an hour, destroyed the whole of the 
Cochinchinese fleet, composed of a great number of junks and a few beautiful corvettes built in the European style. A 
thousand to 1200 Annamese perished in this action, we had only one man killed” (Bouillevaux 1858, 86-87). 
44









 centuries in the southern part of the country (Li 2012b). 
46
 The Mekong became an important rice production zone, and by the end of the 18
th
 century, was an important 
trading centre, becoming the main harbour of Cochinchina in the early 19
th
 century. Before that, it was a politically 
ambiguous and fluid zone, where merchants and smugglers dwelled and traded relatively freely. See the concept of 
the “W     F       ” (Cooke and Li 2004).  
47
 “It was this area which supported him with rice, ships, iron, cannons, artilleries and labour, all of them crucial to 
Gia Long’s victory over the Tay Son….He used rice skillfully to attract Western and Chinese merchants to bring arms, 
zinc, saltpetre etc. to him in exchange for buying large quantities of rice freely from the Mekong Delta. Rice, in other 
words, was considered a political good to be exploited by the state to maximize its political control in the Nguyễn 
tradition” (Li 2012b). 
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 Boats sailed from all provinces with regional products (fish sauce, salt, marine products 
or highland products) to trade in the Mekong region and Cambodia in exchange for rice. 
Commerce however was not solely conducted between the Mekong area and the capital, but 
also involved small ports, secondary commercial points along the coast, as well as offshore 
islands such as Pulo Condor and Pulo Cecir from where luxury goods were imported, namely 
trepang, b  ds’ nests and tortoiseshell. Often, trade goods were not carried directly from their 
point of origin to a final destination but were rather traded from port to port, or from ship to 
ship, along the Mekong, to central Vietnam, China and beyond, in complex networks of trade 
and exchange.48 Trading vessels also transported passengers. The Chinese, settled in the 
Mekong in particular, took advantage of this opportunity; they paid their port taxes, but then 
also acted as shuttle services for travelers (Li 2012b). Cochinchinese vessels also often sailed 
along the coast
49
 with MEP missionaries onboard, who often journeyed back and forth 
between their seminary in Ayutthaya and Cochinchinese ports50 [see Table A in Appendix]. 
There were also many migrants who travelled south to settle in the new Nguyễn dominions, as 
well as soldiers, and tax collectors (Li 2012b, 76-77). 
 
When shipping rice for the government to the capital, privately owned vessels were exempt 
from taxes (Li 1993, 119).51 By 1768, all vessels were registered by the government, and fees 
were paid based on the width of the vessel. There were 443 trading vessels from different 
provinces registered,52 and 57 were used for transportation of rice by the government (Lê Quý 
Đô  1973, v  . 4, 41 -41b in Li and Reid 1993, 119-120).53 
                                                          
48
 See for example Wang (1958), Ptak and Rothermund (1991), and, Tagliacozzo and Chang (2011) about 
commodities exchanges and trading networks in the South China Sea. 
49
 Li provides one example from the Qing archives: “26 March 1761: Tran Van Tuy from Quang Ngai of the Quang 
Nam Protectorate, bought a two-rudder junk and hired the helmsmen Le Van Minh. Together with the 10 women of 
his family, Le Thi and Nguyễn Thi, they set sail on the lunar 10
th
 of January 1760 from the port of Quang Ngai to the 
port of Gia Dinh prefecture of the same Quang Nam Protectorate. With their empty junk they loaded another 20 
people including some farmers and Le Van Nhu, and women Dang Thi and Vo Thi…” (Li 2012b). Similarly, a 
Hainanese in the 1820s was said to have built eighteen junks in the Mekong Delta and twelve berths at the ports 
along the coast. His junks sailed between these ports, carrying both people and cargo, and made a fortune (Li 
2012b).  
50
 At least 13 voyages between 1664 and 1676 were conducted on board Cochinchinese vessels, and sometimes 
twice a year [see Chapter 6 and Table A in Appendix]. Mantienne also noted “… small boats did go from Cochinchina 
to Siam during the seventeenth century, carrying Vietnamese traders under the cover of official embassies to the 
court of Ayudhya. In 1682, a French missionary and two English traders chartered a small Vietnamese fishing boat 
and hired a Portuguese seaman to sail from Tonkin to Ayudhya” (Mantienne 2003, 530). 
51
 In 1700, a system was set into place to control the ships transporting rice, and duties on cargo. Colours were 
assigned to the different vessels according to their origin, in order to distinguish them and control taxation (Li and 
Reid 1993, 128). 
52
 The regions and the number of vessels registered in each were distributed as such: Triệu Phong: 40; Quảng Bình: 
10; Nam Bộ Chính: 10; Quảng Nam: 60; Quy N ơ : 93; Phú Xuân: 44; Diên Khánh: 32; Bình Thuận: 45; Gia Định: 7 
(Lê Quý Đô  1973, vol. 4, 41a-41b in Li and Reid 1993, 119-120). 
53
 Mantienne also noted that “the Nguyen lords had every year 5-6000 tons of rice shipped on 350 ships to Phú Xuân 
[Huế], which was then sold at low prices” (Mantienne 2012, 212).  
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 At the end of the 18th century, the Junk Trade in the Gulf of Siam and in the region of the 
Mekong flourished. This is when the rich Vietnamese merchants rose, the Lai (Li 2004b, 74) 
related to regional rice transporting. Boatbuilding developed concurrently in central and south 
Vietnam. Not only large shipyards but also smaller prov  c    b    y  ds w     s  b  s  d.  ê 
Quý Đô ,     d            w    m  y “small boatbuilding businesses, to help trade along the 
roads (inner and coastal), the ferry crossings, and river crossings” ( ê Quý Đô  1973, v  . 1, 
372). The province of Bình Thuậ        “provided 63 ships for craftsmen and seven ships for 
[each] army official who was in charge of the guards” (Li 1993, 120). B s d     ê Quý Đô ’s 
astute observations, the central provinces of Quả g N m, Bì   Định, and Khánh Hòa were also 
very active in terms of boatbuilding. According to Li, the backbones of the regional trade was 
medium and small-size junks which suggests a strong local or regional rather than long-
distance trade, and which also supplied the country in iron and tin, whose need became acute 
du   g     Tây Sơ  p    d (p g     , w  ug       ,       d sulphur).54 This need continued in 
the early 19th century as seen in the tax regulations (Li 2004b, 77). 
II. A. 2. 19th century: rice comes from the north 
In the 19th century the direction of the transportation of rice to feed the capital changed, and 
rice began to be imported from the Red River Delta.55 After Nguyễn Ánh was crowned Emperor 
in 1802, rice transportation entered a new phase, officially organised by the army and the 
Navy, instead of relying upon the private merchants. 
 Convoys of 120-180 junks were involved in this imperial rice transportation program (Li 
2012b). They made the voyage between the north and the capital twice a year: the boats left 
Huế in the month of April, loaded rice i  N m Định, and came back fully laden from the north 
in June, sailing against the SW monsoon. A second convoy would leave Huế in July and return 
in September. The first decades of the Nguyễn dynasty saw a surge in shipbuilding activity in 
order to maintain this schedule and also because these transporting vessels needed yearly 
maintenance.56 Furthermore, as the convoys travelled during the SW monsoon, when a 
number of typhoons regularly hit the northern coast of Vietnam, a number of vessels were 
annually lost57 and had to be replaced (Li 2012b). Du   g     f  s  s x y   s  f G      g’s    g , 
                                                          
54
 There was also an intense river-borne trade between the Mekong Delta and Cambodia, handled by the 
Vietnamese.  
55
 Nguyễn Ánh had taxed the Mekong Delta heavily during the rebellion period, so during the five first years of his 
reign, he exempted the region from taxes. The Red River Delta was designated to feed the country (Li 2012b).  
56
 A ship is repaired/checked at least once a year. Nowadays, some shipyards only live off doing repairs and do not 
need to build ships to sustain livelihood and the local economy (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Phan Rang, Quảng 
Nam, Thừa Thiên-Huế). 
57
 The fact that the convoys travelled in the SW monsoon was mostly related to the wet-rice agriculture cycle. Rice, 
being harvested in May/June, and ready to be exported in June/July. 
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sixty to a hundred ships were built every year (Li 2012b). Between 1778 and 1819, the 
Vietnamese Court Chronicles account for the construction of 235 ghe bầu (trading coasters),58 
as part of the Imperial fleet (Li 2004b).  
 
 
Figure 5-3: Ghe Bầu, from the province of Quảng Nam (Claeys 1932, Fiche 7) 
 
Figure 5-4: Ghe Bầu, from the province of Phú Yên (Claeys 1932, Fiche 95)  
                                                          
58
 See Chapter 7 for a full description of these most representative Cochinchinese coasters. 
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II. B. International trade 
In terms of international trade,59 the voyaging of Cochinchinese vessels can be summarised 
b   f y     w  d s   c      ds, w  c  w          d w         u b   k  f     Tây Sơ  W  .  
II. B. 1. Before the Tây Sơn War 
Before the end of the 18th c   u y,       w s    “   g-d s   c    c   c    s     d ” per se 
b c us  F  f ,   c   c    ’s m    c mm  c    c     ,      c  d  um   us s  ps f  m 
neighboring countries according to the rhythms of the monsoons. Hence there were no 
incentives for the Cochinchinese to go abroad.60 On the contrary, foreign merchants came to 
exchange their products in the Cochinchinese ports, which acted as places of regional trade 
and exchange. From the mid-17th century, Vietnamese seaborne trade was primarily in the 
hands of Chinese Ming loyalists, or Minh  ươ g,61 who settled in the coastal ports (Wheeler 
2015). The administrative focus of the Nguyễn Lords was on regulating incoming trade, rather 
than facilitating outgoing trade.  
 Cochinchinese ships62 did nonetheless sail to distant lands; they recurrently sent tributes 
to China, and also traded with Japan,63 the Philippines,64 the Malay Peninsula,65 and Siam,66 but 
                                                          
59
 For a clear overview of the role of trade in the development of Cochinchina, see Li (1998b) and also Wheeler 
(2001). 
60
 “Except for coastal navigation by small vessels, we have little evidence of Vietnamese boats sailing to foreign 
countries; in most cases, it is not clear whether those that did belonged to Chinese or Vietnamese. … It was a 
characteristic of the two Vietnamese polities – Tonkin and Cochinchina – that neither was directly involved in any 
form of trade outside their country: all imported products were delivered to Vietnamese ports by foreign merchants 
on foreign vessels, and exports were shipped in the same way. Most foreign trade was thus totally dependent on the 
good will and the interests of foreign actors, whether Chinese or European” (Mantienne 2003, 530).  
61
 The Minh  ươ g (明香) were elite merchants who were legitimised by the Nguyễn in 1679. They played an 
important role in Cochinchinese foreign trade. They became a very powerful merchant-bureaucratic elite who 
captured powerful positions in Vietnamese government, diplomacy and economy, and dominated foreign trade. 
When the Ming fell in 1644, merchant colonies in Vietnam assimilated these exiled Chinese loyalists. They 
integrated the merchant communities in the trading ports of Cochinchina, and benefited from a number of 
privileges (right to own land, to run ports and customs, to govern the merchant community). While they were 
incorporated in the Nguyễn System, and swore allegiance to the Nguyễn Lords, they also kept their status as 
political exiles and developed a distinct Sino-Vietnamese culture, through inter-marriages. Very soon, all foreign 
trade became in their hands. See Chen Ching-Ho (1974) and Wheeler (2015). 
62
 As did the Cham before the Cochinchinese. Evidence of Cham ships sailing to China with tribute exist since the 8
th
 
century CE. “For the needs of trade or for the sake of political alliances, the Chams travelled as far as Hainan, the 
Gulf of Siam, the Indonesian Archipelago and the Malay Peninsula. Chinese historical accounts stated for instance, 
that in 1175, the king of Champa sent ships to Hainan to buy horses (Wade 2005, 27). Cham sailors were known to 
have built the Mosque of Kampong Laut in Kelantan and, European documents mention that in 1637, Champa 
traders were also to be found in the port of Manila (Manguin 1979, 277; Wade 1993). 
63
 Twenty-two Cochinchinese junks traded to Japan between 1641 and 1648 (Li 1998b, 88). Based on the Japanese 
Tosen Fusetsu-gaki (1674-1723), there were a very important number of junks trading between Japan and 
Cochinchina. See infra, Chapter 2, page 74, footnote 33, it seems that the number of vessels from Champa and 
Cochinchina was so considerable that Prof Ishii did not include them in his book, and that the detail of these vessels 
could constitute another volume (Reid 2014, pers. comm.) 
64
 [See Chapter 2] Trade with Manila reached its peak in the 1660s, when four junks a year sailed there (Chaunu 
1960-1966).  
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foreign trade was not the main source of economic growth. 
II. B. 2. Tây Sơn War and the missions to the H  Châu 
Du   g     Tây Sơ  w  , Nguyễ  Á  ’s    d     cqu      m m   s   d  w  m j    ff c s    
his political economy to encourage trade and attract merchants to the ports of Sài Gòn. First, 
key changes occurred in the hinterland economy; commodity export products were cultivated, 
such as sugar cane, and silk worm farming was encouraged (Mantienne 2012, 144). Land was 
cleared and roads were built and improved. Secondly, Nguyễn Ánh sent emissaries to the Hạ 
Châu to trade and acquire weapons. A number of missions67 mostly headed by French officers, 
including Dayot and Barisy, were sent to various places in Southeast Asia (Pulo Pinang, Batavia, 
Johor, Singapore, Malacca, Borneo, and Manila), to Macao, and even as far as India 
(Tranquebar, Madras, Pondicherry, Calcutta, Goa), as well as Port Louis and Quiloa in the 
Indian Ocean. Hybrid vessels, trading coasters (ghe bầu) and even foreign ships bought 
abroad68 were used for these overseas missions, mostly manned by Cochinchinese crews.69  
                                                                                                                                                                          
65
 Captain Hamilton, who sailed in the region in the early 1700s witnessed: “Their country abounding in gold, raw 
silk and drugs, they bring them to Cambodia, to dispose of these, except what they send yearly to Canton in China; 
and I have seen some of their Jonks [sic] at Johore and Batavia” (Hamilton 1727, 208). Dampier provides one of the 
only descriptions related to Cham vessels [see Chapter 8], and also notes that they were sailing to Melaka (Dampier 
1697, 400-401). 
66
 As early as in 1512-1515, Portuguese Tome Pires also noted that Cham people frequently went to Siam (Cortesao 
1990, 113). On top of the number of small boats and royal b   s      c     d     m ss       s     yu    y ,   
  c   c    s  c    y w s s     d       s  c      1660s (   2004b).  ê Quý Đô , in his famous 18
th
 century Phủ biên 
tạp l c  [PBTL] also mentions a number of letters between Siamese and Cochinchinese officials discussing how to 
handle Vietnamese sailors shipwrecked there, which also shows they did sail (sometimes unsuccessfully) to Siam 
(Wheeler 2001, 67). In 1636, Dutch sources repeatedly mention rice exported from Cambodia and Siam to 
Cochinchina (Li 1998b, 76, note 89 and 91). 
67
 See Chen Ching-Ho (1994), for a compilation of these missions, as well as Phan Huy Lê et al. (1994), Nguyễn Thế 
Anh (1999), and   uv  ’s La Cochinchine Religieuse (Louvet 1885), which also contains numerous descriptions of the 
missions, because it is based on the archives of the Bishop of Adran, who translated all the m ss   ’s orders from 
Vietnamese to Portuguese (Mantienne 2012, 143). 
68
 Foreign ships were bought for war and trade or chartered to European owners, before being bought (Mantienne 
2012, 141). 
According to the Singapore Chronicles, in 1830, two Cochinchinese ships and one brig touched in Singapore on their 
way to Bengal. In each ship, there were 80 sailors and 10 officers of different grades, including two captains – one in 
charge of the ship, and one of the cargo (Li 2004b, 120-121). These vessels were certainly European-styled vessels, 
used on missions to the  ạ Châu, as the corvette lent by Minh Mạng to the survivors of the St-Michel to sail back to 
Singapore. In 1833, a trading boat, laden with salt and rice sailed from Annam to Terengganu. It was a 50 tons 
burthen vessel built after a European model (Li 2004a, 76). In 1837, Vaillant witnessed a “Cochinchinese frigate” 
sailing to Singapore (La Salle 1852, 293-294). 
69
 For Mantienne, it is almost certain that between 1792 and 1799, most of the crews were mixed, and then mostly 
Vietnamese sailors: “[w   were] trained to man the large square-rigged European vessels”, because there were a 
very small number of French navy officers and sailors in the region at the time (Mantienne 2003, 351; 2012, 141). 
Crawfurd also confirmed that the crews were all Cochinchinese for the later period, c. 1828; “The native Cochin 
Chinese scarcely venture beyond their own coasts, which, indeed, the state of their municipal laws renders 
impracticable. I know no exception to this, but the adventures to the Straits of Malacca, made within the last few 
years by the King of Cochin China, on his own account, and the junks employed in which, with the exception of the 
Chinese pilots, are all navigated by native Cochin Chinese“ (Crawfurd 1830a, 321). Similarly, Admiral Pâris, when 
discussing the fate of the French crew of the St-Michel which was repatriated to Singapore on board a corvette of 
Minh Mạng, confirmed that the crew was composed of Cochinchinese mariners only (Pâris 1843a, 47), who took the 
chance to learn from the French seamen. 
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 Once peace was restored, Gia Long ended the commercial missions, but his heirs, Minh 
Mạng and Thiệu Trị resumed them. These ventures were conducted partly to provide training 
in long voyage navigation, to learn use of the compass, and gather information about foreign 
countries. But such voyages were also intended to take control of trade formerly enjoyed by 
local merchants, for the benefit of the Nguyễn court (Chen Ching-Ho 1994, 118). 
 During that period, there are more recurrences of the presence of Cochinchinese vessels 
in neighbouring harbours. For example, hundreds of Cochinchinese tope visited Singapore each 
year in the 1830s–1840s, as described and sketched by Charles Dyce (Liu 2001, 29).70  
 
Figure 5-5: Cochinchinese "tope" by Charles Dyce (Liu 2001, 29) 
III. SEA-RESOURCES COLLECTING 
Along with rice, products from the sea constitute an important part of the Vietnamese diet 
(Moréchand 1955, 296), and collecting them also required the regular use of boats. Numerous 
foreign travelers have commented on large fleets of fishing vessels sighted in the 
Cochinchinese bays71 and on the abundance of fish found along the coast of Champa.72 Fishing 
                                                          
70
 John Crawfurd met a Cochinchinese merchant whilst in Singapore "a native Cochin Chinese merchant, a man of 
respectability and intelligence" (Crawfurd 1830a, 68), and also visited a Cochinchinese "junk" (Crawfurd 1830a, 74-
79). For the type of boat “tope” see Chapter 7. 
71
 For example, Mullet des Essards noted in 1788 that the bay of Quy N ơ  “was covered with fishing boats” 
(Bizalion 1996, 112). John Crawfurd off the island of Pulo Canton in 1822 “counted off the coast, this morning, about 
ninety fishing boats, all of good size, and under sail. This seemed to show that we were in the vicinity of a populous 
country” (Crawfurd 1830a, 354), and off Faifo “we counted forty fishing-boats which had come out of the river of 
Fai-fo” (Crawfurd 1830a, 356). Roberts in the province of Phú Yên in 1833, saw “from 100 to 150 boats … issuing out 
of the bay every morning at sunrise from the various villages” (Roberts 1837, 222-223). Others, such as Poivre 
(1750), White (1824), Laplace (1833) also describe the fishing fleets. For descriptions of the fishing boats [see 
Chapter 7]. 
72
 See Chapter 2 about the abundance of fish in the waters bordering former Champa. Manguin also made a remark 
about the fish in Champa: "The abundance of fish along the coasts of the Indochinese Peninsula has always caught 
the imagination. Since the origins of Campa, the region is populated by ichthyophagous populations, whose 
existence was noted in Chinese sources as well as by Ptolemee (Stein 1947: 63-64). Edrisi, in the 13
th
 century noted 
'The Sea of Campa nourishes a great quantity of fish, large and small' (Ferrand 1913-14, 189). We will remind further 
that Odoric de Pordenone in the 14
th
 century also signal the great abundance of fish, which bowed to the Cam King 
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was central to the daily activities of coastal dwellers, as their main means of subsistence. Fish 
were not only consumed fresh but also dried, salted, and prepared in pastes and sauces such 
as nước-mắm73 and other kinds of mắm which are emblematic of Vietnamese cuisine. Shrimps 
and other crustaceans, shellfish, mollusks and jelly fish were also common collected seafood. 
O     p  duc s f  m     s  , suc   s b  d’s   s s,    p  g, s   k f  s,   d  u     s    s w    
collected for elite consumption and as export commodities. 
III. A. Fishing activities 
During the 16th–19th century period and until fairly recently, most of the maritime activities 
were concentrated over the shallow shelf, so traditional fishing was mostly coastal [see 
Chapter 3].74    p  s   ,            v   1700 sp c  s  f f s     V     m’s c  s    w    s (Pho 
Hoang Han 2007), of which about a 100 are suitable for local consumption or commercial 
purposes.75    c   d’s d      d      g  p  c s udy  f     f s   g p  c  c s        p  v  c   f 
Khánh Hòa published in 1955, recorded 89 types of fish (Moréchand 1955, 298, table II), and in 
the late 1960s, the Blue Book of coastal vessels listed 807 species of deep-sea fish for the 
south Vietnamese waters, 50 of which were suitable for consumption and had commercial 
value (Westerman et al. 1967b, 31).76  
                                                                                                                                                                          
(Yule & Cordier 1913-1916, II: 164-165). This, without not reminding the ceremony described in the 16
th
 century 
relation published by Boxer (Boxer 1970, 38; 41) 'When it is fishing seasons, it is the King who ceremoniously first 
throws his net in the sea'. Furthermore, in 1720 'their boats, in tartan shape are very useful for them to fish, from 
which they get a lot of fish' (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 148). It is therefore until at least the first half of the 18
th
 
century that the Cam maintained their privileged relationship with the sea. If their exterior trade ceased by the end 
of the 17
th
 century, when their last harbours came under Vietnamese authority, their piscicultural activities were 
prolonged beyond then" (Manguin 1972, 257, note 5). 
73
 Nước-mắm is a typical condiment, at the heart of Vietnamese cuisine. Father Borri noted this special sauce as 
early as 1618, “among the Cochin-Chinese, fish is more valu’d than flesh, yet the main reason why they apply 
themselves so much to fishing, is to furnish themselves with a kind of sauce, which they call balachiam [sic], which is 
made of salt fish macerated and steep’d in water” (Borri 1631, 20; transl. Dror and Taylor 2006, 103-104). Chebaut-
Me Mougamadou showed that in the 1880s, the annual taxes owed to the Imperial Treasury by the province of Bình 
Thuận, included 226 jars of nước-mắm, 27 jars of mắm-mu i, and 27 jars of mắm-ướp (Chebaut-Me Mougamadou 
2013, 368). 
74
 The common fishing grounds for Vietnamese fishermen are situated in shallow areas. The coastal waters, within 
the 100 m depth contour comprise about 60% of V     m’s Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) (Pho Hoang Han 2007, 
700). 
75
 V     m’s fisheries sector contributes around 4% of the GDP and is viewed as a source of economic growth, 
poverty alleviation and food security (FAO 2010). The Vietnamese diet, for example, relies on fish as a major source 
of protein, accounting for 40% of average intake (FAO 2010). In 2010, the total fisheries production (5,127,000 Mt) 
was valued at over seven billion US dollar, making it the third most important Vietnamese export after crude oil and 
textile-garments (GSO 2011). Fishing is estimated to employ nearly 700,000 people directly (GSO 2011), although 
some estimates suggest that as many as four million people in Vietnam are employed in this sector (Armitage and 
Marschke 2013, 185). 
76
 During my fieldwork, I gathered a list of over 50 species commonly fished by local fishers, including fish caught at 
distances as far as 300 km off the shore. Nowadays, offshore fishing for squid and tuna have taken over the industry 
as well as shrimp farming, for which there are no specific mentions in the past. Over the past fifty years, the shallow 
region has become overfished which lead the government nowadays to encourage offshore fishing: “The 
Government’s offshore fishing vessel subsidized scheme”. Before 1997, there were less than 1000 registered vessels 
over 90 horsepower. By 2004, the numbers had multiplied to nearly 7000 vessels (Ministry of Fisheries and World 
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The diversity of the sea products caught in the 17th century by Cochinchinese and Tonquinese 
f s   s  s  ck  w  dg d    d  R  d ’s Dictionarium Annamiticum Lusitanum et Latinum 
(Rhodes 1651a). A few fish, such as the deep sea silver batfish (c  chim), rays (c  đu i) and 
sardines (cá trích) are still part of the common catch of present day fishermen (Pham 2013-
2014, fieldwork).77 
 Overall, fish are either caught by line (câu), by net (mành), or in traps (lươi). When 
fishing from a boat, a few miles off shore, various fishing techniques were used on the same 
boat, and sometimes combined to maximise the catch (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). 
Nowadays, the species most commonly exploited in Vietnam include small shoaling fish such 
as anchovies (c  cơm), scads (c  n c), ambassidae (c  sơn), caught to produce nước-mắm,78 
and fished mostly in the south of Vietnam with several kinds of mành    “p ck      s”. Sc     
fish, such as mackerel (c  bạc m , c  thu, c  s c mượp), sardines (c  tr ch, c  mòi), herrings (c  
rựa/c  dư ), are caught with a variety of drift gill nets (lươi) or purse seine nets. Then there 
are species that are caught by line (câu) from the largest kinds of fishing boats,79 such as squid 
(con mực), sharks (c  nh m), rays (c  đu i), vieilles (cá mu). Seasonal fish, such as sea-pike (c  
nh i), and flying fish (cá chuồn), are caught with specific drift gill nets (lươi). Finally, there are 
some species of fish that are present all year round and can be caught with any sort of net 
(Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). Frequently, different techniques are combined at the same time, 
and seldom aimed at capturing only one type of fish.  
 
Until recently, small fishing boats differed according to their fishing practices and to their 
locations, presenting quite specific features and style [see Chapter 7]. Nowadays, fishing boats 
are constructed according a uniform plan. 
 John Barrow,80 at the end of the 18th century, and, John Crawfurd, in the early 19th 
century, noted that different types of fishing boats were used for different purposes, and that 
they also differed from north to south: 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Bank 2005, iv). Since 2009, boats with an engine over 30 HP (including small wooden traditional vessels) are under 
strict control in order to maintain this scheme, and the construction of bigger boats is subsidised, while smaller 
boats are disappearing. 
77
 For example deep sea silver batfish (c  chim), rays (cá đu i) and sardines (cá trích) are listed in de R  d ’s 
dictionary and are also part of the common catch of present day fishermen (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). A few 
crustaceans also seem to have been fished since 1651, such as shrimps, crayfish and clams. Flying fish were caught 
when John Barrow was there (Barrow 1806, 312), and are still a very common catch nowadays (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork). Otherwise, the majority of the fish species listed in the 20
th
 century (Moréchand 1955; Westerman et al. 
1967b) are not in de R  d ’s dictionary [see also Chapter 3]. 
78
 Moréchand mentions the same fish used for making nước-mắm sauce; cá cơm (stolephorus spp.), c  n c (caranx 
Kurra) and cá sơn [translated by Moréchand as Ambrassis, but most likely of the Ambassidae family] (Moréchand 
1955, 298). 
79
 See next chapters, nowadays, big fishing boats have a LOA of 25-30 m. 
80
 “The vessels that are employed in the coasting trade, the fishing craft, and those which collect the Trepan [sic] and 
swallows' nests among the cluster of islands called the Paracels, are of various descriptions” (Barrow 1806, 319).  
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“We counted forty fishing-boats which had come out of the river of 
Faifo as we ran close along the coast. These were of a different 
construction and equipment from the neater vessels which we had 
seen near Saigun [sic] …” (Crawfurd 1830a, 356). 
As Roberts noted, “fishing occupies a large portion of the time of the inhabitants and from 100 
to 150 boats are seen issuing out of the bay every morning at sunrise from the various villages” 
(Roberts 1837, 22). Dayot, Crawfurd, and Laplace also noted the amount of fishing vessels 
visible everyday leaving or returning. While Pierre Poivre and John White provided extensive 
descriptions of these fishing vessels [see Chapter 7].  
 
In Vietnam, the fishing season extends from just after the lunar New Year until the end of the 
NE monsoon. In winter, there are less nutrients in the seas so December and January are not 
very bountiful.81 Captain de Kergariou, who sailed down the coast in January, complained 
several times about the poor quality and paucity of fish (Joinville 1914a, 87), while John 
Barrow who sailed there in May, and John White, who sailed there in June and September, 
both marvelled at the amount of fresh fish (Barrow 1806, 312; White 1824, 63-64). Yet, the 
best seasons for specific varieties of fish82 vary geographically [see Chapter 3].  
III. B. O             s u c s (b  d’s   s s,    p  g, s   k,  u    ) 
Since the end of the 17th century at least (Sallet 1930, 34), a soup and drink was made out of 
b  ds’ nests [swiflets],83 and was considered a most luxurious commodity in high demand by 
the Cochinchinese and Chinese courts. Descriptions of this particular dish and of the collection 
 f     b  ds’   s s     c mm         v     s’ accounts.84 The earliest European mention is 
probably from Borri who clearly enjoyed their consumption.  
“In this country there is found a small bird like a s allo ,  hich 
fastens its nest to the rocks, the sea- aves break against….this nest 
                                                          
81
 In winter, the cooler temperature are nonetheless favourable to certain species such as the cá hô, cá khoai 
(Harpadon nehereus), cá liệt, cá rựa, cá say, cá ngân, cá mao etc., that can be caught during the last months of the 
lunar year. Also, some types of fish are easily caught in strong currents. For example, during the first months of the 
lunar year (February-April), pelagic fish move along the coast, following the NS current. Tuna cybium/mackerels (c  
thu) and bonites (cá bò) are caught with stationary trap nets that are set perpendicularly to the coast. Their fishing 
represent a large industry and also a unique Vietnamese technique (Moréchand 1955, 298; Nguyễn Thúy Anh 1966).  
82
 For example, there are two seasons for fishing squid even though they can be caught at any time of the year. 
During the rainy months of the SW monsoon the squid, sensitive to hydrologic conditions, hence climate and light, 
go to deeper waters (30-50 m), while in the NE monsoon, they remain in shallower waters (less than 30 m). All year 
round, squids also migrate up and down according to the time of the day, staying deep during the day, and coming 
closer to the surface at night. This is why most squid fishers fish at night.  
83
 These birds are often referred to as 'Sea-swallow' but are in fact a certain type of swiftlets, of the Collocalia 
fuciphaga species (Blussé 1991, 321), called Yến hàng in Vietnamese (Nguyễn Chí Trung, and Trần Anh 1993, 267). 
84
 See Alexandre de Rhodes (1854, 80), Bénigne Vachet (Cadière 1913, 70), Tavernier (1908, 513), Samuel Baron 
(1808, 661), Gemelli Careri (Cadière 1930, 316), Abbé Richard (1808, 727), Pierre Poivre (Morel 2010b, 12), John 
Barrow (1806, 303-304), John Crawfurd (1830b, 160) etc. 
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alone being enough to season all sorts of provisions…  hich had in it 
the taste of all the most delicious meats; saving that this is the work 
of a small bird, and that  as made by God’s angels” (Borri 1631, 23; 
transl. Dror and Taylor 2006, 104). 
They were collected in the cliffs and caves of offshore Cochinchinese islands,85 where swallows 
and swiftlets have their nesting grounds. Specific skills and knowledge were necessary to 
harvest and collect the precious nests.86 In the 18th century, as the Nguyễn Lords regularised all 
activities related to the sea and to trade, special brigades were established to collect this 
precious commodity for which they were exempted from paying taxes and from corvée labour 
(Sallet 1930, 36, 73, 74; Wheeler 2006b, 149).87 A brigade was designated from the village of 
Thanh Châu, just south of Hộ    . Up      w,    s v    g ’s m    f m  y  s s       c g  z d  s     
founding family of Bird Nests Collectors.88 The offshore island of Cù Lao Chàm, located, just in 
front of the village, was renowned for having the largest production  f b  d’s   s s   d  s 
  f    d           f m us J p   s  “   y  Sc    ”89 dated to the 1640s. Other islands in the 
provinces of Phú Yên,90 Bì   Định,91 Khánh Hòa92 as well as the offshore islands of Phú Quý93 
                                                          
85
 They were also collected in northeast Borneo and on J v ’s southern coast. See Blussé for a comparative analysis 
of bird nest collecting in Borneo, Java and Cochinchina. The b  d’s nests are collected at different periods of time in 
different regions, depending on the nesting season. In Vietnam, the season tended to be later than in Borneo and 
Java (Blussé 1991). 
86
 "The country people gather these nests …. And such a great store of them is found, that I myself saw ten small 
boats loaden [sic] with nests, … they being so precious a commodity, only the king deals in them” (Dror and Taylor 
2006, 104 (Borri 1631, 22-23)). See also Sallet (1930) who explains in details the various phases of the exploitation, 
and of its use. His analysis includes the types of birds, habitat, distribution, description of the nest, collect, variety, 
value, as well as fraud, uses —medicinal and culinary, with various recipes— and folklore. Knowledge of the birds 
but also agile climbing skills were required to exploit the nests. Collection was done at particular moments within 
the “b     cyc  ”. Every three years, a break was necessary to let the bird population “  -f  s ”. For example, 
Moréchand, in 1955, noted that some islands in the region of Khánh Hòa were closed during three years by the 
provincial administration (the island of Hon Long [Hòn Lớn], Hòn Ngoại, and Hon Chala [Hòn Chà Là] (Moréchand 
1955, 298)).  
The ten small boats used to proceed to the collect are not described and no data is available with regards to the 
specificities of the boats used to conduct this special business. The only information is relative to the depth of the 
boat, dated to an edict of 1822 (Sallet 1930, 37). Even when describing precisely the process of collection, Sallet 
does not mention the boats at all. Browsing through numerous accounts, I unfortunately did not find more. 
87
 These exclusive rights and edicts were maintained until the reign of Thiệu Trị at least in the mid-19
th
 (Sallet 1930, 
72-75).  
88
  ù        m  s     c       f       s ’s p  duc    . S  c  1818 u     (      s ) 1843,     f m  y  f    Vă      had 
the exclusive leadership of the team of collectors. His family maintained the exclusive rights and controlled the 
collect in the three provinces of Quảng Nam, Bình Định and Khánh Hòa. This is why it is often believed that his 
family is the ‘  c s    f m  y’ of the nests collectors, however the activity is attested to much earlier than that. For 
a chronology, see Sallet (1930). For a history of the Thanh Chau Brigade in English, see John Donoghue 1963, cited in 
Wheeler (2006b, 149). 
89
 See the analysis of the scroll in Péri (1923) and Ogura (1993). 
90
 Dayot mentions the island “Ile aux nids” [Hòn Yến], located at the entrance of the Bay of Xuân Đ  , from which 
nests were collected (Dayot 1807b, fl. 48v). This is not confirmed by Sallet, who nonetheless has an extensive and 
detailed list of all the locations exploited for b  d’s nest in former Indochina. 
91
 Sallet noted that there were eight caves in the province of Bình Định (Sallet 1930, 30). 
92
 In Nha Trang, both Sallet (1930, 30) and Moréchand (1955, 298) agree that there was a great production of 
b  ds’  s s on the numerous islands of the province, including Hòn Lớn/Tre Island, Hòn Mùng, Hòn Chà Là, Hòn 
Ngoại 
 
and Hòn Nội 
 
(the Fisher Islands), and that “the nests collected in the region of Nha Trang, the island of Hon 
Ho near Pyramid Island produced more than half of the total production” (Sallet 1930, 31). 
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and Pulo Condor94 were also noted in several accounts as providers of this delicacy.  
 Cochinchinese young men, if not conscripted into the army or Navy, occupied 
themselves by fishing and collecting these luxury marine products;  
“[they] employ themselves occasionally in fishing, in collecting 
swallows' nests and Biches de mer95 [sic] among the neighbouring 
islands, as luxuries for the use of their own great men, but more 
particularly as articles of e port for the China market” (Barrow 1806, 
303-304). 
  
The Custom’s house / The city gate / Chinese and Japanese neighbourhoods / the docks and barracks 
    
The Red Seal ship entering the River of Faifo, towed by small boats / the “Fishermen’s Beach” with parasols. 
 
Figure 5-6: The Chaya Scroll (c. 1640). This famous 17
th
 century Japanese scroll shows a Red Seal Japanese ship 
being towed in the entrance of the port of Faifo, the barracks of the Chinese and Japanese merchants, the 
fishermen’s markets, and the Bird  ests’ Island (Péri 1923, Chihara 1993) © Hội An Ceramics Museum 
  
                                                                                                                                                                          
93
 Despite the fact that Sallet does not mention this island as a source of b  d’s nests, Dayot, as a first hand observer 
for the early the 19
th
 century, notes that every year, the king sent ships to collect tribute composed of “salted fish, 
turtle scales and birds’ nests” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 66r). So did John White: “It is considered very valuable by the Cochin 
Chinese, being fruitful, and the cliffs and precipices affording large quantities of the edible birds' nests, and the 
surrounding sea producing biches de mer [sic] in abundance, and great varieties of fish, … With these articles the 
islanders pay their annual tribute to the king, furnish food for their families, and trade with their neighbours on the 
continent” (White 1824, 73-74). 
94
 It seems that during the reign of Emperor Minh Mạng, a man, Tran-Van-Chung of a village in the southern 
provinces of Hà-Châu, near Hà-Tiên, was appointed to collect the nests in that region. Sallet also noted “I am in 
possession of a precise testimony on the existence of sea-s allo ’s nests in the marine rocks of Poulo-Condore; M. 
Lambert, administrator of these island agreed to inform me on the topic” (Sallet 1930, 32). 
95
 Trepang, trepan, tripang, bêche-de-mer, biche de mer, or sea cucumbers, are marine animals of the class 
Holothuroidea. 
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As Barrow noted in the 1790s, trepang was also a delicacy for the Chinese.96 They developed a 
great taste for it in the late 17th century, hence their high value placed on sea cucumber in 
international trade. The source of trepang shifted across time, first being collected in Hainan 
and Japan, then in Southeast Asia (Java, Borneo-Sulu, Vietnam), to ultimately be exploited 
from the Pacific region in the 19th century (Sutherland 2000, 73-94). In Vietnam, trepang were 
caught near the island of Cù Lao Chàm (Sallet 1930, 23), of Pulo Cecir do Mar (White 1824, 73-
74) and Phú Quốc (Crawfurd 1830a, 101).  
 Turtles were also sought after daily for export. Three species of sea turtles in Vietnam 
could be caught for different purposes; the Green turtle (Chelonia mydas) was used in soups, 
the eggs of the Loggerhead turtle (Caretta caretta) were sold at the local markets, while the 
horny plates of the Hawksbill turtle (Eretmechelys imbricate) provided the invaluable 
“      s s    ”  xc   g d       d  s  c      Su g dy  s y (Ptak 1991, 195-229).97 In the 11th 
century, Champa was the main source of tortoiseshell for China, but this trade declined during 
the rise of the Ming dynasty.98 However, in the 17th century, turtles were still collected from 
time to time as described by Dampier who noted that people on the island of Pulo Canton 
caught them to extract oil (Dampier 1699b, 6). He also observed that at Pulo Condor, they 
were caught for their shell. Mullet des Essards in the 18th century,99 and, Crawfurd in the 19th 
century100 also noted turtles were caught in the area, while Dayot mentioned that turtles could 
be caught at the island of Đảo Phú Quý (Dayot 1807b, fl. 66r).  
 In littoral and inshore waters or on the beach, other marine resources such as salt101 and 
coral102 were also exploited. These products, along with nước-mắm103 were the principal sea-
                                                          
96
 About trepang collecting and trade, see Shineberg (1967) and Macknight (1976). Note that “trepang did not 
appear on the list of commodities before the 17
th
 century” (Li 2016, pers. comm.). 
97
 See also Sutherland (2011). 
98
 Champa exported 250 kg in 1018 CE, 61.25 kg in 1029 CE, and 100 kg in 1030 CE. From the 16
th
 century onwards, 
Makassar became the centre for tortoise shell distribution, to send off to China and then to meet the demands of 
Gujarat (Ptak 1991, 223-225). 
99
 “The inhabitants have nothing… in exchange, they bring oil, turtle shell, and brine made with little fishes” (Bizalion 
1996, 81). 
100
 “Their principal occupation, however, is catching turtle, fishing, and extracting dammer, a kind of pitch, and 
wood oil, from the large forest-trees. It is these last objects, with live turtles, oil made from turtle fat, and dry fish, 
which they exchange for clothing and food at Saigun. In live turtle also they pay their tribute to the King of Cochin 
China, to whom the islands belong” (Crawfurd 1830a, 307). 
101
 Salt is highly valued in Vietnam, not for its pecuniary value but because it is essential to salt fish and meat for 
their preservation and for the production of nước-mắm. It therefore had a particular role in the exchanges between 
the littoral and the plateaux area. See Chebaut-Me Mougamadou (2013), and how he analyses the value of salt in 
the land of Panrang (Ninh Thuận province). Saltworks are particularly present in the south, in the present day 
provinces of Ninh Thuận and Bình Thuận. The toponyms “Em ss  d ” and “G  f  do S  ” mentioned in some 
Portuguese rutters from the 17
th
 century in the area south of the Cape Padaran probably refer to these saltworks 
regions. See Manguin (1972, 159) and how this is eloquently pointed out by Chebaut-Me Mougamadou (2013, 357). 
102
 Since the 19
th
 century, coral was exploited as construction material, ground into powder and transformed into a 
sort of lime. It was notably used in the south of Vietnam (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork), and was much traded in the 
southern region, from Khánh Hòa to Sài Gòn (Chebaut-Me Mougamadou 2013, 369-370). 
103
 And also used as tribute, as noted earlier. 
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commodities of the regional trade network, and were exchanged primarily for rice in the 
harbours of Sài Gòn and, transported on large coasters [see Chapter 7].  
 
Although fishing was generally a coastal activity, there are mentions of Cochinchinese fishers 
sailing offshore to the Paracel and Spratly islands, in search of trepang and turtles. In the 
European record, there is evidence for this since at least the mid-18th century. In 1750, Pierre 
Poivre remarked that fishers went that f      c    c  “   u    cu   s    s” suc   s b  ck c    , 
shells, and mother of pearl for the King (Alilunas-Rodgers 1993, 73). Suc     ps w      s  
c  f  m d by      bs  v     s  f  ê Quý Đô  (Wheeler 2006b, 148), and in the account of the 
survivors of the Earl Temple, who, in 1764, spent months surviving on a remote Spratly island, 
with fifteen Cochinchinese who went there to fish (Pelling et al. 1766, fl. 33r-35r). John Barrow 
  s  m       d    y “collect the Trepang and swallows' nests among the cluster of islands 
called the Paracels”,104 and Dayot explicitly commented on their long distance sailing voyages, 
having himself discussed the matter with local fishermen.105 
 
IV. SHIPWRECK SALVAGE AND CASES OF PLUNDER 
People living along the Cochinchinese coast could b   f   f  m         “  s u c ”  ff   d by 
the sea: the foreign trading vessels sailing along their coasts. These foreign sailing vessels 
became a resource when they were either shipwrecked, or when as prey for pirates.  
IV. A. Pirates operating in Vietnamese waters 
Pirates have always posed a threat to trading vessels in the South China Sea. The overview that 
follows will consider the Cham pirates who operated in Vietnamese waters until the mi-18th 
century, and then trace the activities of the Chinese and Vietnamese marauders, who, from 
the late 18th until the mid-19th century, became the main perpetrators of acts of piracy in 
Vietnamese waters.  
 
                                                          
104
 Poivre also said the same, "it is by the end of July and early August that the Cochinchinese cover the islands that 
border the coast, particularly these of the Paracels, about 20 leagues away from land, in order to scout for the nests 
of these little swallows” (Sallet 1930, 45). However, it is uncertain that sea sw    w’s nests were collected there, 
since the geography of the islands does not correspond to the natural habitat of these birds. 
105
 "They leave around lunch time from the harbours of Phuyen or Quinhone, which are the nearest, go east all day 
and all night, and the following day, they are on the shoals…. They spend a few days there and come back when they 
have enough fish” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 61r). 
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IV. A. 1. Until the mid-18th century: pirates along the Champa Coast 
The passage along the coast of Champa could be perilous because the coastal inhabitants 
attacked, robbed, and captured, or even lured foreign ships into their harbours to trap them. 
References to acts of plunder and piracy by Cham people exist in early Chinese texts106 (Shiro 
1998b), and such an infamous reputation persisted until the mid-18th century.107  
A series of testimonies from Spanish sailors, who in the late 16th century suffered at the hands 
of pirates in Cham waters, outline clearly the political economy of the Cham and how they 
operated:  
“… The said king of Chanpan [sic] is a very great pirate, and usually 
goes about with a large fleet, robbing and assaulting all the ships 
possible, making prisoners of all their crews along all those coasts, 
 hich he can do because he is on the regular route …”.108 
 These testimonies include several references to Portuguese and Spanish captains losing 
                                                          
106
 For example, during the Ji dynasty (479-502 CE), a ship from Canton was robbed of all its cargo and valuables; in 
1168, the Cham stole an Arab tribute and sent it to the Song court, “when their ship sailed along the coast, the chief 
of Champa invited them to stop at the capital. When the ship entered the port, he arrested the crew and robbed the 
goods, by which he set up his own tribute gifts to China”; in 1438, a Siamese ship dispatched to China was pirated by 
local people when it drifted to the port of Vijaya (Shiro 1998b, 81). 
107
 See Shiro (1998b), Wheeler (2006a, 2011b), and Southworth (2011), about the discussion of the maritime 
component in Cham history, and to revise the concept of plunder as being central to the economy of the different 
Cham polities, on the basis that their trade was not sufficient and their agricultural hinterland not sufficiently 
developed (Hall 1989). Whether specific to Cham coastal people or not (other southeast Asian rulers also made 
plunder expeditions, conducted naval battles and attempted to control trade routes), there are a number of 
instances of foreign ships being pirated on the Champa coast. This does not imply that Champa had an economy 
completely based on raiding, but that it was more like a parallel activity. As Nguyễn Thế Anh explained, 
“Unfortunately, as secondary centers of international commerce, Champa's ports had a limited trade volume and 
thus the tax collected by Champa's monarchs could not suffice to maintain the loyalty of their maritime allies, 
whereupon these seamen turned into pirates. Champa's rulers were in fact often unable to control the actions of 
their maritime population. Cham coastal piracy, which was well known among the international maritime 
community, further weakened the appeal of Champa's ports to international traders and increased the potentiality 
of Champa's political instability” (Nguyễn Thế     1996, 116).  s W b       d, “it is not surprising that for 
centuries, retaining the memory of Cham naval raids, the Vietnamese analysts often (though not always) referred to 
the Chams as “pirates” (gi c)” (Weber 2008, 66). The reputation of Cham sailors endured until the 19
th
 century. 
Some Cham sailors were enrolled in the Royal Siam Navy, under the Regiment of the Cham Volunteers. The young 
recruits were tattooed with an anchor, as a symbol of the linkage between the Chams and maritime warfare (Baffie 
1988, 19-22 in Weber 2008, 74). 
108
 Testimony of Pantaleon Carnero (Carnero 1593, fl. 2v). The manuscript dated to 30 September 1593, holds five 
testimonies of Spanish and Portuguese sailors (Diego Veloso, Pantaleon Carnero, Joan de Cuellar, Gregorio de 
Vargas and Fernand Carvallo), describing the ill attitude of the king of Champa, in the years 1586 to 1593. Some 
comments are exaggerated such as the fact that the king “bathes in the liver of his victims and also kills his own 
people”, or that he ordered the prisoners to be “deprived of all their toes … because they had once escaped, but 
were caught again”. These extreme statements certainly stemmed from the fact that at the time, Spain had 
intentions to conquer Cambodia and Cochinchina, and therefore needed reasons to justify it. Depicting the king as 
“ v  ” would have helped to justify this endeavour, however, the project did not develop (Cabaton 1908, 1914-1916; 
Groslier and Boxer 1958; Boxer 1969a). 
Despite the exaggerated character of the testimonies, some of these testimonies are based on personal experiences 
and otherwise mention several cases of pirated junks and of captive crews, collected first-hand by the authors. 
Some of these authors co-signed another letter, dated to 7 December 1595 (AGI FILIPINAS,19,R.4,N.57 fl. 146v-
147r), in front of governor of Manila Luis Perez das Marinas, in which again they summarise their opinions about 
Champa in order to convince of the benefits of conquering these lands (see also Manguin (1981) who annotated 
another similar letters and Boxer (1970)). Most of the documents from the Archivo General da Indias relative to the 
Spanish and Portuguese in the late 16
th
 century were studied by Boxer, Cabaton and Groslier. 
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their vessels, or of crews being held captive; Jhoan de la Gama shipwrecked there in 1582, lost 
his ship, and was enslaved with his crew; in 1583, a Spanish vessel, laden with munitions and 
supplies destined for Melaka went aground in Champa and many Christians on board were 
captured; in 1587, the crew of Captain Francisco de Villegas was said to have been forced to 
  b   d p u d   w           m K  g;    u d     s m    m , S b s     d     uj ,   d   “ju k” 
bu          bu     w s “c  f sc   d” by     k  g; w        1592 G  g     d  V  g s  c uc    d 
Blas Ruiz de Hernan Gonzalez were held prisoners for months in Champa.109 The Cham were 
also known to lure ships to their ports through deception and then seize them: 
“The king has seized many other Portuguese ships that have gone 
ashore there in storms, and others that he deceitfully causes to enter 
his ports by offering them a safe harbor, but whom he afterward 
imprisons, robs of their goods, and treats ith great cruelty”.110  
   ss       s’   c  v s f  m     17th century also note events of the kind,111 and so do 
the Dutch archives; in 1601, when two VOC ships, the Haarlem and Leiden closed that coast, 
Captain Caspar van Groensbergen was held captive and 23 people were killed before the ships 
could safely depart again (Buch 1936, 141). In October 1636, the Kaizerin112 wrecked in the Bay 
of Padaran, her cargo was totally lost and her crew was either massacred, or starved and 
enslaved. In 1642, the crew of the Gulden Buijs experienced a similar misfortune; first they 
wrecked off Cù Lao Chàm in 1641, and the crew was imprisoned there. When they were set 
free and sent back on a Portuguese junk to Batavia, their ship was attacked and burned by 
Portuguese and Chinese pirates. The eighteen survivors drifted on the wreck. When they 
reached the coast of Champa, they were captured again and then enslaved (Buch 1936, 169-
173). Chinese ships also suffered from the predatory behaviour of the Cham mandarins, and 
suspended their trade to the region for a period of time.113 
 
Based on the infamous reputation the Cham coast had developed in shipping circles in Spain 
and Portugal, Manoel Pimentel was the first to publish a warning that the coast was dangerous 
                                                          
109
 See Cabaton (1914, 104, 124). 
110
 Testimony of Fernan Cavallo (1593, fl. 3r). 
111
 The Jesuit Annual report of the “   mp    ss   ” of 1686 describes how a Portuguese ship was taken in 1655 
by the Cham (Jesuitas na Asia 49-v-19, fl. 853v). 
112
 She lost a cargo of gold and porcelain. The survivors were released and went back to Batavia on a Chinese Junk.  
113
 “This commerce was interrupted about 25 years ago [c. 1725], by the ill behaviour of these people to the Chinese, 
whose ships they plundered and burnt, and refused to make them reparation. From that time they have been 
cautious of trading thither; and the Loyes have imposed new laws of anchorage, which must be paid before they can 
traffick [sic]; likewise their mandarins, on pretence of measuring the ships, rummage the officers cabins etc., and 
take away what they think /95/ proper. These impositions are too flagrant to think of carrying on any trade with 
them; for if they use their neighbours in this manner, what are Europeans to expect? A people wholly unknown to 
them, and whom they never see, except by chance” (Herbert 1759, 94-95). 
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in his Arte de Navegar, in 1712.114 F    w  g   m, d’ p ès d       v              d     
misfortune of the Galathée in his Neptune Oriental to warn of the evil attitude and behaviour 
of inhabitants of Champa: in 1720, the Galathée, a French ship, was detained in Champa for a 
month. She had anchored in the bay of Phan Thiết to take on water and supplies. Initially, she 
was welcomed by Cham officials who invited the vessel to proceed to a safer anchorage 
further north in the Bay of Phan Ri. Some naval officers were invited to court, and as the days 
passed, Captain le Gac realised that his officers were being detained against their will, and that 
ultimately, the intention of the Cham Lord was to steal his ship. A French missionary, M. 
Gouge, who was at the Cham court then helped le Gac to negotiate a ransom for his officers 
held hostage. When the hostages were released and the ransom exchanged, the Galathée 
resumed her course to Pulo Condor. Captain le Gac and his crew lost a month at anchor, 
fearing for their lives. 
 
By the mid-18th century, the Cham polity of Kauthara had been subdued, and the Cham of 
Panduranga were progressively losing their independence, coming under Vietnamese 
administrative rule. Their former piratical reputation was lost, and these remaining acts of 
treachery and piracy seemed like desperate attempts to still benefit from the lucrative 
international traffic along the coast.115 By the beginning of the 19th century, the perennial 
Cham connection with the sea was totally lost (Weber 2012, 170). As Panduranga was 
incorporated into the new Nguyễn Empire, the Vietnamese took strict administrative control 
through a series of measures, reforms and restrictions, thereby limiting Cham access to the 
sea.116  
IV. A. 2. Vietnamese and Chinese pirates in the 18th and 19th centuries 
In the 18th c   u y, p     s p  y d   fu d m                  Tây Sơ    b      . T  y f  m d 
    c     f     Tây Sơ  f    ,   d     xc   g  f   u    s  g         m d f  c s  g   s      T ịnh 
and the troops of Nguyễn Ánh, pirates received shelter in Vietnamese harbours and were free 
                                                          
114
 “If one fears the privateers [corsaires] along the coast of Champa, or for some other reasons, it is possible to 
make way towards Macao by passing to the exterior of the shoals of San-Antonio [Lincoln and Amphitrite s    s]” 
(Pimentel 1712, 413). 
115
 For the annexation of Panduranga by the Vietnamese, and the transformations of the maritime relations of the 
Cham with the Malay Peninsula, see Nguyễn Thế Anh (1996) and Weber (2008). 
116
 “According to the Cam sources, the Vietnamese took control of the coast and restricted the Pa  uranga 
population’s access to the sea. A number of villages along the coast were razed to the ground… Consequently, the 
Cam could no longer benefit from the coastal trade as the Vietnamese made sure that they were the only ones 
dealing with trading ships, whether local or foreign. The Ariya hatai paran recalls: “In Prangdarang and for a long 
time, the trading boats sank [into the sea]: their way [to the coast] was blocked off. They ordered [the Cam] to 
gather their boats and made them wait there. The ports were blocked off and in doing so [they hoped] that the Cam 
country would disappear forever” (Weber 2012, 170-171). 
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to plunder passing ships (Antony 2014). u     d s Ess  ds, w   s     Quy N ơ  s w        s  
ju k, p  b b y   p  z ,   w d b ck          b y by     Tây Sơ  p     s.      s  m     
Cochinchinese man who was on board a Portuguese ship from Macao, when its cargo was 
seized, and its captain and crew massacred by the rebels (Bizalion 1996, 132; 127).  
 Between the end of the 18th century and the middle of the 19th century,117 Chinese and 
Vietnamese pirates operated along the coast of Vietnam from the port of Giang Binh 
(Jiangping) in northern Vietnam.118 It was a major pirate haven and black market centre, from 
w         c mm ss    d Tây Sơ  p  v     s   u c  d          ds (Antony 2010a, 2014). By the 
  m      Tây Sơ    b       w s c us  d    1802, m  e than 50 000 pirates were operating in 
the South China Sea (Antony 2010a, 33). According to in the Vietnamese and French records, 
European ships were often pirated (Wheeler 2011b). The case of the French ship Navigateur is 
certainly an example of the tragic result of such pirate action – the entire crew was massacred 
in 1827 (Cadière 1924). John Brown, a British man who was captured and forced to raid with 
Chinese pirates along the coast of Vietnam in 1857-1858, experienced first-hand the life of 
these pir   s w   f u d s              b ys  f N   T   g. B  w ’s g     s  f    w s    b  
linked directly to these pirates, and, consequently, to be imprisoned by the Cochinchinese or 
even sunk by the British.119 The Vietnamese authorities fought in vain to curb the activities of 
these plunderers, but despite the royal attempts to quell piracy, pirates continued to raid the 
coastal areas of southern Vietnam, from Hà Tiên to Khánh Hòa (Nguyễn Thế Anh 1996, 127; 
Wheeler 2011b, 152). In 1858, Father Bouillevaux was attacked three times by pirates in his 
attempts to reach the Mekong from the Bay of Singapore. Once finally arrived, he stayed 
hidden fearing both to be caught by the mandarins and by the pirates (Bouillevaux 1858, 33-
37; 42). In the late 19th century, Picard D s          d          b  u y  f     B y  f Xuâ  Đ   
was spoiled by the fact it was still a pirate lair (Picard Destelan 1892, 238). 
IV. B. Shipwrecks as resources: customary law and salvage brigades  
In central Vietnam, the Nguyễn did not plunder ships of their cargo and artillery through force 
or subterfuge. A customary law however declared that when a ship ran aground or wrecked, 
    c  g , c  w   d   m   s  f     v ss   b c m      p  p   y  f      u   . “It was only an old 
                                                          
117
 The “G  d   Age of     cy” is the result of both a long socio-economic context (Antony 2003) and of a crisis 
period rooted in the Tây Sơ  rebellion (Murray 1987). Under the patronage of the Tây Sơ  rebels, small bands of 
Chinese and Vietnamese pirates coalesced into large, well-organised fleets (Antony 2010a, 33). 
118
 In the 1660s already, the Gulf of Tonkin “had a reputation of being dangerous place for trading vessels, made 
unsafe by the daring raids of the pirate Thun” (Hoàng Anh Tuấn 2010, 60). See also Niu and Li (2011). 
119
 “We had but little chance of deliverance, as the British generally sink or destroy all piratical vessels they fall in 
with on the west coast of China, and especially on the coast of Cochin-China, without even boarding them” (Brown 
1861, 50-51). 
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and widely acknowledged custom common to all Asia” (Mantienne 1999, 119). Burma, Siam, 
and Tonkin, had similar laws of the sea as applied by the kings of Champa and by the lords of 
Cochinchina. This was a risk recognised for any foreign ship trading in the region,120 and it was 
one of the primary reasons why, from the 18th century onwards, European nautical instructions 
offered alternative passages between the Malay Peninsula and China, and why trading nations 
sent missions and envoys to negotiate treaties with the Nguyễn Lords.121  
 Such customary practices were known since the early days of European sailing in the 
region.122 I  1621,   “g   s  ” f  m   c   w  ck d     g     c  s   f   c   c    ,   d 18 
people lost their lives. The European missionaries gave shelter to the Portuguese survivors, but 
the King took everything from them (ARSI JAP/SIN 71, Annua 1621, fl. 34r). Between 1633 and 
1661, seven VOC ships lost cargo and crew to the Nguyễn Lord [see Table of Shipwrecks in 
Appendix]. In April 1633, a Japanese ship ran aground, 140-150 people were lost and the king 
confiscated the cargo.123 In 1665, a Chinese ship endangered by a storm looked for shelter in a 
Cochinchinese port, but had its cargo confiscated, and its Dutch passengers imprisoned (Buch 
1937, 149). D mp   ,     d      “among English seamen the rulers of Cochin-China have an 
evil reputation for mercilessly enslaving shipwrecked persons”.124 In 1765, the survivors of the 
British East Indiaman Earl Temple were imprisoned and suffered hardship125 for two years 
before being freed and sent back to Canton.  
 By the end of the 18th century however, the application of the local salvage law seems to 
                                                          
120
 For example, the fate of the wrecked ship, salvaged cargos and imprisoned crews did not facilitate the relations 
between Batavia and the Nguyễn Lords. When the Gulden Bujis wrecked along with the Maria de Medicis in 1641, 
their crews were imprisoned and above all, their cargos were confiscated. Batavia wanted compensation, the 
Nguyễn refused. Quarrels over the fate of their crew and cargo ensued in a vengeful raid by Captain Van Lieselvet in 
February 1642, and then by Captain Van Linga in June 1642, followed by a serious naval affront in 1643 between 
Dutch and the Nguyễn vessels.  
Similarly, the quarrel was further fuelled by the loss of the Kemphaan (on 23 September1633) and its 18 cannons. 
Facing an obtuse refusal of the Cochinchinese Court to compensate or return cargo and crew, the Dutch left their 
factory in Hội An, and Batavia settled its trade relation with Tonkin instead (other reasons also contributed to this, 
including Dutch need for silver and silk from Tonkin for the Japanese market). This in turn fuelled the opposition 
between the Trịnh and the Nguyên. In fact, it appears that Batavia was much more obtuse than the Cochinchinese 
Court and the application of their customary law (Buch 1936, 1937; Hoàng Anh Tuấn 2006; Kleinen 2008). 
121
 For example, the VOC in 1651 (Buch 1936, 194-196), the EIC in 1695-6 (Lamb 1961, 368-391). 
122
 One of the first events was the murder of Governor Das Marinas by his Chinese crew, who stopped in “T  k  ” 
where the vessel was confiscated (Morga 1890, 32-33). 
123
 The Dutch author/supercargo/captain, Paulus Traudenius, or possibly Caron, on board the Brouwershaven knew 
not to anchor too close to the river, because if the weather got rough and a ship ran aground, the king would 
confiscate the cargo. In his diary, he noted that this had happened to a Japanese junk (Traudenius 1633, fl. 748r). 
124
 In 1693, another English merchant, who was trading in Tonkin, lost a ship off the coast of Cochinchina. His 
Tonkinese crew was enslaved by the Nguyễn. Seizing upon the accident as a pretext, the Trịnh court issued, in 
January 1694, a decree forbidding Tonkinese crew to leave the country on board their ships (Hoàng Anh Tuấn 2006, 
214). Whilst in the region, Dampier encountered Captain John Tiler, who was thus treated, and had despaired of 
ever getting his freedom (Dampier 1699a, 7). 
125
 See the misadventures of the Earl Temple Castaways, who, after being stranded on the Spratly islands for several 
months with Cochinchinese fishermen, were imprisoned, wore the cangue, were hungry, were constantly menaced 
to have their heads cut off, were spit upon, had their hair pulled, and worked as slaves, until they were finally 
released and sailed back to Canton in 1766 (Pelling et al. 1766). 
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have been moderated. In the 1780s, a Portuguese merchant avoided this terrible fate thanks 
to the Frenchman Victor Olivier de Puymanel who intervened in his favour with Nguyễn Ánh.126 
In 1794, a Japanese ship went aground off the coast. The crew was saved by local fishers and 
then brought to the capital. Although still under surveillance, the surviving crew were 
relatively well treated and eventually sent home.127 Similarly, several decades later, the 
surviving crew of the Navigateur found relatively good support when arriving in Cochinchina. 
Emperor Minh Mạng bought their wrecked ship, and the crew and passengers were sent to 
Manila and Macao.128 In 1822 and 1830, the French shipowners [armateurs] Balguerie-
Suttenberg lost the ships Neptune and Saint Michel in the region, but their crews were helped 
by the Vietnamese officials. The remains of the Neptune were bought by Minh Mạng to be 
dismantled and to serve as a construction model, while the crew of the Saint Michel was sent 
to Singapore on board a corvette belonging to the Emperor (Laplace 1833, 350).129 In 1836, the 
crew of a British merchant vessel that wrecked on the Paracels was provided with shelter, 
money, and food by Vietnamese officials until they were repatriated (Chen Ching-Ho 1994, 
111). 
 
All these examples show how the Nguyễn policy towards shipwrecks, shipwrecked crews and 
cargo, changed over time,130 and that to patrol the coast and sail to the Paracels was 
cus  m  y.  s G m             xp  c   y   c u   d        1690s,   c   c    s  “gallies scoured 
the coast all the year”131 (Cadière 1930, 307). Indeed, special brigades (đội 隊)132 were set up 
                                                          
126
 Mullet des Essards met a Portuguese merchant who told him that "this Captain praised the attention he had 
received from Mr. Olivier, our fellow citizen, it was thanks to him, he said that I owe my happiness of being free, 
because all the vessels that wreck along the coast of Cochinchina belong to the King who sends his officers to collect 
the wreckage, and mine could be considered as such…." (Bizalion 1996, 149). 
127
 A ship of the Sendai Lorship [seigneurie] wrecked in September 1794 and drifted for months, until finally, in 
January 1795, a fishing boat saved them and brought them to “    m”. There, they stayed over four months and 
were finally sent back to Macao in August 1795, from where they sailed to Canton and then Nagasaki, where they 
arrived in January 1796 (Shikoken Seishi and Muiumatsu-Gaspardone 1933). Whilst in Annam, “during their sojourn 
of four months in these premises, they received from the king 50 ' kanmon' of cash for their daily needs. When they 
wanted to go out, they asked the guards [the authorisation] to go for walks, and if they wanted to go farther, the 
guards went with them” (Shikoken Seishi and Muiumatsu-Gaspardone 1933, 40). 
128
 The Spanish passengers arrived safely in Manila, and so did the four missionaries who sailed to Macao. The crew 
on the other hand, on board a Chinese ship was massacred. Only one man survived to tell of the tragedy (Cadière 
1924). 
129
 For Laplace, the fate of the crew of the Saint Michel was miserable, but in comparison to the treatment of 
wrecked crews in the past, it was a great improvement. 
130
 Mantienne suggested that “in Cochinchina the Europeans were rarely enslaved” (Mantienne 1999, 118), but in 
fact, it seems that prior to the mid-18
th
 century, it was relatively common. After that however, it is true that it did 
not happen so often. 
131
 “The worst of it is, That is any Misfortune happens, the Cochinchinese Galleys seize not only the Goods, but even 
the very Vessels, that only lose or spring a Mast; and therefore Many of them scour the Coast all the Year, to gather 
Wrecks, nor is there any hope of escaping them when there is a Calm, because they are well provided, and the 
Cochinchinese brave men with Fire-Arms" 
132
 Literally “   m”. 
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by royal charter to patrol the coast and to visit the Paracels to salvage shipwreck remains and 
cargo (Wheeler 2006b, 148-150).133  ê Quý Đô  p  v d s   d      d d sc  p      f     b  g d  
system, how Cochinchinese sailed to the islands to fish and also collect wrecked cargo and 
artillery —w  c    c ud d    ms suc   s “swords, copper horses, silver earrings, silver bullion, 
silver necklaces, copper items, block tin, black lead, rifle barrels, tusk, golden honey, 'animal 
hair cloth', woollens and ceramics” —and then return to the capital of Phú Xuân [Huế] to 
receive payment in exchange. Like other specially assigned tasks, brigades or villages chartered 
with such tasks were exempted from other service and taxes and labour.  
 One brigade from the village of Yen Binh, called the Hoàng Sa Brigade or Flotilla [Hải đội 
Hoàng Sa], was set up on the island of Pulo Canton, to specifically sail to the Paracels. Dayot, in 
discussion with Nguyễn Ánh, understood that sixty years earlier (c. 1730), chests full of 
piasters, and cannons had been salvaged in such a way from the Paracel.134 When the Nguyễn 
controlled the region of the Mekong, another brigade, the Bắc Hải Brigade [đội Bắc Hải], 
scouted the area of Pulo Condor (Wheeler 2006b, 148, note 98). These brigades were still in 
operation in the 19th century,135 under the rule of the successive Nguyễn Emperors, who 
continued to muster the villagers for special tasks. 
 
   
Figure 5-7: Ceremonies for the  ý Sơn Brigade 
 
  
                                                          
133
 Wheeler notes that according to monk Da Shan, these brigades existed since the time of Nguyễ      g (1558-
1614).  ê Quý Đô  noted that he went through the letters of the brigades superiors, which date to 1702, 1704, 1705 
and 1709 (Lê Quý Đô  1973, vol. 1, 210-212). 
134
 "They have remembrance of a number of European vessels that got lost in the past in these islands in the north, 
and it is possible now to see in the arsenal of Saigon, a gun carriage of 4-6 pounds, all in melted iron which the King 
assured me had been found on the Paracel…. He recuperated some chests with piasters and he suspected it 
belonged to a European vessel going to China. This event, according to him, must have occurred more than sixty 
years ago” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 62r). This confirms what Poivre noted in 1750, that “it is said that cannons had been 
found on the banks of the Paracels, where the Cochinchinese go every year to fish and where they often found ship 
remains" (Morel 2010b, 71).  
135
 Nowadays, the Hoàng Sa troop is a fundamental part of the folklore of the province of Quảng Ngãi, highly 
revered and celebrated yearly, see Roszko (2010). 
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V. BOATS IN THE HARBOURS  
Whilst some actions taken were blatantly hostile towards crews of foreign ships, support was 
also available in the harbours of Cochinchina. It is there, in the harbours, that local boats could 
be seen in action, and then described by foreigners.  
 When foreign ships arrived in harbours, waiting for authorisation to engage in business, 
they were kept under tight surveillance by local boats. In the early reign of the Nguyễn lords, 
the Tàu V ,    “D   c        f N v g     ” was in charge of the rules, to control cargo, 
passengers, and acquitting of custom duties and anchorage fees (Manguin 1984a, 21-22). In 
the mid-18th century, Poivre clearly noted that local boats in the harbours were patrolling his 
ship, which was, again, a special task assigned to villagers who were exempted from taxes in 
accomplishing their duty: 
"The Cochinchinese did not dare to come on board, because of the 
general prohibition for all the boats to go alongside a vessel that has 
not yet been visited by the Mandarin, in the fear that under the 
excuse of trying to sell foodstuff, smuggling will occur, and 
henceforth, doing wrong to the King, who wants to have preference 
on all the goods on board the vessel.  
In order to avoid such smuggling, the habit is that each time a 
Chinese Somme [junk] arrives, the Cochinchinese soldiers by the 
seashore come on board the vessel, to prevent anything from being 
taken out. 
For us, we were treated with much more distinction; they sent during 
the night two or three small boats [pirogue] to keep control of our 
vessel, at about half a cannon-range. Such a guard was conducted by 
the inhabitants of a village located on the seashore. This village, in 
exchange, is exempted of all labour and does not pay any tribute to 
the King” (Cordier 1887). 
 As a rule, if the ships were only seeking provisions or inquiring about the state of foreign 
trade with the court, they were exempted from anchorage fees.136 F    w  g     Tây Sơ  w  , 
during the Nguyễn Dynasty, control of foreign trade was enforced by two institutions; the 
“Off c   f    v     g D pu   s” (Hành nhân ty)   d     w “D   c        f N v g     ” (Tào 
ch nh ty) (Nguyễn Thế Anh 1999, 173). The latter institution was responsible for inspecting 
foreign ships. A third agency was resp  s b   f    mp  m     g     g v   m   ’s bus   ss 
w    f    g   s,     “   c     Sup       d  c ” (Thương bạc ty). Practically, this meant that 
protocol was even more carefully defined and there were changes in the way custom duties 
                                                          
136
 Appendix to John Crawfurd's report, quoted by Lamb (1970, 249). 
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and anchorage taxes were calculated.137  
 
When arriving in the bays and anchorages, local inhabitants were immediately engaged to 
attend the foreign vessels and their passengers, and in case of merchants, to load or unload 
    c  g . T  s  s w    Dum    d’U v      xp     c d w en he anchored in the Bay of Tourane,  
“As soon as e dropped anchor, ten boats came close to our ship, and 
argued to gain the favour of conducting the passengers to the 
mainland. I boarded with Norberg on the boat that seemed the best 
equipped. It was a gracious and svelte  atercraft… In less than half 
an hour, she lead us to the bar which we crossed on board a small 




Figure 5-8: “Un Lac et Village de la Cochinchine” (c. 1760). Small peddlers and merchants are seen accosting 
larger foreign vessels  
  
                                                          
137
 See Nguyễn Thế Anh (1999, 173-176). Before the Nguyễn dynasty, harbor duties were calculated according to 
the origin of the ship, and in 1809, Gia Long changed the system, by calculating them according to the size of the 
vessel.  
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Local boats were also used to reach the mainland or to go upriver and reach the ports (in the 
case of Sài Gòn, Huế or Faifo). Pierre Poivre refused to board a Cochinchinese vessel to sail 
from Tourane to Huế,138 but others like Crawfurd were more trustful, and sailed several times 
on board local boats, from Tourane to Huế, or up the river to Sài Gòn. 
“One of the boats afforded very comfortable accommodation for Mr. 
Finlayson and myself… [upon return] We reached the ship bet een 
four and five o'clock, the whole voyage having taken up little more 
than ten hours, and having proved a very agreeable one” (Cra furd 
1830a, 316, 342-343). 
 Often, foreign ships waiting for the authorisation to proceed, received visits of both the 
local mandarins on board their galleys, and of a number of peddlers and merchants selling 
foodstuff.139 In 1793, the scene was captured by William Alexander, illustrator, on board the 
Hindostan,140 on a drawing which shows a European ship, surrounded by seventeen local 
boats, including a small official galley rowed by six men transporting mandarins and officials, 
and a dozen small vessels rowed and under sail swarming around the large foreign ship and in 
the bay. Anderson, also part of the Macartney embassy, described the local boats that came 
along-s d     m w         s  p’s c mp  y w s w      g  
“Several proas came along-side the Lion with ducks, cocoa-nuts, and 
joghry, for sale. Several mandarins also came on board to see the ship 
… in the evening, the prime minister of the King of Cochin China came 
on board the Lion, accompanied by several mandarins, and a great 
train of attendants…. After this conference, the Chinese minister, and 
his suite, returned in their barges, which were decorated in a very 
gaudy manner” (Anderson 1795, 50-51). 
Staunton also described a similar scene with more details, and the galley of the mandarin was 
depicted by William Alexander. 
“A person of some rank soon arrived at Turon, … He came in a large 
decked galley, of a light and sharp construction, formed for quick 
sailing. …A state cabin  as erected, on the middle of the deck, 
painted in lively colours; each end of the galley was decorated with 
streamers of different colours and figures. The state cabin was, on the 
outside, surrounded with spears, and various ensigns of authority. 
The principal officer, who came in her, was dressed in loose robes of 




: At eight o’clock in the morning, we boarded a 'sinhja' with twelve people, without counting the other 
eight soldiers that boarded another sinhja with the presents [for the King]…. A small squall lifted and scared off our 
Cochinchinese mariners. The 16
th
: I went to see the great mandarin, with whom we agreed I’d travel by land, 
refusing to endow myself to the ignorance of the Cochinchinese sailors" (Morel 2010b, 5-6). 
139
 See also Wheeler (2003) and the descriptions of Chinese Monk Da-Shan in 1695. 
140
 About    x  d  ’s work, see Wood (1998). 
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silk, had the polished manners of cultivated society, and was attended 
by a Chinese interpreter. His galley was followed by nine boats, 
calculated for carrying burdens, and full of rice and other provisions, 
animal and vegetable, as presents, for the use of the passengers and 
cre s. …The governor of the district came, also, on board to pay his 
respects” (Staunton 1797a, 330-331). 
 Similarly, Chapman, was also visited by a mandarin accompanied by four rowed galleys, 
and was then invited to board a local boat to go to Faifo, after which, he also went to the 
imperial capital of Huế, on board a local galley (Lamb 1961, 46, 48, 51).141 De Bougainville 
when arriving in Tourane also saw a ceremonial galley, towed by a large fishing boat and 
accompanied by a multitude of small boats coming near the Thétis (Bougainville 1837, 273-
274). 
 
When foreign vessels arrived, not only pilot boats and official galleys swarmed, but also supply 
boats. Captain Blomfield, in 1763–1764,     d   w “there are boats [that] come on board 
Every morning from Turon with all sorts of things To sell and they usually remain til sun set” 
(Lamb 1961, 8). B  mf   d   w v     s      d      “whenever we failed sending a trifle, which 
we usually did once or twice a week, he [the mandarin] never failed reminding us by putting a 
stop to our daily supplies we received from Turon” (Lamb 1961, 8). It was nonetheless obvious 
that local people were the most appropriate to rely upon, because their boats were best 
adapted to the local environment and to manoeuver within the anchorages, harbours and 
ports. This was obvious to John White; 
“… a part of the population of this country lives on the ater. In many 
cases, a family occupies a boat, which is their only home, and sole 
means of support, either by fishing, trafficking in fruits and small 
wares, by plying with passengers, or in attendance on the Chinese 
and other foreign vessels. For the latter service they are, for various 
reasons, always preferred by strangers, to the use of their own boats. 
We hired one ·of them with a roof covering the middle of it, securing 
the passenger from the effects of the sun and weather, navigated by 
three women (mother and daughters) for fifteen quans per month.  
They are not only occupied in plying between the ship and shore, or 
other vessels, but are called upon, and used in all other duty incident 
to a ship's boats in port” (White 1824, 124-125). 
Consequently, local inhabitants were engaged daily with foreign ships anchoring in their 
                                                          
141
 “It was a pleasant serene night, the water perfectly smooth, no noise to be heard but the regular strokes of our 
oars, and a song not destitute of harmony from the rowers, listening to this and chatting amongst ourselves we 
gradually fell asleep” (Lamb 1961, 48). 
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   b u s. B    dw     g p  p            f    m       d    f    g   ’s  cc u  s.142 However, 
boat dwellers and floating markets are still popular in Vietnam, particularly in the region of the 
Mekong. In the region of Huế, until the 1980s, numerous people still lived on boats in the 
canals around the imperial city (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). Nowadays, it is ladies who still 
operate small boats in ports and harbours, to bring in water143 or insure liaison between boat 
and land (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). 
 
 
Figure 5-9: View of Faifo River by Alexander
144
 (Barrow 1806) 
  
                                                          
142
 See S p   ’s book on the sea-nomads of Southeast Asia (Sopher 1965). 
143
 See Warren (1981) on gender and provisioning of foreign vessels in port, especially role of aristocratic women 
and their slaves. Monk Da Shan in 1695, Pierre Poivre in 1750 and John White in 1819 also noted that women were 
operating these a harbour boats  
144
 The caption to this illustration by Alexander states “Cochinchinese vessels on the river of Faifo”, yet, 
unfortunately, the vessels represented there are two Chinese junks from Fukkien, of the “F u c   u” style (Paris 
1942a, 355). See nonetheless all the small p dd   ’s river boats.  
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This chapter provided an overview of some of the main maritime activities conducted by the 
coastal people of Cochinchina in relation to the historical development of central Vietnam. It 
highlighted the central role of boats in the life of people along the coast, and how the 
Cochinchinese and the Nguyễn court benefited in numerous ways from their maritime 
environment. From the moment the Nguyễn first settled in the mid-16th century in the 
province of Quảng Nam, to the reign of Gia Long over the entire country at the beginning of 
the 19th century, in tandem with the development of the Navy and the daily activities of 
fishermen and traders, a number of parallel maritime activities were developed, whereby the 
local coastal inhabitants could secure extra income, and be exempted from labour and taxes. 
All these maritime (and trade related) activities also implied developments in shipbuilding and 
boatbuilding. The royal galleys and warships that composed the new Navy, the trading and 
transporting coasters, the fishing fleet, the boats used for collecting sea products, the water-
taxis taking part in harbour activities, the sailing vessels that salvaged shipwrecks and the 
pirate ships are key examples of the numerous kinds of boats that were involved in these 
activities, and that had to be built and maintained.  
 
This chapter also described the main trends that occurred over the course of almost four 
centuries in the size and composition of the Royal Navy fleet, in the different phases in rice 
transportation, in regional and international trade, and also showed the constancy of crucial 
maritime activities such as fishing and marine-resource collection, as well as the recurrent 
nature of shipwreck salvage and acts of piracy. It highlighted a cultural continuity in 
  c   c    ’s  xp           f   s m     m   c   gy.  
 
The survey of the range of activities conducted by Cochinchinese coastal people thus revealed 
a range of different boats that were used in pre-colonial central Vietnam. It is possible to 
categorise these boats in the following categories, and then address them in detail the 
following chapters; 
- the royal galleys: used for war, but also for official transportation (king and mandarins) 
as well as for pageant. 
- the small sailing and rowed boats, ubiquitously used for fishing, collecting different 
types of marine-resources, for transporting supplies within the harbours, and people 
up the rivers. 
- the fishing boats 
- the trading coasters 
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 The involvement of such boats in all these different activities implied a need for 
different equipment and appendages, based for example on the type of fishing conducted. Size 
and capacity also varied in terms of the type of cargo that was transported. Weapons were 
introduced and mounted on the royal galleys for war, and their number of rowers changed 
overtime. All these changes and adaptations depended on the context of use and temper of 
the times, as much as on the core technology of boatbuilding itself. Knowing their specific 
purposes will help us understand their technical features, how far they sailed, how much they 
carried, how they were operated and navigated. 
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6 COCHINCHINESE SEAFARING 
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The 1940s was a golden decade for the studies of boats of Vietnam, during which a number of 
monographs were published on their great technological diversity. Jean Poujade (1940), Jean-
Yves Claeys (1942b, 1943), Pierre Paris (1942a), Jean-Baptiste Piétri (1943), and Jean Sallenave 
(1943, 1963) all admired the Cochinchinese and their boats. They noted how the coastal 
Cochinchinese were naturally inclined to be excellent seafarers, due to their coastal 
environment apt for numerous maritime activities, and, to their strategic location along a 
major maritime trade route that passed-by their harbours, ports, and countless fishing villages 
from which a great variety of boat types sailed. Yet, this opinion was not always shared by all. 
 Tome Pires, who sailed along the Cochinchina coast in 1516, was the first European to 
       us y c mm           p  w ss  f   c   c    s  s     s,   d w     “they are a very 
weak people on the sea; all their achievements is on land" (Cortesao 1990, 114). Many others 
after him repeated the mistaken assumption that because they had no large sea-going fleet 
and were not engaged in long distance trade, the Vietnamese were implicitly poor mariners. 
Alexandre de Rhodes, who spent a long time in the region in the 17th century, commented on 
the weakness of the Tonkinese at sea. He thought this weakness was due to their poor 
mastering of navigation, to the prohibition to leave and travel abroad,1 and finally, to the 
frailty of their boats that could not resist fierce waves and storms (Rhodes 1883, 181). Abbot 
Richard who wrote about Tonkin, in the late 18th c   u y,   s  s    d    s  p     , “…they 
have scarcely any idea of navigation …. In a country where navigation is only encouraged in the 
interior of the kingdom, that is on rivers and canals; where that of the sea is confined to 
fishermen, there can be no marine of any consequence“ (Richard 1808, 736, 753). The 
European perception of poor Vietnamese seamanship and of their lack of interest in 
developing a strong sea-going fleet and maritime trade, seemed to justify an apparent total 
absence of maritime endeavour across time (Tonnesson 2004) for all Vietnam. Academic 
studies also often comment on the lack of a Vietnamese trading fleet, because ‘there is little 
evidence of Vietnamese doing business outside their own regions, or taking to the sea on 
trading e peditions’ (Reid 2000, 138),   f c       w s      bu  d      c       ‘V     m s  
d   c m   ’ f  m     s  .  
 In fact, this seeming cultural detachment was the result of a socio-political context and 
                                                          
1
 This is because in 1693, a Tonkinese crew (of 30 members), hired by a British merchant to sail a “ju k” he had 
bought in order to trade in Malacca, was enslaved in Cochinchina after their vessel wrecked off the coast on the 
return voyage. As a result, the Trịnh Court issued a decree forbidding Tonkinese crews to leave the country on 
board foreign ships (Hoàng Anh Tuấn 2006, 214).  
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of a long historical tradition, rather than of a cultural disinclination.2 This was clear to the 
aforementioned colonial scholars in the 1940s–1950s, who recognized the wealth of 
Cochinchinese maritime technology, and who on the contrary, marvelled at how this 
“population of navigators has turned specialised, sho ing an acute sense of observation and a 
concerned experience of things pertaining the sea” (Huard and Durand 1994, 277). Huard and 
Durand attempted to explain this paradox, “if the Vietnamese marine rarely goes out of its 
territorial waters, it is not because it lacks technical means”, bu         b c us   f “the 
presence in its harbours of foreign ships, of the absence of ship-owners having large capital, of 
the isolationism adopted throughout the Extreme Orient, and of the secular [sic] pushing 
for ard to ards rice lands that absorb all the Nation’s efforts” (Huard and Durand 1994, 279).3 
Indeed, the reasons behind the lack of a major trading fleet can be found in the study of a 
series of political, economic and social constraints ( ê Đì   T ô g 1990;           2002, 
2003; Tonnesson 2004; Kleinen 2011; Pham 2013). In fact, as developed in Chapter 5, the 
Vietnamese rulers often turned to the sea, but the conjunction of internal and external factors 
contributed to the slow development of a Vietnamese navy and ocean going trading-fleet.  
 Furthermore, the trouble with this received narrative is that it primarily fits the naval 
  s   y  f     Đại Việt, confined in Tonkin, to the north of the country, under the rule of 
successive dynasties until the Trịnh in the 18th century. In many cases, when the question of 
the development of the Navy and of the seafaring skills of the Vietnamese is addressed, the 
cases of Tonkin and Cochinchina are not clearly differentiated. In central Vietnam, the 
capacities and conditions were very different than in Tonkin. In Cochinchina, as seen in 
Chapter 5, the Nguyễn Lords opted for a policy of openness towards the sea and sought the 
means to take full advantage of the strategic location of the coast astride the maritime trade 
routes. Their navy developed across time, and trading mission ships sailed to neighbouring 
coasts and beyond. While there are only a few cases of Cochinchinese vessels sailing as far as 
India and to the offshore islands of Africa, they nonetheless frequently sailed to China, Japan, 
the Philippines, along the mainland coast to Siam, Malacca, Batavia and other trading hubs, as 
well as to the Paracels and Spratlys. They were no weaker at sea than the Chinese or the 
Malays who sailed similar routes and itineraries. There are indeed no accounts of large sea-
going fleets; the Cochinchinese did not have a eunuch commanding a treasure fleet that sailed 
all the way to Africa or beyond, nor had they a reputation of being excellent seafarers like the 
Majapahit, or the Cham. Yet, there is no doubt that Cochinchinese mariners mastered their 
                                                          
2
 See Lê Đì   Thông (1990), Tonnesson (2004), but also Kleinen (2011) and Pham (2013) for a historical overview of 
some key maritime events in the history of Vietnam, as a whole. 
3
 For an assessment of Huard and Du   d’s explanation, see Tonnesson (2004). 
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boats in coastal waters, sailed with deep knowledge of the environment, that their little boats 
braved the surf with grace and speed, and that they sailed to neighbouring countries with skill 
and confidence. In fact, all the reasons mentioned above by Tome Pires, Alexandre de Rhodes 
or Abbot Richard do not equate to a total absence of maritime skills for those who did to go 
sea, no matter how invisible they have been in the history of pre-colonial state formation. To 
not sail in the deep sea and on long voyages does not necessarily mean one is a poor mariner, 
it just means one is not an ocean sailor.4 Hence, this chapter attempts to first, re-appraise the 
seamanship of Cochinchinese mariners, and, then, discuss their navigation methods and tools.  
 What Davies wrote about the Chinese seafarers can also be applied to the maritime 
Cochinchinese who have been scarcely studied so far, “ e have no reason  hatsoever to 
imagine that Chinese mariners were not in every way the maritime equal of their western peers 
in inventiveness, imagination, shipwrighting, sail making, seamanship, or navigation. What 
needs to be answered is ho  the mariners … navigated, and  hat routes they follo ed” 
(Davies 2012). Since Chapters 2 and 4 provided a sense of the routes Cochinchinese mariners 
followed, what remains to discuss now is how they did navigate such passages. 
 There is no doubt that the Cochinchinese possessed singular local navigational and 
hydrographical knowledge, unfortunately, the extent of it and whether it was systematised is 
hard to know. Until now, there has been no attempt to portray Cochinchinese seamanship, 
and the few sources readily available have not been addressed with that purpose in mind. A 
number of Vietnamese maps, translated itineraries, and travel accounts are used here for the 
first time, to reconstruct the experience of the coast from the perspective of the local 
mariners. Other documents —unavailable because closed in the Vietnamese language— such 
as geographical texts, military manuals, imperial treaties, and annals could also be exploited to 
help us develop a more rounded understanding of Cochinchinese seamanship, and their 
numerous activities conducted at sea. Until it is done however, the perception of foreigners, 
their travel accounts and maritime descriptions, the secondary literature about seafaring in the 
region, and the contemporary ethnographic data will help to shape a general and 
unprecedented impression of Cochinchinese seamanship. This is the aim of this chapter, to 
knit these different sources together for the first time and provide a stepping stone for further 
research.  
  
                                                          
4
 There is an interesting discussion in Villiers (1969) in which the nakoda (shipmaster) laments the loss of deep 
water navigation and that the Arabs essentially coasted the East African coast rather than navigate in the deep sea. 
Whether the nakoda was a hopeless sailor not capable of navigating his ship in deep water or not, this discussion is 
interesting to note how skills were lost over time, already in that period, and to grasp the differences between deep 
water and coastal navigation. 
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I. COCHINCHINESE SEAMANSHIP 
I. A. Praise across time 
In 1672, the Vicar of Béryte accompanied by Father Bénigne Vachet, boarded a Cochinchinese 
vessel to return from Faifo to the MEP Seminary in Siam. The NE monsoon was blowing, and 
heavy weather forced them to take shelter. Impatient to pursue their journey, they pressed 
their local mariners to go out to sea again, but the weather was still very rough, and they had 
to seek shelter one more time, managing to enter a port in the province of Quảng Ngãi. 
“Numerous boats had taken the sea on the same day, but did not have the same fate as us. 
Some arrived in a miserable state, having lost their sails, and having their masts and rudder 
broken. Others wrecked on the rocks, and six men of one same boat perished. In that, I could 
only admire God’s protection…. e  ere much happier” (Launay 2000b, 113). Back at sea, 
another storm rose. ”We  ere most happy; our helmsman, a most skilful man, found us 
shelter, covered from the impetuosity of the winds, which lasted for three days and three 
nights” (Launay 2000b, 116). Finally, from Fumoy, “ e set sail on the 29 March 1672, …. After 
having sailed very agreeably for 25-26 days …,  e entered in [the river] of Siam” (Launay 
2000b, 116). This was one of eight voyages Vachet did on board a local vessel between 
Cochinchina and Siam, and such weather adversities were common in the South China Sea. On 
their very first trip in 1671, also on board a small Cochinchinese vessel, manned by 4 mariners, 
Vachet and Béryte suffered a great storm [see Chapter 3], from which they escaped thanks to 
      c   c    s  s     s, du     “all the adroitness and hardiness of their nation” (Launay 
2000b, 79).  
 From the mid-1660s to the early 18th century, other missionaries had on numerous 
occasions similar direct contact with Cochinchinese seafarers while sailing on board local 
vessels [see in Table A in Appendix]. Often, Christian fishers and mariners helped them to 
enter or leave the country in secrecy, sailed them through storms, and even helped them to 
 sc p  p          cks. W       y     v d s f  y          d s        ,    w s   w ys “    ks    
   v d  c ”, bu    s          xp    sk   s  f    s    c   s  f    s, who are mentioned in 
passing in the accounts and letters sent back to the directors of the Seminary.  
 Despite capricious weather patterns, most of the voyages seem to have been relatively 
uneventful, and regrettably for the maritime historian/archaeologist, did not incite many 
comments        m ss       s’ w     gs. F    x mp  , f         v  u      v    d  w c     
Cochinchina; his first voyage, in June 1664, was conducted on board a vessel of the Queen of 
Siam, his subsequent voyage, on board Cochinchinese vessels manned by Cochinchinese 
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    s    s. N     f     j u   ys w    d sc  b d. B   d  u’s v y g     1669 d d     p  v k  
many comments either. In 1674, MM. Courteaulin and Bouchard also sailed to Cochinchina on 
board a small Cochinchinese boat, and their v y g  w s “quite happy” (Les Directeurs du 
Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 247). Bénigne Vachet, who is not short for words did 
not describe his other voyages, which seem to have occurred without any issues or difficulties. 
Overall, Vachet trusted his Cochinchinese crews. On one of his later voyages, in 1682, he 
s mp y     d “I was sent [to Siam], as I had hoped for, and I boarded with twelve mariners, all 
men well resolute” (Launay 2000b, 257).  
 Da Shan, the Chinese monk who came to Cochinchina in 1695, also boarded a 
Cochinchinese vessel. He observed and noted in his journal the skills of a Vietnamese sailor, 
who, one night during a fierce storm in September, proved his ease in handling the rigging. 
“A-Ban was a Cochinchinese, not fully twenty, strong, robust and 
lively. Atop each sail that he hung, he left a kerchief. He maneuvered 
through the rigging as if he ere treading upon flat ground” (Wheeler 
2006b, 146). 
 F           , “having been obliged to often go by water to visit the coasts and 
numerous adjacent islands”,   so admired the Cochinchinese mariners, who, compared to 
Eu  p   s, suff   d       g j u   ys    b   d w    u  muc  f  d, “without a murmur”,   d 
w    “surprising tranquillity” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 260). 
Similarly, in 1711, Father Heutte reported how brave his Cochinchinese mariners were, and 
  w “when our poor merchants were threatened by the storm, they did not lose their courage”. 
Father Heutte described the fervent faith and the skill of the Captain, who, during the storm, 
m s    d   s v ss  , “with a hand on his chaplet and one hand on his rudder, as the crew 
rowed in rhythm” (Launay 2000b, 617).  
 Interestingly, although there are very few instances of Cochinchinese sailors hired on 
board other ships in the literature, it could not have been un-common.5 For example, in 1685, 
when the Chaumont Embassy sailed from France to Siam, there was on board the ship 
L’Oiseau a Cochinchinese mariner, who, on the 12 March 1685, during a ball on board, 
“danced, and sang, and cried in the customs of his country” (Choisy 1687, 11). This implies he 
certainly sailed first from Cochinchina earlier, and it is possible other Cochinchinese sailors did 
too. 
                                                          
5
 “Reports of indigent subjects cast adrift in places as far away as China and Japan can also be found in Western, 
Chinese and Japanese literature. Such identifications of Vietnamese sailors are rare, that is, in the literature of 
legitimate trade. The literature on piracy in the South China Sea suggests that Vietnamese were prominent in deep-
sea as well as coastal waters [about Tay Son pirates]. They were probably no less important to maritime smuggling. 
Dang Trong subjects 'often go by boat to meet with the many Chinese ships' on the deep sea between Thuan-Quang 
and China's Hainan Island” (Wheeler 2006b, 147). 
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These few anecdotes do not allow us to technically assess Cochinchinese seamanship (is it 
p ss b   f     c  w    b    w  g “with rhythm”           y   ug  s  ?), bu     y d  p  v d  
nonetheless a favorable impression of the Cochinchinese sailors. They appear bold and 
confident as they sailed in familiar waters and followed the itineraries their forefathers sailed 
for generations, not afraid of storms, and trusting their boats would cope.  
 While a glimpse of a few voyages is not completely representative of the nature of the 
seamanship of Cochinchinese, comments by those who also witnessed royal parades provides 
another angle of vision. The natural ability and discipline of the Cochinchinese enrolled in the 
navy, and the agility of the rowers/soldiers was impressive, and particularly struck Vachet who 
saw them in 1674: 
“It  as all one movement of this prodigious quantity of oars, so that 
one would believe they all acted under the force of only one single 
spring, the movements were so equal...  
From the moment the King had given the signal for combat,6 they fell 
upon one another with such rapidity that I thought they would 
collapse; they jumped with such agility from one galley to the other, 
that in a glimpse of an eye, they took control of it” (Cadière 1913, 22). 
 This characteristic, unified, and controlled way of getting the galleys under way 
impressed others as well as Vachet. The Abbot de Choisy, who recounted both what Vachet 
s  d   d w    f     s   u    u      d Fuc       d   m,   s    s s  d      “everything is in such 
an accord that an orchestra master would not do better” (Choisy 1687, 361-363). John 
Crawfurd, almost two centuries later, had a similar opinion about the diligence and rhythmic 
way the oarsmen rowed the royal galleys: 
“The discipline preserved on board  as more strict and regular than I 
could have imagined: the rowers plied incessantly and in perfect 
unison, an officer beating time by striking against each other two 
cylindrical sticks of sonorous  ood, and cheering them  ith a song” 
(Crawfurd 1830a, 367).7 
 
Du   g     “g  d    g   f       c   c    s    vy” [s   Chapter 5], outside opinions were also 
very flattering. Like John Crawfurd, many foreigners in the first half of the 19th century admired 
the seafaring capacities of the young Nguyễn Navy, thanks to Nguyễ  Á  ’s p ss      d 
                                                          
6
 On board of royal galleys, sailors were also soldiers. “Naval service was part of the common experience of most 
Cochinchinese conscripts” (Li 1998b, 41), in fact all men were trained first as soldiers and were then assigned to the 
Navy.  
7 Roberts noted a very similar practice “The men rowed in unison, standing up and facing the bows. An officer was 
placed amid-ships, beating time by striking against two pieces of bamboo, which was answered by the rowers by a 
sharp quick cry when their oars touched the water” (Roberts 1837, 181). 
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interest for maritime matters, and to the training provided by French officers during the Tây 
Sơ    b      .  
 Dayot and Chaigneau, who both were employed by Nguyễn Ánh and in charge of the 
navy,8 were the first to appreciate the natural abilities and diligence of Cochinchinese 
mariners.9 Chaigneau told John Crawfurd in 1822, that the Cochinchinese “made brave and 
expert seamen” (Lamb 1961, 205). This led Crawfurd to be in turn highly praising, and to state 
in his report in 1823 to the British Government in India, that the Cochinchinese had good 
abilities, and would be expert mariners if their government allowed sailing out of their waters.  
“I may remark here, that  ere the Cochin Chinese permitted the 
liberty of freely going abroad, I know no people of the East so well 
fitted to make expert mariners from their hardiness, their activity, 
and their prompt and cheerful habits of obedience … The Cochin 
Chinese, … conduct a considerable traffic by sea bet een one part of 
the Empire and another. In the course of this, as well as in the 
transporting of the tributes to the capital, they acquire a good deal of 
maritime e perience” (Lamb 1970, 263-264). 
It seems certain that since the late 18th century at least, the vessels of the Cochinchinese 
King/Emperor were all operated by native Cochinchinese mariners.10 Other Europeans who 
came to the Court in the early 19th century shared the same opinion as John Crawfurd. For 
example, John White, who was very critical of Cochinchina, was nonetheless impressed by the 
seamanship of Cochinchinese sailors and by their boats.  
                                                          
8
 Chaigneau commanded the European vessels of Nguyễn Á  ’s fleet after Dayot left in 1795. He took part in the 
second battle of Quy N ơ  in 1801, which lead Nguyễn Ánh in taking the city of Huế and then unifying the country 
in 1802 (Salles 2006). 
9
 Dayot created his great set of nautical observations and instructions thanks to the help of Cochinchinese navy 
officers, whom he described as “instructed and industrious who put in all the zeal possible” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 6r) [see 
Chapter 2]. 
10
 As seen in Chapter 5, footnotes 68-69. For the earlier period, according to the Japanese records Tosen Fusetsu-
gaki, most vessels that sailed to Japan in provenance from Southeast Asia were handled by Chinese crew (98%-
100% on board were Chinese, with only a handful of Southeast Asians), even in cases of royally commissioned junks 
from Siam and Cambodia (Ishii 1998). Unfortunately, it is not certain whether to comprise the Cochinchinese in 
these estimates, since it seems that the number of vessels arriving from Cochinchina was great, and not totally 
represented in this study (Reid 2014, pers. comm.). Based on the accounts of the missionaries, it seems possible 
that sometimes, they sailed on board of vessels also operated by Chinese crew. Once for example, in 1675, when 
Vachet and Mahot sailed from Cochinchina to Siam, it is clear that the vessel was Cochinchinese but that it was 
operated by a “sup  s     us” Chinese crew: “During the journey, which lasted only seventeen days, these two 
misters had a lot to suffer, not only because of the foul mood of the ones who were giving them passage, but also 
because of all the superstitious ceremonies that were conducted every day on board, according to the Chinese 
religion, as practiced by the masters of this boat” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 338). 
In other instances, the missionaries simply sailed on board Chinese boats; for example, Vachet and Laneau sailed in 
1683 from Cochinchina to Siam on “la barque du Chinois” (Launay 2000b, 303), and this seems to have most often 
been the case when sailing from Siam to Cochinchina rather than in the other direction. In another example, in 
1664, Father Chevreuil, sailed from Siam to Cochinchina, on a vessel of the Siamese Queen, which was operated by 
a Chinese crew (Launay 2000b, 13); in 1666, Father Deydier sailed from Siam on board a Chinese junk (Les 
Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1674, 165-167); and, in 1681, Langlois sailed from Siam on board a 
Chinese boat (Launay 2000b, 242). 
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“Our admiration as much e cited on an e amination of their vessels, 
and on observing the very dexterous manner in which they were 
managed” (White 1824, 55). 
 Over a decade later, a good judge, George Windsor Earl, British ethnographer, 
geographer, and compiler of pilotage data, spotted six Cochinchinese vessels sailing against 
the monsoon towards the Singapore Straits, and was duly impressed; 
“Although e posed to a severe s uall, these brave fello s  ere 
carrying all sail on their little vessels, and seemed determined to 
start11 nothing. Our Chinese ‘jerratulis’12 watched them for some time 
in silent admiration, and at last he cried out ‘Ah! Dia brani berlayer 
itu orang Cochin China’ —they are bold seamen those Cochin 
Chinese— and indeed they may be so pronounced when compared 
with the Chinese themselves. I do not know how the Cochin Chinese 
would behave on board square-rigged ships, but they work their little 
vessels in a manner that would not disgrace the best European 
seamen” (Earl 1837, 197-198). 
 
The few anecdotes and comments available on Cochinchinese sailors and their navy provide a 
different picture than the one portrayed by Alexandre de Rhodes, Abbot Richard and other 
disdainful Europeans like Pierre Poivre who mistrusted the local ways.13 These different 
impressions substantiate the idea that the Cochinchinese were in fact able mariners.14 Often, 
the foreigners who sailed with Cochinchinese on board their local vessels, or who witnessed 
their seamanship, were flattering, praising and admiring rather than negative. Although the 
aforementioned virtues of courage, patience and obedience do not necessarily inform on how 
they actually navigated, it provides nonetheless a new positive image of the Cochinchinese 
sailors. 
I. B. Defining Cochinchinese seamanship, parting from the European 
experience 
The instances in which Cochinchinese were criticised for their poor seamanship and seafaring, 
mainly come from foreigners who were not sailors themselves, and who had come from 
Europe on board large European ships, and who may have compared their experience of deep 
                                                          
11
 Nautical term; to ease out a rope. 
12
 “J     u  s”, or more likely juru tulis, is a clerk in Malay. 
13
 Poivre on a number of occasions refused to board the local Cochinchinese boats  and preferred to travel by land, 
“I decided to travel by land, not willing to confide myself to the ignorance of the Cochinchinese sailors” (Morel 
2010a, 5). 
14
 See also Chapter 5, page 260, footnotes 68-69, about the crews of the vessels sailing abroad on missions or for 
trade. All the crews were Cochinchinese. 
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sea seamanship to local Cochinchinese seamanship. The two practices were different, and in 
the 17th or 18th century perspective, the difference forged a negative perception and opinion. 
However, by looking at what distinguishes them can in fact help to better understand what 
Cochinchinese seamanship entailed rather than to just criticise it.15 Despite using European 
sources, this is where this chapter parts from the European experience. 
 The purpose, environment, and type of boat were different for the European and the 
Cochinchinese mariners; one was sailing short legs in coastal and familiar waters, while the 
other was sailing on a long haul, in unknown and even sometimes uncharted deep waters. It is 
obvious that sailing a large cumbersome Indiaman across oceans for over 2000 nm, and being 
more than a year at sea was different than sailing a small boat on regular routes for daily 
fishing or regional trading, but the distinction is important because it defines different 
requirements for navigation that need to be addressed here before exploring further the 
means of Cochinchinese navigation. 
 T   d ff    c s b  w    s  m  s  p   d w    c u d b     m d “b   m  s  p”,16 
between sailing large vessels on long distance voyages on deep waters and, sailing trading 
vessels in coastal waters (although it is still seamanship), are directly related to the type of 
vessel and to the sailing environment. Long voyages on board large ships entailed a wide range 
of operations, managing large crews, spending a long time offshore and coping with a great 
range of climatic offshore regimes. The ability and skills in handling a small boat in coastal or 
inshore waters meant being familiar with recurrent weather patterns, tidal, and coastal 
regimes. Cochinchinese captains sailing along the coast could anticipate and avoid ill weather, 
w        g   u  s     s “jus    d    c p ” w        s   ms   d       w             d 
adversities. They had to plan and plot the maritime routes and negotiate their sailing voyages 
according to other needs. The depths necessary to anchor their vessels were different, 
harbours were not entered in the same way, distances to which a point was recognisable from 
the sea were not the same. Also, speeds and the time necessary to sail from a point A to a 
point B were also different and hence depended on the types of boats (shape of the hull, 
performance etc.); a large square rigger tacks slowly and would take ten to fifty boat lengths or 
more to change course, and would come to halt very slowly compared to a small fishing boat. 
                                                          
15
 See Davies (2012) in which he compares with brio the contrasting views of the Chinese navigator and of the 19
th
 
century British navy officer, in order to understand the creation and use of the Yale Maps. 
16
 The distinction here is only meant to highlight the difference in handling a ship and handling a small boat, which 
does not entail the same operations to change tack or gybe, to change the trim of the sail, to anchor and even to 
manoeuvre in confined waters (harbour, channel), the same size of crew, the extent of the voyage, the size and 
complexity of the ship etc. Boatmanship can be defined either as sailing a boat rather than a ship, or can imply 
other skills necessary to operate a small boat such as rowing and sculling, going alongside, etc. Seamen are not 
necessarily handy with smaller craft, and boatmen are not always capable of translating their skills to larger vessels.  
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In general, deepsea captains preferred to sail away from the coast, and to avoid entering bays 
and harbours, which always entailed complicated manoeuvres. On the other hand, fishers and 
coastal traders sailed close to the coast, which is more fraught and difficult because of the 
range of hazards that lie in shallower waters, and because they had to enter and exit the bays 
and harbours daily. There is far more tacking and gybeing involved, which requires immense 
skill sets as well as deep local knowledge, to work out how to get from one point to the other. 
 To stay close to the coast meant that hydrographical knowledge of the coast was 
imperative, and in the case of local mariners, it was used regularly. Foreign deepsea captain 
also possessed such knowledge, recorded in instructions and pilots, to be used in case they 
closed the coast due to a problem on board, ill weather, or pirates [see Chapter 2]. A 
fundamental difference in the approach and practice is that foreign sailors recorded 
information that was common knowledge and familiar to local sailors, and that, local sailors on 
the other hand, did not need to systematise and record it. Local hydrographical knowledge is 
common to any coastal sailor, whether Southeast Asian or European. A European sailor sailing 
in local coastal waters at home shares the same needs as a Cochinchinese sailor sailing in 
familiar coastal waters,17 and both did not need, and did not have systematised recorded data 
—at least until the end of the 18th century in the case of the Europeans. 
 In effect, the fundamental point in the definition of Cochinchinese seamanship does not 
lie in a comparison between Southeast Asian and European seafaring, but rather in a 
comparison between deep-sea and coastal sailing. By the end of the 18th century, as seen in 
   p    2,     w “sc     f c”18 mindset reinforced the distinction between the navigation 
methods of western local captains and long haul captains, and, between western captains and 
Southeast Asian captains. Logbook keeping was a customary practice on board western ships 
since the 16th century, and the information gathered over the years was systematised in 
nautical instruction, manuals and pilots that assisted the western navigator as a sort of 
database, upon which to rely for reference when in unfamiliar waters. By the end of the 18th 
                                                          
17
 Although it would be interesting to compare in more depth navigation of both European and Cochinchinese 
sailors within familiar waters; or of both in unfamiliar waters. However, the purpose here is only to provide a 
preliminary assessment of Cochinchinese navigation, not a comparison.  
18
 In the 16th century, western navigation already used mathematics and measuring devices, but the scientific frame 
of mind that required to recurrently record all hydrological data developed in the late 18
th
, along with the efforts of 
hydrographers to methodise navigational and hydrological knowledge in nautical instructions, for the use of sailors 
in unfamiliar waters. This does not mean that all sailors on board were scientists. The important aspect of a 
“sc     f c” or “m  su  d” navigation is the fact that it developed within an agreed and widely used system, in 
which linear and time measurements and units were defined and standardised and in which 3D coordinate systems 
precisely divided the surface of the earth. It also developed in parallel with the level of literacy. By the end of the 
17
th
 century the majority of naval and ocean going merchant officers were literate (Rogers 2014) and the log 
keeping that they engaged in created the most important cumulative database for improving navigational 
knowledge. Thanks to that, such written records could be scrutinised and critiqued, amended and improved, while 
oral data generally cannot be. 
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century, the need to continuously improve methods for sailing in uncharted waters were met 
with even more systematic ways to gather data, and with more accurate instruments 
developed to determine location with precision.19 From the early 19th century onwards, even if 
they could get by without them, western local sailors also appreciated charts and the use of 
increasingly more accurate instruments (particularly on very dark nights). Nowadays 
Vietnamese fishermen also have GPS and radio systems on board their vessels.  
 In the past, Vietnamese sailors also had forms of navigational aids, namely rutters, 
maps, songs, and compass. However, traditional Vietnamese navigation was conceived in such 
a way that such tools were not necessary most of the time. These traditional navigational aids 
are discussed in the following section of this chapter, in order to reveal their traditional 
navigation practices.  
 
I. C. Cochinchinese pilots 
Before discussing navigation per se, Cochinchinese pilots20 will be addressed here briefly, to 
contribute in redressing the stereotypical perception of Cochinchinese sailors, and to give due 
credit to those nameless individuals who assisted foreign ships to enter their harbours and find 
s f    c    g s. W        v  g         b u ,   f    g   s’ v  y f  s  c    c s w          c   
population was often with pilots, who guided the foreign vessels, or who in some cases, were 
hired to navigate along the coast. Nowadays, to hire a pilot is still a common practice in order 
            b u s,  v   m  d    y       umb    f    m,   c ud  g    Vũ g T u, Đ  Nẵng, Cù 
       m (f   c        yp s  f v ss  s), Quy N ơ , N   T   g, Bến Gôi and Vân Phong Bays, 
Cam Ranh and Sài Gòn (NGA 2014, 122, 127-128, 130, 132, 134-135, 138, 140). It was such a 
routine procedure that it is probably the reason why Cochinchinese pilots are rarely 
mentioned, yet they were absolutely crucial to the wellbeing of foreigners and their 
endeavours.21  
 
                                                          
19
 For example, by the 19
th
 century, precise position could be determined and was recorded in logbooks very 
regularly. It became possible to calculate the change of the s  p’s position from a known position (in latitude and 
longitude) because it was possible, thanks to traverse tables or standard Mercator sailings formulae, to establish 
the change in latitude (d Lat) and longitude (d Long) in order to give a new dead reckoning position (in latitude and 
longitude), as well by knowing the distances travelled (on known bearings), with allowances for known currents, 
leeway etc. (Davies 2012).  
20
 A pilot operates the boat, a navigator gives instructions and directions (and plots the course). Otherwise, foreign 
merchants would travel onboard local or regional ships. 
21
 See Brook (2013, 88-90), who also briefly mentions the anonymous character of the Chinese pilots of the Ming 
dynasty. Brook also provides a few examples of the dependence of Europeans on Asian pilots (ie: a Japanese and a 
shipmaster from a vessel from Pattani), and conjectures that “in its first years in these waters the EIC mostly used 
Chinese pilots” (Brook 2013, 89-90), partly because the Chinese dominated the trade around the South China Sea.  
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W          m ss       s’  cc u  s             f w m      s  f   c   c    s  p    s, w    f    
happened to be Christians. In 1629 some Jesuit missionaries were expelled from the country, 
  d w       p d by       s       c   c    s  p    , “  d  ”, w    cc mpanied them to Ram 
Ram [Phú Yên]. He lived on the island of Pulo Cambir and was experienced in sailing along the 
coast of Champa and Cochinchina.  
“Pedro…is very good pilot along this coast and as such his  ife 
offered him to the priests, who were passing to Champa” (ARSI 
JAP/SIN 72, Annua 1629, fl. 157v). 
 In January 1672, Bénigne Vachet also met a Christian Cochinchinese pilot. Having just 
arrived in Faifo, it was wise to be discreet and avoid the attention of the authorities. For this 
reason, his friend, Father Guyart, arranged for him to stay on an island near-by, and to lodge in 
a hut, which happened to be next to the small house of a pilot: 
"This hut was located near the one of a Christian from this country, 
who was pilot, and who knew Latin and Portuguese" (Les Directeurs 
du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 42). 
 The skills of native pilots included not only the ability to guide foreign ships, but also to 
act as interpreters, or at least to be able to converse with the captain or important passengers 
on board. Luc, Pedro, and Marianno are a few Cochinchinese pilots mentioned in archival 
documents, who bore European names, and who could also speak Portuguese, Latin or 
Malay.22  
 
Similar to the social set-up of specialised brigades for collecting bi d’s   s s   d s  v g  
shipwrecks [see Chapter 5], the Nguyễn government granted certain rights to specifically 
assigned villages to control and provide services to foreign vessels. It was not only a safe 
practice for foreign vessels but also a means for the Nguyễn state to regulate foreign trade. 
John Bowyear, on his mission in 1695 observed such harbour practices and noted:  
“Here is ho  Chinese make their trade in this country. As soon as they 
sight the harbour, they find some Cochinchinese pilots who introduce 
them. These pilots are people of the mandarins, and have the order to 
look out and always be ready to facilitate the entry to the harbour for 
the foreigners” (Cadière 1920, 219-220). 
                                                          
22
 Luc [see below (Smith 1841, 386)]; Pedro [aforementioned (ARSI JAP/SIN 72, Annua 1629, fl. 157v)]; Marianno, 
“the linguist, who was a Christian Cochin Chinese, named Marianno, was appropriated to the brig (which was to 
lead) as pilot and      p     ” (White 1824, 171, 184). 
          c   c    s       , Đ ễm, is mentioned in a letter dated 2 July 1788, and asked to report to Nguyễn Ánh to 
provide him information related to the arrival of supporting troops from Pondicherry, which implied he was there or 
going there “If the pilot Diem is back, may he send us in all haste a detailed letter in order to inform us about 
everything” (Cadière 1926, 46). 
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 In 1779, supported by the Bishop of Adran, Nguyễn Ánh, organised a pilot service on the 
island of Pulo Condor to guide foreign ships to Sài Gòn, which was becoming a major entrepôt 
in international trade at the end of the 18th century [see Chapter 4]. A mandarin was posted on 
the island, with an official certificate and with instructions to guide foreign vessels. In 1780, 
Captain Gore, replacing the deceased Captain Cook,23 made a halt at Pulo Condor, where he 
was welcomed by a Luc. Luc was a Cochinchinese Christian, armed with a letter signed by the 
Bishop and a certificate dated 10 August 1779, encouraging all foreign ships to trust him as a 
pilot to be guided to the mainland (Smith 1841, 386). 
 If no pilot was used to cross from Pulo Condor, once anchored in the Bay of Cocotiers or 
in the Bay of Gangneray, in order to travel up the Sài Gòn River, pilots were usually hired at the 
village of Cần Giờ, as described by Dayot and many others, including de la Mothe de 
Solminhiac, John White, and John Crawfurd. For example, Auguste Borel, of the French 
shipping company Balguerie-Suttenberg was well received, and a galley was hired to show him 
the way:24 
“We arrived the 12th august 1819 in Candieu [sic], small village at the 
mouth of the Saigon River. The mandarin came to see us, and after he 
understood we wanted to go up to Saigon, he obtained for us the 
authorisation from the viceroy, who immediately sent us a galley with 
20 oarsmen to guide our vessel and ease its navigation in the river… 
Accompanied by a Cochinchinese  ho spoke Portuguese … and  ith 
the Mandarin we went to Saigon” (Borel 1818, 127v-128r).  
 
In the bay of Tourane, towing services were also offered to the foreign ships, to guide them 
into the bay. In the late 17th c   u y, B wy   ’s E s  I d  m  ,     Dolphin, was towed by a 
d z   f s   m  ’s b   s   d     f    w  g d y,    s w     f s   s b   g p  d f         s  v c s 
(Cadière 1920, 193). T   m  k D  S   ’s b      s  w s   w d by   d zen galleys when leaving 
the harbour (Wheeler 2003).  ê Quý Đô      d   w    s w s   sp c f c   sk  ss g  d    
villages: 
“Nguyễn court officially assigned select fishing villages exclusive 
rights to perform towing services in specific areas; in return, 'the King 
                                                          
23
 After Captain    k’s death in Hawaii (14 February 1779), Captain Gore was in charge of bringing the fleet back to 
the UK. 
24
 To navigate in and out of a river mouth, towing with cables and kedging with anchors was otherwise another 
common practice, but a pilot was recommended in nautical instructions available to western captains since the 
Neptune Oriental because of the sandbanks in the river. “[Cambossa River, Mosquito Pass] The vessels that have to 
go up and down the river will have to use cables, anchors and ropes, because they will have to tow for over fifty 
leagues. These are the learnings I read in a number of memoirs about the Cambosa [sic] River; they also ask to be 
guided by a practical Pilot, who becomes absolutely necessary in order to enter safely, because of the annual 
changes that occur in this river, like in any other river” (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 433). 
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[forgave] these Fishermen their Tribute for their Services in helping in 
the Ships” (Lê Quý Đôn 1973, 202-211).  
 
When Pilot services were not available, local fishers —sometimes reluctantly— could also help 
select the appropriate anchorage or passages into harbours. For example, in 1793, when the 
fleet of Lord McCartney approached the Bay of Tourane, the Hindostan dispatched a small 
boat to invite a local elder to help guide them into the bay (Staunton 1797a, 324-326)25. 
Similarly, as Chapman made halt on the island of Pulo Cambir, local fishers offered to pilot the 
Jenny and Amazon        c  y  f Quy N ơ  (Lamb 1961, 34). When Chapman arrived at Cần 
Giờ   w v  ,       w s           w  c m    m,         d c        w y, b c us      Tây Sơ  
had just sack d S   Gò . W    p  c    sum d,  f        Tây Sơ    b       w s c us  d, 
Nguyễn Ánh was crowned emperor, and trade control was reinforced, the procedures for 
entering Vietnamese harbours changed.26  
 
Across time, pilots were essential for finding safe anchorages, navigating upriver and 
manoeuvring within harbours. But for pilots guiding foreign ships offshore, the instance in 
which Dalrymple clearly gave credit to a Cochinchinese pilot for having drafted a sketch of the 
Paracels —that he then used to make his unique chart of the South China Sea [see Chapter 
2]— is unfortunately very rare (Dalrymple 1789).27 
II. COCHINCHINESE NAVIGATION  
Beyond being able to operate a boat (or ship) and to have the expertise to take full advantage 
of the winds and currents to stay safe or achieve speed, a captain is also in charge of the 
navigation of his vessel. This means knowing the position of the ship in relation to known 
                                                          
25 “The old Cochin-chinese was now dismissed, with a compensation for his fright, as well as for his services. When 
he was carried to the shore, he jumped from the boat almost with the alertness of youth, and, hastening away, came 
never, afterwards, near the ships” (Staunton 1797a, 326). 
26
 Other example can be found in F  d  y’s instructions, which imply that by mid-19
th
 century pilots were not 
necessary anymore to go up the Sài Gòn river: “guided by the chart only, without the assistance of a pilot, by 
keeping as nearly as possible in mid-channel, and being careful in rounding the points” (Findlay 1878, 439). If 
nonetheless still necessary, “the rate of pilotage was 3 dollars per foot” (Findlay 1878, 435). Further changes were 
made during the French colonial period. The experience of Dartige du Fournet shows that the attitude of pilots was 
much different from what it used to be: “….in order to go up the river, we needed a pilot, but despite our 
rockets/flares, and our calls, none of these gentlemen decided to show up. In the past, they used to be active, when 
concurrence stimulated their fervour, but since they unionised, each makes less than the other, having nothing to 
gain or to lose: that is the nature of things" (Dartige du Fournet 1897, 188). 
27
 To rely on pilots is a common practice, and Europeans are known to have relied on local expertise, notably on 
Chinese, Japanese or Malay pilots [as seen in Chapter 2] to guide them on their voyages on the South China Sea. In 
the Memoirs and Journals, Alexandre Dalrymple published, there is also mention of a "Cochin-Chinese pilot" who 
steered the ship Amphirite in 1792. “DangTrong subjects also offered their services in places like Bangkok and 
Kampot, not to mention their own ports” (Wheeler 2003; 2006b, 146). 
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locations and determining the course (direction) to reach a destination. As a general rule of 
thumb, the captain —and his first mate or navigator— needs to know where he has been 
(departure points, known intermediate locations), where he is (present location), and where 
he is going (future stopovers or final destination). He also needs to be able to estimate how far 
the destination is, and how long it will take to reach it, in order to insure the maximum 
efficiency in a voyage, particularly in the case of trading missions, when for example 
competition was intense between European trading nations, or at war, when for example the 
Nguyễ    d    m v    w     f                         g   s      Tây Sơ .  
 In order to do so, a number of means was devised to deduce position on a course —with 
precision or not— and to maintain an appropriate heading. Mainly, traditional sailors observed 
nature, and sometimes relied on navigation instruments, like the compass. When there was a 
lot of information required, particularly when sailing in unfamiliar waters, thus, the data was 
recorded, memorised or laid down in rutters, itineraries, and nautical instructions. Such 
traditional written record is the first type of navigational aids and method to be addressed 
here, to inform our understanding of Cochinchinese navigation and seamanship. 
II. A. Navigational aids: maps, charts, rutters, nautical instructions and 
songs  
When routes were long, traders, naval officers, and fishers needed to either record or 
memorise a lot of information that would guide them, indicate hazards, recognise way points, 
and overall, ensure a safe passage. Navigational charts in the western tradition were conceived 
in order provide as much detail as possible to help navigation in unknown waters, for example 
depths, general currents directions, locations of harbours, safe anchorages, and water points. 
There are a few examples of similar processes at work in the Vietnamese written record, upon 
which we can rely to discuss how the Cochinchinese navigated.  
 First, geographical treatises provide a good sense of space, and a great wealth of 
information about place names and significant locations. The first encyclopaedic geographical 
treaty Dư địa ch  [Geographical record],28 composed by Nguyễ  T   ,  s d   d    1435. I   s 
f    w d      m  by  ê Quý Đô ’s Phủ biên tập l c [PBTL] which gathers some geographical 
information, aimed at learning about the southern provinces. It is however only in the 19th 
century that the majority of geographical treaties were produced, such as the Cựu Đại-Nam 
Nhất-th ng ch  (1882) [Unif  d G z        f Đại Nam].  
                                                          
28
 This is the first Vietnamese geographical treaty, modelled on the classic Chinese text Yu gong [T  bu    f Yu] 
(Qu c -   g    1989, 26,      8). I  f c ,    s  ms     v  y f  s  V     m s  g  g  p  c         s   s d   d    1172, 
bu   s   w   s    d  s    y m       d by  ê Quý Đô . 
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 Secondly, military manuals29 were written to support education and training of military 
officers —including navy officers. They provided tactics and strategies for naval combat, and 
ways to equip a warboat, but did not include nautical instructions per se. 
 Thirdly, maps and military itineraries were also produced. Based on the available —yet 
limited— source material, it appears that the Vietnamese cartographic tradition started 
roughly in the 15th century,30 during the Lê dynasty (1428–1527). It resulted from the need to 
map the bound    s  f     Đại Việt Kingdom, as a means to differentiate the dominion of the 
Vietnamese people from the other ethnic groups, the Cham and the Khmer further south, and 
from the need to survey lands to potentially settle (Wolters 1988, 31, 32, 41; Whitmore 1994, 
481). Vietnamese maps were therefore of two kinds, and created for different purposes; the 
administrative maps, and the itineraries for military endeavours (Whitmore 1994). Overall, the 
few maps available today are spread over time, between the 15th and 19th centuries. For the 
northern part of the country a few maps and atlases are known, while, for the southern part of 
the country, only one set of maps, dated to the 1690s, has survived (see below). In terms of 
extant navigation aids and charts, there is even less.  
 When Nguyễn Ánh and then, his heir Minh Mạng sent missions to the Hạ Châu, the 
concern for producing nautical instructions grew, however, prior to that period, in regard to 
navigational charts, itineraries or portolans that would assist navigation, the Vietnamese 
record appears very sparse. This chapter uses a) one portolan from the 15th century, b) the set 
of maps from the 17th century, c) a maritime itinerary from the early 19th century; and d) 
contemporary mnemonics, namely, navigation songs;  
  
                                                          
29
 An in-depth study of the content of the military manuals would be very useful. For example, Trần  ư g Đạ ’s 
Binh Thư Yếu Lược [Summary of Military Art] includes chapters about meteorology, and implies an understanding of 
the tides (which he used to defeat the Mongols at the famous naval battle of Bach Dang in 1288), and could show 
how shipbuilding strategies were devised to adapt to the environment, such as setting two rudders to be able to 
benefit from the changes of the wind at any time. Another example is Đ   Duy Từ’s H  Trướng Khu Cơ, which 
includes a chapter on naval combat, and a philosophical study on water, including techniques to extract drinking 
water out of sea water. 
30
 There are no maps known for the earlier Lý (1010-1225) or Trần (1225-1400) dynasties periods. 
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II. A. 1. 15th century maps and itineraries  
In 1467, Lê Thánh Tông, emperor of the Lê Dynasty, surrounded by a group of modernist 
scholars, ordered the creation of an atlas for administrative purposes which was finalised in 
1490 and entitled Thiên hạ bản đồ (THBD) [Maps of all under heaven]. The atlas is composed 
of 15 maps which record the details of the 13 provinces under control of the Lê, with their 
various jurisdictions (prefectures and districts) (Whitmore 1994, 483). The THBD became the 
“ ff c        s  f      ê Dy  s y”,   d w s    1490,     f  s   f   s k  d. Unfortunately the 
originals were lost, but their content has survived, barely unchanged over the centuries, in the 
form of copies made in the 17th and 18th centuries (Whitmore 1994, 486).31 In the early days of 
the Nguyễn Dynasty, Emperor Gia Long also ordered copies to be made,32 to which the new 
southern administrative provinces were added.  
 These early 15th century maps represent the land, feature the topography of the 
mountains, and provide good details of the Red River Delta (names of channels, streams, 
bridges and estuaries) and man-made features such as walls, temples, palaces, as well as 
military camps and guard posts, but do not include harbours, islands, or any information about 
    m     m   x      f     c u   y.  s W   m    pu s   ,    p  v d s “a greater sense of the 
solidity of the land” (Whitmore 1994, 483), and does not express concern with the coast or the 
sea. These maps were obviously of no use to seafarers, and no nautical chart (in the European 
definition of the term) or maps of the sea and the coasts seems to have been created at the 
time. 
 On the other hand, the military itineraries compiled then, comprised navigation aids for 
both land and coastal travel. The earliest detailed military itineraries also date from the reign 
of Emperor Lê Thánh Tông and were intended to support the Viêt military officers and help 
them to locate themselves when pursuing their progression south (Dumoutier 1896, 1). Two 
                                                          
31
 The Thiên hạ bản đồ [THBD] was copied in the 17
th
 century by a scholar named Đỗ Bá in a compilation entitled 
Bản  u c bản đồ t ng  u t m c l c [BQBD] [Index and overview of the maps of our country]. It included all the 
THBD maps, as well as an additional a very detailed map that focuses on the north produced during the 
Mạc Dynasty; the T ng  u t map [General Map]. It also includes a set of four terrestrial itineraries Thiên Nam t  ch  
lộ đồ thư [TNTCLDT] [Book of maps of the major routes of Thien-Nam] (see below).  
Then this same compilation by Đỗ Bá was included in a new compilation dated to the 18
th
 century entitled An Nam 
hìn thắng đồ [Illustrated maps of Annam]. 
32
 In 1802, Emperor Gia Long ordered a copy of the 17
th
 century compilation by Đỗ Bá. It was re-titled Hồng Đ c bản 
đồ [Map of the Hong Duc period (1471-1497)] [HDBD]. New maps were added to this 19
th
 century compilation: 
three maps of the province of Cao Bang (1667-69), Cao b ng phủ tòan đồ; another map —the one and only of the 
pacified south— Gi p Ng  Niên Bình Nam đồ (1687-1690); and a Tây Sơ  map Cảnh thịnh tân đồ Daị Man  u c 
[Map of the country of the Great Man (Southern Barbarians)] (dated to 1798 with a posterior preface of 1800). 
Therefore, the HDBD is the most important map collection of Vietnam and represents the majority of the 
cartographic Vietnamese heritage so far.  
I  1962, T ươ g Bửu Lâm reproduced and annotated the HDBD with a good index and an introduction of the study 
of the maps. The photographic reproductions from the negative of a Japanese microfilm in black and white are 
unfortunately not always very clear. Overall, it shows that despite the various copies and reproductions over time, 
the content of the maps has barely changed since the 15
th
 century (Whitmore 1994, 490). 
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sets of maps depicting military itineraries can be dated to just after the sack of Cham city of 
V j y  [Quy N ơ ]    1471;     Thiên Nam t  ch  lộ đồ thư [Book of maps of the major routes 
of Thien-Nam] and the Portulan Annamite, annotated by Dumoutier in 1896.33 The Thiên Nam 
t  ch  lộ đồ thư,34  s           s    c  d d         y  f   j u   y f  m T ă g    g,       c     
Tonkin capital [Hà Nội], to Champa. It is a terrestrial route, composed of 38 maps. It has very 
little representations of the coastal areas and waters. The Portulan Annamite (1896) on the 
other hand, is specifically dedicated to coastal transportation.  
 
The Portulan Annamite d sc  b s            y b  w    T ă g    g   d    êm Thành [Phan 
Rang-Tháp Chàm], the Cham capital in the south of the peninsula. It is composed of; a 
terrestrial itinerary accompanied by instructions (that also include maritime information), a 
nautical itinerary (fluvial and coastal route), and of twenty-four maps.35 The Portulan Annamite 
provides a wealth of information for coastal navigation, and was probably intended for use by 
the royal fleet that was slow and hugged the coast. 
 The nautical itinerary is composed of two parts. First a fluvial route, that   s s d y-by-d y 
    d ff      s  ps       c      s  . I           d ys,             y g  s f  m T ă g    g 
    g       v            v   m u      D   -Quá , f  m w         f     mus    k     s  . 
 Example:  
“Leaving the Annamese capital in the early morning, the evening of 
the first day, the boats stop at Ba  Bông. 
The 2nd day, at T c-M c ... 
                                                          
33
 Unfortunately, Dumoutier does not specify where he found the portolan, its dimensions, the nature of the paper, 
of the ink etc. The few studies that mention the portolan do not provide further information about it either and only 
mention this exceptional document in footnotes (Manguin 1972, 99; Whitmore 1994, 490).  
Based on the Đại Việt sử ký toàn thư [DVSKTT, 大越史記全書, Annales complètes du Đại Việt], Dumoutier dates the 
portolan to after the campaign of 1471, during which the King Lê Thánh Tông “charged an inhabitant named 
Nguyen-Vu, to gather all the elements necessary to establish a map of the Xiem Kingdom; it was done as such, and 
on this map were indicated mountains, rivers, villages and harbours, locations easily practicable, difficult locations, 
dangerous passages and finally, all the information necessary to conduct the troops on enemy territory” (Dumoutier 
1896, 1). It certainly dates to after 1471 because the Cham citadel of Cha-Ban/Vijaya —which was destroyed then— 
does not figure on the map. For Dumoutier, the maps were finished in 1477 probably, as suggested in the DVSKTT 
“a few years, after the organisation of the country in Vietnamese provinces (1477)…” (Dumoutier 1896, 2).  
Manguin also seems to agree that the portolan dates to the 15
th
 century (1972, 99) and so does Whitmore (1994, 
490). Note however that according to Li, the map must date from a later period, since plate XV clearly marks the 
Nguyễn’s defensive wall of Đ ng Hới, which was not built before 1630 (Li 2016, pers. comm). In this study, it is 
considered that the portolan is dated to the 15
th
 century, but an in-depth study of its content is impending. 
34
 The original versions have not survived, but the itineraries can be found copied in the 17
th
 century compilation by 
Đỗ Bá, the BQBD, together with the THBD. The Thiên Nam t  ch  lộ đồ thư [TNTCLDT] is composed of a route to the 
south (31 pages of maps), a route to the northeast (10 pages of maps), a route to the northwest (10 pages of maps), 
and of a route to the north (10 pages of maps). 
35
 Dum u    ’s work comprises of a copy of the 24 maps; a translation of the itinerary by land (1896, 4-6); the 
itinerary by river and coast, including the nautical instructionS (1896, 6-7); additional instructions for following the 
land route (1896, 7-12); a transcription of all the toponyms (in Chinese characters and in Vietnamese, as well as 
with translations in French) (1896, 13-35); a comparative analysis with modern maps, including some comments on 
the geography, archaeology and history of the different areas (1896, 36-64).  
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The 5th day, at the harf of Vạn-Thảm. ... 
The 10th day, at the harbour of Kiền. 
The 11th day, at the market of Thai. ... 
The 15th day, at the bridge of Ngạn. ... 
The 19th day, at Dinh-Qu i, there, they take the sea” (Dumoutier 
1896, 6).  
 Then, it is followed by a costal route, which includes additional information about the 
ideal season for navigation, about how to navigate, along with instructions for the journey 
until reaching the Cham capital. The instructions include lengths of time between each stop 
and the cardinal directions to follow.  
 Example:  
“Around mid-day, the boat ill arrive to the Biện Mountain;36 one will 
sojourn there a few hours, and then,  e  ill keep the Mountain on 
the point Nhâm (N) and head to ards the point B nh (S). After half a 
day of navigation, e ill arrive to the harbour of Hội-Th ng.37  
Looking at the compass,  e  ill keep the harbour of Th ng to the 
point Kiền (NW) in order to head to ards the point T n (SE); one day 
is necessary to reach the harbour of B -Ch nh.38  
Leaving the harbour of B -Ch nh to the point Tân (W),  e head to the 
point At (E); after a day and a half,  e  ill arrive to the harbour of 
Tư-Kh ch.39 
When leaving this harbour,  hich is in the direction of the point Cành 
on the compass (W),  e head to ards the point Gi p  hich is in the 
east. After one day sailing, e ill arrive to the harbour of Đại-Xiêm.40 
We keep the harbour of Đại-Xiêm to the point Đoài (W) and head 
to ards the point Chấn (E), in this direction after one day and one 
night, e arrive to the harbour of Th i- Cần.41 
                                                          
36
 B ệ  Mountain most like y c    sp  ds        p    su     c   d    19°19'N; 105°48'E,    f      f      ò  Mê 
island. According to the instructions of Dartige du Fournet (1884, 430), the land looks like an island. When analysing 
Chinese itineraries, it appears often that islands are called mountains. 
37
 Dumoutier notes “the rivermouth of Vinh [18°28'N; 105°56'E] is called Hội-Th ng” (Dum u     1896, 48),    s  s 
c    b     d by     f c          w s   p      c   d        p  v  c   f Bố-     ,   d        f     p     f Bố-     ,    
    d y  f s     w y. T   d s   c  b  w    B ệ    u        d  ộ -Thố g  s c. 40  m,   d     d s   c  b  w    
 ộ -Thố g   d Bố-      is about 100 nm. In “ d    c  d     s”, this would equate to sailing at an average speed of 
3.3 to 4.1 knots. 
38
 Bố-      was a province split in two at the level of the river Gianh [Sông Gianh] when the Nguyễ  s     d    
c       V     m. Bố-       ô ,     p     f Bố-      could possibly be at the river mouth of the Gianh (17°54'N; 
106°26'E). 
39
 In the late 17
th
 century, on the Gi p Ng  Niên Bình Nam Đồ m ps [s   b   w]        b u   f Tư-K ác   s   c   d 
   16°22’N; 107°55'E,              c   f       g   .  cc  d  g          s  uc    s,     f     w u d s    f  m Bố-
         Tư-K ác , about 200 nm in one day and a half, equating to an average speed of 5.5 knots (in these specific 
conditions). 
40
 Đạ  Xiêm could be Hội An, Port of the Great Champa. According to the instructions, the fleet sailed 80 nm in one 
day (c. 3.3 knots). On the Gi p Ng  Niên Bình Nam Đồ m ps,        b u   f Đạ  Chiêm is still at the entrance of the 
river to Hội An. Today it is still called “Cửa Đại”, meaning “B g   v  m u  ” 
41
 In the travel log of       uy   ú, Phan Huy Lê et   . (1994, 38)  d    f  d T á   ầ  as Cửa Sa Cần in Quả g Ng   
p  v  c .  cc  d  g          s  uc    s,     f     s    d     d s   c  b  w    Đạ  X êm   d T á   ầ  in one day and 
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From there, the boat  ill have to head directly to the point Chấn (E) 
and  ill reach the harbour of Bồ-Chì,42 which belongs to the Xiêm 
[Cham]” (Dumoutier 1896, 7).43 
 The instructions for the accompanying terrestrial route are also interesting because they 
provide some information about the harbours, some descriptions of the mountains in the 
background, and visual information about the coast and nearby islands. 
 Example: 
“In the middle of the sea, near the shore of L i-Kôai, we can see two 
hilly islands, separated by a channel available to junks. 
On the bank of river Phú-Đa, there are the ruins of Đô Bàn ...  
At the harbour of Bến Sú, there is an island  ith a lot of very resilient 
rattan. At the foot of the mountain [island] there is a customs-booth… 
Two rivers flow into the harbour of Nha Trang: the northern one is 
shallo  and the southern one is deep. …  
In the harbour of Xuân Đà, in the harbour of Bô Chì and in the other 
harbours of the kingdom of Xiêm-Thành, as  ell as in the rivers and 
streams of the country, there are many crocodiles” (Dumoutier 1896, 
10-11). 
 The twenty-four accompanying maps unroll from north to south, with the west on top of 
  c  p g , s      g w        V     m s  c p      f T ă g    g,    p     I,   d   d  g w        
   m c u   y (B ys  f Vũ g Gă g   d   m R   )    p     XXIV. U f   u     y,       s  p    , 
number XXV, on which the Cham polity of Panduranga and the city of Chiêm Thành would 
figure is not included in the copy of Dumoutier, but only described. 
 Examples of the content of the plates:  
- Plate XIX shows Faifo (#541). 
-       XXI s  ws     B y  f Nước Ngọt (#589), the ancient citadel of Vijaya (#573-5), the 
Bay of Thị Nại (albeit not easily recognisable) and Pulo Cambir (#592).  
-       XXII s  ws   p  V      ,     S      u      (#607),   d     B y  f Vũ g Rô (#614)  
- Plate XXIII is composed of the surroundings of Nha Trang and its numerous bays 
- Plate XXIV shows the Bay of Cam Ranh and the portion of coast before the Bay of Phan 
Rang, which supposedly appears on plate XXV. 
                                                                                                                                                                          
one night, so this is plausible (if going slow, the distance being c. 65  m,      v   g  sp  d w u d b  c. 2.7 k   s). 
S  c                 m    d c     s b  w    T á - ầ    d       x  d s        , B -  ì, it is hard to assess whether 
T á -  ầ  is indeed Sa Cần and not located in the area of Nha Trang, which corresponds          c     p  f c u    f 
T á  K   g,     m d Bì   K  g    1690 (Bu b ck   d    1993, 39). I   s   w v   m         400 m f  m Đạ -Xiêm, 
and such a distance could not have been covered in one day and one night. 
42 That harbour would be located on plate XXV, and could be near the capital of the Cham, Phan Rang (before 
1653).  
43
 Note that the names of the cardinal points transcribed by Dumoutier are different from the 20
th
 century names 
given by Piétri 1943 [see Table 6-1 and fig. 6-6]. 
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LEFT: from top to bottom N-S, plates I-XII  
RIGHT: from top to bottom N-S, plates XIII-XXIV  
 
Figure 6-1: Collage of the twenty-four maps of the Portulan Annamite  








PLATE XXIV: Cam Ranh 
   PLATE XIX: Faifo 
  PLATE XXI:  Quy  hơn 
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This map set is unique in the Vietnamese record and shows that as early as the 15th century 
considerable cartographic effort was directed at supporting the nascent Viêt navy and the 
troops travelling south. As in the Chinese tradition, these maps do not intend to produce an 
accurate representation of the physical geography and relief of the land depicted, and the 
coast appears distorted. Numerous islands and lagoons are represented too, but are barely 
recognisable because of the style of representation. Prefectures, villages, palaces, forts and 
military posts are all also indicated. To support the troops, there are numerous mentions of 
guesthouses, as well as markets, rice granaries, and customs-houses, ammunitions 
warehouses, elephant depots, supply camps, and wood storages. And for the specific use of 
the navy, a number of references to ancient ports and harbours along with bridges, river 
crossings, and landing places are also indicated. In terms of natural features, mountains, rivers, 
streams, springs, channels and rivermouths, lakes and islands, are also named. Sometimes 
even submerged rocks, and shallow or deep waters are also marked down.  
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Figure 6-2: Plate XIX, where # 549 is Faifo, and the large island # 550 is “Bai Cat Hoang” or the Paracels (Li 2016, 
pers. comm). 
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Figure 6-3: Plate XXI, where the Cham capital, Đ  Bàn Thành or Cha Bàn, is easily identifiable (# 575). The port 
of Thị N i / Quy  hơn however is barely recognisable. It seems the isthmus was only a rock, called Rocher 
du Courant (#592) (Dumoutier 1892, 59-60)  
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The maps and the itineraries probably served as an aide-memoire, to help plan the journey, 
and anticipate the approximate location of the next stop along the route. But how sailors were 
using and interpreting such data, and whether it was used on board, is unknown.44 It seems 
these navigation aids served as guides from point A to point B, by providing markers to keep 
track of the route. The information provided in the nautical instructions/coastal route follows a 
simple formula to provide a sense of direction and guidance; from a harbour A, it implies to 
first leave the harbour behind (always keeping the coast to the west), and then to head east 
until clear of the coast. From there, keeping at a customary distance from the shore, the 
instructions provide a general bearing and a lapse of time during which to follow the coast 
until arriving at harbour B. From there, it repeats the same type of information until reaching 
the final destination. For a sailor not familiar with the region, such instructions provided some 
guidance and a few key references. In sum, the Portulan Annamite was more a sort of rutter 
than a set of nautical instructions per se, but it definitely shows how a Vietnamese navigator —
if navigational data was unknown or too complex to commit to memory— may have relied on 
some form of written instructions, as did the European (and Chinese)45 seafarers. 
II. A. 2. 1687–1690: “   p Ng  N ê  Bì   N   Đồ” [Maps of the pacification of the 
south] (GNNBND) 
Apart from drawing upon the Portulan Annamite, geographical information about 
  c   c    ’s p         p   s  f c      d   c    g s,    b u s   d f s   g   w s, c     s  b  
gathered from a set of maps called the Gi p Ng  Niên Bình Nam đồ [Maps of the Pacified 
South in the Year of Giap Ngo].46 
 This set of twenty-eight maps is thought to represent the state of the country between 
1687 and 169047 (Bulbeck and Li 1993, 39) and is the only known Vietnamese cartographic 
  p  s          f Đ  g T   g. T   m ps p  v d  d      d   f  m       b u      c u   y f  m 
    p  f c u    f Quả g Bì          s u      p  f c u    f D ê  N    [u          T  ết] 
(delineating the length of the country under the suzerainty of the Nguyễ     ds           m ), 
  d  f     Đ  g N     g   . T    , f   s, g v   m     ff c s, g  naries, toll booths, markets, 
                                                          
44
 Since the nature of the paper of the original document is unknown, it is also impossible to suggest whether it 
could have beeb taken on board, or whether it was used on land and included in an atlas. 
45
 See Wade (2013) for an overview of Chinese nautical itineraries and rutters that pass along Vietnam. 
46
 It was included, along with the copy of the 15
th
 century Lê Atlas, Thiên hạ bản đồ [THBD], and the terrestrial 
itineraries of the Thiên nam t  ch  lộ đồ thư [TNTCLDT], in the 17
th
 century compilation of Đỗ Bá, the Bản  u c bản 
đồ t ng  u t m c l c [BQBD], which ended up being copied again in 1802 under the orders of Gia Long, and known 
to us as the Hồng Đ c bản đồ [HDBD]. 
47
 It dates to the period when the Đại Việt extended their administrative rule to Cham provinces [see Chapter 1], 
and had already encompassed the polity of Kauthara (in 1653). Note that 1690 is considered as the last possible 
date, because it is then that th  T á  K   g p  f c u  ,  s     pp   s        m p, w s     m d Bì   K  g,   d      
       m c p        êm T     m v d fu      s u           R  in 1692, and that the province as administered and 
called by the Viêt Thuận Thành Trấn in 1693 (Bulbeck and Li 1993, 39). 
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guesthouses and harbours are depicted with precision along with other features such as rice 
fields, temples, troop strengths, and elephants and sea turtles as decorations (Bulbeck and Li 
1993; Whitmore 1994). 
 These maps were produced at a time when the Nguyễn were developing their maritime 
activities. They show the string of support stations established for the coastal transportation of 
troops. Most importantly, they indicate the sizes of the harbours (deep, medium-deep, small, 
or large port) and also provide depths of the channels in the estuaries. These maps are not 
navigation charts, but just like the maps accompanying the Portulan Annamite, they could 
have been used as an aide-memoire for the troops travelling down coast. The maps would 
have also been strategically useful for planning the progress of the fleets, indicating the 
locations of harbours, guesthouses, granaries and customs-posts, which supported the 
journeys of the royal navy. Whether they were actually taken on board vessels though is hard 
to tell. The copies that survive are included in atlases that seem to suggest they were not used 
at sea, however if they were taken on board, they would have been very useful. 
II. A. 3. 1810 “X ê      u c  ộ   ì    ập   c” [Collected routes to the country of Siam] 
(XLQLTTL) 
In 1810, two Vietnamese envoys were sent to the Siamese court and gathered on their way 
data to compile a collection of nautical routes from Vietnam to Siam (Wade 1999).48 Highly 
versed in science and nautical knowledge, there is no wonder that this set of rutters was 
composed under Nguyễ  Á  ’s   d  s. This set of trading routes to Siam, demonstrate again 
his serious endeavour in terms of nautical development.49  
 The collection comprises six routes to Siam; two overland routes, a coastal route, a 
maritime route,50 a cross-ocean route,51 and a port-to-port route.52 The coastal route53 
                                                          
48
 See Wade (1999, 2004) for translations and annotations. See also Li (2004a, 2006a) for a study of the importance 
of these routes and their meaning to our understanding of trade conducted between the Mekong and Siam. The 
first annotated version, along with the identification of the majority of the toponyms is owed to Chen Ching-Ho 
(1966). 
49
 Nguyễn Ánh sent two envoys, Tống Phúc Ngoạn and Dươ g Vǎ  Châu, to Thailand, who collected information 
from various people, and then compiled the route descriptions, and even drew up a map of Siam for the Emperor. 
The map unfortunately did not survive. Despite the fact that the collection dates to the early 19
th
 century and 
reflects navigational knowledge from the late 18
th
 century, it is possible that it also gathers together some earlier 
common knowledge (Wade 1999, 141, 145). 
50
 It is a variation of the coastal route, keeping off the islands, from Pulo Obi to Phú Quốc, Ko Samet, Ko Si Chang 
islands, and from there, to the Menam River, then off the estuary of Sam Roi Yot, of Nakhon Si Thammarat, Pattani, 
and then all the way from Singapore to Phuket.  
51
 The comments from Wade (1999, 2004) and from Li (2004a) are not clear with respect to the nature of this “c  ss 
ocean   u  ”. First of all, it could not be a cross-ocean route, since it concerns the region around the Gulf of Siam, 
and would therefore be a “c  ss-gu f” at the most, or “   g offshore   u  ”. Second of all, cross-ocean routes imply 
very long journeys, across oceans, of over 2000 nm, which meant sailing Great Circles, which Asian navigators did 
not conduct. Finally, both translations do not agree on the locations connected by this “c  ss- c   ” route and 
imply different things. However, assuming that the list of locations in Chen Ching   ’s transcription (1966, 92-93) is 
to be followed, like in the other five routes, it seems that is was not a “c    c     of short    v  s” but rather an 
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stretches from the Mekong Delta all around the coast of the Gulf of Siam, then continues 
down to Singapore to finally reach Chalaung [Phuket Island] on the western coast. The written 
instructions therefore do not provide much detail about the ports and harbours of Cochinchina 
but do highlight the fact that, at that time, some nautical instructions were available to help 
the mariners' voyage to foreign lands.  
 
The instructions for the coastal route include, port by port, a description of the coast (densely 
wooded, twisting, winding, forested and marshy), the duration of the passage from one port to 
another (1 day, 2 canh/watch), cardinal directions54 to follow, landmarks to help identify each 
of location (willow trees, temple, nearby islands), the width and depth of estuaries at the 
rivermouths, as well as specific marine hazards (dangerous rocks, sand bars, shoals hidden at 
high tide). It also provides information about local trade goods (timber, rattan, trepang, 
honeycomb), the economic activities of the local residents (agriculture, charcoal production, 
otter oil making, shipbuilding), their ethnicity (Khmer, Siamese, cha-bo [Malay-Austronesian]), 
and whether there were officials and troops located there.  
 The information is relatively systematised, according to the following formula; cardinal 
direction, description of the coast, duration of the passage between two locations, depth of 
the estuary, and information about the location. As with the Portulan Annamite, this implies 
leaving the place in whatever way, getting out into clear water, and then following a certain 
heading, until arriving at a new place. What is most interesting is that the instructions seem to 
have been written from seaward (or were meant to be read from seaward), as from about 5 
miles off shore (as such, one is supposed to see the low-lying mangrove shore from the deck), 
with courses and timings from c.5 miles to seaward opposite each reference point to a similar 
position off the next reference point (stopping points).  
  
  
                                                                                                                                                                          
itinerary that crossed the gulf, between Pulo Obi to Chaiya (Xây G    ả  ô ), v    w  u - d    f  d   c     s (  êũ 
  d  ổ Ong), and that then followed the coast to Chonburi and the Mae Nam Estuary, until arriving south-east to 
Phú Quốc, from which a short sea-crossing is implied, to reach Pulo Panjang. 
52
 This route visits the main harbours of Phnom Penh, Rạch Giá, Hà Tiên, Kampot, Kampong Som, Chanthaburi, 
Bangkok, Ayutthaya, Uthai Thani, Uttaradit, Chiang Mai, and back south to Nakhon Si Thammarat and ends in 
Songkhla. This route is composed of 204 place-names, and follows the rivers upstream to their upper reaches, as far 
in land as Phnom Penh and Ayutthaya and Chiang Mai  
53
 Only the coastal route is translated in English (Wade 1999, 2004). It begins at Cửa Tranh Đề at the mouth of the 
Sông Hậu Giang in the Mekong Delta, touching at the ports of Rạch Giá and Hà Tiên, then Chantaburi, passing the 
mouth of the Mae Nam Chayo Phraya, then down to Chumphon and Chaiya, touching at Nakhon Si Thammarat, 
Songkhla, Pattani, Sungei Kenlantan, Sungei Trengganu, Singapore, and Penang and ending at Ujung Salang on 
Phuket. This is the longest of the six routes and includes the second greatest number of toponyms (195 place-
names). 
54
 Wade converted the bearings into a 360 degrees system, in a similar fashion as on Fig. 6-6.  
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“From M  Thanh Hải Môn, one proceeds on a bearing [heading]55 of 
210 degrees along a forested and marshy coast. Within the marshes 
the land is saline and the people rely on fishing for a living.  
After a voyage of four canh, one arrives at Gành Hào Hải Môn. The 
estuary is about 30 tầm wide and the water is four xich deep. The 
sides of the estuary are covered in woods, marshes and coconut 
palms. 
From Gành Hào Hải Môn, one takes a bearing [heading] of 210 
degrees and sails along a forested and marshy coastline for t o canh 
to Bồ Đề Hải Môn ...” (Wade 1999, 146-147). 
 
Figure 6-4: The 6 routes of the X ê      u c  ộ   ì    ập   c (1810) 
Bright green: Route # 1: upper land route 
Orange: Route # 2: lower land route 
White: Route # 3: coastal route 
Blue: Route # 4: maritime route 
   k: R u   # 5: “c  ss- c   ”   u   
Purple: Route # 6: port-to-port route 
                                                          
55
 A bearing is the direction towards something (not necessarily a destination, it could be another vessel for 
example, a direction on the compass). A bearing changes as the ship changes. A heading or course is the direction 
towards which someone or something is moving to, the direction in which the v ss  ’s head is pointing (not 
necessarily the direction of the s  p’s destination). 
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Compared to the Portulan Annamite, this set of routes provides more information, including 
the description of hazards, and guidance for recognizing the next destination/waypoint. The 
amount of detail included in the six routes that comprise this collection show just how much 
navigational data could have been available to Vietnamese officials for sailing in the region. 
The place-names are all provided with Vietnamese names, even the small locations, and the 
information with regard to the depths, the descriptions of the landscape, the people, and the 
products, support the idea of an extant regional experience (Li 2004a, 73). However, since the 
data was based on third party information, it does not mean that the Vietnamese themselves 
had a deep knowledge of foreign waters, but rather that the data was gathered from various 
people who were familiar with the region.56 Portions of the itineraries pass via small ports that 
did not have customs and imposts like the large trading centres of Sài Gòn or Bangkok (Wade 
2004, 176). This might be an indication that those stops were of most use to smugglers (Li 
2006a, 157) than to Vietnamese officials. On the other hand, if the boats were hugging the 
coast, in the traditional manner, it is not surprising that each port along the way could be used 
as a reference point on a route, recognisable from the deck of a boat —by either an official or 
a smuggler.  
 Like the case of the Portulan Annamite, it is hard to tell whether it was actually used at 
sea, whether it was checked and corrected, or whether this compilation was only a part of a 
report on possible itineraries brought to the attention of the new Emperor. If utilised by 
navigation officers, this compilation would have been useful as an aide-memoire or as a guide. 
The list of toponyms and the order in which they appear along a route, the headings, and time 
units provided between locations, would have provided good reference points. Undoubtedly, 
the collected routes would have informed on how navigation could be conducted, and was 
probably seen as an ideal example of what one ship could do —or had done— in one particular 
set of conditions, at one particular moment in time. This would have been like European 
nautical instructions prior to Horsburgh, when individual voyages were narrated to show what 
could happen on a particular route, and to provide a typical example of how to conduct such a 
passage.  
 
The early 19th century marked a change in navigation practices in Vietnam, following the 
reforms and innovations of Nguyễn Ánh who paid a particular attention to developing the navy 
                                                          
56
 The principal contributors acknowledged in the compilations, were named as Vietnamese, with quite different 
occupations; a Buddhist monk, Sai Thuy; an army officer, Tinh; an interpreter, Bien; two Vietnamese merchants 
from Phú Quốc, An and Tam (rich merchants handling trade in large quantities); and some Vietnamese migrants in 
the area (Li 2004a, 73). These informants were not sailors, and the data would have most likely been transmitted 
orally and therefore, never subsequently checked against actuality or corrected. 
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and its operations. Emperor Minh Mạng (1820–1841) and Emperor Tự Đức (1847–1883), also 
continued such efforts to improve the navy, by instructing crews to learn to use western 
navigation methods and instructions, in order to survey and map out routes, as well as 
reorganise harbours (Mantienne 2003, 533). Minh Mạng paid particular attention to maritime 
affairs and some of his missions were sent abroad with the explicit aims to develop 
navigational knowledge [see Chapter 5].57 Although these missions most probably were meant 
     su       g v   m   ’s    d  g m   p  y  v   p  v    m  c    s (Chen Ching-Ho 1994, 
118; Nguyễn Thế Anh 2003a, 107-108), it does not mean that they could not also have had a 
scientific purpose to contribute towards gathering maritime knowledge. In the same vein as his 
father, Emperor Minh Mạng, in 1838, also had a study published on the principal maritime 
routes, Hải trình tập nghiêm s ch (Tonnesson 2004, 395).58 
II. A. 4. Navigation Songs  
The scarce corpus of written documents that survived might not be an entirely accurate 
representation of the means by which geographic and navigational data was recorded by the 
Cochinchinese, but if it is, the aforementioned documents were most likely used solely by Navy 
officials. Contemporary traditional practices on the other hand, may inform on the means 
fishers and coastal traders could have utilized; they had navigation songs. 
 To memorise reference points and devise mnemonics is a common human approach, 
particularly for sailors. Geographic and navigational data could be remembered and recorded 
in an entirely non-m        f  m, “a song could preserve the essential knowledge of a voyage 
or trek in a way that was much easier to commit to memory than cold data and which was also 
impervious to material wear and loss” (Suarez 1999, 33).59 In 20th century Vietnam, trans-
regional traders who navigated long distances along the coast, on board their coasters laden 
with rice, salt, or nước mắm, memorised songs to keep reference along their journey. These 
navigation songs are a singular Vietnamese tradition.60 
                                                          
57
 See Chapter 5: amongst the missions conducted between 1823 and 1842, the order for the 1823 mission was “to 
learn to use the compass, identify locations, survey them, learn to orientate”; the order in 1832 was to “go recognise 
the journey at sea”; the order in 1836 was to “get familiarised with the maritime routes”; and, the order in the 
mission of 1842 was to “exercise navigation skills”(     Ching-Ho 1994, 105, 109, 112, 118). 
58
 Unfortunately, no translation could be commissioned to exploit this document.  
59
 Suarez hinted at this possibility, and supposed that there may be some Southeast Asian examples, but 
unfortunately had no samples to develop the case and had obviously not spoken to old Vietnamese fishermen. 
60
 The closer similarity can be suggested with Aboriginal songlines, but these are terrestrial lines which also are 
spiritual and recount the creation as well as trading routes. The complexity and depth of the Aboriginal songlines 
cannot be compared to the navigation songs of the fishermen and traders in Vietnam. And contrary to the Oceanic 
songs of the Caroline Islands (Arcy 2006, 72), the Vietnamese songs do not describe the nature, the current, the 
waves etc. In the western tradition, sea-shanties also conveyed pilotage instructions. One very old English sea 
shanty (s     s’ song) Spanish Ladies, dated to the late 18
th
 century, is a sort of equivalent of the Vietnamese songs, 
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Six navigation songs or “vè c c    ” 
Old fishermen in the provinces of Quảng Nam, Quảng Ngãi, Phú Yên, and Bình Thuận, in 
December 2013–April 2014, recalled the songs they heard their fathers or grand-fathers sing 
when going to sea. These songs are not readily sung anymore and the memory of the elders is 
fading, so unfortunately, the examples here are samples of a tradition that is disappearing.  
 
While conducting fieldwork, six navigation songs were recorded.61 Another three were located 
in Vietnamese literature.62 Here, six of these songs are analysed [see Appendix for full 
transcriptions]. These navigation songs cover itineraries running between the north and the 
south of Vietnam, in either direction. The six songs cover distances along the coast of Vietnam 
only, and do not extend beyond territorial waters. Out of six songs, four go south63 and two go 
north: 
- Song A, by Mr. Nguyễn Bộ    ê , f  m  uế to Sài Gòn.  
- Song B, by various authors,64 from Huế to Sài Gòn. 
- Song C, by MM. Nguyễn Lao & Nguyễn Thành Niên, from Thuận Hóa [Huế]    Vũ g T u. 
- S  g D, by  . Võ Vă  U ,65 from Huế    S   Gò  (s  ps    Bì   Định). 
- Song E, by various authors, from Thuận Hóa [Huế] to the province of Bắc Ninh.  
- S  g F, by Ô g Bảy Bơ , p        f   s  g      c v  s       u   b  w    N   T   g   d 
Phú Yên.  
 
 The authors of these songs are unknown but some personal references within the songs 
hint at the possibility that they were written by traders.66 None of the songs have been dated 
                                                                                                                                                                          
and gives the itinerary from north of Spain until reaching the entrance of the English Channel and thence the Downs 
near Dover (Palmer 1986). 
61
 In Appendix, six songs are transcribed and translated. They were recorded during the 2013-2014 fieldwork (Pham 
2013-2014, fieldwork), and recalled by elderly men from different provinces (Quảng Nam to Bình Thuận). This is a 
preliminary introduction of the navigation songs, further in depth analysis would be highly welcomed. Only three 
songs from the fieldwork are used here, the three others being too confused, too short or too interrupted because 
of memory loss. 
62
 Song A was recorded in Quả g N m,    1988, by    f. T ầ  Vă  An (2011, 132-140). 
Songs B and E were recorded in the 1960s, by Prof. Bùi Quang Tùng. He collated different excerpts of different 
songs, transcribed and annotated the whole. He split the information into two songs, one going south to Sài Gòn 
(Song B) (Bùi Quang Tùng 1970), and one going north to Hà Nội (Song E) (Bùi Quang Tùng 1971). Out of the three 
songs recorded by these Vietnamese researchers, two are almost identical (songs A and B). 
63
 The itineraries of songs A, B and D, that all go to the south, follow the same routes and mention the same stops 
(up to 95% are similar). A few words differ, and in the song B collated by Prof. Bùi Quang Tùng, there are a few 
additional sentences for the jour  y b  w      p   d       d      R . 
64
 The various elders who recalled the songs for Prof. Bùi Quang Tùng are Lê vă  Phát (73 years old at the time, 
from Đ -nẵng, Quảng Nam Province), and Ông H  Huyền (82 years old at the time, from Hòa Phụng/Khuê Đô g, 
Quảng Nam province). For the section from Cà Ná–Sài Gòn, Ông Võ Tại (65 years old at the time), and Ông Lê Vă  
Thọ (56 years old at the time), both from Đức Thắng, Phan Thiết, in Bình Thuận Province (Bùi Quang Tùng 1970). 
65
 The excerpt of song D is 70% similar to song A. 
66
 Note that often, one person could be both trader and navigator. This was noted by John Barrow: “security rather 
than speed was the object of the owner. And as no great capitals were individually employed in trade, and the 
merchant was both owner and navigator, a limited tonnage was sufficient for his own merchandize” (Barrow 1806, 
320). 
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so far either.67 “As we know, the Viêt68 commonly used “l i vè”69 that were easy to read, easy 
to remember, instead of using books which were rare, in order to spread necessary knowledge. 
The purpose of marine navigation songs was to arrange locations into sentences, so that sailors 
could both sail and sing in order to remember that the way to a given province or location had 
various dangerous reefs that should be avoided” (Bùi Quang Tùng 1970). In fact, these songs 
not only informed about the presence of dangerous reefs, they mostly included a great wealth 
of information to help the sailor recognise his location along a route. The type of information 
ranges from nautical instructions, to visual aids, information about local activities, references 
to folklore, and personal experiences or poetic expressions.  
 Within such folkloric systems, memorization is enhanced by easy-to-remember tunes, 
and repetitive, patterned rhythmic structures. In that way, there is no doubt that the rhythmic 
and melodic elements in the performance of the vè các lái would have aided memorisation. 
Unfortunately, because the informants were old and were trying to remember the lyrics, the 
melody of the songs70  s     c    . T   “m   dy”        “  c       ” f    ws       x  c  s  y, 
and its rhythm and intonation, speech tones, its rhythmic structure is flexible, allowing 
“ ub   ”.71  
“We sing the song of merchant sailors,  e sing a song and tell about 
the voyage” (Song D). 
“We pass idle hours  riting do n our song. From the palace to the 
sea, navigating the merchant ships, that’s our trade. Having done our 
work, we compose the song in the dead of night. We sing the south-
to-north song, naming all the places along the ay” (Song C). 
                                                          
67
 They were passed on from generation to generation and henceforth adapted over time. However, a full analysis 
of the toponyms and expressions could help to date and pin point the origins of the songs. A few mentions such as 
the lighthouses, “the capital where a wise king rules”, “the rivers [where] law and order has been restored”, and the 
“land, [where] golden palaces shine”, could hint at the end of the 19
th
 century. The first lighthouses were 
introduced by the French. It cannot be dismissed however, that the songs could have been adapted over time and 
are much older. See Albert Bates    ds’ work, and notably his study of the folk epics of what was then Yugoslavia, 
which have existed for centuries, retaining the whole story, with retelling interpellations that ‘upd   d’ them —for 
example one post-war recitation included clear tweaks that could only have referred to events during the German 
occupation (Lord 1991).  
68
 Prof. Bùi Quang Tùng refers to people from all Vietnam, from north to south. However, most of the songs here 
were recorded in central (Quảng Nam, Quảng Ngãi, Phú Yên) or southern Vietnam (Bình Thuậ ,      ug    . Bảy 
Bơ  came from Quảng Nam originally). No research was conducted in northern Vietnam. Only one song goes north, 
but leaves from central Vietnam (Song E). 
69
 l i vè: " ố " means way, fashion, manner, so this can be translated as "the manner in which the song/poem is 
sung".  
vè các lái: is the "navigating song", denoting a type of song/poem rather than the way in which it is sung or 
performed.  
70
 The melodies used were probably unique as they follow the text so closely —but it is highly likely that they used 
elements (such as scales or modes) from related regional folk melodies. However, it does not seem that the text 
was just “  s    d into pre-existing folk m   d  s”. To find out connections between the vè các lái and other 
regional folk songs would require detailed research and may vary depending on the region (Norton 2015, pers. 
comm.)  
71
 ”  mp   ub   ”: the temporary disregarding of strict tempo to allow an expressive quickening or slackening, 
usually without altering the overall pace. 
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“No  that  e have a bit of time on our hands,  e’ll talk about trade 
and business, singing a song will help relieve our boredom” (Song A). 
 
 
Ông Nguyễn Thành Niên (1939)   Ông Nguyễn Lao (1932) 
 
  . Võ Vă  U  (1959)    Ô g Bảy Bơ  (1921) 
 
Ông Nguyễn Hoài (1935)    Ông Trần Quyết (1940) 
Figure 6-5: Fishermen remembering navigation songs (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork) 
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The concept of the navigation song is relatively straightforward; each song follows the route all 
along the coast, in one direction, and describes the landscape, noting specific landmarks and 
natural phenomenon that can help establish the location and keep track of where one is in 
between waypoints. 
Nautical instructions 
First of all, the songs are mostly composed of approximate directions that lead from one point 
to another; 
“... from that island if you keep going you ill reach Hòn Lao Xanh...  
From Hòn Nòm  e keep going, and then  e reach Dinh Cô, Vũng 
Tàu...” (Song C). 
“From B i Gi ng  e sail straight to X ch Ram, past Lưới Rê to Cạm 
reef...” (Song A). 
Sometimes, these instructions provide a cardinal point to follow. However, most of the 
itineraries keep close to the coast, and do not need to provide explicit directional aids. 
“... We ill head south past the Châu Mới point...  
We reckon  e have gone past B i Lưới,  e then head toward the 
west...” (Song A). 
Mostly, the songs comprise of general advises for safe navigation; downwind or against the 
wind, under full sail, and close or further to the coast.  
“... Pull the anchor and sail downwind to keep up with the other 
boats...” (Song F).  
“... Sailing against the wind for some time,  e  ill approach slo ly 
until e reach Cửa  ng... 
 At Hòn D p  e  ill head out to the sea… The sails have been 
unfurled and ready...“ (Song A). 
There are only a few instances when hazards, such as reefs and rocks are indicated: 
“We ill make a rough guess and pass by Mắc rapids …. 
If you want to avoid the rocks, you must sail further away from the 
coast...  
The waves are choppy and we go under full sail, thus we sail for a 
 hile until e reach La Gi reef...” (Song A). 
“A coral reef near Mai village, and there’s an island just off this 
village” (Song C). 
In terms of navigation instructions however, information is provided to plan the journey well 
and to inform as where to gather water and fire wood. In some cases, all the songs include the 
same type of information for the same locations, such as for B     uố    d    g Dơ ;72 
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 In the region between Huế and Đ  Nẵng. 
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“... We  ill slo ly make our  ay to B i Chu i, Hang Dơi,  e  ill 
leisurely replenish our supplies...  
We all help to replenish our food and  ater supplies, trade and 
commerce at M    and Cửa Cạn ports ” (Song A). 
“... suddenly  e spot Bãi Chu i, Hang Dơi, B i Nờm , ..., this is where 
we go at night to get our water and our firewood...” (Song C). 
“We ill slo ly make our ay to B i Chu i, Hang Dơi. We land at this 
place to find fire ood, ater and to take some rest…” (Song D). 
Where to anchor and spend the night is also sometimes mentioned:   
“... Ahead is Tài Phú point here many boats come to rest... 
... Boats come to rest at the foot of Hòn Chùa  here the mountain 
meets the sea...” (Song A). 
Visual aids  
The second type of information provided in the songs consists of visual descriptions of the 
landscape, to help recognise the way and/or identify locations. These signs include the shapes 
of certain features like rocks, islands, and mountains, or mention easily recognisable 
landmarks such as rows of coconut trees, a temple, or a lighthouse.  
“... Look, look, there’s Tam Quan ith lots of coconut trees…  
... From the sea, we look inland, and we see the Buddhist temple...” 
(Song C). 
“... Look up and you’ll see a sand dune as big as Cao Biền’s grave, 
there can you see the peaks of Ba Liên and Ch p Chài  Dinh Bà has a 
tower built outside.73 
 If you enter Cửa Bé, you’ll see five small islands resembling buffaloes 
bathing in the water... 
... Vũng Găng lagoon is surrounded by mountain cliffs as high as the 
walls of a fortress. On both sides the mountain closes in like high 
walls ...” (Song A). 
Time and distances 
In the six songs, there are very few references to time and none to distances, just like in the 
Portulan Annamite, and the Xiêm la  u c lộ trình tập l c [XLQLTTL]. Time markers are 
s m   m s p  v d d, suc   s “   d w ”    “   su s  ”, bu     s    mp       d c     s         
used to instruct the sailing schedules.  
“Past Mũi Dinh ... We leave this place at sunset” (Song A). 
 “At night e leave mủi Châu and we carry on for a while...  
At dawn, we reach Tam Ấp...” (Song C). 
 
                                                          
73
  u   Ep  v      d T áp N ạ  (   m   w  ), D    B  is Palace of the Goddess. 
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As for distances, they are not mentioned in measured units either and the statements are 
 pp  x m   , suc   s “    ”    “f  ”. 
 “... Lao Xanh is not too far away...  
Sa Cần and Châu   are not very far now...  
And there  e see B i Dài and Con Nghê just off the coast of Cam 
Ranh…  
There is a lighthouse on Ch t, from the lighthouse  e can see Hòn Tý 
next to Cam Linh...“ (Song A). 
Practical information 
More than simply providing just nautical instructions, the songs also include —like merchant 
guides— practical information for the journey, about the activities that occur in different 
locations such as fishing or trading, about where to conduct business, or about the specific 
trade goods available.  
“... Vũng Tàu hich is a place of commerce, and there are many kinds 
of people here....” (Song C). 
“... M  Khê and Mới village are kno n for set net fishing... Trade and 
commerce at M    and Cửa Cạn ports...  
The land of Ch t,  here people come to buy rattan and material to 
make sails...  
Phan R  canal here many boats come to trade...” (Song A). 
 “... And no   e’re approaching Cần Giờ,  e present our papers and 
head straight to Sài Gòn...” (Song A). 
Comments are also noted as to where to seek entertainment and leisure. These phrases 
demonstrate how familiar the traders were with the locations. For example, Nha Trang is 
described as a joyful place for both authors of songs A and F. 
“... Look there, in the sea, audacious boats sailing, whether arriving or 
departing, people are bound to converge in this place. Some eat and 
drink until they can eat and drink no more. Others amuse themselves 
with women. Still others buy goods to bring back home. Come here 
and share a snack. Come here, sell and buy something to bring back 
home...  
Women make themselves beautiful to attract customers to their 
stores. Stop gossiping and start trading…” (Song F). 
“... We are here only for fun, soon  e  ill sail a ay  ithout looking 
back...” (Song A). 
Folklore  
The songs are also filled with popular references. In some instances, there are references to 
superstitions and ritualistic procedures, to places where offerings should be made, or where 
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ritual respect should be paid.  
“... No   e have arrived in Khe Gà, it’s a very dangerous place so we 
have to make offerings to the gods to pray for a safe passage. 
... Aroung Mũi Bà, H c Kiển,  e come to Hồ Chàm,  e come with 
money and offerings, we pray and pay our respects...” (Song A). 
In other instances, the visual aids have particular shapes that refer to common beliefs or 
legends, for example to the con nghê, which is a mystical animal that is half-lion, half-dog. 
“The spot  here Sơn Chà Mountain meets the sea has the shape of a 
con nghê…” (Song A). 
Two other songs refer to a famous legend which is recited when mentioning the high mountain 
b    d   p  V      ,   u  u   u     ,   s  c    d    F   c , “Montagne de la Mère et 
l’Enfant” (BNIDA 1943, 21; NGA 2014, 132). This legend tells the story of a brother and a sister, 
who despite their will, got married by a twist of fate. When the husband realised his new wife 
was his sister, filled with shame, he abandoned her and their new born child. Every night, at 
twilight, the wife/sister carried her child to the high peak of the mountain, scrutinising the 
horizon, waiting for her beloved husband to return, not knowing he was her brother. Days, 
weeks, months passed, but he never returned, and one day, she turned to stone. There on the 
lonely mountain, mother and child keep their eternal vigil. 
“... There is a woman cradling her baby at the Kẻ Thử Mountain. The 
vow that was made to the ocean and the mountains. She turned into 
stone to keep her vo  ...” (Song A). 
“When you look to Cửa Thử [sic], you can see a woman holding her 
child, sitting there in all her loneliness....” (Song C). 
Another example of a popular cultural reference is that Tam Quan is deemed as a traditional 
place where young people from the provinces meet and court each other: 
“No  onder they have an old saying, that young men and  omen 
from this place, once they are attracted to each other, will smile at 
one another even before saying a ord” (Song A). 
Personal references 
The songs appear to also be personal and include information related to personal events and 
knowledge of an area. Sometimes semi-poetic and romantic stanzas express sad feelings: 
“... In a moment of reflection, I feel ashamed because I’ve come so far 
and I’m going home empty handed....” (Song C). 
“… Hearts are heavy because  e all miss our fathers and mothers” 
(Song A). 
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On the other hand, the songs could also express joy as the boat approached familiar areas. 
“... We are all overcome  ith joy,  e ask after each other’s families, 
we drink and make merry... 
We like the people at Vũng Tò and Búng Mountain because they are 
open and sincere. ....” (Song A). 
Appraisal 
These songs inform on how Cochinchinese navigation was conducted in the early 20th century. 
They hint at how traders memorised the routes, how each itinerary was both familiar and 
personal to the sailors, and highlight what was relevant to help them get to their destination.  
 The songs comprised six types of information (nautical instructions, visual aids, time and 
distances, activities conducted, folklore and popular beliefs, personal references and 
expression of feelings), but overall, all seem to aim at helping the sailor, and fishers, to 
remember the various locations, their order along the coast, and what could be done at each 
location. The songs helped the captain and merchants to readily know about the different 
harbours, ports and locations where business was conducted. Based on the information 
provided in the songs, it can also be inferred that the routes were not direct, but rather went 
from port to port. They follow the coast and the main direction of the journey was prescribed, 
which means that bearing indications were probably not necessary. The fact that the shoreline 
features are described as seen from the deck of a boat suggests that that the coast was always 
kept in sight. In Vietnam, even from a small boat, most natural features were visible from a 
maximum of 15 nm, and such descriptions of what was visible also confirms that the traders 
sailed quite close to the coast.74  
 The traders probably made the journey a number of times per year, and knew where to 
g  “for fun”, b f    s     g “away without looking back”,    w        y c u d “ask after each 
other’s families, drink and make merry”. I  s  ws        f m   arity with the coast and with the 
different harbours that were of interest beyond just trade. Similarly, it is most likely that the 
sailors (and merchants) were familiar with the natural conditions and with the weather 
patterns they sailed into annually. Contrary to the Oceanic Songs of the Caroline Islands (Arcy 
2006, 72), the Vietnamese songs do not describe weather patterns or how to interpret various 
signs of nature. In that way, perhaps it can be assumed that such knowledge was mastered by 
the sailors and they did not require further indications of how wind or current directions relate 
to one another.  
 A few hazards are mentioned, but are not the principal type of information relayed in 
                                                          
74
 I could not identify all the locations mentioned in the songs [see transcriptions in Appendix], and did not calculate 
all the visible distances, but the lowest features, <10 m, were still visible from 10-15 nm away [see table of 
visibilities in Appendix]. 
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the songs. The famous Brito Bank and the Breda Shoal are not mentioned, which might be 
because local shallow draught boats could easily sail over them. The reefs in the waters of Nha 
Trang, the sandbanks at the entrance of the rivermouths and the rocks along the coast of 
Quảng Ngãi are also barely mentioned.  
 In terms of precise navigation data, the information is not detailed or measured, as 
there is no mention of time, distance, depth, seabed composition or even wind and current 
patterns. This leads to conclude that the most important for the traders was to bear in mind 
some key references to help locate themselves along the way, but that they apparently did not 
need precise information on entering or exiting harbours, on the depths, on the directions of 
the wind and current, or even on the location of the main hazards that peppered the coast. 
The visual descriptions provided in the songs acted probably as reference points against which 
to cross-check local knowledge of the route, and to estimate where one was on the overall 
scheme of the journey.  
 
In sum, these songs show that Vietnamese sailors were familiar with the routes they sailed 
  gu    y,   d      “ pp  x m   ”   f  m      w s suff c        d  s . T   s  gs     w d f   
adaptation to the winds and currents, and for the time necessary to sail from one place to 
another. The songs, like the written Portulan Annamite and the XLQLTTL, were less than a set 
of instructions, and acted more like a simple rutter or concise pilot in the way they describe a 
route from one landmark to another. 
 This method to collate navigational information could have been practised for a very 
long time. In the Southeast Asian tradition, itineraries and mnemonics rather than charts and 
pilot books seem to have been commonly used (Suarez 1999, 38-43). For example, in 
Indonesia, sailors sometimes describe their coastal routes just like rutters (Liebner 2015, pers. 
comm.). The Pacific islanders used other systems, such as etak, which is also a navigation 
technique relying on memory.75 Maori seafarers learned songs to remember the name of the 
stars (Bader and McCurdy 1999), as did the Micronesians who had star path navigating chants. 
In the Caroline Islands, seafarers memorised the distances between their islands, and chants or 
s  gs      “drew together celestial, climatic, and oceanic direction markers” (Arcy 2006, 71) 
                                                          
75
 See Lewis (1972, 173-192) on the concept of etak, which is a method of visualising where the navigator is and of 
processing the data already in his possession, by calculating his position in accordance to the location of memorised 
points (having learned the star bearings for each location). The sections between memorised points, or sections of 
voyages are called “etak”. “The picture he [the navigator] uses of the world around him includes all the islands that 
he knows and the places of the rising and setting of the navigational stars… the navigator attains his knowledge of 
the bearings of etak islands through studying little diagrams of islands and stars that are shown by pebbles on the 
canoe house floor during his years of instruction” (Lewis 1972, 179). 
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helped the process.76 So it is not completely surprising to have such methods in Vietnam too.77 
II. B. Navigational instruments: the compass 
Besides navigation songs, itineraries and possible maps produced by the Navy, the compass 
could have been available to help navigate in unfamiliar waters. For pre-colonial Vietnam, two 
navigation techniques are mentioned in the Portulan Annamite. The 15th century is thus the 
earliest date from which this chapter can discuss Vietnamese navigation techniques and 
navigation instruments. The Portulan Annamite confirms that both compass and celestial 
bodies were used by the 15th century navy to orientate themselves and to navigate along the 
coast.78 
“When the boats take to sea, they need during the day to direct 
themselves by setting the course to ards Mount Kh o,79 and in the 
night, by looking at the moon and the stars; one must always keep an 
eye on the compass” (Dumoutier 1896, 6).  
  Compass headings provided in the itinerary translated by Dumoutier suggest that the 
course was maintained by using a compass.80 The itinerary followed is however coastal and 
does not imply sailing out of sight of land, which means such navigation did not actually rely 
exclusively on the compass; in fact, it is possible that the navigator steered the specified 
compass course without using a compass at all, relying on observation of the land, the wind 
                                                          
76
 “For memory storage much of the lore is also embedded in chants. The metric and tonal structures of Carolinian 
chant forms provide aids to recall. These chants are often cryptic in content, requiring commentary in order to 
understand them” (Goodenough and Thomas 1987, 13). “Islanders literally sang their way across the sea” (Arcy 
2006, 71). About routes and memory, see also Warren (2002, 262-266). 
77
 It would be interesting to investigate in depth whether the same phenomenon is also present in the sinicized 
world and how representative it could be of people with Austronesian speaking ancestry. Note that singing is a very 
common practice by Vietnamese fishers and it is a topic that already intrigued scholars like Cadière, Claeys and 
Dumoutier (Dumoutier 1890; Cadière 1902; Claeys 1939; Nguyễn Thị Quốc Thanh 2007b).     ys’s private papers 
also include further documentation on ceremonies and songs. To sing was also universal to mark the rhythm when 
using coordinating rowers. Michel Chaigneau provided a vivid description of the way the royal galleys were 
operated and how the rowers obeyed to the lyrics of songs or to the sound of sticks (Chaigneau 1867, 50-51). 
78
 Studies discussing navigation prior to the 15
th
 century will need to tap into non-European language sources. 
79
 Location not identified. 
80
 “Leaving the harbour of B -Ch nh to the point Tân (west) [W 15° NW] we head to the point At (east) [E 15°SE]; … 
When leaving this harbour, which is in the direction of the p          on the compass (west) [W 15°SW] we will 
take the heading towards     p        p which is in the east [E 15° NE]…” (Dumoutier 1896, 7). 
Having no access to the original text, it is not possible to assess how Dumoutier chose to translate the original 
words into “b uss   ” [compass]. He could also have used the word “c mpass   s ” or suggested to check the 
cardinal points.  
What is not clear in many sources is whether reference to a compass rose (i.e. a system of establishing directions by 
reference to a set of cardinal and inter-cardinal points orientated in relation to phenomena like the Pole Star or 
noonday sun) is also reference to the use of a magnetic pointer. Overall, it only implies an orienting system that 
uses compass points, regardless of how the direction of these may actually be established (known orientation of a 
landmark, star, sun, wind, etc. or a magnetic pointer). 
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direction, the run of the sea, and celestial bodies81 [see below for traditional methods of 
navigation]. 
 Pierre Poivre, who was there in 1749–1750, noted that Cochinchinese fishers did not 
know the compass,82 that they had no rules for navigation, that they always kept the coast in 
s g  ,   d “sailed by means of the monsoon”      mb d          by c u     s (Alilunas-
Rodgers 1993, 73). Pierre Poivre, who was not much impressed by the sailors he encountered 
on his journey, preferred to walk and go by land than to board their vessels, therefore, his 
opinions should be taken with some reservation. It is certain though that although the 
Cochinchinese Royal Navy in the 15th century might have used a compass, fishing vessels 
probably never had a one on board. In the traditional way, fishers kept the coast in sight and 
relied on terrestrial features and on celestial observations to navigate, as probably did 
merchant boats along their journeys north-south.  
 In 1858, the Englishman Edward Brown, sailed with his Chinese crew, and then with 
Chinese pirates. He had ample opportunity to observe them use their compass: 
“The only nautical instrument on board  as a Chinese compass, and 
how the Chinese manage to steer their vessels with it puzzles me. A 
more primitive instrument can hardly be conceived, and although 
they boast of having invented it, they have not aided in its 
improvement “ (Brown 1861, 13-14). 
 Indeed, it is believed that the Chinese used the compass since the Song dynasty, and 
even invented it.83 It consisted of an iron needle rubbed against a lodestone (magnetite) and 
placed on a piece of wood floating in a bowl. The piece of wood would spin until oriented 
north–south, the needle pointing south. In fact, it is possible, as Brown noted, that the Chinese 
compass was not totally effective and most likely imprecise. This type of device was more of a 
magnetic needle pointer or an orientating device, rather than a compass/direction finding 
instrument, in the modern-sense of the term. Davies discussed the efficiency of the compass 
and noted its lack of precision (Davies 2015). The fact that it did not improve over the years, 
                                                          
81
 On Indonesian perahu compasses were only consulted if the captain and crew were confused about where north 
lay —on a dark and cloudy night with confusing swell and waves from several directions. They would look at the 
compass to orient themselves, then put it away (Burningham, 2015, pers. comm.). Brook, when discussing the 
compass used in the 17
th
 century by Chinese Ming sailors, also noted “a compass was usefull, but a compass alone 
did not enable a mariner to navigate familiar waters. Local knowledge was essential” (Brook 2013, 89). 
82
 It is not clear whether Pierre Poivre referred to a compass rose or to a magnetic pointer, but what is certain, is 
that he implied that the fishermen did not use any sort of orientating device that uses compass points. 
83
 Although the Chinese are believed to have used the a compass —first as fortune telling tool, or as a tool to 
determine cardinal points to help building construction since the Qin dynasty— the first Chinese reference to a 
magnetic compass used for navigation purposes appeared only in a 1044 text, the Wu Ching Tsung Yao [Collection 
of the most important military techniques (compiled by imperial order)], edited by Tseng Kung-Liang (Needham and 





century (Needham and Ronan 1986). Note however that there is actually no evidence for such a direct spread and 
that no credible route of transmission has been identified yet.  
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and that there is no textual evidence about the development of this navigation instrument, 
may suggest that such tool was not totally reliable for navigators who rather kept their 
direction according to traditional navigation, using natural indicators.84 
 The instructions in the XLQLTTL (1810) indicate cardinal directions to follow,85 
supplemented by the duration of the passage to cover the distances. In this text however, 
there is no indication to suggest the sailors actually relied on a compass (as an instrument) to 
determine the cardinal points —which could be determined by other means. Like in the 
Portulan Annamite and even in the navigation songs, it seems that the requirements of local 
Cochinchinese navigation did not call for such an instrument because traditional indications, 
customary guidance, recognisable waypoints and aides-memoires were more useful to make 
way than trying to determine locations with precision.86 On land or at sea, Chinese —and 
possibly Cochinchinese— us d “as their mental reference a solar compass with which they 
“marked out” the horizon. … At night, this  ould have been supplemented by the lore of the 
night sky we know to have been part of the Chinese navigational repertory. Such techniques 
were used ... by almost every traditional sailing culture” (Davies 2015). 
 By the 1830s however, a compass of increased accuracy was certainly used when 
missions were sent to the Hạ Châu, and that some of the orders by Emperor Minh Mạng 
 xp  c   y  u     d    “learn to use the compass” (Chen Ching-Ho 1994, 105). In this case, it can 
be assumed that Minh Mạ g w s   f     g        “w s    ” d v c , p  b b y      duc d        
court by the French officers under Gia Long, rather than to the Chinese water-bowl magnetic 
pointer. In the Singapore Chronicles, two Cochinchinese ships and a brig touched in Singapore, 
                                                          
84
 See Davies (2015) who discusses the needs of navigators at sea, defines the necessary requirements a compass 
ought to fulfil, and concludes that based on the information available, it is possible the Chinese compass was not 
very efficient and unlikely to always work at sea. He even conjectures that the Chinese compass could have been a 
sort of talismanic device used with a ritual, or used “from time to time to impress embarked landlubbers with 
wizardry” or in extremis, with a ceremony in the case of a storm or when total bearing was lost, than a true 
navigational aid (Davies 2015). There is no doubt the Chinese were excellent sailors and that a compass was used on 
board. Mention of a compass is recurrent in most Chinese itineraries and nautical texts, see Brook (2013) for 
example, about the use of the compass by Chinese Ming sailors, but yet, this does not provide proof on its 




 century), the Chinese compass was a floating  compass (not a 
dry-pivot compass of the sort we are used to, in which the needle is attached to the post), the basin had first to be 
filled with water, then the needle placed on its surface so that it floated. The compass, had to be filled with yang 
water, “water that trembles when the wind brushes it”, and the compass basin kept level and oriented to the south 
(Brook 2013, 101-102). This would not be an easy task on a stormy evening. No experimental archaeology was 
conducted to yet determine the level of accuracy of pre-19
th
 century compasses (both the Chinese and the 
Europeans used compasses with potentially comparable in-precision). Further research from both a researcher 
mastering Chinese language and a specialist in navigational technology would be fascinating and much needed. 
What is certain is that regardless of its efficiency, accuracy, reliability and practicality, “a compass on its own was 
not enough to navigate blue water where the distances were too vast and the markers too infrequent” (Brook 2013, 
96). 
85
 In the 1999 translation, Wade notes that the Chinese bearing indications (using one or two characters) were 
converted into a 360 degree compass, and assumes the Chinese/Vietnamese compass functioned based on the 
same principles (Wade 1999, 170). 
86
 See Brook for an explanation of how to calculate a position with a compass (Brook 2013, 102-5, and Appendix I).  
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on which the two captains, sailors and officers who were “ac uainted  ith the use of the 
compass and have English charts” (Li 2004b, 120-121). Traditional navigation, without 




Figure 6-6: A Cochinchinese compass rose (Piétri 1943, pl. XXIV). There are 24 compass points. From the four 




                                                          
87
 This is different from the western world, where from the 8 points, the sections were successively halved, to 16, 
32 and then 64 points on a modern compass. The Chinese also subdivided their compass into 24 segments, with 
specific names, see the good explanation by Brook (2013, 103-105). 
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T   N 0° 
Qú  N 15° NE 15° 
Ngưu NE 15° N 30° 
Cân NE 45° 
 ố [?] NE 15° E 60° 
G áp E 15° NE 75° 
T ố East 90° 
   E 15° SE 105° 
Long SE 15° E 120° 
Tố  SE 135° 
X  SE 15° S 150° 
B    S 15° SE 165° 
 ả S 180° 
Đ    S 15° SW 195° 
Dươ g SW 15° S 210° 
Khôn SW 225° 
 ầ  SW 15° W 245° 
Canh W 15° SW 255° 
Kê West 270° 
Tân W 15° NW 285° 
K uyể  NW15° W 300° 
    NW 315° 
T   NW 15° N 330° 
Nhâm N15° NW 345° 
 
Table 6-1: Conversion of the Cochinchinese compass bearings in the 20
th
 century 
II. C. Navigation methods without navigational aids or instruments 
 s          s  c mp ss       w s     suff c        f  d    ’s p s     , b   g m s    k  y        
extremely accurate instrument, and that the rutters, nautical instructions and maps were aide-
memoires only, it appears clearly that the main navigation methods used by Cochinchinese 
seafarers were non-instrumental ones. They relied on their interpretation of nature and 
surrounding seascapes to orientate themselves.  
 Cochinchinese seafarers usually travelled along the coast to bring tribute, supply rice to 
the capital, and to transport nước mắm, salt, and sea products to the main harbours, but they 
also sailed farther to fish or salvage wrecks amongst the Paracels and Spratly islands, and to 
trade in the international hubs in Melaka and Batavia. Until the mid-19th century, as seen in 
Chapter 2, when navigating the waters of Cochinchina, keeping close to the coast was advised, 
commented upon and attested by seafarers from many nations —in different ways and for 
different reasons. To keep to the coast not only shaped one of the most frequented routes in 
the South China Sea but was also the main navigation method per se used in the South China 
Sea. This is also attested by looking at the routes used by Chinese seafarers mentioned in 
v    us  cc u  s suc   s    u  ’s Ying-yai Sheng-lan, the Shun-feng xiang-song, the Wu Bei 
Zhi, the Zhi-nan zheng-fa (Wade 2004, 2010, 2013), as well as on the 17th century Selden Map, 
and on the 19th century Yale Maps (Mills 1954; Wheatley 1961; Mills 1970, 1974, 1979; Davies 
2012, 2015). The Portulan Annamite and the XLQLTTL also support the fact that Cochinchinese 
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sailing boats kept close to the coast.  
 To sail away from the coast, out of sight of land, however was not an unusual practice. 
The XLQLTTL records some long distances sailing out of sight of land, from Pulo Obi to Chaiya 
(c. 350 nm) for example, and other passages, such as from Pulo Tioman to Pulo Condor (c. 370 
nm), from Bình Thuận to the Spratly (c. 330 nm), or from Pulo Canton to Hainan or to the 
Paracels (c.130-165 nm), which implied at least several days sailing on the open sea, without 
land references.  
 Edw  d B  w ’s  xp     c     b   d        s  ju k    us     s w           d          d 
non-instrumental way the Chinese navigated, which also can probably be applied to the 
Cochinchinese. In the month of February 1857, the monsoon blew strong and the sea was 
high. One day at sea, a strong gale formed. For three days and nights, their junk was driven by 
the winds and waves, lost her heading and ended up along the coast of Cochinchina instead of 
Wai-how.88 No one on board knew where they were. 
 “There  as no log hove, no bearings  ere taken, no altitudes; the 
eye and a guess were the only means used to ascertain our true 
position ….  
They steer from one headland to another; and if they get blown out to 
sea by the roughness of the weather and manage to survive the gale, 
they steer in for the land again, and depend entirely upon their 
kno ledge of its appearance to kno   here they are … I cannot 
conceive how they do it. 
... We could not discern land anywhere, and what distance we were 
from it no one on board kne ….  
At the approach of morning the gale abated, and at daylight it blew a 
pleasant north-east breeze, but there was still a heave sea running.  
They now altered their course to west, well knowing that in that 
direction they would make land, which they expected to sight before 
sun-do n… at day break the follo ing morning, land  as seen about 
thirty miles distant, bearing est” (Brown 1861, 13-19). 
 
As in the statement of Edward Brown, in Cochinchina, regional coasters, fishers, and royal navy 
mariners frequently also steered from headland to headland, and depended on their 
knowledge (memorised or written) to recognise the land they approached. They kept the coast 
in sight, did not have log books and did not systematically take bearings as in the case of 
                                                          
88
 Brown describes this location as ‘   the west c  s ’ in relation to Hong Kong, but does not give much else of a 
clue. It could be Hoihow (Haikou) in the north of Hainan (Davies 2016, pers. comm.). 
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western long-haul navigation practice.89 Because of the north-to-south orientation of the 
Vietnam coast, if sight of land was lost, sailing west eventually brought the mariner back to 
land. 
II. C. 1. Navigation when keeping close to the coast 
Dead reckoning in navigation without relying on instruments, was based on experience and 
natural indicators. To rely solely on observation of the environment is an ancient method of 
navigation, and mariners all over the world know to some extent how to read their 
environment in order to estimate their position and keep a heading. Polynesians are known to 
have reached a high degree of mastery of this type of navigation,90 and Cochinchinese 
mariners also primarily relied on this kind of knowledge. 
“[The Cochinchinese sailors] adapt to every situation, patient, 
observant, recognizing the smallest signs in the sky hinting a change 
in the weather, knowing ahead of time the variances of the tides, the 
conditions favorable to long outings, the season for the return of the 
shoals of fish. They do not overlook the complicated patterns of the 
wind, nor the constellations that give the time during night watches, 
nor the currents, nor the skilful evolutions to escape storms, all 
qualities acquired by an extensive adaptation to matters relating to 
the sea” (Piétri 1943, 2).91 
The coast and landmarks 
Always keeping the coast in sight helped orientating Cochinchinese seafarers by knowing 
where they were and the direction of their destination. Fishers and local traders, following the 
coast could always rely on a series of easily recognisable landmarks to establish their location. 
Even when going offshore, fishermen could maintain their bearings by looking for high capes 
or mountains in the background that could be seen from a distance as outlined in Chapter 4. 
These landmarks also helped orientate the fishermen on their return home at the end of a 
fishing trip, while merchant boats sailing at some distance from the coast could maintain their 
                                                          
89
 According to Brook, Chinese sailors did. “A Chinese pilot was expected to check his bearing every 20 nautical 
miles, taking readings at both the bow and the stern…” (Brook 2031, 95).  
90
 They sailed over 2000 miles in the open sea, between Tahiti and Hawaii. See Lewis (1972, 1978), probably the 
best-known writer on Pacific navigation.  
It is important to remember here however that the majority of western navigators were also practiced traditional 
seamen. All mariners, regardless of their nationality, need to know where they are and what course they should 
steer to reach their destination. Merchant skippers did not have to have formal qualifications until the late 19
th
 
century. Most mariners were not very "scientific", and particularly when sailing in familiar waters, on short 
distances and voyages, but had a great sense and understanding of their environment.  
91
 This was reiterated in the 1960s: “the fishermen almost always return to the same general fishing area each day 
and are thoroughly familiar with their route since many of them have travelled it since early childhood. They use no 
modern aids to navigation, but rely only on the current, known landmarks, and the positions of frequently seen 
stars" (Dalby and Thede 1962, AI-8), and such practice was still confirmed during my fieldwork (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork). 
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courses up the coast until recognizable features announced ports to trade.  
 As suggest by the data in the Portulan Annamite, the XLQLTTL, the navigation songs, and 
confirmed by contemporary fieldwork, fishers on board small boats (LOA > 10 m) and on 
sailing vessels traditionally stayed near the coast, at a distance of 5-20 nm, mainly because the 
fishing grounds (isobath of maximum 60 m) were near the shore, and because the coast was 
still visible. Compared to deep draught European ships, not only could they sail over 
submerged banks and other dangerous coastal hazards, but also cross bars in river mouths. At 
a distance of maximum 15 nm, any feature of the coast higher than 55 m above sea level is still 
v s b  ,  v   f  m   sm    f s   ’s b    (s   d  g      d ck    2.5 m  b v  s     v  ).92 Cape 
Varella is visible from as far as 50 nm on a clear day, but other landmarks, such as Mount 
Taicou, Cape Padaran and even the Marble Mountains are readily visible when keeping a 
distance of 15-20 nm.  
 Another advantage of sailing close to the coast in Cochinchina was the fact that 
harbours in Vietnam were located at distances of less than 10-20 nm from one another, and 
bays and coves that offered shelters were numerous [see Chapter 4]. A stop could be made 
almost anywhere along the way and known waypoints were available all along the routes, 
which was most convenient in case of ill weather, or if needing to anchor at night. 
Good visibility 
In both monsoon seasons, to keep the coast in sight was possible because the sailing 
conditions in the South China Sea are quite favourable. The sky tends to be relatively clear 
most of the year, and the sun and the stars are visible for most of the duration of any voyage 
(Davies 2015).93 Only in the north of Vietnam, during the NE monsoon, a thick haze reduces 
visibility and makes crossings of over 100 nm difficult. Crossing from Hainan and arriving in the 
Bay of Tourane or approaching the mouth of the Huế River in the NE monsoon could be quite 
dangerous and the coast was difficult to see until being very close.94 Consequently, it was very 
hard to locate precisely by observation of landmarks. But for most of the year, the coast was 
visible and easy to sight. 
                                                          
92
 Someone standing on the deck of a vessel with a height of eye at about 2.5 m above the water —such as on 
b   d   sm     p   d ck f s   m  ’s b   — has a horizon 1.7 nm away. Keeping that close, between 5-15nm away, 
the coast was constantly visible, but since there are a number of high features along the coast of Cochinchina, it 
could be visible from even further away [see Chapter 4]. 
93
 Chinese maritime trading was carried in a context in which, for the most part, the sky is seldom overcast (fewer 
than 5% of days with 10/10ths cloud), and in which the visibility (especially in earlier, less polluted days) was 
excellent. See also Davies and Morgan (1998, part 1, Planning guide: Weather). 
94
 As seen with the experiences of de Bougainville and Vaillant [in Chapter 4]. 
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Reading nature  
For centuries and all around the world,95 sailors learned to interpret the signs of nature around 
them to estimate their locations and navigate. Watching the directions of the waves and swell, 
knowing the flow of the underwater and surface currents, observing cloud formations, 
recognising particular species of fish, and spotting the flight of birds in the sky, were all natural 
elements that contributed to identify the position of a destination (Lewis 1972, 1978). For 
example, the flight patterns of some bird species and their flight range can indicate land (some 
fly off in the morning and come back at dusk, some fly as far as 100 miles, and some 40 miles 
away and so forth).96 The knowledge of the monsoon helped too, because winds and currents 
tend to flow and blow in particular directions, which helps indicate the cardinal points. 
Monsoon winds have a high degree of constancy over any given ten-day period (Davies 2015) 
and are regular in their directions, so on customary routes, navigators could rely on these 
natural signs to assist their general directions.  
 Observing nature also helped the astute sailor to recognize precursory signs of bad 
weather and storms. Nowadays, elderly sailors and fishers in Vietnam still know how to read 
the seascape (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). Based on the colour of the sky and the clouds, they 
can predict the weather. Grand-father Trầ    ươ g in Tuy An, Phú Yên explained:  
“If the sky is red and takes a short time to fade, it means it  ill rain 
soon. If it takes a long time to disappear, it means it will rain in a few 
days”.97 
 The decision then to go to sea could depend on such signs. For example, Grand-father 
 ư g, w     v s          s  -gate of Thuận An recalled:  
“If there are many clouds on Núi Truồi ,98  e don’t go to sea. When I 
go to the beach, I look at the sand and feel as I pace. If the steps are 
deep and sink in the sand, e on’t go to sea”.99  
 
                                                          
95
 An Indian text dated to the 4
th
 century lays out simply how a pilot named Suparaga observed nature to orientate 
himself: “He knew the courses of the stars and could always readily orient himself; he also had a deep knowledge of 
the value of signs, whether regular, accidental or abnormal, of good and bad weather. He distinguished the regions 
of the ocean by the fish, by the colour of the water, by the nature of the bottom, by the birds, the mountains 
(landmarks) and other indications” (Needham 1971, 555). “These informal non instrumental navigational techniques 
have been tried by 20
th
 century New Zealand and American seamen and shown to work” (McGrail 2003, 12) 
referring to Lewis (1972) and the voyages of re-discovery by Finney (1994). 
96
 This is a very old reckoning method which provided great reassurance to navigators when sailing in unknown 
waters, or when drifting in the open ocean without wind. As the Vikings or Noah did, a bird could also be released 
from the ship and be followed to find land. 
97
 (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, interview # 44).  
98
 Location not identified. 
99
 (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, interview # 83). Unfortunately, Grand-Father Hung did not explain how soft sand 
presages a storm. This might only be folklore.  
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Such age old knowledge stems from long experience of the environment, and was passed 
down from generation to generation. Local Vietnamese seafarers have an acute knowledge of 
the weather patterns in the specific areas they sail, which they gathered through years of 
apprenticeship and recurrent experience. When spending years of their lives in the same 
waters, sailors become very familiar with changes in local weather patterns.  
Depths indications, and seabed composition  
Another crucial component of traditional navigation was the lead line, which helps in 
approaching the coast, nearing shoals and islands, and in sailing as safely as possible in 
unfamiliar waters. The lead line was used to monitor the changing depth of water as a vessel 
sailed over the seabed. The depths were marked with pieces of coloured cloth or leather, and 
the line had at its end a tallow which enabled sailors to take a sample of the seabed (mud, 
sand, shells, shingle etc.). The Chinese used lead lines to assess depths of the water and also 
paid attention to the differences in the composition of the seabed and even sometimes 
recorded them. In the 16th century Shun-feng xiang-song,100 there is an indication of the nature 
of the sea bottom. On the 19th century Yale map, there are also some indications which 
confirm the fact that such a practice could have been common, as it was for western sailors, 
who also used the composition of the seabed as a navigational aid. The measure tuŏ (庹) was 
equivalent to the fathom [1.8 m] (Worcester 1971, 36-37), but how the lead line was marked is 
yet unknown (Davies 2012).101 Whether the lead line was used in Vietnam, and how it would 
have been used or marked, is not known either. What is certain though is that depth did have 
some significance —in the 19th century at least— because depths are frequently mentioned in 
the XLQLTTL:  
“At Rạch S i Hải Môn … the estuary is appro imately seven tam  ide 
and the water is one x ch five thon deep” (Wade 1999, 149). 
“At Phật Sẻ Hải Môn ... the estuary is 14 tam  ide and the  ater is 
two x ch five thon deep” (Wade 1999, 157). 
“At Hòn Thiết Miet … the channel is one li  ide and the  ater is 32 
x ch deep” (Wade 1999, 158). 
 The depth of the water is given for channels and estuaries but there is no mention of the 
depth of the waters along the coastline or in bays and anchorage points. In the XLQLTTL, 
                                                          
100
 In the itinerary of the voyage from Wu-yu to Patani and Kelantan, “there is a muddy bottom and you can cast 
anchor” (Wade 2013, 17). 
101
 “How our Chinese navigator marked his lead line we do not know. We know … that depths were measured in tuŏ 
(庹), but how was the line marked? In chĭ (尺) one assumes, but then one needs to know the equivalent of the 
western system of markings, if there were such, to help the leadsman keep count especially in the dark. From the 
evidence on the Yale Maps casting the lead was used as a general confirmation of a ballpark location – ‘off this 
island/headland more or less hereabouts’ ” (Davies 2012). 
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depths were expressed in x ch102 and thon. The tool used to measure the depth is unknown, 
but was probably at least 10 m in length.103 On the other hand, there are no indications that 
the nature of the seabed mattered as it is not recorded in the text. 
Celestial bodies  
When at sea at night the land could not be seen, then astronomical observation helped the 
mariner to locate his boat in reference to his village, or in reference to his destination, or to 
cardinal points.104 To rely on the sun and stars to determine directions is ancestral practice. 
The sun rises in the morning in the east and sets in the evening in the west. As it moves in the 
sky towards the west, it also indicates north and south.105 At night or in the early morning, 
when rising or setting, stars were also good reference points for orientation. At night, 
Vietnamese fishers look for Ursa Major, which is the most common way of finding the North 
Star, sao bắc đẩu, also called by the fishermen sao bánh lái (because it is near the constellation 
that looks like a rudder (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork)).106 Keeping the North Star at constant 
altitude in relation to the horizon indicates that one is sailing W or E along a latitude on long 
distances. Keeping the star precisely at 90º        s  p’s    d  g        p    s d     p d    
head due east. Since the North Star is virtually fixed (unmoving) in the sky, it is a very 
important navigational indicator. As early morning comes and sao nam tào [the Southern 
Cross] appears, it can help finding south.107 At the end of a night of fishing, other celestial 
bodies help to locate the coast and the village, such as sao Kim [planet Venus]108 (Pham 2013-
2014, fieldwork).  
                                                          
102
 Mentions in the text range between 2 x ch (0.6 m) to 32 x ch (9.6 m), and the depth is expressed with precision 
—to the dozen of centimetres (ie: 2 x ch 5 thon = 72.5 cm).  
103
 We do not know the length of the Cochinchinese leadlines. In comparison, a standard British lead line ranged 
between 40 m and 75 m. It had a 7-14 Ib tapered, usually hexagonal shaped, weight. The deepsea leadline, of 220 m 
had a 50 lb weight. The former was the standard lead and worked generally in depths of 36.5 m. The latter was used 
much less often, and most commonly when approaching a coast, especially a little known one, in order to try to 
identify the point where the continental shelf had been crossed (average depth of outer edge of shelf 140 m; most 
continental shelves are 150 m deep or less) (Davies 2016, pers. comm.). 
104
 Not to determine precise position from astronomical observation, because it requires complicated mathematics 
and instruments, but to orientate oneself. 
105
 And, there were also seasonal variations. At midwinter the sun sets WNW (i.e. at around 292.5T, and at 
midsummer it sets WSW (i.e. at around 247.5T).  
106
 (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, interview # 44). This is also noted in the 19
th
 century Vietnamese-Latin dictionary 
of Taberd:  lái= gubernaculum, sao bánh lái = ursa major (Taberd 1838, 247). 
107
 It is often believed that the Southern Cross can only be seen when in the southern hemisphere, but in fact, it can 
also be seen in the northern hemisphere, below 25°N, as when in Vietnam. In the southern hemisphere, there is no 
fix star like the Pole Star that marks south. The Southern Cross does not point to the South, but from there, the 
South Celestial Pole can be found [an imaginary point in the sky directly above south], from which south can then 
be determined. 
108
 The planet Venus is sometimes a morning star, and sometimes an evening star. Over any 584 day period Venus 
spends 263 in the “m     g star p   ” of the sky, 50 days obscured (behind the sun) and then 263 in the “ v    g 
star p   ” before an 8 day gap and its re-emergence as the morning star. The pattern of months during which Venus 
is a morning/evening star repeats every 8 years. When it rises at dawn, it is called sao mai; the morning star or 
north eastern star. When it rises at sunset, it is commonly called sao hôm; western star (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork). 
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II. C. 2. Long distance navigation  
In order to sail out of sight of land,109 to observe nature also provided signs to help keep a 
   d  g   d p         y      d c        c     . I      1960s, “when fishing far offshore for 
several days, the captain relies exclusively upon his knowledge of landmarks and upon his 
limited acquaintance with a few stars" (Dalby and Thede 1962, AI-7). In the past, 
Cochinchinese travelled long distances, sometimes out of sight of land for several days, to 
reach the Philippines, China, Japan, the Paracels and Spratly Islands, Terengganu or the Straits 
of Singapore [see Chapter 5]. For example, to sail from Huế, Tourane or Cù Lao Chàm, to 
Hainan, the distance averaged between 120-140 nm and implied a crossing of about 100 nm 
out of sight of land, which was equivalent to about a full day and night, depending on the size 
and speed of the ship.110 To reach the Paracels from Pulo Canton, the distance to cover is 
about 140 nm and to reach the Spratly Islands from Pulo Cecir do Mar, the distance is over 280 
nm. From Pulo Condor, the route to Terengganu and to Pulo Redang implied a crossing of 
about 270 nm, and to reach the Straits of Malacca, the crossing until seeing the Anambas 
Islands, was about 320 nm, which could take over a week.111 To go to the Philippines, the 
routes depicted on the Selden Map suggest to sail first north along the coast of China, or south 
to the Natunas and along Palawan.112 Both routes also required some long crossings (for 
example, from the Pearl River to Pratas Island and reef is 165 nm,113 and from there to Cape 
Bojeador is 254 nm away). The crossing of the South China Sea, from Pulo Condor to Luzon, or 
from Nha Trang/Phú Yên, would range between 600-900 nm. 
                                                          
109
 There are also a few instances when missionaries hint at the fact that coastal transporters also sailed out of sight 
of land. Commenting on his first trip between Siam and Cochinchina, Vachet noted ”in truth, one cannot have little 
faith in God in order to undertake a journey on such a vessel… that dares to leave the land out of sight” (Les 
Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 2). An another trip, he noted “ e set sail on the 29 March 
1672, in a weather which was very favourable to good sailing, we lost sight of Cochinchina as the evening came…” 
(Launay 2000b, 116). 
110
 About 100 nm is considered a reasonably d y’s run (Burningham 2015, pers. comm.). An average speed for a 
“     s  ju k” would range between 2.5-6knots (Davies 2013a, 99). In comparison, John Crawfurd, in February 
1822 met in Singapore a Cochinchinese Captain who told him that his junk sailed speedily at the height of the NE 
monsoon, at a speed of 4.4 knots, covering about 105 nm a day (Crawfurd 1830a, 78-79)  [see infra, page 117, 
footnote 1, and p. 157 footnote 93]. 
European ships also took about a day to cross from Hainan to Vietnam and vice versa [see Table A in Appendix]. For 
example, de Bougainville on board the Thétis left Hainan in the evening of the 10
th
 January 1825 and caught sight of 
Cochinchina the following morning. “The 10
th
 in the evening, we departed from the Island of Hai-nan, and took SWW 
bearing, with a beautiful ENE breeze, to head directly to the Choumay Cape of the Cochinchinese coast … the 11
th
 in 
the morning, I recognised the land … being just ahead to the bar of the Huế River” (Bougainville 1837, 248). Vaillant, 
on board the Bonite left Hainan on the 23
rd
 January 1837 and arrived the 24
th
 at 7 am “the whole day and the 
following night were spent in crossing the Tunkin Gulf. The weather was pleasant, the breeze favourable, but the sea 
still very much rough and the horizon misty” (La Salle 1852, 254-255). 
111
 See Table A in Appendix and previous chapters for examples of foreign ships crossing in about a week from 
Melaka to Pulo Condor. 
112
 Since the crossing of the South China Sea was not part of the common maritime routes, in order to reach the 
Philippines, Cochinchinese sailors either sailed north to China and then south again to the Philippines, or sailed 
south, to the Natunas Islands, and then to Palawan. 
113
 The Pratas Island and reef is an archipelago of submerged and emerged islands (20°37'N, 116°48'E). The distance 
is calculated from the last of the visible islands fronting the Pearl River Delta.  
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Such distances and crossings out of sight of land require navigation skills that go well beyond 
relying on coastal sighting for location and orientation. Observing nature, like the stars, or the 
birds, or the sea swell, as mentioned previously, mainly helped in assessing the direction of the 
cardinal points and maintain a heading and orientation. The captain also had a mental map or 
route to refer to, and other natural indicators that could help to estimate how far to sail on an 
intended track, or how near to the destination, the vessel was, in order to keep a heading.  
 K  w  “cross-course checks” such as islands and shoals existed, indicated by the 
presence of birds and clouds gathering. For example, crossing from Pulo Condor to Manila, the 
Ju    S     [9°55'N, 109°7’E]        b g     g  f        p w u d   d c     f     w s s     g     
f   s u  ,   d s g    g S u   R  f [8°42’N, 114°11’E]    m d-course, indicated if one was not 
far enough north to sail safely pass the Spratlys. By the end of the crossing, if too far north, 
seeing Scarborough Reef (recognisable by the clouds, bird life and possibly any effect of swell 
pattern) indicated it was time to redirect the vessel eastward until sighting the land. If too far 
south, seeing the mountains of Mindoro, visible from 107 nm,114 was also a good indicator. As 
such, the length of time of long distance crossings out of sight of land could be reduced by the 
long range visibility of certain natural features. Other prominent landmarks were visible from 
50-100 nm away. For example, the high mountains of Luzon115 were visible from 80-115 nm, so 
from the Pratas Islands, it reduced the crossing to c. 170 nm out of sight of land. Taiwan,116 in 
good visibility, could also be seen, from a distance of over 100 nm (Davies 2015), which also 
  duc d     c  ss  g  u   f s g    f    d    c. 100  m. I      s u  ,  u      d  ’s m     s   d, 
which reaches 549 m, is visible at 50 nm in good weather from the mainyard of a 30 m Chinese 
junk, thus from some 20 m above sea level.117 This also means that the crossing from the coast 
of Vietnam to Pulo Condor could be done with almost constant visual reference —in very clear 
weather— even when standing on the deck of a small fishing boat (c. 2.5 m above sea level) 
[see Table of Visibilities in Appendix]. 
 Sailing without sight of land for over 100 nm and without instruments or references to 
determine the exact position of a ship was not precise navigation, however, it was still possible 
to arrive close to a destination, even if the bearing could not be maintained. As Davies (2015) 
demonstrated when discussing Chinese voyaging, on a leg of about 300 nm with no locational 
reference, the error in mean course steered would usually be between 50 nm and 100 nm, 
                                                          
114
 Mount Halcon is 2586 m high. 
115
 The Sierra Madre extends for more than 300 km and reaches between 1070 to 1524 metres in height. 
The Cordillera Central (main range on Luzon) peaks at 2928 m (Mount Pulog). 
The Caraballo Mountains have an elevation of 610-1524 m. 
116
 Taiwan is very mountainous, and more than 230 summits reach over 3000 m.  
117
 See Table of Visibilities in Appendix, this distance is calculated in absolute clear conditions, and based on the 
maximum top height of the main island. To see most of the islands, to be at a distance of less than 50 nm is more 
plausible. 
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seldom if ever more than 150 nm (in relative good sailing conditions, not in a case of heavy 
storm and strong currents). At the end of that leg, this would result in a ship being, at most, 70 
nm to one side or the other of its destination, and more usually c. 30 nm. This estimation 
would have been easily corrected, considering that visible landmarks were available as soon as 
      g     c  s . T us,     v g       k           s     b   d Edw  d B  w ’s ju k,  s s     s 
recognising such a landmark, due to memorised knowledge or written down instructions, 
could re-assess the position of his vessel and steer accordingly towards the land.118 
 This demonstrates that on long distance journeys, with passages out of sight of land, 
there were in fact different ways to assess how far along a vessel was the intended track, and 
provide a sense of location, despite the absence of charts, measured data, and the capacity to 
determine the ships location with precision within a uniform and standardised system of 
coordinates.  
II. C. 3. Estimating time and distance at sea  
The notion of reckoning time and distance was a central component to navigation, and also 
helped Cochinchinese navigators to estimate where they were.  
 F  s ,  s       d,     p ss g   f   m  w s d    m   d by    y  g       u  ’s c  nges. For 
example, fishers would work during the night, and make their way back to the coast as dawn 
breaks and the Southern Cross appeared on the horizon (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). The 
time between the sun rising and reaching its zenith at noon, and from then to sunset, could be 
tracked and gave an idea of how much time had passed since departure. It would also serve as 
an indicator as when to sail home. 
 Secondly, time on board a Vietnamese vessel was counted in watches, called canh 
(Manguin 1972, 54-55), as noted in the XLQLTTL. To keep approximate track of the passage of 
time and to measure a canh on board, an incense stick or coil (Brook 2013, 95), perhaps a 
graduated candle was used, or observing the movement of the sun and stars, with an accuracy 
of ±10-15 minutes (Davies 2012). Throwing an object overboard and chanting or walking as the 
vessel passed it, helped gauging the speed of the vessel. Experienced navigators assessed their 
speed, and the passage of time, and from those mentally assessed their progress. This is why 
the movement of time was important on board, not only for knowing how long one had spent 
at sea, but also for estimating distance.  
 In many cases, the passage of time could be used as an indication of the distance 
                                                          
118
 Experience would also help to estimate distance. For example, depending on how sharp the watchman on board 
would distinguish the landmark or another boat in the distance, would provide estimates of how far things are. 
Similarly, the brightness of the stars, or how clearly features such as clouds or lights could be seen would provide 
indication.  
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covered or to be covered (from A, sail x time until reaching B; to sail from A to B will take x 
time; after x time, you should arrive to B; in x time, we can go from A to B). This was because 
distances at sea cannot be accurately measured,119 so time lapses served to express distance. 
Progress naturally depends on the weather condition and on the boat, but if speed is constant, 
or if a constant speed is assumed, then time is distance and distance is time. In that way, for 
Cochinchinese sailors, maritime space was divided in time segments between different 
locations.120 Hence, it is likely that Cochinchinese mariners did not think in terms of distances, 
because distances between locations were expressed in terms of how long it took to reach one 
location from another. It is not that distance was irrelevant, but it was not necessary to be able 
to measure it precisely. Contrary to the modern western mindset in which a unit of time 
should be equal a precise distance, in the mindset of traditional Cochinchinese sailing, the 
passage of time and distance mattered, but only to assess progress, and not to determine a 
precise relationship between distance, speed and time (Davies 2012).  
Time is distance, expressed in days or canh 
Four Vietnamese texts support the fact that time was the main unit used to express distance 
between locations and therefore to help estimate location or indicate a particular location. In 
the four texts, measured distance units are seldom cited,121 and only units of time are used for 
sailing purposes.  
 First, in the 15th century Portulan Annamite, distances to cover between two points are 
expressed in days. The first part of the itinerary that covers the leg from a section of the Red 
                                                          
119
 Measured distances were rarer at sea than on terrestrial routes. See for example Suarez, who compares two 
methods of expressing distances in Thai itineraries (Suarez 1999, 40-41). This is because distances at sea were not 
easily measured and also because there was no standardised method or fixed units in order to do so. In the several 
instances when the “lý” is used at sea, as in the XLQLTTL, it is mostly for short distances within eyeshot that could 
be easily related to the distance between two known places on land. It was accurate to half a lý or so. When it 
comes to long distances, “ u d  ds of lý” are sometimes expressed, but were approximate, for example, in the 
Portulan Annamite, the Paracel is said to be “about 500 or 600 li long and 30 or 40 li wide”(Dumoutier 1896, 90). In 
the 19
th
 century, a lý was equivalent to 600 metres (Cooke and Li 2004, 1857), keeping these units, it would mean 
the Paracel was 300-360 km long and 18-24 km wide. Despite the Cochinchinese being less emphatic than the 
Europeans about the size of the Paracels, there was nonetheless no such thing as a shoal of 300 km long in the 
South China Sea. Similarly,     d s   c   xp  ss d by       uy   ú to cover Khánh Hòa and Bình Thuận, saying 
they sailed “one thousand li [600 km]” (Phan Huy Lê et al. 1994, 42-43), is not realistic, since the  distance is in fact 
of c. 150 nm [c.280 km]. For longer measures, time was much easier and more accurate (Davies 2016, pers. comm.). 
120
 Etak is another example of time used to express distance. One etak was equal to one notional average good day 
sailing. A vessel sailing faster or slower than that assumed speed would cover more or less than an etak in one day. 
Light years are another means to measure distance by using time; astronomical distances are measured in light 
years. A d y’s sail is also a unit of distance. 
121
 In the XLQLTTL, some distances are expressed in lý, but only when they could be assessed at eyeshot [see infra, 
same page, footnote 119]. Most measures range between 1 and 3 lý (1.2–1.8 km / 0.6-0.97 nm), however, the 
references often stipulate the measures are “ pp  x m    y”. For example, “Eastwards out to sea at a distance of 
about one li there is a mud-bank, approximately two li in both length and breadth” (Wade 1999, 146); “After a 
voyage of one day, one reaches a shoal which is approximately two li in both length and breadth” (Wade 1999, 167). 
However there are a few instances in which mentions of distances are slightly longer and range between 30-42 lý 
(18-25.2 km / 9.7-13.6 nm). For example, “About 30 li to the north west of the Co Ham [Khram] Sea, there is an 
island” (Wade 1999, 159); and “about 42 li west of the coast at Sa Moc, out in the ocean, there lies an island... Hon 
Xi Khong” (Wade 1999, 160). 
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River to the sea is a day-by-day itinerary that states on each day where the boat should stop. 
The second part of the itinerary is composed of broad lengths of time, also expressed in days, 
to sail from one place to another (along with the heading to keep):  
“After one day sailing, e should arrive to the harbour of Đại Xiêm.  
… to ards the Chấn (east), in this direction after one day and one 
night,  e should arrive to the harbour of Th i Cần” (Dumoutier 1896, 
7). 
 In the Phủ Biên Tập L c, d   d        1760s,  ê Quý Đô      d         g             c   
from Pulo Canton, the Hoang Sa troops had to “… ro  five small boats out to sea for three days 
and three nights before reaching the islands” (Wheeler 2006b, 148). Then, discussing a route 
from China to Vietnam, he used a combination of days and canh.  ê Quý Đô  w s       s      
and only repeated the information he gathered, but this suggests that these units of time were 
based on empirical observation, and, were standard units used to express travel time. 
“It is only six days and nights from Guangzhou to Thuận H a and 
Quảng Nam on the sea, [then proceeding] either from the seaport of 
Hàn along the Phú Xuân River [Hương Giang] to Ph  Thanh Hà or to 
Hội An via its seaport of Đại Chiêm. It only takes four days and nights 
and one canh to Sơn Nam” (Li 1993, 116).122 
 In another text that fo   ws             y f  m Đ  Nẵng to Batavia of Phan Huy Chú in 
1833, he marks his journey by mentioning the harbours and ports that his boat passed, and 
also provides a few time units also expressed in canh. For example, in Quả g Ng  , “the boat 
did two canh and we arrived” (Phan Huy Lê et al. 1994, 38)   d   c     Bì   Định province, 
”we followed the river over one canh” (Phan Huy Lê et al. 1994, 39).       g   ,   m  
 xp  ss s   d s   c  c v   d,   d       uy   ú,       s     , us d    s  u   s  s   s   dard 
measurement for the passage of time. 
 In the fourth example, the XLQLTTL (1810), the interval between two waypoints is 
mostly expressed in canh. Like in the Portulan Annamite, places were separated by the time it 
took to travel between them, each voyage supplemented by the course, or courses, that had 
to be steered to reach the location. 
 Example: 
“From M  Thanh Hải Mon, one proceeds on a bearing of 210 
degrees… After a voyage of four canh, one arrives at Gành Hào Hải 
                                                          
122
  ê Quý Đô  got this statement from a Cantonese trader. This seems to suggest that 85 nm per day were covered, 
implying an “ v   g ” speed of 3.5 knots. 
“Guangzhou to Thuận H a” = “6 days and nights” = c. 520 nm = c. 85 nm per day = 3.5 nm / hour = 3.5 knots. 
“Đại Chiêm to Sơn Nam” = “four days and nights and one canh” [Sơn Nam not identified]. 
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From Gành Hào Hải Môn, one takes a bearing of 210 degrees and 
sails along a forested and marshy coastline for two canh to Bồ Đề Hải 
Môn …. 
From Bồ Đề Hải Môn, one takes a bearing of 225 and after a voyage 
of one canh along a forested and marshy coastline, one reaches Rạch 
G c Hải Môn ….  
From Rạch G c Hải Môn, one takes a bearing of 225 degrees and 
sailing along a forested and marshy coastline for one canh, one 
arrives at Hòn Khoai Sơn” (Wade 1999, 146-147). 
What is a canh? 
Based on these four texts, it seems that long stretches were expressed in days and nights, and 
that shorter time units were expressed in canh. Whether based on empirical observations or in 
written itineraries, mentioned by a dilettante or by the author of nautical itineraries, days and 
canh were the standard travel units. In these four texts, however, how long a canh lasts is 
never stipulated. 
 A canh is considered as being similar to a Chinese gēng (Manguin 1972, 54-55; Li and 
Reid 1993, 147; Phan Huy Lê et al. 1994, 37). A Chinese gēng lasts 2 hours 24 minutes.123 For 
the western historian or archaeologist, to help understand how the canh system was used, it is 
tempting to try to assign an exact measured distance to one canh. But in fact, when 
attempting to do so, one quick y     s          s     p ss b  , w  c   s w y    w s sugg s  d 
               c   c    s  s     s c  c  v d     m     m  sp c       m    d         c u   
m  su  d   d p  c s  d s   c s. F    x mp  , w          uy   ú     s  f       v  g  ù     
   m, “the boat covered a little more than two canh and we arrived [to the island of Cù Lao 
Ré]”124 (Phan Huy Lê et al. 1994, 38), it would seem logical to infer that if the Huy Long covered 
about 35-45 nm (the distance between Cù Lao Chàm and the island of Cù Lao Ré) in two canh, 
then one canh is equal to 17.5-22 nm. Furthermore, it follows that to cover such distance in 
2h24 minutes implied that the Huy Long would have sailed at a speed of 7-9 ½ knots.125 Based 
                                                          
123
 A gēng (更) is literally a “w  c ”. In 24 hours, there are 10 gēng (Wilkinson 2000, 198-219). Ming navigators 
estimated that a ship could sail four-fifths of a “s  g ” (a land distance of roughly 30 kilometres) in 1 ¼ gēng (Brook 
2013, 95).  
124
 The text does not allow to determine clearly whether the boat sailed to the military post of T á   ầ  (or Cửa Sa 
Cần) or to the island of Cù Lao Ré mentioned in the previous paragraph (Phan Huy Lê et al. 1994, 38). 
125
 35 nm in 4h48 (288 min) = 0.121 nm per minute = 7.29 nm per hour = 7.3 knots 
45 nm in 4h48 (288 min) = 0.156 nm per minute = 9.37 nm per hour = 9.4 knots (very fast!) 
Indeed, in comparison, John Crawfurd, in February 1822 met in Singapore a Cochinchinese Captain who told him 
that his junk sailed speedily at the height of the NE monsoon, at a speed of 4.4 knots; "the commander of the Cochin 
Chinese junk told me, that at the height of the north-east monsoon, he sailed right before the wind from Pulo 
Kondor, on the coast of Kamboja to Pulo Timun, on the coast of the Malay peninsula, in three days and a half, a 
distance of about four hundred and thirty miles [370 nm], which is at the rate of one hundred and twenty-three 
miles a-day [105 nm/day], or little more than five miles an hour" (Crawfurd 1830a, 78-79). 
In 3.5 days, 430 m = 370 nm = 105 nm per day = 4.4 nm per hour =  4.4 knots 
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on the different texts aforementioned, other average speeds can be similarly discussed,126 
from which one could try to deduce the distance equivalent to a canh and assess how it was 
used. For example, t   f v  sm      w  g b   s m       d by  ê Quý Đô     k       d ys   d 
three nights to reach the Paracel islands. From Pulo Canton to Triton island [15°46'N; 
111°12’E] —the westernmost island in the Paracels— is about 124 nm, which implies a speed 
of about 1.7 knots.127 Dayot on the other hand, noted that fishers from Quảng Ngãi could reach 
the shoals in one day and one night (Dayot 1807b, fl. 61r), which implies —if considering the 
same distance— a higher speed of c. 5 knots128, and thus, most probably another type of boat). 
A Chinese junk or traditional Malay perahu is estimated to cover 100-150 nm in a day, at a 
rough estimate of a speed of 4 to 6 knots,129    “ v   g  c  d     s”,    w  c      w  ds   d 
currents are not contrary. At that speed and in these conditions, the longest single passage on 
the Selden Map of over 650 nm, between Vietnam and NE Borneo (Davies 2015), would have 
taken at most 6-7 days (c. 4 knots) and more probably 4-5 days (c. 6 knots). In comparison, 
navy ships of Lê Thánh Tông following the Portulan Annamite seem to have covered a similar 
distance of about 640 nm (when keeping close to the coas ), f  m     R d R v   (D    Quá )    
    m       b u   f    mp  (Bô   ì),     b u  5-7 days. The itinerary and related instructions 
translated by Dumoutier are not very precise,130 but it seems that some legs of c. 40 nm were 
conducted in one day, while other legs of a day and a half covered over 120 nm. These distinct 
measures imply speeds for the Royal Navy ships to range between 1.6-5.3 knots.131  
 These different speeds and the number of nautical miles covered in a day, shows that 
the ship of Phan Huy Chú, w  c  c v   d 17.5-22 nm in one canh, sailing that time at 7-9 ½ 
knots, was exceptionally fast. Such a speed would have been attained specifically between 
                                                          
126
 To discuss average speeds is actually a sham/pretence. There is no such thing as an “ v   g ” speed, and for 
this, see Lionel Casson (1951). Speeds of vessels are dependent on many factors (hull shape, size, weight, cargo, 
type etc.), and mostly on natural conditions. It is primordial to know at least whether the winds were contrary or 
not. The information given in the sources only allow to deduce some sort of indications which are not truly 
representative, and only implied in “ v   g  c  d     s” (in which the winds and currents are not contrary). 
127
 In “ v   g  c  d     s”, to cover a distance of 124 nm in 72 hours, would equate to covering c. 41.3 nm in a day. 
41.3 nm = 24 hours = 1.7 nm in one hour = 1.7 knots. 
128
 124 nm = 24 hours = 5.1 nm in one hour = 5.1 knots. 
129
 See Davies (2012, 2015) and particularly (Davies 2014, 228-234). This is similar to the speed of the 
"Cochinchinese Junk" that sailed to Singapore in February 1822 and visited by Crawfurd [see infra, page 117, 
footnote 1, and p. 157 footnote 93]. 
96 nm = 24 hours = 4 nm in an hour = 4 knots. 
150 nm = 24 hours = 6.25 nm in one hour = 6 ¼ knots. 
130
 The exac  d s   c  c v   d b  w      c    gs c      y b   s  m   d b c us  s m  p  c   m s c u d     b  
  c   d w    p  c s   , suc   s       u      [ s   d?]  f B ệ    d        b u   f Bố-        d fu     m   ,     s 
    c     w         c      v d    D    Quái, the instructions that follow are to be conducted on the same day or on 
the following day. 
131
 This is not very indicative, only provides a rough idea: 
40 nm = 24 hours = 1.6 nm in one hour = 1.6 knots. 
80 nm = 24 hours = 3.3 nm in one hour = 3.3 knots. 
640 nm = 7 days = 91 nm = 24 hours = 3.81 nm in one hour = 3.81 knots. 
640 nm = 5 days = 128 nm = 24 hours = 5.33 nm in one hour = 5.33 knots. 
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these two locations, in particular sailing conditions, and at a particular time (possibly a strong 
current and strong NE winds).132 Therefore, at slower speeds, in other conditions, or on 
another boat, it is likely that one canh would correspond to shorter distances. This is important 
because it shows that the equivalent of a canh in terms of distances would vary with speed, 
depending thus on the sailing conditions and on the boat type.  
 Furthermore, when plotting the itinerary of the coastal route of the XLQLTTL on a 
contemporary map, other figures appear. For the portion of coast between the Mekong Delta 
and Rạch Giá, an average of 13-16 nm is covered in one canh. Such a rate would imply a speed 
of 4.1-6.6 knots133 (if they anchored during the night), which is relatively fast, but still complies 
with the average speeds mentioned above. Following the itinerary, once past Rạc  G á, g   g 
  w  ds     SW     g     c  s  u        c   g     Is   d  f   ú Quốc/    K mp   Es u  y,     
distances covered in a canh decrease considerably, with averages of 6 nm covered in one canh. 
After the Kampot Estuary, averages decrease even further, suggesting about 2-3 nm in one 
canh. This rate brings down the overall speed to about 0.8-1.25 knot.134 T   , f  m K mp  g 
S m (Vị   T ơm Đ m)                 y  R v  m u  ,      v   g   f   u  c   m   s        
canh increases again, between 3 and 10 nm, which implies an increased speed of 1.25-4 
knots.135 Once past Nakhon Si Thammarat, in Thailand, the itinerary does not provide canh 
anymore, but only days.  
 
                                                          
132
 N               uy   ú is not a navigator, so his estimates of time and speed could be false. He did not estimate 
distances very accurately so his calculation is not entirely reliable. For example, he notes: “in the seas of Binh Hoa 
[Khánh Hòa], our boats sailed forward under the northern wind, and after only half a day, and then another half day, 
in the evening we reached Vi Ne [Mũi Né], located in the province of Binh Thuan. ... we hoisted our sails as the wind 
was favourable and our journey did not last a day. In a glimpse of an eye, we had covered one thousand li [600 km]; 
it was the only day when our navigation performed well. We sailed past the islands (or rocks) of Cu Huan and Thach 
Bi without being able to follow them with our eyes; the waves passed like arrows and our vessel seemed like flying” 
(Phan Huy Lê et al. 1994, 42-43). In reality, the distances between Khánh Hòa and Bình Thuận is of c. 150 nm [c. 280 
km] (depending on the locations), a not a “thousand li”. 
133
 13-16 nm in 2h24 (144 min) = 0.07-0.11 nm per minute = 4.1-6.6 nm per hour = 5.42-6.7 knots. 
134
 2-3 nm in 2h24 (144 min) = 0.01-0.02 nm per minute = 0.8-1.25 nm per hour = 0.8-1.25 knots. 
135
 3 nm in 2h24 (144 min) = 0.02 nm per minute = 1.25 nm per hour = 1.25 knots. 
10 nm in 2h24 (144 min) = 0.07 nm per minute = 4.17 nm per hour = 4.17 knots. 
The conditions in the area seem to be extremely changing with the seasons. The current is particularly variable, 
roughly unfavourable from April to September, and favourable in January to March, although at the entrance of the 
Chao Praya area, there is a counter current. Winds are also seasonal (as expected in a monsoon-dominated system). 
In the winter winds are E to SE veering SW in the north quarter of the Gulf and generally <8 knots in the south of 
the Gulf and <5 knots in the north —so never very strong. In the summer, winds are stronger 7-10 knots W to SW. 
See diagrams on: http://repository.dl.itc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/dspace/bitstream/2261/51656/1/CMS340115.pdf Fig.2 
[Accessed 2016/01/28]. 
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Figure 6-7: Portion of route #3 (coastal route) of the X ê      u c  ộ   ì    ập   c  
 
T  s         y   d      x mp    f     j u   y  f       uy   ú, s  ws           m u    f 
nautical miles covered in one canh fluctuates. Progress would have also varied between each 
stop, some distances being longer or shorter, depending on the specific geography of the 
location, whether the route was straightforward or if it meandered between islands, whether 
it was a fringed coast with many sandbanks, or if there were some islets to avoid. It shows 
again that the distance covered would have not only depended on the speed of the boat, but 
also on the local sailing conditions (particularly the speed of the current and the winds), and on 
the natural conditions in the region (the land breezes, the tidal current etc.). In sum, the 
amount of nautical miles covered in one canh varied according to various locations, the natural 
conditions there, the direction of the journey and the season, as well as the type of boat 
(shape and condition of the hull, its length and cargo). Both these examples confirm that to 
transpose a canh as a fixed unit of distance is impossible, because it is too variable, and also 
because a canh was never conceived as an indication of distance. 
 The canh, similarly to the gēng, was boat and conditions dependant, as Davies 
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demonstrated when analysing various Chinese itineraries and maps (Davies 2012).136 Since 
captains and navigators knew their boats, and thus their speeds in particular weather 
conditions, it was probable that each captain understood more precisely how many gēng/canh 
or days were necessary to cover a certain distance on board their own boats. This depended 
on the wind which was different every time. However the captains were certainly capable of 
sensing how fast they were sailing and tally how far they had sailed. When applying an average 
speed, and by knowing a boat, traditional sailors could express distance in terms of days 
sailing, which was a less variable way to estimate travel time. This supports the fact that the 
Vietnamese itineraries were guides and/or aide memoires, and were not explicit nautical 
instructions that could be followed precisely. Even if a passage was said to take so many days 
or so many canh, it did not always take that long, and the canh only served as a guide to 
estimate time and distance and as a guide of what may be. In sum, the XLQLTTL and the 
Portulan Annamite, show that navigation for Cochinchinese sailors was a matter of local 
knowledge and individual experience, and was naturally dependant on the workings of the 
weather and climate and wholly boat dependant. 
  
                                                          
136
 For example, “a large junk, 180’ overall and perhaps 130’ on the waterline, would have had a hull speed of 16 
knots, and a small junk of 60’ overall and around 45’ on the waterline would have a hull speed of 9.4 knots. So, a 
standard Chinese needle path (zhenlu,針路) course instruction that says one reaches ‘y’ from ‘ ’ in ‘three gēng time’ 
suggests a distance traversed of 115.2 nautical miles for the first and 67.7 miles for the second. Furthermore, in light 
winds, when a junk might waft along at two knots or so, gives a distance covered of 14.4 nautical miles, while if the 
junk is bowling along at some near equivalent of hull speed before a brisk breeze, the distance covered would be 72-
108 nautical miles. And at this point we have not begun to consider seasonal currents and tidal streams which can 
affect a vessel’s speed over the ground by ±3 knots (Davies 2012). This therefore can only be used as an indicator to 
our modern western frame of mind. 
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I  summ  y,   c   c    s  s     s w        “w  k    s  ”  s     d f       f  s    m  by T m  
Pires, but were bold and praiseworthy mariners, who had the skills to sail their boats well 
beyond coastal waters, on long voyages out of sight of land. Despite the sparse information 
available about Cochinchinese seamanship and seafaring, this chapter highlighted these skills 
by providing examples of navigational aids available to them since the 15th century. It 
introduced some aspects of Cochinchinese navigation that had never been addressed before 
and examined in the process some unique sets of documents. Furthermore, discussing these 
navigation aids has also highlighted a particular Vietnamese maritime tradition, the navigation 
songs.  
 This chapter thus establishes a different image of Cochinchinese seafaring and 
seamanship from the one shaped by a number of foreigners whose biased views were formed 
by their own experiences and by their 17th-18th centuries backgrounds, and which do not 
accord with the admiration that scholars in the 1940s had for Cochinchinese nautical 
technology and their maritime traditions. Whether the Cochinchinese had a large sailing fleet 
or not, whether sailing outside their territorial waters or not, as Crawfurd noted, the 
  c   c    s  m d  “expert seamen”. 
 
Like many other seafaring nations, including European countries, the Cochinchinese mainly 
used natural indicators (wind, sea run, and position of heavenly bodies) and possessed the 
capacity to interpret terrestrial features or determine cardinal points by looking at celestial 
bodies, which provided sufficient knowledge to orientate themselves and maintain direction. 
Such an approach to navigation and method was mainly the fruit of local knowledge and 
experience passed down from generation to generation. In some circumstances, like on a very 
dark night, on a cloudy day, or in unfamiliar waters, a Cochinchinese sailor would have 
undoubtedly benefited from other —and more precise— means of determining position and 
finding direction, but in general, Cochinchinese navigation was precisely conducted in order to 
avoid losing total reference.  
 Based upon the observation of the seascape, the Cochinchinese sailor could create 
mental maps and routes, upon which he/she could rely to orientate the direction of his/her 
vessel. On long journeys, and when sailing in unfamiliar waters, the mental seascape and 
observation of nature was —in some instances— supplemented by maps, itineraries, and 
songs (at least in the 20th century). These seafarers did not need elaborate scientific 
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instruments, complex tables, and detailed charts to make their way along the coast, as long 
haul European sailors did. While determining the cardinal points was fundamental to 
navigation, and that the Cochinchina were familiar with the compass, this instrument might 
not have been that completely accurate or reliable, and needed to be combined with other 
navigational aids.  
 Written navigational aids existed, such as the Portulan Annamite, the GNNBND maps, 
and the XLQLTTL. They provided guidance, but above all, sailing mostly depended on the 
weather and on the type of boat, and thus, always and mostly depended upon the overall 
experience and knowledge of the captain too. Both the Portulan Annamite and the Xiêm la 
 u c lộ trình tập l c, despite being almost four centuries apart, follow the same simple 
formula; namely providing headings (based on 24 cardinal points) and duration (crude 
measurements of sailing time in days or canh). Headings could be set, but how to maintain 
them depended on the experience of the navigator or helmsman.137 
 T     c   c    s  bus   ss  f f  d  g    ’s   c         s   w s       m       f p  c s  
calculations because the routes were known. What is crucial here to understand 
Cochinchinese navigation is the fact that experience and familiarity with the routes were 
central to understanding the local navigation system. Above all, a Cochinchinese captain could 
reach a destination thanks to the combination of his own experience sailing on traditional 
routes, of navigational and hydrographical knowledge passed down across the generations, 
and of years of apprenticeship in learning to read the nature, recognising coastal views, and 
also memorising sometimes instructions. Through recurrent sailing trips, by keeping to the 
coast, by sailing from headland to headland, by covering short legs between known locations, 
and by coasting along familiar routes with constant reckoning of recognisable features along 
the coastline (and sometimes with some cross-checking markers to help check the correct 
course was being steered), Cochinchinese navigation was mostly based upon individual 
experience, and not systematically determined.  
 Knowing how his/her boat sailed, a captain could estimate how fast it was going and 
therefore have a rough idea of how long it would take to reach a particular destination 
(depending on the weather). Based on its speed, on the shape of its hull (which implies 
different speeds), on its height (which modifies what can be seen and from what distance), and 
on whether it was a cargo carrier, a royal galley or a fishing boat, navigation requirements 
were very different. The size and nature of the vessel also influenced how to enter and exit a 
harbour, the depth necessary to anchor, the time necessary to go somewhere, the way to 
react to extremes of weather and the environment, and how and where to beach or land a 
                                                          
137
 See Davies (2012). 
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vessel. This indicates how important it is to know the type of boats used when discussing 
Cochinchinese seafaring, which brings us to the two last chapters of this thesis, on the vessels 
themselves. 
 
In conclusion, this chapter brought together the two first parts of this thesis by connecting the 
routes followed, the environment, and the Cochinchinese maritime activities with seamanship. 
It completes the overview of the cultural and ecological context of boat use in pre-colonial 
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As highlighted in Chapter 5, at least four main types of boats were frequently used along the 
coast of Cochinchina; royal galleys, fishing vessels, trading vessels, and smaller sailed and/or 
rowed boats used for numerous purposes in inland and coastal waters. Now that we know 
how these boats were sailed, that Cochinchinese sailors skirted the coasts of Cochinchina but 
could also sail to Singapore or Hong Kong in open water without land sight, and that we have 
gained familiarity with the maritime environment of Cochinchina, the aim of this chapter is to 
look at archival descriptions of Cochinchinese vessels in order to determine with as much 
precision as possible, what they actually looked like since the 16th century. 
 
In the historical documents, there are many mentions of boats called by different terms such 
 s “g    ys”, “p  w”, “qu b  ”, “b    s”,    “s  j ”. N     f    s     ms   v   v   b    
precisely defined before.1  
 For the 16th century Spanish Dominican cleric Gabriel Quiroga de San Antonio, the 
  c   c    s  s    d “galeatas con remos”2 (Quiroga de San Antonio 1929, 23). For the 
    ugu s  T m      s,        m “lancharas”3 was used when discussing vessels of Champa 
and Cochinchina (Manguin 1972, 113-114). Over the years, missionary Bénigne Vachet 
travelled along the coast of Cochinchina on board different types of boats, including a 
“Cochinchinese balon with 4 mariners” on his first trip from Siam to Cochinchina in 1671, a 
"shallop4 manned by six Christian mariners”      y 1673        s m    u  , “a vessel of the 
Cochinchinese King”    g     S  m   d b ck      c    d Ju y 1675,   d   “cinga” in July 1682 
                                                          
1
 The exception is Father Cadière, who attempted to clarify the meaning of “sinja” and who produced the very first 




 centuries (Cadière 1921). 
2
 San Antonio makes several references to boat types in Southeast Asia, but is rather inconsistent, naive and lax in 
his descriptions. The word galeata is not registered in Spanish nor specialised dictionaries. This could be due to a 
misspelling error by the author or a misuse of the word, the latter being the most probable cause. It is also possible 
that San Antonio mixed two words he knew: galeaza and galeote. Galeaza, galeaça in English exists as galleasse, 
galliasse, galleass, etc., is derived from the Italian word galeazza and describes a bigger type of galley, propelled 




 centuries. The dates 
of uses of the vessel fall within range of the Dominican f    ’s historical background. Galeote is a term used for 
criminals or prisoners of war forced to row in the galleys and galeazas. Galeota is a smaller type of galley (Manguin 
2012, 163). Given the proximity of San Antonio with both words, it is possible that he confused the terms and 
misspelled galeazas. Either ways, he definitely refers to a vessel that is propelled by sails and oars (Walker-Vadillo 
2014, pers. comm.). The galleys, or ghali in Malays and Javanese texts, were galley-type long vessels typical in the 




 centuries (Manguin 2012, 163). 
3
 Lanchara, a somehow irregular transcription of Malay or Javanese lancaran. These 16
th
 century war-vessels were, 
for the Portuguese, the backbones of the regional fleet, and remained an essential component of all later fleets, 
alongside the modern, popular galley –type vessels. They were sizeable ships, with up to three masts, square sails, 
quarter rudders, and comparable in size and tonnage to the average galley, or possibly taller. They also had rows of 
oars, and possibly had a carved bow and stern (see the famous representation by Manuel Godinho de Heredia) 
(Manguin 2012, 150-151). 
4
 Vach   us d        m “c    up ”, w  c   s     s    d by “s     p”, a two masted, open-decked small craft with 
lugsails. The use of such term is very broad.  
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on route between Nha Trang and Faifo (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 
1680, 1-9, 137, 338, 340; Launay 2000b, 78-89). Other French missionaries also voyaged on 
b   d   c   b   s    y c    d “cinga”, “cingeac”    “sinja”,   d s  d d     J su  s.5 British 
ambassador John Bowyear, on mission at the court of Lord     Vươ g in 1695, also used this 
w  d “sinja”      s   p   , w      qu s   g  u     z               c   c    s  k  g f    w   f 
these vessels to trade freely for the British (Dalrymple 1793, 84).6  
 By the 19th century, other terms were being used to refer to local boats. Amongst travel 
accounts, letters, and reports of a number of foreigners who describe Cochinchina, there are 
 um   us   f    c s    “  c   c    s  ju ks”, “s mp  s”, “p   gu s”   d “  c   c    s  
p  ws”.7 French naval officers such as Commander Audemard and Admiral Pâris who paid 
particular attention to local crafts and described them in their studies of non-European 
watercraft, also used similar terms, in combination with local terms, which were written down 
for the first time, such as gay bao and gai bao (ghe bầu), or ghe iah (ghe gi ).  
 The problem with most of these names is that they are very general, and depended on 
the linguistic precision and clarity of the authors, and on their understanding of local boat 
technology. As such, the terms were often assigned without precision to different kinds of 
boats. Therefore, these various terms do not consistently relate to any specific type of boat. 
Secondly, until now, there has been no attempt to carefully determine the appearance of 
these boats and the significance of their specific features. This is why earlier misconceptions 
are still repeated, such as the idea that the Cochinchinese did not have sea-going vessels and 
           v ss  s w    sm    “ju ks”, “p  ws”   d “s mp  s”      b   d d      s    d Malay 
technologies, without further discussion.8 
 
Despite the broad and imprecise character of many descriptions, there are a great number of 
sources and representations available to draw upon, which can provide a range of useful 
information to describe and analyse the types of boats used in Cochinchina between the 17th 
and 19th centuries (Pham et al. 2010; Pham 2015b). 
                                                          
5
 See for example, in Chapter 5, the mention of the construction of a hundred sinjas of war (ARSI JAP/SIN 71, Annua 
1658, fl. 437v).  
6
 “That your Majesty issue out your Royal Chop, to the Chief of the Factory, for the liberty of two Sinjas, to trade 
freely to the Ports of Champa, Camboja and Siam”. 
7
 The terms “ju k” and “s mp  ” are very generic. Junk most probably comes from the word “J  g” (Manguin 1998, 
3, note 6), which is a word used for a large vessel of Malay or Javanese origin, but that was then applied without 
distinction to Chinese, Cochinchinese or Japanese large sea-going vessels. Similarly “s mp  ” is used extensively to 
refer to small boats in the region. About these terminological questions, see Péri (1919), Rivet (1920), Aurousseau 
(1922), Pelliot (1933), and Porée-Maspero (1986). A pirogue is a long and narrow boat, and dugout based, meaning 
constructed out of one single tree trunk (monoxyle). It is propelled by paddle in inner waters, including rivers and 
channels, but could be sailed, and even double, as in the sailing vessels of Oceania. 
8
 For example, “Except for coastal navigation by small vessels, we have little evidence of Vietnamese boats sailing to 
foreign countries; in most cases, it is not clear whether those that did belonged to Chinese or Vietnamese” 
(Mantienne 2003, 530). 
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 F  s     c       g c     d  ,     m ss       s’  cc u  s   d       s      mp       
because they highlight the common boats the Cochinchinese used as a daily means of 
transportation to the next village, island or port, as well as on longer voyages to Siam or China. 
The letters and accounts that date as far back as the 17th century are particularly rich, since 
later documents are less descriptive of travels and local experiences and tend to dwell more 
on spiritual topics (Forest 1996; Mantienne 1996). Amongst these accounts, the descriptions of 
the Jesuit Father Manuel Ferreira and of the French MEP missionary Bénigne Vachet are the 
most valuable for this study. 
 For this period, there are no iconographic representations of Cochinchinese vessels. The 
earliest visual representations date from the mid-18th century. We owe them to Le Floch de la 
Carrière, on his map of the coast between Huế and Cù Lao Chàm drawn in 1755-56 [see 
Chapter 2]. On a cartouche, he sketched five vessels, including two galleys, a fishing boat, a 
royal balon, and a passenger boat. These drawings are interesting, very informative and mostly 
accurate. Le Floch de la Carrière understood the rudiments of the boats he observed, and 
although they are only sketches, they are detailed enough to use them to describe 
Cochinchinese boat technology.  
 During the 18th century, a number of Europeans who travelled to Cochinchina, such as 
Pierre Poivre, Charles Chapman, Mullet des Essards, John Barrow and George Staunton, 
mention boats in passing in their reports and travel diaries. Their comments are not very long 
or descriptive, but are still useful as they provide a sense of continuity about the use of certain 
boats between the time of the early missionaries and the first 19th century boat ethnographic 
studies. Furthermore, despite not being technical, as the authors did not aim at providing 
nautical technological information per se, the few mentions found in their accounts are 
accurate, and well informed. 
 From the early 19th century, however, a number of valuable and descriptive diaries and 
personal accounts, written by travellers, naval officers, ambassadors or merchants such as the 
Americans Edmund Roberts and John White, the British John Crawfurd, Windsor Earl, J. Dalton, 
and the French Louis Rey and Cyrille Laplace, also provide important information on local 
watercraft. Amongst them, the descriptions of the American Navy captain John White are 
probably the most detailed. He had a specific interest in Cochinchinese nautical technology, 
and liked to spend some time in the arsenals, and certainly understood nautical technology. He 
described many of the vessels he saw, from the Cochinchinese Navy fleet to the small 
p dd   s’ c    s.  
 It is during this period that F-E Pâris, on board the Favorite commanded by Laplace, first 
developed his interest in documenting native watercraft. After three circumnavigations, he 
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   u   d    F   c ,   d pub  s  d    1843, “Essai sur la construction navale des pays extra-
européens”,     f  s  d      d      g  p  c d sc  p    s  f g  b     d g   us b    
construction, with text and engravings (Pâris 1843b, 1843a; Amos 2001; Pham et al. 2010; 
Rieth 2010). His drawings and plans are detailed and highly competent. His son, Armand Pâris 
c     bu  d            v  um  pub  s  d    1867, “Souvenirs de marine”,    w  c     
produced additional excellent plan drawings of some of the native craft of Cochinchina (Pâris 
1887).   mm  d        qu ,   s  c     bu  d     â  s’s “Souvenirs…”.9 He commanded a 
cannonière [gunboat] in the Gulf of Tonkin, on which L-T Audemard served. The latter 
published nine volumes on the vessels of China and one volume on the vessels of Indochina 
(Audemard 1971; Rieth 1995). He relied on his personal observations but also on the 
documentation provided to him by Hennique,10 now too sick to fulfil his dream of publishing a 
volume on Southeast Asian fleets. The drawings of Audemard date from 1884 to 1910, and do 
not seem to have been made in the field. In fact, he seems to have worked from memory. 
Audemard represents the vessels as much lower and sleeker than any other observer, and 
some of his representations seem implausible, particularly in terms of the rigging. The text 
accompanying his plates is however filled with interesting details, and he documented over 
twenty types of boats. Thanks to the work Pâris and Audemard, we have two solid baselines 
from the 19th century on which to draw upon to compare, contrast and discuss Cochinchinese 
boat technology. These studies established the foundations of boat ethnography for Vietnam.  
 F       s udy  f     v ss  s  f   c   c    ,  â  s’s  nnovative, detailed and scholarly 
approach was continued through the 1930s and 1940s. It is during these two decades, that 
French colonial officers and researchers produced the most complete set of data on 
Vietnamese watercraft. Jean Poujade, Pierre Paris and Jean-Baptiste Piétri each produced a 
monograph solely dedicated to the subject (Poujade 1940; Paris 1942a; Piétri 1943). Their 
works constitute a fundamental corpus on which to draw upon for further exploration of 
Vietnamese traditional boatbuilding (Pham et al. 2010). However, despite being extremely rich 
in details, drawings and/or photographs, and the fact that the three authors mastered an 
unprecedented (and still unmatched) understanding of Vietnamese boatbuilding, regrettably, 
  uj d ’s v  um   s not extensive, covering only seven boat types,11     s’s w  k    ds    
                                                          
9
 According to Audemard, Commander Hennique contributed with the drawings of the coasters from Tunisia, Italy, 
Greece, of the fishing vessels from America, and of some junks from Hainan, see also Rieth (1992a). 
10
 Commander Hennique studied boat construction with the same interest as Admiral Pâris, and contributed to a 
number of entries, plan drawings and articles to the volume Souvenirs de Marine Conservés (Pâris 1887). In 1884-
1885, Commander Hennique paid particular interest to boats of Indochina and intended to dedicate a monograph 
to their study, which never saw the light because of health issues. He commanded the gunboat on which Audemard 
served in the Gulf of Tonkin, and subsequently shared his interest, notes and drawings with him (Audemard 1971, 
9). 
11
 Poujade, a member of the Navy Academy and attached to the Museum d’Histoire Naturelle, initiated a series of 
ethnographic surveys, which included research on local boatbuilding traditions. Following the approach of Pâris, he 
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diffusionism, and Piétri’s w  k c      s    umb    f m s  p  s        s.12  
 Jean-Yves Claeys, head of the archaeological service of the École Française d’E trême 
Orient, and correspondent of the Museum d’Histoire Naturelle of Paris, dedicated some of his 
research to the maritime aspects of Vietnamese culture. Mostly known for his pioneering work 
on the archaeological excavations at Trà Kiệu, Claeys however had a particular affection for 
boats. As an architect by profession, he stated ‘from house construction to boat construction, 
the step was easy to make’ (Claeys 1942a, 48). He compiled a remarkable account on the rafts 
of the province of Thanh Hóa (Claeys 1942b), and also had an interest in the meaning of boats 
in Vietnamese society, as witnessed by two papers he wrote and discussed in several 
conference addresses (Claeys 1939, 1942a, 1943). He conducted a number of ethnographic 
su v ys           m  “L’Annamite et la Mer”.   s p  v    p p  s   c ud  s m   f       su  s  f 
these surveys conducted between 1932 and 1941, while he was posted in Quảng Nam. More 
than a hundred drawings were produced in 1932. Claeys and/or his assistant and 
d  ug  sm  ,  ô g Vă  T u g,13 produced some extremely well observed and plausible 
drawings. They are most accurate, and it is obvious that the author of these drawings 
understood the rigging and other details very well.  
 These 20th century studies are used here to compare and interpret the boat descriptions 
found in earlier archival documents that predate them. Later works from the 1960s onwards, 
such as the American Blue Books (Dalby and Thede 1962; Westerman et al. 1967b),14 and the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
intended to produce full ethnographic studies on certain types of boats. He published, three documents on the 
boats of south Vietnam (Poujade 1946b, 1946c, 1946a), a supplementary fascicule containing the full ethnographic 
questionnaire (Poujade 1948), and the fruits of his research can be found in the book “La Route des Indes et ses 
Navires“, published in 1946 (Poujade 1946d). It is important to note that Poujade also had the intention to go 
beyond the technological aspects pf a boat tradition. His ethnographic questionnaire included sections on the 
“s u ” of the boat, as well as on the landing space, the harbours, life on board and the role of boats in the society 
under study. 
12
  See Pham et al. (2010), in which the remarkable works of Paris and Piétri are praised and recognised as 
fundamental studies for the knowledge on Vietnamese sailboats. Despite the historical and scholarly context in 
which Paris produced his research, which motivated him to find similarities and connections between boatbuilding 
traditions from all over the world (diffusionism), his eminent work is outstanding in terms of its descriptions, details 
and extensive set of photographs accompanying the text. Similarly, the work of Piétri is one of the finest on the 
topic. The wide geographical extent his research covers, the great diversity of boats described, along with the 
magnificent illustrations make Piétri’s work a most exceptional source material. Some of Piétri’s drawings might 
have been made in the field, but it seems that most were drawn afterwards, and therefore contain some errors. He 
clearly did not always understand what he saw. Some of his representations of the rigging arrangement or of 
steering gears are completely inaccurate. The rudder on fig. 30 meant to be used on woven-bamboo hulls is an 
impossible arrangement, with little practicality (the two pintles are angled about 45° apart with the lower one 
horizontal. Such a rudder could not be fitted and would not turn if it were). Some profile drawings of certain vessels 
are implausible. For example, the ghe câu of Bình Thuận (1943, pl. XLI) looks like it is made of clay and the rigging is 
awkwardly drawn, the silhouette of the ghe gi  is not accurately proportioned (1943, pl. II), the ghe bầu of Phan 
Rang is represented as a shapely vessel with impossibly tall-gunter sails, misrepresented as Bermudan sails. 
13
 Most of the drawings are not signed. In a few instances, when they are signed, it is by the draughtsman Công Vă  
Trung. Particular gratitude is expressed here to Jean-Yves     ys’s son, Henri Claeys, for giving me access to his 
f     ’s private papers, which are exposed here for the first time. 
14
 There is also a Green Book of Coastal Vessels (Westerman et al. 1967a), which is shortened version of the Blue 
Book of Coastal Vessels (Westerman et al. 1967b), the master volume. The Green Book was a compact volume 
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short papers of Cairo (1972) and Burningham (1994), are also informative and further 
contribute to a better understanding of Vietnamese boat technology (Pham et al. 2010), and 
are sometimes referred to in order to bring additional precision to the descriptions of the 
vessels. 
 
In sum, this chapter pieces together the numerous descriptions, accounts and representations 
of Cochinchinese vessels available from the 17th to 20th centuries in order to present a more 
comprehensive picture of what these boats actually looked like. By doing so, it will also provide 
a sense of historical continuity of the existence and use of these various types of boats. This 
discussion of the vessels of Cochinchina also establishes the context for an in-depth look at 
their technology in the following chapter, and to draw together the characteristics of 




                                                                                                                                                                          
intended to aid personnel engaged in patrol operations and in the stop-and-search activities, while the Blue Book 
contains much more information, including the results of a field survey (1966) and more background information.  
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I. GALLEYS AND WAR VESSELS  
I. A. Galleys  
Some of the earliest mentions of Cochinchinese vessels are of galleys,15 described by 
missionaries who witnessed mock combats and pageants when at the Nguyễn Court in the 
early 17th century. The royal galleys most particularly caught the attention of numerous 
travellers because they were beautifully ornate. Christoforo Borri in the 1620s, Alexandre de 
Rhodes in the 1640s, Bénigne Vachet in the 1670s, and Father Manuel Ferreira in the 1700s, all 
made similar observations: 
“… It is a vessel  hich is varnished inside  ith a bright red and 
outside, with a black that shines; all that appears is interlaced with 
golden leaves  hich provide an really agreeable sight …” (Vachet in 
Cadière 1913, 19). 
“The ornament of these galleys is very rich & very gaudy … the pro  
as much as the stern is arched and rises up with beautiful proportion, 
both are sculptured most curiously and both are gilded. The exterior 
of the galley is all varnished, & with many colours, just like the oars, & 
all is of much perfection ….” (Ferreira 1700, 8).16 
In May 1793, when anchored in the Bay of Tourane, Staunton and B    w’s s  p w s v s   d by 
  b  u  fu  s     g    y. E c    d  f     v ss   w s   c  y d c     d w    “a number of poles 
and spears bearing flags and streamers, pikes ornamented with tufts of cows' tails painted red, 
lanterns and umbrellas” (Barrow 1806, 318). In January 1833, Edmund Roberts witnessed 
something similar when two mandarins of third rank came to visit him on the Peacock, 
anchored in the Bay of Vùng Làm; 
“… a large galley, ro ed by thirty-two soldiers, wearing red, 
lacquered, peaked caps, with very ordinary waist clothes. The boat 
was about sixty feet in length and twelve in breadth, and built most 
substantially and neatly. She was decked with loose planks, a small 
cabin was erected amid-ships, covered with palm-leaf. She had 
neither masts nor sails; … The men ro ed in unison, standing up and 
facing the bows. An officer was placed amid-ships, beating time by 
striking against two pieces of bamboo, which was answered by the 
ro ers by a sharp  uick cry  hen their oars touched the  ater” 
(Roberts 1837, 181). 
                                                          
15
 The term galley, and cognates such as galère have usually been applied to long, sharp vessels, propelled by a 
significant number of oarsmen. These vessels were usually designed for speed rather than capacity. Galleys can 
have auxiliary sail propulsion. 
16
 Original quote: “O ornato destas galés he muyto rico, & muy vistoso.... mas assim a popa como a proa ficão 
arqueadas, & levantadas com bella proporçaó, ambas de escultura muy curiosa, & ambas douradas.O mais corpo 
exterior da galé he todo charoado, & de varias cores, como também os remos & tudo com tanta perfeição, ...”. 
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Galleys could be so amply decorated that one was said to have nearly 50 Ibs of gold in her 
ornamentation (Moor 1837, 232). In the 1820s, according to the descriptions of Michel 
Chaigneau,18 the royal galleys were still similar to the 17th century ones, highly decorated, 
gilded and lacquered, with a sculpted bow and stern. Chaigneau explained the decoration on 
the galleys was a symbol of social status, which reflected the political rank and social standing 
of the owner (Chaigneau 1867, 45).  
 
Rowed vessels were not only used for royal pageants and for theatrical displays of pomp and 
power. Galleys were the main means of transportation for the King and mandarins, and of the 
royal family,19 us d  s “p   su   c  f ”    g  f s   g,  u    g,20   d       v       g     c    s 
                                                          
17
 See S  u    ’s description (1797a, 330-331) [and fig. 7-1 in Chapter 7]. 
18
 Michel Chaigneau, son of J-B Chaigneau, mandarin of Nguyễn Ánh who contributed to win the throne back. 
Chaigneau and Vannier stayed over 40 years in Vietnam after that [see before]. Michel Chaigneau wrote a Memoire 
on his earlier years in Vietnam. It provides a very interesting glimpse at the life at the court of Gia Long and Minh 
Mạng. 
19
 See the description of Pierre Poivre, who, in 1750, witnessed the outing of a princess (Morel 2010b, 41). 
20
 In another instance, Poivre noted the King, going down the river to hunt the tiger, followed by fifty galleys (Morel 
2010b, 29). 
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   u d     c p     c  y  f   ú Xuâ  [ uế].21 Galleys were also used for state functions, when 
the King went on official visits, for transporting or accompanying the vessels carrying the 
tribute along the coast between the different ports,22 and as Staunton and Roberts witnessed, 
for the mandarins to approach visiting foreign ships. 
 Galleys had other uses too. They were used to tow royal barges and to tow foreign ships 
into harbours. Galleys were a main component of the war fleet of the Nguyễn. Between 1794 
and 1802, the increasingly strong navy of Nguyễn Ánh included between 100 and 200 galleys.23 
Naval galleys mounted artillery for combat and defence, and were used for transporting troops 
and supplies. War-galleys were not as well decorated as royal galleys. They were, according to 
Poivre, more roughly finished, and the ones used for troop transport and supplies were smaller 
and less well maintained (Alilunas-Rodgers 1993, 73).  
 
 
Figure 7-2: Royal towing galleys "Lê thuyền" (Nguyễn Đình Hoè 1916, pl. XXVII)  
  
                                                          
21
 Poivre also saw the King travel with a hundred galleys to the river mouth in order to observe the floods (Morel 
2010b, 39). 
22
 In July 1819, Louis Rey witnessed the ceremony organised for the arrival from Tonkin of the fleet bringing back 
the annual tribute. It was composed of 76 galleys of different sorts; 
- 20 galleys in two rows, each of 60 oars, with blue flags and uniforms 
- 20 galleys of the same sort, with yellow flags and uniforms 
- 4 galleys of 120 oars, with red flags and uniforms, and a canopy under which sat the princes 
- 12 galleys richly gilded, carrying the imperial guard; 
- 10 galleys towing the floating palace; 
- 10 armed galleys forming the escort  
According to Rey, a few years before, a convoy left Huế to collect the tribute from Tonkin. It was composed of 180 
vessels. It is likely that it was also composed of a great number of galleys (Rey 1821, 114-115). 
23
 See the detail of the composition of the Nguyễn Navy in Chapter 5. It included, 200 galleys in 1794; 100 galleys in 
1799; 119 galleys in 1801; 100 galleys in 1802 (Mantienne 2012, 124-125). The Huế Chronicles state that between 
1778 and 1819, 490 chiến thuyền [galleys] were constructed (Li 2004b, 121).  
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I. A. 1. Hull shape and sizes 
The earliest representation of a Cochinchinese war-galley can be found on the cartouche on 
the map done by le Floch de la Carrière in 1755–56. It shows a long vessel that lies low in the 
water, with a high, seemingly rounded, bow and stern. The stern forms a transom through 
which a balanced rudder seems to hang. The bow is not decorated but the top rail seems to be 
gilded and ends with a decorative swirl. The vessel has a closed-cabin at the bow that protects 
a single gun, and could also have accommodated the officers. To support the gun-carriage and 
the cabin, a deck was certainly fitted, supported by deck beams. The ends of the beams or 
thwarts protrude on the outside of the hull. The depiction shows 25 thole pins per side, which 
implies 50 oarsmen. In Cochinchina, the oarsmen stood to row. Considering the minimum 
necessary space between oarsmen to be about 1 metre (called interscalmium), it is possible to 
infer that this galley was at least 30 metres in length.  
 
 
Figure 7-3: “B. War-galley, seen on its length. C. The same galley seen from the starboard quarter. D. The same 




The drawing of le Floch de la Carrière corresponds to the descriptions of Ferreira and of Poivre, 
who provide lengthy accounts of the war galleys. Based on these various descriptions, it 
appears that war-galleys were from 15 to 30 metres in length and were rowed by 30 to 60 
oarsmen, this number being consistent between 1620 and 1778.25 After that time, Louis Rey 
for example, witnessed in 1819 a royal procession in which he noted that four galleys each had 
120 oars, and that other smaller galleys had 60.26 Galleys described to tow the royal barges of 
Emperor Tự Đức (1847–1883) were rowed by 50-70 oarsmen (Chaigneau 1867, 49). On the 
representation of the mandarin galley that approached the vessel of Lord Macartney, done by 
Alexander, it is rowed by 20 oarsmen and could have been 15 metres in length (adding some 
length for the stern and bow). Similarly, the galley described by Roberts was said to be sixty 
                                                          
24
 Original text as featured on the map: “B. galère de guerre vue dans toute la longueur. C. la même galère vue par 
la Joue. D. La même galère vue par la hanche”. 
25
 For example; in the Annua 1620, “galleys with 30 oars” (ARSI JAP/SIN 72, Annua 1620, fl. 11-13); Vachet in 1675 
“30 oars on each side” (Cadière 1913, 19); de Choisy in 1688 “30 oars on each side” (Choisy 1687, 361); Bowyear in 
1695, “with 50 oars” (Dalrymple 1793, 77); Ferreira “25-30 oars on each side” (Ferreira 1700, 8); Poivre in 1750, 
“They all have fifty to sixty oars” (Morel 2010b, 26); Chapman in 1778, “The mandarin … [was] attended by four 
gallies [sic] rowing between 40 and 50 oars each”(  mb 1961, 46). 
26
 [See quote above]. In the same year, an anonymous author who also saw a royal procession noted “we passed 
several of the war-gallies [sic] apparently exercising; they are stout vessels of 80 or 100 tons pulling about the same 
number of oars” (Moor 1837, 232).  
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feet in length (about 18 metres), and Le Floch de la Carrière, in an adjacent text on the map, 
noted that the galleys reached 75 to 80 feet (23-24.5 metres).27 
W     d sc  b d     g    y    w  c      v c   y  f Đ ng Nai visited the Franklin, in 1824, and 
noticed its hull lines; 
“This galley  as constructed e ternally  ith very stout  ide planks; 
and, with the exception of the head and stern, which rose abruptly, 
the hull  as straight, and the gun ale on a horizontal line” (White 
1824, 328). 
 
Galleys were flat bottomed. They did not have a keel but a keel plank that rose very high and 
straight, fore and aft, to form a sharp raking stern and high and bluff bow (Roberts 1837, 180-
181). The stem and sternpost, and transom, were built from the median plank. The fact that 
the stern and bow rose abruptly and were quite high seems to have been a characteristic of 
the royal galleys.  
 In 1830–1832, when anchored in the Bay of Tourane, Admiral Francois-Edmond Pâris 
d  w   “Péniche de Tourane”. I  w s p  p    d by 24    sm     d c     d   m  d          s 
ship, La Favorite. In his description, he noted that this galley had a flat bottom (Pâris 1843a, 
48), which corroborates the descriptions of le Floch de la Carrière, Poivre,28 and of Michel 
    g   u w   d sc  b d   s f     ’s g    y  s f   -bottomed too (Chaigneau 1867, 46). 
 
 
Figure 7-4: “Péniche de Tourane” by Pâris: a mandarin’s galley which visited La Favorite, propelled by 24 
standing oarsmen (Pâris 1843b, pl. 44) 
                                                          
27
 Original text as featured on the map: "Ces galères ont de 75 à 80 pieds sur douze, à peu près, de large: le fond en 
est plat, c’est un bordage large de plus de deux pieds et de presque toute le long de la galère qui tient lieu de quille 
[car proprement elles n’en ont pas] et tous les autres bordages qui sont cousus ensemble et non cloués ont 
également de longueur toute celle de la galère. Les Cochinchinois ainsi que les Tonquinois, dont ils sortent [car 
c’était le même peuple il y a environ 220 ans] manœuvrent ces galères avec beaucoup d’adresse et de célérité, ils les 
font évoluer très prontement [sic], et elles seraient à craindre si ce peuple était autant courageux  u’il est actif." 
28
 Original text: "Chaque galère est composée de sept bordages y compris la planche qui tient lieu de quille laquelle 
forme un arc dont la courbe est peu sensible dans le milieu et dont les deux extrémités s'élèvent considérablement 
pour former la proue et la poupe qui sont l'une et l'autre très élevées. Tous ces bordages chacun d'une seule pièce ou 
de trois pouces d'épaisseur sont unis ensemble à leurs varangues par de simples chevilles de bois" (Morel 2010b, 26). 
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In terms of the upper structure, the war-g    ys   d     m  d    ’s g    ys w    d ff     .  s 
Roberts described, the galley of the mandarin was decked with loose planks forming sorts of 
hatches. Supported by the deck, a cabin or roof was sometimes erected amidships or aft of 
midships. The size of the cabin depended on the purpose of the galley. War-galleys could have 
a small cabin, as depicted by le Floch de la Carrière, or as Ferreira described. Some had a roof 




Figure 7-5: “Demi-galère used for the transport of soldiers, workers and for ordinary exercises”,
29
 showing 22 
thole pins, and therefore most probably propelled by 44 oars (it is not clear whether oarsmen could row at 
the level of what seems to be a first thole pin, at the bow near the gun). The demi- galère is fitted with one 
gun (“a bronze cannon of medium calibre") covered under a roof (le Floch de la Carrière, in 1755-1756) 
 
The royal galleys of the king or of the Emperor were bigger and had large cabins. By the mid-
19th century, the medium size galley of J-B Chaigneau had one cabin composed of three 
compartments (one for the servants, one for the kitchen, and a lounge that could fit six 
persons sitting) (Chaigneau 1867, 47).  
 
 
                                                          
29
 Original text as featured on the map: "F. Demie galère servant aux transports des soldats ouvriers et aux exercices 
ordinaires". 
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Figure 7-6: Old royal galleys “Tươ g Đắc” and “Tươ g L  g” (Nguyễn Đình Hoè 1916, pl. XXIV and pl. XXV)  
 
On smaller royal galleys, a small cabin or roof, to protect the passengers, was sometimes fitted 
amidships or aft of mid-ships. As depicted o     x  d  ’s   d  â  s’s   p  s        s,        
m  d    ’s g    ys us d f    ff c    v s  s,     p ss  g  s s          b w,     s  v   s   d     
captain at the stern.30 
I. A. 2. Propulsion and Steering 
On galleys, man power was by definition the main means of propulsion. The oars were 
attached by rattan straps to thole pins, which were 30-35 cm stakes of wood or bamboo 
(Chaigneau 1867, 48). The oars were said to be painted and gilded, like the bow and stern.31 
T      sm   “stand with their faces towards the bow of the boat, pushing the oars from them 
instead of pulling towards them, as is usually done in the western world” (Barrow 1806, 318). A 
transverse handle at the end of the loom facilitated the push-rowing. This is a method 
commented upon since at least 1675.32 The oarsmen were commanded by a galley master or 
Captain who controlled the speed of the galley by controlling the rowing rhythm, and gave 
orders, such as when to switch between oar and weapon and how to manoeuver. The rhythm, 
as Roberts and many others described, was maintained by beating sticks, or by chanting 
(Roberts 1837, 181; Chaigneau 1867, 50-51). The way the oarsmen acted in unison, with 
perfect coordination and manual dexterity impressed the foreigners who saw them (Choisy 
1687, 361; Cadière 1913, 22). 
                                                          
30
 This is mostly the case, however it seems to have slightly varied on the type of galley. On Tự Đức’s Tế Thông and 
Yến Dư, the very large floating houses or barges, towed by galleys, the captain stood at the bow. On board war-
galleys and towing galleys on the other hand, the captain always stood at the stern.  
31
 The thole pins intrigued Vachet, who in 1675, noted that they were made of a wood or bamboo stake, and of a 
metal ring, that allowed the oarsmen to let go of the beautifully painted and gilded oars without fear of losing them 
(Cadière 1913, 19). 
32
 Vachet noted “they row standing up, with their face turned towards the bow" (Cadière 1913, 19), and this was 
repeated by de Choisy in 1688 "all the oarsmen row standing up, facing towards the bow where stands the captain" 
(Choisy 1687, 361). It also puzzled many, including Barrow (1806, 318), Staunton (1797a, 330), White (1824, 221), 
Roberts (1837, 181) and was also described by André Chaigneau (1867, 48, note 1), Armand Pâris (1887, pl. 22), 
Captain Audemard (1971, 38, 58) and Paris (1942a, 379-380). It is still nowadays a unique sight, having declined in a 
number a forms [see below].  
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I  s m    s   c s, s   s w    c     d    supp  m    m   p w  . F        d sc  b d   w “only 
when going by sail, they step the mast” (Ferreira 1700, 8-9). Despite being obvious that the 
galleys could be sailed, there are few instances in which these vessels are actually described as 
being sailed or equipped to be sailed. Alexander represented a mandarin galley with a mast 
amidships with a yard and a sail, and in 1822, John Crawfurd wrote that he saw galleys that 
were powered by two lug sails (Crawfurd 1830a, 367). Apart from these two observations, 
most travellers only described the number of oars used to propel the vessels. In fact, Admiral 
 â  s sp c f c   y     d          “péniche de Tourane” w  k d v  y w    w       s bu       s   
never carried sails and would be incapable of exiting the bays (Pâris 1843a, 48). However, since 
masts could be taken down and stepped only when necessary, it is possible that Pâris did not 
notice a mast or a mast step thwart. 
 
In terms of steering, the representations of le Floch de la Carrière, Alexander, and of Nguyễn 
Đì       all show a rudder that seems to be hanging at a transom. Similarly, on the drawing 
by Admiral Pâris, the rudder is large and appears to hang aft of the hull on a sternpost or 
perhaps on a t   s m.  cc  d  g    R b   s,      udd      s w        m  d    ’s g    y w s 
not efficient. He describes a stern that was very raked. Because a rudder is most efficient when 
its axis of rotation is vertical, since the stern was far from vertical in this case, it was not 
 ff c    . “ s  he stern-post raked more than a whale-boat [sic], she would not readily answer 
her helm; a man was therefore placed at each bow with a broad-bladed paddle, to assist her 
steering” (Roberts 1837, 181).  
I. A. 3. Decorations / equipment / weapons 
On top of the highly sculpted stern, bow and gilded toprails, decorative staffs were hoisted to 
announce the rank of the mandarin on board. John White noted one mast and one flag-staff 
   w  c    y  d w s    s  d, f  m w  c  f  gs    “  p     s” were hanging (White 1824, 235), 
  d s m     y R b   s c     y     d “neither masts nor sails”, bu         “red square bag was 
hoisted on an ornamented staff at the tafferel” (Roberts 1837, 182). T   m  d    ’s b    
represented by Nguyễn Đì       also shows a beautiful carved stern and decorative staffs.  
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Figure 7-7: Mandarin’s vessel “Bì  -Đị  ” (Nguyễn Đình Hoè 1916, pl. XXVI)  
 
War-galleys, less decorated, were fitted with artillery.33 For war, the oarsmen, who were 
trained to rapidly switch between oar and weapon, were equipped with muskets or bows, 
placed at their feet (Ferreira 1700, 8). T   g    ys c     d gu s,    “c     s”  s m  y 
d sc  b d. V c    c u   d m               “c     s”        b w   d  w         s d     s 
(Cadière 1913, 19), B wy    m       d   “small culverin34 of brass… of 8 or 12 pounders” 
(Dalrymple 1793, 77), and Father Ferreira noted that each war-galley carried on the bow a 
bronze piece of six pounds (Ferreira 1700, 8). In the 18th c   u y, d’ p ès d       v        
gathered from his sources that the Cochinchinese galleys were armed with only two small 
cannons, and mostly with muskets, pikes, sabres and assegai (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 
445),35 while Poivre descr b d             y b   g c mp s d  f         w  “pierriers”36 of just 2 
pounds (Morel 2010b, 26).    pm  , w   s w   g    y        b y  f Quy N ơ      d    y 
match locks [muskets] and 15-20 feet long spears (Lamb 1961, 64). T  s  “c     s” w       
                                                          
33
 As Manguin noted for the lancharas, when the galleys were described as carrying much artillery, it meant in fact 
they carried many swivel-guns (Manguin 2012, 162), and this is since the 1500s at least. 
34
 A culverin is a large gun (i.e. “c     " in the non-technical sense) and usually long relative to its bore. A culverin 
is large relative to the arming of most Asian galleys. Here, Bowyear specified that the culverin fired a ball judged to 
be 8-12ibs, which is smaller than the 16ibs balls fired by most common culverins. 
35
 “Their forces consist of only a few galleys, armed only by forty to forty five men, each, of two small cannons, 
muskets, pikes, sabres and assegai, of which they use with ability”. 
36
 Pierrier: cannon that fired stone shots or langrel, rocks or grenades, or small chunks of anything that would kill, 
and had a large bore in comparison to normal cannon, with a reduced chamber for the powder charge. A two 
pounder pierrier might have been a swivel gun that fired langrel. 
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fact small swivel-guns.37 Galleys often mounted one or two guns in the bow in fixed mountings, 
and could only fire dead ahead. 
 
 
Figure 7-8: Swivel-gun from island Southeast Asia (Manguin 2012, 157) 
 In the 19th century however, galleys seemed to have had a bit more artillery and the 
guns seem to have been slightly bigger; J-B Chaigneau, who lead the navy in battles, 
mentioned galleys of 40-44    s,   m d w    “m     s”   d     c       f 4-6 pounds, and 
large galleys of 50-70    s, w    “m     s”   d     c       f 12-21 pounds (Salles 2006, 183). 
Berry, informant to Dalrymple who was there in 1799, explained that galleys had one cannon 
mounted at the bow, and that each also had two or three smaller ones that could be placed 
anywhere (Dalrymple 1803, fl. 283v).38 John White saw galleys that mounted 16 brass guns of 3 
pounds, and other galleys with 4-6 guns of 4-12 pounds (White 1824, 234). In 1822, John 
   wfu d w              g    ys   d   c  “five large swivels, as handsomely cast and modelled 
as any European cannon, but they ere intended to carry many more” (Crawfurd 1830a, 367).39 
If they carried many guns, this statement supports that of Michel Chaigneau who noted that 
some of the war boats of Nguyễn Ánh mounted as many as 22 cannons, although the ordinary 
galleys usually only had one at the bow (Chaigneau 1867, 50). Michel Chaigneau was most 
likely referring to the European-styled vessels Nguyễn Ánh constructed at the turn of the 19th 
century. 
                                                          
37
 Most observers used words such as “c     ” in a non-technical sense to name any carriage-mounted gun. The 
term “c     ” is in fact technically incorrect, because the true cannon is too big for use at sea on such small 
vessels, and would have been probably too heavy to be carried on a Cochinchinese galley, which was not designed 
to support the recoil. “      s” or naval guns are classified according the weight of the ball they fired. A cannon on 
large ships could fire a 42-48 pound ball, and the largest guns used at sea were demi-cannons which fired a 32-
pound balls. The “c     s” mentioned by various authors seem to be guns or swivel-guns that fired balls between 
6-12 pounds. Other galleys elsewhere however did carry large cannons, such as the galleys at the time of the 
Ottoman Empire (under Suleiman the Magnificent), which fought the large European ships (some had three cannon 




 class of fighting vessels are row gallies [sic] of which there were about one hundred of from 60 to 100 feet 
long and row 30 to 60 oars. They have each a gun in their prow, and two or three in the body of the vessel which 
they shift from place to place as required. They were admirably well calculated for landing troops and convering 
them with their guns. They carry from 2 to 300 men.” 
39
 And the anonymous author -who was on board with Crawfurd- of the account published in Moor, also noted 
“small brass swivels”: “The marine establishment of armed boats from 30 to 50 rowers and mounting small brass 
swivels is also extensive and well equipped” (Moor 1837, 228). 
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Figure 7-9: “E b  c      A           é     gu     d   ’ sc     d s    s   s A       s“. This illustration 
shows a flat bow, mounted with a gun, and a particularly high rising stern (Nguyễn Khắc Cần et al. 2000, pl. 
206) 
I. A. 4. Sailing capacities / advantages 
For Poivre, the Cochinchinese galleys “went like the wind and were a delightful sight” (Alilunas-
Rodgers 1993, 72). As rowed-galleys, they could go quite fast (Staunton 1797a, 330; Chaigneau 
1867, 48), thanks to well-coordinated m   p w  ,   d          “light and sharp construction 
formed for quick sailing” (S  u     1797 , 330). G    ys w     f   s     w d  ug  , w  c  
allowed sailing in rivers and canals, entering river mouths and bays by crossing sand bars, such 
as the Perfume River [sô g  ươ g], the Thu B n, the rivers of Quảng Ngãi, and the bay of Quy 
N ơ ,   d    s           s     w b ys  f    mp         v     fs   d p  j c   g s  d b  s (f   
example, Phan Rang and Phan Ri). The advantage of the galleys was that they could be quickly 
deployed from the river mouths;40 thus the Cochinchinese fended off the Dutch in 1643 [see 
Chapter 5]. Galleys were apt for warfare because they were fast, and above all, could be 
propelled in all directions, not depending on wind propulsion. As Ferreira noted, the galleys 
c u d b  f    d w    m s    d s   s, s  d sp     y  g   w  b v      w    ,    y c u d “go out to 
sea and run all the coast” (Ferreira 1700, 8-9). Indeed, the Nguyễn Fleet was composed of 
                                                          
40
 For example, in November 1778, whilst anchored in the river mouth of the Perfume River, Chapman observed “in 
the course of the day we observed some gallies [sic] and large boats come from town …. We afterwards learnt that 
they were laden with guns and stores. These they carried over a neck of sand forming one shore at the entrance of 
the river to erect batteries to prevent our escaping them” (Lamb 1961, 63). In January 1789, in the Bay of Quy N ơ , 
Mullet des Essards recounted that “They were met by a few boats, which, not daring to come closer, made at 
interval some worrying signs to their compatriots who guarded the galleys in the river. M. Bihannic counted fifteen 
of these vessels, which, according to his estimates, could be propelled by forty oarsmen. The passage to the river 
was defended by two batteries, and some of these galleys go under way to watch our vessel” (Bizalion 1996, 132). 
In the Portulan Annamite, there are references to the location of Viêt galley sheds in the area between T ă g Long 
[Hà Nội] and the port of Tu Khach [between Huế and Đ  Nẵng]. Alexandre de Rhodes also stated that the galleys 
were dispersed all along the country, as far as Ran Ran [Phú Yên] to protect the border from Cham incursions 
(Rhodes 1854, 161), and so did the Abbot of Choisy, who noted 30 galleys were posted In the province of Dinheat 
[border with Tonquin], 17 galleys in the province of Cham [Quảng Nam] and 15 galleys in Niaroux [Phú Yên/Nha 
Trang] (Choisy 1687, 362). 
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hundreds of galleys that sailed up the coas     c  f         Tây Sơ . T   f c           Tây Sơ  
w  s w    c    d “m  s    w  s” (Dutton 2006, 53) supports the idea that the galleys were 
rigged, in order to sail hundreds of nautical miles along the coast, according to the rhythms of 
the monsoon.  
 The disadvantage of the galleys was that, as long and narrow vessels, when sailing, they 
turned slowly. As Roberts noted, some Cochinchinese galleys answered their helm particularly 
slowly (Roberts 1837, 181). However, this could have been counter-acted due to the precise 
c        f     v ss  ’s m v m   s by     g    y m s   ,         y c u d  u   qu    qu ck y. 
Based on the descriptions of the royal pageants which displayed the galleys in movement, the 
captains were extremely dexterous and had considerable expertise. With a blow or with 
beating sticks, the captain ordered the movement of the oars. Le Floch de la Carrière even 
noted that “the Cochinchinese … manoeuvre these galleys  ith high address and celerity, they 
make their evolutions very promptly and ould be to fear …”.41 
I. B. War boats and armed trading boats 
When discussing the navy of the Cochinchinese, it is often only the galleys that are described. 
There are few instances in European sources in which larger sailing war vessels are described. 
Based on            u  ,     s   f d ff      k  ds  f w   b   s    “w   ju ks”, c u d b  c mp   d, 
but with very few details. For example, based on such documents, Li mentions, albeit briefly, 
 w   yp s  f v ss  s;     “Shi chuan”,   s    g, qu ck, f  x b   v ss        w s “superior in 
attack and defence”;42     “Reua Sisa Yua”, “presumably a Vietnamese junk characterised by a 
very high stern, and manned by 30 cre men”; and the “Thuy Long” (name of the ship) whose 
mast was in three joints and its sails in cotton (Li 2004b, 119). Another example is provided by 
 u   y w   d sc  b d     s     g s  ps p  v d d             s  p     s by     Tây Sơ  as 
“Vietnamese ships,  ith masts more than 80 feet tall and sides protected by layers of o -hides 
and nets” (Murray 1987, 49). Based on such brief descriptions, it is not possible to compare 
these vessels mentioned in the Chinese records to corresponding descriptions of 
Cochinchinese war vessels available in European sources, but an in depth study of war vessels 
would be possible however by exploiting the numerous war strategy manuals that exist in the 
Vietnamese written records, as well as in the Chinese record.43  
                                                          
41
 [See infra, Chapter 7, page 360, footnote 27]. 
42 According to Li, it was Do Thanh Nhan, a “Cochinchinese general who reputedly invented the Shi Chuan model”, 
and who “was a Minh Huong Chinese from Huong Tra County, Thua Thien, who had migrated to Phien An in the 
Mekong Delta” (Li 2004b, 125). 
43
 See also references to the battles between the Nguyễn and the Trịnh, or the Đại Việt against the Cham or the 
Chinese (Lê Đì   Thông 1990, 1992; Whitmore 2004, 2006). The references to naval organisation and actions in 
Vietnamese historiography are so numerous they deserve their own study. This naval component to Vietnamese 
military history dates at least to the days of Chinese rule, where the dynamics of the Vietnamese-Cham conflict 
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 According to the Vietnamese court chronicles, seven types of vessels were constructed 
between 1778 and 1819, as Li showed. This included galleys (sai [?] thuyền, “big galleys”,   d 
lê thuyền, “carved and decorated galleys”), gai bau (“Cham-Malay style prahu”),44 three types 
 f w   “ju ks” (    chiến thuyền,   “war boat”;     đại chiến thuyền, a “large war junk”;     Ô 
thuyền, a “black junk”), and “big and small  estern vessels or schooners” (Li 2004b, 121). 
Furthermore, another type of boat was constructed in the shipyards under the incentive of 
Nguyễn Ánh,45 the kular, w  c  w s m s    k  y   “ghe tau, a type of vessel very frequently 
mentioned in the Nguyen chronicles for the eighteenth century” (Li 2004b, 126). 
 In 1875, Petrus Ky published a list of Cochinchinese boats with short descriptions, and it 
  c ud d    umb    f f s   g b   s  s w     s m  y “s     b   s”.  m ngst the state boats, 
there were mostly war vessels, including the h i đạo,46 a rowed vessel meant for naval combat, 
and the h i van, meant to transport troops and war materials at sea, the tam ban binh kien, a 
flat bottomed vessel for general transport, as well as the ghe diều, conceived to carry heavy 
loads and cannons.47 The ghe quyền48 and the ghe Ô49 were also meant to transport troops, 
supplies and ammunitions. Other boats were specially dedicated to transport officers and 
mandarins, such as the ghe hông,50 the ghe hầu51 and the ghe lê, which were kinds of galleys52 
(Ky 1875, 225-226). 
 “   g  w   ju ks”53 seem to have composed the fleet of the Nguyễn Navy alongside the 
                                                                                                                                                                          
developed. Even then, battles involved naval forces competing along the coastal stream, closely complementing 
land forces (Wheeler 2006b, 138, note 59). See Gosha for the role of sailing coasters in the twentieth c   u y’ 
conflicts (Goscha 2002) and Tonnesson for an overview (Tonnesson 2004). 
44
 [See discussion about this in Chapter 8]. 
45
 [see Chapter 5] Nguyễn Ánh had 60-70 kular built for the King of Siam in 1789. Unfortunately, it is not clear, what 
kind of boat it was, since ghe means boat, and tàu means ship. Elsewhere, Li notes “gai tau vessels (the Cham-
Malay prahu type of galleys)” (Li 2004b, 121), but it is not yet clear, since prahu are really not galleys. 
46
 Original quote: “Grands bateaux recouverts d’un toit unique élevé, destinés au combat naval, munis de canons sur 
l’avant et l’arrière armeés de deux pièces sur babord et de deux autres sur tribort Les rameurs sont a l’abri et caches 
a la vue de l’ennemi” (Ky 1875, 226). 
47
 Original quote: “Dont les rebords sont recouverts avec lames d’étain ou de fer ou zinc, sert pour transport de 
materiel pesant blocs de pierres, canons” (Ky 1875, 226). 
48
 Original quote: “ce bateau couvert d’un toit allant de l’avant à l’arrière sert pour le transport des troupes” (Ky 
1875, 226). 
49
 The description of the ghe Ô (Ky 1875, 226) corresponds to that of the Ô thuyền (Li 2004b, 121), ghe and thuyền 
both meaning “b   ”, and both being described as “b  ck ju ks”. Original quote: “grand bateau presque sans toit, 
très long à plusieurs avirons affecté au transport des troupes, vivres et munitions, ils sont peints en noir” (Ky 1875, 
226). 
50
 Original quote: “bateau d’état peint en rouge clair, servant au transport des officiers et mandarins” (Ky 1875, 
226). 
51
 Original quote: “comme le ghe long, mais d’une forme spéciale comme toit; l'avant et l'arrière avec un liston peint 
en rouge qui court tout autour du bateau ; affecté au service des mandarins, des fonctionnaires en service actif. On 
dresse sur l'arrière deux montants, ornés, l'un de plumes de paon, l'autre d'un poisson en bois dont la queue sert 
d'étendard, et sur la traverse qui les relie on suspend deux petites cloches” (Ky 1875, 225). 
52
 Ghe lê or lê thuyền was a mandarin boat, a galley, decorated. Original quote: “les yeux de l’avant sont remplacés 
par des sculptures dorées sur fond rouge” (Ky 1875, 226). 
53
 In the Huế Chronicles, between 1778 and 1819, 77 đại thuyền chiến (large war junks), and 100 Ô thuyền (black 
junks) were constructed (Li 2004b, 121); in 1799, Berry mentioned 40 “junks of war, carrying 14-20 cannons” and 
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galleys and European-style vessels. In the European record, the earliest representation of such 
a large sailing war ship dates from the 1830s and is attributed to Admiral Pâris. It is however a 
depiction of one of the ships of Nguyễn Ánh, the Phoenix, a copy of a European corvette54 
(Amos 2001, 523; Mantienne 2012, 150) [see Tự Đức’s s mp   f    , f g. 5-2 in Chapter 5]. 
 ud m  d      s  x   s v  m   g  p         “Ju ks  f I d c    ” d d c   s   s c            
“ju k  f w  ”, bu     f c ,    y d scuss s   g    y,   d   p   s     w  ds  f S mu   B  on, 
dated to 1630, about the royal fleet of the king of Tonkin.  
 
 
Figure 7-10: “Jonque de guerre” (Audemard 1971, pl. 24) 
 
Figure 7-11: “Jonque de guerre” (Gras 1916, pl. LVIII) 
                                                                                                                                                                          
200 smaller vessels, also armed (and also counted 800 transporting vessels) (Dalrymple 1803, fl. 283v-285r); in 
1801, Frenchman Barisy counted “100 junks of war” (Mantienne 2012, 125). 
54
 About vessels built with European-design, see Mantienne (2003). 
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I     s   g y   w v  ,  ud m  d     s      “the vessels composing this fleet were in reality 
trading vessels occasionally armed with cannon” (Audemard 1971, 37). This corroborates the 
f c       “    large  ar junk of the Nguyen [đại chiến thuyền], according to the Nguyen 
chronicles, was built after the style of the merchant junk (thương thuyền) but with no awnings 
and was smaller in size” (Li 2004b, 122). 
 Indeed, Cochinchinese trading vessels could have been armed for defence against 
pirates,55 and could have composed the bulk of the war fleet. Large coasters could have 
certainly played a military role, employed to transport food, soldiers and weapons. During war, 
they were mobilised for military service, and became part of the Nguyễn Navy (Nguyên Boi 
Lien et al. 1993, 124). Often the difference between war ships and merchant ships was largely 
the number of gunports in the sides of the vessel. To arm a trading boat was not difficult. A 
solid deck was necessary to carry the gun carriage, and otherwise, swivels could be mounted. 
There are a few cases in which boats are described as armed;  
 When Dayot prepared his expedition to the Paracels, he composed his fleet with three 
sailing fishing boats and three armed Cochinchinese vessels. One m u   d “twelve cannons of 
six [pounds] in cast iron”,   d      w       s   d “ten cannons of four”. T  s  s     g v ss  s 
could also be rowed and had 30 oars (Dayot 1807b, fl. 59).56  
 Mullet des Essards in September 1788, in Phú Quốc noticed a war vessel belonging to 
Nguyễ  Á  .    c    d    “g    y”,   d f u d    d ff      f  m           “s v      g  b   s”;    
was armed.  
“When e arrived, there as only one galley and seven large boats. 
The first, with three masts, had eight pieces of brass cannon, that is, 
two of eight, four of six, and two of t o Ibs “pierriers” [small cannon 
that shoots stones or langrel]. But this artillery, mounted on bad 
cannon carriages, without wheels, could not produce much effect. 
The lodging of the chief was extended until the extreme end of the 
poop [stern]. Besides this room, there was another room, higher than 
ours, and quite well wooded, but lacking light, the day only 
penetrating through two small portholes distributed on the sides. 
Below this room, was the rice hold [soute]…. In front of this hold 
[soute], in the hold [cale], was a large water-tank, of a square shape, 
for the water [eau de campagne], and ahead, a vat [cuve], destined 
to receive the cre ’s rations” (Bizalion 1996, 137). 
                                                          
55
 By the end of the 19
th
 century, Destelan noted that often the large Annamese junks of 50 -60 tonnes were armed 
with small cannons and guns to protect themselves from pirates (Picard Destelan 1892, 124). 
56
 “In order to receive all I considered necessary from his arsenal to conduct this operation, I had « carte blanche ». I 
chose three Cochinchinese vessels, although slightly large, they could nonetheless defend in case of an attack. One 
was mounted with twelve canons of six [pounds], in cast iron. Two others, ten canons of four [pounds], in cast iron, 
also their draught was of 6 feet, and of 7 feet for the largest. These vessels, in calm waters can move by oar, they 
have about thirty each. I had the precaution to add to my choice three fishing vessels, which are excellent sailing 
boats, and which would be used to sound the reefs”.  
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 The vessel Mullet des Essards saw would have been a moderately large war vessel, or 
even a pirate vessel but it is also possible that this vessel was a trading vessel, fitted with 
artillery and used in the war-fleet. It was probably designed to sail fairly fast and was likely 
rowed in light and calm conditions, which made it suitable for military manoeuvres. The 
d sc  p     d  s ’  sp c fy w          w s      d  g v ss        w s   m d f       pu p s   f 
war, but it can be related to the descriptions of two other coasters: what Admiral Pâris in the 
1840s called a galère, and a ghe cửa described by J-B Piétri in the 1940s.  
 The galère drawn by Admiral Pâris is not a galley in the strict sense of the term, and is 
different from the royal or war-galleys previously described. Its hull appears rather wide, its 
sheer is curved. It has a transom bow, and what seems to be a transom at the stern. It could be 
propelled by oars, and presents eight thole pins on each side (although it is not very clear), but 
could have been an un-rigged sailing boat.  
 
 
Figure 7-12: “   è     c   c     s ” (Rieth 1992b, pl. 76)  
 
Compared with the descriptions of sailing vessels from southern Vietnam, this galère and the 
vessel seen by Mullet des Essards share some characteristics with the ghe cửa of Phú Quốc, a 
trading vessel specialised in transporting nước mắm. The ghe cửa of Phú Quốc was both meant 
for sail and oar. The masts could be lowered down, and when in calm waters, they were 
manoeuvred with five pairs of oars, which, at rest, were stowed leaning at 45° and towards the 
bow (Piétri 1943, 31-36; Amos 2001, 2). Like the galère of Pâris, it had a white hull and a large 
and round oculi, typical of the boats from that region. It also had a flat bow and a transom 
stern through which the rudder hung. 
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Figure 7-13: Piétri did not draw the ghe cửa, but its sister, the ghe câu (Piétri 1943, pl. XXXIV), stating that 
“between 25 and 45 tons of gross tonnage, the ghe cửa, literally a boat of the seaports or a coaster is a 
variant of his sister, the ghe câu, from which       g     s” (Piétri 1943, 35) 
 
I. C. Abridgement 
In summary, from the early 17th century to the end of the 19th century, the war fleet was 
composed of galleys and armed trading boats. Galleys were also used for official purposes. 
          v       d, “the truth is that these galleys… have something magnificent, and  hen 
the King is seen upon the river, with all his suite of galleys, this convoy inspires to the common 
people feelings of fear and respect for their master” (Morel 2010b, 26-27). This is why, 
according to Poivre, opinions about the Cochinchinese war fleet were deemed favourable in 
the 17th century. Similarly, all of those who saw the Cochinchinese galleys manoeuvring during 
pageants were very impressed. Alexandre de Rhodes wrote about the impression made upon 
Sp   s  p   s s   d  u s w   ,    1645,    y s w “a beautiful combat of twenty galleys, all 
gilded doing a thousand of manoeuvres in the river”,   d w        “admitted frankly that they 
had never seen anything more beautiful” (Rhodes 1854, 297). For Poivre, such a sight hid the 
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fact that the fleet would have been totally ineffective against contemporary European navies 
(Morel 2010b, 27).57 This was a stark reality the Nguyễn Lords were certainly aware of, which is 
w y muc   ff    w s d v   d            vy’s m d    d v   pm   , w  c  p  k d w    
Nguyễn Ánh embraced European design for his larger vessels and increased the size of his 
navy. From the 19th century, there was a change in the history and development of war boats 
and galleys, primarily related to the construction of European style vessels. The galleys were 
less noticed, and attention was given to the new fleet created by Nguyễn Ánh. The war-vessels 
of the Nguyễn dynasty are not often described in European sources and more research is 
required. By the start of the 20th century, the luxurious state galleys of the King and of the 
mandarins were no longer in use (Nguyễn Đì     è 1916, 289) and nor were the war-galleys. 
In the records from the 1940s compiled by Poujade, Piétri or Paris, the rowed war-vessels that 





                                                          
57
 “But one has to admit that this fresh water navy is nothing less but redoubtable, and that all these marines 
[soldats d’  u], albeit well trained for rowing, along with the best troops of Cochinchina, would not withstand very 
long when being within firing distance of a cannon an enemy vessel”. 
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II. COASTERS  
In the various historical accounts, coasters that transported goods or passengers are referred 
to in different ways. The typical cargo carrier, used in regional trade is often referred to as 
“ghe bầu” (Manguin 1984a, 17, 53, 98, 150; Nguyên Boi Lien et al. 1993, 122; Nguyễn Thế Anh 
1999, 179; Li 2004b, 121, 125). When missionaries travelled along the coast, between their 
c u c   f F  f ,  f Nước Mặn, of Nha Trang, or to go to the seminary in Ayutthaya, most often, 
they boarded passenger boats that th y c    d “ballons”   d “sinjas”.  
II. A. Ghe Bầu 
I      us Ky’s s                 b   s m s  c mm   y us d      c   c    ,    d sc  b d     
ghe bầu  s “the largest boat which makes the longest trips” (Ky 1875, 223). Until the 1940s, 
the ghe bầu was still considered one of the biggest boats of Cochinchina. Piétri wrote that 
“there is no harbour, between Phan Thiet and Tourane, that does not have on its beaches one 
or several of these gigantic boats of heavy tonnage” (Piétri 1943, 61).  
 Prior to the 19th century, there are very few descriptions of this particular boat in the 
European record, but it is mentioned in Portuguese sources from the late 18th century, in its 
Portuguese rendering, quibao. This vessel was used all along the coast, and sailed as far as 
Macau and the Philippines, as attested to by the Portuguese sources.58 Between 1778 and 
1819, according to the Huế Court Chronicles, Nguyễn Ánh had 235 gai bau [sic] built (Li 2004b, 
121), and it seems that such boats were used to transport troops and supplies as part of the 
Nguyễ  N vy c mp  g s du   g     Tây Sơ    b      .59  
 In the 19th century, the ghe bầu were described as sailing far away (Ky 1875, 223), going 
to the neighbouring countries of Siam and Cambodia, and as far as the Philippines and China, 
returning with silk, fire arms, and products of Chinese pharmacopoeia. When Audemard 
described the ghe bầu, in the 1884–1910 period, this vessel was used for local trading only, to 
transport mostly salt, salted fish and nước mắm (Audemard 1971, 19) and to bring back 
cargoes of rice. In the 20th century records, the ghe bầu are mentioned as only being used 
between the coast of central Vietnam and the Mekong Delta, leaving the central provinces 
                                                          
58
 Manguin notes that this term is often recurring in the archives related to Macau. In 1783 and 1786, in several 
instances, missionaries are mentioned travelling on board a quibao to go to the Philippines (Manguin 1984a, 53, 
98), and it appears that since 1794, numerous quibao sailed to Macau (Manguin 1984a, 17). Jacinto da Fonseca da 
Silva, in a manuscript dated to 1781, also casually referred to the quibao of the Cochinchinese (Manguin 1984a, 
150). 
59
 In 1776, in each of the provinces of Trấn Biên, Phiên Trấn and Long H , eighteen sea-going ghe bầu were 
accounted for (ghe bầu hải sư) (Tôn Nữ Quỳnh Trân 2002, 311-315). In the European descriptions, the ghe bầu or 
other trading vessels are not mentioned as armed, however it was not impossible to have guns mounted on them. 
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laden with forest products and locally crafted products during the NE monsoon in December 
and January, and returning from the Mekong Delta with cargoes of rice or salt with the SW 
monsoon between July and September. This is the type of trade the family of Mr. Ut, a 
f s   m       ý Sơ  Is   d (Quảng Ngãi province), was engaged in up to the 1980s (Pham 
2013-2014, fieldwork).  
 Present day fishermen and boatbuilders remember ghe bầu being used, and/or built, in 
the provinces between Quảng Nam and Bình Thuận, until the 1980s (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork).60  .  ươ g T    , an 86 year old boatbuilder from Phú Yên, built some between 
1953 and the start of the 21st century, when they were fitted then with an engine.61 In Quảng 
N m,  . Đỗ Vân Anh still constructed models in the 1990s.62 Mr. Công, an 83 years old boat 
builder who taught the next two generations of boatbuilders on the island of Cẩm Kim and in 
the area of Cử  Đại, was also familiar with these boats which, according to him, were not built 
anymore after 1948, but only rebuilt or repaired.63  
II. A. 1. General description  
We owe the two most complete, and earliest, descriptions of these vessels to Armand Pâris, 
son of Admiral Pâris, who measured three examples in 1867 in Sài Gòn and produced detailed 
plans, and, to Captain Audemard, dated from 1884 to 1910. For Armand Pâris, the ghe bầu 
represented well the boatbuilding tradition of Annam, and for Audemard, the ghe bầu was by 
far the most remarkable type of vessel plying the waters of central Vietnam:  
 “ … The Gai Bao junk is  ithout a doubt the most curious, the most 
original and also the most attractive of all the boats of the coast of 
Annam” (Audemard 1971, 17).64 
 “Ghe bầu” is a generic term that is used constantly to refer to any large sea-going boat 
of Cochinchina. Because Vietnamese names for boats are not consistent over time, different 
names can be used for the same type of boat, and the same name can be used for different 
types. In fact, based on various descriptions, it seems that there were different kinds of ghe 
                                                          
60
 Mr. Ut remembers his father trading with ghe bầu (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). Mr. Vo Hiền Đạt and Mr. Vo Vă  
Sơ  on the island of Lý Sơ  were the main boatbuilder, who contributed to the large scale models in the museum of 
Lý Sơ  and the provincial museum of Quảng Ngãi. Sadly the poor health of Mr. Vo Hiền Đạt precluded an interview, 
and Mr. Vo Vă  Sơ  was away, the interview being conducted just after Tết in February 2014. (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork, interview #39). 
O g Bảy Bơ  was born in Phú Yên in 1921 and moved to the province of Bình Thuận in 1953. He used to transport 
rice, and corn to Huế and Vinh on his f m  y’s ghe bầu. He cried when remembering his family ghe bầu burnt by the 
French in the 1940s. (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, interview #75). 
61
 (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, interview #44). 
62
 Now in the Ceramics Museums in Hội An 
63
 (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, interview #14). 
64
 Jean Poujade was of the same opinion and wrote in the 1940s, “Ghe-Bau, or junk-boat, as such is the name of the 
most interesting and most beautiful boat of the coast of Annam” (Poujade 1940, 31). 
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bầu of different sizes, which varied in their construction method and regional type. Most of 
them where nonetheless coasters. 
 In the 1940s records, Piétri mentioned five types of ghe bầu built in different locations.65 
Poujade described a ghe bầu that operated in the area of Tourane and which was built, 
according to him, by Chinese boatbuilders (Poujade 1940, 31-32). Audemard also distinguished 
different kinds of gai bao [sic], which differed in size and sailed to different destinations with 
different cargoes (Audemard 1971, 17-19). Admiral Pâris described a coaster, which he called 
gay diang,66 that shared a number of similarities with the gay-bao [sic] drawn by his son (Pâris 
1887). The Cochinchinese tope, represented by Charles Dyce [fig. 5-5], was also a trader, 
similar in the broad sense to the ghe bầu.67 
 One common point shared with most vessels found along the coast of central and 
southern Vietnam, was the oculi painted at the bow. The oculi varied regionally, but served the 
same function; for most, as John White noted on the "many trading boats … standing in 
various directions", the "Onamese [sic], … paint eyes on the bo s of their vessels to denote 
vigilance" (White 1824, 74). 
 
                                                          
65
 The ghe bầu of Faifo (has an aftercastle and its frames are fastened to the planking with iron spikes), the ghe bầu 
of Quảng Ngãi (its hull is made of woven-bamboo, see below), the ghe bầu of ũ  Né (is less slender, yet fine in its 
inferior shapes, it plunges more on the bow, but raises extremely well on the sea), the ghe bầu of Phan Rang (can 
reach very heavy tonnage and carry up to 60 tons, in which case she is completely decked. It has a very uniform 
sheer, from bow to stern and a flaring hull, with the main beam amidships), the ghe cửa of Phu Quoc, and the ghe 
trương of Faifo, are all sea-going cargo carriers. They share some similarities but also have their own specificities 
(Piétri 1943, 63, 32, 51, 53, 61, 64). 
66
 It is a coaster that operated between Champa and the Gulf of Tonkin, whose greatest beam is aft of amidships 
and whose planks are fastened by wooden dowels only [gournables/chevilles de bois]. No iron spikes or nails are 
used in the construction. It has an elongated bow, and the stern is sharp, overhanging the water, and housing the 
rudder. The “gay diang” reached between 15 and 20 metres in length (Pâris 1843a, 48-49), and its top strakes were 
painted black and its hull was covered in a white coat, like the ghe bầu. Furthermore, “the curious silhouette of the 
hull can be explained … by the influence of the administrative gauge” (Amos 2001, 4), as for the ghe bầu. 
67
 According to Charles Dyce, hundreds of tope sailed to Singapore in the 1830-1840s (Liu 2001, 29). Yet, based on 
the rudimentary illustration by Dyce, it is impossible to determine whether it was an important vessel and to discuss 
its characteristics with precision. 
Admiral Pâris mentions and illustrates a “  up” from Java (Rieth 2012, 104-105). It is high-sided, three-masted, and 
shows some western influence. The term “  p ” was usually applied to capacious cargo perahu from Java and 
presumably comes from the Dutch “   p” (Burningham 2016, pers. comm.). 
Dyc ’s tope looks much like the gunter-rigged ghe bầu, but it is rigged with sails that could be regarded as sharply 
peaked lug sails, boomed settee sails, or sharply peaked layar tanja. The vessel Dyce depicts seems to be a fairly 
capacious cargo vessel and it has the three masts with the highest one aft and the shortest one forward, something 
which is peculiar to the ghe bầu. The masts are less raked, but the spars are at least as raked as the gunter spars 
other ghe bầu. The rudder on the other hand appears to be straight, as the rudder in  â  s’s watercolour painting of 
a gay diang. And  â  s’s ghe bầu has its rudder straight above the waterline. Since we cannot assume that Charles 
Dyce understood everything he saw, it is thus possible that his “  p ” represents a Cochinchinese ghe bầu in the 
broad sense of the term. 
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Figure 7-14: “Gay-bao” of Sài  òn by Armand Pâris (1887, pl. 19) 
 
Figure 7-15: “    B    f A    ” by Audemard (1971, pl. 5) 
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Figure 7-16: “Gay Diang” in the Bay of Tourane, by Admiral Pâris (1843b, pl. 45) 
II. A. 2. Hull shape 
Despite regional differences, the ghe bầu was characterised by a wide hull with considerable 
deadrise and the gentle turn of the bilge carried above the waterline, which is why these boats 
w    c    d  s suc ; “ghe” m     g b   /v ss  ,   d “bầu”,   f     g         g  b   y           
s  p   f   “quả bầu”    g u d.68  
 The ghe bầu was built on a keel or median plank and had a v-shaped cross-section 
(deadrise). Some types were easily recognisable because topsides curved inwards amidships – 
a feature known as tumblehome. This narrow waist at the height of the deck was devised to 
reduce the harbour dues that were calculated on the width of the beam, measured amidships 
                                                          
68
 It was also suggested that the name is a phonetic variant of the malayo-polynesian words “gay” or “prau-gay” 
meaning boat, and “prau” specifically referring to Malay sailing boats (Nguyên Boi Lien et al. 1993, 122). Both the 
terms “prau” and “ghe bau” are however too generic to support any technological affiliations. 
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at deck level (Ky 1875, 223; Audemard 1971, 17).69 
 The hold was composed of compartments, formed by bulkheads.70 The bulkheads were 
not structural but light partitions, unlike in the Chinese tradition. This was useful for the 
operation of a trading vessel. John Barrow and Lord George Staunton saw many of these large 
b   s   d   w      c .  s J    B    w  xp     d, “security rather than speed was the object of 
the owner. And as no great capitals were individually employed in trade, and the merchant was 
both owner and navigator, a limited tonnage was sufficient for his own merchandize; the vessel 
was therefore divided, in order to obviate this inconvenience, into distinct compartments, so 
that one ship might separately accommodate many merchants” (Barrow 1806, 320).71 The fact 
that the hold was divided as such allowed the possibility that several merchants could use the 
same vessel. 
 The ghe bầu could be fully decked (Piétri 1943, 51), which is quite rare among the boats 
of Cochinchina, or could be partially decked with woven bamboo panels covering the holds at 
both ends, supported by deck beams.72 It was fitted with a small cabin, and even sometimes an 
aftercastle, as in the ghe bầu of Faifo (Poujade 1940, 31; Piétri 1943, 63).  
                                                          
69
 “It was only in 1809, upon decreeing regulations for the taxation of merchant junks from Ha-Tien, Siam and the 
“southern lands” Ha Chau, that Gia Long began to base the calculation of the shipping taxes on the measurements 
of the vessels. He considered this fairer than calculating these taxes on the origin of the merchant ships” (Nguyễn 
Thế Anh 1999, 173-174). 
70
 The hull of ghe bầu of  ũ  Né was divided into nine holds, by bulkheads which were strengthened by the 
stanchions that support the deck panels (Piétri 1943, 51), like on the big ghe bầu in the centre of Annam. 
John Crawfurd observed a "Cochinchinese Junk" in the harbor of Singapore in February 1822. He noted that "the 
large Cochin Chinese junk which we had just inspected was divided into six compartments" (Crawfurd 1830a, 78). 
71
 This was confirmed by Crawfurd "The commander of a ship is usually part owner of her, and the goods are 
received on freight, the shippers commonly embarking with their own property, which, however, is always under 
charge of the commander during the voyage, the proprietors having no access to them. On the Cochin Chinese junk, 
the rate of freight paid for goods I found to be as follows: fine goods, as cottons and silk stuffs, five per cent.; tea, 
ten per cent.; sugar, twenty per cent.; and rice, forty per cent" (Crawfurd 1830a, 79). 
72
 On the boats decked permanently, the hatches or hatchways give access to two cabins situated, one forward, and 
the other aft, the latter one reserved for the person in charge, and his family. The cargo hold consists of two-thirds 
of the inside volume and it is completely immersed in the darkness. It is usually divided into nine compartments 
built from the frames (Piétri 1943, 6). 
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Figure 7-17: Ghe bầu from Faifo (Piétri 1943, pl. XLVIII) 
II. A. 3. Sizes  
The ghe bầu drawn by Armand Pâris on plate 20 is 30 metres in length (Pâris 1887, pl. 20), 
manned by twelve crew, and the two ghe bầu on plate 18 are 14 metres in length (Pâris 1887, 
pl.18, pl. 20). Similarly to Armand Pâris, Audemard noted that the largest ghe bầu he saw 
reached 30 m in length, and the smaller ones were manned by five to six crew (Audemard 
1971, 19).73 In the 1940s, Piétri d sc  b d s m     s z s,        g s , f  m  ũ  Né w s 30 m    
length, and 5-6 m in width (Piétri 1943, 51).74 The large ghe bầu f  m F  f    d f  m ũ  Né 
could carry about 120 tonnes, equivalent to about 20 000 jars of nước mắm —a jar would 
                                                          
73
 John Crawfurd observed a "Cochinchinese Junk" in the port of Singapore in February 1822. According to him, "it 
was of the burthen of about 240 tons. Her crew consisted of the commander, two officers, and thirty-two men" 
(Crawfurd 1830a, 74). Since Crawfurd did not describe the vessel, no conclusions can be drawn on its type.   
For comparison, Crawfurd suggested that on a Chinese Junk there were about 20 crew members for every 100 tons 
capacity. Blusse calculated that 80% of the junks arriving in Batavia from China between 1685-1715, ranged 
between 150-200 tons (1986, 123). According to the Tôsen Fusetsu-gaki, the number of crew on boats from 
Southeast Asia ranged beween 25 and 103 (25-35 on junks from Malacca, 87 from Ayuttaya, 59 from Pattani, 56 
from Cambodia, 55 from Batavia, 54 from Songkhla, and once, there was a crew of 103 on a Siamese Junk) (Ishii 
1998, 2). 
According to the Singapore Chronicles, in 1830, two Cochinchinese ships and 1 brig touched in Singapore on their 
way to Bengal. "In each ship there are 80 sailors and 10 officers of different grades, including two captains –one in 
charge of the ship, and one of the cargo. They are acquainted with the use of the compass and have English charts" 
(   2004b, 120-121). T  s  v ss  s w    c       y Eu  p   -s y  d v ss  s, us d    m ss   s         ạ Châu, as the 
corvette lent by Minh Mang to sail the survivors of the St-Michel back to Singapore [see Chapter 5]. 
74
 The length-breadth ratio in all cases was about 5:1.  
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weigh about 6 kg (Piétri 1943, 51). The estimates of Poujade ranged between 8 000 jars for a 
12 m boat (c. 48 tonnes), to a maximum of 40 000 jars for the largest ghe bầu of central 
Vietnam (c. 240 tonnes) (Poujade 1940, 31).75 Piétri noted that fifty years before his time, 
some ghe bầu were said to carry as much as 300 tonnes. Yet, most ghe bầu of the 20th century 
ranged between 20 and 70 tonnes, and no longer sailed to foreign destinations (Paris 1942a, 
431).  
 Petrus Ky and Piétri described smaller vessels called ghe cửa, “cửa” m     g d   , 
suggesting they operated near estuaries. They transported fire wood and local products (Ky 
1875, 223). The ghe cửa in Phú Quốc, 25-45 tonnage, was specialised in trading only nước 
mắm between the island of Phú Quốc, Hà Tiên, Rạch Giá and the canals of the lower Mekong 
area (Piétri 1943, 35). The ghe trương, the name given to all the small crafts of Faifo (Piétri 
1943, 65), was of similar build but smaller, and ranged around 20 tonnes. 
 
 
Figure 7-18: Plan of a “ ay-Bao” from Sài  òn, by Armand Pâris in 1867 (Pâris 1887, pl. 20) 
  
                                                          
75
 Poujade does not specify the weight of the jars of nước mắm, if they were 6 kg, as Piétri assessed, the 
transporting capacity of these boats would range between 48 and 240 tonnes. 
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II. A. 4. Propulsion and steering 
Ghe bầu was a true sailing vessel, fitted with two or three masts and hoisted triangular gunter 
sails (Pâris 1887, pl.19-20; Audemard 1971, 17) with the smallest sail carried in the bow, and 
the largest being the aftermost sail. Since the sails vary regionally, the ghe bầu of the central 
region, like the ghe bầu of Faifo, carried three sails that were rectangular, while the ghe bầu of 
Phan Rang carried two gunter sails (Piétri 1943, 63, 53) [see Chapter 8 for a discussion on the 
sails in Cochinchina]. 
 
 
Figure 7-19: Variant of a ghe bầu, hoisting rectangular sails (Audemard 1971, pl. 25) 
 
Another characteristic of the ghe bầu was its rudder which could be lowered when sailing and 
retracted for shallow waters. Lowered, it went well under the hull, following the shape of the 
sternpost. The drawings of Armand Pâris do not explain clearly how the rudder was raised, and 
Audemard only notes it could be raised from its gudgeon. On a model of a boat, called “ghe 
kinh” by Mr. Công, a boatbuilder from Quảng Nam, the arrangement is more explicit and 
shows how the rudder stock is fitted (with pintle and gudgeons) to a separate rudder post that 
slides in the slot in the sternpost. The model of a more modern ghe bầu, by Mr. Lươ g T    , 
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shows a similar arrangement [fig. 7-21].76 Piétri also described the process on the ghe bầu of 
Faifo, but in somewhat confusing terms (Piétri 1943, 63).  
 To have a rudder that can slide in a groove in the sternpost is a characteristic of other 
types of Cochinchinese vessels too, most particularly to the woven-bamboo hulls [see Chapter 
8 for more details on the nautical technology]. In these cases, the rudder is of another type, 
and the rudder stock is not attached with pintle and gudgeons. The ghe bầu could have had 
either arrangement. 
 
   
Figure 7-20: Rudder fitted with pintle and gudgeons on a timber that slides in the grooved sternpost (Pham 
2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Nam)  
   
Figure 7-21: Detail of a rudder (stock and blade) fitted to a piece of timber, or rudder post, with pintle and 
gudgeon. It is the rudder post that slides in the slot in the sternpost (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Phú Yên) 
                                                          
76
 Interview # 40. 
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Figure 7-22: Clear depiction of the type of rudder a ghe bầu would have had, still seen on some cargo-carriers 
operating from Quảng Ngãi, sailing to Quảng Trị and Bình Thuận. There were 173 sailing vessels of this type 
registered in 1962 (Dalby and Thede 1962, AI 110-AI 114) 
 
Figure 7-23: Other type of rudder sliding in the grooved sternpost (without the use of pintle and gudgeons or of 
another rudder post) (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Ngãi) 
II. A. 5. Sailing capacities 
For Armand Pâris and Audemard, the ghe bầu sailed very w   ,  â  s  v   w     g      “they 
navigate perfectly” (Pâris 1887, pl. 20). He noted however that resistance to heeling (leaning 
or inclining) was slight at small angles of heel. At larger angles of heel, because of the flare of 
the topsides, there was great resistance to heeling, but a vessel sailing at a large angle of heel 
mus    v  s g  f c    w          m (mus  b  “  d   ”  s    w            19th century), 
especially since the centre of effort of the sail plan is aft of midships. It is the large area of the 
rudder that gives a centre of lateral resistance in balance with the centre of effort and makes it 
possible to hold a course. Nonetheless, these Annamese vessels steered well and manoeuvred 
well in narrow waters (Pâris 1887, pl. 20; Audemard 1971, 19).77  
                                                          
77
 “Les bateaux annamites gouvernent bien et ils évoluent dans de petits espaces" (Pâris 1887, pl. 20). “Ces 
bâtiments tiennent bien la mer, évoluent rapidement dans un court espace en s'aidant d'un gouvernail très incliné à 
grande surface et dont le pied descend au-dessous du bordé de fond” (Audemard 1971, 19). 
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II. B. Ghe Bầu and Ghe Nang: trading vessels made of woven-bamboo 
Another type of large coaster sailed along the coast of Cochinchina. It shared similarities with 
the aforementioned ghe bầu, it performed the same function, sailed to the same destinations, 
and even sometimes shared the same name, but its hull was constructed according to another 
boatbuilding tradition; it was made of woven-bamboo, reinforced by a wooden inner structure 
(beams, thwarts, floors), and with wooden topside planks.  
“… All the countries have their types of boats, elegant in shape or 
great in their way of sailing, but nowhere in the world is there a hull 
as original and as recklessly built, it seems, as the ghe bau of Quang 
Ngai, in its nang78 variety, meaning with woven bottoms (Piétri 1943, 
61). 
 Basket boats are still common nowadays in Vietnam, and this tradition is said to have 
been invented in the 10th century,79 although there is no evidence to prove this fact. The use of 
bamboo in boatbuilding can nonetheless be quite ancient. It is alluded to in the European 
historical record in the late 17th century,80 and the earliest reference of bamboo used in the 
construction of a trading boat in Vietnam dates to 1717. It is mentioned by Tsai-Tin-Lang,81 a 
     s     v     , w  ,    1835, d sc  b d   b    c  s  uc  d w       d     s, c    d “ia-tszy”. 
According to him, this boat was a typical Annamese boat, and was known to the Chinese on 
the island of Pyn-Hu [Fishers islands, Fujian province] since the reign of Kan-Si (1717).82 He 
noted that, in a ia-tszy, “... the bottom of these boats is made of bamboo planks [madriers] and 
is varnished with coconut oil; the deck only is made of [hardwood] planks; small boats have the 
same construction materials” (Tsai-Tin-Lang 1878, 138). In 1793, Staunton observed these 
b   s “made of wicker work, smeared all over and rendered water-tight [by a paste made with 
quick-lime from sea shells and w    ]” (Staunton 1797a, 341), and bamboo basket boats did 
not escape the sharp eyes of other foreigners such as John White, Edmund Roberts and 
Captain Laplace in the 19th century. According to White, these boats were monsoonal traders. 
                                                          
78
 “N  g”: woven bamboo (Piétri 1943, 21, 61). 
79
 The legend suggests that around 968 CE, in order to cross the rivers and the swamps and eventually get rid of the 
tenacious Chinese troops, general Trấn Ửng Long inaugurated a multi-purpose woven-bamboo tool, combining a 
crossing and floating device with a shield that could easily be carried by one armed soldier. Later as the political tide 
changed, Trấn Ửng Long resigned and spent the rest of his life as a basket boat builder (Paris 1942a, 374; Huard and 
Durand 1954, 226). Thai Van Kiem (1957, 220) also retold the story, with references to Vietnamese texts. I thank M. 
Sox for pointing out this reference to me, and to the original Vietnamese reference, the Hải Dương Cảnh Chí 
although I have not been able to check the veracity of these references to date. 
80
 Missionaries make reference to such "nasty little skiffs" and nacelles (Pham 2012b). 
81
 According to Li (2016, pers. comm), the  u    ’s name should be “Ts  -Tin-   ” or “    T  g   ”. 
82
 Tsai-Ting-Lang explains “In the description of the Tai-Vang Island, it is said that in the 56
th
 year of the reign of Kan-
Si (1717), near the islands of Pyn-hu, was brought by the storm a little boat constructed with reed-nails. It was an 
Annamese boat, a ia-tzy …. There are also some boats whose bottom is made of joist fastened with bamboo-nails, 
but water enters through the joints between the planks". He also noted that “the largest can carry more than two 
hundred sacks". 
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They made only one round trip and after the voyage, the boats were laid up or dismantled.  
 “The timbers of this description of vessels are … [easy] to be taken 
apart, and replaced again, with very little trouble, and no injury; and, 
as they make but one voyage in a year, always sailing with the 
favourable monsoon, after having discharged their cargoes, they are 
taken to pieces, and secured from the vicissitudes of the  eather” 
(White 1824, 56). 
 
 
Figure 7-24: First representations of woven-basket boat hulls, dated to 1830–1832, by Admiral Pâris. Note the 
two boats on the shore. The one anchored in the background, possibly with a woven-bamboo hull, has its 
sail furled and its rudder unshipped (Rieth 1992b, pl. 83) 
 
The first nautical technology description of this particular method of construction was done by 
Admiral Pâris, who saw some woven-bamboo boats in 1830–1832 [see fig. 7-24 above]. His 
son, Armand Pâris produced the first plan drawings of this kind of vessel, based on his 
observation of a vessel from the Bay of Cam Ranh in 1867 (Pâris 1887, pl. 22). Audemard also 
described different boats built according to this Cochinchinese tradition, followed in time by 
Poujade, Claeys, Piétri, and Paris, in the 1940s.  
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Figure 7-25: Plan drawing of a basket boat from Cam Ranh, by Armand Pâris in 1867 (Pâris 1887, pl. 22) 
II. B. 1. Hull shape 
There are many different kinds of woven-bamboo boats in Vietnam that exist in different sizes, 
and different shapes. The hull of the large boats used for trading was reinforced by two to 
three wooden topside strakes, edge-dowelled to one another. The hull was flat-bottomed83 
and double-ended, with a pointed bow and stern. The sternpost and the stem were made of 
  mb  ,    w  c        ps d  s   k s w    d w    d. “Ghe nang” was the general name for this 
type of boat with wooden topside strakes. 
 Like for the wooden trading boats, the ghe bầu of woven-bamboo was the largest kind. 
Piétri described the ghe bầu of Quảng Ngãi, and noted that its topside strakes curved inwards 
(tumblehome) in order to reduce harbour dues, like the timber ghe bầu (Piétri 1943, 61). The 
difference was that the mainframe was situated amidships. The large ghe bầu could be fully 
decked, or covered with bamboo panels, and even bare a cabin (Pâris 1887, pl. 22). The beams 
and thwarts projected through the topsides. 
 The ghe nang also had a double-ended hull, and one to three topside strakes. The 
overall shape has a bold sheer with high ends fore and aft, while the bulwarks, with slightly 
concave curves, raise the bow (Piétri 1943, 68). The greatest beam is aft of amidships, and 
bulkheads, supported by the lateral sides of the beams provide the transversal structure. The 
beams project on two levels: five projecting below the gunwale, nine slightly above the joint 
between the wood and bamboo hull. A very low deck house, in the shape of river boats, 
houses women and children. 
                                                          
83
 In the mind of the foreigners, the ghe bầu was flat bottomed, like the Chinese vessels, even if sometimes built on 
a keel or keel plank. For example, 18
th
 century Jacinto da Silva noted “[    port of Dinh Cat, Quảng Trị] cannot 
accommodate large vessels, but the Chinese Somas and the Quibaos of Cochinchina can enter easily” (Manguin 
1984a, 150). 
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Figure 7-26: “Gai Nane”, by Audemard.  ote the deck house, and the projecting thwarts and beams (Audemard 
1971, pl. 13) 
II. B. 2. Sizes 
The largest woven-bamboo hulls could reach 20 m in length (Pâris 1843b, 49; 1887, pl.22; Paris 
1942a, 378). John White estimated that the sailing basket boats he saw in the Bay of Cần Giờ, 
could carry about 50 tonnes. The boat drawn by Armand Pâris was 16.5 metres in length, and 
so was the gai iah described by Audemard (Audemard 1971, 30). Its width was 3.7 m, it also 
carried 50 tons, and was operated by a crew of eight men. 
 The smaller ghe nang averaged 5-6 metres in length, their construction was similar to 
the large ones (Pâris 1843b, 49; 1887, pl. 22).  
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Figure 7-27: Ghe nang of Tourane (Piétri 1943, pl. L) 
 
Figure 7-28: Ghe bầu of the museum of Quảng Ngãi (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Ngãi) 
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Figure 7-29: Ghe nang of Quy  hơn (Claeys 1932, Fiches 48 and 56)  
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II. B. 3. Propulsion and steering 
Woven-basket boats with wooden topsides were fitted with one to three masts. The ghe nang 
of the region of Tourane represented by Audemard (1971, pl. 13), by Poujade (1940, pl. III), 
and by Piétri (1943, pl. L) carried three quadrilateral sails with a boom and a yard. The model 
of the trading ghe bầu of Quảng Ngãi in the provincial museum of Quảng Ngãi also has three 
masts and three sails. The ghe nang  f Quy N ơ  d  w  by     ys c     d            gu    
gunter sails, as most boats from that part of the country did. 
 
The woven-bamboo ghe bầu and the ghe nang had a rudder that was different from the 
timber ghe bầu. It was also retractable, and also slid in the grooved sternpost, but was not 
fitted with pintle and gudgeons. The rudder stock was longer, the blade was narrow and 
rectangular, and could be lowered under the hull. Not all basket boats however have a sliding 
rudder in the sternpost. Some have a rudder passing through a transom fitted between the 
topside strakes, some are fitted to the sternpost with pintle and gudgeon, and some are fitted 
in brackets [see Chapter 8]. 
 
    
Figure 7-30: Ghe nang from the region of Huế (Claeys 1932, Fiche 51). Note a transom fitted between the 
topside strakes and the rudder stock going through it (Palmer 2006, Huế). The rudder could also be fitted 
within brackets (Palmer 2007, northern Vietnam, possibly Thanh Hóa) 
 
Another feature that was seen on the large woven-bamboo boats was the bowboard. Like the 
rudder, this board slides in a slot, which is in the stem rather than the sternpost [see Chapter 8 
for a discussion of such a particular feature]. In fact, according to Piétri who discussed such 
matters with fishermen in the region of Quảng Nam, the ghe nang was the model on which the 
ghe bầu was built, and was the first to carry a bowboard on the stem of the vessel (Piétri 1943, 
68). Such a device was not only seen on the woven-bamboo hulls but also on wooden planked 
boats, and it is still the case today. 
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Figure 7-31: Woven-bamboo hull, with wooden top-strakes and a bowboard (Palmer 2006, Quảng Nam) 
 
Figure 7-32: Wooden-planked boats with bowboard (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Ngãi) 
 
Woven-bamboo boats also used another feature that is common to a number of sailing boats 
in central Vietnam;84 the balance board (also called hiking board). The balance board was a 
plank which could be shifted to project on the windward side of the vessel when sailing in a 
g  d b   z . T    duc           (      g  v  )   duc d by     w  d’s p  ssu          s   , 
members of the crew could climb out on the board to act as moveable human ballast. Poujade 
was impressed with the dexterity of the Cochinchinese sailors using this device on the basket 
boats he saw in Tourane: 
                                                          
84 As Audemard noted “this board which serves as a hiking-board [balancier] is of constant use on the junks of 
Indochina” (1971, 31). It is used on the gai nane of central Vietnam (Audemard 1971, 31), ghe nang of Tourane 
(Piétri 1943, 69), the “s mp   of T u    ” with a woven-bamboo hull (Poujade 1940, 28); but also the ghe gi  of 
Quảng Trị, which transforms “this tiny craft into a genuinely uncapsizable pirogue” (Piétri 1943, 75); on the gay you 
(Pâris 1843b, 48-49); and on the ghe bầu of Phan Rang (Piétri 1943, 53). Piétri describes these “b    c -b   ds” or 
“  k  g b   ds”: “of a common type on all the ships using it on the Annam coast, it is made of a relatively light 
board, 6 meters long, and 0.3 m wide, gliding between two stirrups placed on the front of the main mast. A running 
stay to the masthead allows it to carry two or three members of the crew acting as counterbalances to the wind” 
(Piétri 1943, 70).  
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“One must see, at each tack, the rapidity ith hich the board passes 
from one quarter to another and the cat-like agility deployed by the 
crew when moving along this narrow hiking-board [balancier]” 
(Poujade 1940, 28). 
 
Figure 7-33: “Sampan de Tourane à la carène tressée”, note the hiking-board (Poujade 1940, pl. III) 
II. B. 4. Sailing capacities and advantages of the woven-bamboo hulls in general  
I  1793, S  u       d B    w     d          “wicker boats” s    d qu    w   ,   d w    
p   s d f   “withstanding the violence of the waves, for being stiff upon the water, and for 
sailing ith e pedition” (Staunton 1797a, 340). John White, Audemard and Piétri had the same 
opinion that overall, the woven-bamboo boats sailed well.85 They were stiff but seem to sail 
w             ss. Du   g     m      c     u m     f     “b    p  p  ”   fug    x dus        
early 1980s, some small 5–7 m basket boats and even smaller ones sailed as far as Hong Kong 
(Tallec 1997, 10).86 
                                                          
85
 “In practice, the ghe bau of Quang-Ngai sails, generally, … adapted to the local wind conditions” and is of 
“remarkable buoyancy” (Piétri 1943, 62, 61). “They possess a great degree of stability, bearing a great press of sail, 
and are most excellent sea boats” (White 1824, 57).  
86
 In the boat museum in Exmouth, Devon (UK), I recorded a woven basket boat that reached Hong Kong, it was 
4.65 m long, its beam was 1.92 m, and of a most simple structure [see below in the section of small crafts]. The 
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 On top of being able to withstand long journeys over 1000 km, the woven bamboo hulls 
were a hull form suited to the environment they operated in, including negotiating the sand 
bars across the river mouths and shoals. The advantage of the bamboo hull is that it was easy 
to launch (Audemard 1971, 23), and to use on the surf beaches in the provinces of Huế, Quảng 
Nam and Quảng Ngãi because they were light enough to ride in on the front of a breaking 
wave, and beaching was one of the main advantages, also because the hull could withstand 
quite hard shocks as it lands on the beach, much more than a plank built boat could ever 
withstand. Furthermore, another great advantage of bamboo is that it is not particularly 
favoured by xylophages and teredos (Teredo sp. & Bankia sp.) due to its high silica content, 
and to the fact that the bamboo laths are too thin to be good hosts. Nevertheless, bamboo is 
quickly eaten if left in seawater but it was cheaper than timber (Aubaile-Sallenave 1987, 81), 
could be rapidly constructed, replaced, and easily maintained.  
  
                                                                                                                                                                          
archives available at the Eyemouth Maritime Centre indicate that Mr. Peter Wyatt purchased it in Honk Kong in 
1989 for the International Sailing Craft Association (ISCA). The boat had sailed from Vietnam and landed in Hong 
Kong with three refugees. 
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II. C. Balon 
B s d        m ss       s’       s   d  cc u  s,       w     w  k  ds  f b    us d    
transport people; the balon (or ballon) and the sinja [see below]. In the MEP archives, in 
French, often, the balon is referred to as a hired boat,87  s   f s   m  ’s b    us d f   
transportation,88 but also as a boat used by soldiers89 or by the mandarins and officials for their 
transportation.90 I  1671, V c    sp c f  d c     y           c  s    d    b   d “a little barque 
which is called in Cochinchinese balon” (Launay 2000b, 78). 
 The earliest definitions of a balon date from the 17th century, and relate to Siamese 
boats.91 The Siamese balons are described as rowed vessels with up to 150 rowers, and with an 
ornate stern and bow. Despite the numerous mentions of such boats in the letters of the 
missionaries, very few descriptions exist of the Cochinchinese balon, but it seems that it was 
distinct from the Siamese balon.  
  
                                                          
87
 For example, in 1682, Vachet convinced “the Bishop of Métellopolis to board a balon for hire [bateau de louage] 
which we found quite well suited” (Launay 2000b, 266). 
88
 In 1671, Vachet and Lambert de la Motte had to land in secrecy, “in order to land discreetly, a few balons 
belonging to the Christians came alongside ours under the command of the catechists…they passed as if coming 
back from fishing” (Launay 2000b, 83). 
89
 For example, in 1699, Father Langlois saw “Ou-Ta-Kang came with 14 troops and their ballons or boats, armed 
with guns, spears and assegai” (Launay 2000b, 437); in 1700, de Cappony “ate in the ballon of the soldiers…” 
(Launay 2000b, 443). 
90
 For example, in 1672, Vachet noted "we were in our balon when we saw the Ambassador of Cochinchina 
wandering in his” (Launay 2000b, 124); in 1682, the governor of the province invited Mgr of Métellopolis, “he sent 
his people and his ballon to carry the Bishop on this visit, and received him with affection” (Launay 2000b, 268); in 
1682, the son of the first prince invited the Bishop Laneau: “for this, he [the eldest son of the first prince, heir to the 
crown] had sent his ballon. The Minister and his secretary made a big mystery out of it, and we left in the ballon 
around seven o’clock at night” (Launay 2000b, 290). 
91
 In the 1687 Dictionnaire des termes propres de marine par Mr. Desroches, balon is “  sort of 'brigantin' from Siam 
that moves with oars. This vessel has the fore and the aft sculpted and relatively high” (Desroches 1687, 39); in the 
1690 Dictionnaire Universel, a ballon “is the name of a rowed vessel used in the Kingdom of Siam as transportation 
as well as in ceremonies; there are gilded ballons and well ornate that have up to 150 rowers on each side; there are 
some that have a steeple [clocher] very delicately worked; these small [sic] vessels are made of only one tree of 
prodigious lengths. The King of Siam owns the most beautiful ballons of the world” (Furetière 1690, n.a.). This latter 
definition was based on experience of the Abbot de Choisy at the Siamese court. In 1841, a related definition was 
still in use: “boat used in Siam and on the coast of Malabar. Some have been given up to 33 metres of length on 162 
centimetres of breadth only. The poop and the prow rise high above the water. The Peruvians use two small balons 
to go fishing, connected together by inflated water skins [outres gonflées]” (Montferrier and Barginet 1841, 111). 
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Figure 7-34: Siamese balons, by Tachard (1686, 260-261) 
II. C. 1. Hull shape  
The only graphic representation of a Cochinchinese balon is found on the map by le Floch de la 
Carrière (1755–56). I   s d sc  b d  s   “balon for promenades, used by the princesses”. I  
shows a long and narrow vessel, with a low bow, and a fairly high stern, similar to the royal 
galleys,92 but its bow and stern are barely carved, and distinct from the balon of Siam. It is 
rowed by fourteen oars only, much less than in a Siamese balon, and fitted with a large 
deckhouse amidships. A balanced rudder with a vertical stock is hanging, presumably aft of a 
bulkhead in the stern, or possibly a transom. 
 Missionaries boarded balons that correspond to this representation, to travel,93 sail up 




Figure 7-35: “Balon for the promenades  f     p   c ss s”
96
 by le Floch de la Carrière in 1755–1756 
                                                          





 centuries Portuguese sources (mostly on Siam and Burma) to describe a large dugout vessel, eventually 
with raised planks. Thus in terms of its structural characteristics, the low and flat hull of the balon comes from the 
dugout, and distinguishes it from other plank-built boats. 
93
 For example, in 1679, Father Gayme wrote “During forty or fifty days, I took him [Mgr of Beryte] on board a 
balon, on wanders on the river, seeing that it relieved at least his boredom” (Launay 2000b, 237). 
94
 “Without waiting, in the rain, he [Bishop of Metellopolis] boarded a ballon in order to go meet the one who was 
coming to visit him” (Launay 2000b, 293); in 1702, M. de Sennemand explained “if we need to go slightly far for any 
extra-ordinary business, in addition to the requests we have to do to the Captain and the Great Mandarin, we need 
one or two soldiers to accompany us and we need to go in ballon…” (Launay 2000b, 455). 
95
 In 1672, Vachet wrote that “a few officers entered in our balon to visit it” (Launay 2000b, 113); and “we returned 
on our balon to Faifo in all diligence” (Launay 2000b, 124); in 1700 Father de Cappony wrote “his ballon and 
ornaments were lost to him” (Launay 2000b, 443). 
96
 Original text as featured on the map: “E. Balon de promenades, à l’usage des princesses”. 
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According to the missionaries, the Cochinchinese balon could also be sea-going, and was used 
to voyage all along the coast, from Cochinchina to the Gulf of Cambodia and Siam. The sea-
going balon seems to have been fitted with mast and sails, and was relatively small, 
accommodating about ten passengers.97 
 O    s m p,    F  c  d          è  ,     dd             “balon for the promenades of the 
princesses”, d  w   s m     v ss  , w    m s    d s   , w  c     c    d “vessels for passages”    
transportation boats. He did not complement his sketch with any additional information, but 
the two views are of a sailing vessel with auxiliary oars that may be regarded as a sea-going 
balon, which the missionaries boarded sometimes. 
 
 
Figure 7-36: Ordinary vessels for passages
98
 (le Floch de la Carrière in 1755–1756) 
 
These boats seem to be constructed with a very broad and massive stem and sternpost.99 The 
sides of the stem and sternpost are entirely covered by the ends of the planking. The profile 
view shows a long boat, with just three thole pins and a longish cabin amidships (where there 
were no thole pins). According to the missionaries, the cabin of the balon was relatively 
comfortable, and was a place where they would eat.100 Because it was comfortable, it seems 
that the balon was not only used for transportation but could even become a temporary 
residence, or a hiding place.101 
                                                          
97
 For example, when the balon  f f        u   s  k,    d  d “along with the seven persons that accompanied him 
in his ballon” (  u  y 2000b, 440). 
98
 Original text as featured on the map: “G. Bateau de passage ordinaire vu du travers. H. Le même vu par la 
hanche.” 
99
 This type of construction is still practiced in the region, including Thailand and Cambodia. Some Touk in 
Battambang district (Cambodia) seen in 2010 had what seemed to be a similar massive stern post (Burningham, 
2016, pers. comm.) 
100
 For example, in 1700, “around lunch time, the father [de Cappony] ate a little bit, in the soldier’s ballon, rice and 
fish that the soldiers offered to him” (Launay 2000b, 443)  
101
 In 1694, “His highness hid in a ballon in the river” (Launay 2000b, 434); the same year, two MEP priests, 
Sennemand and Nicolas “stayed more than one month in a ballon” (Launay 2000b, 450); in 1682, Father Laneau 
needed some peace and quiet, and Vachet noted “in order not to stay 6 to 7 hours with the prince, we lead our 
balon offshore, and it was impossible to distinguish it [from the others or because it was so f  ]” (Launay 2000b, 
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II. C. 2. Propulsion, sizes and steering 
Both the balon for promenades and the sea-going balons could be propelled by man power. 
The drawing of the balon for promenades of le Floch de la Carrière shows seven thole pins. The 
drawing of the sea-going balon shows three thole pins, and a single mast with a rectangular 
sail, with parallel yard and boom. On the boom, a handle is clearly visible, which served to furl 
the sail.  
 A balon propelled by seven oarsmen on each side, rowing standing in the Cochinchinese 
tradition, would have been at least 11 metres long, if calculating a distance of about one metre 
between each rower, and adding 2 metres at each end.102 Vachet mentioned that his balon 
was operated by only four mariners, and in November 1698 father Manuel was with seven 
other passengers on his balon before they all drowned (Launay 2000b, 440). In other instances, 
it seems that a balon could be large enough to accommodate a feast and a troop of 
comedians.103 It is difficult to draw conclusions from such numbers, but based on these 
descriptions a balon was probably longer than 10 metres.  
 In terms of steering, both drawings of le Floch de la Carrière show an axial rudder, 
possibly fitted through a transom or a very large sternpost.  
II. C. 3. Sailing capacities 
The balon could be fast, but could carry little cargo relative to length.  
  
                                                                                                                                                                          
293); in 1701, Mr Forget “was forced to leave his house and his garden, and to stay put in a wicked ballon where he 
caught a dropsy” (Launay 2000b, 440) 
102
 Note however that no one has done the necessary experiments to find the minimum interscalmium for rowing 
while standing and facing forward. 
103
 “A few days from there, the brave lieutenant of the province …. sent his ballon for more safety and more comfort 
… there we found a hall beautifully ornate, a splendid feast was served…. [and] a troop of comedians … for the 
entertainment during the dinner” (Launay 2000b, 443).  
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II. D. Sinja (stitched-planks transport vessel) 
Like the ballon, the sinja is often referred to as a transport vessel. Based on the early 
descriptions, it appears that the uses of this type of vessel changed over time; first, it is alluded 
to as an armed vessel in the nascent Nguyễn navy. In the Jesuit archives, in the Annua of 1658, 
sinjas are clearly referred to, along with the galleys of war, as vessels armed with artillery.  
“… this King [Nguyễn Phúc Tần] prepared a hundred sinjas of war. 
These sinjas with new features are more similar to galleys, more tied 
[stitched] and not pinned [dowelled] each one fitted with a piece of 
artillery in the pro , and on both sides  ith many muskets …; the 
intention was to join these sinjas to the 200 galleys of war that he 
has, not as large as those of Europa; but bigger with 22 or 24 oars, 
with one piece of 6-8 pounds at the prow, and each oar with only one 
rower, and with many other ordinary sinjas loaded with provisions 
sent to sea [as part of] a powerful armada, while the rest of the army 
[ as sent] by land to con uer the Realm of Ton uim” (ARSI JAP/SIN 
71, Annua 1658, fl. 437v).104 
 Second, it is mostly mentioned as a transport vessel for passengers, for example 
“passengers …  ere  aiting to have a place on the sinja passing on the  ay to Turan” (ARSI 
JAP/SIN 71, Annua 1658, fl. 437v). As stated in the Jesuit Annua of 1658, and confirmed by the 
description of Bénigne Vachet who travelled in July 1671 between Siam and Cochinchina on 
board a cinga, “a sort of large shallop particular to the Cochinchinese”,105 the hallmark of this 
type of vessel was that its planks were stitched together.106 This is a very old Southeast Asian 
boat construction method, which is attested to in Vietnam since the early 17th century. 
 One of the earliest mentions of transport boats whose planks were stitched comes from 
Samuel Baron, who, in 1630–1640, wrote that he travelled from Tonkin to Siam aboard such a 
boat in 23 days.  
 
                                                          
104
 Original quote: “O Anno passado ficou este Rey [Nguyễn Phúc Tần] aparelhando çem / sinjas de guerra … são 
sin/jas de hum nouo feitio mais parecidas as gales, mas ama/rradas e não pregadas cada huma com sua peça de 
artelha/ria à proa, e por ambos os lados muitos mosquetes de / trilhão; o intento era ajuntar estas sinjas com as 
du/zentas gallés de guerra, que elle tem, não tão grandes co/mo as de Europa; mas fortes, e uistosas de 22 e 24 
re/mos por banda, e jogão por proa a huma só peça de 6 a 8 li/bras e a cada remo um só remeiro, e outras muitas / 
sinjas ordinárias carregadas de mantimento mandar por / mar huma grossa armada(?), e o resto do exercito por 
terra a / conquista do Reino de Tumkim”. 
105
 Original quote: “Je m’embar uai, dans son cinga [de Mgr, de La mothe Lambert, évêque de Bérythe] qui est une 
espèce de grande chaloupe particulière aux Cochinchinois” (Rousseille 1865, 187). V c   ’s statement is slightly 
confusing, because he told his journey twice, and he uses a different term in the two accounts. In the Relation des 
Missions et des Voyages des Eveques Vicaires Apostoliques es Anno 1672-1675, which features a copy of V c   ’s 
letter, he states his boat was a “balon”; but in his Mémoires pour Servir à l’Histoire Générale des Missions, he calls 
the same boat a “cinga”. Despite the fact that it seems that these two terms were used interchangeably, the two 
words refer two different kinds of vessels, and his description of the vessel he boarded corresponds to a “sinja”, a 
stitched-planked boat as described in this section. 
106
 See Chapter 8 for a detailed discussion on this method of construction.  
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“They [the Tonkinese] have about five hundred other boats called 
“t injaes”,107 which are good and swift to sail, but too weak for war, 
being only sewn together with rattans; however they serve well 
enough for transportation of provisions and soldiers. In one of these 
boats I was forced to go to Siam the last year thanks be to God, we 
got our passage in twenty-tree days to the admiration of all that 
knew of it” (Baron 1808, 665). 
 
In the 17th century MEP archives, the French missionaries mostly refer to sinja, or cinga, or 
cingeac, as a transport vessel. Like the balon, it was a kind of boat the missionaries used often, 
and even sometimes, owned. For example, in 1674, M. de Courteaulin noted M. Bouchard 
“arrived to Faifo in a wicked cingeac which belongs to him”,   d    1701, . G ug      d    
went to pick up Father Feret who was on bo  d “his cinga” (Launay 2000b, 159, 456).108 
 The sinja, like the balon was a versatile boat that could be used to travel locally, as well 
as regionally. Like Vachet did in 1671, the Bishop of Tilopolis, in 1708, travelled from Ayutthaya 
to Cochinchina on bo  d   “Cochinchinese cinga” (Launay 2000b, 617). Pierre Poivre, in 1750, 
travelled from Faifo to Huế on board a sinja or sinh-ja and wrote that all his trade goods and 
p  s   s f       k  g w        sp    d “in a big boat that they call Sinh-ja, in order to carry 
them to the court by the sea” (Morel 2010b, 5). 
 What seems to distinguish the sinja from the balon in terms of its uses is that the sinja 
was used not only for voyaging between Cochinchina and Siam, but that it sailed even further, 
could do longer voyages, and was used for trade to Cambodia, and Macau.109 In 1695, Thomas 
Bowyear went to the Cochinchinese court and attempted to negotiate new trading conditions 
f       B    s .  s p     f   s   qu s s,     sk d f        u     s       f “two Sinjas to trade 
freely in the harbours of Champa, Cambodia and Siam“        sp    g  ds f       B    s  
(Dalrymple 1793, 84). 
 The other difference between the balon and the sinja was their construction technique. 
As Vachet noted, and as also noted in the Jesuit Annua of 1658, the hull of the sinja had its 
p   ks s   c  d               , “tied up and not pinned”. S c  d y,     f c            u    f     
balon comes from a dugout with raised planks distinguishes it from the plank-built sinja. 
                                                          
107
 Dror and Taylor point out that the French translator (in the Revue Indochinoise, 1914) suggests the word 
“twinjaes” c m s f  m thuyền gi , (Dror and Taylor 2006, 212) which is a common name for fishing boats [see 
below]. Here, a sinja is a transport boat. Similarly, for Petrus Ky, a ghe gi  is not a fishing boat but a transport boat 
that sailed from Huế to China, like the ghe nõc [see below] (Ky 1875, 223). This shows again that there are many 
homonyms and homographs in Vietnamese boat names. 
108
 “… Monday, M. Bouchard arrived in Faifo on board a nasty cingeac that belongs to him”; “We arrived on the 28
th
 
of March in the morning in Phan Ri. I went to get M. d’Estrechy and in the afternoon, we came to pick up M. Feret 
with all his gear from his cinga…” (Launay 2000b, 456).  
109
 Three sinjas were said to have arrived from Macau with pieces of artillery. Original quote: “… chegaraõ a Corte 
as tres simjas, que levavão as tres peças que vierão de Macau” (ARSI JAP/SIN 71, Annua 1658, fl. 443r). 
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 As in most of the cases when boats are described or mentioned in letters and accounts 
by the missionaries, there are few details on the construction of the sinja. But there are in 
these accounts other descriptions of boats that were constructed with stitched planks, but 
were not called sinja. For example, when Ferreira described the boats of Cochinchina, he 
sp c f  d       w     w  k  ds,     g    ys   d        s      w    “s w ” (Ferreira 1700, 7-
8).110 Similarly, when Poivre described Cochinchina and the boats with which Cochinchinese 
mariners went to Cambodia, he stated that the boats were stitched (Alilunas-Rodgers 1993, 
73), without giving them a name, and Staunton and Barrow also noted that common boats 
were stitched.111 Le Floch de la Carrière also mentioned stitched boats when describing the 
war galleys anchored in front of the imperial city on his map. 
 By studying these descriptions and the comments by Ferreira, Poivre and other 
missionaries, a few conclusions can nonetheless be drawn to complement the lengthy 
description of Bénigne Vachet, who described his cinga as follows: 
“It is composed of six thick planks sown together with wicker [osier] ; 
no iron, no nail enter [the construction], the sails are mats, the mast 
is raked towards the front, and where the rudder enters the water is 
just a hole in which waves come and go when the sea is agitated, but 
would not harm the boat, because there are other planks that block 
the entrance, there is only a deck made of bamboo, on which a 
canvas or a small hut can be raised to protect from the rain and the 
wind” (Rousseille 1865, 187).112 
II. D. 1. Hull shape and sizes  
Based on the description of Vachet, it is not possible to determine the shape of the hull. 
However, looking at the representation by le Floch de la Carrière and other descriptions, it is 
plausible to suggest that, like most boats in Cochinchina, the sinja was a double-ender.  
                                                          
110
 Original quote: “As embarcações sao todas de remo. As de contrato do tamanho das nossas caravelas, de taboas 
incorruptiveis, & muy largas; naó saó pregadas, mas cosidas hua com a outra … Para uso da guerra tem as Galès, 
que arremedão as de Europa, sao pregadas, & de hua so cuberta, muy copridas, não muyto largas; porém 
proporcionadas”. 
111
 “The boats, commonly in use among them, consist of five planks only, joined together without ribs or timbers of 
any kind. Those planks are bent to the proper shape, by being exposed some time to a flame of fire; they are brought 
to a line at each end, and the edges are joined together with wooden pins, and stitched with bamboo split into flexile 
threads; and the seams afterwards smeared with a paste made with quick-lime, from sea shells, and  ater” 
(Staunton 1797a, 340); “five single planks each extending from one extremity to the other, the edges morticed, kept 
tight by wooden pins, and bound firm by twisted fibres of bamboo, without either ribs or any kind of timbers” 
(Barrow 1806, 318).  
112
 Alternative description from his other account: “in truth, one cannot have little faith in God in order to undertake 
a journey on such a vessel. Imagine a boat without nails, without ropes, without iron work [ferrement], without roof, 
without pilot, that dares to leave the land out of sight: imagine a pile of planks brought together roughly to one 
another and joint together by ties that look like thick wicker, the anchors were in wood, the sails in mats attached to 
a few bamboo, and the rudder made a hole in the stern, through which water came and went easily; it is with such a 
crew that we commenced a journey of two hundred leagues in a season well advanced, in a country at war, and on a 
sea subject to storms and filled with pirates” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 2). 
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 The sinja of Vachet was operated by four mariners only (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1680, 2),113 which suggests it was a relatively small vessel, compared to 
other transport sinjas. There are not many descriptions from which to infer their size and 
tonnage, but when Vachet travelled from Cochinchina to Siam, in July 1682, on another sinja, it 
was with twelve mariners (Launay 2000b, 257). On his return to Cochinchina, he travelled back 
with 25 people in total (Launay 2000b, 258), including six other ecclesiastics and two servants. 
In 1711, Father Heutte witnessed passengers of a cinga coming to church to praise the Lord for 
saving them from foundering. He said they were 15 merchants, men and women, and a small 
crew.114 In September 1749, Poivre said he boarded a sinhja [sic] with eleven other people, 
while he sent the presents destined to the Nguyễn Lord of Huế in another sinhja [sic] with 
eight soldiers (Morel 2010b, 5). These different examples suggest that these sinjas were of a 
larger size than the one operated by the four mariners on which Vachet sailed in for the first 
time. This is confirmed by Ferreira who suggests that the stitched boats, hired for transport, 
were the size of Portuguese caravels (Ferreira 1700, 7), which means between 12 to 18 metres 
in length (Schwartz 2008). Poivre noted that these boats were of 100 to 150 tons.115 
II. D. 2. Propulsion and steering 
According to Vachet, the cinga he boarded in 1671 was fitted with one mast, and with sails 
made of woven mat, but could also be propelled by oars. When his vessel almost wrecked on 
the coast of Cambodia, the missionary and the Cochinchinese crew managed to reach the 
coast thanks not only to their prayers, but also to the strength of their rowing arms.  
 Ferreira provides early 18th century information that contributes to depicting the 
possible rigging of a sinja, by noting they usually carried two masts, with sails in the shape of a 
fan, that the shrouds, cables and mooring lines were made of cane [casca de bengala], and 
         w     s g   w s       f   “G   k    p” [s   f g. 7-39].116 
                                                          
113
 On board, there would have been a total of about ten people; Vachet and the Bishop of Béryte were with four 
mariners, along with “our two Annamese priests and our servants” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions 
Etrangères 1680, 6). Note that four mariners is a surprisingly small number for a vessel that could be rowed. 
114
 “Fifteen persons, men and women from our village of Lam Thuyen boarded at the beginning of the year 170 to 
sail to the kingdom of Champa to conduct their little business. On the return, they were beaten by a strong wind that 
put them in danger to founder… the pilot set his little crew on the oars … after a few days, they returned home, and 
did not miss the opportunity to come to church to pay their respect to Our Lord and his holy Mother” (Launay 2000b, 
617). 
115
 Original quote: “Leurs bateaux sont plats et n’ont point de courbes. Ils les lient avec du rotin et en assujettissent 
toutes les parties avec des coins frappés avec force entre les bordages et les liures… Ces bateaux marchent bien et 
tiennent bien le vent. Il y en a de 100 et de 150 tonneau ”.  
116
 Original quote: “Trazem estas embarcações dous mastros, cujas velas saó de esteira a figura he de leque, & em 
lugar das varetas, tem de hua, & outra parte húas largas tiras de grossas canas, da ponta superior de cada huma 
dellas pende seu cordel, os quaes todos se ajutao no cabo da escota. A vista he de húa arpa armada, ou arpa grega 
como a chamaó os Portugueses. Não se serrão estas velas, mas se sechão a modo de biombos: & quanto mais 
furiofo he o vento, tanto mais vão arriando,& fechando a vela, para mayor segurãça do mastro & do casco”. 
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I     ms  f s      g, V c   ’s d sc  p     s  ms    c    sp  d    w     dm      â  s 
represented in his illustration of a stitched-planked fishing vessel, the gay you [see below]. 
Vachet describes a hanging rudder that passes through the stern and which is therefore 
protected by planks that form a sort of casing, or a well as described by Piétri (1943, 11) and by 
Paris (1942a, 387-388).  
 
  
Figure 7-37: Detail of the rudder of the "gay you", by Admiral Pâris (Pâris 1843b, pl. 46; Rieth 1992b, pl. 77) 
 
    
 
Figure 7-38: Rudders in a well (Piétri 1943, fig. 36, 40, 42, pl. LVIII) 
Ferreira describes the steering devices of the stitched boats as comprising two rudders; he 
notes they were both hanging, and easily retractable and unshipped. He describes one rudder 
as hanging on the sternpost, and the other as sliding through the stern (Ferreira 1700, 7-8).117 
                                                          
117
 Original quote: “Usaó de dous lemes, que não descançaò nos engonços, mas os trazem pendurados, para os 
poderé levantar facilmente, quando derem em baixos, & os tirarem, quando naó navegão. Hum he pequeno, & fica 
todo fora da pop, como se costuma em Europa, & se servera delle nos rios, & no mar bonança. O outro he muyto 
nmayor [page 8] se mete por detro da popa, & fahe debáyxo della mais de hua braça: deste se valem nas tormentas, 
& quãdo vão de bolina, para ter mão na embarcação; que por não ter quilha, facilmente viraria". Note that Ferreira 
is saying that the larger rudder is used as a daggerboard, but he w u d ’  have known of daggerboards because 
they w    ’  yet invented in the west.   ’s wrong about the rudder preventing the vessel from capsizing, but it is a 
common misunderstanding. 
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Figure 7-39: Le Floch de la Carrière calls this boat a fishing boat,
118
 but the combination of Ferreira’s description 
with this drawing is a very good fit for a Sinja, particularly when considering the centreboard (le Floch de la 
Carrière, 1755–1756) 
II. D. 3. Sailing capacities 
F        w          “with these vessels [they navigate] those seas and run through storms that 
are much furious on the coasts of Chapa [Champa] and Cochinchina” (Ferreira 1700, 8).119 
Being sharp vessels propelled by oars and sails that were evidently seaworthy, overall, the 
sinja seem to have sailed rather well. After a long voyage on board such a vessel, Vachet 
admitted that he had never expected it to sail so well. He was not the only suspicious one, as 
before their departure, Vachet had met a British Captain who told him that even if it were 
filled with gold, he would never set foot on it, although he had come to the East Indies to make 
his fortune.120 Bu  V c   ’ sinja survived a furious storm, sailed in zones full of islets and 
shoals, and even escaped a Chinese pirate ship. He wrote:  
“There nonetheless is as much and even more safety [on these 
vessels] as there is on the best vessels when it is about sailing along 
the coast [terre à terre], because it is possible to sail over sand and 
rocks, the boat is almost never damaged" (Rousseille 1865, 188).121 
                                                          
118
 Original text as featured on the map: “I. Bateau pêcheur, vu par le travers, au plus près ayant sa dérive L plongée 
qui lui sert aussi de gouvernail”. [About the centre-board of this type of fishing boat, see below]. 
119
 Original quote: “Com estas embarcações navegão aquelles mares, & correm com as tormentas, q faò muy 
furiosas naquellas costas de Chãpà [sic], & Cochinchina”. 
120
 Very similarly, Father Heutte in 1710 wrote “A French sailor who was in the Kingdom of Siam in 1708, seeing His 
Highness the Bishop of Tilopolis boarding on one of the Cochinchinese cinga, repeated these words with admiration 
a number of times: If I were given the whole Kingdom of Cochinchina I would not expose myself to sea on board such 
a skiff” (Launay 2000b, 617). 
121
 Vachet further wrote: “soon we made the experience; because, as soon as we were eighty leagues away from the 
river of Siam, where one meets an infinity of islets, a furious storm took us by surprise and forced us to ground on 
solid earth. We had to pass breakers on which the waves were extraordinarily high. Sometimes our poor boat rose to 
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In addition to sailing well, another advantage of the stitched boats, which were monsoonal 
vessels like the trading boats with a woven-bamboo hull, was that, when not in use, the 
stitching could be undone and the planks stored (Ferreira 1700, 7).122  
 
II. E. Abridgement 
The ghe bầu, the sinja and the balon were the main types of Cochinchinese coasters. They 
were constructed differently, and therefore represent different aspects of the boatbuilding 
traditions that existed in Cochinchina since at least the 18th century.  
 The ghe bầu was the quintessential long-distance trader. It could sail far away, as 
c  f  m d by Dyc ,        1830s, w       d      “hundreds of these boats sailed to Singapore” 
(Liu 2001, 29). In the tragic context of the exodus of the boat people in the 1970s, refugees 
sailed on board woven-bamboo boats to Hong Kong. This suggests the fact that that the 
woven-bamboo ghe bầu and the ghe nang, could have also sailed that far in earlier times, 
laden with cargo from central Vietnam.  
 In terms of passenger boats, it seems          m ss       s us d        ms “sinja”   d 
“balon”      c   g  b y.123 It is possible that in their eyes, they were similar types of vessels, 
both either rowed and/or sailed, and used for transport along the coast, although they were 
constructed differently (one had its planks edge-dowelled, the other had stitched planks). Yet, 
despite a certain ambiguity about the use of these words, there seems to have been an implicit 
difference between the sinja and balon, confirmed by a few statements that indicate they 
were in fact clearly distinct vessels. 124 It seems that the balon was smaller than the sinja, and 
was used locally, while the sinja sailed long distances. The balon was most often referred to 
when conducting short trips, for visiting the prince and governor, while a sinja was used for 
longer sea-going trips. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                          
frightening heights, and sometimes, she fell down with great violence on small pointy rocks at the surface of the 
water, with horrible jolts we thought at any time she’d open up. However, when we pulled her on land with the 
strength of our arms, we noticed she was by no means damaged” (Rousseille 1865, 188). 
122
 Original quote: “Acabada a monçaó de navegar, cortam os sios, & recolhem o taboado para lugar cuberto”. 
123
 This may be confirmed by a statement by Courteaulin, who in 1674, wrote at the beginning of a letter that he 
saw M. Bouchard arrive on a cingeac, and who the wrote that he then ran as fast as possible to welcome him at this 
balon (Launay 2000b, 159). Furthermore, the term ballon sometimes refers to boats that are not Cochinchinese. For 
example, in 1712 “Father Laurent, Cochinchinese, interpreter for the king of the British, … came to the court; having 
left his ballon without fear, a mandarin and his soldier visiting all ballons and seeing this foreign ballon, came first to 
examine it” (Launay 2000b, 536). 
124 In some instances, the two terms are clearly implying a difference between both types of boats: for example, 
Father Langlois, mentioning a furious storm in November 1698 clearly stated that the whole fleet of both ballons 
and cingas was destroyed (Launay 2000b, 440); in another case, a Captain entered his cinga in a large river, then 
fearing that regulations would be imposed on his boat, the missionaries convinced the Bishop of Métellopolis to 
board a balon for hire (Launay 2000b, 266). 
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These different coasters illustrate three different boatbuilding traditions; the balon and the 
planked ghe bầu were edge-dowelled, the ghe nang and some types of ghe bầu had a woven-
bamboo hull, and the sinja was stitched. Sadly, none of these boat types, or similar types 
constructed according to these three traditions, have appeared in the Vietnamese 
archaeological record. In the European textual records, the edge-dowelled planks and the 
woven bamboo hulls are attested to since the 18th century but were certainly older. The 
stitching method was also an age-old tradition, attested to in the textual record as early as the 
17th century. The sinja was not the only boat stitched, other descriptions of transport, trading 
and fishing vessels also mention this construction method. 
 Among these different types of common vessels, only the woven-bamboo boats still 
exist. Based on my fieldwork, it seems that some ghe bầu, with engines, were still used and 
repaired until the early 21st century, but mostly, they stopped being constructed in the 1960s. 
Authors like Paris and Piétri in the 1940s noted that the large ghe bầu had already disappeared 
in their time. By the end of the 19th century, the large stitched transport vessels also started to 
decline in use, and were only built in smaller versions. Petrus Ky, for example, described the 
ghe nõc as a small transport boat with stitched-planks that was used from Huế all the way to 
the coast of China (Ky 1875, 223)125 and Audemard, a few decades later also described this 
type of boat as only used in inner and/or calm waters (Audemard 1971, 21).126 
  
                                                          
125
 Petrus called this boat ghe nõc or ghe gi , which is a name used by Audemard and Morechand to describe 
another type of boat, a fishing boat [chalutier] with a woven-bamboo hull. For Petrus Ky, these boat can be 
described as such: “from the keel to the edges, instead of joining the stacked strakes [planks] by pegs, they are 
linked with bamboo ties, which pass in small pierced holes, made for this purpose. … The construction does not offer 
the narrowing of the flanks like that of the ghe bau, it serves to the same uses”. For Piétri and Paris in the 1940s, the 
ghe nõc is only a riverine stitched boat. 
126
 “These vessels belong to the type of 'sampans' and ensure the transportation of the travellers and of the trade 
goods on the channels, rivers and in the sheltered bays such as the bay of Cam Ranh and of Qui Nhone [s c]”. 
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III. FISHING VESSELS  
Like for the trading boat, several types of fishing vessels existed and are described in the 
historical texts. Similar to the ghe bầu, fishing vessel types varied regionally, and this was 
observed initially in the early 19th century, John Crawfurd having noted that common fishing 
boats in central Vietnam and in Sài Gòn were different (Crawfurd 1830a, 356).  
“These [fishing boats of Tourane] ere of a different construction and 
equipment from the neater vessels which we had seen near Saigun 
[sic]. The latter had two masts, which raked much aft, and lug-sails; 
the former had three masts, with a small sail on each, and a fourth 
bet een the main and foremast” (Crawfurd 1830a, 356). 
 The vessels differed in their sails and in the shape of their hull, in their size, in the shape 
of their oculi, and also differed according to the type of fishing that was conducted (and 
therefore in their fishing gear). Above all, fishing boats varied also in their construction 
methods; some had their hull made of woven-bamboo, some had their planks edge-dowelled, 
and some had their planks stitched together.  
 
Prior to the 19th century, the missionaries sometimes mentioned the fishing vessels belonging 
to Christian fishers which they boarded, but they rarely described them. We owe the earliest 
depiction of a Cochinchinese fishing boat to le Floch de la Carrière, but it is in the 19th century 
accounts of John White, John Crawfurd and Edmund Roberts, that more details emerge about 
fishing vessels. John White, particularly, described a number of the fishing vessels he saw, and 
the various types of boats (woven-bamboo hulls and planked boats) and fishing techniques. 
W    ’s  v       p      w s          f s   g v ss  s  f   c   c     w    m   g d w    g     
dexterity; 
“In the afternoon, the sea breeze being very fresh, we were much 
amused with the adroit management of the fishing boats, many of 
which we passed; and our admiration was excited, on observing these 
fine boats without decks, under short sail, bounding over the waves, 
without shipping a drop of ater” (White 1824, 74). 
 
I  1875,     us Ky,      s summ  y  b u  f s   g b   s,     d      “ghe câu” was a name 
assigned to all types of boats, large or small, used for fishing (Ky 1875, 223). “Ghe câu” literally 
m   s “f s   g b   ”,   d  t is a generic term that is still used nowadays.  
 In the boat studies from the 1940s, a number of fishing boats were called ghe câu, 
differentiated by the region in which they were operating, such as ghe câu of Phú Quốc, ghe 
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câu of Bình Thuận, ghe câu of Phan Rang, and ghe câu  f Đ ng Hới (Piétri 1943, 31, 49, 53, 79). 
But these boats were not the sole fishing vessels in an area. In any one region, there were 
different kinds of boats operating at the same time. For example, in 1955, for one 50 km 
stretch of coast in Khánh Hòa province, Moréchand surveyed 21 different fishing techniques, 
and counted about 1200 fishing boats of three main kinds; the ghe câu, the ghe mành, and the 
ghe  uồng (small fishing canoe, see below).  
 Fishing boat types could also be named differently according to the type of fishing gear 
they carried: net fishing (mành or lươi) or line fishing (câu). For example, a ghe mành was a 
rather large fishing boat (LOA: 15-20 m), operated by a crew of five fishers who handled large 
lift nets or mành thúng, used to catch various kinds of fish (cá thu [cybium], c  bò [bonite], c  
nhồng [barracuda], c  cham [?], c  bi [n.a.], c  gi  [ligule] and ca nạng [poisson marteau]) 
(Moréchand 1955, 321, 323). T   w  d “ghe mành” is commonly used in northern Vietnam 
and usually refers to large sea-going vessels, irrespective of whether they are fishing vessels or 
trading vessel. When Morechand mentioned the use of a ghe mành in the region of Nha Trang, 
he however referred to a woven-bamboo hull, which also shows how Vietnamese boat names 
are not always necessarily fixed. A ghe lươi rùng, as described by Piétri, carried a large seine 
net or lươi rùng (Piétri 1943, 45). I  s    d f  m   ước Hải, a large fishing village in the 
province of Bà Rịa. The ghe lươi rùng boats existed in two forms; with entirely wooden 
planking and with a woven-bamboo hull. Nowadays, in the province of Bình Thuận, the Chu A 
and Chu I are different boats, labelled as such depending on the mast they carry (used for 
   d   g     f s   g g   ),               s  p   f    “ ” (b p d)           s  p   f    ”I” (Pham 
2013-2014, fieldwork, Bình Thuận).  
 
  
Figure 7-40: Chu I and a Chu A (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Bình Thuận) 
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Depending on the season and the type of fish, the various fishing techniques changed, and 
could be combined on one boat, namely hook, line fishing (câu giăng) and trawlers (lươi 
gi /vét), seine nets (lươi  ưay) and lift nets (mành) together, or using at the same time 
different kinds of nets for particular types of fish like a lươi nhái for catching cá nhái [pikes] 
and a lươi chuồn for catching cá chuồn [flying fish] (Moréchand 1955, 324-334). These multiple 
fishing techniques also show that there is no fixed rule for systematically giving names to 
fishing boats. 
 In his survey, Moréchand categorised the boats of the province of Khánh Hòa based on 
their size, and mode of operation, but fishing boats can also be categorized and described 
according to their construction methods; thus we can investigate wooden fishing boats whose 
planks were edge-dowelled, at woven bamboo-hulls, and at stitched-planked fishing boats. 
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III. A. Wooden fishing boats 
III. A. 1. Shape of the hull 
The earliest representation of a wooden fishing boat, by le Floch de la Carrière, shows a boat 
operating in the region of Huế, with a very raked bow profile, a curved bottom, and a rounded 
stern, presumably with a transom inside and an aperture for the rudder aft of the transom [see 
fig. 7-39]. Beam ends are seen projecting at deck level. 
 Most of the wooden fishing boats portrayed in the 1940s by Claeys and Piétri for the 
central region of Vietnam differ from the drawing of le Floch de la Carrière. In fact, the fishing 
boat depicted by le Floch de la Carrière shares similarities with a boat described by Piétri from 




Figure 7-41: Ghe manh from Cửa Lò (Piétri 1943, pl. LVIII) and ghe manh from Tonkin, seen in the Bay of 
Tourane (Rieth 1992b, pl. 85) 
                                                          
127
 Either Le Floche de la Carrière and Ferreira were looking at vessels from the north, or the design that was more 
recently considered as being restricted to the north, was then more widely used.  
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Figure 7-42: Double-ended fishing boat, with projecting end beams and thwarts through the topside planking, 
at two levels, two gunter-sails, a bow board and a rudder that seems to be sliding in the sternpost (no 
pintles and gudgeons are visible). Note there is also a yuloh that would have served the steering, possibly 
when reaching the fishing grounds (Claeys, 1932, Fiche 83) 
 
The shape of the stern of the fishing boats from central Vietnam is different but they are 
similar in the fact that they have projecting end beams, like many wooden boats of the region, 
including the ghe bầu, some woven basket boats, and also the sinja. The wooden boats of 
central Vietnam share the characteristic of being double-ended, with an overhanging stern and 
bow. Often, as John White noted, the fishing boats were not decked. Loose planks or bamboo 
slats arranged as matting could be placed over the deck beams, but usually, it seems that only 
the trading boats were decked. A cabin could be fitted for the fishers. 
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III. A. 2. Sizes 
When White sailed along     c  s ,        d      s     g f s   g b   s  x s  d    “various 
capacities, from five to one hundred tons, but in general they are of from fifteen to thirty tons 
burthen“ (White 1824, 55). In the 1940s, the tonnage of the fishing boats also ranged between 
five and thirty-five tons (Piétri 1943).  
 Planked fishing boats ranged between 8 and 15 m in length, and were usually operated 
by a crew of three or four fishers. Smaller ones could be operated by two people. Often, 
families operated and lived on fishing boats.128 Even today, small fishing boats in the bays of 
Xuâ  Đ  , Vũ g  ắm and Vũ g      are still operated by a whole family of 3-4 members.  
 
Figure 7-43: In the fishing boat we can see the family, the wife and the baby, two men and another woman. 
This drawing presents an awkward perspective, and the boat has no sternpost, nor a rudder (Staunton 
1804, vol. 2, 227). 
III. A. 3. Propulsion and steering  
Fishing boats were fitted with various forms of rudders. On the boat described by le Floch de la 
Carrière, the rudder is fitted through a transom. A second rudder is shown as a dotted line 
further forward. It would function as a daggerboard and would have to be deployed in a well/ 
daggerboard case. Perhaps it is a daggerboard, as Ferreira also mentioned [above], and not a 
functional rudder. The boats of central and southern Vietnam represented by Piétri and Claeys 
in the 1940s do not have a daggerboard, but some do share the flat transom at the stern 
through which the rudder hangs. It is a rudder arrangement that is similar to the sinja. In fact 
Piétri and Paris have both concluded that the sketch of Le Floch de la Carrière is erroneous 
because the junks of Cửa Lò usually have two rudders, one used at sea, and one used in 
shallow waters and rivers, and that he mistook the fluvial rudder for a centreboard (Paris 
1942a, 389; Piétri 1943, 89).129 
                                                          
128
 In 1665, when MEP Father Chevreuil sailed from Champa to Cambodia, he boarded the fishing boat of a Christian 
family (Launay 2000b, 65-66). 
129
 “…This junk can replace its sea-going rudder, narrow and deep, by a river rudder with a large compensated 
rudder head [safran] … Le Floch was mistaken when interpreting the riverine rudder for a centreboard …. [he made] 
a serious mistake when assigning to this pseudo-centreboard a distinct location from an ordinary rudder" (Paris 
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Figure 7-44: Fishing boat from Phan Thiết with a flat transom and the rudder going through the stern (Claeys 
1932, Fiche 71). 
 
Most, wooden fishing boats were fitted with rudders similar to the kind found on the trading 
boats previously described; it could be a rudder with pintles and gudgeons, or one sliding in 
the grooved sternpost (Paris 1942a, 385-390; Piétri 1943, 10-11, 55; Audemard 1971, 48, pl. 
38).  
 
While the fishing boats in Cochinchina do not have a daggerboard, some fishing boats had a 
bowboard. It was common on the woven-bamboo hulls, but seems to have been adapted to 
wooden planked vessels, as seen on in the illustration of Claeys [above], and on the ghe bầu of 
Quảng Nam by Piétri (1943, pl. XXXI). In the present, some fishing boats whose hulls are 
completely made of wood still carry a bowboard.  
                                                                                                                                                                          
1942a, 389). "For the rivers and streams with strong currents, they use a balanced rudder with a large blade. It’s this 
helm that has been wrongfully drawn as a centerboard, on the map of Le Floch de la Carrière” (Piétri 1943, 89). 
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Figure 7-45: Wooden fishing vessel with a bowboard (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Nam) 
 
Fishing vessels were propelled by sail, but also by oar or yuloh on the fishing grounds in some 
cases. On the drawing of le Floch de la Carrière, five thole pins for rowing are visible, and the 
ghe câu of Phú Quốc described by Piétri was also manoeuvred by what seems to be five oars 
on each side [see above, fig. 7-13].  
 
The rig of the fishing boat drawn by le Floch de la Carrière has been recognised in recent times 
as a design from Tonkin and Hainan, as described by Poujade, Paris, Piétri etc., but could also 
be seen as a battened Oceanic lateen sail. This representation is the only instance in which 
such a rig with battens attached to the sail is associated with a fishing vessel from central 
Vietnam.130  
 Some other illustrations are not very detailed but provide a general idea of the nature of 
    f s   g v ss  s s    by    v     s suc   s    wfu d, G bs  ,   p  c ,   d Dum    d’U v    . 
According to the descriptions by boat specialists in the 1940s, the wooden fishing boats carried 
one to three masts, with gunter sails in southern Vietnam and quadrilateral sails in the area of 
the Bay of Tourane (Piétri 1943, 54). 
III. A. 4. Sailing capacities 
When Dayot received authorisation from Nguyễn Ánh to survey the Paracels he chose three 
  m d b   s   d       f s   g b   s; “I had had the caution to add three fishing boats, which 
                                                          
130
 Note however that it does correspond to the descriptions of the rig of the stitched boats by Ferreira. 
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are excellent sailing vessels and that would serve me to survey the reefs” (Dayot 1807b, fl. 59). 
Dayot observed Cochinchinese sailing boats over the years, and he noted: 
“These boats, as  ell as all of Cochinchina, for sail, are very good, go 
quite fast and act very well even in a rough sea. I often saw them with 
their sails high hile e ere forced to have reefs [ris] in ours” (Dayot 
1807b, fl. 34r). 
This statement is similar to the previously mentioned observations of others like White and 
Crawfurd who also noted that Cochinchinese boats sailed well. 
“These were managed with much dexterity, and were altogether the 
smartest vessels of the kind  hich I had seen in any part of India” 
(Crawfurd 1830a, 100-101).  
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III. B. Gay You and stitched planked-hulls 
In 1830-1831, a type of fishing boat that plied along the coast of Vietnam caught the eye of 
 â  s w       w s   c    d        B y  f T u    .    c    d    “gay you”    “gay yew”,131 and 
for him it was the most representative fishing boat of the Bay of Tourane; 
“The Bay of Touranne is covered by a crowed of these boats that 
present themselves in a thousand of different aspects: each have their 
sails turned or rolled in different ways; some are drifting to trawl their 
nets, the others are tacking and placing themselves in the wind to pull 
their nets back” (Pâris 1843a, 49). 
He noted the variations in this type of boat, and described its very specific method of 
construction; the planks of the gay you were stitched together. 
 
 
Figure 7-46: Gay Yew, fishing vessel (Rieth 1992b, pl. 78) 
  
                                                          
131 Without the help of a linguist, it is not easy to determine the Vietnamese word which Admiral Pâris rendered 
into gay you. It is possible to suggest it comes from the word ghe gi . Gi , pronounced in the accent of the south, 
sounds like “y ”. According to Reverend Cadière, the term ghe gi  was commonly used to point at sailing vessels 
from Quảng Nam and Quảng Ngãi (Cadiere 1921, 17). A thuyền gi , according to Génibrel dictionary, dated to 1898, 
is a “vessel used in the area between Hué and the border of China, on which the planks are linked to one another by 
bamboo lashings”. Thuyền and ghe both mean boat, thuyền being mostly used in the north and ghe being mostly 
used in the south. This confirms a “ghe gi ” boat could be stitched. This interpretation needs however further 
research since the terminology of Vietnamese maritime terms is varied, and that for example, Audemard rendered 
the term ghe gi  as “gai-iah”, referring to another type of boat [see below]. 
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III. B. 1. Hull shape 
Pâris made a drawing and a plan which show that the gay you was elongated with a sharp bow 
and stern, and was relatively narrow. The widest beam is aft of amidships, and was 2.5 metres 
on a length of 11 metres. The hull is flat-bottomed, and the profile shows a high rising stern, 
Amos noted it raised 2 metres above the waterline (Amos 1998, 32-33). The gay you did not 
have a keel, and its hull was constructed with five planks, with washboards at bow and stern.132 
As with the sinja and other stitched-plank vessels of Vietnam, the particular method of 
fastening the planks together is not visible from the outside. As is common in Cochinchina, 






Figure 7-47: Detailed plan drawing of the Gay You by Pâris. Note the section showing five planks (Pâris 1843b, 
pl. 46; Rieth 1992b, pl. 77) 
III. B. 2. Sizes 
The gay you recorded by Pâris was 11 metres in length, but such vessels could reach 15 metres 
(Pâris 1843a; Audemard 1971; Amos 1998). It was manned by eight to ten crews.  
                                                          
132
 Vachet, Ferreira, Barrow and Staunton all noted the fact that the stitched-plank boats they described were made 
of five planks. Audemard also noted that the smaller sampans could be made of three planks (Audemard 1971, 20). 
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III. B. 3. Propulsion, steering and sailing capacities 
The gay you was easily identifiable by its narrow beam, high stern, large quadrilateral sails, and 
its hiking-board used when tacking as used on other sailing vessels in central Vietnam. The sails 
were made of cotton or of woven leaves of latania (Pâris 1843a, 50).133 The two main sails 
were supplemented by two smaller sails, one aft, and one in between the two masts, hoisted 
when the vessel was drifting or sailing to leeward to trawl its net. A roller-furling handle was 
inserted in the boom, like on the balon represented by le Floch de la Carrière. This is a design 
that is similar to Indonesian/Malay sails (Pâris 1843a, 50; Amos 1998, 33) [discussed in Chapter 
8]. 
 A particular feature can be observed at the stern of the gay you, a piece of transverse 
timber that is sculpted, and projects outwards from the head of the sternpost. It is called a 
ngà, and is common to wooden vessels [see Chapter 8]. This feature is still visible on a number 
of small fishing boats (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). 
 
 
Figure 7-48: Admiral Pâris’s Gay You (Rieth 1992b, pl. 79) 
  
                                                          
133
 In french, latanier, family of the Arecacae. 
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The gay you had a rudder that passed through a slot in the bottom at the stern. It is similar to 
the Chinese design (Pâris 1843a, 50; Amos 1998, 34) and to the rudder of the sinja and of the 
balon. The gay you could readily sail over sand banks and shoals. In that case, the rudder could 
be unshipped and the boat was then steered with a long sculling oar (Pâris 1843a, 50). 
Otherwise, when drifting, the rudder was lifted and held in an upwards position with a pin. 
When fishing, the trawl net was trawled from long bamboo poles projecting at the stern and 
bow, and the sails were set to propel the vessel sideways, to leeward.  
 
 
Figure 7-49: Other view by Admiral Pâris of the Gay Yew [sic] trawling their nets (Rieth 1992b, pl. 80) 
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III. C.           d  v  -bamboo fishing boats  
Woven-bamboo hulls fishing boats are numerous. In the accounts and written descriptions of 
woven-bamboo boats, apart from the descriptions of the trading ghe bầu and ghe nang, the 
majority were of fishing boats.  
“Fishing occupies a large portion of the time of the inhabitants and 
from 100 to 150 boats are seen issuing out of the bay every morning 
at sunrise from the various villages… The bottom is of basket  ork, 
very closely woven, and stretched on a frame and dammer or pitch is 
used freely both within and without; the upper works are of wood, 
and oil is fre uently applied to the bottom” (Roberts 1837, 222-223). 
The main distinction between the different woven-bamboo fishing vessels lies between the 
small fishing boats used in rivers, canals, and in harbours, that average between 1.5-5 m in 
length, and the longer and larger bamboo hulls, reinforced with wooden topside strakes (from 
6 to 20 metres in length).  
 
  
Figure 7-50: Gai-iah [sic], fishing boat with a woven-bamboo hull, very similar to the ghe nang (Audemard 1971, 
pl. 14) 
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III. C. 1. Sizes 
The biggest fishing vessels were similar to the ghe bầu, and called ghe câu when fishing; and to 
the ghe nang, called ghe gi  when fishing (Paris 1942a, 354; Audemard 1971, 29). The largest 
ones were described by Admiral Pâris, by Armand Pâris, and by Audemard. They were still 
present in the 1940s (Paris 1942a; Piétri 1943). They reached up to 20 metres like the ghe bầu 
and the ghe nang. Roberts saw them in 1830s and reckoned that the largest class could carry 
40 or 50 tons (Roberts 1837, 223). 
 Since the 1960s (Dalby and Thede 1962; Westerman et al. 1967b) the woven bamboo 
hulls no longer exist in such large sizes, their average size being maximum 10 metres (Amos 
1989; Burningham 1994; Amos 1997; Tallec 1997; Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork).  
 
 
Figure 7-51:      uồ g. Similar to the gay you and other wooden fishing boats, the woven-bamboo fishing 
boats also had a ngà. Most often, it was located at the bow (Piétri 1943, fig. 69)  
 
 The sông vành, specialised in shark fishing, reached a maximum 8 metres in length, 1.3 metres 
in width, and was 5 tons (Piétri 1943, 59). While the ghe  uồng, smaller and used for fishing 
sea-urchins could reach 6 metres (Piétri 1943, 57). 
III. C. 2. Hull shape 
In terms of their shape, the ghe gi  and the ghe câu were similar to their trading counterparts, 
but some other woven-bamboo hulls presented some differences; the ghe lươi rùng, a woven-
bamboo boat operating in the region of Bà Rịa was very elongated, with a wide bilge, typical of 
the boat building in the southern part of central Vietnam (Piétri 1943, 45). The ghe gi ’s  u   
shape was sharper at the bow. The sharpness of the bow was further accentuated by a 
wooden forefoot, stitched to the basket and a timber keelson by small vines and the stitching 
    s m d  w    p   f by   m x u    f “c   ”. T  s f   f    g v    f x d c       f         
resistance forward, and acted like the sliding bowboards found on the boats of Quảng Ngãi 
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and of Tourane (Piétri 1943, 56).134 The sông vành was specifically designed to fish sharks. The 
hull of the ghe  uồng  f Quy N ơ  w s c    c    s d by p    cu      bs f    d  u s d       u   
made, to allow the boat to ground without damage, when fishing for stoup and sea-urchins 
(Piétri 1943, 57).  
   k     m s  v ss  s      c   c    ,     “owners affect to paint eyes upon the heads of 
all those boats as if to denote the vigilance requisite in the conduct of them” (Staunton 1797a, 
340). 
 
Figure 7-52:         (Audemard 1971, pl. 11) 
III. C. 3. Steering and propulsion 
The woven-bamboo fishing boats, bore from one to three masts, quadrilateral sails or 
triangular sails, depending on where they operated. Roberts states,  
“Some of them carry lug sails, and others are of a triangular shape, 
&c., &c. and some have two masts and other three; the largest mast 
being stepped in the centre, the next being equi-distant between that 
and the smallest one, which is stepped as near to the bow as possible; 
the sail on the middle mast is less than one half the size of the main 
mast, and the for ard one about half the size of the second” (Roberts 
1837, 222-223). 
                                                          
134
 The forefoot is the part of the boat/ship where the keel meets the stem. What Piétri is writing about seems to be 
something like the lower stem and forward part of the keel of a wooden boat, all as one timber, presumably in a 
bent or angled shape. It is affixed to the outside of the basket forefoot. Because it projects down and forward, it 
increases the resistance to leeway (sideways drift) of the bow. The function is similar to the sliding bowboard. 
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In terms of steering, they used the sliding rudder in the sternpost and sometimes, the sliding 
bowboard fitted in a slot in the stem. Woven-bamboo fishing boats also used a balance-board, 
and some of them also had a ngà. 
III. D. Abridgement  
As Roberts noted, which was confirmed by the many other observers, the Cochinchinese 
fishing fleet was extremely varied. It was composed of a woven-bamboo hulls from 6 to 20 
metres in length (ghe gi ), stitched-planked hulls (gay you), and of edge-dowelled planked 
hulls (ghe câu). Northern fishing vessels also sailed to the southern harbours, displaying 
northern characteristics such as a particular battened sail, and a hull ending on a flat transom. 
The earliest representation of a fishing boat by le Floch de la Carrière dates from the mid-18th 
century, and seems to be in fact a boat from northern Vietnam.135  
 By looking at the fishing boats from the 1940s, described by Piétri and drawn by Claeys, 
the fishing boats from central Vietnam were constructed according to the same methods as 
other wooden boats. In general they differ from the family of the ghe bầu, b c us     y d  ’  
have a keel or bulkheads built on frames. The gay you, like the sinja, had a flat transom. 
Otherwise, all share other characteristics; a double-ended hull, a high stern, projecting thwarts 
or end beams, a ngà, the use of hiking board, sails fitted with a spar at the heads and foot, , an 
axial rudder and sometimes, a bowboard. 
 
In the present, the greatest diversity of boat types lies with the fishing boats, and there are 
many more fishing boats than trading boats.  
  
                                                          
135
 Note that there is an interesting similarity between the “bateau de passage” and the “bateau de pêcheur” drawn 
by le Floch de la Carrière. They share a similar hull profile that can be also related to the fishing boat gay you (that 
was stitched). In the 1960s, a vessel operating from Quảng Trị (north of Huế), the QTBC-1 (Blue Book 1962), 
presented a similar hull profile. It was not stitched like the riverine boats from Huế and was sea-worthy. Another 
vessel, also very similar, the QTBC-2 operating in Huế was not stitched either, but had a similar steering 
arrangement, of both a rudder and centerboard, as drawn on the fishing vessel of le Floch de la Carrière (and as 
described by Ferreira for the stitched boats). Note that the QTBC-2 was believed to be originating from northern 
Vietnam, from Ha Tinh province, and was introduced further south, without any modification, in 1954. It is possible 
that a similar movement occurred in terms of earlier boat traditions too, and that the Nguyễn brought to central 
Vietnam the designs of their transportation boats and of some of their fishing boats. 
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IV. SMALL CRAFT (SAILING BOATS, ROWED BOATS AND BASKET BOATS)  
In Cochinchina, there was great diversity of boats of less than 6 m in length, which had many 
uses: to travel between paddy fields on the small canals and rivers, to convey the paddy to 
larger transport vessels in the Mekong Delta; in harbours, to ferry supplies between the shore 
and the foreign ships anchored, to tow newly arrived ships to safe anchorage; to sail along 
rivers or along the coast, from village to village, used by fishers in the bays and close to the 
shore, sailed by two-three man crews collecting lobsters in traps set within bays, or to lift their 
trap nets set in the rivermouths. These small boats are sometimes referred to in the historical 
d cum   s  s “p   gu ”, “s mp  ”, “b  qu ”,136    “s     p”, w  c  w        g          ms, 
but did not relate to precise Cochinchinese boat types. 
 J    W    ,    1820, s w m  y suc  sm    b   s w  c     d sc  b d  s ”of light and airy 
construction” (White 1824, 199, 209). He saw some in the harbours, laden with tropical fruit, 
water, and other articles of f  d,   d s m       s “supplying the bazars with sea-fish”,   w d 
with amazing rapidity, and still others, laden with fire-wood, or with jars of dammer or pitch, 
wood oil and paint. He particularly noted that some small boats, on which families sometimes 
made their homes, were good for attending to foreign vessels: 
“For the latter service they are, for various reasons, al ays preferred 
by strangers, to the use of their own boats. 
Among the most cogent, we may enumerate their intimate 
acquaintance with the river, their greater or less knowledge of the 
eastern Portuguese dialect, thereby being enabled to act as 
interpreters to those who cannot speak the Onamese [sic] language 
(for in most cases we find one or more on board an American or 
European ship in the India trade, who can understand and speak 
some words of Portuguese), their superior power, from nativity and 
habit, of resisting the deleterious effects of a tropical sun and 
nocturnal miasmata; to say nothing of the saving of wear and tear, 
and last, though not least, the extreme cheapness of these 
conveniences.  
We hired one of them with a roof covering the middle of it, securing 
the passenger from the effects of the sun and weather, navigated by 
three women (mother and daughters), for fifteen quans per month.  
They are not only occupied in plying between the ship and shore, or 
other vessels, but are called upon, and used in all other duty incident 
to a ship's boats in port” (White 1824, 214-215). 
 
                                                          
136
 In English “b  qu ” means a three-masted ship, square-rigged on the fore and main masts. In French, it is a small 
boat. 
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Small boats were constructed according to the two main traditions; they had their planks 
edge-dowelled, or had their hull made of woven-bamboo. There is still today a great diversity 
of small basket boats that exist in either oval or round shape.137 
 
In southern Vietnam, in the region of the Mekong, and in the hinterland, small dugout boats 
were used in the rivers and canals (Pâris 1887, pl. 22; Paris 1942a, 378; Poujade 1946c). White 
  s  m       dug u s us d          g     f S   Gò ,   d      s   dds “to these objects, we 
may add immense rafts of timber, bamboos, and new canoes, from various parts of the 
country, constantly arriving at the metropolis” (White 1824, 209). Yet, the majority of small 
boats, like large boats, were either constructed in bamboo or edge-dowelled. 
 
The estimates of the number of boats operat  g    1910 by     “Service des Travaux Publiques” 
showed that there was a majority of small boats. Out of 90 000, 69 000 were of a capacity of 1-
2 tones, while 16 500 were of 10 tonnes, and even fewer of more than 20 tonnes (Audemard 
1971, 43).  
IV. A. Small wooden boats 
IV. A. 1. Hull shape and sizes 
For service between land and ship and for certain manoeuvres, such as transport and laying of 
a kedge-anchor or warp, Piétri w          “the Ghe Cua, Ghe Bau (Annam), Ghe Manh and 
generally all the large transport boats, have a dinghy which is lifted onto the deck at the 
moment of casting off or to ed from the rear  hen the  eather permits”. He noted that “it is 
always a little boat built with the same shape of the mother ship, having the same sheer and 
the same eye drawn or engraved on the wood” (Piétri 1943, 14). Like most large vessels, small 
wooden boats usually had no keel, and were constructed on a flat median timber that formed 
the stern and stem,138 and the inner structure was composed of non-articulated frames. 
According to the Cochinchinese tradition, usually, the planks were fastened together by edge-
dowelling. Small wooden boats were mostly undecked, although they could have a small 
covered hold for their cargo, fish, or nowadays, a partial deck to protect a small engine.  
 Their size varied with the tonnage, but was usually a maximum of 6 metres in length, 
and 2 metres in beam. They were low on the water, and could easily be run aground on the 
beach. 
                                                          
137
 There are no descriptions, and I have not seen during my fieldwork small boats made of stitched-planks. The ghe 
nõc was the smallest type of vessel constructed as such, but still reached up to 15 metres in length. 
138
 Apart from the design of the ghe bầu, whose stem and sternpost are distinct from the keel or median plank. 
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Apart from operating as tenders to large boats, some small boats were used specifically for 
certain kinds of fishing, such as the ghe đăng, which was a small rowed boat used to haul the 
madrague nets, beach seine nets, set up along the coast (Nguyên Thuy Anh 1966).  
IV. A. 2. Propulsion and steering 
Small boats could be either sailed or propelled by oar, by paddle, or be both propelled by wind 
and human strength. For example, small fishing boats could be fitted with one mast, stepped 
through a thwart, and with a quadrilateral or triangular sail. In terms of the rudders fitted on 
small boats, they were of various descriptions, like on the larger vessels.  
 
When propelled by oar, it is most common to see the oarsmen rowing standing and facing 
forward, as in the large galleys (Moréchand 1955, 312). Rowing, using oars attached to pins, is 
w d sp   d bu   s   w ys ‘pus    w  g’, w         p  s    s b    d        s f c  g f  w  ds, 




Figure 7-53: Rowing facing forward (Palmer 2007, Mekong; Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Phú Yên) 
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Sometimes, the boats are propelled with a single oar, which is another specialized technique, 
quite different from using two. As White noted, small boats were often operated by one 
woman handling a long sculling oar aft. This is a particular technique, similar to the gondoliers 
in Venice, that is found throughout the country. The oar does not come out of the water, and 
propels when the inboard end is pushed forward, and steers on the back stroke. White 
described  
“Their mode of managing these boats is admirably adroit, and the 
application of the power of propulsion novel.  
A long and very elastic oar, confined by ligatures of rattan to an 
upright stake, at about the height of two feet from the gunwale, or 
side of the boat, near the stern, is pushed forward by the operator till 
it becomes nearly parallel with the boat's side; when, by a skilful 
inflection, it not only counteracts the effects which arise from the 
impulse being confined to one side of the boat, but performs the 
office of a scull, on its return to its original position, thereby 




Figure 7-54: One oar rowing (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Mekong) 
Another rowing technique that can still be observed today is the feet rowing technique, which 
has taken numerous original forms in Vietnam, and might be considered unique. The person 
rowing sits towards the back of the boat and uses his/her feet to drive the oars. There are no 
straps to keep the feet secured to the handle of the oar. In the province of Phú Yên, recently, 
some shoes were glued to the oars, to facilitate this rowing technique. In order to support the 
rower, a plank is sometimes fitted aft, on which the rower can lean back. This frees the hands 
of the fisher to collect the fishing nets or hold a fishing line. 
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Figure 7-56: Foot rowing, with shoes attached to the oars (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quy  hơn) 
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In other cases, a single paddle can be used, as seen in Huế on the long river canoes, and when 




Figure 7-57: Boats paddled in the channels of Huế (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Thừa Thiên-Huế) 
 
Figure 7-58: Small boat from the province of Thanh Hóa, propelled by a double paddle, seen in the province of 
Ninh Thuận (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Ninh Thuận) 
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IV. B. Ghe Thùng Chài and small basket boats 
The round basket boats or ghe thùng chài are certainly the most remarkable small boats found 
along the coast of Vietnam, and they still catch the attention of tourists. They can be seen in 
dozens hauled onto the beaches of central Vietnam, or braving the surf, sometimes as far as 5 
miles off the coast.  
IV. B. 1. Hull shape and sizes 
Round basket boats were used as net handlers, as fishing boats, and tenders carried on larger 
boats, often stacked up on top of one another. Almost all large vessels, fishing or trading, had 
at least one small basket dinghy on its deck. Some basket boats are as small as 1 or 1.5 m in 
diameter, and manoeuvred only by the sculling movement of an oar or, even without an oar, 
the boatman moving the basket boat by thrusting his legs and recovering while holding onto 
the rim. Some can carry three to four passengers or sometimes many more in calm water in 
sheltered harbours or near the shore. Some are larger (3 m) and deeper, fitted with a stern 
post and sailed, and in the present, operated by one fisher and a long-tail outboard motor 
engine. 
 
In the present, basket boats, almost round can be fitted with an external stem and sternpost 
that are bolted through the woven hull. They are powered by a 24 HP diesel engine, go fishing 
10–20 nautical miles offshore and reach about 6-7 m length. They are called thùng xoài or xoài 
máy because their shape resembles a mango. 
 
 
Figure 7-59: Ghe thùng chài with a long-shaft motor (Palmer 2006, Quảng Nam) 
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Figure 7-60: Thùng xoài (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Ninh Thuận) 
 
Double-ended basket boats, or canoes were also very popular, reaching between 3 to 6 
metres. They are called sampans or ghe  uồng or  uồng and were used to operate in the 
estuaries and rivers (Moréchand 1955, 329, 332-333). The small canoes were also capable of 
sailing to sea, such as the ghe  uồng  f Quy N ơ    d N   T   g f    x mp  ,   s d m  s   s 
were from 3 to 6 metres in length, and 0.6 to 1 metre in width. It was operated with two sails. 
 
 
Figure 7-61: Woven-bamboo canoes (Palmer 2006, Khánh Hòa) 
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IV. B. 2. Propulsion and steering 
Small woven basket boats could either be sailed (with one or even two sails), paddled, rowed, 
or propelled and steered with a single sculling oar depending on their use and location. 
Nowadays, they are propelled by small inboard engines or long-tail motors. The rudders of the 
woven-bamboo boats could be either sliding in a sternpost, or hung on pintles and gudgeons. 
On the round boats, a slotted wooden fitting on the exterior, merging into the bilge, held the 
rudder.  
 
Figure 7-62: Ghe thùng chài (Audemard 1971, pl. 9) 
 
Figure 7-63: Sailing woven-bamboo canoe (Audemard 1971, pl. 12) 
 
Figure 7-64: Sailing woven-bamboo canoe (Palmer 2006, Khánh Hòa) 
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IV. B. 3. Sailing capacities 
Small round basket boats sail one or two nautical miles offshore. They are well suited for riding 
    w v s.  s      , w   s w    m s           sw     xp     d, “they do not have to contend 
with a broadside predicament; they are not appreciably hampered by being in a trough, riding 
a wave as opposed to driving into it. Even when encountering moderate waves and swells while 
fishing along the coast, these boats are often handled by a youngster with considerable 
facility”(Cairo 1972, 137). 
 Small double ended canoes also had good seaworthy qualities, Piétri     d “they look 
like actual dinghies or canoes but with extraordinary nautical qualities, since we encounter 
them very far off at sea, with a single man, a solitary fisherman who is also a skilled 
helmsman” (Piétri 1943, 57). 
 
 
Figure 7-65: Five basket boats used as tenders on a boat from the province of Thanh Hóa, which sailed all the 
way down to the province of Ninh Thuận (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Ninh Thuận) 
 
Figure 7-66: Round basket boats, used for squid fishing offshore (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Ngãi) 
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By utilizing a range of descriptions and visual representations across time, this chapter 
described several vessel types of Cochinchina, and set the stage for the following chapter 
which addresses the construction methods and some specific Cochinchinese boatbuilding 
features. Based on this wide overview of representative boats, a few conclusions can be drawn 
about Cochinchinese boat traditions in general; 
 
First, in terms of size and capacity, it appears that regardless of the type of construction, the 
biggest galleys and the largest sea-going ghe bầu reached about 30 metres in length,139 but the 
size of most trading and transport boats that plied along the coast averaged maximum 15 
metres. It was said that the ghe bầu could reach up to 240 tonnes (40 000 nước mắm jars) and 
even as much as 300 tonnes (Piétri 1943, 51), but in fact, the largest coasters, operated by 12 
men crew, usually did not reach more than 75 to 100 tonnes. The majority of the common 
traders were smaller, between 10 and 15 metres in length, and carried between 20 to a 
maximum 70 tonnes. 
 Fishing boats were smaller than the trading boats, with average lengths of 8 to 15 
metres, and with a capacity of 5 to 35 tonnes. They were operated by 3-4 crew, and 
sometimes by whole families. The woven bamboo fishing boat ghe gi  could be longer and 
reach 20 metres, and carry 40 to 50 tons. It was one of the largest fishing boats. However, the 
most common woven-bamboo fishing boats were only 10-12 metres in length. In fact, 
according to the numbers gathered by Audemard, the vast majority were smaller boats sued 
for fishing in 1910, and only a very small proportion of boats reached more than 20 tones.140 
 The size of the sinja and the balon ranged between 10 to 18 metres in length. 
Depending on their size, these vessels seemed to have been able to carry up to 25 passengers 
plus the crew, composed of 4 to 12 members. Although the sinja and balon were similar in 
terms of their use, and that the terms were used interchangeably in the letters of the 
missionaries, it seems that in their minds, the balon was considered smaller than the sinja, and 
used locally, while the sinja sailed longer distances.  
 The small boats of Cochinchina, whether planked or woven-bamboo, used in inland 
                                                          
139
 To offer comparison, according to Ishii (1998, 4), a “ yp c   junk from S  m” (three masted, as depicted on the 
wood-block prints on display at the old Chinese Kuan-Yin Temple in Nagasaki) ahd the following measurements: 
Length: 27.6 m; Beam 8.64 m; H: 36.6 m (main mast). The ship from Batavia (two-masted): Length: 21.5 m; Beam: 
5.91 m. 
140 Audemard recorded the numbers published by the Service des Travaux Publiques. In 1910, 90 000 vessels were 
recorded as plying in the rivers and arroyos of Cochinchina [Mekong Area]. While the majority had a capacity of less 
than 20 tones, only 2100 had a capacity of 20 tons in average, and 1700 of a capacity of 75 tonnes (Audemard 1971, 
43). 
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waters, rivers, channels, river mouths and protected bays can be defined as being less than 6 
metres in length, and were of similar construction to the larger boats.  
 
Second, three main hull construction traditions can clearly be identified in Cochinchinese 
boatbuilding. These traditions were used to build different kinds of boats, and within any one 
tradition, a range of boat types existed.  
 The first, and singularly Vietnamese, tradition was to make the hull in woven-bamboo. 
This construction tradition was used to build a great variety of vessels, from trading boats (ghe 
bầu, ghe nang) to fishing vessels (ghe gi ), from vessels that sailed offshore, to coastal and 
inland waters smaller boats, and to vessels that existed in numerous sizes and shapes (ghe 
 uồng, ghe thùng chài). This tradition is attested to since at least the 18th century (Tsai-Tin-
Lang 1878, 138), and unlike the stitching method, this tradition still exists today. 
 The second tradition was to stitch the planks of the hulls. This method was observed on 
fishing (gay you) and transport vessels (sinja), and, some rowed boats (or galleys) were also 
said to have been stitched as Barrow and Poivre described (Barrow 1806, 318). This method of 
construction is noted as early as the 17th century (Baron 1808, 665). 
 The third tradition for wooden planked-hulls, whether trading or fishing, is that the 
planks were fastened edge to edge by dowels, and no iron entered the construction141 (Pâris 
1887, pl. 22; Paris 1942a, 367; Piétri 1943, 19-20, 22; Audemard 1971, 48). 
 
Vessels from central Vietnam built according to one of these three age-old traditions also 
shared a number of commonalities. They will be discussed in detail in the following chapter, 
but can be briefly enumerated here;  
 One characteristic that is apparent is the fact that the boats were constructed plank-first 
[shell-first], even the woven-bamboo boats. And most of the hull shapes were double-enders, 
with a pointed bow and stern (apart from the stitched gay you and galleys which had a stern 
transom, and the round woven-bamboo boats).  
 Another commonality is that usually, planked-vessels did not have a keel. Most vessels 
were flat bottomed, or had a median-plank that is slightly thicker and wider than the other 
planks (only a few types of vessels had a keel, such as the ghe bầu). The shape of the hull 
presented no hard chines. The median plank joined in the stem and sternpost which both rose 
high above the water. Beams often protruded through the hull planking, and this was observed 
on many types of vessels, whether fishing vessels or cargo vessels, and from different regions. 
The ghe bầu had protruding beams, and so did the gay diang drawn by Admiral Pâris, the 
                                                          
141
 The ghe bầu of the region of Faifo alone seem to have had some nails or iron spikes to fasten the frames to the 
planking, used probably because of the involvement of the Chinese at times [see Chapter 8]. 
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stitched gay you, and numerous woven-bamboo hulls with wooden top-side strakes. 
 Most of the Cochinchinese vessels were not decked, and their holds were covered with 
woven-bamboo panels. The ghe bầu and other smaller trading vessels could be decked, but it 
was rare. Most vessels carried a simple roof made of woven-bamboo, and rarely a cabin (apart 
on the galleys).  
 Other commonalities include the fact that they had one to three masts that could be 
lowered down, that the sails were either quadrilateral (mostly in central Vietnam) or triangular 
(mostly in southern Vietnam), set between a yard and a boom, and that on most of them, the 
tack of the sail was secured at the foot of the mast, gathered and tightened by roller furler. In 
terms of steering, all vessels in Cochinchina had an axial rudder. When propelled by oar, the 
rowers faced forward, whether using crossed oars, one long sculling oar or when rowing with 
his/her feet which is also a particular Vietnamese technique seen in several provinces.  
 The use of a hiking board was common, and a unique feature was developed on woven-
bamboo boats, and adapted to some wooden-planked boats, the bowboard. 
 Finally, in terms of decorations, oculi were present on the bow, and a transversal piece 
of timber, the ngà, was used as an anchor lead but also to repulse bad spirits.  
 
The patterns of commonality existed within the different types of vessels too. It seems that the 
same design could exist in different variations. For example, the general model of the ghe bầu 
existed in different sizes (ghe cửa, ghe trương), and with some regional variations, and when 
fitted with fishing gear, it was called a ghe câu. Despite not having tumble home (incurving 
topsides), the small ghe cửa, ghe trương and the ghe câu shared many characteristics of 
construction with the ghe bầu. In the same vein, the model of the woven-basket boat 
commonly called ghe nang when used for trading, was very similar to the fishing woven-basket 
boat then called ghe gi , and these boats, although built in the same way presented variations 
too. Fishing vessels and trading vessels were relatively similar. Furthermore, in some instances, 
the vessels varied in relation to their use, like in the case of the armed trading vessels. While 
smaller craft used on inland waters, or lakes and canals, and harbours, were constructed in a 
similar manner to larger vessels. 
 
 
In summary, this chapter provides a detailed overview of the most common boat types built 
and used by the Cochinchinese between the 17th and 19th centuries, in order to highlight some 
of Cochinchinese boatbuilding characteristics that will be described in the final chapter of this 
thesis.  
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This chapter will contribute to determining the specificities of Cochinchinese boatbuilding 
tradition(s). In the 19th century, both Admiral Pâris and Commander Audemard expected to 
find in Cochinchinese boatbuilding a blend of Chinese and Malay traditions.1 And this is exactly 
what John Barrow2 saw in 1793, and what Huard and Durand described when summarizing 
b   bu  d  g    I d c            1950s, s    g     s     f  c      f “I d ”   d “     s ” 
c    c    s  cs, s m            “I d c    s    c    c u  ”.3 Yet, after having studied in more 
detail some Cochinchinese boat specimen, both Pâris and Audemard came to the conclusion 
that Cochinchinese boatbuilding tradition is not only a simple combination of two cultural 
traditions, but that it also holds a number of vernacular elements that are specific to 
boatbuilding in this region. This is also what appeared after having described and analysed the 
drawings and descriptions of Cochinchinese boats made by Claeys, Paris, Piétri, Poujade, and 
those by earlier authors and travellers, such as Poivre, White, Staunton and Barrow —as seen 
in the previous chapter.  
 The previous chapter highlighted that boats in central Vietnam were built according to 
at least three distinct hull construction techniques. The most salient tradition consists of 
building the hull in woven-bamboo. This is a technique and tradition that is undoubtedly only 
Cochinchinese. The second tradition is —when the hull is made of timber— to have the hull 
planks stitched together. If not stitched, then, the third and most common tradition for 
wooden boats of central Vietnam, is to have the planks of the hull edge-joined with dowels.4  
 In addition to these three main construction traditions, there was a great deal a regional 
variation in the rigging, steering devices and hull decorations. Amongst these, some 
characteristic vernacular elements appeared, such as the bow-board, the sliding rudder in a 
grooved sternpost, and the ngà, which are boatbuilding elements particular to Cochinchina. 
                                                          
1
 “It is surprising, not to find in Cochinchina, any of the common construction methods used in the neighbouring 
countries, with which this nation has, nonetheless, many connections of religion, language and costumes” (Pâris 
1843a, 47).  â  s’ son, Armand, also noted that there was something unique about Cochinchina: “the constructions 
of Cochinchina differ from those from neighbouring peoples, they are most likely very ancient, and have made very 
few borrowings to those of Europe” (Pâris 1887, pl. 20). 
2
 “The vessels that are employed in the coasting trade, the fishing craft, and those which collect the Trepan [sic] and 
swallows' nests among the cluster of islands called the Paracels, are of various descriptions: many of them, like the 
Chinese Sampans, covered with sheds of matting, under which a whole family constantly resides; and others, 
resembling the common proas of the Malays, both as to their hulls and rigging” (Barrow 1806, 319). 
3
 “Traditional Vietnamese boatbuilding, like architecture is a synthesis of influences” (Huard and Durand 1954, 228). 
In the Blue Book from 1967, the Americans also saw the “   g  s” of the Vietnamese watercraft to derive from 
foreign influences, namely from the Arab-Indian dhow, Chinese junk, Malay-Indonesian prau and from western 
technology (Westerman et al. 1967b, 4-7). 
4
 Not all aspects of boatbuilding will be discussed in this chapter. For materials, see most particularly Aubaile 
Sallenave (Aubaile-Sallenave 1987), and for more details, including for example anchors, superstructure details and 
precise rigging details, see Poujade, Paris, Piétri, the Blue Books etc.  
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Cochinchinese boatbuilding traditions and specific features will thus be discussed her in detail 
and consist of the first part of this final chapter. 
 
The boatbuilding traditions and Cochinchinese boatbuilding features described in the previous 
chapter date from between the early 16th century to the late 19th century, yet some aspects 
still exist today. Much has changed in more recent times, and many types of vessels have 
disappeared since the early 19th century (sinja, gay you, ghe bầu). Contemporary needs, new 
construction materials and the changing economic context are leading boatbuilding down a 
path that parts from traditional practices, but some essential characteristics have remained 
and some traditional elements can still be recognised in the present day boat record. 
Therefore, the modern boats of Vietnam will be briefly addressed in the second part this 
chapter, and related to the boats used in the past to highlight some apparent cultural 
continuity.5 
 
Finally, in order to conclude the topic of boat building in Cochinchina, two questions will be 
addressed and opened to further enquiry in the third part of the chapter. The primary 
assumptions of John Barrow will be discussed, because the population of Cochinchina has both 
Viêt and Cham ancestry, and there is no doubt that such a diverse ethnic and cultural 
background shaped Cochinchinese boatbuilding traditions. Therefore, as the Cham were 
speakers of an Austronesian-language, the first question to discuss is whether the boats in 
Central Vietnam can be relat d        “p   s”  f        y W   d.6 The second question will 
take the discussion a step further and assess whether any of the boats described in this thesis 
could hint at Cham boatbuilding traditions. By exploring the detailed technologies of boat 
building, light will be shed on both these questions and on the actual nature of the boats used 
in Cochinchina between the 17th and 19th century. 
 This will round out this thesis after having followed a natural progression from the sea, 




                                                          
5
 This does not mean that there was direct evolution from the past to the present, but only highlights common 
features. The purpose of this chapter is not to discuss the origins or the development of boat traditions or of boat 
types. 
6
 As stated in the Introduction [see infra, Chapter 1, page 19, footnote 32], because this research initially focused on 
former Champa, on central Vietnam, on the connection with Southeast Asia, and, due to the sheer magnitude of the 
data on Chinese boatbuilding technology, and to my limited access to Chinese sources, this aspect is not dicussed 
here. 
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I. COCHINCHINESE BOATBUILDING TRADITIONS 
I. A. Woven-bamboo basket tradition 
The first tradition that is most specific of boatbuilding in central Vietnam is to build boats with 
a hull made of woven-bamboo. Basket boats are diverse and ubiquitous in Vietnam —even 
nowadays— and existed in different sizes and shapes. Over time, they were used for different 
purposes; as coasters and large traders reaching 16-20 metres in length (ghe bầu, ghe nang), 
as fishing vessels of 6 to 16 metres in length, accommodating up to 8 crew (ghe gi ), as small 
round fishing vessels operated by a single man (ghe thùng chài), as a dinghy or tender to large 
boats, as small transportation canoes (c. 4 m in length) used in inland waterways and harbors, 
and as racing canoes used during water festivals (12-15 m, operated by 20-28 oarsmen).  
 
Although the woven-bamboo basket boat tradition stands out for its wide variety, the basic 
construction sequence is similar for all vessel shapes and sizes.7 
 The first step consisted in making the woven-bamboo hull. The bamboo laths were 
made by splitting bamboo poles using a sharp tool such as a knife or machete. The laths, of 
about 3 mmm thick, were dried in the sun for a few days. Then, the weaving commenced. 
Different patterns to weave the bamboo boats have been observed in different regions, and 
according to the shape of the boat;  
 
 
Figure 8-1: Different woven bamboo patterns (a & b are after Cairo 1972, 138, fig. 1; c is after Burningham 1994, 
223, fig. 7) 
 The second step was to shape the form of the woven-bamboo mat. As observed during 
fieldwork, in northern Vietnam, Thanh Hóa province, the mat was woven in a hole dug in the 
ground so that its shape evolved while being woven. In the province of Quảng Ninh, the mat 
was laid in a pit after being woven, and covered with heavy rocks to force it into shape (Tallec 
1997; Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). In the province of Yên Bái, and in the province of Quảng 
Nam in central Vietnam, the woven mat was fitted within a bamboo structure. Small stakes 
were dug into the ground and a bamboo frame connected the stakes together, within which 
                                                          
7
 This construction method has already been described a number of times (for further details, see Cairo 1972; Amos 
1989; Burningham 1994; Amos 1997; Tallec 1997; Bui Thi Mai and Girard 2007; Pham 2012b; Preston 2016).  
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the bamboo mat was laid. In the case of small round-bamboo boats, the hull was filled with 
sand to give it its shape.  
 
 
Figure 8-2: The mat is first woven, and then, laid in a pit (Pham 2009, Quảng Ninh) 
 
Figure 8-3: The mat is woven, and then, fitted within a bamboo frame attached to stakes dug into the ground 
(Palmer 2006-2007) 
 
When the correct shape has been achieved, the upper rim of the bamboo mat is clamped by 
an internal and external rail (also made of bamboo). Sometimes, up to four rails can be 
fastened to one another, as in the case of the round-basket boats. 
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Figure 8-4: Four bamboo rails are attached to the rim of the round basket boat to reinforce the structure (Pham 
2013-2014, fieldwork, Ninh Thuận) 
 The third step was to then cover the hull with a sealing material, inside and out. In 
central Vietnam, traditional recipes are still used, and include first a layer of buffalo or cow 
dung to fill in the interstices, and then two or three layers of dầu rái, an oleoresin extracted 
from Dipterocarpus trees.8 Piétri and Paris documented the use of a similar compound which 
   y c    d “chai”, c mp s d  f buff    du g,   s   (Paris 1942a, 374) or wood oil 
(Dipterocarpus alatus) (Piétri 1943, 15), and lime. Armand Pâris documented another type of 
m x u  ,   s  c mp s d  f   “  c     s  ”, bu  m x d w    c c  u        d   m     c   k,      
resulted in a white protective coat used for both the wooden ghe bầu and the basket boats of 
Cam Ranh (Pâris 1887, pl. 19-20, 22).9 Such a caulking composition, of lime, oil, and pitch, 
d mm        s  , w s   s      c d by b    J    R b   s   d J    W    , w  c     c    d “gul-
gul” (White 1824, 56-57; Roberts 1837, 223).10 Staunton in 1793 had also noted that the wicker 
b   s w    “smeared all over and rendered water-tight” by   c mp s      m d   f qu ck-lime 
from sea-shells and water (Staunton 1797a, 340).  
 
                                                          
8
 See infra, Chapter 4, page 181, footnote 28. 
9
 Armand Pâris noted that in the recipe for the woven-bamboo boats, there was less chalk than in the usual coating 
mixture used for wooden boats (Pâris 1887, pl. 22). Burningham saw in Hạ Long Bay in 1993 one or two basket 
boats covered with very fine lime plaster or putty (Burningham 2016, pers. comm.) 
10
 “Their bottoms, as well as those of the other sort, are covered outside to the thickness of half an inch, with gul-gul 
[sic], which is a mixture of dammer, or pitch, oil, and chunam, or lime, and when properly amalgamated, is very 
tenacious and elastic, completely impervious to the water, and resists most admirably the encroachments of  orms” 
(White 1824, 56-57). 
“The bottom is of basket work, very closely woven, and stretched on a frame and dammer or pitch is used freely both 
within and without; The upper works are of wood, and oil is frequently applied to the bottom” (Roberts 1837, 223). 
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Figure 8-5: Applying a layer of dầu rái after having applied buffalo dung (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng 
Ngãi)  
 In northern Vietnam, dung is also applied on the woven hull,11 and the traditional recipe 
was composed of a lacquer resin extracted from the Rhus succedanea L. tree, mixed with 
sawdust (Aubaile-Sallenave 1987, 33). The lacquer resin was expensive and dangerous to use 
(Burningham 1994, 233-234), so nowadays, some boatbuilders use tar or cement12 instead 
(Pham 2007-2009, fieldwork, Quảng Ninh).  
 
 
                                                          
11
 In 1993, Burningham observed some woven-basket boats in the northern province of Thanh Hóa that were not 
sealed inside (Burningham 2015, pers. comm.). Other basket-boats in neighbouring regions, such as Quảng Ninh, 
Yên Bái, and Nghệ An, were all sealed inside and out, like the boats in central Vietnam (Pham 2007-2009, 
Fieldwork). 
12
 Cement is inflexible, and used on basket boats that operate in rivers rather than on sea-going vessels that need to 
land on the beach. 
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Figure 8-6: Applying a layer of buffalo dung, then a layer of tar, before fitting any internal structure (Pham 
2009, Quảng Ninh) 
 
Once the sealing coat is dry, the inner structure was reinforced by frames, with longitudinal 
bamboo laths, floor timbers, and thwarts. The complexity and structure depended on the size 
and intended function of the woven-basket vessel. 
 For example, for a small ghe thùng chài, bamboo laths were laid down along the interior 
of the boat as bamboo bilge and bottom stringers, and deck battens could also be installed in 
the bottom of the boat to give better footing. A beam could be fitted inside, supported on 
wooden stanchions. A mast could be stepped into the bench, and to prevent the heel of the 
mast to puncturing the hull, a piece of plank was fitted inside the basket. On the exterior of the 
hull, slotted wooden fitting merged into the bilge, and a piece of timber was also fitted to hold 
a rudder —or an engine nowadays.  
 
 
Figure 8-7: Interior of a ghe thùng chài (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Bình Thuận) 
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Figure 8-8: Ghe thùng chài, fitted with a sternpost to fit an engine (Palmer 2006, Khánh Hòa) 
 For the large woven-bamboo boats (10-15 metres), the construction started with the 
structural frame; the sternpost and stem, and topstrakes. The sternpost and the stem were 
first fastened to the curved top-strakes (sheer strakes) with wooden pegs. The top strakes are 
given the appropriate curve by bending them in a fire. Then the wooden structure was added 
to a bamboo framework or scaffold.  
 
Figure 8-9: Sketch of the construction system for a ghe nang (Piétri 1943, fig. 70) 
 The bamboo mat was clamped to the top strakes by an inwale, or was fastened to the 
planking by pegs driven through the inwale. 
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Figure 8-10: (Piétri 1943, fig. 68) / (Palmer 2006, Quảng Nam) 
 Like the smaller bamboo-boats, the inner structure was then reinforced by ribs, thwarts 
and bilge stringers (in bamboo or in wood). Sometimes the thwarts protruded outside the hull 
as they were driven through the sheer strakes. A deck, composed of removable planks, could 
also be fitted. Nowadays, it is under the deck that the engine is fitted. 
 
 
Figure 8-11: Inner structure of a  uồ g chèo (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Thừa Thiên-Huế) 
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Figure 8-12: Xuồ g ê, with a deck and a cabin for the engine (Pham 2013-2014, Phú Yên)  
 
Figure 8-13: Ghe véo, with a deck and a cabin for the engine (Pham 2013-2014, Thừa Thiên-Huế)  
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Figure 8-14: Small ghe bầu of Tourane (Claeys 1932, Fiche 60) 
 
Figure 8-15: Inner structure and decking of the ghe bầu of Quảng Ngãi (Piétri 1943, plate XLVI)  
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I. B. Stitched-planks tradition 
Stitched boats are often mentioned in the European records, which suggest it was a common 
boatbuilding tradition since at least the early 17th century in Cochinchina (Baron 1808, 665). 
This boatbuilding characteristics was common on different kinds of boat, from riverine vessels 
to long galleys and large sea going fishing boats and coasters.  
 The tradition of stitching planks together was mentioned by Vachet, Barrow and 
Staunton, but described in more detail by Ferreira in the early 1700s, by Pâris in the 1830s (gay 
you), by Audemard between 1884 and 1910, and by Piétri in the 1940s (the riverine ghe nõc). 
Although there are differences in the descriptions of the stitching method [see below, fig. 8-
16-19] and that the gay you was a sea-g   g v ss  , w         “s   c  d s mp  ”   d     ghe 
nõc were riverine, in all the cases, the planks were stitched together by individual stitches and 
not sewn.  
 The area of distribution of this stitched-plank tradition seems to have been restricted to 
the centre of the country. Barrow and Bowyear described these stitched vessels in the region 
of Huế,  dm      â  s        b y  f T u    ,   d  ud m  d,  s f   s u    s Quy N ơ , N   
Trang and Cam Ranh (Paris 1942a, 371; Audemard 1971, 21). Petrus Ky noted the stitched 
boats operated from the region of Huế as far north as China, and although he is the only one 
to suggest such a geographical reach, the distance in question corroborates with the fact that 
Samuel Baron sailed from Hà Nội to Siam on a stitched boat in the early 17th century.  
 
The main principles of this Cochinchinese fastening tradition are well understood by Amos [see 
fig. 8-18], and can be describe and analysed as such; the planks were held together by 
individual stitches or ligatures, and these stitches were passed through holes at the seams that 
did not go right through to the outside of the planking (Ferreira 1700, 7). Sometimes, planks 
were first positioned by edge-dowels (Staunton 1797a, 340; Barrow 1806, 318; Pâris 1843a, 
49; Amos 1998, 32), especially in the construction of large sea-going vessels. This technique 
allowed maintaining the strakes in place, but the hull was rigid mostly due to the stitches. 
Smaller vessels that operated in the inland channels near the Imperial City and described by 
Piétri and Paris did not have dowels to secure the planks in place (Paris 1942a, 353-356, 368-
373; Piétri 1943, 71-73), neither did those observed in the 1960s (Dalby and Thede 1962, AI 26-
36). 
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Figure 8-16: Stitching system of the ghe nõc (after Amos 1998, 89) 
 
The stitches were spaced about 20-25 centimetres apart (Paris 1942a, 369; Audemard 1971, 
20). Various materials were used for the ligatures; Vachet mentioned wicker, and Staunton 
and Barrow referred to bamboo. The majority of descriptions however referred to rattan: 
Ferreira, Poivre, Audemard, Paris and Piétri (Paris 1942a, 369; Piétri 1943, 71; Audemard 1971, 
20). 
 The seam was covered by strips of tràm tree bark (Melaleuca leucadendra) wadding 
(Paris 1942a, 369; Piétri 1943, 72), mangrove tree bark (Westerman et al. 1967b, 67), or coco 
fibres (Audemard 1971, 20), that were held in place by the stitches and covered by a thin 
bamboo lath. Then flat bamboo or wooden wedges were slid under the stitches, further 
compressing the wadding and tightening the stitches. These wedges were arranged like 
overlapping tiles. Any gaps in the seams were then paid (filled) from the outside with a 
compound such as a mix of tràm or sim tree bark and coal tar (Piétri 1943, 72), mangrove bark 
or a compound of resin and ground bamboo (Westerman et al. 1967b, 67). 
 Other methods were described to form the holes through which the ligature would pass 
(Pâris 1843a; Audemard 1971), but all adhere to the same principle of placing tree bark and 
wedges over the seams, that were seized (tightened) under the hoop. 
 
 
Figure 8-17: Stitching method as represented by Audemard (Audemard 1971, 20, pl. 7) 
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In the description by Audemard, the holes between the two strakes do not communicate at 
the seam. Each strake is perforated with two mortises that communicate with one another, 
and which f c      m    s s         dj c    s   k . “ es planches destinées à être liées sont 
percées à quelques centimètres de leur bord commun et à 25 centimètres environ les unes des 
autres, de deux mortaises voisines communiquant entre elles par le bas, et placées en face 
l’une de l’autre à la même hauteur sur les deux planches (fig. 3). Then, the thread passes in 
each of the mortises and forms the hoop. The way to reinforce the fastening is then the same 
as described by Amos, with tree bark placed over the seam and wedges placed under the 




Figure 8-18: Stitching method as represented by Amos and Admiral Pâris. 
 Admiral Pâris describes yet another method, but which is similar in terms of the paying 
 f     s  ms   d     w dg s   c   d u d          ps. I   â  s’s m    d,     s     d     d    
the strake, like grenades or bombs, with the bottom of the hole wider than its entrance. The 
knots are tied at the end of the rattan thread, which was then inserted into the cavities. The 
cavities were then plugged with a peg that maintained the tie in place (Rieth 1992b, pl. 77; 
Amos 1998, 32). 
 
Figure 8-19: A) after Admiral Pâris, B) after Audemard, C) after P. Paris (Manguin 1985, fig. 20.6) 
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This Vietnamese technique differs from the techniques of the Indian Ocean World in which the 
planks are sewn with a continuous thread rather than stitched together with individual 
stitches. Another distinction from other traditions using ligatures is that the stitches were not 
visible from the outside. This fact demonstrates an interesting correlation with the stitched 
and lashed-lug tradition of Southeast Asia [see below].13 In both construction methods, holes 
were not drilled or chiselled right through the planking, and therefore no fastenings were 
visible on the outside. This idea of not making any holes through the planking seems to have 
been an ancient boatbuilding principle in Southeast Asia. 
 By the time Europeans reached Southeast Asia, lashed-lug construction had disappeared 
from most regions,14 and the absence of written evidence for lashed-lug technology in 
Cochinchina is therefore not surprising. This method of fastening was documented to have 
p  g  ss v  y  v  v d f  m “s   c  d   d d w   d”    p   ks “   y  dg -d w    d”    m  y 
regions of Southeast Asia (Horridge 1979, 1982; Scott 1982; Barnes 1985; Manguin 1985; Clark 
et al. 1993; Manguin 2000b, 2010b),15 but in Cochinchina, the concept of stitching planks 
together has remained singular and the tradition survived, without dowelling, until the very 
early 21st century. 
                                                          
13
 The stitched and lashed-lug tradition also employs ligatures, but in a different tradition from the Vietnamese. In 
the lashed-lugs tradition, which is widely represented in the pre-modern shipwreck archaeology of the region 
(Gibson-Hill 1952; Horridge 1982; Clark et al. 1993; Green et al. 1995), ligatures are used to fasten the frames to the 
planks (shell). Protruding lugs are left out in the carved planking (on the inboard face of the planks). The planks are 
edge-dowelled, and in some cases there are also stitches, and then, frames, thwarts, or ribs are lashed down to the 
lugs (through holes in the lugs). In Vietnam, the stitches were used to fasten the planks of the hull to one another, 
but not the inner frames, ribs or thwarts. [See below for a discussion of a recently found shipwreck remains found 
in central Vietnam, in the province of Quảng Ngãi, which also has lugs and lashings to fasten the frames to the 
planking].  
14
 It survived nonetheless in the construction of relatively small craft in remote parts of Eastern Indonesia and of 
Southern Philippines (Dwyer and Akerman 1998). 
15
 It is speculated that edge-dowelling gradually replaced stitching. The space between stitches increased as edge-
dowelling became the main edge-fastening technique. It evolved from “m  y stitches with few dowels", via a 
transition of "few stitches and many dowels" to "dowelled only" (see the work of Manguin for example). 
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Figure 8-20: Stitched boat from the rivers of Huế. Photo by Gibson-Hill © Pitt-Rivers Museum 
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I. C. Edge-dowelled planks tradition 
While the stitching fastening method for a wooden-planked vessel has now disappeared, the 
other traditional method for fastening the planks, the edge-dowelling method, still exists 
today. The majority of wooden-planked vessels, small or large, operating in central Vietnam 
until the 1960s were in fact mostly described as constructed according to this tradition (Dalby 
and Thede 1962; Westerman et al. 1967b). Nowadays, in the tourist village of Kim B ng,16 
boats are still constructed displaying traditional boat building techniques, with edge to edge 
dowelled planks, but there are none or very few boats that are still constructed in such a 
manner for common use (Pham, Fieldwork 2013-2014). 
 The ghe bầu were constructed according to this tradition of edge-dowelling the planks. 
The plan drawing of Armand Pâris shows a vessel with a V-shaped hull, a keel, and the 
commentary clearly indicates that the planking was edge-dowelled and that no iron in any 
f  m (       s)       d        d        b   bu  d  g  f     m. “The strakes, dowelled to the 
frames, applied flat on the sides of both extreme elements [stem and stern post], are 
assembled edge on edge by dowels of 0.08 m in length and 0.015 m in diameter, spaced 0.2 m, 
and are the only longitudinal link [liaison], their thickness is 0.05 m to 0.04 m in the top part. 
The different sections of the frames do not touch one another, and their purpose is to unite the 
planking, all is fastened only by dowels” (Pâris 1887, pl. 22).17 Piétri described the planking of 
the ghe bầu  f      R  g    s m        ms “the planks are edge fastened with thin dowels, and 
tree nailed to the floor frames and futtocks” (Piétri 1943, 53). As documented in the 1940s, if 
iron nails were used, it was only to join the frames to the planking. Before, as Roberts stated, 
      w s “very little iron, [all] being generally tree-nailed on to the timbers” (Roberts 1837, 
223). 
 
                                                          
16
 In the village of Kim B ng, present-day boatbuilders confirmed that the planks of the ghe bầu and of other 
traditional wooden boats were edge-to-edge dowelled, and still are (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). 
17
 Original quote: "Les bordages, gournablés sur les couples, s’appli uent à plat sur les côtés de ces deux pièces 
extrêmes, ils sont unis can sur can par des goujons de 0.08 m de long et 0.015 m de diamètre, espacés de 0.2 m et 
présentent la seule liaison longitudinale, leur épaisseur est de 0.05 m à 0.04 m dans le haut. Les parties des couples 
ne se touchent pas et ne servent  u’à unir les bordages entre eux, le tout n’est tenu que par des gournables". 
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Figure 8-21: The planking is edge-dowelled; the boat builder shows how the dowels fit through the strakes 
(Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Nam) 
 
The fact that no iron nails were used in boat construction in the center and south of Vietnam,18 
is a common trait that is shared with other Southeast Asian shipbuilding traditions and that 
differs from the boatbuilding traditions of northern Vietnam and of China (which uses skew-
nails to join the planks).  
 The construction of a wooden-hull begins on a central (median) plank or on a keel, to 
which the stem and stern post were joined. Then, the strakes (rows of planks) were dowelled 
edge-to-edge to fit to one another, and meet the stem and sternpost. Once the shell was 
constructed, the frames (floors and futtocks) and other transversal elements such as beams, 
thwarts and bulkheads or panels were fitted to form the inner structure. As is common in 
plank-first construction, the frame timbers are not joined together to form full frames. Floors 
(frames which lie across the bottom of the hull), are alternated with futtocks that strengthen 
the upper planking. The frames were fixed to the planking with treenails/dowels. On the ghe 
bầu, and some fishing vessels or other passenger boats, the beams and thwarts project 
outside.  
 
   
Figure 8-22: Frames fastened to the planking with treenails (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Nam)  
                                                          
18
 Boats from the Mekong region are also different, but not discussed here, see Pham et al. (2010) and Pham 
(2015a). 
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Figure 8-23: Comparison of the inner structure of a wooden vessel; left, Vietnamese; right, post-medieval 
European wooden vessel. It shows how in the Cochinchinese tradition, the frame timbers are not joined to 
the futtocks (after Aubaile-Sallenave 1987, 10) 
 
Figure 8-24: Beams protruding on a gay-bao of Sài Gòn (Pâris 1887, pl. 18) 
 
Figure 8-25: Beams and thwarts protruding on a ghe bầu of Quảng Ngãi (Claeys 1932, pl. 47) 
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I. D. Other methods of plank-fastening  
Stitching the planks or edge-dowelling were not the only fastening methods used in central 
Vietnam. The use of mortises and tenon, and the use of skew-nails were rare, but were 
documented sometimes nonetheless. 
I. D. 1. Mortise and tenon 
Both J-B Piétri and Pierre Paris noted in the 1940s that, in the south of Annam, when the 
strakes of the wooden hulls were thick, tenons and mortises were used to keep them fast.19 
This seems to be a technique that supplemented the traditional use of dowels, for fastening 
thinner planks. 
 According to Piétri, this method was used on the ghe bầu of Faifo (Piétri 1943, 63), on 
the ghe bầu  f ũ  Né (Piétri 1943, 51) whose planks reached up to 6cm in thickness, and also 
on some woven-bamboo hulls. 
 
 
Figure 8-26: Tenon and mortise (Piétri 1943, fig. 65) 
 
It is worth noting that despite this technique being un-common in Vietnam, and never 
mentioned by other authors, the use of tenon and mortise was found on dugout boats in 
northern Vietnam, dated to 1AD–2CE (Bellwood et al. 2007).  
  
                                                          
19
 "The planking, always placed before the frames, is fastened through the edges with thin round dowels. If the 
planks are thicker the dowels are replaced by rectangular tenons set into mortises cut lengthwise into the edges of 
the planks. Wooden pegs through plank and tenon hold them in place laterally (fig. 65)" (Piétri 1943, 19). According 
to Piétri, in Vietnamese: tột (tenon), tột ng t (to fit the tenon into the mortice). 
"In Annam … the planking, if thick, is assembled [fastened] by tenons whose section is rectangular, and penetrate in 
the edge of the two strakes to unite them [assemble]. If the strakes are thin, they are linked [fastened] by round and 
thin pegs" (Paris 1942a, 367). 
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I. D. 2. Skew-nails 
The use of skew-nails (or iron spikes) inserted in triangular recesses through the interior of the 
planking is traditional in China and in northern Vietnam (Paris 1942a, 366; Piétri 1943, 22; 
Pham et al. 2010, 266; Pham 2015a, 11).  
 
Figure 8-27: In the north of Vietnam, planks are fastened edge to edge, with skew-nails (Palmer 2007, Northern 
Vietnam, possibly Thanh Hóa) 
 This fastening method was documented on the boats of the northern provinces of 
Quảng Trị, Quảng Bình, and Nghệ An (Cửa Lò) (Paris 1942a, 366-367, 370; Piétri 1943, 75, 77, 
79, 84). It was also noted on boats transporting paddy in the arroyos of the Mekong in the 
1940s, most likely linked to the Chinese diaspora settled there (Paris 1942a, 367-368) since the 
late 17th century.20 For Poujade, the ghe bầu, from Faifo to Phan Thiết, were built by Chinese 
boat builders, and he clearly describes the use of iron-spikes inserted in triangular recesses to 
join their planking.21 This was also confirmed by Audemard who often recognised some 
Chinese features in Cochinchinese boat construction, justifying this due to the presence of 
Chinese boatbuilders in the Cochinchinese boat yards (Audemard 1971, 31, 37, 39, 44).22 
                                                          
20
 The first wave of Chinese migrants arrived in 1679. Three thousand armed Chinese refugees were sent there by 
the Nguyễn Lords, and developed settlements with the recognition of the Nguyễn authority. It is during the 
subsequent century that the Chinese settled and developed the region of Sài Gòn (Sakurai 2004).  
21 Original quote: “Des charpentiers du Nord Annam, qui travaillent à la manière chinoise, les construisent en grand 
nombre de Fai-Foo à Phan Thiet… Ces cloisons sont composées de planches clouées sur leur can par de grandes 
pointes [iron nails]; l’avant trou est fait au moyen du foret à arc des menuisiers chinois; il laisse sur la surface percée 
une trace en triangle isocèle que l’on bouche à la résine de bois mélangée de sable" (Poujade 1940, 31). Poujade 
does not mention the technique to fasten the planking, despite the fact that he clearly noted the distinction 
between the boats built and used by the Chinese and the ones built and used by the Vietnamese in the region of the 
Mekong. Audemard also discusses boats of the Mekong, some built by the Chinese, with Chinese features, but does 
not specify the fastening method. 
22
 Audemard mentions a similar fastening technique on the ghe bầu, but his description is not reliable. He first 
notes that the planks are fastened on their edge with long iron spikes, and linked to the frames with dowels 
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I. E. Rigging discussion  
In Cochinchina, sails and steering devices varied regionally and can be differentiated from 
north to south; however sail typology is not a reliable indication of a vessel’s origin because 
sail types can easily be adopted outside their area of origin. For example, Admiral Pâris noted 
that the fishing boat gay you could be rigged in different ways (Pâris 1843a, 49), and Piétri saw 
in the harbour of Phan Thiế , “a multitude of junks from Annam”      d sp  y d   g     v     y 
and a number of different rigs: 
“We can find gathered in Phan-Thiet, the main harbor of this 
province, a multitude of junk boats from Annam, … from the north to 
the south of Indochina. In some evenings, the harbor is masked by 
hundreds of sails: triangular, trapezoid, squared, peaked, furled, 
lo ered or shaking, ne  or torn, ….” (Piétri 1943, 49). 
 
Traditionally, the sail types in the centre of Vietnam are quadrilateral (which are functionally 
different from western lug sails) and, in southern Vietnam, the sails are triangular or gunter 
sails (layar gantung in Indonesian/Malay).  
 When cloth was still rare and a valuable material, the sails in central and southern 
Vietnam were of matting, made of woven leaves. The most common material used in central 
Vietnam was woven palm tree leaves (Corrypha lecomtei), of latania (family of the Arecacae), 
or of rice straw in southern Vietnam23 (Pâris 1843a, 50; Paris 1942a, 400; Piétri 1943, 6, 28; 
Audemard 1971, 19). The colour of the dried fronds was a pearly white. The long leaves were 
cut in strips and woven together. Some were so finely woven that they were difficult to 
distinguish from canvas (Westerman et al. 1967b, 74). Running rigging and mooring lines could 
be made of different materials, from coconut fibre or hemp, to rattan (Calamus spp, 
Daemonorops spp) (Pâris 1843a, 49; 1887, pl. 19; Piétri 1943, 8-9; Westerman et al. 1967b, 74; 
Aubaile-Sallenave 1987, 121).  
                                                                                                                                                                          
(Audemard 1971, 17), but then, when comparing the Vietnamese and Chinese construction, by looking at the 
construction of a ghe bầu, he notes “the planks are fastened on their edge by dowels [goujons] and dowelled 
[gournablés] to the frames. No iron studs [crampons] are used to ensure their joining” (Audemard 1971, 48). Piétri 
described different types of ghe bầu and it seems that the different fastening techniques were used. 
23 In the north, sails could also be of rice straw (Piétri 1943, 102). The sails, when of canvas (cotton), were often 
dyed with củ nâu (Dioscorea cirrhosa Lour) (Piétri 1943, 6, 82, 87, 89; Huard and Durand 1954, 228).This plant did 
not grow in central Vietnam but grew naturally in the forests of Lào Cai, Quảng Ninh, Hà Tây, Thanh Hóa and Nghệ 
An provinces. It seems that this material appeared as a trading item in the 18
th
 century and became a leading export 
commodity from Vietnam to Longzhou in China in the 19
th
 century. Thirty kilos of củ nâu could exchange from forty 
to sixty kilos of rice (Li 2012a, 74-75). 
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Figure 8-28: Assembly of woven leaves mats for making a sail (Aubaile-Sallenave 1987, fig. 37, photo by J-Y 
Claeys, Musée de l'Homme) 
 The mat sails lasted about six months, the running rigging had to be replaced yearly, and 
new masts were required every five to six years (Westerman et al. 1967b, 75). Nowadays, 
woven-leaves sails have completely disappeared. They were replaced by cotton, and then by 
tarpaulins until sails were not used anymore. Ropes today are made of nylon and steel cable. 
 
Vessels usually had one to three masts (foremast, main mast, jigger)24 that could be lowered25 
(Paris 1942a, 391). On some drawings by Audemard and Claeys it appears clearly that the main 
mast and foremast were stepped through beams or thwarts that were sometimes in two tiers. 
As often on Cochinchinese vessels, the thwarts projected outboard. The representation of the 
fishing ghe gi  by Audemard (1971, pl. 14b) shows the mizzen mast stepped through two 
tiered projecting thwart-ends on the port quarter. A number of representations show the 
same arrangement, on either port or starboard, from Tourane to Phan Rang, on wooden 
vessels and on woven-bamboo vessels.26 According to Poujade, in the south-west of the 
country, the masts were stepped in a pair of tabernacle, or nested in partner deck holes 
(Poujade 1946a, 14).27  
                                                          
24
 A 12 m ghe nang had three masts, the main mast of 7.5 m, the foremast of 5 m, the jigger/mizzen of 3.8 m (Piétri 
1943, 68). 
25
 The foremast was easily unstepped from its thwart, by hand, and removed at anchorage. 
26
 Many other vessels are represented with their mizzen mast outboard on port quarter. For example, this is seen 
on the “Sampan de Tourane” by Poujade and other wooden vessels (from Tourane, Quy N ơ , Phan Rang) and 
woven-bamboo vessels by Claeys (from Tourane and Phú Yên), as well as on the ghe bầu of ũ  Né by Piétri, and on 
a drawing by Audemard (Audemard 1971, pl. 26). Claeys however also drew one wooden vessel of Thừa Thiên-
Huế/Quảng Nam with the mizzen stepped on the starboard quarter (Claeys 1932, Fiche 07). 
27
 In the 1940s, Pierre Paris noted that bi-pod masts became very rare, confined to Tonkin, and unknown in central 
Vietnam (Paris 1942a, 391).  
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Figure 8-29: The main mast is stepped in two tiered-thwarts that protrude outside the hull, the foremast in one 
thwart (Claeys 1932, Fiche 49) 
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Figure 8-30: On the fishing g   g  , Audemard shows the mizzen mast stepped through two thwarts ends 
outboard on the port quarter. The three mastheads look Chinese (Audemard 1971, pl. 14b) / Wooden-
planked vessel from Quảng Nam, mizzen is stepped on the starboard side, through two projecting thwarts 
(Claeys 1932, Fiche 46)  
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I. E. 1. Quadrilateral lugsails in central Vietnam 
Within the diversity of boats and rigs, the most common sail in central Vietnam was a form of 
lug sail that is quadrilateral. Some were shaped like lug sails, some like settee sails,28 and some 
were unlike any European sail in shape. None were handled like any European sail. In fact, it 
could be argued that for functional reasons no English term properly describes the 
quadrilateral sails used in Vietnam. They could be classified as lug sails if one needs to include 
them in a European classification, although for some, the term lug sail is stretched. 
         v  y    y c u d b  c    d “S u    s   s    qu d          s   s”. 
 These quadrilateral sails were seen on the ghe bầu of the central region, on the woven-
bamboo ghe nang of Tourane (Poujade 1940, pl. III; Piétri 1943, pl. L; Audemard 1971, pl. 13) 
[see figs. 7-33; 7-27; 7-26 in Chapter 7], and also on the stitched-planked fishing vessel gay you 
represented by Admiral Pâris. The sea-going balon drawn by le Floch de la Carrière also had a 
quadrilateral sail that tended to be almost rectangular, like the ghe bầu of Faifo. 
 A lug sail is a quadrilateral sail. It is a form of fore-and-aft sail, meaning that is has a 
leading edge (luff) and a trailing edge (leach), unlike a square sail on which either edge can be 
the leading edge or trailing edge depending on wind direction. In shape, a lug sail can be 
square, rectangular or an irregular quadrilateral. The head of the sail is bent to a yard, part of 
which projects forward of the mast, as does part of the sail. When changing tack, a lug sail is 
usually shifted to the new lee side of the mast. A boom is not necessarily fitted to the foot of a 
lug sail. Some Southeast Asian quadrilateral fore-and-aft sails are true lug sails. Some are so 
different on proportions (aspect ratio) to a western lug sail that they fall outside the 
classification. Most are shifted over the masthead when changing tack (like Indian Ocean 
settee sails). All are fitted with a boom on the foot, and all have a vang to control the yard. 
 
                                                          
28
 There are also some examples of settee sails that are quadrilaterals. They could be termed as such, except that 
settee rig does not usually have a boom on the foot of the sail. 
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Figure 8-31: Ghe nang, photo by C.A. Gibson-Hill © Pitt-Rivers Museum 
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I. E. 2. Gunter sails in southern Vietnam 
“On the coast of South Indochina the gunter sail is used on almost all 
the seagoing boats. They are like lateen sails well known in Europe, 
but  ith the lo er end of the yard set at the foot of the mast” (Piétri 
1943, 45).  
As Piétri noted, the main type of sail seen in southern Vietnam was a gunter sail. These 
triangular sails, occasionally referred to as lateen sails —although they are not lateen sails— 
were called houari in French. They were noted on the coasting gay diang by Admiral Pâris 
(Pâris 1843b, pl. 48), on the ghe bầu of Sài Gòn (Pâris 1887, pl. 18-20) [see fig. 7-16 and 7-14 in 
Chapter 7], and the ghe bầu of Phan Rang (Piétri 1943, 63, 53). Such rig was also seen on most 
fishing vessels. By the 1940s, Piétri, Paris and Poujade all agreed that these triangular gunter 
sails were used on almost all sea-g   g b   s,    S u   V     m, “all we see are high triangles 
and long antennas” (Poujade 1940, 31). 
 T   us   f gu     s   s w s c  s d   d “one of the most striking characteristics of 
Indochinese conception” (Audemard 1971, 17), which was prominent from the province of Bình 
Đị   s u  w  d,   d m s  p    cu    y        s u        g    b  w    N   T   g   d Vũ g 
Tàu, as far as Phú Quốc. It was apparently so at least since the 19th century (Crawfurd 1830a, 
100-101), since the earliest reference to these triangular sails was made by John Crawfurd, in 
1822, who described the fleet of fishing vessels he saw in the south, near Phú Quốc Island: 
“Their rigging consisted of two shoulder-of-mutton sails, made of a 
very white mat, which had a neat appearance” (Crawfurd 1830a, 100-
101). 
 The shoulder-of-mu     s   s,          gu    s   s,   s  c    d   “B  mud     g”. I  f c , 
Crawfurd was looking at triangular gunter sails but probably w s ’  c  s     ug     d s   gu s  
how the sails were rigged.  
 To be precise, gunter sails are triangular fore-and-aft sails. The upper part of the leading 
edge (luff) is bent and laced to a spar which projects above the masthead when the sail is set. 
In the case of the Vietnamese gunter sails, the gunter spar is almost as long as the luff of the 
sail. The foot of the sail is laced to a boom.  
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Figure 8-32: Woven-bamboo vessel with five topside strakes, from Quy  hơn. It is rigged with gunter sails, the 
sails have been furled by unbending them from their booms and rolling them around the mast, and gunter 
spar on the two forward (unstayed) masts, and just rolling the sail up in the case of the mainsail (Claeys 
1932, Fiche 56) 
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I. E. 3. Roller furling 
As on nearly all the sails of Southeast Asian ships, another attribute of Cochinchinese rigging is 
the way of rolling up of the sails to furl them. To roller furl a sail means that the sail could be 
rolled up around the boom, with a handle located at the heel.  
 This handle and roller furling method can already be seen on the 18th century 
illustrations by le Floch de la Carrière and of Alexander, and is also described by Admiral Pâris 
for the rigging of the gay you (Pâris 1843a, 50),29 but barely mentioned in other early 
descriptions of Cochinchinese vessels. According to both P. Paris and Piétri, this feature, 
common to traditional Vietnamese sailing vessels (Paris 1942a, 395) and often observed on 
16th and 17th century depictions of Southeast Asian ships, could relate this Cochinchinese 
tradition to the watercraft represented on the 8th century reliefs of Borobudur in central Java 
(Paris 1939, 8; Piétri 1943, 7). 
  
 
Figure 8-33: In the foreground, ghe nang (Đà  ẵng), with two roller furled sails of the type called layar tanja in 
Indonesia. In the background, a ghe bầu (Quảng Nam). Photo by J-Y Claeys (Aubaile-Sallenave 1987, fig. 49) 
                                                          
29
 Original quote: "une cheville, traversant la vergue inférieure, sert à la tourner pour rouler la voile et la serrer 
entièrement ou seulement en diminuer la surface, méthode très-simple empruntée aux Malais". 
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Figure 8-34: Three masts, quadrilateral rig furled by rolling (Claeys 1932, Fiche 58) 
 
Figure 8-35: The handle for roller furling is clearly shown on both depictions of the “ordinary vessel for 
passages” (map of  e Floch de la Carrière, 1755-1756) 
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I. F. Steering gear and anti-leeway devices 
I. F. 1. Rudders 
Different types of rudders were observed on the Cochinchinese vessels. Like the sails, the 
rudder design varied regionally with the different types of boats:  
Rudder with pintles and gudgeons 
The most common arrangement was a hanging rudder fitted with pintles and gudgeon to the 
sternpost. This type of steering arrangement was particularly common in the southern region, 
from Phú Yên to Bình Thuận where it dominated almost exclusively (Paris 1942a, 386), and in 
some cases it was used as far as the Gulf of Siam (ghe cửa). Sometimes, it was also seen on the 
ghe bầu,30 ghe trương and ghe nang from the region of Tourane southwards.  
 Rudders fitted with pintle and gudgeon were used mostly, but not exclusively, on 
trading and transport boats, woven-bamboo boats (ghe nang, ghe  uồng  f Quy N ơ    d N   
Trang) and wooden-planked boats (ghe bầu, ghe trương, ghe cửa of Bà Rịa and Phú Quốc), as 
well as on most of river boats.31  
 
 
Figure 8-36: A timber double-ender from Phan Rang, with a rudder hung with pintle and gudgeon (Claeys 1932, 
Fiche 78) 
                                                          
30
 The ghe bầu can have different kinds of arrangements, but mostly the pintle and gudgeon type, like most cargo 
vessels (Paris 1942a, 390). 
31
 For example, Piétri described the sea going fishing boat ghe lươi rùng of   ước Hải with a pintle and gudgeon 
rudder.  
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Figure 8-37: The rudder of this woven-bamboo boat from the area of Tourane is fitted with pintles and 
gudgeons (Cairo 1972, fig. 11). The pintles are long enough to be partially raised before it has to be 
unshipped, when reaching shallow waters or landing 
 
Figure 8-38: Rudder fitted with pintle and gudgeon to a long rod that could be raised and lowered, photo by C.A 
Gibson Hill © Pitt Rivers Museum 
 Standard pintle and gudgeon does not allow for much raising and lowering of the 
rudder. When the rudder is raised the length of pin of the pintle, it comes out of the gudgeon 
and the rudder cannot be used. It needs to be unshipped when reaching shallow waters or 
landing, and a diver is often required to install it upon departure. The normal solution to that 
problem is that gudgeon eyes are fitted to both the sternpost and rudder and one long pin is 
put through these eyes so that the rudder can slide up and down on it without coming away 
from the sternpost. A specific characteristic of the ghe bầu documented by Armand Pâris,32 
and described by Audemard, Piétri (1943, 63) and Paris (1942a, 386),33 is that the rudder stock 
is attached, with pintle and gudgeons, to a rudder post that slides in a slot in the sternpost, as 
noted in the previous chapter (  s         m d  s  f  .  ô g   d  .  ươ g T    ). T  s  s 
an original vernacular system that allows a Cochinchinese mariner to raise the rudder, and to 
lower it deeper under the hull, in order to increase the draught. 
                                                          
32
 Original quote: "un gouvernail très incliné à ferrures européennes". 
33
 Original quote: "Pour remédier à cet inconvénient, ils ont parfois recours, sur les ghe trương (petites ghe bầu) à un 
faux étambot coulissant dans le vrai, combiné avec différents systèmes de ferrures inférieures". 
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Sliding rudder in the grooved sternpost 
Distributed across a similar geographical area as the pintle and gudgeon rudder, a specific 
Cochinchinese type of rudder is seen from Quảng Trị to Bà Rịa, where woven-bamboo hulls are 
common. It is a type of rudder that slides in the grooved sternpost. 
 This type of rudder is used on the many woven-bamboo boats with wooden top-side 
strakes [see figs. 7-20 until 7-30, in Chapter 7],34 but was also utilized sometimes on wooden 
vessels like the fishing boat ghe gi   f Quy N ơ ,   d     ghe câu of Nha Trang (Paris 1942a, 
385-390; Piétri 1943, 10-11, 55-56; Audemard 1971, 48, pl. 38).  
 The rudder blade is rectangular, and shorter than the rudders fitted with pintle and 
gudgeon, but it can still be lowered deep under the hull. The rudder stock is much longer, and 
slides and rotates through the grooved sternpost. No pintle and gudgeon or hinges are 
  c ss  y b c us         g  udd   s  ck  s “c p u  d”        s    p s . T   s    p s   s 
massive, bored out and tapered to accept the rudder stock, with a slit aft to house the rudder 
blade (Piétri 1943, 11).  
 This type of rudder, not only eliminates the need for tackle to raise and lower the 
rudder, but also places the rudder in the water much farther forward under the hull 
(Westerman et al. 1967b, 14). These rudd  s “are specifically Annamese. They can only be 
found on the coast of Annam” (Piétri 1943, 10).35 
 
 
Figure 8-39: Model of a ghe kinh, by Mr. Công, with a grooved stern post (Pham 2013-2014, Quảng Nam)  
                                                          
34
 As seen in Chapter 7, on the large scale models in the Museum of Lý Sơ  and of Quảng Ngãi. Note however that 
not all basket boats have a sliding rudder in the sternpost. Some have a rudder passing through a transom fitted 
between the topside strakes, and some have a rudder fitted with pintle and gudgeon. 
35
 Some Chinese vessels also had their rudder fitted in a slot, but fitted in the transom stern, as on the Quanzhou 
ship for example (Green and Burningham 1998, 294). 
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Figure 8-40: Old sailing wooden boat with a grooved sternpost for the rudder (Pham 2013-2014, Quảng Nam)  
 
Rudder hanging through a transom at the stern 
The third type of rudder corresponds to the description by Vachet in 1671 and seems to have 
been of the type fitted on the sinja, the balon, on the fishing boat drawn by le Floch de la 
Carrière, on the war galleys and on the fishing gay you. It is a rudder that hangs and passes 
through a slot in a stern transom.  
 Such type of rudder is often seen north of the Col des Nuages, in Tonkin, and probably 
derives from the Chinese design of an aft compartment, separated from the transom by a 
bulkhead and covered by planking, in which the rudder can be hoisted up. The compartment, 
w  c    s mb  s   “f  s  c u    -s    ”,  s f    f   d  g   d p    c s      udd  . 
 D sp    b   g c  s d   d   “        ” c    c    s  c (Paris 1942a, 387-389; Piétri 1943, 
11), this type of rudder was not exclusive to northern Vietnam, and was also seen on boats 
that operated along the coast, as well as on fishing vessels in southern Vietnam, like the ghe 
câu in Bình Thuận described by Piétri (1943, 49)   d     “Galère Cochinchinoise”   p  s    d 
by Admiral Pâris (Rieth 1992b, pl. 76). Woven basket boats, in northern Vietnam mostly and as 
far south as Huế, were also seen with a transom fitted between the topside strakes, through 
which the rudder could pass.36  
                                                          
36
 Burningham documented woven-basket boats in Thanh Hóa. He noted “some have cases through which the 
rudder is lowered, but most carry the rudder outboard with the rudder stock fitted into crude wooden brackets on 
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Figure 8-41: Woven-bamboo boat from the region of Huế (Palmer 2006, Huế) 
 
Overall, the Cochinchinese rudders were all retractable, that is they can be pulled up and set 
for a desired depth, raised in shallow waters and lowered to give resistance to leeway 
(sideways drift induced by the wind). In effect, Vietnamese vessels in shallow water and when 
beaching can operate with the rudder raised so that the blade is still in the water, but does not 
project below the hull. When sailing in deeper water, they can lower the rudder so that it 
projects below the hull, increases the draught of the vessel, and thus provides resistance to 
leeway drift. Retractable rudders are common in China, but Chinese vessels do not have a 
sternpost and carry their rudder on a transom stern in most cases.  
 Another common characteristic is that all rudders in Cochinchina are set on the 
longitudinal centre-line of the hull (an axial or median rudder), not on either one or both sides 
of the stern (lateral or quarter rudder) as in some other Southeast Asian regions.37 Apart from 
the rudders that pass through the transom, as in the case of the galleys, most rudders can also 
be easily unshipped.  
  
                                                                                                                                                                          
the stern” (Burningham 1994, 234). A similar arrangement, where the rudder stock passes through two timber 
brackets on the stern is represented by Audemard on the woven-bamboo Cha Hong Beuil (Audemard 1971, pl. 12).  
37
 The rudders mounted on the quarters of some traditional Southeast Asian vessels can be deployed so that they 
project below the hull or angled back so that they do not project below the hull (see Manguin 2010a, 564; 2010b 
339, 341-342, Burningham 2000). 
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I. F. 2. Sliding bowboard in the grooved stempost 
In addition to a rudder that could be lowered deep under the hull to provide lateral resistance 
(to leeway) so as to sail to windward, some Cochinchinese vessels had a unique attribute, the 
aforementioned bowboard that could slide in a slot in the stem [see figs. 7-31; 7-32 in Chapter 
7]. This anti-leeway device was present on the large sailing basket boats such as the ghe bầu 
and the ghe nang, seen in the drawings of Audemard and Claeys (from Quảng Trị to Phan 
Thiết), as well as on some wooden fishing boats depicted by Claeys (from Quảng Nam and 
Quảng Ngãi). In the present, although the few surviving traditional wooden double-enders are 
powered by engine, some still use a bowboard once they have reached their fishing grounds 
and in the harbours.  
 The bowboard is long and has a narrow blade on a curved stock that matches the curve 
of the stem (Piétri 1943, 69). Piétri provided the measurements of the bowboard of the ghe 
nang from Tourane; it was 5 metres in length, the long narrow blade being 4 metres, and 0.25 
metres at its base. The stock slid in the grooved stem, but was fixed in a longitudinal plane and 
could not rotate on its axis. The bowboard was lifted with a tiller. 
 The bowboard helped reduce the leeway, the tendency of a vessel to drift sideways 
w    s     g. T us,     mp  v s     v ss  ’s  b    y    s    c  s          w  d.   w v  ,     
function of the bowboard is not the same as the function of a daggerboard as seen on other 
types of vessels,38 b c us     d  s ’  usu   y   v     ug           c   v       fu c    . I   s 
therefore likely that the bowboard was used like the bowboards fitted to one side of the bow 
in some Indonesian canoes. Its role would be then to shift the centre of lateral resistance (to 
leeway) towards the bow. This means that the vessel would lie more or less head to wind 
when sailing. Without the bowboard a vessel would tend to turn downwind and start sailing 
d w w  d. If     w   s    “      u  ”,    d  f  s  w y w        s     g    p dd   g, w    f s   g 
for example, this is when the bowboard is most useful, and is probably why it is retained in 
some wooden vessels. 
 
                                                          
38
 Piétri explained that “The design of the centerboard is ingenious. It is known that the more the centerboard is 
lowered combined with moving ballast forward, the more the vessel will point up and the more the boat will go up 
wind. Unable to have a center trunk since that would bend the bamboo hull out of shape, there is a centerboard on 
stem instead” (Piétri 1943, 69). 
Note that in the literature, the ghe nang and other woven-bamboo boats were never described with having a 
centreboard that would be fitted through the hull, but in the province of Thanh Hóa, in the 1990s, Burningham 
recorded some woven-bamboo basket boats that had a daggerboard case made of timber (Burningham 1994). It is 
the only description of such a device on woven-bamboo boats.  
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 Figure 8-42: Woven-bamboo fishing boats from Quảng Trị (Claeys 1932, Fiche 59) 
 
Figure 8-43: Woven-bamboo fishing boats from Quảng Nam (Claeys 1932, Fiche 50) 
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Figure 8-44: Bowboard on a wooden-planked vessel (Pham 2013-2014, Quảng Nam) 
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I. G. Other specificities 
I. G. 1. Hull surface 
The hulls of traditional wooden-planked boats were usually not painted but protected by 
layers of chai, the recipe composed of resin and wood oil39 (dầu rái), and sometimes, 
decorated with bright-coloured wales or with painted stems (Pâris 1843a, 48; Paris 1942a, 362; 
Piétri 1943, 49). The layers of dầu rái rendered the planking with an ochre or mahogany tint 
“that gives a stunning result” (Piétri 1943, 15, 61).  
 Some other boats were described as painted black and white. The boats of Phú Quốc 
(Piétri 1943, 32-35), the péniche de Tourane, and the gay giang drawn by Admiral Pâris (Pâris 
1843a, 48-49), as well as the gay-bao by Armand Pâris, had a white hull, and a black or 
varnished upper planking (Pâris 1887, pl. 19-20). The white coat was made from a compound 
 f “  c     s  ”, c c  u     ,   m     c   k (Pâris 1887, pl. 19-20; Audemard 1971, 18).40 This 
corresponds to what Roberts saw, when he noted that chunam41 was used on the vessels with 
wooden bottoms, and that their upper works were blackened with a substance resembling 
lacquer (Roberts 1837, 223). This white coat protected the hull, and prevented its damage 
from wood worms (Audemard 1971, 18). This protective coat was often renewed.  
I. G. 2. Ngà 
In Cochinchina, the bow is the most important and sacred part of the boat as it represents the 
head. If it is a house-boat, it is there that the family altar is kept (Đỗ Thị Thanh Th y et al. 
2006, 86). Otherwise, it is there that incense is burnt or that flowers or pot plants are 
sometimes laid (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork).  
 A specific feature of the traditional sailing boats is the ngà or ngà gác neo, located at the 
bow. It is a sculpted piece of timber that is fitted transversally at the bow. It can be called a 
                                                          
39
 The anonymous author of the manuscript on the ports and harbours of Cochinchina, dated to c.1700, also clearly 
mentioned that in the “c u   y of    mp ” and in the Bay of Niatran [sic], bray and turpentine oil could be 
extracted from particular types of trees, and used then to caulk hulls (n.a. c. 1700, fl.5v, 7r).  
40 When Dampier and shipmates wintered on Pulo Condor in March-April 1687, they bought from the locals “a good 
quantity of their pitchy liquor which we boiled, and used about our ship’s bottom. We mixed it first with lime which 
we made here, and it made an excellent coat and stuck on very well” (Dampier 1697, 397-398). From the trees of 
Pulo Condor “is drawn a sort of clammy juice, which being boiled a little becomes perfect tar; and if you boil it much 
it will become hard as pitch, it may be put to either use; we used it both ways, and found it very serviceable” 
(Dampier 1697, 390-391) [see infra, Chapter 4, page 181, footnote 28]. According to Dampier, this pitch was a main 
trading product between the islanders and the Cochinchinese mainlanders: “I have met with them in their open 
boats, 4, 5, or 6 times imploying [sic] themselves chiefly in getting pitch and tar from Poulo Condore” (Dampier 
1699b, 8).  
41
 “  u  m” is a putty that is composed of shell-lime and sand [see infra, Chapter 4, page 181, footnote 28].]. It can 
be used by itself or mixed with fibres to pay the seams and cover fasteners (ie: iron nail-heads) and fill gaps and 
crevices in  u  ’s interiors. When mixed with fibrous materials, the t’ung putty is called chu-nam (Worcester 1971, 
34-35). Its use is archaeologically documented on the Quanzhou shipwreck, dated to the 13
th
 century (Guo-Qing 
1989). It was also standard on perahu (Burningham 2015, pers. comm.). 
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“c     d”,42 which is where the anchor is dropped and over which the anchor cable rides, but 
it is not always used for this purpose. On Cochinchinese vessels, the cathead is also used as the 
onboard altar and sacred spot to repulse the evil spirits (Piétri 1943, 12-13). Similar decorated 
beams are found in the bows of vessels elsewhere in Southeast Asia suggesting that they are 
an ancient feature (Burningham and Mellefont 1997). Pierre Paris also noted such a feature 
existed in Benkolen, Java and Timor, but also in Tonkin, Hong Kong and southern China (Paris 
1942a, 415). 
 This feature is not present in any of the drawings on the map of le Floch de la Carrière, 
but is clearly visible on the gay you drawn by Admiral Paris (Pâris 1843b, pl. 48). It is hinted at 
in some of the plates drawn by Audemard (1971, pl. 4, 15, 26), and appears clearly on some 
drawings of Claeys and Piétri.  
 In the present, in certain parts of Vietnam such as the province of Khánh Hòa, the ngà is 
still decorated, carved, and painted, but in many cases, only a simple timber remains. Given 
such a symbolic character, the ngà tends to lose its function of anchor bitts and fairlead, and 
has consequently sometimes been observed positioned at the stern (Amos 1998, 33).  
 
  
Figure 8-45: Ngà (not catheads) that can be used as anchor bitts and fairlead (Piétri 1943, fig. 26) 
 
Figure 8-46: Ngà (Piétri 1943, fig. 57)  
 
                                                          
42
 Western authors have applied the western term “c     d” or mouilleurs (Piétri 1943, 12) or joug de proue (Paris 
1942a, 414), but the functions of the ngà are not exactly the same as those of the western cathead. 
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Figure 8-47: Ngà undoubtedly used as anchor bitts, on a wooden-planked boat in Quảng Nam (Pham 2013-




   
Figure 8-48: Different kinds of Ngà (Pham 2013-2014, Khánh Hòa) 
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Figure 8-49: Ngà on basket boats in Phan Ri Cửa (Pham 2013-2014, Bình Thuận) 
     
Figure 8-50: Pineapple leaves at the bow for the spirits, and carved ngà (Pham 2013-2014, Thừa Thiên-Huế) 
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I. G. 3. Oculi 
The traditional boats of Cochinchina, past and present, are decorated with an oculi on their 
bows. This was noted by Staunton in 1793, and by White in 1819, who both believed the oculi 
meant to protect and denote vigilance (Staunton 1797a, 340; White 1824, 74). T  s  “ y s” 
vary regionally, based on local tradition but also on the creativity of the person who draws and 
paints them (Fieldwork 2031-2014) [see fig. 8-52]. They are found on the boats of south and 
central Vietnam, and rarely further north beyond the Col des Nuages.  
 Usually, the oculi     f  s  c  v d   d      p     d. I            f Đ ng Hới, in Quảng 
Bình province, Claeys noted that the oculi were sometimes in relief, nailed to the bow with a 
red piece of cloth underneath, to give a vivid look (Claeys 1932, Fiche 40; Claeys 1943, 5).  
 The oculi in the center of Vietnam are long and lanceolate, carved and painted on the 
bows, somewhat distant from the stem or median plank. The eyeball is painted white and the 
pupil black.  
 The oculi on the bows in the south of Vietnam are rounder and usually carved and 
painted very far forward; some are large in a teardrop shape while others are small and round.  
  
Figure 8-51: Left: shapes of the oculi in central Vietnam. Right: shapes of the oculi in southern Vietnam 
(Westerman et al. 1967b, 23-24) 
According to Paris, the colour of the background on which the oculi was painted indicated the 
origin of the vessel, for example blue for the Gulf of Siam, or red for the Sài Gòn area (Paris 
1942a, 412). Certainly, by looking at the eyes, a fisherman or a boatbuilder would know the 
origin of a boat. In the present day, when shown drawings from the 1940s, boatbuilders can 
still in a glance determine from where the boat originated.43 The oculi are still culturally 
embedded and significant. 
                                                          
43
 During interview # 14 and # 40, Mr. Công and Mr.  ươ g Thanh, both boatbuilders also corrected the drawings of 
Audemard, Piétri and Poujade, and re-outlined the shapes of the eyes with more precision (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork). 
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 Vietnamese people were animists and a boat, like any living creature was considered as 
possessing a soul (Cadière 1902; Claeys 1939, 1942a, 1943). Facing the surrounding 
supernatural forces, the Vietnamese knew it was not possible to master them, but believed 
that it was possible to appease them, and through rituals, to acquire their grace and 
benevolence. Ceremonies and rituals accompany the life of a boat and most particularly its 
construction. At each important stage in its construction, help, and protection are requested 
from the spirits. As Bogani noticed in her survey of the boatyards in the region of Ho Chi Minh 
City, in each traditional yard, an altar was dedicated to the ancestors, to the maritime 
protective gods or to a local deity (Bogani 2001, 296). Cadière (1902) and Claeys (1939, 1942a, 
1943) have also reported various rituals accompanying boat construction, that are still known 
to boatbuilders nowadays, although less frequently practiced (Fieldwork 2013-2014).44  
 The carving and/or painting of the oculi is an important part of the rituals accompanying 
    b    c  s  uc     p  c ss,   d      y s     “ p   d”        usp c  us d y  f     m     
carefully chosen. Such a ceremony was documented by Cadière in 1902, for the construction 
of a junk in the province of Quảng Bình. In the present, the process is similar although much 
simpler, as is the case with a number of other ceremonies related to boatbuilding construction 
(Fieldwork 2013-2014). Only three ceremonies now are still considered as essential,45 as 
compared to the numerous ceremonies described by Cadière,46 and are organised by the boat 
builder and/or owner of the future boat. They involve the common ritual protocol of preparing 
trays of fruits and rice, offering rice wine, burning incense, and praying. The first ceremony 
 ccu s        b g     g  f     c  s  uc    , w      y  g     “f  s  p   k”    k   ,     s c  d 
 ccu s w        “ p    g  f      y s”,   d         d  ccurs when launching the boat. 
Nowadays, for the construction process of modern boats, none of these ceremonies are 
conducted, but a red cloth is still placed on the sternpost when new vessel construction begins 
to bring luck. Sometimes, in order to inform the spirits that the boat owner is pious, pineapple 
leaves are deposited on the bow of the boat when beached (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork).47 
 
 
                                                          
44
 In Phan Ri, I witnessed a full ceremony for the launching of a thùng xoài boat (woven-bamboo boat with engine 
and sternpost and stem) (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Bình Thuận). 
45
 At the beginning of the construction, and sometimes, when joining the central plank to the stem and stern post 
[lễ dung so/lễ ghiem so]; when opening (painting and/or sculpting) the oculi [lễ khai tâm khai  uang/Điem Nhan]; at 
the end, when the vessel is constructed, and before launching it, to get rid of the malevolent spirits that may still 
linger in the wood [lễ phạt mộc]. 
46
 For example, Cadière describes the ceremonies when setting the first beam, when caulking, when launching etc. 
Note that Cadière describes the rituals related to a “ju k” from the north of Annam, which implies the construction 
of a keel (and a ceremony), which differs from the ceremonies from central Vietnam. 
47
 There are a number of ceremonies and superstitions related to boat building. Unfortunately no in depth study 
exists in English about this fascinating topic. 
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Figure 8-52: Painting the registration number and the oculi, traditional design and free-style (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork, Quảng Nam; Ninh Thuận) 
 
 
Figure 8-53: Oculi in Bình Thuận and in the Mekong (Pham, 2013-2014, fieldwork, Bình Thuận; Mekong) 
 
The reasons behind the practice of carving and painting the oculi are numerous. The oculi are 
meant to give sight to the vessel, to help find its way back in case of storm, to scare sea-
monsters, and help to avoid sailing too close to a whale or Cá Ông.48  
  
                                                          
48
 A whale, in Vietnamese is “cá voi” literally translated as “f s     p    ”, but is more often called “Cá Ông”, 
“G   d-Father F s ” or “S   Fish”. There are other names for the God of the Sea, Great Lord of the Southern Sea, for 
the genie of the sea, the spirit of the Sea, for “   d W    ” etc. 
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 The whale, or Cá Ông [literally Grand Father Fish or Sir Fish] is a much venerated 
creature, considered as the protector of the fishers and sailors (MacDonald 2003; Nguyễn Chí 
Bền 2007; Nguyễn Thị Quốc Thanh 2007a; 2008). All fishing villages have a temple dedicated to 
Cá Ông.49 In the present, the ceremonies to Cá Ông still take place (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork).50 If a Cá Ông beaches and dies on the shore, the person who finds it has to take on 
the role of a son, and conduct the funeral procedures and mourn Cá Ông with a sense of filial 
piety. Bones are kept in the local dedicated temple, along with 19th century imperial edicts 
authorising the performing of particular related rituals. Some temples have whale bones that 
date to as early as 1762 (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). People still believe that Cá Ông can save 
drowning fishermen. The rituals related to Cá Ông were mandated during the Nguyễn 
Dynasty,51 but seem to have their origins in the Malay World,52 and to have been practiced by 
Cham coastal people since the 17th century, if not before (Nguyễn Thị Quốc Thanh 2007a).53  
 
    
Figure 8-54: Cá Ông Temples (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Bình Thuận) 
  
                                                          
49
 Over the course of my fieldwork visited more than a dozen Cá Ông temples. 
50
 In Phan Rang I witnessed a ceremony for Cá Ông, and in Phan Thiết, visited a newly built temple, visited other 
temples and saw the mounds under which recently beached whales were buried. 
51
 Nguyễn Ánh himself was saved by a whale when he shipwrecked off the coast of Phu Quoc. Since, the ceremony 
was officialised (Nguyễn Thị Quốc Thanh  2008, 79). 
52
 This ceremony connects the Cham and the Malay people (Nguyễn Thị Quốc Thanh 2008). See also the famous 
legend of Po Riyak, of Po Tank Ahok and the Raja Praong, which also include a number of maritime connections 
between both (T ươ g Vă  Món 2008). The aquatic imagery of a passage of the Ariya [lyrical sung poem] Cam-Bini 
also lead Noseworthy to suggest a similarity between the Cham states and other Malay polities such as those of the 
Tanimbar Islands in eastern Indonesia, and in central Flores, as well as with the smallest political unit in the Tagalog 
society, the barangay [or boat], in order to demonstrate some Austronesian aspects of Cham identity (Noseworthy 
2010). [See below, sub-heading III, about the connections in terms of boatbuilding, about Cham people and their 
Austronesian ancestry, and about the seaborne relations between the Cham and the Malay Archipelago]. 
53
 Nguyễn Đă g Vũ notes that it is also conducted in the northern provinces between Quảng Ninh Province and the 
border with China, but may be as the result of exchanges with Malaysian-Indonesian people (cited in Nguyễn Thị 
Quốc Thanh (2008, 79). Further research needs to be conducted to determine how such ceremonies were first 
introduced in the north of Vietnam. 
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II. VIETNAMESE BOATS IN THE PRESENT 
Boat technology evolves slowly and essentially changes when new needs arise or under the 
imposition of a set of strong cultural or technological influences (Greenhill 1995). Thereafter, 
boat traditions tend to remain similar over the years and some early traditions can survive 
across very long period of time. Traditional sailing boats still plied along the coast of central 
and southern Vietnam until the mid-1960s, as attested by the Junk Blue Book and the Blue 
Book of Coastal Vessels (Dalby and Thede 1962; Westerman et al. 1967b), but since then, they 
have been progressively replaced by vessels propelled by engine. The introduction of the 
engine has resulted in changes in traditional boat construction. Since then, diversity of boat 
type started slowly to diminish while new construction materials such as plastic, nylon and 
aluminium were introduced.  
 I  1966,     m j    y  f b   s    s u      V     m w    s     “one or two masted lug-
rigged whaleboats or sailing canoes” (Westerman et al. 1967b, 16), yet, nearly 25% of the 
south Vietnamese coastal boats were already motorised. Along with traditional wooden 
vessels, by then, there were also steel-hulled coastal freighters, larger than 100 tons, plying 
the coast of southern Vietnam. By 2000, 76 000 motorised fishing vessels, including 6 000 with 
     g     f  v   90    w     cc u   d f  , bu        w s s       “large number of non-
motorised artisanal boats” (Audun and FAO 2004, 147). In 2010, the number of motorised 
fishing vessels with an engine over 90 HP had quadrupled, climbing to 25 346 vessels (2012, 
52). This growth occurred because there was, as part of a 2006–2010 fisheries master plan, a 
fleet reduction target of 40 000 small fishing boats (FAO 2010, 34). The new regulations 
supported the development of long distance sea-going fleets to protect the depleted coastal 
ecosystems, marking a major change in traditional fishing practices, and therefore traditional 
boat use and construction.  
 These numbers provide an idea of the scale of changes that occurred to the composition 
of the fishing fleet, which is highly visible in the harbours of central Vietnam. Nowadays, small 
vessels with engines less than 30HP are under increasingly strict control and soon traditional 
wooden boats will no longer be constructed. This is one of the biggest changes that is currently 
underway in the boat building industry of Vietnam and implies in the longer term the 
disappearance of traditional boatbuilding.  
 Nowadays, the sight of a vessel with sails is rare. Modern boats, built to accommodate 
large engines and to fish far offshore, as opposed to traditional coastal fishing, are easily 
recognisable and described below. The traditional boats are now disappearing and seldom 
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constructed (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork).54 It is still possible however, to see a few remnant 
features of the traditional sailing vessels of Vietnam in the surviving wooden boats of central 
and south of Vietnam, as well as in the woven-basket boats. Large fishing boats tend toward 
uniformity, but diversity of form and regional characteristics still survives among the small 
boats used as harbour taxis, harbour carriers (ice, water, and other supplies), fish buyers, 
riverine and inshore coastal fishing boats, and small canoes operated on the canals and 
lagoons.55 From being characterised as simply smaller versions of larger boats to having 
features of their own, the small boats mix various characteristics, exist in various shapes and 
sizes, and are constructed from various materials or combinations of materials (wood, 
bamboo, and nowadays galvanized steel sheets, aluminium, fiberglass, and plastic).56 
 
Considering the historical background of Vietnam, the intense waves of migration since the 
15th century, the cultural exchanges and adaptations that have occurred between the Cham, 
the Viêt, the Malay, the Chinese, and other ethnic groups, supplemented by the 20th century 
wars and dislocation of people, all have created a complex cultural weave in which origins and 
direct evolutions are hard to isolate or identify. While it would be unwise to directly connect 
past and present day practices, some features undoubtedly show continuity.  
II. A. Small basket boats 
The basket boat tradition is certainly the one that is currently the most representative of the 
Vietnamese boat traditions and that is still maintained in the present. 
 Dozens of small round basket boats (1-1.5 m in diameter) can still be seen, hauled up by 
fishers after a day at sea on the long beaches of central Vietnam, used in the harbours, or 
stacked on the decks of modern planked boats that go fishing hundreds of miles away. They 
are constructed traditionally, and still sealed with dầu rái and cattle dung. Some though have 
been adapted to modern materials, and exist now in PVC form. 
 The modern thùng xoài or xoài máy [see Chapter 7] are slightly larger basket boats, 
about 6-7 metres in length. Other forms of basket boats also exist, such as a new boat shaped 
basket, with a flat stern and fitted with a cabin and a steering wheel, that only appeared in the 
last decade, in the region of La Gi (Bình Thuận). In Phú Yên, small lagoon fishing woven-
bamboo boats, with inner bamboo stringers, bamboo frames, and wooden beams have a 
                                                          
54
 Interview #65. Now for example, in just one district, there are 1760 boats of more than 20 HP compared to 465 
boats of less than 20 HP> (they are controlled by different instances), and they cannot be constructed anymore. 
55
 Large cargo carriers and passenger-ferries are not discussed here. 
56
 For a very good overview of the current state of boat diversity in Vietnam, see Ken Preston's website;  
http://www.boatsandrice.com. 
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u  qu   yp   f  udd        f  ds upw  ds.   d    Quy N ơ ,   w  g b   s w    f    d w  h 
shoes to facilitate the foot-rowing technique, which adheres to the traditional technique of 




Figure 8-55: New type of woven-basket boat (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Nam; Bình Thuận). Bottom 
Picture: covered in plastic, fitted with a cabin, an engine, and with a flat stern.  
 
Figure 8-56: Woven-bamboo canoe and plastic canoe, with a swivelling rudder (and a sail) (Pham 2013-2014, 
fieldwork, Bình Thuận) 
 
Figure 8-57: Aluminium canoe (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Bình Định) 
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Mostly, woven bamboo boats still exist in a great variety of small versions (less than 6 metres). 
They are constructed from modern materials (PVC, aluminium) but retain the character of 
traditional sailing craft, such as, the double-ended shape of the hulls, with overhanging stern 
and bow. They also still present regional differences in their construction, shape and gear. 
Such diversity in the present hints at the great diversity of the past that must have existed 
among the larger sailing boats of Cochinchina. 
II. B. Surf basket boats 
The large coasters with a bamboo hull such as the ghe bau and the ghe nang have now 
disappeared, but surf boats, 6-8.5 metres long, fishing off shore, can still be observed 
operating in the surf in the provinces of Thanh Hóa, Quảng Trị, Thừa Thiên-Huế, Bì   Định, and 
Phú Yên. They are fitted with an engine, and operated by a crew of three to six fishers. The hull 
is reinforced by topside planks and by an inner structure composed of floor timbers and 
futtocks. The beams or thwarts sometimes project outwards. Now, these modern day surf-
boats are all powered with a diesel engine, protected by a cabin and partial deck, and 
manoeuvred with a large steering-sculling oar aft that is used when nearing the beach. These 





Figure 8-58: Surf-boat, ghe véo (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Thừa Thiên-Huế) 
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Figure 8-59: Surf-boat,  uồ g ê (Pham 2031-2014, Phú Yên) 
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II. C. Stitched-plank boats 
The stitched sea-going sailing boats like the sinja and the gay you had already disappeared by 
the late nineteenth century. When Audemard described boats whose planks were stitched, he 
was referring primarily to small transport vessels operating in the calm waters of the bays of 
  m R      d Quy N ơ . T   d s g    w v   su v v d u       w,        f  m  f   sm    
riverine house boat, the ghe nõc, which was described in the 1940s (Paris 1942a; Piétri 1943; 
Amos 1998).  
 The ghe nõc or ghe n t was made of five long planks, presented a double chine and had 
a very narrow beam (1.5–2.5 m). It could reach 15–17 metres in length. Its silhouette was 
particularly easy to recognise because of its bow and stern, the planks reaching quite high 
above the water and terminating in a flat transom. In the 1940s, the ghe nõc was still propelled 
by cotton sails with battens in the Chinese style. In the 1980s, this type of riverine boat was 
still being used as a house boat, and was powered by an inboard engine. At the start of the 21st 
century, such river vessels could still be seen in the rivers and canals near the city of Huế. The 
planks were still stitched, albeit with modern materials such as nylon rope and small piping. 
Now however, only the traditional shape of these vessels remains. It is still a riverine craft that 
can host a whole family, but this type of boat, called ghe đò, is nowadays constructed of 
riveted aluminium sheets (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork).  
 
 
Figure 8-60: Stitched boat, thuyền sông, photo by C.A. Gibson-Hill © Pitt-Rivers Museum 
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Figure 8-61: Ghe nõc (Piétri 1943, pl. LI)  
 
Figure 8-62:     đò in riveted aluminium sheets (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Thừa Thiên-Huế)  
 
 
Figure 8-63: Ghe nõc (Palmer 2006, Thừa Thiên-Huế) 
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II. D. Modern planked boats 
The new modern fishing boat is constructed very differently from the traditional sailing boats. 
It is built according to licensed and regulated government-approved plans that completely 
differ with traditional boatbuilding techniques.57 The modern Vietnamese fishing boat is built 
frame first, based on a heavy keel, instead of plank first. Floor timbers are bolted to the keel, 
and curved futtocks are fastened to the floors with bolts and nails. Compared to the slender 
shapes of the traditional sailing vessels, the modern hull is imposing with a broad beam, 
almost box-like (the further south, the boxier it gets), a nearly vertical tall stem cuts the water, 
and aft, there is a counter stern ending with a large flat transom. A 250–300 HP engine is 
located at the heart of the vessel, under a large pilot house aft. Forward of the house, there 
are large holds for storing fish and ice. The foredeck is long to fit the gear for squid fishing 
(with many rows of lights in racks on either sides or long booms for spreading nets at night) or 
for hauling large nets.  
 The modern-style boats exist in various sizes, from 11 to 30 m but average about 14–16 
m, and are manned by 12 to 20 men. Crew sometimes spend weeks offshore, at the Paracels 
and the Spratlys, or several months away as far distant as Malaysia.  
 There is no specific name to identify this type of boat. It can be referred to simply as tàu 
(ship), phà, or ghe phà (boat mix) or has a regional name, depending on its size, its place of 
origin, or the type of fishing it conducts such as ghe bò gù in Phú Yên, ghe mành ghep in Bình 
Định, or ghe đà cao, ghe lươi rut, and ghe chài in Bình Thuận. As usual for nautical terms in 
Vietnam, none of these names are fixed and vary regionally. 
 In central Vietnam, the modern boats are painted bright blue (sometimes grey or green) 
with a red trim and white cabin windows. In the southern provinces of Ninh Thuận and Bình 
Thuận, they tend to be dark, the natural wood only covered with layers of dầu rái, and 
highlighted with a yellow top wale. All have at their bow a neatly painted registration number 
but they do not have the oculi of traditional boats.  
 
These characteristics are common to all the modern boats along the coast which can easily be 
spotted in fleets numbering hundreds in the main ports and harbours of the country. When a 
new boat is built, its construction needs to be supervised by a naval architect. A plan is 
                                                          
57
 There are in fact a dozen to fifty of different plans or guidelines, but all the modern vessels share in fact similar 
characteristics. For the Government regulations, for example, see quyết định 48 năm 2010, and other national 
directives regulating offshore fishing. For provincial decrees, see for example chi thi 16 năm 2009 for the province of 
Bình Thuận, forbidding the construction of boats that uses engines with a capacity lower than 30 HP. These 
directives “  c u  g ” compliance by further tying vessel construction to financial plans, allowing bank loans when 
the new vessel construction is documented by a naval architect.  
http://www.vietlaw.gov.vn/LAWNET/docView.do?docid=25083&type=html [Accessed 22/10/2014]. 
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provided which can be slightly modified with approval by the government. This is why a few 
differences still occur regionally, especially depending on the type of fishing they conduct, but 
the regulations are strict and are scrupulously adhered to by a younger generation of 




Figure 8-64: Top: modern boat in the background, and traditional boat in the foreground. Below: a ghe mành 
ghep (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Bình Định) 
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II. E. Cano, transition planked boat 
Among the fleets of modern boats moored in the harbour basins, a boat, smaller than the 
modern type, with a sharp bow but a flat transom stern can still be noted. This boat, usually 
called ca no or sometimes ghe gió lươn embodies the technological transition between the 
sailing boat and the modern boat with an engine.  
 This boat retains some traditional design elements which were adapted to motor power. 
The hull shape is long and slender, with a high overhanging sharp bow directly descended from 
the traditional sailing boats, but the stern is not pointed and runs to form a flat transom. This is 
because of the placement of the engine, which was initially fitted aft on the old sailing boats, 
in a small engine compartment. The fishing gear is carried on the foredeck, where sometimes 
the stump of a mast serves to hang lights for squid fishing or to spread a protective tarpaulin. 
Like on traditional vessels, the bow is decorated with oculi and sometimes with a ngà (carved 
and painted, or a simple piece of timber). These boats reach a maximum of 15 metres and 
usually fish near the coast staying at sea for a day or two, with a crew of two to five fishers. 
 
 
Figure 8-65: Cano (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Ninh Thuận) 
 
Figure 8-66: Cano (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Ngãi) 
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Figure 8-67: Traditional double-enders are not constructed anymore, but can still be spotted in the harbours of 
the country, sometimes carrying traditional features, like a ngà, a retractable rudder, a bow board, and 
even a mast with a sail. This is the only sailing boat I spotted during my 2013–2014 fieldwork (Pham 2013-
2014, fieldwork, Phú Yên)  
 
Figure 8-68: Traditional double-ender (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Quảng Ngãi) 
 
Figure 8-69: Traditional double-ender (Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork, Thừa Thiên-Huế) 
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III. SOME FINAL REMARKS ON THE VESSELS OF CENTRAL VIETNAM 
After having defined the main construction traditions of the vessels of Cochinchina and 
discussed some of their specific features, two final topics need to be addressed;  
 T   f  s   s    d scuss w       s m   f     b   s  f   c   c     c   b  c    d “p  w”    
b   ss m     d w          c   g  y  f “    y p   s”  s sugg s  d by m  y          bs  v  s 
such as Chapman, Barrow, Anderson, Dalton, and Earl.58  
 The second is to see whether the boats of Cochinchina could inform to a Cham 
boatbuilding tradition. It has been often repeated that the Cham were experienced sailors, 
navigators and pirates,59 yet, there is very little known about their vessels. Based on the 
previous two chapters, it is possible to discuss some aspects of Cochinchinese boatbuilding 
traditions that could be related to a potential Cham tradition, and this will provide a basis for 
possible further enquires.  
III. A.   c   c    s  v ss  s   d “p   s” 
T      m “p   ”  s    f c       m usu   y   s  v d f       s  g    u   gg   c    s  f 
Micronesia, but it is cognate with perahu, and prau, which are Malay words that are used to 
name broad and poorly defined classes of watercraft from wide areas of Southeast Asia. Thus, 
    d scuss    d  s          d    d f    w           b   s  f   c   c         “p   s”    not 
(  d      f   , w            mp     d f    w      “p   ”  s),60 but will focus upon addressing 
                                                          
58
 John Chapman, in Hà Tiên described the vessel he saw as a “p  w” (Lamb 1961, 34); Anderson, on board the Lion 
noted that “several proas came along side” when anchored in Tourane (Anderson 1795, 50); John Barrow clearly 
described the Cochinchinese vessels as resembling “p   s”: “The vessels that are employed in the coasting trade, 
the fishing craft, and those which collect the Trepan [sic] and swallows' nests among the cluster of islands called the 
Paracels, are of various descriptions: many of them, like the Chinese Sampans, covered with sheds of matting, under 
which a whole family constantly resides; and others, resembling the common proas of the Malays, both as to their 
hulls and rigging" (Barrow 1806, 319). Earl observed six “Cochinchinese prows” (Earl 1837); and Dalton also named 
them as such (Moor 1837, 47). In the 16
th
 century, Europeans also referred to perahu when mentioning the boats in 
the area; Pinto noted "as we anchored inside the bar …, a fleet of refreshment prows came rowing out to meet us” 
(Catz 1989, 72-73); Jeronimus Wonderaer, Dutch in Faifo in 1602, also casually noted that he had hired a “p   u” in 
order to transport the load of pepper he had bought (Laarhoven 1993b, 21). In the 19
th
 century, “p  w” was a 
common rendering of the term, which is still incorrectly used in sailing milieus for modern racing boats (see below). 
59
 It is acknowledged and repeated by many, from Kenneth Hall (1986, 178-193; 1989), to Lê Thành Khôi  (1992, 
109) and the recent publications of Kleinen (2011). “The new understanding of Cham origins based on linguistics 
means that the Cham must be understood as one of the great navigator peoples of prehistoric Southeast Asia, and 
that the political-economic status of Champa must be revised accordingly. There is now a consensus that until the 
twelfth century, navigation and maritime trade within Southeast Asia and between Southeast Asia and China and 
India were dominated by local groups, prominent among whom were the speakers of Austronesian languages, 
including Cham” (Vickery 2011, 317). See particularly Weber (2008), in which he gathers a number of evidence to 
discuss the fact that Champa was a considered a maritime kingdom, a naval power and that the Chams were 
famous sailors all over Southeast Asia. Even Kleinen noted “Their fleet was capable of fishing on high seas and long 
distance navigation brought them in contact with India and China” (Kleinen 2011, 279), although there is still no 
evidence on how they did it, or on the type of vessels they sailed. 
60
 A “p    u” is a wooden vessel, especially one used for transport work. As Stenross explains, “perahu” “is a 
general term in Indonesian meaning “boat” and can thus refer to any sort of small vessel. However, in maritime 
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those aspects of Cochinchinese boatbuilding traditions that can be related to boatbuilding 
   d     s f  m     “    y W   d”. 
 The first element of boatbuilding construction that relates most of the planked-vessels 
of Cochinchina with Southeast Asian Austronesian traditions is the fact that their planks are 
edge-dowelled, and that no iron is used.61  
 Secondly, the fastening technique of stitching the planks together, seen in Cochinchina 
on the gay you and few other vessels, is also a common tradition in Southeast Asia. Vessels in 
the archaeological record point to the use of stitched and lashed-lug traditions since quite a 
long time62 (Gibson-Hill 1952; Horridge 1982; Manguin 1985, 1989b; Clark et al. 1993; Green et 
al. 1995). The similarity between the traditions in Vietnam and in Southeast Asia is that the 
stitching is not visible from the outside. Another common point between the Southeast Asian 
stitched and lashed-lug tradition and the stitching technique in Cochinchina as described by 
Admiral Pâris and Audemard [see above], is how the stitching is tightened by wedges and 
wadding over the seams. This aspect of stitched and lashed-lug fastening can also be seen on 
the remains of a lashed-lug vessel found recently in Quảng Ngãi province [see below].  
 Third, as in most Southeast Asian vessels, the shape of the hull of the planked vessels in 
Cochinchina is double ended and does not often end in a transom. Most of the vessels in 
Cochinchina are flat bottomed and did not have a keel, but are constructed on a flat median 
centre plank that joins to a high rising sternpost and stem (although some types had a true 
                                                                                                                                                                          
transport circles it refers to substantial wooden craft of traditional or semi-traditional style, intended for cargo work. 
In Madura, small open vessels of up to 10 m in length which may be used for either fishing or short-haul transport 
are referred to as “sampan” a word borrowed from Chinese, although the boats bear no resemblance to the various 
small Chinese vessels known by this name – while the term perahu (in Madurese, parao) is reserved for larger 
vessels, usually decked over. A ship is referred to as kapal. Some large perahu are effectively small ships and indeed 
nowadays designated so for official purposed but they are nevertheless referred to in common parlance among 
those who used them as perahu” (Stenross 2007, 2). Since the term perahu simply means boat, it needs to be 
qualified to designate a specific type of craft. 
61
 See above, how the transition from “s   c  d and d w   d” to “d w   d    y” plank fastenings, and later from 
“  s  d to d w   d” frames is documented in archaeological, historical and ethnographic contexts (see summary in 
Manguin (2010b, 338, 353). See also the descriptions of the large Malay and Javanese trading ships jongs, that were 
built without a single piece of iron, that had a v-shaped double-ended hull, and whose planks were edge-fastened 
by dowels (Manguin 2010a, 564).  
62
 For example,  
- the Pontian boat, dated to 260-430 CE (Manguin 1996, 185), stitched planks, lashed lugs and use of 
dowels. 
- Kolam Pinisi south Sumatra, radiocarbon dated to 434-631 CE (Manguin 1996, 185), planks stitched 
together and fastened to the frames by way of lashed lugs.  
- Sambirejo, south Sumatra, timber was radiocarbon dated to 610-775 CE (Manguin 1996, 185, 188), 
stitched and lashed lugs, and use of dowels. 
- Cirebon Wreck, 10
th
 century (Liebner 2007; Manguin 2010b, 338), lashed lugs and dowels. 




 centuries CE based on associated ceramics (Manguin 1996, 
188) lashed-lugs and use of dowels. 




 centuries (Clark et al. 1993, 143; Green et al. 
1995, 182-183), lashed-lugs. 
See Manguin (1996) for the details of archaeological sites pre-13
th
 century and the C14 dates, see Manguin (1989b) 
for the details of the sites in Indonesia. 
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keel, like the ghe bầu). To have a V-shaped hull, by raising planks from a keel-piece is also 
common to many Southeast Asian boatbuilding traditions (Manguin 2010b, 337; 2010a, 564) 
and both median planks and flat-bottomed designs can be found in Austronesian Southeast 
Asia.63 
 Fourth, projecting beam ends in tiers or thwarts are frequently seen on boats of 
Cochinchina and it is also a noticeable feature in Southeast Asia, seen as an ancient 
boatbuilding characteristic perhaps pre-dating the use of frames (Horridge 1981b). 
 Fifth, the sails observed in Cochinchina are Austronesian. Both quadrilateral and 
  c   gu    s   s     v        s  f w    c   b     m d     “ us     s    s   ” w  c   s 
characterised by having two spars (a yard and a boom) for spreading the sail, and a roller 
furling handle in the heel of the boom. On the basic Austronesian sail-type,64 the sail seems to 
be set with a long spar or yard at its head, and a similar length boom on its foot. It can be 
rectangular, quadrilateral with a short luff, or triangular, in which case the boom and yard 
meet at the tack of the sail. The Austronesian sail can be illustrated by the crab-claw sail, and 
also by the layar tanja in Indonesia,65 but in fact both the quadrilateral and the rectangular sail 
function in the same way. The crab-claw sail has two spars that are not parallel but that tend 
to converge towards each other. If a three-edged sail is made with the foot and head strongly 
curved outwards and the leach strongly curved inwards, the sail has a crab-claw-like shape. In 
that way, some Vietnamese sails approach the crab-claw shape. The rectangular sail is similar, 
but the ratio between the height and width is different. The great advantage of this type of sail 
is that it can be set to lift the boat rather than push downwards, so that it provides excellent 
propulsion relative to sail area.66  
 
In sum, several vessels described in the previous chapter can undoubtedly be considered as 
Southeast Asian vessels. The fishing boat gay you, stitched (and probably doweled), with a long 
and narrow hull, beams projecting outside the hull, and quadrilateral sails with a roller furling 
handle in the boom fits within in a broad Southeast Asian tradition. The ghe bầu was also a 
watercraft built in a Southeast Asian Austronesian tradition, and could even be considered a 
form of perahu, sharing the characteristics of having a v-shaped hull, edge-dowelled planks, a 
                                                          
63
 See below, in the case of a number of shipwrecks found in the region that belong to the “S u   China Sea 
   d     ”.  
64
 This is based on a dozen of rig types that have been identified in Austronesian maritime cultures. Doran grouped 
them in nine categories that can be summarised in two class, the sprit rigs and the lug rigs (Doran 1981, fig. 21). 
65
 Also called "boomed lateen", "Oceanic lateen" and "Oceanic spritsail". 
66
 Wind tunnel tests show such sails to be extremely efficient. The great efficiency of crab-claw sail was first 
reported in Marchaj and Howard-Williams (1985, Part IV, C and Appendix A), and briefly in Howard-Williams (1988) 
who noted "initial results showed it to be 25% better than the best of the other rigs being particularly efficient on a 
broad reach” (Howard-Williams 1988, 38). 
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high stern and stem, and quadrilateral sails. Some ghe bầu had bulkheads built from floor 
timbers, like some Javanese vessels.67 Furthermore, the ghe bầu shares characteristics with 
w    w s    m d     “S u         S      d     ” (Manguin 1984b, 199). This tradition 
regroups characteristics of a number of shipwrecks found in the region that bear construction 
features relative to either the Chinese tradition or the Southeast Asian tradition. It is not a rigid 
set of characteristics that define this group of vessels, and they rather compose a family of 
hybrid vessels that present considerable variations within and between these characteristics 
(Manguin 2010b, 341).68 The main characteristics [see in Table 8-1 below] shared with the ghe 
bầu include a v-shaped hull with a pointed bow and stern, sturdy frames and non-structural 
bulkhead forming compartments, planks fastened together by dowels, but frames fastened by 
iron nails and an axial rudder (but no transom stern),69 more similar to a Chinese boatbuilding 
tradition. 
 
The galleys, the balon and sinja, had a flat transom which is distinct from the double ended 
shape of trading and fishing vessels, but all were constructed according to either the edge-
dowelled and stitched tradition, or with both. Their rigging was Southeast Asian. The main 
distinction is the fact that no Vietnamese boats use a quarter rudder, and that apart from the 
exception of the ghe bầu, most hulls are designed on a median plank and not on a keel.70  
 The use of a woven-bamboo hull is a unique tradition, but their shape (apart from the 
round ghe thùng chài), sails when rigged, and projecting beams/thwarts when reinforced with 
wood planking are characteristics that relate them also to a Southeast Asian boatbuilding 
tradition. 
  
                                                          
67
 This was already suggested by Nguyễn Bội Liên et al., “that this boat is typically “Viêt-cham” and highly influenced 
by malay prau” (1993, 123) albeit the hypothesis was mostly resting on poor linguistic grounds and the authors did 
not elaborate systematically on the boatbuilding construction.  
68
 For further details on the “S u   China Sea    d     ” and the different shipwrecks belonging to this group, see 
Manguin (1993b, 1998, 2010b) and Flecker (2007). 
69
 Although evidence for steering gear is absent in most wrecks, it is possible that some had transom sterns. 
70
 Note that the "flat median centre planks" and those that look more like a keel, in Southeast Asian craft, both 
originate from a dugout canoe, with raised planks; the "flattening" of the central plank/keel is only a matter of 
degree (Manguin 2016, pers. comm.). 
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Modern pinisi * * * * * / / / / / 




Bukit Jakas  
(late 15th) 
* * * *   / *  / 
Pattaya 
 (late 15th-early 
16th) 
*  * *   / *  / 
Royal Nanhai  
(mid 15th) 
*  * *   /   / 
Nanyang  
(mid 15th) 
  * *   /    
Phú Quốc 1  
(mid 15th) 
  * *   /    
Sha Tsui 
 (15th) 
  * /   * *   
Quanzhou 
 (13th) 
* * / * / * / * * / 
WOODEN 
FISHING BOATS 
/ * * * / * / / / / 
GHE BẦU * * * * / * / * / / 
GAY YOU / * 
* 
(stitched) 
/ / * / / * * 
SINJA / * * 
(stitched) 
/ / * / / * * 
BALON / / * * / * / / * * 
GALLEY / / * * / * / / * * 
19th Gulf of Siam 
Chinese trader 









/ / / / / * * * * * 
 
Table 8-1: Distribution of five main characteristics found in the Southeast Asian, South China Sea and Chinese 
Shipbuilding traditions, complemented with the construction details of the ghe bầu (after Manguin 2010b, 
table 12.1) 
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III. B. Towards the identification of the boats of Champa  
If one wishes to discuss the possible designs and construction traditions of the boats of 
Champa, there is unfortunately little data to explore.71 But the scarce evidence available will be 
examined here in light of the boatbuilding traditions of Cochinchina and Southeast Asia. 
 
In the European texts, there are only three references that undoubtedly relate to Cham boats 
from Panduranga;  
 The first dates to the late 17th century and is owed to William Dampier. While at anchor 
at Pulo Ubi, Dampier saw a Cham boat, fully laden with rice and lacquer, en route to trade at 
    k , w    s     s    b   d fu  y   m d f   d f  c     p  d     . “This was a very pretty 
neat vessel, her bottom very clean and curiously coated; she had about 40 men all armed with 
cortans or broad swords, lances, and some guns, that went with a swivel upon their gunnal. 
They were of the idolaters, natives of Champa, and some of the briskest, most sociable, without 
fearfulness or shyness, and the most neat and dexterous about their shipping, of any such I 
have met within all my travels” (Dampier 1697, 400-401).72 D mp   ’s d sc  p      s     v  y 
  f  m   v , bu      s        c p c  y  f     v ss  ,   d      “cu   us c   ”, w  c  c u d b      
white anti-fouling material applied on some of the hulls in southern Vietnam [see above]. 
 T   s c  d m        s  w d    d’ p ès d       v       . I    s c mm   s  b u      
Loyes [Cham] of Phan Ri, he wrote in his Neptune Oriental, “their boats, in form of tartans, 
serve them for fishing, whereof they catch great  uantities” (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 
447). A Tartane or tartan was a small ship used both for fishing and for coastal trading in 
the Mediterranean. A tartane had a single mast on which was rigged a large lateen sail,73 
a bowsprit and a fore-sail (Baudrillart 1827, 526). In this case, de Mannevillette therefore 
suggests the possibility that the boats of Panduranga in the 18th century carried a lateen sail 
rigged on one mast, and possibly a foresail on a bowsprit. Although single-masted boats with a 
lateen sail, or certainly a triangular sail, was common for boats of the region, a bowsprit on the 
other hand is a feature that is never mentioned in relation to the boats from Vietnam. In his 
reporting of the hardships of the Galathée [se     p    5], d’ p ès d      v           y us s 
    w  d “bateaux”   d “galères”      f          v ss  s us d by        m w       y 
attempted to take possession of the French ship, and provides no detailed descriptions.74  
                                                          
71
 This assumes that none of the vessels described in the historical literature can be regarded as purely “   m”.  
72
 The good reputation of Cham sailors endured until the 19
th
 century [see infra, Chapter 5, p. 269, footnote 107]. 
73
 In some cases it could be rigged with two to three sails (tartane grosse or tartana da guerra) (Martin 2001, 177). 
74
 "At the entrance of a beautiful fresh water river in which there were a number of vessels and small galleys … Right 
away, two large and armed vessels came out of the river to cut off the passage … They decided to give him the 
command of many galleys, which they would arm with weapons to steal our ship” (Après de Mannevillette 1775, 
436, 442). 
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 The third mention is from Dayot, who also discussed the fishing boats of the Loyes, 
when he observed them leaving in the mornings to fish; he confirms the use of triangular sails 
made of woven leaves or straw, but does not mention a bowsprit (Dayot 1807b, fl. 34r-34v).75 
He also praised their capability at sea, but did not provide any information on their 
construction or design. This is the final historical comment available on Cham boats, before 
they were removed from the coast under Vietnamese authority (Weber 2008). 
 Apart from these scant mentions, no other descriptions in the European record are 
directly related to boats of Champa.76 It seems that the Cham subsequently lost their 
knowledge of boatbuilding77 when they lost access to the sea in the 1830s (Weber 2008). 
However, it may be that Cochinchinese vessels retained some elements of Cham boatbuilding 
traditions. The displacement of Cham rule did not necessarily imply the complete eradication 
of the population, and boatbuilding was likely to have been part of a continuing craft 
tradition.78 
                                                                                                                                                                          
Similarly, in Spanish documents, there are mentions of Cham "galeras", but no descriptions (AGI, FILIPINAS,19, R.4, 
N.57, fl. 146r). Dalton, in the 1820s was informed of “140 prows” sailing from “  c   c    ” to Megidano and of 
“80 prows” sailing to Palawan. While he calls them “Cochinchinese prows”, he clearly refers to southern Vietnam, to 
“the numerous tribes inhabiting the large tract of country about the mouth of the Cambodia River”. In fact, it is even 
more obvious that he is referring to Cham “prows” and sailors. He calls the captains of the prow, anakodah [sic], 
and even notes that one was a “rajah”. Unfortunately, there are no descriptions of these “prows”, only that they 
could carry “from 50 to 500 passengers”, or “the probability that the average would be at least l00, as few of the 
small prows take less than 40 men and many of the larger kind 350 and 400” (Dalton 1837, 47). Note “nakhoda” 
means “s  pm s   ” in Malay (Manguin 1984b, 189). 
75
 “Phanry [sic] used to be in the past quite considerable. It was the capital of the Loyes [Cham], but it is now only a 
large village mostly inhabited by fishers: every morning, a great quantity of vessels leave the capital to fish offshore, 
and they come back at lunch time. These vessels, as well as all of the vessels of Cochinchina, for sailing, are very 
good, go quite fast, and behave quite well, even in rough sea. I often saw them with their sail high up, while we had 
to reef: All their sails are in straw, or in light matting, and are lowered from the bottom yard; they are all triangular, 
in the lateen style.” 
76 
In a Cham manuscript held at the École Française d’E trême Orient, “Damnay Po Tang Ahaok”, recounting the 
historical legend of the Cham god Po Tang Ahaok, there are references to the boats and seas of Champa. The 
summary provided by T ươ g Vă  Món unfortunately does not provide enough data to allow me to draw much 




 century: “The 
boat of Po Tang Ahaok is of old indigo-blue colour [vessels in Cochinchina —if decorated— where white or in natural 
color, covered with dầu rái]. It is 20 metres in length and has 6 masts [the length is similar to vessels in Cochinchina, 
but none were ever described with so many masts]. The sea of Champa is rich in gulfs and fishes. Its waves have 
resulted in many shipwrecks. The coast has many ports and they are crowded with both old and new ships Po Tang 
Ahaok lived on this boat [possibly like on a balon, a sinja or a river boat]. Po Tang Ahaok’s ship was used for fishing 
and also for carrying people or goods (mainly rice). The route taken by his ship was limited and goes from Dong Nai 
to Nha Trang. It is said that during his travels, he stopped at islands to collect wood for cooking and water from 
drinking” (T ươ g Vă  Món 2008, 98). Further research in Cham archives would be necessary, however, many 
scholars specialised on Champa are dubious as to the presence of mentions of boats in these primary documents. 
77
 See Weber (2008), who discusses how the maritime connection of the Cham was severed by the Vietnamese in 
the first decades of the 19
th
 century. For example, Weber demonstrates how in 1832–1835, the Vietnamese 
established their monopoly on wood cutting, how the Cham cut 1000 trees for them to build their warships, but 
how through this, the Cham lost their control on wood supplies for building their own ships (Weber 2008, 72). 
In the 1987s, Po Dharma noted that the vocabulary of boats still existed in the Cham language (ahaok bariyan or 
gilai for instance), but that people no longer could tell the difference between various types of boats (Po Dharma 
1987, vol. II, 40, cited in Weber 2008). Even today, when discussing with Cham people or with Vietnamese 
acquainted with Cham people, the opinion is often that the Cham are no sailors and do not know how to build boats 
(Pham 2013-2014, fieldwork). 
78
 A few studies also suggest that the Nguyễn Lords adopted a certain syncretism and that overtime, they integrated 
some elements of the Cham culture, as well as some aspects of their technology while taking over their maritime 
trade (Nguyễn Thế Anh 1995; Li 1998a; Wheeler 2006a).  
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III. B. 1. Austronesian ancestry 
When exploring the connection between the boatbuilding traditions of Cochinchina and 
Austronesian Southeast Asia, the next step is to acknowledge the link between the Cham 
populations and the rest of the Austronesian speaking world,79 particularly the Malays.80 As a 
result of the migrations of the Austronesian speaking people, central Vietnam was populated 
by seafarers arriving from Borneo at the end of the first millennium BCE (Thurgood 1999; 
Southworth 2004). Some landed in the region of Sa Huynh, Quảng Ngãi Province. The culture 
     d v   p d       w s g v         m  “S   uy   cu  u  ” (Southworth 2004). This culture 
is considered as the predecessor of the Cham people, and in a way, links the first Austronesian 
settlers to the Cham, and then, to the Cochinchinese. Linguistically,81 Cham people and 
Austronesian speaking peoples are still connected, and closely related to Malays and Acehnese 
(Thurgood 1999; Diffloth 2011). Technologically, the obvious similarities between boats from 
        V     m   d    s  f  m     “    y W   d” d scuss d p  v  us y c u d   v  b    
diffused from this lineage of the Austronesian seafarers that landed in Sa Huynh to the 
Cochinchinese, through Cham coastal people.  
III. B. 2. A lashed-lug shipwreck in Quảng Ngãi 
Very new to the archaeological record from central Vietnam are the remains of a shipwreck, 
called the Châu Tân Shipwreck, dated to approximately the 9th century CE.82 Based on the 
ceramic assemblage, it has been suggested that the vessel was sailing between the Persian 
Gulf and China, and wrecked whilst on route from Canton with a cargo destined for Iran 
(Ambarak) (Đỗ T ường Giang 2016, 75).83  
                                                          
79
 Present day native populations of Southeast Asia share ancestries in terms of culture, language and genotype in 
the Austronesian ethno-linguistic group. The Malay and the Cham people of Central Vietnam were speakers of an 
Austronesian-language (Bellwood 1997; Higham 2002; Bellwood and Glover 2004; Bellwood et al. 2006). 
80
 See the commonalities in the cultural practices related to Cá Ông, the legend of Po Riyak, of Po Tank Ahok, the 
Raja Praong and in the Ariya Cam-Bini (Nguyễn Thị Quốc Thanh 2008; T ươ g Vă  Món 2008; Noseworthy 2010). 
The seaborne relations between Champa and the Malay Archipelago were re-asserted in the 13
th
 century, and 
continued through until at least the 17
th
 century, even when Champa was under Nguyễn administration (for a more 
general discussion, see Lombard 1987; Lafont 1991; Nguyễn Thế Anh 1996; Po Dharma 2000; Wong Tze Ken 2004; 
Vickery 2005; Wong Tze Ken 2006).  
81
 Before the arrival and development of the “S   uy  ” culture, central Vietnam was occupied by speakers of 
Mon-Khmer languages. Around 1000 BCE Austronesian Chamic languages seem to have replaced the earlier Mon-
Khmer and other Austroasiatic languages spoken in the centre (Bellwood 2000). Cham as a language is also related, 
but more distantly, to other languages of Indonesia, the Philippines, Polynesia and Madagascar. 
82
 The remains were exposed in 2009 after a typhoon hit the coast of Quảng Ngãi. Pillage and salvage ensued, and 
some remains were secured and stored in the house of a private collector. The shipwreck and its cargo gained 
scholarly attention in 2011, and the remains of the ship itself were observed in 2013 and partially recorded in 2014 
(Nishino et al. 2015). 
83
 The cargo was composed mainly of glazed ceramics and porcelains from Changsha, Yue and Ding kilns, from the 
Tang Dynasty. Some inscriptions (incised and inked) in Chinese, Arabic and Indic script (in majority) are particularly 
noticeable on the wares (Nishino et al. 2015; Đỗ T ường Giang 2016). 
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 Technologically, the remains84 of this boat are interesting because they clearly shows 
lugs on a keel and planks.85 As stated previously, the stitched and lashed-lug construction 
method is a Southeast Asian boatbuilding tradition and archaeological remains belonging to 
this tradition are found elsewhere in mainland and insular Southeast Asia. The vessel presents 
distinctive features,86 but the overall analysis of these remains suggests a definite Southeast 
Asian origin (Nishino et al. 2015, 151). 
 The study and analysis of this wreck is ongoing and not much detailed information has 
been published yet to allow technological comparisons or further conclusions. What is 
interesting to note nevertheless is the common way the stitching is seized (bound) on the 
shipwreck, like the stitching technique described by Admiral Pâris, Audemard and as described 
on the most recent ghe nõc (up to the 1980s); the stitching is tightened by wedges and 
wadding over the seams. On the other hand, the main difference between this shipwreck, and 
other Southeast Asian lash-lug vessels, and the Cochinchinese stitched boats described in the 
historical/ethnographic record, is that in the case of the former, lashings are used to fasten the 
frames to the planks and the planks are edge dowelled with some additional stitching to hold 
the planks together, while in the latter, there is no lashing and the stitches are the main means 
of fastening (dowels that sometimes hold the planks in place are supplementary). Further 
analysis of the shipwreck timbers, their origin and date would provide more information to 
help ascertain the origin of the vessel. A detailed recording of the stitching technique would 
also be helpful in providing comparative material in relation to the other stitching techniques 
in Southeast Asia. Until then, it is not possible to link this vessel directly to any Cochinchinese 
   d               yp   f “   m b   ”.87  
                                                          
84
 The remains include 45 timbers (planks and frames), and a keel. The keel was dismantled and cut in three during 
salvage, but its size suggests the ship was 25 m long. Based on the remaining frames, the beam could have been 9 m 
(Nishino et al. 2015, 151).  
85
 “Lugs and stitches were formed to fix the frames. Wooden dowels were observed, as fastenings, but part of the 
plank seam appeared to have been joined by dowels made of iron. Each strake is composed of two to three planks, 
and their butts were tightly connected with a hooked-scarf joint” (Nishino et al. 2015, 151). 
86
 For example, the iron nails to fasten the planks, and a “step under the keel, before its junction with the sternpost” 
which indicates the vessel may have carried an external stern-lashing, called senabi, as can be found on the boats of 
Lamalera (Dwyer 2015, 118). 
87
 Dwyer (2015, 119) suggests that the possible senabi observed on this shipwreck could be related to the “carving 
of a line across the hull in the stern” on a “   m b   ” represented on the bas reliefs on the Bayon Temple. On this 
central temple of Angkor Thom, the new capital of Jayavarman VII, dated to the end of the 12
th
 century or to the 
early 13
th
 century, the scenes of a large naval battle are often interpreted as depicting opposing Khmer and Cham 
fleets (recognizable by their hairstyle and clothing, for the identification of the enemies as Cham see Jacq-
   g u  c’  (2007, 103-108)). However, despite a clear distinction between the two different fleets, it appears that 
all their boats are riverine, and not sea-going sailing vessels, and that the representation might have been an 
enactment of a battle rather than the representation of an actual conflict (Vickery 2004, 58-59; Roveda 2007, 353). 
The representation of the Khmer boats were already analysed by Paris (1941) and Jacq-Hergoualc'h (2001, 2007) 
and are being currently re-assessed (Walker-Vadillo, PhD thesis, forthcoming), but no analysis has been conducted 
so far on the Cham boats. In fact, it is not even certain that the enemies are Cham people. 
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III. B. 3. Engravings of Cham boats 
Another path of comparative enquiry to help to determine what a Cham boat might have 
looked like, is to compare the traditional shapes of the sailing vessels from central Vietnam 
with some Cham boat iconography. Like other types of evidence, there are just a few 
examples: 
- A graffito in a quarry in An Tinh, recorded by Parmentier in his catalogue in 1918 
[Iconography A] 
- Two carvings on the door jamb of the B6 temple in Mỹ Sơ  [Ic   g  p y B &  ] 
- Another carving from Mỹ Sơ    mp   [Ic   g  p y D]88 
 
 
Figure 8-70: [ICO O RAPHY A] “   ff     f   v ss        s                u   y. Sc   : 0 . 15 p       ”. 
Unfortunately, the quarry is not located and the graffito is undated (Parmentier 1918, 374, fig. 100) 
 
                                                          
88
 Location not available. 
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Figure 8-71: [ICONOGRAPHY B & C] Two carvings on the door jamb of the B6 temple (there is a smaller boat 
under the large one). The temple is dated to the 10
th
 century (L: c. 60 cm x H: 20 cm) © Charlotte Pham  
 
Figure 8-72: [ICONOGRAPHY D] Other carving, also from the B6 Temple in Mỹ Sơn, 10
th
 century (size n.a.) 
©Trần Kỳ Phương 
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These graphics have similar profiles and share some common points, which include for the 
four depictions a high stern and stemhead that are not much raked and straight. On the 
graffito [A] and on the fourth engraving [D], a bipod mast is visible, and a quarter rudder with 
tiller appears clearly. The two carvings on the door jamb [B & C] do not have any steering or 
rigging. On all the representations, the keel or bottom is curved and the forefoot is rounded. 
The four profiles are similar, but on the carvings B & C, one cannot be absolutely certain which 
is the bow and which is the stern. The curve of the sheer gives a strong clue and suggests that 
both vessels are heading in opposite directions (B: the bow is on the left hand side, C: bow is 
on the right hand side). On both, the stem/bow is more raked than their sternpost. This is the 
opposite from the watercraft of Java and much of mainland Malaysia, where the sternpost is 
more raked. This styling difference is fundamental to the conception of how a vessel should be 
constructed. On the other hand, this is a characteristic shared with more recent Cochinchinese 
vessels, and with the vessels of Siam (rua chalom), and vessels of the Sulu Sea, Borneo, and 
most of Eastern Indonesia. 
 
     ug     s  b   s c      b     m d “   m b   s”,  s    y c u d b    p  s      v   f 
foreign boats visiting Cham ports, they are nonetheless Southeast Asian. 
 The marked stylistic s m      y b  w        “   m b   ”  c   g  p y   d s m  perahu 
from East Java is interesting. These engravings are similar to a Javanese perahu antokan. Most 
perahu antokan were built on the north coast of Madura Island, East Java, but that particular 
type was built by the Madurese community on a smaller island called Maselembu. The perahu 
antokan are similar to perahu konteng built at Brondong and Blimbing in Lamongan on the 
north coast of East Java. Perhau konteng had sails like the quadrilateral sails with a short 
leading edge seen in depictions of the boats of central Vietnam, and have a boom and yard 
converging towards the forward edge of the sail (Burningham, 2016, pers. comm.)  
III. B. 4. Are basket boats a Cham tradition?  
A final path of enquiry to be considered was first proposed by Moréchand in 1955 (1955, 
311).89 He highlighted the fact that the area of distribution of woven-basket boats 
corresponded to the Cham cultural area of the 10th century, and therefore, suggested that this 
particular boatbuilding tradition could be derived from Champa.90 
 In the records from the 19th century, basket boats were seen operating in the central 
                                                          
89
 This is also supported by Thái Vă  Kiểm (1957, 220) and Sox (2006). 
90
 Original quote: "Il est assez troublant de remarquer que la zone de répartition du ghe nang correspond en 
débordant à peine au Sud et au Nord, aux anciennes frontières du Champa tel  u’il existait antérieurement au X
e
 
siècle". Over time Cham polities were indeed centred between the provinces of Quảng Bình and Bình Thuận. This 
represents a very large geographical extent [see chronology in Chapter 1]. 
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  g     f T u    , Quy N ơ , Vị   Xuâ  Đ  , Nha Trang, Cam Ranh (Staunton 1797a, 340; 
Roberts 1837, 223; Pâris 1843a, 49; 1887, pl. 22; Audemard 1971, 23-32), and as far south as 
the Bay of Cần Giờ (White 1824, 56-57)91. This range of distribution corresponds in fact to the 
4-11th centuries patterns of Cham settlements and occupation. In the 1940s, Piétri described 
the tradition as typ c    f “    m”,   uj d  d scuss d    s    d      f         g     f T u     
only, and Pierre Paris set the southern limit by noting that basket boats were not common in 
the inland channels and rivers of French Cochinchina (Paris 1942a, 375),92 which accords with 
    “   m” g  g  p  c   d s   bu    .     ys d  w s m  b sk   b   s f  m         p  v  c s 
between Quảng Trị and Bình Thuận, which corresponds with the distribution area witnessed by 
Moréchand. However, Pierre Paris made comments on woven-bamboo boats from a region 
that is much further north. He noted that there were numerous basket boats in north Annam, 
mostly used inland, and that they existed in various shapes and sizes, from small round baskets 
to large 15 to 20 meters long vessels (Paris 1942a, 375). In the 1960s and 1970s, the American 
Blue Books and Robert Cairo described only the boats from central and southern Vietnam and 
therefore cannot contribute to the debate, but in the 1990s, basket boats from the north were 
documented: Burningham recorded the woven-basket boats from the province of Thanh Hóa 
(Burningham 1994), and Tallec documented the construction process of a thuyền nan93 from 
the Bay of Hạ Long (Tallec 1997).  
 This means that since at least the 1940s, basket boats were found in the northern 
region, and a few historical references seem to suggest that basket boats existed there in 
earlier times too. First of all, the legend recounting the origin of the basket boats places their 
invention in north Vietnam, in the 10th century [see Chapter 7, footnote 78], and secondly, 
William Dampier, who spent some time in Cachao [Hà Nội] in 1688–1689, mentioned small 
b   s      w      m s  c       y b sk   b   s: “we were commonly encountered with beggars 
who came off to us in little boats made of twigs, and plaistered over both inside and outside 
 ith clay, but very leaky” (Dampier 1699a, 14). The earliest unambiguous mention of a boat 
made of woven-bamboo in the European written record can be found in the translation of a 
Chinese text published in 1878, which recounts boats made of bamboo coming from northern 
                                                          
91
 Danish painter, Vilhelm Karl Ferdinand Arnesen, also represented some basket boats —with a high stem and 
round oculi typical from the southern boat building traditions— lying on the verges of the Mekong River, on an oil 
on canvas dated to 1900 (Mossgreen Auctions 2013, 54). 
92
 Weber suggested that the Cham diaspora helped preserve the maritime and sailing traditions at least until the 
20
th
 century, and that in Cambodia, the Chams maintained the tradition of boatbuilding, although only using their 
boats on the Mekong and less on the sea (Weber 2008, 74). A deeper research on the boats of the Mekong would 
be useful, however, so far, it appears that the boats of the Mekong and their apparent construction tradition and 
shared characteristics with dugout canoes (Paris 1942a; Poujade 1946c) fit for riverine use are quite distinct from 
distant sailing coasters. In terms of the woven-bamboo boats, they are not commonly used inland either.  
93
 In the north of Vietnam, thuyền means boat, while in the south, the common word is ghe. In the north, the ghe 
nang, or the ghe thùng chài is commonly referred to as thuyền nan or thuyền thúng. 
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Annam and sailing to Taiwan and Fujian in the early 18th century [see Chapter 7]. Finally, Petrus 
Ky, in his long list of native boats published in 1875, wrote that the ghe nang was a boat 
specially from Tonkin (Ky 1875, 223). 
 
These different examples94 suggest that basket boats were used in northern Vietnam in earlier 
times, but do not necessarily imply anything about their origin. When discussing the Cham 
ceremonies related to Cá Ông that were also practiced in northern Vietnam, despite their 
Malay/Cham antecedent [see above], Nguyễn Đặ g Vũ suggested it was the result of 
exchanges between Malaysian-Indonesian people and north Vietnamese (between the border 
with China and Quảng Ninh province) (cited in Nguyễn Thị Quốc Thanh 2008, 79). This suggests 
another possible path of enquiry for understanding the presence of basket boats in the 
north.95 Migration and settlement patterns are complex and recurrent in the history of 
Vietnam and would have definitely impacted upon boat traditions and cultural and economic 
exchanges between the north and south. Nowadays the woven basket boats are ubiquitous 
and found in all coastal areas of Vietnam.  
 Yet, because the origins of a boat tradition are not likely to be found at the extremities 
of its geographical distribution, a provenance from central Vietnam —a former Cham cultural 
area— is likely. Furthermore, the sophisticated level of development of the basket boats in 
central Vietnam, with wooden topsides, rudders, complex inner-structure, a sliding bowboard, 
that could reach up to 20 metres in length, carry 120 tons, and were sea-going, reinforces this 
idea.  
   f        m         m y supp      éc   d’s theory is the fact that the Cham people 
used the resin dầu rái, to cement the bricks of their temples in the architectural complex of Mỹ 
Sơ  (Binda et al. 2009, 171, 286), and that even now, this resin is still widely used for rendering 
basket hulls watertight. Further research into the diversity of basket boats, comparisons in the 
uses of sealing material, and of the weaving patterns will continue to take this discussion 
forward in the future. 
 
                                                          
94
 Note that this research did not focus on northern Vietnam and therefore, not all the textual sources were 
exploited, furthermore, the objective of the research is not aimed at determining the origin of the woven-basket 
boats.  
95
 Prof. Trần Quốc Vượng also pointed out to a number of exchanges that occurred as early as the 10th century, that 
resulted for example in the modification of stone and ceramic decorations in pagodas, and in musical and dancing 
practices. “Although there were wars between the Viêt and the Cham, there was also cultural interaction between 
the polities north and south of the Deo Ngang [Col des Nuages/Pass of the Ocean Cloud] and the South China Sea. 
All of these factors served as the foundation for the development of the Cham-Viêt relationship after the tenth 
century” (Trần Quốc Vượng 2011, 268). Recently, the archaeological research done on the former capital, T ă g 
Long, in Hà Nội, has also shown a strong influence of Cham art and architecture, which suggest stronger and more 
frequent exchanges than previously acknowledged. 
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This final chapter brought together different aspects of Cochinchinese boatbuilding, from the 
fastening traditions, to the different types of rigging and steering gear, as well as to some 
aspects of their decorations. The aim was to identify and define the main characteristics of 
Cochinchinese boatbuilding traditions, and to offer a general presentation of the technical 
aspects of the Cochinchinese boats to the non-specialist. 
 
This overview is a combination of archival descriptions, and of data stemming from both 
traditional boat studies and from extensive periods of fieldwork. It shows how much can be 
learned by perusing such source material that is readily available. While the previous chapter 
showed the kind of information available in archival documents and helped to identify 
different types of boats, this chapter showed the potential of maritime ethnography. 
 First, maritime ethnography can be used as a research tool to create a record 
representative of the present time. This data was used to outline the diversity of boat types in 
a region, which is a critical first step in its own right (Pham et al. 2010; Pham 2015a).96 From 
there, as seen in this chapter, it became possible to highlight specific features, unique 
construction details, and regional boatbuilding characteristics. This is an essential step that 
   ps    s      w y f  m     g       c  c p s  f “S u    s   s   ”    “     s ” b     yp s 
that oversimplify boatbuilding traditions from the region, and to initiate the debate on 
d f    g     c    c    s  cs  f   “   m b   ”      “V     m s  b   ”.  
 This chapter concluded with a discussion on the aspects of the Cochinchinese 
technology related to a wider Austronesian tradition, and hence, to the Cham. It shows the 
place of central Vietnam within the maritime landscape of Southeast Asia, and puts forward 
the connections between Champa and the Malay World that need to be further addressed: the 
presence of Chinese and Malay traits in boat construction in central Vietnam can be related to 
a transition period between Cham and Nguyễn rule, while the shared roots between Cham and 
Malay —through the expansion of the Austronesian speaking groups— can explain some 
common Southeast Asian features found on the boats of central Vietnam. Boat construction 
bears witness to the diversity and multiculturalism of central Vietnam and this chapter opened 
a door to further enquiry. 
 Second, maritime ethnography can offer a framework that helps to interpret 
                                                          
96
 The aim of these two papers was to group the different features of Vietnamese boat building, in order to impose 
form on a very large set of data. The groupings were not based on a priori theory but on pragmatism; on geography, 
on materials, on methods of construction. 
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archaeological material, or in this case, to interpret archival descriptions, through careful 
analogies. The catalogue of surviving boat types can be connected to other archaeological, 
textual, and iconographic evidence in a chronological sequence. This was carried out in 
Chapters 7 and 8, from the early 17th century up to the present, relying on the European 
archives and on the consistent traditional boat studies that exist since the work of Admiral 
Pâris. The boats were grouped based on their uses and their common features, as an attempt 
to give form to the number of mentions in archival texts and descriptions. This categorization 
provides a glimpse of the continuity of boat uses and of changes over time, and most 
particularly of the disappearance of certain boats. Comparing certain features with the 
contemporary record helps understand and interpret some of the archival descriptions, but 
d  s      mp y   d   c  “ v  u    ” f  m       c  v               g  p  c b      c  d,   d 
does not aim to propose an "origin" to these boats. 
 Third, the great advantage of maritime ethnography is the chance to interview 
boatbuilders and fishers. These interviews were the key to help identify the different local boat 
traditions, and to group the different types of boats that exist in the present and in the textual 
record. Above all, interviews give access to the minds of the boatbuilders. Indeed, the way to 
build a boat and to conceive its design is very important in assessing where a tradition comes 
from, and thus its evolution and change. If it is easy to copy the shape of a foreign ship, as Gia 
Long and Minh Mạng ordered to do so on a number of occasions, the traditional way to build a 
boat is more resistant to change. This is because the development of boats and ships is the 
function of human decisions regarding continuity and adaptation. Boat building traditions 
depend on human action and on human choices, "the shape of boats must depend a great deal 
upon the personality of the men who build and use them" (McKee 1983, 44). As such, McGrail 
showed that structural considerations and choices that have cultural significance take 
precedence over choice of raw material, and over other criteria for classification (McGrail 
1985, 291). This is why tradition of construction is not the same as design and why it is 
important to identify the traditions, such as the way the hull is conceived and the reasons 
behind the technological choices. In this way, maritime ethnography is a powerful tool to 
access the mind of the people who built the boats, past and present.  
  
Together, the archival descriptions, the traditional boat studies, and the contemporary boat 
record, produced an overview of the rich diversity of boat building traditions in Vietnam, and 
for the first time, the different boat types were described along with their ecological and 
historical context of use. It is a fundamental step to produce a clearer vision of the various 
boat traditions and of the different boat types that were used in pre-colonial Vietnam.  
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 This is however only the first step in understanding Vietnamese boatbuilding 
conceptions. What needs to come next is a very careful and detailed ethnographic recording of 
the surviving traditions; of the boats, the techniques, the materials, and the tools.97 Three 
boatbuilding traditions were identified, but there is a great number of types of boats built in 
the same tradition, that deserve attention. In sum, as Maarleveld clearly noted, "boats and 
ships contain in their construction one of the best clues to the minds of homo faber that an 
archaeologist can ever expect to find. The study of technical detail in shipbuilding is not at all 
parochial, but provides us with an exceptional opportunity to understand past thinking, 
concepts and decisions” (Maarleveld 1995, 4). This is where the future of maritime 
ethnography in Vietnam should look. 
 The study of boats can also be seen as a prism to address more deeply historical 
maritime events or maritime related activities from royal parades and galley demonstrations 
to small time fishing activities off coastal islands. Events such as the Bach Dang battles or the 
naval battles that opposed Viêt, Cham and/or Khmer ought to be complemented with more 
precise information on nautical technology, and practical details could thus be alluded to in 
terms of types of boats, size, cargo capacity, distances, speed, manoeuvres and evolutions, and 
composition and size of the fleet. The navies of the Trịnh (1627–1802),  f     Tây Sơ  (1788–
1802) and of the Nguyễn (1627–1885) could be compared in terms of sizes, efficiency or 
weaponry. Also, data from boat ethnography combined with a strong historical knowledge, 
could shed light on a whole range of maritime activities and on the life of people along the 
c  s . T w  g    g  f    g  s  ps           b u s, c    c   g s   sw    w’s   s s, nước mắm, 
trading, rice transportation and shipwreck salvaging are a few examples of traditional maritime 
activities that require boats and for which there is still so far a lack of information.  
 
This chapter concludes this thesis; it defined the main characteristics of boatbuilding traditions 
and connected them with a natural environment and with the maritime activities people were 
engaged with. From here, more ethnographic fieldwork can be conducted, and future 
archaeological material, new archival documents, and more ethnographic data can be brought 
together in order to continue to explore further Maritime Cochinchina. 
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 “The better the ethnographic record of ship design, the less the risk of inappropriate ethnographic analogy" 














This thesis took the reader on a historical journey across the Maritime Cultural Landscape of 
Cochinchina between the 16th and the 19th centuries, and in doing so, provided a more realistic 
picture of the experiences of European and Cochinchinese navigating along the coasts of 
Champa and Cochinchina. From several vantage points, this thesis contributes new insights 
into practical aspects of sailing along these coasts, as well as a general understanding of 
traditional boat use. By simultaneously addressing maritime routes, the characteristics of the 
South China Sea and its navigation, maritime activities, Cochinchinese seafaring and 
seamanship, and boatbuilding traditions, the thesis contributes new knowledge about 
maritime aspects of life in Vietnam.  
 By making the Maritime Cultural Landscape and the study of boats its centrepiece, this 
thesis stands at the multi-disciplinary crossroads of maritime archaeology, nautical technology, 
and maritime history. T      s s’ m    d   g c    pp   c   dd  ss s b      c     gy f  m   
broad standpoint in order to contextualize traditional boat use and boatbuilding. As an initial 
step in the development of the nascent field of maritime archaeology in Vietnam, this 
approach and study creates a baseline from which scholars can interpret future maritime 
archaeological finds in combination with the under-examined textual sources and archives. 
Consequently, this thesis will be of use to scholars interested in research on Maritime 
Cochinchina, and in the future preservation of disappearing traditional boatbuilding and 
seafaring practices.  
I. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE THESIS 
This thesis is based on a wide range of archival sources and maritime ethnographic surveys, 
conducted between 2009 and 2014, and introduces the experience of the coast from a 
maritime perspective. It provides the necessary historical depth and context to understand the 
surviving boat traditions in Vietnam. In order accomplish this, the thesis approaches the coast 
of Cochinchina from the general to the particular in a cumulative manner. First, it considers the 
background, the ecology, the historical and social uses of the boats, and from there, it explores 
the practical aspects of the navigation methods used to sail the boats. Finally, it descends to 
the micro-level and examines boat descriptions, and the details of Vietnamese boat-building 
traditions.  
 PART 1 gives access to the experience of local seafarers, examining archival accounts of 





cycle, the maritime routes, the ecology, and the landmarks visible from the deck of a vessel. 
PART 1 also explores the background and context of boat use in central Vietnam, which means 
following the sea, and the journeys of both local and European seafarers. 
 PART 2 brings us closer to the actual everyday realities of Cochinchinese seafarers by 
discussing their maritime activities, and their seamanship, in order to understand how they 
sailed their vessels, and why they did so. PART 2 is pivotal because it stands at an inter-
disciplinary midpoint between the ecology, human action, and boat technology. 
 PART 3 focuses exclusively on the boats of Cochinchina. It examines the most 
representative types of boats that plied Cochinchinese waters between the 16th and 19th 
centuries, and identifies specific boatbuilding traditions and their characteristics. 
 
By combining a discussion of the environment of the Cochinchinese coast and of the ecology of 
the South China Sea in Chapters 2, 3 and 4, with maritime activities, seafaring and seamanship 
in Chapters 5 and 6, and with the boats in Chapters 7 and 8, an unparalleled picture of 
seafaring along the coast of Vietnam emerges. This new historical picture of Vietnam was 
made possible by two research frameworks; first, it was theoretically framed by utilising a 
maritime perspective; second, it used an object-centred approach by taking the boats of 
Cochinchina as a point of entry to access the lived realities of people along the coasts of 
Champa and Cochinchina. 
II. A MARITIME PERSPECTIVE 
II. A. The sea at the centre  
Theoretically, following the Annales School and the New Thalassology, the maritime 
perspective was achieved by keeping the sea at the centre of the narrative and by considering 
it as a central actor in its own right. This is an underlying premise in all the chapters and 
particularly in Chapters 3 and 4.  
 Chapter 3, by discussing the monsoon cycle in detail, offers an unprecedented 
understanding of the workings of the weather in Vietnam, and gives voice and prominence to 
the wide expanse of water that is the South China Sea. It graphically shows that contrary to 
popular imaginings, the sea is not a romantic, unchanging body of water, but rather a dynamic 
environment whose importance and effects ought not to be attenuated.  
 In Chapter 4, the narrative followed the coast from the deck of a ship and compels the 
reader to look at the coast of Cochinchina from a truly maritime perspective, by literally 





II. B. The sea common to all  
In this thesis, the centre role of the sea also highlights the fact it is shared by the 
Cochinchinese, Chinese, Japanese and Malays, as well as by the Europeans. This fact is 
fundamental to access aspects of the Cochinchinese experience via the European documentary 
record. The South China Sea affected all sailors once at sea, regardless of nationality, and, 
transformed their journeys into a shared and global experience.  
 For example, Chapter 2 introduces the long-term use of traditional maritime routes, and 
notes the underlying role of local mariners in the development of European navigation. In that 
way, it suggests that some knowledge of the sea and of navigation was both common and 
transferable. Chapter 2 also shows that charting the waters of the South China Sea was a 
global endeavour that grew from a Malay pilot to a Portuguese captain, from one nation to the 
other (from the Portuguese to the Dutch, from the French to the British), and from one 
 yd  g  p             x  (f  m d’ p ès d       v           D   ymp  , f  m D y      
Horsburgh). The widespread fear of the unknown and of the uncharted dangers of the Paracels 
was also shared by mariners from all nations and persisted over time. When, in the 19th 
century, the South China Sea was finally crossed on a routine basis, it was the result of more 
than three hundred years of local and European navigation in the region, and of shared 
practical knowledge. This confirms that navigation in the South China Sea was never one 
      ’s      p  s . T  us  ds  f s  ps,  f d ff                  s,  f d ff      s y  s,  f 
different sizes, and sailing with different purposes, shared the same maritime routes at the 
same time, and plied a sea that was common to all. 
 Similarly, Chapter 3, highlights the commonality of the fates of the mariners. They all 
faced the same difficult sailing conditions; the abrupt changes of currents, the high waves, and 
turbulent conditions in winter, heavy rainfalls in summer, the storms, and sudden gusting 
winds. Many suffered storms, risks of shipwreck, and, all mariners dreaded the season of 
tropical storms and typhoons.  
 Chapter 4, by following the Cham and Cochinchinese coasts from cape to cape from the 
deck of a ship shows that the coastal environment was blessed with many conspicuous natural 
markers that aided any navigator. It also stresses how the Cochinchinese landmarks of Pulo 
Condor, Cape Varella, Pulo Canton, and Champello, were important navigation signals across 
time for sailors from all over the world.  
 Finally, Chapter 6 emphasizes the fact that navigation is dependent on the nature of the 
environment, and that the main difference between European and Cochinchinese seamanship 
does not lie in comparing Southeast Asian and European seafaring, but rather in a comparison 





deep-waters, while Cochinchinese sailed shorter distances with constant reference to land 
reckoning in coastal waters. These experiences are incomparable; however, this chapter 
suggests that a Cochinchinese mariner sailing in familiar coastal waters might have sailed very 
similarly to a European mariner sailing in familiar European coastal waters. Therefore, given 
the same conditions, they likely understood navigation in similar ways, and relied on similar 
customary landmarks and on similar stars. 
II. C. The sea, an independent actor  
Another important point that emerges when keeping the ecology of the sea in focus, is that 
the sea played a fundamental and, above all, independent role, in shaping the history of 
 um         c     w    w    . T  s      w s s p      f  m     s  ’s   f u  c     s    -
formation, and, from its connections to the socio- economic context.  
 Chapter 2 demonstrates that the safest route to connect the Malay Peninsula with China 
was to voyage along the coast of Cochinchina, irrespective of the importance of certain 
harbours, of the trading goods available, and of the nature of political events. This route was 
used for centuries mainly because of the collective fear of the Paracels which forced both 
European and local mariners to sail close to the coast. Chapter 2 also shows the slow progress 
of Europeans in charting the coasts of Champa and Cochinchina. While this may be explained 
by looking globally at the rise of European powers in the region, at the charting of other areas, 
and, at the economic context of trade, from a purely maritime perspective, this chapter 
demonstrates it was the result of the nature of the coast per se, and hence, of its ultimate 
navigation and surveying. The poor charting was the result of the necessity of European sailing 
ships keeping a healthy distance from the coast in deep-water because it was safer and 
avoided unknown in-shore dangers. Furthermore, low-lying coasts, such as the area of the 
Mekong region, were difficult to survey. It was also a time consuming process that no captains 
felt pressured to undertake and that no nation supported until the 19th century and the advent 
of purposeful hydrographic surveys.  
 Chapter 4 shows that regardless of the importance of the harbours, and of economic or 
political ties, and regardless of the numerous beautiful bays and anchorages that bless the 
coast of Cochinchina, the journey between the Malay Peninsula and China did not ordinarily 
require a stop along that coast. European ships, unless in trouble or in case of ill weather, did 
not stop. It was safer and faster to keep the coast at a distance. This was particularly the case 
after the 18th c   u y, w    v ss  s   d g       s    g  c p c    s   d     s  ps’  u  s w    
better protected. This tendency grew stronger as the routes became more familiar, as more 





newly published nautical instructions. Furthermore, ships could prepare for the last leg of their 
trip to China, refit, refill their water, supplies and firewood in the Straits of Malacca, in the 
Sunda Straits, or in nearby islands. Therefore, there was no navigational need to stop midway, 
and the stretch of the journey between the island of Pulo Condor and Hainan could be 
managed in about a week, which was considered short in relation to the overall length of the 
journey. 
II. D. T   p            u    f     s     d   c   c    ’s    u           
inclination 
When maintaining a focus with the sea at the centre, a sense of continuity in the relationship 
between humans and water also appears through the different chapters of the thesis. There is 
a continuity across time in the repeated use of the maritime routes and in the significance of 
particular landmarks (Chapters 2 and 4), continuity in the maritime activities that occurred 
along the coast, from the time of the Cham to the period of the Nguyễn Lords and of Nguyễn 
the Dynasty (Chapter 5), as well as a continuity in the use of different kinds of vessels by the 
Cochinchinese between the 17th and 19th centuries (Chapters 7 and 8).  
 Vietnam, with a coast that stretches over 3400 km, has a natural inclination towards the 
sea. This inclination is evident in all the chapters of this thesis, which demonstrate that the 
traditional maritime route closely followed the central coast (Chapter 2); the inherent patterns 
and flexibility of the sailing seasons (Chapter 3); the number of harbours, and beautiful bays 
and anchorages (Chapter 4); the natural reliance of the people on sea resources and their 
engagement in numerous maritime activities (Chapter 5); their long seafaring traditions 
(Chapter 6); and the diversity of boatbuilding traditions (Chapters 7 and 8). This natural 
                  s  ws      “Vietnam’s indebtedness to the sea is uncontested” (Kleinen 
2011, 292), and that the maritime perspective the thesis establishes can thus serve well the 
fu u   w     gs  f V     m’s m     m    s   y. 
II. E. The influence of the sea; different experiences 
Stepping back from the global picture and from the consideration of the sea as being common 
to all, when considered up close, the sea appears as manifold, dynamic, and changing. While 
the sea acted upon humans regardless of their nationality, and that such natural conditions 
were the same for all sailors, a wide range of experiences nevertheless ensued. In fact, the 
diverse nature of the sea implied a variety of ways in which humans respond to the conditions 
imposed by nature. They constructed many types of boats, undertook many different 





had different influences on seafaring practices.  
 Chapter 3 particularly highlights the changing nature of the sea. Sailing conditions were 
very different from north to south, they varied with the seasons, and monsoon patterns and 
local conditions affected the sailors differently depending on the type of navigation. Of 
particular note is the fact that shorter journeys and local journeys could more readily respond 
to local conditions and relied more punctually on the tides and local breezes, while long-haul 
navigation depended mostly on the rhythm of the monsoon.  
 Chapter 6 confirms that navigation methods depended upon the type of coast, the 
visible landmarks and the types of hazards, and also depended on different sailing purposes 
such as a fishing trip or a long-distance exploration voyage. Local navigation was conceived 
differently than long-distance European deep-sea navigation, which, by the 19th century, relied 
on very precise methods of finding position. In local navigation, precise location was not 
necessary because Cochinchinese mariners sailed regular routes known for generations, and 
did not need to find their way in unknown waters as was the case for the Europeans. Local 
navigators relied on individual experience and on numerous and familiar landmarks and islands 
along the coast of Vietnam to determine their position, while Europeans sailing in the region 
relied on an accumulated set of knowledge that grew over time. 
 
Overall, the utilisation of the maritime perspective to investigate the coast of Cochinchina 
constitutes an original contribution to both the fields of Vietnamese maritime archaeology and 
history. Such a perspective offers a unique insight into the experience of Cochinchinese sailors 
and the boats they used, as well as into the experience of foreign mariners sailing in 
Cochinchinese waters.  
 In this thesis, the Europeans are considered in their roles as travellers, sailors, mariners, 
captains, hydrographers, shipmates rather than as political envoys, priests, or tradesmen. They 
shared the sea with the local seafarers. Their ships sailed the same waters as the 
Cochinchinese vessels. The transnational character of the interactions that occurred along the 
coasts and in the harbours integrates the coast of Vietnam in a wider global maritime history, 
and reminds us that maritime space does not solely belong to the history of Cochinchina. The 
development of the Maritime Cultural Landscape of Cochinchina highlighted in this thesis is 
not exclusive and is considered as the product and fate of multiple agents; the inter-
dependence of nature and humans, from different nations, and at different periods of time. In 
this thesis, the history of the coast of Vietnam is conceived as a part of the history of the 
Europeans who sailed into its harbours, and, the history of European endeavours in 
Cochinchina also becomes part of Vietnamese, Cochinchinese and Cham history. In sum, this 





processual, and which provides the background so necessary to address the role and place of 
the boats, which also transcend boundaries. 
III. THE VESSELS OF COCHINCHINA 
The reason behind understanding the role of the sea, its ecology, and the maritime 
conjuncture of Champa and Cochinchina, was to enable a better perception and understanding 
of the use of boats. Ultimately, the aim of this thesis is to contribute to the preservation of 
traditional knowledge about boatbuilding and seafaring practices.  
 To focus on the vessels of Cochinchina dictated the nature of the second framework 
within which the data is organised in the thesis. All the chapters of this thesis reminds how 
different boats contributed to different maritime experiences of the coast; how the boats were 
related to their environment, and how boats and boatbuilding were connected to the people, 
their activities, and historical context. In the three parts of the thesis, the boats are always 
present. 
 PART 1 focuses on the sea and on the context of use, and shows how experiences of the 
coast and the vessels that sailed along it were inextricably linked. Chapter 2 highlights the 
routes, and described the differences between early 17th and mid-19th century European 
navigation and ships, between deep-sea and coastal sailing, and between manoeuvring a 
cumbersome East Indiaman, a tea-clipper, or a small fishing boat. Chapter 3 emphasizes how 
the experiences of different vessels varied in different conditions. In particular, it reminds how 
a large European vessel had no choice but to cope with ill weather, while small local boats 
could attempt to seek shelter within river mouths. Chapter 4 shows how avoiding a hazard or 
sailing over a sandbank, accessing the bays, safe anchorages, and rivermouths, and the 
visibility of landmarks, varies according to the height, draught, or speed of a vessel. 
 PART 2 helps to define the human connection with the boats. Chapter 5 discusses 
p  p  ’s sp c f c m     m   c  v    s,   d   us    ps    c   g   s      m    k  ds  f v ss  s 
used in Cochinchina between the 16th and the 19th centuries. Chapter 6 argues that local 
navigation was fundamentally boat dependent. Comparing different itineraries and examining 
the Portulan Annamite and the Xiêm la  u c lộ trình tập l c shows that the number of miles 
covered per leg implies different speeds and therefore the use of different boats. This chapter 
also demonstrates that local navigation was based on individual experience, and hence, on the 
  p    s’ p  s     k  w  dg   f       v    m   ,  f       u  s,   d   s ,        s z    d 
speed of the boats they sailed. 





Chapter 8 show there were distinct boats for distinct activities, highlighting the different types 
of vessels, different boatbuilding traditions, and different characteristics of the boats of 
Cochinchina. Together, these two chapters depict a more complex view of the common 
Cochinchinese flotilla than offered thus far in Vietnamese history and maritime archaeology. 
Also, since there is scant information about the boats of Champa, these two chapters have 
formed a baseline from which to address this problem. It is the first time the boats of Vietnam 
have received a full scholarly attention that goes beyond nautical technology, and that the 
boats are integrated within a wider historical and ecological context, putting them in relation 
to European seafaring and cartography, monsoon cycles and landmark visibility, naval 
organisation, rice trade, shipwreck salvage, and seamanship. 
IV. NEW SOURCE MATERIALS 
This thesis, by maintaining a multi-disciplinary focus upon the coasts of Champa and 
Cochinchina, and by addressing various aspects of the Maritime Cultural Landscape, relies 
upon two types of sources; written documents, archives and published texts, and on 
ethnography and visual material.  
 For the first time, French, Portuguese, Dutch, British, and Spanish archives were 
investigated together for a common purpose, namely, to explore the Maritime Cultural 
Landscape of Cochinchina. The thesis examines a range of archival documents and published 
material of different types. Chapter 2 sheds new light on the first European maps, charts, 
rutters, and sets of nautical instructions relative to Cochinchina. It highlights source materials 
that were never used before, such as the unique set of nautical instructions by Dayot, the 
manuscripts of Comte de la Mothe de Solminhiac and of Auguste Borel, and the anonymous 
F   c  “Mémoire pour la connaissance des ports …” d   d            y 1700s. Chapter 2, along 
with Chapters 3 and 4 also offers a new interpretation and new use of a number of well-known 
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famous sets of nautical instructions across time, including the Arte de Navegar (Pimentel 
1712), the Neptune Oriental (Après de Mannevillette 1775), and the India Directory (Horsburgh 
1843). Similarly, Chapters 3 and 4, follow the itineraries of a number of European ships thanks 
to the writings of the passengers on board, most particularly the itineraries of the Italian 
missionary Gemelli Careri in 1695, the Englishmen Barrow and Staunton in 1793, and the 
American John White in 1819. These journeys, accounts, and itineraries are followed day-by-
day, in order to document the use of maritime routes across time, to experience the 
navigation conditions in the South China Sea, and to look at the Cham and Cochinchinese 





Vietnamese Portulan Annamite, and, the Xiêm la  u c lộ trình tập l c, which are two very 
pertinent examples of the way the Cochinchinese recorded navigation instructions. Chapters 7 
and 8 are based on the traditional boat studies of Admiral Pâris, Commander Audemard, Pierre 
Paris, and Jean-Baptiste Piétri that were never used so extensively before, and on the rare 
private archives of Jean-Yves Claeys. His personal papers, deriving from the ethnographic 
surveys he conducted in the 1930s, appear in this thesis for the first time. 
 
Finally, throughout the thesis, but especially in Chapters 7 and 8, the data, gathered during 
extensive fieldwork conducted between 2009 and 2014, helps to uncover specific aspects of 
traditional Cochinchinese boatbuilding. Furthermore, as seen in Chapter 6, maritime 
ethnographic fieldwork brought to light a unique navigation tradition; the navigation songs. 
This ethnographic research produced a rich set of documentation that will contribute to the 
development of the field of maritime archaeology and to our knowledge of traditional 
boatbuilding.  
V. NEW ASPECTS OF THE MARITIME CULTURAL LANDSCAPE OF 
COCHINCHINA 
The seven chapters that comprise this thesis have also made unique contributions. By 
addressing the coast of Cochinchina from a maritime perspective and focusing on the context 
of boats and seafaring, a few topics emerge in innovative ways or are discussed here for the 
first time; 
 Chapter 2, by discussing in parallel the navigation endeavours of various nations, 
without focusing on any one single national narrative, offers, for the first time, a history of the 
charting the coast of Cochinchina and of the maritime routes that pass along this coast. 
 Chapter 3, by following a full monsoon cycle, describes in detail, and for the first time, 
the nature of the sea, its depths, currents, winds, typhoons, and even its fish stocks. The voice 
and character of the South China Sea are placed at the centre-stage, offering a unique insight 
into the experience of sailing along that sea. 
 Chapter 4 follows the coast from an alternative vantage point and highlights new 
aspects of the coast, namely, the advantages and disadvantages of sailing along this coast; the 
bays, anchorages; and, islands and other significant landmarks which benefited both local and 
foreign sailors. This chapter also identifies the location of many place names that had not been 
clearly positioned until now. 
 Chapter 5 brings together a number of different maritime activities to demonstrate the 





chapter goes beyond the usual mention of the Cochinchinese Navy or the Cham pirates, and 
offers a new panoramic view of coastal life. 
 Chapter 6 challenges the common perception that Vietnamese seafarers were poor 
sailors at se, and discusses in detail their navigation methods and aids. This was never done 
before. 
 Chapter 7 identifies for first time the most representative Cochinchinese boats, and 
provides them with a historical context and background. This chapter contributes knowledge 
on the wide diversity of boat types in Cochinchina, and highlights the significance of particular 
boats. 
 Chapter 8 defines the Cochinchinese boatbuilding traditions, and clearly outlines their 
specific technological characteristics.  
VI. TOWARDS A FUTURE RESEARCH AGENDA 
T  s    s s  s   f  s  s  p   w  ds  u  u d  s   d  g  f V     m’s m     m  p s    d fu u  . 
The emerging aspects of the Maritime Cultural Landscape need now to be integrated within 
the writings of the maritime history of Vietnam. As Manguin has done for Southeast Asia 
(1980, 1996, 1998, 2010b, 2010a), and Ray for South Asia (1996; 2003, 2006), archaeology, 
ethnography, and nautical technology should be integrated within the broader field of history 
to describe and analyse state formation, social structures, religious expansion, trade patterns, 
  d m  c       d s  pp  g    w  ks. K         s  mp       y     d      s p p   “Towards a 
Maritime History of Vietnam”      “a history of Vietnam’s use of natural resources runs parallel 
to processes of state formation in a region dominated by inland and coastal kingdoms. Though 
the sources are very abundant, no coherent history has been written yet until the present day” 
(Kleinen 2011, 276). The focus upon the role of boats and of the sea in Vietnamese history has 
indeed been long overdue. This thesis foregrounds the interconnectedness of boats, the sea, 
and the landscape, and introduced a range of interdependent topics that stand at the 
crossroads of history and maritime archaeology. The thesis has also pointed to new research 
directions for the writing of a multi-facetted maritime history of Vietnam. 
 As Wheeler states, maritime activities conducted by coastal populations still deserve 
further attention (2003, 2006b). For example, study of the patterns of fishing, of coastal 
trading and life at sea, the study of the processes of obtaining food supplies and water, of 
shipboard hierarchy, and of cargoes composition, as well as the study of social organisation of 
merchants, would further contribute to the economic history of Vietnam, and would also 
provide additional knowledge of boat use and boat technology, including their size, capacity, 





 Another important example is the rise and development of the Nguyễn that was directly 
linked to boatbuilding. As Li showed for the Mekong Delta Region (2004b), a similar study 
could be undertaken for central Vietnam, focusing upon topics such as timber logging, boat 
building, and on the key services available for ships that stopped in various the ports and 
harbours. An in-depth study of the composition of the Nguyễn Navy, of its military strategies, 
and, of the efforts developed by the Nguyễn rulers to increase their power, including the 
various types of boats, would complement the more general study of boats, as well as inform 
us about the strategic maritime mindset of the Nguyễn. As noted in the introduction, there are 
many Vietnamese sources that ought to be explored for such topics. These vernacular sources 
contain information on state-boats, war boats, on navigation techniques, on long distance 
missions and journeys, and on the development and use of artillery on shipboard. Similarly, 
French sources could be used to fully explore the colonial period. On the one hand, these 
French sources could help to make headway on tracing the continuity of the Vietnamese boats 
used between the mid-19th century and the 1940s. On the other hand, such sources could 
certainly help uncover local maritime activities such as regional trade, fishing practices, 
navigation methods, as well as the folklore and traditions of fishers and regional traders 
including their navigations songs. These colonial documents could also provide information 
about the administration of harbours, the size of fleets, the training of crews, on boatbuilding, 
on timber logging, and on the supply of other boatbuilding materials (cotton, rattan, dầu rái, 
latania).  
 While different types of European sources were cited in this thesis, Chinese, 
Vietnamese, and Arab sources can certainly complement our future knowledge about the 
journeys conducted in the South China Sea. These sources can be particularly useful when 
comparing the performance of vessels, the view sailors had from the deck of their vessel, and, 
identifying the hazards that caused problems for Chinese or Cochinchinese vessels. This thesis 
noted the landmarks and hazards marked down by Europeans as crucial for safe navigation, as 
well as elements that helped recognise the coast. While the landmarks were visible for most, 
whether from the deck of a cumbersome East Indiaman or from a small fishing boat, the 
experience of sailing also depended on the location of the hazards, on their depth and whether 
one could sail over them safely. The shipboard and coast experience also depended on ready 
access and knowledge of the harbours, anchorages, and the sandbars to cross to enter the 
rivers. Here, a comparison with what the Chinese and Arabs noted in their itineraries would 
complement the view of the coast from the sea, as understood by both foreign and local 
seafarers.  





of particular landmarks on South China Sea maritime routes for all nations across time, it 
would be interesting to further research the historical significance of certain islands and capes. 
For example, to write a global-regional history of the islands of Pulo Condor, Pulo Canton, Cù 
Lao Chàm, and of Cape Padaran and Cape Varella, based on both regional and European 
sources, itineraries and nautical instructions, would reveal fascinating. 
 There is still much work to be done in the archives of the Europeans that sailed in the 
region since the early 16th century. Within the Spanish archival record, even though their 
presence in the South China Sea region was limited, there are more topics to explore, in 
particular with regards to early shipbuilding in the region, when the Spanish and the 
Portuguese came to build their vessels in Champa.  
 Exploring further accounts of individuals who sailed the South China Sea could also 
contribute to our knowledge of the role and presence of Cochinchinese and Cham sailors. We 
know of one Vietnamese mariner who sailed to Europe and back in the 1680s (Choisy 1687, 
11), and there is no doubt he was the only one. In the same vein, a more accurate picture of 
Cochinchinese and Cham seafaring practices could be gleaned by exploring harbour records in 
neighbouring countries, and collecting instances in which Cochinchinese and Cham vessels 
were recorded. Such an exploration has precedence in the important work done on the 
Japanese Tôsen Fusetsu-gaki (Ishii 1998),1        cc ’s syahbandar’s (harbourmaster) office 
(found in the reports sent to Batavia) (Fernando 2011, 2012), on Makassar (Knaap and 
Sutherland 2004), on Java (Knaap 1996), or on Manila (Chaunu 1960-1966). Such an 
investigation would not only inform us of the number of Cochinchinese vessels that sailed 
abroad, but also of the composition of their cargo, of the crew, and their itineraries.  
 Similarly, as used in this thesis, there are many more accounts to explore in the 
missionary archives. To follow their personal itineraries would enable historians to deduce, 
from the early years of a European presence in the region, the position and role of the 
secondary harbours of Cochinchina and of Champa/Panduranga. Many other itineraries, ship 
logs and accounts still contain a wealth of information. The logs of the East India Companies 
would tell us about the exact number of ships that passed and stopped in Vietnam. A study 
could be done on their full itineraries, the times of their departures and arrivals, on the 
direction of their journeys while tracing account of the monsoon patterns, storms and 
typhoons, as well as the ports of call and services available. This knowledge again would be 
crucial for writing the history of the harbours, a fundamental subject which deserves attention. 
The port of Hội An/Faifo is well known, but tracing the itineraries of foreign traders highlights 
many other harbours along the way and across time. Such as study of the harbours of Vietnam 
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ought not only to include the socio/economic context, the trade goods available, and the 
chronology of historical events in these locations, but also their access, their depths, 
anchorage points, the shelters, services for local and foreign vessels, size of their local fleets, 
and point out their significance on the maritime trade routes in terms of navigation. The 
natural environment, the resources of the hinterland and the political stability in the coastal 
regions are fundamental to understand the location of some harbours. As Ray pointed out, this 
is why, "these sectors need to be identified and recorded for the different periods for a better 
appreciation of the maritime cultural landscape" (Ray 2011, 33). Portions of the coast of 
Champa and of Cochinchina that have remained in the shadows until now would thus appear, 
and would help reframe the history of the coast of Vietnam beyond the history of the Mekong 
and of Hội An. 
 
In a global context of cultural and technological exchanges, there are still many questions 
about boatbuilding traditions that also deserve future attention. First, the connections 
between the Cham and the Malay Peninsula need further exploration. For example, the use of 
certain materials, the folklore related to boatbuilding and navigation practices, and specific 
boatbuilding features such as protruding beams, sails, and roller reefing, ought to be 
compared and understood within a context of on-going exchanges, and integrated within the 
chronology of historical relations between the two areas. Similarly, serious research 
investigating boat traditions from northern Vietnam in parallel with southern Chinese 
traditions would be most informative. Although there is little doubt that the long historical 
connection between Vietnam and China has influenced boat technology, how this developed 
in practical terms has not yet been addressed. Furthermore, since there were exchanges 
between the Cham and northern Vietnam since at least the 10th century, a more complete 
picture of the history of boat technology and of the nature of the inter-exchanges along the 
coast of Vietnam could emerge. Finally, in terms of nautical archaeology, for Vietnam and for 
the region, the creation of a boat typology based on the fieldwork conducted for this thesis, 
combined with a further detailed ethnographic recording of the surviving boat types would be 
essential. 
 
In sum, this thesis opens the way for a number of new paths of enquiry. Yet, what is 
fundamental and requires immediate attention is to document and preserve traditional 





VI. A. Preservation of maritime cultural heritage in Vietnam  
In Vietnam, the production of a systematic and accurate record of maritime practices such as 
boatbuilding and seamanship can safeguard traditions that are vanishing. As I observed during 
the fieldwork conducted in 2013–2014, when comparing the boat record from the 1940s with 
the contemporary record, 75 per cent of the traditional boat types have disappeared, 
materials have radically changed, and shapes have been modernized (Pham 2015a). Where 
traditional shapes survive, plastic composite and aluminium replace the traditional craft 
materials such as wood and bamboo. Vietnamese boat-builders who remember the last 
decades of the age of sail are now in their 80s and their knowledge and experience will soon 
disappear with them. Between 2000 and 2010, the number of engine-powered vessels 
quadrupled, and since the introduction of the new regulations for the construction of modern 
boats, fewer boats are constructed in traditional ways. Between 2007, when I first studied 
boats in Vietnam, and 2009–2011, when I was living there, and 2013–2014, when I conducted 
the last period of fieldwork for this thesis, major changes occurred. In 2007, traditional boats 
and boatbuilders could still be found; by 2013, it was almost impossible to find either. Over six 
months of riding my motorbike along the coast, I could not find a single boatyard where 
traditional boats were still being built.2 I found mostly round woven-bamboo boats, but more 
and more were being built in PVC, and small wooden canoes (c. 5 m), mostly constructed from 
aluminium. In a sense, sadly, it is almost too late for the creation of a systematic contemporary 
record of traditional boatbuilding. 
 
Throughout Southeast Asia, there is an urgent need to preserve maritime cultural heritage. 
Thanks to the UNESCO Convention for the Protection of Underwater Cultural Heritage, which 
entered into force in 2009,3 awareness has been rising, in particular regarding underwater 
cultural heritage. A promising Centre for Maritime Archaeology was inaugurated in Hà Nội in 
2014 under the auspices of the Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences and the Institute of 
Archaeology. Yet, although new shipwrecks were located in the province of Quảng Ngãi in 
2012, no national plan has been yet set up to form the basis of maritime archaeological 
knowledge in the region. Furthermore, maritime archaeology and underwater excavations 
require a budget that is not always readily available in the Asia-Pacific region, and which often 
constrains the best intentions of the new maritime archaeologists.  
 When financial support or specific training is not available to conduct underwater 
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 Apart from the tourist displays on Kim Bong Island in Hội An. 
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 In Southeast Asia, only Cambodia has ratified the convention (out of 55 countries worldwide in total). 
http://www.unesco.org/eri/la/convention.asp?KO=13520&language=E&order=alpha [Accessed 25/06/2016]. Three 





excavations or surveys to protect underwater cultural heritage, it is nonetheless still possible 
to build knowledge about ancient boat traditions. There is more to maritime archaeology than 
shipwrecks; historical accounts, ethnographic data and iconographic sources all provide 
complementary data to help reconstruct an understanding of past maritime communities and 
their boats. As this thesis showed, maritime ethnography can record and preserve 
disappearing maritime traditions and connect living traditions with material culture, past and 
present. Data from maritime ethnography combined with descriptions from historical sources 
can already create a wide-ranging panorama of a maritime past. 
 For the future, the concept of a Maritime Cultural Landscape, as applied in this thesis, is 
an important theoretical and conceptual framework for understanding, and, thus preserving, 
maritime aspects of culture. The approach and methodology offers a framework to combine 
and analyse different data sets in a comprehensive way. In the absence of a systematised 
research in maritime archaeology, the construction of knowledge about maritime and coastal 
communities in Vietnam would benefit greatly from maritime archaeological surveys that 
investigate different aspects of the Maritime Cultural Landscape. This approach will enable 
m     m    c      g s s    c           w d      y  f d          d    V     m’s m     m  p s  
that is readily available, and will help them to better understand and interpret future 
underwater archaeological finds. The Maritime Cultural Landscape framework confers 
scientific significance upon traditions (material and non-material) that are still present in the 
region and deserve immediate attention. This is what this thesis aimed to demonstrate: that it 
is still possible to document and preserve aspects of maritime cultural heritage in Vietnam, 
and this is what this thesis aimed to do: help in preparing for future fieldwork to interview 
elder fishers and boatbuilders, before it is too late. 
 
The safeguarding of maritime traditions is not only the task of the maritime archaeologist. 
Many can contribute to the preservation of knowledge, whether they are an archaeologist, 
historian, linguist, or tourist. Anyone traveling along the coast of Vietnam should take the 
opportunity to visit traditional boat building sites, buy or record boat models, and photograph 
for instance: 
- Remnants of sailing boats  
- Surviving boats with a bow-board 
- Large woven bamboo boats 
- Stitched boats in the region of Huế 
 These are only a few examples of surviving Vietnamese traditional boatbuilding that 
need urgent documentation. These surviving boat features still connect the past with the 





1671; the sailing woven-bamboo surf boats of Phú Yên and Thừa Thiên-Huế connect to the 
large ghe bầu that sailed all along the coast, and from Pulo Canton to the Paracels in earlier 
times. Recording sailing boats with bow-board, protruding beams, and lateen sails that can be 
reefed by roller furling could bring new elements to light that would enable researchers to 
better understand the connection between central Vietnam, the Cham, and wider Southeast 
Asian traditions.  
 
It can only be hoped that this thesis will help foster awareness of the importance of these 
legacy topics, and that further research will be continued, based on archival sources and more 
ethnographic fieldwork. T d y’s    d        V     m s  w         sp   s     d s pp     g 
along with craft traditions and specific ways of life. I hope that this pioneering study of the 
Maritime Cultural Landscape of Cochinchina, which introduced the wide range of source 
material available, and showed how boats, seafaring practices, and the South China Sea are 
inextricably bound to one another as product and fate, will inspire future maritime 
archaeologists and historians to safeguard the unique maritime traditions of Vietnam. 
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I. APPENDIX: ARCHIVAL FIELDWORK 
List of institutions visited (per country) 
SPAIN 
- Museo Naval de Madrid 
- Biblioteca Nacional,  
- Archivo General de la Marina Alvaro de Bazan (Viso del Marqués) (AMAB) 
- Archivo General de Indias (Sevilla) 
- Archivo Franciscano Ibero-Oriental de Pastrana  
PORTUGAL 
- Arquivo Historico Ultramarino 
- Arquivo Nacional da Torre de Tombo 
- Sociedad de Geografia de Lisboa 
- Biblioteca da Ajuda 
- Biblioteca Provincial da Ordem Franciscana  
- Biblioteca da Revista Broteria (Jesuit) 
- Centro Cultural e Cientifico de Macau (Archives del Senado da Camara) 
FRANCE 
- Service Historique de la Défense (Marine) (SHD) 
- Archives Nationales 
-   c  v s N        s, S c     d’Ou   –Mer (ANOM) 
- Archives of the Societé des Missions Étrangères (AMEP) 
- Archives du Ministère des Affaires Étrangères (AMAE) 
- Musée de la Marine 
THE NETHERLANDS 
- KITLV 
- Maritiem Museum Prins Hendrick Rotterdam 
- Scheepvaartmuseum (Maritiem Museum Amsterdam) 
- Nationaal Archief, den Haag 
THE UNITED KINGDOM 
- British Library  
- Pitt Rivers Museum 
- Bodleian Library 
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II. APPENDIX: ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELDWORK 
 List of interviews 
# DATE NAME AGE TYPE PROVINCE LOCATION 
1. 2013/12/06 Ong Nhan n.a. Boatbuilder Quảng Nam Lang moc Kim Bong, Xa Cam 
Kim 
(Mr Ong Nhan boatyard) 
2. 2013/12/06  n.a. Boat builder Quảng Nam Lang moc Kim Bong, Xa Cam 
Kim 
(Vo Xuan Phong boatyard) 
3. 2013/12/07 Mr. Ngo Xuan 
Nam 
n.a. Boat builder 
(director of 
boatyard) 
Quảng Nam  u  D  , TR   ư c    , T. . 
Hoi An 
4. 2013/12/08 Mr. Tran To  1923 Fisherman Quảng Nam Xã Duy Vinh, Huyện Duy 
Xuyên  
5. 2013/12/08 Mr. Nguyễn Hoai 1935 Fisherman Quảng Nam Xã Duy Vinh, Huyện Duy 
Xuyên  
6. 2013/12/08 Mr. Pham Phu 
Hoang & 
Madame Huynh 





(sister of boat 
builder) 
Quảng Nam Lang moc Kim Bong, Xa Cam 
Kim 
 
7. 2013/12/08 Mr. Nguyễn 
Thanh Nien 
1939 Fisherman Quảng Nam An Bang, Cam An, TP Hoi An 
8. 2013/12/09 Mr. Vo Xuan 
Phuong 
n.a. Boatyard owner Quảng Nam Lang moc Kim Bong, Xa Cam 
Kim 
9.  2013/12/09 Mr. Do Khoa n.a. Boat builder Quảng Nam Lang moc Kim Bong, Xa Cam 
Kim 
10.  2013/12/10   . Võ Sáu 1972 Boat builder Quảng Nam  u  D  , TR   ư c    , T. . 
Hoi An 
11.  2013/12/10 Mr. Mo Xuan 
Sinh 
n.a. Boatyard worker 
(caulking) 
Quảng Nam  u  D  , TR   ư c    , T. . 
Hoi An 
12.  2013/12/10 n.a n.a. Boatyard worker 
(paint) 
Quảng Nam  u  D  , TR   ư c    , T. . 
Hoi An 
13.  2013/12/10 anonymous n.a. Boat harbour 
lady 
Quảng Nam  u  D  , TR   ư c    , T.P. 
Hoi An 
14.  2013/12/10 Nguyê  Vă  
Cong  
1930 Boat builder Quảng Nam Xa Cam Kim 
15.  2013/12/10 Mr. Huynh Mỹ 1958 Boat builder Quảng Nam Xa Cam Kim 
16.  2013/12/11 Mr. Tran Ca & his 
wife 
n.a. Fishers Quảng Nam Phuong Thanh Ha, TP Hoi An 
17.  2013/12/11 Mr. Ngo Van Ba n.a. Boat builder Quảng Nam Phuong Thanh Ha, TP Hoi An 
18.  2013/12/11   .  ô Vă  T ớ 1953 Fisherman / 
trader 
Quảng Nam Huyen Diem Duong 
19.  2013/12/11   . T ầ  Du 1936 Boat builder Quảng Nam Huyen Diem Duong 
20.  2013/12/11   . T ầ  T é 
Thanh 
1971 Boat builder Quảng Nam Huyen Diem Duong 
21.  2013/12/11 Mr. Nguyễn 
Huyen & sons 
1953 Boat builder Quảng Nam Huyen Diem Duong 
22.  2013/12/12 Mr. Hoai 1935 Fisherman Quảng Nam Xa Duy Vinh, Huyen Duy 
Xuyên  
23.  2013/12/13 Mr. Hy 1950s Scholar Quảng Nam Cam Thanh, TP Hoi An 
24.  2013/12/13 Mr. Nien 1940s Fisherman / Boat 
builder 
Quảng Nam An Bang, Cam An, TP Hoi An 
25.  2013/12/13 Mr. Nguyễn Lo 1933 Fisherman Quảng Nam An Bang, Cam An, TP Hoi An 
26.  2013/12/14 Mr. Hoa 1930s Fisherman Quảng Nam Son Tra, Da Nang 
27.  2013/12/14 Mr. Tam & 
family 







# DATE NAME AGE TYPE PROVINCE LOCATION 
28.  2013/12/14 Mr. Minh 1950s Boat builder Quảng Nam Son Tra, Da Nang 
29.  2013/12/25 Mr. Nguyễn Lo 1933 Fisherman Quảng Nam An Bang, Cam An, TP Hoi An 
30.  2014/02/18 Mr. Le Ngoc Long  1938 Boat builder Quảng Ngãi xa Tinh Hoa, Huyen Son Tinh  
31.  2014/02/18   .  ê Vă  Sáu 





Quảng Ngãi xa Bình Châu, huyen Bình 
Sơ  
32.  2014/02/18 Trần Van Cam 1969 Boat builder Quảng Ngãi Xuân An, huyện Tịnh Hòa 
33.  2014/02/19 Mr. Vo Guong  1954 Boat builder / 
Fisherman 
Quảng Ngãi Nghia Hoa, Tu Nghia 
34.  2014/02/19 Le Van Day  1977 Boat builder Quảng Ngãi Tinh Long, Son Tinh 
35.  2014/02/19 Le Hong Duong  1929 Boat builder Quảng Ngãi Hoi An, Nghia Ha, Tu Nghia 
36.  2014/02/20 n.a. 1950s Fisherman Quảng Ngãi Son Tra, Binh Dong, Binh Son 
37.  2014/02/20 Mr. Tran Quyet  1940 Boat builder / 
Fisherman 
Quảng Ngãi Son Tra, Binh Dong, Binh Son 
38.  2014/02/22 Mr. Nguyễn Hap 1932 Teacher Quảng Ngãi Thon Dong, xa An Hai, Ly Son 
39.  2014/02/22 Mr. Vo Van Ut 1959 Fisherman Quảng Ngãi Thon Tay, xa An Vinh, Ly Son 
40.  2014/02/26 Mr. Luong Thanh  
 
1928 Boat builder Phú Yên Khu Phu 6, Phuong Phu 
Dong, TP Tuy Hoa 




Boat builder Phú Yên Phuong 6, Phu Dong, Tuy Hoa 
42.  2014/02/27 Pham Cu 
 
1954 Boat builder Phú Yên Phuong 6, Phu Dong, Tuy Hoa 
43.  2014/02/27 n.a. n.a. Fishermen Phú Yên TP Tuy Hoa 
44.  2014/02/28 Mr. Tran Phuong 1948 Fisherman Phú Yên Cua Tien Chau, Xa An Ninh 
Dong, Tuy An 
45.  2014/02/28 Mr. Nguyễn Den 1979 Boat builder Phú Yên Cua Tien Chau, Xa An Ninh 
Dong, Tuy An 
46.  2014/03/01 n.a. n.a. Fishermen Phú Yên Phuong Ly, Song Cau 
47.  2014/03/01 Mr. Tran Van 
Thien 
1971 Fisherman Phú Yên Phuoc Ly, TX Song Cau 
48.  2014/03/01 Mr. Nguyễn Van 
Ngoc 
1947 Boat builder Phú Yên Phuoc Ly, TX Song Cau 








Phú Yên Phuong Xuan Dai, TX Song 
Cau 




Phú Yên Phuong Xuan Dai, TX Song 
Cau 
51.  2014/03/03 n.a. n.a. Fishermen Phú Yên Thon 2, khu pho 2, xa Xuan 
Hai, Huyen Song Cau 
52.  2014/03/03 Mr. Tran Thu  1954 Fisherman Phú Yên Thon 2, khu pho 2, xa Xuan 
Hai, Huyen Song Cau, 
53.  2014/03/03 Mr. Tran Ro  
(father) 
1953 Boat builder Phú Yên Thon 2, khu pho 2, xa Xuan 
Hai, Huyen Song Cau 
54.  2014/03/03 Mr. Tran To 
(son) 
1975 Boat builder Phú Yên Thon 2, khu pho 2, xa Xuan 
Hai, Huyen Song Cau 
55.  2014/03/17 Mr. Thai 1984 Boatyard 
manager 
Ninh Thuận Thon Lac Nghiep, xa Ca Na, 
huyen Thuan Nam 
56.  2014/03/18 Mr. Dinh Kim 
Hung  
1946 Boat builder Ninh Thuận Phuong My Dong, TP Phan 
Rang 
57.  2014/03/18 Mr. Pham Thanh 
Hai 
1962 Dry dock / petrol 
station 
Ninh Thuận Phuong Dong Hai, TP Phan 
Rang 
58.  2014/03/18 Mr. Vu  1978 
 
Boatbuilder Ninh Thuận Phuong Dong Hai, TP Phan 
Rang 
59.  2014/03/18 Mr. Quang 1981 Boatbuilder Ninh Thuận Phuong Dong Hai, TP Phan 
Rang 
60.  2014/03/19 Mr. Le Van Thu  1970 Fisherman Ninh Thuận thon Khanh Hoi, xa Tri Hai, 
huyen Ninh Hai 
61.  2014/03/19 Mr. Vo Huu 
Thong  
1954 Dry dock owner Ninh Thuận thon Khanh Hoi, xa Tri Hai, 
huyen Ninh Hai 
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# DATE NAME AGE TYPE PROVINCE LOCATION 
63.  2014/03/25 Mr. Nguyễn Van 
Hoa  
1944 Ca Ong Temple 
Guardian 
Bình Thuận Van Thuy Tu phuong Duc 
Thang, TP Phan Thiet 
64.  2014/03/27 Mr. Nguyễn Van 
Hoang  
1953 Fisherman Bình Thuận Khu Pho 2, Phuong Duc Long, 
TP Phan Thiet 






 ff c  /   p  ’s 
Committee 
Bình Thuận Department of Economics, 
   p  ’s   mm       f      
Thiet 






Bình Thuận Khu Pho 2, Phuong Mui Ne, 
TP Phan Thiet 
67.  2014/03/28 Mr. Nguyễn Kien  
 
1954 Cultural 
 ff c  /   p  ’s 
Committee 
Bình Thuận    p  ’s   mm       f      
Thiet 
68.  2014/03/28 Mr. Tran Minh 
Chanh  
1968 Boatbuilder Bình Thuận Khu Pho 2, Phuong Mui Ne, 
TP Phan Thiet 
69.  2014/03/28 n.a. 1960s Ca Ong Temple 
Guardian 
Bình Thuận Khu Pho 2, Phuong Mui Ne, 
TP Phan Thiet 
70.  2014/03/28 n.a. 1950s Fisherman Bình Thuận Phuong Mui Ne, TP Phan 
Thiet 
71.  2014/03/29 n.a. 1940s Ca Ong Temple 
Guardian 
Bình Thuận Dinh Thay Tim, Tân Hải, TX La 
Gi 
72.  2014/03/29   d m  
K ươ g Đì   Bộ 
1960s Wife of dry dock 
owner 
Bình Thuận D yd ck #1 “B  Bộ “  u  g 
Binh Tan, TX La Gi, 
73.  2014/03/29 Mr. Vo Ngoc 
Giau  
1960 Fisherman Bình Thuận D yd ck #1 “B  Bộ “  u  g 
Binh Tan, TX La Gi 
74.  2014/04/01 Mr. Ngo Van Tin  
 
1975 Boat builder Bình Thuận “T    T u g      R   u ” , 
xom Cot, thi tran Phan Ri Cua 
75.  2014/04/01   . Ng  V   
G    (“Bảy Bơ ”) 
1921 Boat builder Bình Thuận "T    T u g      R   u ” , 
xom Cot, thi tran Phan Ri Cua 
76.  2014/04/02 Nguyễn Co 1945 Ca Ong Temple 
Guardian 
Bình Thuận Hoi Ta Tan, thi tran Phan Ri 
Cua 
77.  2014/04/02 Pham Chinh 1958 Ca Ong Temple 
Guardian 
Bình Thuận xom Cot, xa Phan Ri Cua, 
huyen Tuy Phong 
78.  2014/04/03 Nguyễn Vinh Ha  
 
1959 Ca Ong Temple 
Guardian 
Bình Thuận Xa Binh Thanh, huyen Tuy 
Phong 
79.  2014/04/03 Nguyễn Thai Duy 
 
1946 Fisherman Bình Thuận Xa Binh Thanh, huyen Tuy 
Phong 






Dam Ha Trung, xa Phu Xuan, 
huyen Phu Vang 
81.  2014/04/09 Ho Van Nam  1981 Fisherman Thừa Thiên-
Huế 
Dam Ha Trung, xa Phu Xuan, 
huyen Phu Vang 
82.  2014/04/10 Mr. Nguyễn Van 
Thi  
1966 Boat builder Thừa Thiên-
Huế 
Lang Phuong Dien, xa Phu 
Dien, Huyen Phu Vang  
83. / 2014 04/10 Mr. Nguyễn 
Huong Hung  
1947 Fisherman Thừa Thiên-
Huế 
lang Phuong Dien, xa Phu 
Dien, Huyen Phu Vang  
84.  2014/04/13 Mr. Phan Tranh  1951 Fisherman Thừa Thiên-
Huế 
Thon 2, Xa Ha Duong, TX 
Huong Tra 
85.  2014/04/14 n.a.  n.a Fisherman Thừa Thiên-
Huế 
Thon Hien An Hai, xa Vinh 





















III. APPENDIX: TABLE A - ITINERARIES ACROSS TIME1 










Length of the passages 
between VN and north 
(Macau/HK), or 













16th             
1540 
n.a. 
(Catz 1989, 68-74) 











    
1555 
n.a. 
(Catz 1989, 506-507) 
















c. 25 days2 
17th             
1601 
Haarlem & Leyden 
(Foreest and Booy 1980, 1981)  
NDLS 
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1602 
Haarlem 
(Foreest and Booy 1980, 1981) 
NDLS 














(Foreest and Booy 1980, 1981) 
NDLS 
Fleet of Van 
Neck    
[in Champa] 
13/10/1602 
    / 
1604 
Leyden 
(Foreest and Booy 1980, 1981) 
NDLS 
Fleet of Van 
Neck VN-
Europe 








Mauric, Erasme, Orange 

























c. 50 days3 
                                                          
1
 NB: The dates in this table are approximate, take one or two days off, since the date mentioned in the accounts is sometimes the date when seeing the landmark, but not always the date of stopping 
there. For example, in the itinerary of Bontekoe, the date for Macau is 22/06/1622, but is actually the date of when the ship arrived ahead of Macau, and d  s ’  mean a precise landing in Macau. 
Furthermore, the departures and arrivals to Melaka or Singapore, Batavia or the Sunda Straits are approximate, since they are not at the same location. In fact, to sail between the Sunda Straits to the 
level of the Melaka Straits lasted about a week.  
2
 In the calculation, add a few days from Melaka to P. Tioman, and from Sangchuan Island to Macau 
3
































Length of the passages 
between VN and north 
(Macau/HK), or 

























[in P. Condor] 
23/12/1615 
/ 
P. Condor and 
P. Champello: 
4 days 
/ / / 
1617 
Gift of God 
(Purnell 1916) 














/ / / / 
1617 
Gift of God 
(Purnell 1916) 













/ / / / 
1622 
Gronigue 



































17 + 28 
days 






















P. Aura – Champello 
c. 20 days5 
P. Condor – 
Champello: 
6 days 




























                                                          
4
 12 days between P. Tioman and P. Condor (and 21 days until Cam Ranh Bay), but from Melaka, need to add about one week, so in total, it took 28 days. Then they stayed in Cam Ranh Bay. Then they 
went to Macau. 
5
 Add one week between Batavia and P. Aura 
6






























Length of the passages 
between VN and north 
(Macau/HK), or 
















































(Hartsinck 1637; Geerts 1882b; 

















/ / / / 
1637 
Amsterdam 
(Commelinus and Renneville 
1706, 375) 










[c. P. Tioman] 
26/12/1637 
Hainan – P. Canton: 
2 days 
P. Canton – Melaka: 
14days7 
P. Canton – P. 
Tioman: 7 days 








(Van Linga 1642; Buch 1936, 174-
176) 



















over 1 week 9 
/ / / 
1649 
n.a. 
(Compagnie des Indes Orientales 














Batavia- c. Champello: 
c. 21 days11 
P. Condor – 
Champello: 
c. 6-7 days 
/ / / 
                                                          
7
 Between P. Canton and P. Tioman is 7 days, + 1 week between P. Tioman and Melaka 
8
 Add a few days from Macao to Hainan, and one week from P. Timon to Batavia. Going down with the NE monsoon is faster. 
9
 The fleet of Van Linga was not only sailing along the coast, it was actually raiding villages. On 31/05/1642, they raided the Bay of Cambir. 
10
 “Les Ambassadeurs Hollandois estants partis de Cambodia firent voile vers Chiampa & ils passèrent en quatre jours St-Jean de Fix, qui est une montagne fort haute sur laquelle on voit un Rocher 
extrêmement élevé, qui a la figure d’un homme. Ce fut ici que mourut Monsieur l’Ambassadeur Blokhoocius, la nuit du seizième d’Aout…. De là on passa a Pulo-Cambier & à Catao, d’où l’on découvrit 
































Length of the passages 
between VN and north 
(Macau/HK), or 



























/ / / / / 
1652 
A Chinese junk 
(Baron 1652) 





















"Vessel of the Queen of Siam" 
(with Chinese crew)14  
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1674, 74-79; 
















/ / / / 
1665 
“A vessel hose Captain and 
main officers ere Christians”15 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1674, 103-













/ / / / 
1665 
“the boat of Cochinchinese 
Christians”16 












Siam – Champa: 
2 months17 
/ / / / 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
11
 Between Cape Varella and P. Canton or P. Champello, usually takes 2-3 days. 
12
 Due to contrary winds, the junk waited two days anchored at Pulo Champello, they were ready to leave on the 16
th




 They lost two days upon departure in Tourane, because of the contrary winds 
14
 "et m'embarquai dans un vaisseau gouverné par des Chinois gentils, appartenant à la reine de Siam qui me fit la grâce de m'y donner place » (Launay 2000b, 13). “Ce Missionnaire s'estant embarqué le 
18 Juin 1664, dans un vaisseau de la Reine de Siam, les Matelots Chinois qui le conduisaient estant Gentils, donnèrent bien de l'exercice à son zèle par des sacrifices superstitieux à leurs Idoles, qui sont 
toujours exposez à la poupe du Vaisseau sur une forme d'Autels sur lequel ils brûlent nuit et jour des bois odoriférants, afin de se les rendre favorables"(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 
1674, 79). 
15
 "Je devais m'embarquer fur un vaisseau, dont le Capitaine & les principaux Officiers estant Chretiens …. Je me vis obligé de retourner à Siam ou j’arrivais en 28 jours de navigation, après avoir demeuré 8 
mois à la Cochinchine" (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1674, 103-104). "Je m'embarquai le 7 de mars de l'année 1665 et j'arrivai à Siam à l'octave de Pâques de la même année” 
(Launay 2000b, 27). 
16
 They travelled from Siam to Champa on board an un-described vessel (but the crew was Cochinchinese). Once in Champa, some Christians agreed to take them on their boat to Cochinchina “une barque 
des Cochinchinois chrétiens” (Launay 2000b, 65) and bring them to a discreet port, but then under the menace of the mandarins who had discovered what was going on, the Christians bailed out. 
Hainques went by land, "Je lui donnai deux Cochinchinois de notre barque" (Launay 2000b, 66), and Chevreuil went to Cambodia on board of another boat belonging to a Cochinchinese family of Christians 
“une barque cochinchinoise, dont le capitaine était chrétien avec toute sa famille” (Launay 2000b, 67). 
17






























Length of the passages 
between VN and north 
(Macau/HK), or 














“A Chinese vessel”18  
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1674, 165-
167) 








after 1 month 
[In Tonkin] 
1-3/08/1666 
Siam – Tonkin: 
43 days 





/ / / 
1667 
"Vessel of the king of 
Cochinchina"19 








n.a. / / / / 
1669 
A boat with Cochinchinese crew20 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 










[Quy N ơ ] 
April or May 
1669 
? / / / / 
1671 
«A quite small boat»21 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 














(Against the SW 
monsoon) 
/ / / / 
1671 
“Cochinchinese Balon with 4 
mariners”23 
 (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 


















/ / / / 
                                                          
18
 “Ayant joint un vaisseau Chinois…. Tout l’é uipage était Chinois, à la réserve de huit ou dix personnes qui estoient des naturels du Tonquin … Sa navigation fut beaucoup plus longue  u’il ne le pensoit; 
car il se passa quarante-trois jours auparavant que d’arriver à l’embouchure de la grande rivière… " (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1674, 165-167). 
19
 “Arrivée d’un vaisseau du roi de la Cochinchine a Siam, au commencement d’avril 1667. Ce fut dans ce vaisseau que s’embar ua la personne qui était allée porter quelques secours à M. Hainques l’année 
précédente » (Launay 2000b, 28). 
20
 “Il avait déjà passé quatre ou cinq mois de l’année 1669 … lors que la Barque vint mouiller au Port & luy amena … Mr Brindeau Missionnaire François… les matelots [Cochinchinois] qui avoient amené la 
Barque contre les défenses publiques" (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1674, 122). 
21
 “Les deux prêtres … s’embar uèrent … dans une Barque fort petite, qui les rendit heureusement à Siam le 8 May 1671" (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1674, 133). Berythe could 
even hardly stand up on that little boat, and there was no pilot, only mariners (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1674, 135). 
22
 Regrettably there are no other details about this trip. 
23
 “[Beryte] prit donc avec luy Mrs Mahot & Vachet, … il entra dans leur Barque le 20 de Juillet” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1674, 134) ; «Nous nous embarquâmes le 20 de Juillet 
1671, sur une petite barque  u’on appelle en Cochinchinois un balon, & qui n’estoit conduite que par quatre mariniers » (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 2). 
24 
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1680, 1-9; Launay 2000b, 78-89) Trang) 
1671 
“Another vessel”25 
 (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1674, 133) 











> 36 days 
/ / / / 
1672 
“a small Cochinchinese boat; a 
balon”27 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1680, 53-55; 













Nha Rou – Siam: 
25-28 jours28 
(in the transition 
between the NE/SW 
monsoon) 
/ / / / 
1673 
"A Shallop manned by six 
Christian mariners"29 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1680, 137) 











(in the transition 
between the NE/SW 
monsoon) 





(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1680, 243) 
VN messenger 
Cochinchi






Faifo – Siam: 
c. a month [?] 
(NE monsoon) 
/ / / / 
                                                          
25
 “Il… fut suivy quatre jours après de Mr. Guyart, qui s’embar ua sur un autre vaisseau selon les ordres… " (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1674, 133). 
26
 The date he arrived in Faifo is not certain. It is said that Berythe and Vachet arrived 4 months and a half after Guyard, on the 15/01/1672 (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 42). 
27
 “On fit voile le 29 Mars 1672, dans un temps où toutes choses favorisoient la navigation: nous perdîmes de vue la Cochinchine dès le soir même, & nous allâmes chercher ces belles iles… elle ne sont 
favorables  u’au  petites barques comme la nostre, car pour les grands vaisseaux, s’ils y sont une fois emportez par le vent & les courants, ils ne peuvent plus se débarrasser, & il faut nécessairement y 
périr … nous étions encore dans notre balon lorsque l’Ambassadeur de la Cochinchine qui se promenait dans le sien, nous apperceut …" (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 54-55). 
28
 “Apres avoir vogué agréablement vingt-cinq ou vingt-six jours, nous nous égarâmes presque au terme de notre voyage. Les mariniers ayant pris une rivière pour une autre, nous retardèrent de vingt-
quatre heures » (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 54-55). 
29
 “Il partit au mois de Mars 1673, dans une chaloupe conduit par six Mariniers Chrestiens” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 137). 
30
 Vachet arrived on Ascension day (c. 12/05/1673), and the journey lasted two months. « Comme la saison n'était pas encore bonne, il fut deux mois dans son voyage que l'on fait ordinairement en trois 
semaines … Il arriva … après avoir essuye ce que les vents, les pluyes & les flots ont de plus facheux …» (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 137). 
31
 “Il éstoit arrivé à Siam au mois de Février une Barque Cochinchinoise…” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 243) ; "Il éstoit arrivé à Siam une barque de Pêcheurs Cochinchinois" 
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“Boat of Cochinchinese King”32 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1680, 245-
253) 
VN 
Sent by On Phu 
Ma. 
Cochinchi







Faifo – Siam: 
c. a month [?] 
(in the transition 
between the NE /SW 
monsoon) 
/ / / / 
1674 
“Boat of Cochinchinese King”33 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1680, 245; 
256-257) 
VN 

















(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 














Siam – Cochinchina; 
n.a.37 
/ / / / 
1674 














/ / / / 
                                                          
32
 "… un vaisseau du Roy de la Cochinchine vint mouiller à la rade de Siam sur la fin d’Avril " (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 245). 
33
 [same boat that arrived in April 1674]  
34
 By the month of August, the vessel of the King still   d ’  returned, “le vaisseau du Roy qui avait été envoyé à Siam par Ou Phu Ma et qui n’était arrivé  u’à la fin d’Avril serait assurément bientôt de 
retour” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 251-252). 
35
 [same boat that arrived in February 1674] “Ils s'embarquèrent au mois de Juin dans la Chaloupe que l’on avait amenée de la Cochinchine quatre mois auparavant » (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1680, 247). 
36
 There is no date for the arrival of the vessel, but by the month of August, the missionaries, and the Cochinchinese mariners had a lot of hardships. Some of the mariners were imprisoned, for having 
brought back a French missionary without authorisation (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 248-252). 
37
 “Leur navigation fut fort heureuse et leur arrivée à la Cochinchine n’eut pas été moins agréable” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 247-248). 
38
 “Un François… lui offrit d’é uiper … un petit vaisseau exprès pour ce voyage”(  s Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 274). 
39
 It was a difficult journey, the season being almost too late to sail north. “On partit donc le vingtième d’Aoust, & l’on essuya dans les premiers jours plusieurs accidents, qui succédant les uns aux autres, 
menacèrent plus d’une fois du naufrage, jus u’à ce  u’un petit vent s’étant levé le deuxième jour de Septembre, il tira le vaisseau des Isles de la cote & le porta en pleine mer, ou l’on vogua heureusement 
jus u’au neuvième à la faveur des courants [sic]. On prit la route du Canal de la Cochinchine pour éviter le Parassel ….mais en voulant éviter un péril on tomba dans un autre car peu s’en fallut que le 
Vaisseau n’allât se briser sur une petite roche … ; ensuite on entra dans le Canal, & l’on y courut assez avant, puis on trouva des calmes à la vue de la pointe des Avarelles  u’on aperçut de fort loin & que 
l’on voulait doubler ; mais il n’y eut pas moyen de vaincre la violence des courans qui venaient de la & qui empêchèrent d’avancer… On crut néanmoins pendant une certaine nuit que l’on estoit enfin arrive 
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(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 





“Vessel of the Cochinchinese 
king”40 
(manned by a Chinese 
superstitious crew) 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 












Faifo – Siam: 
17 days41 
(in the transition 
between the NE/SW 
monsoon) 
/ / / / 
1675 
 
“Vessel of the Cochinchinese 
king”42 
(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
















c. 21-30 days 




(Les Directeurs du Séminaire des 
Missions Etrangères 1680, 342; 
Launay 2000b, 194; 198) 
FR 
MEP: 
Béryte & Mahot 
Cochinchi






Faifo – Siam: 
c. a month [?] 
(against the SW 
monsoon) 
/ / / / 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
parce ‘elle commençait à manquer. Pour y arriver il faloit doubler une autre pointe dont l’on ne put jamais approcher …. & s’étant mis en haute mer pour s’éloigner d’un banc de sable, on reprit le dessein 
de faire une dernière tentative pour doubler les Avarelles. Icy les courans jettèrent [sic] du côté du Parassel sur lequel on alloit tomber si le Capitaine, qui s’en aperçût n’eut fait virer le navire ….on eut 
grand embarras à se déterminer de quel côté on tournerait car tous les lieux où l’on pouvoit relâcher estoient fort éloignez et les accès en estoient très difficiles à cause de la saison… on résolut de 
retourner du côté du Nord pour aller où il plairoit a Dieu de conduire le vaisseau, soit à Macao, soit aux Iles Philippines & la Providence donna durant douze jours un temps fort favorable pour suivre la 
dernière route. Ce beau temps changea le quatorzième jour d’Octobre … il s’éleva un touffon [sic] de vent épouvantable qui dura près de vingt heures… la mer paroissoit par toute grosse comme des 




 ” Dès que Mrs Mahot &Vachet furent arrivez à Siam sur le Vaisseau du Roy de la Cochinchine” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 339). 
41
 ”Pendant la navigation , qui ne dura que dix-sept jours, ces deux Messieurs eurent assez à souffrir, non seulement à cause de la mauvaise humeur de ceux qui leur donnaient le passage mais aussi à 
cause de toutes les cérémonies superstitieuses que l’on faisait tous les jours sur le bord selon la religion chinoise, dont les maitres étaient en possession” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions 
Etrangères 1680, 338). 
42
 [same boat as above] ”… il s’embar ua avec ces missionnaires sur le Navire Royal de la Cochinchine qui le porta avec autant de diligence et de bonheur  u’on le pouvait souhaiter” (Les Directeurs du 
Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 340). 
43
 "... depuis le mois d' Aout 1675, qu'il arriva, jusqu'au mois d’AvriI 1676 qu'il en sortit” (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 342). It is most likely possible that he arrived in August, 
after 3 weeks of navigation because we know he arrived in Huế in August and would have needed a few days to get there.  
44
 The journey is not described (Les Directeurs du Séminaire des Missions Etrangères 1680, 342).  
45
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(Launay 2000b, 201) 










n.a. / / / / 
1677 
"In the boat of a Mandarin, a 
Christian Cochinchinese"46 
(Launay 2000b, 199) 
FR 
MEP: Chevreuil, 









n.a. / / / / 
1678 
n.a. 
(Launay 2000b, 226) 
FR MEP: Mahot 
Cochinchi
na - Siam 
 
[Cochinchina] 





(against the SW 
monsoon) 
/ / / / 
1681 
“Chinese boat”48 
(Launay 2000b, 242) 











/ / / / 
1681 
Boat with 12 mariners49 
(Launay 2000b, 257) 











    
1682 
Cinga50 
(Launay 2000b, 258; 262; 264). 
FR 


















c. 25 days53 
    
1683 “Cinga ith 12 Cochinchinese FR MEP: Mgr de Cochinchi N-S [Cochinchina] [Siam]: Cochinchina-Siam: / / / / 
                                                          
46
 “Nous partons … pour la Cochinchine, le lendemain de la mi-août, dans une barque d'un mandarin, chrétien Cochinchinois" (Launay 2000b, 199). 
47
 Mahot only wrote “Je suis revenu à Siam cette année 1678, au mois de mai" (Launay 2000b, 226). 
48
 “J'ai passé dans une mauvaise barque avec les avares Chinois auxquels j'ai payé 80 livres pour un passage de vingt jours" (Launay 2000b, 242). 
49
 “Je fus expédié comme je le souhaitais, et je m'embarquai avec douze mariniers, tous gens bien résolus" (Launay 2000b, 257) . 
50
 Once arrived in Faifo, Vachet wrote “le capitaine du Cinga” (Launay 2000b, 266). 
51
 “Six ecclésiastiques s’embar uèrent avec nous et deux serviteurs; nous reçûmes encore dans notre barque trois passagers; ainsi nous étions vingt-cinq en tout" (Launay 2000b, 258). The other 
ecclesastics were MM. Forget, Labbé, Noguette, and Ausiès. 
52
 "Environ deux mois après son ordination, qui fut autant 'que je puisse me souvenir en mai 1682, Mgr l'évêque de Métellopolis partit de Siam pour le royaume de Cochinchine" (Launay 2000b, 262). 
53
 First the passage was rough “En abordant les premières terres de ce royaume, le mauvais temps nous obligea d'entrer dans un petit port où il n'y avait encore en ce temps-là ni douane ni mandarin, ce 
qui nous donna grande facilité d'aller à terre" (Launay 2000b, 262). Then, “Le capitaine ayant fait entendre que pour plusieurs raisons il ne pouvait plus tarder et  u’il fallait mettre à la voile, … 
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“Bar ue du Chinois”54 




na- Siam 15/03/1683 n.a. n.a.55 
(in the transition 
between the NE/SW 
monsoon) 
1688 (not enough dates) UK 
William 
Dampier 
     / / / / 




















Melaka- P. Canton: 
c. 11 days56 
 
P. Condor - P. 
Canton: 
6 days 







11 + 4 days 
+ ? 
= c. 17 
days
58
 P. Canton – Hainan: 
4 days 



















Melaka – Faifo: 
11 days59 
Mekong – Faifo: 
9 days 
/ / / 
                                                          
54
 “Pour le retour à Siam, Mgr de Métellopolis avait déjà convenu du prix avec des Chinois, quand il changea de dessein et résolut de se servir d'un cinga monté par les mariniers cochinchinois qui avaient 
fait le voyage avec lui, et desquels on était très satisfait. Ce fut le 15 de mars 1683 que l'on mit à la voile sur les 7 heures du matin, poussé par un gros vent du nord, et en moins de 20 heures l'on se trouva 
au port de Nuocman, distant de celui de Faifo de 50 lieues … les vents contraires ayant retardé son voyage, ce prélat s'était trouvé fort incommodé d'une fièvre et d'un cours de ventre" (Launay 2000b, 
296). This is what Vachet wrote in his Relation, but it is contrary to what M. Ausiès wrote to the Directors of the Seminary “… il s'était embarqué à Faifo dans la barque d'un capitaine Chinois pour 
accompagner Mgr de Métellopolis dans son retour à Siam, et qu'un gros vent les avait portés en un jour de Faifo à Nuoc-man" (Launay 2000b, 303) 
55
 Longer trip than usual, because of the contrary winds, they stopped in Nuocman [Nước Mặn/Quy N ơ ], and then stopped in Champa “Jusqu'à Siam, l'on ne prit, terre qu'à Fougiay, dans le royaume de 
Champa” (Launay 2000b, 296). 
56
 Had a storm on the departure from Malacca so lingered in the area during about 18 days. So the navigation days between Melaka and P. Condor was in fact really, only of 4 days, and then took 6 days 
between P. Condor and P. Canton. 
57
 On the same day, pass Champello and then cross towards Hainan. 
58
 Add another 18 days of calms and contrary winds. 
59
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Faifo- Sunda Straits: 
Less than 31 days 
n.a. / / / 
1778 


















[Quy N ơ ] 
13/07/1778 
Melaka-Mekong: 
c. 20 days61 
Hà Tiên - Quy 
N ơ : 
10 days 
 




Total: c. 14 
days62 









































Macau - P. Condor: 
8 days 


























c. 24 days64 
                                                          
60
 Laurens notes that they left the Sunda Straits on the 12/03/1750, and does not say whether they stopped on the way or not. They probably arrived a few days earlier in the Straits before pursuing the 
next leg towards the Isle de France (Mauritius). 
61
 Chapman got stuck on the sand banks near the Mekong and lost some time there. Between Melaka and P. Ubi, they also stopped in Terengganu for a few days, so overall, the navigation time is less 
than 22 days. 
62
 Chapman went from the Mekong to Quy N ơ , but stopped in Hà Tiên, and at Cape St-James, between the 25/06 and 03/07). Then they reached Quy N ơ , stopped 13 days. They left Quy N ơ  on the 
28/07 and arrived in the Bay of Turon on the 02/08. So the sailing time to cover the coast was about 14 days, which is very long. 
63
 This is a rather fast trip, in 13 day, means around 1000 nautical miles or 77 miles a day, no bad given the need to transit the Singapore Straits and work up to Melaka. Normally it was 15-20 days. 
64
 Between the day they left Macao (30/12/1788) to the day they arrived in Melaka (19/02/1789), they stopped 25 days in total (5 days in Tourane, spend about 20 days between P. Condor, P. Panjang, 
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Cham Collao – Melaka: 








Jackall, Hindostan and Lion 











islands of Pulo 









c. 8 days65 











c. 21 days66 
Tourane – Grand 
Ladron: 
5 days 




























19th             
1803 
Fame 
(Miller 1990, 3-4) 
3-4 







































(Against the SW 
monsoon) 

























                                                          
65
 This seems a bit too fast. It is possible to sail between P. Condor and Champello in 6 days, as they did, being on 19
th
 by Tiger Island, 20
th
 to pass Cape Varella, the 22
nd
 by P. Canton, the 23
rd
 at 
Chamcollao Falso, the 24
th
 in the Bay of Tourane. 
66
 Includes the time b etween Sunda and Champello, and Champello to Grand Ladrone. 
67
 It is not certain when the Asia reached the coast of Cochinchina, but reached Taya island, north of Hainan on the 23
rd
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c. 31 days68 
 
















Bangka Straits – P. 
Condor 
c. 12 days 






























P. Condor – 
Tourane: 
7 days 









































                                                          
68
 Out of three months between the departure from Macao to the arrival of the Cybele in Melaka, she stopped a few days in Champello, but also during the exploration of the coast, to verify the accuracy 
of the instructions by Dayot. They spent 22 days in Tourane, 2 days in Faifo, 1 day in Vũ g Chào, 2 days in Nha Trang area, 2 days at Cape St-James. 
69




 Stayed four days in Cần Giờ harbour, waiting for the authorisation that never came, so left for Tourane, and after, to Manila. 
71
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P. Canton - P. 
Sapata: c. 
5 days 

















































































































Astrolabe & Favorite 
(Dumont D'Urville 1834) 
FR 
Dumont 















P. Ubi – 
Tourane: 
4 days 
/ / To Manila 
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[P. Condor] c. 
03/09/183073 
Singapore-P. Condor: 
c. 7-8 days 

























































































c. 14 days76 
Tourane-Singapore: 
11 days77 




Ships which are acquainted with the voyage here make it in 19-23 days, while the greater part not being well acquainted with it, 
require between 30-45 days (Findlay 1878: 56) 
1884 
n.a. 
(Picard Destelan 1892) 
FR 













/ / / / 
                                                          
73
 Laplace d  s ’  precise the date, but notes that on the 4th, he continued his route towards Luzon. 
74 
The lengths of the passages are approximate, because the mission of LaPlace was to conduct hydrographical survey, and that the Favorite spent some time in the Tonking Gulf to survey (between 
20/12/1830 and 21/02/1831), as well as in the region of the Natunas and the Anambas Islands (12/03/1831 until reaching Sumatra around the 5/04/ 1831). 
75 
Captain Roberts, because of ill weather, from Macao, drifted past Touron and Cham Collao, and ended in the Bays of Phú Yên, where he spent a month. On his departure in February, he was further 
delayed when pass by P. Sapata, and reached P. Condor and thence, Cape Liant in Siam.  
76 
Stayed in Tourane between 25/01/1836 until 06/02/1836. 
77 
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Cochinchina - Hong 
Kong: 3 days 


















Hong Kong- Cochinchina: 
4 days 
/ / / / 
1893 
Comète 












Sài Gòn – Siam: 
4 days 
(transition period) 
/ / / / 
1893 
Comète 















/ / / / 
1893 
Comète 















Cochinchina Hong Kong: 
4 days 
(through Paracel) 
/ / / / 
1893 
Comète 















Hong Kong- Cochinchina: 
5 days 
(slower because against 
SW monsoon) 
/ / / / 
1893 
Comète 













Cochinchina Hong Kong: 
4 days 
(Against NE monsoon) 
/ / / / 
                                                          
78
 Dartige du Fournet conducted the trip between Singapore and the coast of Vietnam in two days, whereas in the past, an average of a week was required. 
79




















IV. APPENDIX: TABLE B - TOPONYMS 
 
Commonalised, 
as used in thesis 
VIETNAMESE 
[or original language] 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE Height 
As cited in references, other 
spelling 
Year Reference Page 
Ha Chau  ạ   âu    “F    g     ds”  (Chen Ching-Ho 1994, 119-124; Nguyễn Thế Anh 
1999, 171, note 2)80 
 
Pulo Tioman Pulau Tioman 2°47'N 104°10'E  Pulau Tioman 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 187 
     Pulo Tioman 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton)81 57 
     Palo Tymon 1649 (Cadire 1930) (Blokhoocius)  
     Poele Timon / Pulo Timon 1622 (Cadière 1930) (Bontekoe)  
     Pulo Vioma 1511-1513 (Manguin 1972) (F. Rodrigues)  
Pulo Aor Pulau Aur 2°27'N 104°31'E  Pulau Aur 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 188 
Pulo Redang Pulau Redang 5°47'N 103°01'E  Pulau Redang 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 180 
Pulo Ubi / Pulo Oby Hòn Khoai 8°26'N 104°49'E  Hon Khoai 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 146 
     Pulo Ubi 1775 Neptune Oriental 431-432 
     Pulo Uby 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 57 
     Pullo Uby 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / Herbert82 87 




8°42'N 106°37'E 549 m Con Son Islands 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 124-125 
     Poulo Condore 1884 Instructions Nautiques (Dartige du Fournet) 369 ; 373 
     Pulo Condore 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 324 
     Pulo Condor 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) fl. 66v 
     Ile Condor / Pulo Condor 1775 Neptune Oriental 423-429 
     Pulo Condore 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 57 
     Pullo Condor 1759 The English Pilot 87 
     Pulo Condor 1712 Arte de Navegar (Pimentel) 198 
     Pol Condor / Polcondor > 1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 1r 
     Pulocandor 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Careri)  
     Isle des Tortues83 1688 Dampier 1697 393 
                                                          
80
 See infra, Chapter 5, page 260, footnote 67. 
81
 Thornton (version from 1755), is based on the first version by Sellers, and the toponyms were mostly copied from Dutch charts, and show the toponyms used before the time of the Neptune Oriental, 
so it should be seen as prior to 1745, although some additions were made after the edition of 1745. 
82























as used in thesis 
VIETNAMESE 
[or original language] 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE Height 
As cited in references, other 
spelling 
Year Reference Page 
     Pullo Condor 1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
     Pullo Condor >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#16)  
     Pulo Candoor 1633 NA VOC 1113 (Brouwershaven)  
     Pulo Candoor 1622 (Cadière 1930) (Bontekoe)  
     Poulo Condor 1614-1615 (Manguin 1972) (Vicente Rodrigues)  
     Pullo Condor >1564 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#1) 65-68 
     Polo Comdor < 1530 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#40)  
     Polo Codor < 1530 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#40)  
     Pulo Comdor < 1530 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#40)  
     Pulo Comdor 1511-1513 (Manguin 1972) (F. Rodrigues)  
Pulo Cecir de Mer Đảo Phú Quý 
Cù Lao Thu 
Cù Lao Khoai Xứ 
10°33'N 108°56'E 91-108 
m 
Cu Lao Thu  
(Dao Phu Qui) 
2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 121 
     Poulo Ceicir 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 330 
     Isle Cecire de Mer 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) fl. 66r 
     Pulo Cecir de Mer 1775 Neptune Oriental 456 
     Cecier de Mar 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 57 
     P. Cecir de Mer 1745- 1759 Neptune Oriental / Herbert 95 
     Poulo Cecir do Mar 1712 Arte de Navegar (Pimentel 1712) 198 
     Pullo Sissi do Mar >1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
     Poulo Ceur de Mar 1633 NA VOC 1113 (Brouwershaven)  
Pulo Sapata 
 
 9°58'N 109°05'E  Poulo Sepate  
(Poulo Sapate) 
2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 122 
Catwick Islands  10°00'N 108°59'E  Iles Catwick  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 122 
     Les Catwicks 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 65v 
     Les Trois freres84 1775 Neptune Oriental 458 
     Jon Catwicks Islands 
[on profile]  
Joney Hatch Wizbel Island  
[in text]85  
1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 57 
     Three Brothers86 
John Catwicks / Pulo Sapata 
1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 95 
Sc  p   ’s T     Ravo de Alacran / /      
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
83
 Pulo Condor is identified as “Isle des Tortues noticed by Dampier in 1688, when he was there, and who lengthily pondered about their movement across the seas (Dampier 1697, 393). 
84
 “…deux petites iles et un gros rocher que les Anglais nomment Jonch Hach Vizhz et les Portugais Pulo-Sapatte". 
85
 “…directly south of Pulo Cecier de Mar, 48 miles, lies the westernmost of Joney Hatch Wizbel Island, they be three in number, latitude 10°28’N” (p. 58). 
“…south of Joney Hatch Wizbze Islands … Middleburgh Shoal… Prinsens Clippen…” (p. 59) 
86





















as used in thesis 
VIETNAMESE 
[or original language] 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE Height 
As cited in references, other 
spelling 
Year Reference Page 
[imaginary bank] 87 
     Scorpion's Tail 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 335 
     Rabo de Lacra 1775 Neptune Oriental 459 
     Rabo de Lacra 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 96 
     Ravo de Alacran 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Careri)  
MEKONG REGION         
Crab Island  10°12'N 106°46'E  Crab Island 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 323 
     Ile des Crabes 1775 Neptune Oriental 433 
     Crab Islands 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     Crab Island 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 87 
     Isle de Cacao > 1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 1r 
     Ile de Caranguejo 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#15-22)  
     Ile du Caranquejo >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#16)  
Bay Ganh Rai Vịnh Gành Rái        
     Pointe Gagneray 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) fl. 14v-15r 
     Baie de Baria > 1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 6r 
Can Gio  Cần Giờ        
     Pointe / village de Candgio 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 14v-16r 
Saigon River Sài Gòn        
     Riviere de Saigon 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 19v-20r 
Dong Nai Province Đ ng Nai    Daung Nay    
BA RIA – VUNG TAU 
PROVINCE 
Bà Rịa- Vũ g T u        
     Dou Nai province 1775 Neptune Oriental 355 
Dong Nai River Đ ng Nai     Riviere de Dongnai 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 32v 
     Riviere de Daunaïye > 1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 5v-6r 
deckerforeland  unidentified     1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
sattinbuigh   unidentified     1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
toppershoite island unidentified     1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
Cape St-James Mũi  ghinh Phong 10°19'N 107°05'E 182 m; 
245 m; 
491 m 
Mui Vung Tau  
 
2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137-138 
     Cap St-Jacques 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 12r-12v 
     Cap St- Jacques / Sinkel Jacques 1775 Neptune Oriental  433 
     Sinquell Jacques  1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     Cap St- James  1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 87 
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as used in thesis 
VIETNAMESE 
[or original language] 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE Height 
As cited in references, other 
spelling 
Year Reference Page 
Sinkel-Jacques 
     Cinco Chagas 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Careri)  
     Cinco Chagas Falsas >1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
     Cinco Chagas Falsas /  
Cinco Chagas Verdadeiras 
1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#15-22)  
     Sinco Irma >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#16)  
Vung Tau Bay Vị   Vũ g T u / /      
     Anse aux Cocottiers 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 13v-14v 
Cua Lop River Rạch Cửa Lấp 10°23'N 107°10’E /     
     Riviere de Cuâ-lop 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 24r 
Cap Tivouane Mũi Kỳ Vân 10°23'N 107°15’E 327 m     
     Mui Ky Van 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
     Cape Tiwoane 1843 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports 328 
     Cap Tivouane 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 23r-23v 
Citram     CHITRAN / Chitram 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 25r 
Otram  ũ  H  Tràm 10°28'N 107°26’E /     
     Pointe Otram / Pointe Tram 1884 Instructions Nautiques (Dartige du Fournet) 386 
     Riviere de Chitram Tram 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 25r 
Cape Ba Ke Mũi Ba Kiềm 10°30'N 107°31'E 119 m Mui Ba Kiem  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
     Point bakeck, or ba-ke 1843 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports 329 
     Pointe Bâ-Keque 1807 Dayot Fl. 25r-25v 
BINH THUAN PROVINCE Bình Thuận        
     Binh-thoan 1775 Neptune Oriental 354 
Coumy ?  c. 10°34'N c. 107°34’E  Village de Coumy88 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 28r 
La Gi La Gi  10°39'N 107°46’E      
Maly ? c. 10°43'N 107°52’E  Ma Ly89 
(huyệ  Tuy  ý, x  T m Tâ ) 
2007 Weber  69 
     Village de Maly90 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 28r 
Ile Vache / Cow Island Hòn Bà 10°39'6 107°48' 38 m Hon Ba  Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
     Cow Island 1843 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports 328 
     Ile Vache 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 25v-26r 
     Ile Vache 1775 Neptune Oriental 434 
     Cow Island 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / Herbert 87 
Brito Bank  10°29'N  107°50'E  Banc de Britto 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
                                                          
88
 “De la pointe Ba-Keque à celle de Kega la côte forme un grand renfoncement au milieu du uel se trouve l’Ile Vache… Plusieurs petites rivières et  uel ues villages sont répandus dans cet enfoncement 
tels  ue Maly et Coumy”. 
89
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VIETNAMESE 
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LATITUDE LONGITUDE Height 
As cited in references, other 
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     Banc de Britto 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 26v-29r 
     Banc de Britto 1775 Neptune Oriental 434 
     Brito Shoal 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 87 
     Matheus Brito 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#15-22)  
     Matheus Brito >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#16)  
Mount Taicou Núi Tà Cú  10°49'N  107°52'E 694 m     
     “  u   m    g    pp   é  
T c  ” 
1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 28v 
Cape Ke Ga Mũi Kê Gà  10°42'N 108°00'E 70 m Mui Ke Ga  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
     Pointe Ke-Ga 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 27v-28r 
Ilot du Tigre  
 
Hòn Bà 10°41’N 107°59'E      
     Ile du Tigre ou de Sten-Clippen 1775 Neptune Oriental 435 
Steen-Clippen     Steen-Clippen Island 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     Tiger Island “or as it is called by 
the Dutch Sten-Clippen” 
1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 87 
Court of Holland Bank     Banc Hollandais 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
     Banc de la Cour de Hollande 1775 Neptune Oriental 457 
     Hoof Van Hollands Shoal 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
Abrs Lootes Shoals  unidentified    Abers Lootes Shoals91 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
Bay of Phan Thiet Vịnh Phan Thiết 10°55'N 
 
108°6'E  Vinh Phan Thiet  
(Vung Phan Thiet) 
2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
Song Ca Ty / River Ca Ty Sông Cà Ty  10°55'N 108°68'E      
Phu Hai  Phú Hài 10°56'N 108°9'E      
     Baie de Phu Yaie 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 32r-32v 
Song Cai / River Cai Sông Cái 10°56'N 108°8'E  Riviere de Phu Yaie 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 32v 
Montagnes de Fougia unidentified     > 1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 6v 
Pointe Vinay Mũi  é 10°55'N 108°18'E 6 m Mui Ne (Pointe Vinay)  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
     Pointe Vinay 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 32r-33r 
Ile Tigre Hòn Lao 10°54'N 108°18'E 25 m Hon Lao 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
     Tiger Island 1843 India Directory 329 
     Ile du Tigre92 / Collao Cut Quim 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 33r 
Little Cape  ũ  N ỏ 11°03'N 108°28'E  Pointe Guio 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 137 
     Cap Mui Gnio / Little Cape 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 329-330 
     Pointe de Mui Gnio 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 32r 
                                                          
91
 “Bet een the Hoof Van Hollands and Abers Lootes Shoals there is 23-24 fathoms sandy ground". 
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VIETNAMESE 
[or original language] 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE Height 
As cited in references, other 
spelling 
Year Reference Page 
Bay of Phan Ri Vũng Phan Ri        
     Baie de Phanry 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 33r-34v 
Phan Ri Phan Ri 11°11'N 108°33'E      
     Fenerie 1775 Neptune Oriental 439 
Song Ly / Song Luy Sô g  ũy 11°09'N 108°33'E  River of Phanry 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh 330 
Lang Shong  unidentified    village 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 35v 
Pointe Lagan  ũ     G   11°10'N 108°43'E 25 m Pointe Lagan 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 136 
     Cape Logan 1878 Findlay 445 
     Pointe Legan 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 330 
     Pointe Lagan 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 34v 
     Cap Cecer 1622 (Cadière 1930) (Bontekoe)  
Boden River ? Sông Lòng ? ? 11°13'N ? 108°44'E  unidentified    
     Riviere de Boden93 1775 Neptune Oriental 461-463 
     River Boden 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     Boden River 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
Bay of Cecir94  /  11°13'N 108°49'E  Baie of Padaran 2004 (British Admiralty 2004a, 136) 136 
     Bay de Padaran 1943 BDNIA  
     Cecir Bay 1775 Neptune Oriental 462 
     Cecier Bay 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     Cecir Bay 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
     B. Cecir c. 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Dutch n.a.)  
Pulo Cecir de Terre Hòn Câu / Cù Lao Câu 11°13'N 108°49'E 40 m  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 136 
     Pulo Cecir de Terre 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 330 
     Pulo Cecir de Terre 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 34v 
     Pulo Cecir de Terre 1775 Neptune Oriental 461 
     Pulo Cecier de Terra 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     P. Cecir de Terre 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
     Pulo Cecir da Terra 1712 Arte de Navegar (Pimentel) 198 
     Rocher Poulsisin 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Careri)  
     Pullo Sissi da Terra >1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
     Pullo Sissi da Terra / Pullo Sissi 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#15-22)  
     Pullo Sissi de Terra >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#16)  
     Pulo Cecir da-terra 1637 (Cadière 1930) (Hagenaar)  
     Pulo Cecir 1622 (Cadière 1930) (Bontekoe)  
Breda Shoal  11°16'N 108°52'E  Banc de Breda 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 136 
     Breda Bank 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 330 
                                                          
93
 "Entre les îles du Tigre et de Cecir-de-Terre, on voit une grande baie qui s'étend au nord - nord - est environ quatre lieues et demie [4.5*3.898km= 17km] jusqu'à la rivière de Boden". 
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     Banc de Breda 1807  Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 35r 
     Banc de Breda 1775 Neptune Oriental 462 
NINH THUAN PROVINCE Ninh Thuận        
Ca Na Cà Ná  11°20'N 108°53'E      
     Grande coupe de Can  
Anse de Cana 
1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 35r-35v 
Cap Padaran Mũi Dinh 11°22'N 109°01'E 223 m Mui Dinh  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 136 
      1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 330 
       p    d      u “  p    d    , 
en Cochinchinois Mui-d   ” 
1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 36r-36v 
     Haut Cap Cecir 1775 Neptune Oriental 461 
     Cape Cecir 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     High Cape Cecir 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
     Farillon du Tigre 
Montagne Panderon 
1695 (Cadière 1930) (Careri)  
     Pandeirao 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#15)  
     Pandeirao >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (# 16)  
Phan Rang Phan Rang 11°33'N 108°59'E      
Song Kinh Dinh  
/ Song Cai  
Sông Kinh Dinh 
Sông Cái 
11°32'N 109°01'E  Kraong Praong 2014 Chebaut-Me Mougamadou  
      1943 British Admiralty Indochina Geographic Handbook 40; 438 
Bay of Phan Rang Vũng Phan Rang 11°35'N 109°02'E  Vung Phan Rang  
(Baie de Phan Rang)  
2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 136 
     Baie of Phan Rang 2004 The China Sea Directory 136 
     Bay of Phan Rang 1943 BDNIA 40-41 
     Baie de Phanran 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 37r 
     Baie de Padaran 1775 Neptune Oriental 462 
     Pandaran Bay 1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
     B. Padaran c. 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Dutch n.a.)  
     Port de Pandeirao >1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
     Baij Pandoran 1633 NA VOC 1113  
     Baie de Panderan 1622 (Cadière 1930) (Bontekoe)  
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     False Cape varella 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 330 
     Faux cap Varelle 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 38r 
     Faux Cap Varella 1775 Neptune Oriental 463 
     Avarillo Falso 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     False C Varella or Avarillo 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
     Fausse Varela 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Careri)  
     Cap Varella Falsa 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#22)  
     Avarelle Falso 1637 (Cadière 1930) (Hagenaar)  
KHANH HOA PROVINCE Khánh Hòa     Province Bin-Khang 1775 Neptune Oriental 354 
     Province of Miarou 
Province of Niarou 
>1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports Fl. 5r 
     Port de Miarou / Niarou > 1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 7r 
Bay of Cam Ranh Vịnh Cam Ranh 11°53'N 109°10'E  Vinh Cam Ranh95  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 135 
     Baie de Camraigne 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 38v 
     Bay Comerin 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     Comorin Bay 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
     B. Lomeryn c. 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Dutch n.a.)  
     Barre de Comori >1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
     Barre de Comori 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#15-22)  
     Baie de Camperyn 1622 (Cadière 1930) (Bontekoe)  
Ile Tagne đảo Bình Ba  11°50'N 109°14'E      
     Ile Tagne 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 39r 
Pointe de Cam Ranh  11°51'N 109°16'E      
     Cap Comorin 1775 Neptune Oriental 354 ; 463 
Fisher Islands Hòn Nội & Hòn Ngoại  12°00'N 109°20'E  Iles des Pêcheurs 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 133 
     Water Islands "called also Fishers 
Islands" 
1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 337-338 
     Gnatrhang and Gnarou 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 40r 
     Ile de Gnarou (par les Portugais) 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 40r 
     Ilot des Pecheurs 1775 Neptune Oriental 463 
     F s   ’s Is   d 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
     Le Pescador 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#22)  
         s d  J    F     d z d’ b  u >1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
Isle Tray Đảo Hòn Tre / Hòn Lớn 12°12'N 109°17'E 414-
482 m 
Hon Tre 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 133 
     Ile Trai ou Hai 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 40v 
Nha Trang Nha Trang        
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Bay of Nha Trang Vịnh Nha Trang 12°15'N 109°14'E  Baie de Nha Trang96 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 133 
     Gnatrhang 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 40v 
     Nha-tang 1775 Neptune Oriental 354 
     Port de Niatran >1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 4v 
Hon Rua  12°17'N 109°14'E      
     Isle de la tortue 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 339 
     Isle de la tortue 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 42r 
Hon Dun Hòn Dung 12°16'N 109°21'E      
     Ile Dune 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 42v 
Bay of Binh Cang Ðầm Nha Phu 12°23'N 109°12'E      
     Province de Bing-Kang 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 41r 
Hon Cha Le Hòn Chà Là 12°21'N 109°22'E      
     Ile Sala 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 42r 
Hon Thi ? not sure 12°23'N 109°13'E      
     Pointe Sèche / Ile Sèche 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 42r 
Ile Bac Hòn Hèo 12°28'N 109°21'E      
     Isle Bac 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 44r 
Bay of Vinh Phong Vịnh Vân Phong 12°39'N 109°17'E      
Port de Hon-Cohe ? not sure c. 12°31'N 109°15'E  Port de Hone-Cohe 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 44r 
  12°34'N 109°26'E  les Trois Rois  1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 44r 
Isle Guérite Hon Doi / Doi Moi 12°39'N 109°28'E      
     Isle Guérite 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 44v-45r 
Bai de Ben Goi Bến Gôi 12°41'N 109°18'E      
Bassin de Cua Be Lạch Cửa Bé 12°34'N 109°24'E      
     Pointe et bassin de Cua Bé 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 44v 
 Bá  Đảo Hòn Gốm 12°37'N 109°24'E      
 ? not sure    Baie de Hon Gome 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 45r 
Baie de Wessens ? unidentified    Baie de Wessens 1775 Neptune Oriental 463 
     W ss  s’ B y 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
Island Roden Holme ? unidentified     1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
Baie de la Pagode ? unidentified    Baie de la Pagode 1775 Neptune Oriental 463 
John Phipps ? unidentified    Ile de S. Philippe 1775 Neptune Oriental 463 
     Bay of St. John Phipps 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
Schuyten Bay ? unidentified    S .      p    J       pp’s B y 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 97 
     Ile de Scutins  1775 Neptune Oriental 463 
     Schuyten Bay 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
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     Seutins or Schuyten Bay 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / Herbert 97 
     Schuyt Bay c. 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Dutch n.a.)  
Vung Ro Vũ g Rô 12°51'N 109°25'E  Vung Ro 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 131 
     Port de Ong-ro 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 46r 
Cape Varella  ũ  Đại Lãnh 12°53'N 109°27'E 706 m Cape Varella 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 131 
     Cape Varella 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 340 
     Cape Varelle 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 46v 
     Véritable Cape Varella 1775 Neptune Oriental 463 
     Cap Avarillo 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 59 
     Cape Varella 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
     Porto da Varela 1712 Arte de Navegar (Pimentel) 198 
     Pagoda c. 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Dutch n.a.)  
     Veritable Varella 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Careri)  
     Varella >1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
     Pointe Varella 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#15)  
     Varella >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#15-16)  
     Houck van Warella 1633 NA VOC 1113  
     Pomta da Berela 1511-1513 (Manguin 1972) (F. Rodrigues)  
Montagne de la Mere et 
 ’E f    
Núi   ư  ư & Núi Vọng 
Phu 
Mẫu Tử,  
Mẹ B ng Con 
  2051 m Mountain behind Cape Varella, 
90 km inland) 
   
Da Bia  úi Đá Bia   698 m 10 km from the cape  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 131 
     p c qu’    ppè   [s c]    
Pagode et les Cochinois [sic] 
Debia 
1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 46r 
Phu Yen Phú Yên        
     Province de Phu Yen 1775 Neptune Oriental 353-354 
Phu Yen Bay  /  13°04'N 109°22'E  Grande Baie de Phuyene 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 47r 
     Ran Ran >1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
     Ram Ram 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#22)  
     Enseada de Rao Rao97 >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#16)  
Song Da Rang sô g Đ  Rằng 13°05'N 109°19'E      
     Riviere de Phuyene 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 47r 
Mont Épervier Nú     p      13°06'N 109°16'E 391 m     
     Mont Épervier 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 47r 
Ile Magnia Cù Lao Mái Nhà 13°16'N 109°20'E 170 m     
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     Maignia 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 341 
     Ile Mai-gnia 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 47v 
Ile aux Nids Hòn Yến 13°22'N 109°16'E      
     Nest Island 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 341 
     Ile aux Nids 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 48v 
Bay of Xuan Dai Vị   Xuâ  Đ    13°23'N 109°17'E  Vung Xuan Dai  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 131 
     Port de Xuan-dai 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 48r-48v 
Bay of Vung Lam Vũ g  ắm 13°24'N 109°14'E      
     Port de Vung-lam 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 48r-48v 
Bay of Vung Chao Vũ g      13°27'N 109°15'E      
     Port de Vong-chao 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 48r-49v 
Pointe Gain-mong  /  13°24'N 109°18'E  /     
     Pointe Gain-mong 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 49v-50r 
Pointe Gain-ba  ũ  Ô g D ê  13°28'N 109°19'E /     
     Pointe / Anse Gain-ba 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 49v-50r 
Vung-Trick Vũ g Qu   13°28'N 109°17'E  /     
     Vung-Trick 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 50r 
Pointe Vung Trick  ũ  Vũ g T  c  13°30'N 109°17'E /     
     Pointe Vung-Trick 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 50r 
Port de Coumong / 13°31'N 109°16'E /     
     Port de Coumong 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 50v 
Pointe Ving Mong / 13°34'N 109°17'E /     
     Pointe Ving Mong 
Pointe Vung Mong 
1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 50r 
Pulo Cambir Cù Lao Xanh 13°37'N 109°21'E 123 m Cu Lao Xanh  
Cu Lao Poulo Gambir 
2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 129 
     Ile de Cambire de Terre 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 51r-51v 
     Pulo Cambir de Terre 1775 Neptune Oriental 464 
     Pulo Camber de Terra 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 60 
     P. Cambir de Terre 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
     Pulo Cambim da terra 1712 Arte de Navegar (Pimentel) 198 
     Pulo Gambir  (Manguin 1972) Advertencias 60 
     Pullo Cambi >1651 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#24)  
     Pulo Cambi 1649 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#22)  
     Pullo Cambi >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#16)  
Pulo Cambir do Mar Does not exist 13°45'N 133°0'E  Pulo Cambir de Mer 1775 Neptune Oriental 464 
Pulo Cambir do Mar Does not exist 13°45'N 133°0'E  P. Cambir de Mer 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
Pulo Cambir do Mar Does not exist 13°45'N 133°0'E  Pulo Cambim do mar 1712 Arte de Navegar (Pimentel) 198 
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     Ile Datte 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 51r 
Cu Mong Pass  Đè  / Động Cù Mông 13°40'N 109°10'E   2011 Southworth 114 
BINH DINH PROVINCE Bình Định        
     Qui Nhinh Province 1775 Neptune Oriental 353 
 Nước Mặn    Province de Niocmen 
Nioquemen 
>1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports Fl. 5v 
Bay of Qui Nhon Vịnh Quy  hơn 13°46'N 109°14'E  Vung Qui Nhon98 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 129 
     Baie de Cambire 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 51r 
     Port de Quin-Hone ou Chim-Chim 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 51v-53r 
     Baie de Chinchen 1775 Neptune Oriental 464 
     Bay Chinchen 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 60 
     Chinchen Bay 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
     Chincheo 1602 Li & Reid 1993 (J. Wonderaer) 7 
Cap San Ho  ũ  Yến 13°45'N 109°17'E      
     Cap Shan-Ho 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 53v 
Cu Lao Hon Cau Cù Lao Hòn Khô 13°46'N 109°18'E      
Joao Preto Islands  ò  Ô g  ơ 
 ò  Ô g  ă  
Cù Lao Coni 
13°54'N 109°18'E 90 m     
     Jack black 1878 Directory for the Navigation (Findlay) 453 
     Jack Black 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 344 
     Isle Hau, "ce que les Portugais 
appele [sic] Juan Prieto au large 
d’une ile ronde appellee en 
Cochinchinois Hone-Cau" 
1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 53v 
     ilots de Joao Pretto verdadeiros >1649-51 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#22; 24)  
     Joao Preto >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#16)  
Hon Trau Hòn Trâu 14°07'N 109°17'E 30 m     
     Buffalo Island 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 344 
     Ile aux Buffles ou Hon Trau 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 53v 
Nuoc Ngot Bay Đầm Nước Ngot 14°09'N 109°10'E  Nuoc Ngot  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 129 
     Nuoc Ngol / Fresh water point 1843 India Directory 344 
     Baie de Nuoc-Notte 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 54v 
Turtle Island Hòn Con Rùa 14°21'N 109°11'E 10 m Ile Tortue 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 129 
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 ? unidentified    Montagne le Cone 
[not on the map either] 
1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 54v 
Tyfon River Sông Lại Giang 14°29'N 109°05'E      
 T     ú    Tiphou River 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 344 
     Riviere Tyfon / Typhon 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 55r 
     Ti Phu Harbour 1690 Li & Reid 1993 Map 10 
Tam Quan Sông Tam Quan 14°34'N 109°04'E      
     Riviere Tamquan 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 55r 
QUANG NGAI PROVINCE QU NG NGÃI        
     Quang Ngia  Neptune Oriental 352-353 
Cape Sa Hoi  14°40'N 109°05'E 92m Cap Sa Hoi  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 129 
Song Ve Sông Vệ 15°05'N 108°54'E /     
Thu Xa Harbour Thu Xá + Cửa Lở 
 
15°05'N 108°54'E /     
Quang Ngai River Sông Trà Khúc 15°08'N 108°53'E /     
     Quang Ngai river 1843 India Directory (Horsburgh) 344 
     Riviere de Quang Ngai 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 55v 
Co Luy Harbour    /     
Sa Ky Harbour  15°12'N 108°55'E /     
Cape Batangan  ũ  B     g     15°14'N 108°57'E 36 m Mui Ba Lang An  
(Mui Batangan) 
2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 128 
     Cap Batangan 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 56r-57r 
     Isle Roche 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 56r 
Cape Bantan  ũ  Năm T âm 15°21'N 108°52'E 141 m Mui Nam Tram  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 128 
     Cap Bantan 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 57v 
     Cap Bathang 1775 Neptune Oriental 465 
     C. Bethang 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
     Cap Bethang 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 60 
Pulo Canton  ý Sơn / Cù Lao Ré 15°23'N 109°07'E 169 m Cu Lao Re  Sailing Directions (NGA) 129 
     Pulo Canton ou Collao-Ray 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 56r 
     Pulo Canton, otherwise called 
Pulo Ratan 
1793 Staunton 322 
     Pulo Canton 1775 Neptune Oriental 465 
     Pulo Canton 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 60 
     P. Canton, Cantaon or Cantin 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
     Pulo Catao 1712 Arte de Navegar (Pimentel) 198 
     Poukatan 1695 (Cadière 1930) (Careri)  
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     Pulo Cataon 1637 (Cadière 1930) (Hagenaar)  
     Poulo Catton 1636 Duijcker (NA VOC 1120)  
     Poulo Cantaon 1633 Traudenius (NA VOC 1113)  
     Pulo Cotom 1511-1513 (Manguin 1972) (F. Rodrigues)  
     Sala Buitzing99 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 57v 
Salenbuigh ? unidentified    Salem Buigh100 1775 Neptune Oriental  465 
     Salenbuigh 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 60 
     Salan-Buigh101 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
Port de Quick Quick vịnh Dung Quất 15°25'N 108°44'E / Vung Dung Quat  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 128 
     Port de Quick Quick 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 57v 
Song Tra Bong Sông Trà B ng 15°23'N 108°46'E /     
Sa Can Harbour S   ầ  15°23'N 108°46'E /     
Riviere Happoix ? unidentified 
? Sông Trà B ng ? 
   Riviere Happoix 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 57v 
QUANG NAM PROVINCE Quảng Nam        
        v  c  d    cc  m “   m”    
Cacciam T        êm    Đ ệ  
B   c u  y 
   Cacciam K     m   K     êm   
   m D    
1602 Laarhoven 1993  31 
     Province de Fomoye > 1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 7v 
Champello Falso Hòn Ông 15°48'N 108°41'E  Hon Ong 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 128 
     Cham-Collao Falso 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 58r 
     Fausse Campella 1775 Neptune Oriental 466 
     Camponella Falso 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 60 
     False Campella 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
Champello Cù Lao Chàm 15°57'N 108°31'E 517 m Cu Lao Cham  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 127 
     Grande Isle de Collao-Cham 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 58r 
     Ile Campella "ou Camponella, 
nommée par les gens du Pays 
Cham-Collao" 
1775 Neptune Oriental  466 
     Pulo Camponella 1755 The English Pilot (Seller/Thornton) 60 
     Campella or Camponella Island 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
     Pulo Champeilo Verdadeiro 1712 Arte de Navegar (Pimentel) 198 
     Isles de Champoulou > 1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 7v 
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 For Dayot, it seems to be a mountain "Le travers de Pulo-Canton on appercoit [sic] dans les terres de très hautes montagnes, parmi lesquelles on en distingue une très remarquable que M. D’Après 
nomme Sala-Buitzing, au pied de ces hautes montagnes à l’ouest du cap Bantan on trouve le port de Qui-quick". 
100
 “Sur la terre-ferme, vis-à-vis de cette ile, coule une grande rivière, dont l’embouchure est large et profonde de 5 à 6 brasses. Salen-Buigh, situé sur sa pointe, se decouvre de 12 à 13 lieues". 
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     Pullo Champellor >1638 (Manguin 1972) Advertencias (#16)  
     Campello 1633 NA VOC 1113  
     Champello    
Faifo Hội An / Hội An ph         
     Fay-fo 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 58r 
     Phaijfo    
     Tachem = Đại Chiêm 1602 Laarhoven 1993  7 
Cua Dai Cử  Đại 15°53'N 108°24'E  Song Cua Dai  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 127 
Thu Bon River Sông Thu B n 15°52'N 108°23'E  Riviere Quinam 1633 NA VOC 1113  
     Riviere de Feyfo >1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 5v 
Bay of Tourane Vị   Đ  Nẵng 16°06'N 108°13'E  Vung Da Nang102 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 126 
     Baie de Touran 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 58r 
     Baie de Touranne 1775 Neptune Oriental 466 
     Touran Bay 1745-1759 Neptune Oriental / English Pilot (Herbert) 98 
     Porto de Turao 1712 Arte de Navegar (Pimentel) 198 
     Baye de Touron >1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 8v 
     Baij van Eusada 1633 NA VOC 1113  
     Baij van Thoron 1633 NA VOC 1113  
THUA THIEN HUE 
PROVINCE 
Thừa Thiên-Huế        
     Thuận Hóa    
     Province de Houay > 1695 Mémoire Pour La Connaissance Des Ports fl. 8v 
Cap Chon May  ũ    â  ây Ðô g 16°21'N 108°02'E 282m Mui Chon May Dong  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 125 
 Cửa Thuận An 16°34'N 107°38'E  Cua Thuan An  2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 125 
Perfume river sô g  ươ g /  
 ươ g G   g 
16°34'N 107°38'E      
     Riviere du Roi / Riviere de Huế 1807 Mémoire (Dayot) Fl. 58r 
     River of the King    
Hue Huế 16°27'N 107°34'E /     
       ú Xuân    
    v  c   f T uậ         Sinoa 1700 Ferreira 6 
     Sinua 1642 Laarhoven 1993 31 
     Senoa 1602 Laarhoven 1993 7 
Quang Tri Province Quảng Trị 16°44'N 107°14'E      
Cap Lay  ũ      17°03'N 107°06'E / Mui Lay 2014 Sailing Directions (NGA) 101 
Ile Tigre Đảo C n Cỏ  17°09'N 107°20'E /     
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Quang Binh Quảng Bình   / Bố Chính    
Dong Hoi Đ ng Hới 17°44'N 106°29'E /     
Thanh Hoa Province Thanh Hóa 19°50'N 105°46'E /     
Nghe An province Nghệ An 19°15'N 104°29'E / Tân An    
Hanoi Hà Nội 21°02'N 105°50'E / Đô g K    / T ă g Long    
Luconia Manila 14°35'N 121°00'E      
Cabra Island  13°53'N 120°02'E      
Pratas Islands  20°41'N 116°43'E      
Macclesfield Bank  15°50'N 114°20'E      
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 Full Title: J.M. Dayot, par Demoulin frères  
Year: 1800-1809 
Reference: Bibliothèque nationale de France (BNF), département Société de Géographie, [SG PORTRAIT-2448]  
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 Beaufort wind scale and sea appearance 
Beaufort Wind Scale1 
(British Admiralty 2004b, table 5.2) 
STORMS 
(British Admiralty 2004b, 118) 
Sea appearance / state2 





mean wind speed 
(knots) 








0 calm <1 0-0.2  0 Calm-glassy 0 (no waves) No swell 
1 light air 1-3 0.3-1.5 
 
1 Calm-rippled 0-0.1 
Very low  
(short and low wave) 







(long and low wave) 
3 gentle breeze 7-10 3.4-5.4 
 
3 Slight 0.5-1.25 
Light  
(short and moderate wave) 
4 moderate breeze 11-16 5.5-7.9 
 
4 Moderate 1.25-2.5 
Moderate 
(average and moderate wave) 
5 fresh breeze 17-21 8.0-10.7 
 
5 Rough 2.5-4 
Moderate rough 
(long and moderate wave) 
6 strong breeze 22-27 10.8-13.8 
 
6 Very rough 4-6 
Rough 
(short and heavy wave) 
7 near gale 28-33 13.9-17.1 
TROPICAL DEPRESSIONS 
(wind forces 7 or less) 
7 High 6-9 
High  
(average and heavy wave) 
8 gale 34-40 17.2-20.7 
TROPICAL STORMS 
(wind force 8 and 9) 
8 Very high 9-14 
Very high 
(long and heavy wave) 
9 strong gale 41-47 20.8-24.4 idem 9 phenomenal Over 14 
Confused  
(wavelength and height indefinable) 
10 storm 48-55 24.5-28.4 
SEVERE TROPICAL STORMS 
(wind force 10 and 11) 
       
11 violent storm 56-63 28.5-32.6 idem        
12 hurricane 64 and over 32.7 and over 
TYPHOON, HURRICANE, CYCLONE 
(wind force over 12) 
       
(13-14-15) (typhoon) (64-99) (32.7– 50.9)      
(16) (Severe typhoon) (over 100 knots) (51 and over)      
         
 
                                                          
1
 The Beaufort wind force scale is a measure of the wind speed. 
2

















 Appearance of the sea 
 Left: Moderate sea (with moderate breeze, force 4 on the Beaufort scale). Right: Very rough sea (with strong breeze, force 6 on the Beaufort Scale) (British Admiralty 2004b, 104-105) 
    
 Left: Phenomenal sea (with strong gale, force 9 on the Beaufort scale). Right: Appearance of the sea when the winds reach 12 in the Beaufort scale (British Admiralty 2004b, 106; 108) 



















 Climate table (mean monthly rainy days, precipitation, sunny days and temperatures)1 
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Page 573  
 Mean rainfall1 
  
    
 Huế maximum mean annual rainfall: 2903 mm 
 Nha Trang maximum mean annual rainfall: 1460 mm 
 Cap Padaran maximum mean annual rainfall: 757 mm 
 Sài Gòn maximum mean annual rainfall: 2022 mm 
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 Recapitulative table of the monsoon cycle 
 
Central Vietnam (c. Cochinchina) 
17°N-11°N 
 
Southern Vietnam (c. Champa) 

























SW monsoon is weaker and more variable than the NE monsoon (less 
turbulent, no mist). Ships arrive from the south and the west, it is the best 
season for local fishermen. The SW is also the rainy season (which extends 
well into the NE monsoon). It is composed of considerable periods of good 
weather but also disrupted by squalls, storms and deadly typhoons. 
 
SW monsoon is more sheltered than along the coast, mostly because it is barely 
affected by typhoons and tropical storms, In July-August there are however sudden 
strong gusts of winds and storms, accompanied by heavy rains. In that part of the 















Land and sea 
breezes prevail 














towards the NE 






Starts: late May 






Land and sea 
breezes prevail in 








and starts flowing 
towards the NE 
 
NE, off Cape St-
James and Cape 
Padaran, ENE, ¾ kn 
and occasionally 1 
½ kn 















¾ to 1 ¼ kn and 
excess 3 kn 
In average, 
there is little 
current 






Same as previous 
month  
Current flows 
towards the NE 
The Padaran 
Stream is strong 
 
 
“    y s  s  ” 
                                                          
1
 Starts around the 15
th
 of May in Central Vietnam and slightly later in Champa. 
2
 From May to September: 15-16 kn (in the day) and 10-12kn (in the night). 
3
 Although the SW monsoon is known to be the “w   s  s  ”, and that in Vietnam, the rain falls all the time, the months of April until June/July are relatively dry compared to the wet months in July until 
December (into the NE monsoon). 
4
 (BNIDA 1943, 51) 
5






















Central Vietnam (c. Cochinchina) 
17°N-11°N 
 
Southern Vietnam (c. Champa) 


















































and gusts of 
winds 
/ 
“       s  s   
s c  ” 
 
(in the Gulf of 
Thailand, above 
10°N, squalls are 
fairly common) 
But in early July, 
there is a short dry 
season, during 
which the SW 
winds calm down  
 
Same as previous 
month 











“    y s  s  ” 






and gusts of 
winds 
“  bu ”7 
Average 4-5  





Same as previous 
month 
















in the day:  
Average 4 
(c. 15-16 kn) 
The NE current 
weakens and 
slowly turns 
towards the W 






 (lasts longer in 
the south) 
 




Same as previous 
month 
                                                          
6
 Great variations also occur throughout the year due to the monsoon phenomenon and the typhoon season that agitates the coast between July and November. 
7
 Gusts of wind can reach gale force (8 on the Beaufort scale, 30-40kn) in squalls, and disturb sometimes the passage from the Java Sea towards P. Condor. These winds, especially off peninsular Malaysia, 





















Central Vietnam (c. Cochinchina) 
17°N-11°N 
 
Southern Vietnam (c. Champa) 
























In the night: 
Average 3-4 




















N ơ ) 
Average 3  
In the day: c. 
9kn In the 
night: c. 7kn  
SW Current 
intensifies: 
 ¾ - 1 kn  
(and can 
increase to 2kn) 
 
(reaches 4 ½ kn 
between P. 















Winds are light 
and variable. 
Land and sea 
breezes prevail 
The current flows 
to the SW, along 
the coast 
at a mean rate of 
1kn.  
In the region of P. 
Sapata, it 
progressively turns 
W and then 




Same as previous 
month 
 
NE monsoon, very damp, grey in the provinces of Thừa Thiên-Huế and Quảng Nam. 
Navigation: faster to go south (China to Cochinchina, or Cochinchina to Batavia/Melaka), 
however local boats tend to avoid taking the sea between December and February. In general, 
a NE monsoon is characterised by NE winds, by a strong current that flows N-S down the coast, 
and by a lot of rain in the central region of the country, particularly in December and January. 
In fact, the NE monsoon is much stronger and more persistent than the SW monsoon. 
 
 
In southern Vietnam, the NE monsoon is fairer than in the central portion of the country. 
The winds and currents still follow the coast towards the west but lose in strength and velocity as they 
run towards the Gulf of Siam (Horsburgh 1843, 288), the frequency of strong winds also decreasing from 
north to south. 
There is a sharp distinction between the rainy months and the dry months, particularly in the area near 
Cape Padaran receiving the less amount of rainfall.  
 
                                                          
8 South of 20°N, it is not well established until the 1st week of October (BNIDA 1943, 50), but truly sets in along the coast of Vietnam by mid-October (Dayot 1807b, fl. 6). By November, it is well 
established and very constant through December and January. In the northern part of the South China Sea, the NE monsoon sets earlier in October (BNIDA 1943, 51). 
9
 The sea breeze tends to give winds along the coast a more easterly direction (US Air Force). 
10
 South of 10°N, it starts during the 3
rd
 week of October (BNIDA 1943, 51). South always starts later than in the north. “In Pulo Timoan and Pulo Condor, the N.E. monsoon is established towards the 15
th
 






















Central Vietnam (c. Cochinchina) 
17°N-11°N 
 
Southern Vietnam (c. Champa) 
































Cold and rainy 
 
The weather is 
“f  qu    y 
cloudy with 
much rain and 

















The N-S current 
intensifies and 
flows down all 
the way to the 
Java Sea, easily 
reaching 4kn in 
the axis of the 





















Less and strong 
winds are rare 
Same as previous 
month 
 
The flow towards 
the SW (mean rate 
of 1kn) reinforces 



















strong and may 















OFFSHORE WINDS:  
4-5 




Same as previous 
month 
Dry 
(from Phan Thiết to 







Cold and rainy 
remains steady 
and strong, the 
winds and 
currents flow 




















Same as previous 
month 
Same as previous 
month 






















Central Vietnam (c. Cochinchina) 
17°N-11°N 
 
Southern Vietnam (c. Champa) 































mean rate is ½  
(occasional gale 
force winds 
may increase it 
to 3kn) 






Sea is slight11 
 
Less and strong 





Same as previous 
month 
















Same as previous 
month 
Same as previous 
month 











Still flowing to 
the SW but 
weak. 
NE currents is 












Short periods of 
variable and 
strong winds, 
storms and bad 
weather 
 
Current is set 
towards the NE 
Highest 
temperatures 
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View from the 





View from the 

















Mũi Chân Mây 282 m / 44.2 nm 46.9 nm 39.9 nm   CMHP calculations 
 282 m     / 
“… is the N e tremity of a steep and ooded peninsula, joined to 
the coast by a sandy isthmus. The peninsula rises to Nui Tron, 
282m high”. 
(NGA 2014, 125) 
Tiên Sa 
Peninsula 
696 m / 64.5 nm 60.9 nm 60.2 nm   CMHP calculations 
 696 m     / 
“… a mountainous peninsula of irregular outline, rises to an 
elevation of 696 m near its center, and is joined to the mainland 
by a lo  isthmus”. 
(NGA 2014, 126) 
Marble Mountains 
(Thủy Sơn is the 
highest) 
160 m 0.3 nm 35.1 nm 31.5 nm 30.8 nm   CMHP calculations 
         
Cù Lao Chàm 517 m / 56.8 nm 53.2 nm 52.5 nm   CMHP calculations 
 517 m     / “Can be seen for a great distance in clear eather”. (NGA 2014, 127) 
      45 nm “Visible de 45 milles”. 
(Bouinais and Paulus 1884, 
635) 
Cape Bantam 
[Mũi  ăm Trâm] 
141 m / 33.8 nm 30.2 nm 29.5 nm   CMHP calculations 
 141 m     / / (NGA 2014, 128) 
                                                          
12
 Naturally it depends on the height of the observer, whether he is on a merchant ship or a fishing boat, on the deck or looking out from the top mas. These numbers stem either from nautical 
instructions or are based on my application of the following formula [http://boatsafe.com/nauticalknowhow/distance.htm] [Accessed 2016/01/13]. These numbers indicate the maximum distance from 
which the landmarks could be visible, in perfect conditions. 
13
 Based on calculations, the visible distance also depends on the location of the feature. High mountains are not directly near the coast, but inland, so this distance needs to be added to the calculation 
too. 
14
 Height: c. 15 m (on top mast) + height of the person (1.7 m). The height of the main mast and the location of the look out / c  w’s nest also varied. These are only indicative numbers. 
15
 Height: c. 3-4 m (from the deck) + height of the person (c. 1.7 m). Naturally, the freeboard depends on the type of ship, the century, the nationality, and whether the ship is loaded or not. 
16
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Cape Batangan 
[mũi Ba  àng An] 
36 m / 21.3 nm 17.8 nm 17 nm   CMHP calculations 
 36 m     / / (NGA 2014, 128) 
Pulo Canton 
[ ý Sơn] 
169 m / 36.2 nm 32.6 nm 31.9 nm   CMHP calculations 
 169 m     25 nm “These appear isolated hen vie ed from a distance of 25 miles”. (NGA 2014, 129) 
      
26-27 nm 
 
“Visible 26 or 27 miles from the deck of a large ship”. (Findlay 1878, 454) 
      
9 leagues 
= 27 nm 
“… about 9 leagues from the deck of a large sailing ship”. (Horsburgh 1843, 344) 
 ước Ngọt 
Mountain 
168 m 3 nm 33 nm 29.5 nm 28.7 nm   CMHP calculations 
 168 m     / 
“… steep promontory,168 m high, ith several red granite peaks 
made conspicuous by the patches of sand on their slopes”. 
(NGA 2014, 129) 
Joao Preto islets 
[Cù Lao Coni / Hòn 
Ô g  ă  










  CMHP calculations 
 ò  ô g că  




    / / (NGA 2014, 129) 
      (17 nm) 
(Vue prise à 17 milles dans le SSE au Cap San-ho) 
[see profile by Vidalin fig. 4-16] 
(Vidalin 1877a) 
Pulo Cambir 
[Cù Lao Xanh] 
123 m / 32.1 nm 28.5 nm 27.8 nm   CMHP calculations 
 123 m     / 
“… ith t o summits, the tops of hich are bare ... The NW hill is 
123 m high, and a light is sho n from the E hill”. 
(NGA 2014, 129) 
      
18 nm 
 
“… has a regular sloping appearance and is visible about 18 miles 
from a ship’s deck”. 
(Findlay 1878, 452) 
      (22 nm) 
(Vue prise à 22 milles dans l’Est des Mamelles) 
[see profile below] 
(Vidalin 1877b) 
      (17 nm) 
(Vue prise à 17 milles dans le SSE au Cap San-ho) 
[see profile by Vidalin fig. 4-16] 
(Vidalin 1877a) 
Mount Épervier 
[ úi Ch p Chài] 
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 391 m     / / (NGA 2014, 131) 
Nhan tower 
(hill 60 mm above 







26.2 nm 22.6 nm 21.9 nm   CMHP calculations 
      (22 nm) 
(Vue prise à 33 milles dans le N 20°E du Cape Varela) 
[see profile below] 
(Vidalin 1877b) 
      (12 nm) 
(Vue prise à 12 milles dans le N 27°E du Cape Varela) 
[see profile below] 
(Vidalin 1877b) 
Cape Varella 
[Mũi Đ i Lãnh] // 
 úi Đá Bia17 
706 m 
 
10 km 59.6 nm 56 nm 55.3 nm   CMHP calculations 
 706 m      
“Cap Varella, the E e tremity of Vietnam, consists of steep cliffs 
rising to four rocky peaks. Nui Da Bia, 706 m high, the summit of 
Cap Varella, is located 3.5 miles W of Mui Ke Ga and has a rock 
resembling a pagoda. 
The summit is visible for 50 miles in clear weather, but is often 
hidden by clouds. A light and a signal station stand on the peak”. 
(NGA 2014, 131) 
      50 nm 
“…les terres vont en s’élevant dans l’ouest jus u’au sommet élevé 
ou un rocher remarquable, le Da Bia (Rocher Pagode) est visible 
par 50 milles au large par temps clair”. 
“… Le cap Varella. ou Pagode (Mui Naï en annamite) est une 
montagne massive surmontée d'un rocher à pic, appelé Da-Bia ou 
la Pagode, dont le sommet est haut de 730 mètres et peut être 
aperçu à 50 milles par temps clair. C'est le cap le plus à l'est de la 
presqu'île Indo-Chinoise. M. Paul Doumer, gouverneur général de 
l'Indo-Chine de 1897 à 1902, y a fait construire un phare”. 
(Dartige du Fournet 1884, 
307, 402) 
(cape itself)      
9-10 
leagues 
= 27-30 nm 
“The cape itself can be seen 9 or 10 leagues, and when first 
perceived in coming from the northward appears like an island, 
the gap of low land which joins it to the mountain behind being 
then depressed under the horizon”. 
(Horsburgh 1843, 340) 
Chu Mu Mountain 2051 m 90 km 56 nm 52.4 nm 51.7 nm   CMHP calculations 
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Chu Mu (La Mere 
and  ’Enfant 
2051 m     / 
“Chu Mu (La Mere and L’Enfant), 2,051 m high, prominent and 
surmounted by two rocks that appear like fingers of unequal size. 
The mountain peaks are frequently obscured by clouds, especially 
during the Northeast Monsoon”. 
(NGA 2014, 132) 
(mountain)      20 leagues 
“This mountain stands directly over the cape, having upon its 
summit a large perpendicular rock, resembling a pagoda or 
chimney, called Da’Bia by the natives, hich makes it very 
conspicuous. And it may be seen about 20 leagues distance from 
the deck of a large ship, either from the northward or the 
southward in clear weather. But the summits of the mountains are 
frequently obscured by clouds or vapours, particularly in the north 
east monsoon”. 
(Horsburgh 1843, 340) 
      
15-18 
leagues 
“… early in the morning e ere off the Cape Varela, the most 
remarkable point of Cochinchina navigation. The mountain 
forming the cape seems to be between 1500 and 2000 feet high. 
On one of the peaks is a remarkable rock, representing the 
appearance of a huge broken and falling column, which is seen 
from 15 to 18 leagues distant, either from the north or south”. 
(Crawfurd 1830a, 352) 
      (4 nm) 
(Vue prise à 4 milles dans le N 87°E du Cape Varela) 
[see profile below] 
(Vidalin 1877b) 
      (15 nm) 
(Vue prise à 15 milles dans le SE du Cape Varela) 





/ 51.7 -55.1 nm 48.1 – 51.5 nm 
47.4 – 50.8 
nm 




     
“Hon Tre is formed of three mountain ranges, connected by lo  
isthmuses. The summit of the E range is 414 m high. .. The summit 
of the central range, 482m high... The island is densely wooded 
and there are steep cliffs in places”. 
(NGA 2014, 133) 
False Varella 
[Mũi Ðá Vách] 
330 m 0.7 nm 46.4 nm 42.8 nm 42.1 nm   CMHP calculations 
 330 m18      
“... rises steeply to an elevation of 330 m about 0.7 mile W of the 
point and forms the E extremity of a range of mountains, which 
attains an elevation of 950 m in Nui Ong, 4.8 miles WNW of Mui 
Da Vaich. On Nui Ong there is an isolated rock, or knob, 
(NGA 2014, 135) 
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resembling that on Cap Varella. Nui Chua, cone-shaped, is located 
1 mile E of Nui Ong. Mui Da Vaich slopes evenly from its summit 
and is wooded to the steep cliffs fronting the sea. Rocher Varella, 
5 m high, is conspicuous close S of the point”. 
Cape Padaran 
[Mũi Dinh] 
223 m / 40.27 nm 36.7 nm 39.9 nm  (lighthouse is at c. 180 m) CMHP calculations 
 /      / BA 2004: 121 
 
729 ft 
= 223 m 
      Navionics 
      / 
“It is high land, steep and conve  to sea ard, forming the 
projecting part of the continent to the S. E … It is very conspicuous 
at a great distance, and serves as a mark to avoid Holland Bank, 
and to point out the direction of Pulo Ceicer de Terre”. 
(Horsburgh 1843, 330-331) 
 úi Đèo Cả 
(Mountain behind 
Cape Padaran) 
614 m / 61 nm 57.5 nm 56.8 nm /  CMHP calculations 
Nui Deo Cat [sic] 
2047 ft 
= 624 m 
      Navionics 
Nui De Ca 614 m      “Nui De Ca, 614 m high, is located 4 miles W of the cape”. (NGA 2014, 136) 
       “It is very conspicuous at a great distance”. (Findlay 1878, 446) 
Pulo Cecir de Terre 
[Cù Lao Cau] 
40 m / 22 nm 18.4 nm 17.7 nm   CMHP calculations 
 40 m     / / (NGA 2014, 136) 
      15 nm 
“…having near its centre a mass of rocks higher than the other 
parts, which is discernible about 5 leagues from the deck of a large 
ship”. 
(Horsburgh 1843, 330) 
         
Pulo Cecir de Mer 
[Đảo Phú Quý] 
91-108 
m 
/ 28.8-30.6 nm 25.2 – 27 nm 
24.5 – 26.3 
nm 





    18 nm 
“The NE hill, 91 m high, is conical and several masses of rock near 
its summit give it a jagged appearance. The SW hill, 108 m high, 
has a round top. The island has been reported to be a good radar 
target at 18 miles”. 
(NGA 2014, 121) 
      8 leagues 
“…they may be seen in clear weather about 8 leagues' distance 
from the deck of a large ship”. 
(Horsburgh 1843, 331) 
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[ úi Binh  hơn] 
263 m / 43 nm 39.4 nm 38.7 nm   CMHP calculations 
 263 m      
“Nui Binh Nhon, a 236 m high sand hill standing 4 miles W of 
Pointe Guio, can easily be recognized”. 
(NGA 2014, 137) 
Mount Taicou 





58.4 nm 54.8 nm 54.1 nm   CMHP calculations 
 694 m     / 
“Is the most conspicuous of the mountains W of Vung Phan Thiet, 
and stands detached from any other high land”. 
(NGA 2014, 137) 
       
“This mountain is visible a great distance from seaward, being the 
most conspicuous land in this part of the coast, and detached from 
any other high land”. 
(Findlay 1878, 445) 
Ile Vache 
[Hòn Bà] 
38 m / 21.7 nm 18.1 nm 17.4 nm   CMHP calculations 
 38 m     / / (NGA 2014, 137) 
      5-6 leagues 








44.9 nm 41.3 nm 40.6 nm   CMHP calculations 
 327 m 
2 
miles 
    
“rises to several peaks, the highest of hich is Nui Chau Vien, 327 
m high, located 2 miles N of the cape”. 
(NGA 2014, 137) 
      40 nm 
“Cape Ti an … is high, and may be seen in clear eather 40 miles 
off”. 
(Findlay 1878, 443) 
      
12-15 
leagues 
“The Kontum massif in this region forms a long screen, seen from 
about 12-15 leagues a ay”. 






62.6 nm 59 nm 58.4 nm   CMHP calculations 
Cape St- James 
[Mũi Vũng Tàu // 
Mũi Nghinh Phong] 
182-245 
m 
1-1.5 36.2 – 40.2 nm 32.6 – 36.7 nm 
31.9 – 35.9 
nm 
  CMHP calculations 
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 The mounts reaching 2000 m could be seen from the sea from about 80-100km or 44-55 nautical miles (depending on the height of the ship and the meteorological conditions (Davies 2015, pers. 
comm.). The visible distance for a mountain of about 2000 km is about 160-170 km. If the mountain is inland, such as the Lang Bian (2100 m), about 80 km from the coast, it would be visible from 90 km 
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    12 nm 
“In most parts the tops of the trees are only just visible at a 
distance of up to 12 miles... Mui Vung Tau is the S extremity of an 
island which has three steep hills on its W side. These hills are the 
first high land seen when approaching from SW and appear as 
islands at a distance. Nui Nho, 182m high, the S of the three hills, 
lies nearly 1 mile NNW of Mui Vung Tau. The highest hill, 245 m 
high, lies 1.5 miles farther NNW. Nui Dinh, 491 m high, the S peak 
of a group of mountains, lies 13.5 miles NNE of Mui Vung Tau”. 
(NGA 2014, 121, 138) 
      30 nm “When first seen at a distance of about 30 miles”. (Findlay 1878, 433) 
      30 nm 
“Première haute terre  u’on voit en venant de l’ouest 
La montagne est visible de 30 milles en mer”. 
(Bouinais and Paulus 1884, 
51) 
      12 lieues 
“Le cap St-Jacques est une terre haute qui peut aisément 
s’apercevoir en mer de 12 lieues”. 
(Dayot 1807b) 
      
10-11 
leagues 
“It is the first high land seen in coming from S. Westward, the 
whole of the coast from thence to the Gulf of Siam being very low 
drowned land: the mountain that forms the cape is intersected by 
low gaps, and appears like three islands when first seen at the 
distance of 10 or 11 leagues; but on a near approach, the low land 
that forms these divisions is perceived”. 
(Horsburgh 1843, 327) 
      
10-11 
lieues 
“C'est une haute terre entrecoupée, qui s'aperçoit de dix à onze 
lieues en mer”. 
(Après de Mannevillette 
1775, 433) 
Very low features 
(Ca Mau point / 
Camboge Point) 
10 m / 15.3 nm 11.7 nm 11 nm   CMHP calculations 
      11-12 nm 
“The coast of Vietnam, off the mouths of the Mekong River and 
then to Mui Bai Bung (8°37'N., 104°43'E.), is low, and at times 
inundated by the sea. In most parts the tops of the trees are only 
just visible at a distance of 11 or 12 miles”. 
(NGA 2014, 145) 
      9 nm 
“Cap Cambodge / Camau ne se voit pas a plus de 9 milles au 
large”. 
(Bouinais and Paulus 1884, 
53) 
 
      11-12 nm 
“The Coast of Cambodia, or Lo er Cochin China, from Cambodia, 
or Camao Point, its south-western extreme, to the Saigon river, is 
very low land, inundated by the sea at times; and in most parts 
the trees are just discerned nearly level with the water's edge, 
from the deck of a large ship, at the distance of 11 or 12 miles”. 
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2 leagues 
= 6 nm 
“This coast is very lo , and in many places cannot be seen more 
than t o leagues from the deck of a merchant vessel”. 
(White 1824, 30) 
Pulo Condor 
[Côn Sơn] 
549 m / 58.2 nm 54.6 nm 54 nm   CMHP calculations 
 549 m     / 
“The islands are of sufficient height as to be conspicuous in clear 
weather from a considerable distance”. 
(NGA 2014, 124) 
      50 nm “…has been seen 50 miles off in clear eather”. (Findlay 1878, 430) 
      16 lieues 
“Ainsi par un beau temps Poulo Condor se voit pour le moins de 16 
lieues”. 
(Souciet 1729, 113) 
      
14-15 
leguas 











































VIII. APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 6: TABLE OF SHIPWRECKS 
 Shipwreck data based on archaeology and textual references 









 n.a. Cochinchina:  
Quảng Ngãi 
(Thanh Nien News, 2014/10/28) [ARCHAEOLOGY] 













(N s          . 2015; Đỗ T ường 
Giang 2016) 
[ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Found in: 2009 
L: c. 25 m (22m keel) 
Technology: lashed-lugs and stitching 
Cargo: mainly composed of glazed ceramics and porcelains from 
Changsha, Yue and Ding kilns, from the Tang Dynasty. Some inscriptions 
(incised and inked) in Chinese, Arabic and Indic script (in majority) are 
particularly noticeable on the wares 
3.  c. 1370 "Turiang wreck" Chinese between Peninsular 
Malaysia and 
Borneo 
http://www.maritimeasia.ws/ [ARCHAEOLOGY with Vietnamese Cargo] 
Technology: Chinese ship 





 CE "Quang Ngai # 
1" 
n.a. Cochinchina:  
Quảng Ngãi 
(VietnamNet Breaking News, 
2012/09/17) 
(Thanh Nien News, 2013/07/07) 
 
[ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Found in: September 2012 
Salvaged in June 2013 
L: 24 m 
13 cargo holds 
Technology: n.a. 
Cargo: < 5000 artefacts (Yuan ceramics, bronze mirrors, jade, coins, blue 
and white porcelain 
Based on the ceramics the ships transported (Chinese, Vietnamese, Thai) 





 CE n.a. n.a. Binh Thuan  (Thanh Nien News, 2012/10/05) 
 
[ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Found in: September 2012 





 CE n.a. n.a. Cochinchina: Pulo 
       ( ý Sơ  ) 
(Van Phu, VietNamNet Bridge, 
2014/10/03) 
[ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Cargo: fragments of ceramic ware and stone pieces 
7.  Late 14
th
- "Phu Quoc I" SCS Off Phú Quốc (Flecker 1994) [ARCHAEOLOGY] 
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 centuries have been spotted in Quang Ngai alone since 1999" (Thanh Nien News, 2014/10/28). "Seabed Exploration, a company that specializes in salvaging 






















 YEAR NAME NATIONALITY LOCATION SOURCE SUMMARY / COMMENT 
early 15
th
 CE (9°56'N; 104°02'E) Surveyed in 1991 
L: c. 25 m 
Technology: Hybrid South China Sea tradition 
Cargo: With Thai ceramics 
8.  1403 "Bakau wreck" Chinese wrecked between 
Sumatra and Borneo 
http://www.maritimeasia.ws/ 
(Flecker 2001) 
[ARCHAEOLOGY with Vietnamese Cargo] 
Technology: a flat-bottomed Chinese ship 
Cargo: Thai, Vietnamese and Chinese ceramics 
+ Coins of the Yongle reign (1403-1424) 
+ bronze guns and mirrors, copper-alloy tweezers  
9.  1425-1450 "Phu Quoc II" SCS Off Phú Quốc (30 
nm SW) 
(Flecker 2007, 77)  [ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Visited in 2004 
Technology: Hybrid South China Sea tradition 
Cargo: with Sawankhalok celadon & Sukothai fishplates 
10.  1425-1475 "Pandanan" ? Philippines, 
Pandanan Island 
(Diem 2002) [ARCHAEOLOGY with Vietnamese Cargo] 
Technology: double layers of hull planking edge joined with dowels 
Cargo: c     d b    f      d u           c   m cs f  m      , Đại Việt and 
   mp  (Bì   Định Province), and Thailand,  
+ glass beads and bronze gongs, a crocodile-tooth pendant, two unusual 
small cannons + a copper coin from the reign of Emperor Yongle (1403-
24) 
11.  1435-1470: Hoi An Hoard 




Cù Lao Chàm (Guy 2000) [ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Found in 1997 
Technology: a South East Asian teak ship (Thai?) 
Cargo: over 240,000 ceramics from northern Vietnam (the Chu Dao kilns 
of Hai Duong province), China, Champa and Thailand. 
12.  <1477 / n.a. Paracels (Dumoutier 1896, 9) [TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
"This bank is sterile, and all the vessels, which in ill weather run aground 
are lost. As such, every year, around the 12
th
 month, pirates come there 
to pillage the recks”  
13.  1480-1500 "Lena wreck"  Palawan http://www.maritimeasia.ws/ [ARCHAEOLOGY with Vietnamese Cargo] 
L: 22 metres long  
Cargo: Chinese, Vietnamese and Thai ceramics, + bronze gongs, bracelets 





 CE "Quang Ngai # 
4" [?] 
n.a. Cochinchina: Quảng 
Ngãi 
 




Found in: September 2012 
Cargo: Ming Dynasty ceramics [?] 




















 YEAR NAME NATIONALITY LOCATION SOURCE SUMMARY / COMMENT 
Cargo: Thai, Vietnamese and Chinese ceramics and small Chinese hand 
guns. 
16.  1500-1520 "Brunei wreck"  Brunei http://www.maritimeasia.ws/ [ARCHAEOLOGY with Vietnamese Cargo] 
Cargo: Thai Chinese and Vietnamese ceramics 
bronze gongs, glass paste bracelets 
17.  c. 1583 n.a. Portuguese Near Champa (Veloso 1593, fl. 1v) [TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
Portuguese vessel going from Cambodia to Malacca wrecked along the 
shore of Champa: “a vessel coming from Canboja to Malaca, laden with 
munitions and supplies for the fortress at Malaca, went ashore near 
Chanpan”. 
18.  c. 1584 n.a. Portuguese La Barela, an island 
near Champa 
(Carnero 1593, fl. 2r; Veloso 
1593, fl. 1v) 
[TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
Johan de Gama lost his junk on La Barela, an island near Champa: “ten 
years ago that a junk belonging to Don Jhoan de la Gama was lost on La 
Barela, which is an island lying near Chanpan, where there were many 
Portuguese Christians and those of other nations, and a cleric who was 
going in the said junk from Macau to Malaca”.  
19.  1573-1620 'Binh Thuan 
Wreck" 
Chinese Champa: Bình 
Thuận (c. Holland 
Bank) 
(Nguyên Dinh Chien and Flecker 
2003; Flecker 2004) 
[ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Found in 2001-2002 
L: 23 metres 
Technology: Chinese ship, with 24 transverse bulkheads, surviving mast 
structures and rudder 
Cargo: carried Zhangzhou ceramics and cast iron pans. 





 CE "Quang Ngai # 
2" 
n.a. Cochinchina: Quảng 
Ngãi 
(Viet Nam News, 2013/8/17). 
(Than Nien News, 2013/08/18) 
 
[ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Found in: June 2013 
Salvaged in August 2013 
L: n.a. 
Technology: n.a. 











"Bangkachai II" Siamese ? Thailand, 
Bangakachai Bay, 
Chantaburi 
http://www.maritimeasia.ws/ [ARCHAEOLOGY with Vietnamese Cargo] 
Salvaged in: 1992-2002 
Cargo: wood, spices, ingots, Thai ceramics, and north Vietnamese 
ceramics (Hả  Dươ g) 
22.  1621 n.a. Portuguese Cochinchina (ARSI JAP/SIN 71, Annua 1621, fl. 
34) 
[TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
  “g   s  ” f  m   c   w  ck d, 18 p  p   d  d,         ugu s  
survivors arrived in Faifo and the Jesuits gave them shelter and charity. 






















 YEAR NAME NATIONALITY LOCATION SOURCE SUMMARY / COMMENT 
In April 1633, a Japanese ship hit the coast, 140-150 people died, the 
King of Cochinchina confiscated the rest. 
24.  1633/09/23 Kemphaan 
(jacht) 
Dutch   c   c     “near 
Annam” 




From Formosa to Batavia. 
King salvaged cargo and 18 canons: Reason for a lot of tension between 
Batavia and the Nguyễn Court. The crew was saved. 
25.  1633/11/16-
29 
Quinam Dutch Cochinchina: 
Tourane 
(Buch 1936, 131, 133) 
 
[TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
From Formosa to Quinam. 
A storm separated the Quinam from the Zeebrug. The Zeebrug arrived 
safely, but Quinam wrecked south of the bay of Tourane 
Crew and cargo were saved, but the Nguyễn kept the cargo, and was also 
the reason for a lot of tension between Batavia and the Nguyễn Court 
26.  1633/1634 n.a. Dutch Cochinchina (ARSI JAP/SIN 71, Annua 1634, fl. 
104v) 
[TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
According to the Jesuit priest who wrote his report of 1633/1634, a 
storm took a fleet of 5 Dutch vessels by surprise. Two vessels were 
wrecked, and three were heavily damaged. 
27.  1634/07-08 Grootenbroek 
Grotebroek 
(jacht) 




From Batavia to Formosa 
Three vessels left Batavia in July, but were caught by a storm. The 
Grootebroek wrecked in the Paracels. 
Most of crew was saved, Huijch Jansen and 12 sailors managed to reach 
the shore. They were badly treated but then, went back to the Paracel 
Islands to pick up the rest of crew on board a Japanese junk. 23 580 
silver pieces were kept by the court and contributed to increase the 
tension between Batavia and the Nguyễn. 
28.  1637/10/29 Keizerin 
Keizering 
(fluitschip) 
Dutch Champa: Bay of 
Padaran 
(baeye Pandoran) 





From Formosa to Batavia. 
The ship, cargo and one crew member were lost. The survivors returned 
to Batavia on a Chinese junk 
29.  1641/11/26 Gulden Buijs 
Gouden Buijs 
(fluitschip) 
Dutch Cochinchina: near 
Cù Lao Chàm 






FROM China to Batavia 
Gulden Buijs and the Maria de Medicis wrecked together on the coast 
near Cù Lao Chàm. 
Both surviving crew members (52 of the Maria de Medicis, and 30 of the 
Gulden Buijs) were imprisoned in Faifo (the rest died) and both cargoes 
confiscated, including 18 canons. 




















 YEAR NAME NATIONALITY LOCATION SOURCE SUMMARY / COMMENT 
but were attacked by pirates. The disarmed and damaged vessel wrecked 
off the coast of Champa. The survivors were enslaved until 1644. 
30.  1641/11/26 Maria de 
Medicis 
(n.a.) 
Dutch Cochinchina: near 
Cù Lao Chàm 









Dutch Cochinchina: off 
Pulo Canton 




From Formosa to Batavia, a storm caught the Dolphijn and Der Goes. 
Cargo and 62 canons were confiscated, the ship was dismantled to its 
water line. 
32.  <1688-1691 n.a. British Cochinchina (Dampier 1699a, 7) [TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
Dampier met Captain Tiller, who had shipwrecked off the coast of 
  c   c    .      s    s s  p   d w s   s  v d,   d “was thus served and 
despaired of ever getting his freedom” 




Off Pulo Condor 
(8°38'N; 106°48'E) 
(Flecker 1992) [ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Found in 1990-1991 
Salvaged / Surveyed in 1992 
L: 25 m (keel), midships 5.5 m 
Technology: lorcha (Chinese-built ship with Portuguese-style hull, 
compartments, and Chinese rigging) + chu-nam putty 
Cargo: heavily laden with trade goods, possibly bound to Batavia. 
Includes c. 48 000 ceramic items for European market (Jingdezhen blue-
and-white and other regional cargo, apparently bound from China to 
Batavia and ultimately destined for the Dutch market. 
The vessel sunk because of fire (lightning or accident) 
34.  1691 n.a. Portuguese Paracel (Hamilton 1727, 221) [TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
A Portuguese vessel wrecked on one of the northern islands of the 
Paracels in 1690. All was lost but three or four persons. In three years, all 
died but one, who survived on the island until 1701. A ship bound to 
Macao coming near the island against its will saved him. Hamilton met 
the survivor in 1703 in Macau. 
35.  1693 n.a. British / 
Tonkinese 
Cochinchina (Hoàng Anh Tuấn 2006, 214) [TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
From Tonkin to Malacca 
Some English factors bought a junk and signed some Tonkinese crew to 
sail it to Malacca. The junk wrecked of the coast of Cochinchina, and the 
Tonkinese were captured. 






















 YEAR NAME NATIONALITY LOCATION SOURCE SUMMARY / COMMENT 
(fluitschip) 2000b, 553-556) 
http://www.vocsite.nl/ 
 
From Japan to Batavia 
The Arion endured a storm that lasted four days and wrecked on the 
Paracel. Some 87 crew members survived on an island for one month 
until they managed to build a makeshift vessel and sailed to Nha Trang 
(Binh Cong bay). French MEP missionary Pierre Heutte helped them. 
They were sent back to Batavia in March 1716. 
37.  1723-1735 “Ca Mau 
ship reck” 
Chinese (?) Cà Mau province (Nguyên Dinh Chien 2002; 
Flecker 2007, 80) 
[ARCHAEOLOGY] 
Found in 1998-99 
Salvaged in 1998-1999 
Technology: Chinese or SCS ship (?) 
Cargo: over 130 000 artefacts ( 34 000 dated to the Yonghzeng reign, 
Qing dynasty), 2.4 tonnes of metal objects 
38.  1740 n.a. European Paracel (Dayot 1807b, fl. 62r) [TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
Dayot, discussing with Nguyễn Anh, gathered that chests of piasters and 
cannons were often recuperated from wrecked ships on the Paracel. 
According to Nguyễn Anh, one ship had wrecked there 60 years earlier. 
39.  1763/06 Earl Temple English Spratly (Pelling et al. 1766) 
 
[TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
From Batavia to China 
The Earl Temple wrecked in June 1763. The survivors stayed almost a 
year on the Spratly island, along with some Cochinchinese fishers who 
had wrecked there too. They made a raft and finally reached Nha Trang. 
The three British survivors were ill-treated and imprisoned, until they 
were finally released and reached Canton three years later, in August 
1766. 
40.  1789 n.a. Portuguese Cochinchina (Bizalion 1996, 149) [TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
According to Mullet des Essards, a Portuguese merchant lost his ship on 
the coast of Cochinchina. Thanks to the help of Frenchman Mr. Olivier, 
he was set free. 
41.  1794 n.a. Japanese Cochinchina: a small 
island 
(Shikoken Seishi and 
Muiumatsu-Gaspardone 1933) 
[TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
From Mutsu Province to Edo 
A Japanese vessel wrecked in October 1794 and drifted for two months 
until reaching a Cochinchinese island. One month later, the survivors 
were salvaged by a fishing boat and brought to Cochinchina. They were 
well treated and eventually sent back to Japan in January 1796. 
42.  1822/12/11 Neptune French Cochinchina: 
Tourane 
(Joinville 1914b, 299, 400) 
 
[TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
From France to China 




















 YEAR NAME NATIONALITY LOCATION SOURCE SUMMARY / COMMENT 
wrecked in the bay of Tourane 
Minh Mang bought the broken hull in order to use it as a model. 
43.  1827 Navigateur French Palawan and 
Cochinchina 
(Cadière 1924) [TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
From France to China 
The Navigateur damaged its hull in the coast of Palawan, and then 
drifted across the South China Sea until wrecking on the coast of 
Cochinchina. From there, the passengers, priests, reached Manila in 
safety, but the crew were all massacred on their way to Canon by 
Chinese pirates. 
44.  1830/08/09 St-Michel French Paracel (Laplace 1833, 334-336, 382; 
Joinville 1914b, 414) 
 
[TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
From France to China 
French ship also belonging to the company Balguerie Suttenberg, as the 
Neptune. She wrecked in the Paracels in August 1830. The variable 
currents along the coast had pushed her astray and she got lost in the 
night. The Nguyễn Emperor treated the crew relatively well, and sent 
them back to Singapore on board of his own corvette. 
45.  1835 n.a. English Paracel (Chen Ching-Ho 1994, 111) 
 
[TEXTUAL INFORMATION] 
A British merchant vessel that shipwrecked near the Paracels in 1836 
was provided shelter, money, and food by Vietnamese officials from Bình 
Định Province before the crew was repatriated 
46.  1888 SS Kildare English Off the Cochinchina 
coast 
http://www.wrecksite.eu [SHIPWRECK DATA] 
 After 1942    http://www.wrecksite.eu [SHIPWRECK DATA] 
Between 15°20'N ( ũ  Năm T âm)   d 09°35'N ( ũ  Kê Gà), 229 
“w  cks”       g s    d. 
B  w    18°25'N ( u  N u  g)   d 15°00'N ( ũ  B     g   ), 106 
“w  cks”       g s    d. 
T  s    c ud  “ bs  uc    s”,   d c    mp    y w  cks (J p   s  c  g  
ships, British and American), most of them dated to after 1942.  
 undated n.a. n.a. Pulo Condor area (British Admiralty 2004a, 156) 
 
W of  ô  Sơ , 40 miles away, a dangerous wreck likes 13 miles NW of 
Hòn Bà 
 undated n.a. n.a. Pulo Condor area (British Admiralty 2004a, 157; 
NGA 2014, 121) 
 
T     w  cks NE  f  ô  Sơ ,        s   c u s          k  g. 
Vessels navigating within 25 miles of the coastline should exercise 
 x   m  c u     w    N  f      ô  Sơ  Is   ds,  s  um   us d  g   us 
wrecks and obstructions lie in these waters. 






















 YEAR NAME NATIONALITY LOCATION SOURCE SUMMARY / COMMENT 
NGA 2014, 138) 
 
 f     m    c       W  f  ũ  Vũ g T u,   d        access to the E 
branch of the river. 
 undated n.a. n.a.  ũ     G        (NGA 2014, 136) 
 
 
There are also numerous wrecks in the area. Vessels should give Pointe 
Lagan a berth of about 15 miles. 
 undated n.a. n.a. Phuoc Hai Bay (British Admiralty 2004a, 171) 
 
Dangerous wrecks lying up to 25 miles off the NE entrance point of the 
Bay of Phuoc Hai 
 undated n.a. n.a. Britto Bank area (British Admiralty 2004a, 175; 
NGA 2014, 138) 
 
 
E side of Britto Bank.  
Dangerous wreck likes 4 mile NE of the bank 
Another dangerous wreck lies 10 miles of the bank 
 ũ  Kê Gà: dangerous wreck 2 miles SW of the lighthouse 
15SW of Phan Thiết, a dangerous wreck with mast visible lies 2 miles W 
of the bank  
 undated n.a. n.a. Cam Ranh Bay (British Admiralty 2004a, 176) Cam Ranh: dangerous wreck 2 ½ miles NE from Hon Chut light) 
 undated n.a. n.a. Đ  Nẵng Bay (British Admiralty 2004a, 189; 
NGA 2014, 126-127) 
V    Đ  Nẵng: two dangerous wrecks in the bay 
 undated n.a. n.a. Cửa Thuận An (British Admiralty 2004a, 197) Cửa Thuận An: stranded wreck on the coast NE, 16 ½ miles NW of Cửa 
Thuận An 
 undated "Quang Ngai 
#3" 












IX. APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 6: NAVIGATION SONGS 
 
Song A, by Mr. Nguyễn Bộ  L ê , f     uế to Sài Gòn (   f. T ầ  V   A  
2011).  
Transcription Translation Location 
Ng i bu n nói chuyệ  đ  buô  N w      w    v    b    f   m      u     ds, w ’      k 
about trade and business 
 
Nói cho giải bu n là sự ngâm nga Singing a song will help relieve our boredom  
Bắt từ G   Định kể ra W ’   s  g     s u  -  -        v g      s  g, s      g 
w    G   Đị    
 
Cho chí Thuận Hóa r i kể vô W ’   g         s f    s T uậ    á,   d      g  b ck 
south again 
 
Trên thời khôi phục       đô On land are found newly revived towns and cities  
Dưới sông buôn bán ra vô dập dìu Along the river teeming traders ply their wares  
Trên thời vua Thuấ , đế Nghiêu In the capital a wise king rules  
Dười sông lập trị, lập đ ều sửa sang On the rivers law and order has been restored  
Trên thời ngói lợp tòa vàng On land golden palaces shine  
Dưới sông th y các nghinh ngang 
chật bờ 
The rivers bursting at the seams with pavilions  
N y đ ạn các lái trở vô We are sailing to the south from the capital THỪA THIÊN-HUẾ 
Huế 
Thuận An là chốn thuyề  đô    v   T uậ      s w     b   s c m    d g  T uậ      
Vát ra mộ  đổ  k ơ  c   Sailing against the wind for some time  
Ta sẽ lần vào thì tới cửa Ông W  w     pp   c  s  w y u     w     c   ử  Ô g  ử  Ô g 
N y đ  g áp p   Thuận Phong Now we      pp   c   g T uậ      g d s   c  T uậ      g 
Hòn Am, cửa Kiển nằm trong thay 
là 
W     w  w    f  d  ò   m   d  ử  K ế   [Near Cử  Tư   ền] 
Nới lèo rang bánh trở ra And away we sail again  
Khỏ  ũ    âu ới thì ta lần vào   s        âu ớ  p   t, we keep heading south  
Ngó lên núi Ải rất cao    k up          g  p  ks  f Á  m u       
Ta sẽ lần vào Bãi Chuố ,    g Dơ  W  w    s  w y m k   u  w y    B     uố ,    g Dơ  B     uố  
   g Dơ  
[near Hải Vân Pass] 
     m  ước c i thả     ơ  We will leisurely replenish our supplies  
Hòn Hành nằm đ      ơ  cửa Hàn  ò        s   c   d     ử      QU NG NAM  
Cửa Hàn còn ở trong xa  ử       s s     fu          [Cử  Đ  Nẵng] 
T ước mũ  Sơ      s u c  c   
Nghê 
T   sp   w     Sơ      m u      meets the sea has 
the shape of con nghê [mystical animal that is half-
lion, half-dog] 
Sơ      m u      
Vũ  N m, bãi Bấc dựa kề Vũ g N m   d Bấc b  c        c   d     by  
Mỹ Khê, làng Mới làm nghề  ưới 
đă g 
 ỹ K ê   d ớ  v    g      k  w  f   s    et fishing  
Ngó về N   Nước thẳ g bă g F  m         N   Nước m u         w y  s c     [Ngũ      Sơ ] 
Có chùa thờ Phật, Phật hằng linh 
thiêng 
In the mountain there is a Buddhist temple famous for 
g      g p  p  ’s p  y  s 
 
    X      y đ  gần miền Lao Xanh is not too far away [Cù Lao Chàm] 
Hòn Lá, hòn Lụi, nằm liền hòn Tai  ò   á,  ò   ụ        x      ò  T    
Năm  ò   ằm đ  k ô g s   That is where the five small islands are located. No 
mistake about it. 
[five small islands 
near Cù Lao Chàm] 
Hòn Khô, hòn Dài láo nháo nên vai  ò  K ô   d  ò  D   pus   g  g   s    c          k  
unruly children 
 
Ngó về Cử  Đại than ôi    s, w    w     k   w  d  ử  Đạ   
Hòn N m nằm đ  m  côi một mình  ò  N m  s     by   s  f   k       p    [Hon Nờm is Hòn 
Ông] 
Tam Âp Hà Bứa có rạng trời sinh T m  p   d    Bứ      b  ss d w    b  u  fu  su   s  [huyện Tam Kỳ] 
Bàn Than, Cửa Lở luôn kinh An Hòa B   T   ,  ử   ở  s w     s        c    ? QU NG NGÃI  
 ử   ở c       
Sa Cần, Châu Ô bao xa S   ầ    d   âu Ô are not very far now S   ầ  
T ước mũ  cây Qu      ệt là Tổng 
Binh 
B f     ây Quý  p     w  w    su   y f  d Tổ g B     
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Transcription Translation Location 
Láng Gành, Mỹ Giả g ă  qu    
Vũ g T u 
 á g G      d  ỹ G ả g f s   g v    g s            
 dg   f Vũ g T u   g    
 
Nơ   è   á g lái mau mau We must try to sail as quick as we can   
  âu   ,  ò Rượu song xao hòn 
Nhàn 
  âu   v    g    d  ò Rượu  s   d …  ò  N     
Vác mặt xem thấy Bàn Than Look hard   d y u w    s   B   T     
Ng    k ơ      Ré  ằm ngang Sa 
Kỳ 
Ou          p   s       Ré    s  c  ss S  Kỳ Cù Lao Ré and S  
Kỳ 
Quảng Ngãi Trà Khúc núi chi W     s      m u         Qu  g Ng   T   K úc? T   K úc   v   
Có hòn Thiên  n dấu g   để đời T        s T  ê      s    f   v  m     
Hòn Dụp ta sẽ buô g k ơ      ò  Dụp w  w       d  u         s    
Trong vịnh ngoài vờ   ú  đất mênh 
mông 
In the bay and out there, the land and mountains 
stretch as far as the eye can see 
 
Bu m g ươ g b  cạnh sẵn sang  The sails have been unfurled and ready  
Anh em chúng bạn nhiều đ  g  ư 
 ươ g 
We all help to replenish our food and water supplies  
Mỹ Á, Cửa Cạ ,    g   ươ g T  d    d c mm  c     ỹ Á   d  ử   ạ  p   s   ỹ Á v    g  
Dinh Hiếu, bãi T ườ g x c    ố 
bang bang 
W ’   f s   pp   c   g D      ếu   d T ườ g b  c , 
at the speed of the famous   ch th  [a very fast horse 
in Romance of the Three Kingdoms] 
 
Vát ra thấy mũ  S      g T    w  sp   S      g p     [Sa Huỳnh] 
Kì  kì  đ    ấy Tam Quan nhiều 
dừa 
There, there we can see Tam Quan with its numerous 
coconut trees 
BÌ H ĐỊNH  
Tam Quan 
Hèn chi lời thốt thuở xư  No wonder they have an old saying  
Nam thanh, nữ  ú đ  vừa con 
 gươ  
That young men and women from this place  
Gặp nhau c ư      đ  cười Once they are attracted to each other, they will smile 
at one another even before saying a word 
 
Kì  mũ  T     ú     ơ     ều ghè     d  s T     ú p     w     m  y b   s c m       s   T     ú / R v   
Tyfon 
N   x     ước biếc chỉnh ghê The land is truly beautiful  
B    ường, Giành Trọc, dư  kề làng 
Giao 
B    ườ g, G     T ọc       x     G    v    g   
Vát ra thấy lố Khô cao    k                d y u’   s   K ố      
Vác mặt xem vào thấy bãi Hà Ra    k        s u     d y u’   s      R  b  c   
Nhắm chừng gành Mắc buông qua W  w    m k      ug  gu ss   d p ss by ắc   p ds  
Vì R  g,   ường Mớ  x    đ   ê  
xinh 
Vì R  g   d   ườ g ớ      b  u  fu   s   w ys  
Vũ g Bầu, Nước Ngọt, Lố Kinh Vũ g Bầu, Nước Ngọ ,  ố K    Đầm Nước Ngot 
Vũ g Tò,  ú  Bú g    ệt tình nên 
vui 
W    k      p  p      Vũ g Tò   d Bú g m u      
because they are open and sincere 
 
T ươ g c  ,   ớ mẹ ngùi ngùi Hearts are heavy because we all miss our fathers and 
mothers 
 




Lời thề dướ   ước trên non The vow that was made to the ocean and the 
mountains 
 
 ì   k ô   ư đá sơ  s   để đời She turned into stone to keep her vow  
Vũ g N m, Bãi Bấc x m c ơ     ’s v s   Vũ g N m   d B   Bấc  
Trong kinh hòn Thẹo ngoài thời Cỏ 
câu 
T   c         ò  T ẹ    d     sm     s   ds  f  ỏ  âu   
N m  ò,    Vượt rần rần T   p  m       s  f N m  ò   d Vượ    
Ră g  ô, mũ  Yế  đ  gần làng Mai We pass Ră g  ô  s      d Yế     d   d  s w  
approach Mai village 
 
Cửa Giả có hòn Án ngoài    k  g  u  f  m  ử  G ả w  s   Á   s    Cử  Quy N ơ  
Các lái chạy ngoài kêu hòn Lao 
Xanh 
The sailors and fishermen call it Lao Xanh islet  
Vũ g ú     g vịnh ngoài Gành  ú   g     s   c   d        X    Cù Lao Xanh 
 ù  ô g vũ g T  c  ă  qu  g b   
liền 
T  c    g     s   c   d     ù ô g    d   d  Vũ g T  c    d 
 ù ô g    d   d 
G    B     k é  đặt tên W   c m  up w        c  v     m   f G    B ?       G    B  // 
 ũ  Ô g D ê  





Transcription Translation Location 
Vũ g    
Nhắm chừng Vụng Lấm buông qua W  w    m k      ug  gu ss   d p ss by Vụ g  ấm Vụ g  ấm B y 
Xuâ  Đ  ,  ũ  Yến chạy qua Sông 
Cầu 
Xuâ  Đ     d  ũ  Yế  p  m       s  u   c  ss  ầu 
river 
Vị   Xuâ  Đ   / 
Sông Cầu 
Mái Nhà, gác xối liền nhau  á  N   (   f)  s c    c  d        gu    ? Is   d á  N   
Sơ     y rất màu tợ gấm kim quy The mountains and rivers are as beautiful and 
colourful as rich brocade 
 
 ò    ù  g   đậu một khi B   s c m       s         f     f  ò    ù  w         
mountain meets the sea 
 
Chín từ g mây đứng vậy thì Ba 
Liên 
The Ba Liên peak is hidden among the clouds  
Ngó lên thấy mã Cao Biền    k up   d y u’   s     s  d du    s b g  s     B ề ’s 
grave 
 
Kìa kìa lại thấy Ba Liên, Chóp Chài T    ,       c   y u s       p  ks  f B    ê    d 
   p     ? 
PHÚ YÊN  
Mount Epervier 
(   p     ) 
Dinh Bà có tháp xây ngoài  D    B  (    c   f     G dd ss)   s     g    w   
called Sw    w B  d T w  /T áp N ạ  
Cham tower: T áp 
N ạ  
Chạy hết bãi Dài thấy cửa Trà Nông W    y u c m           d  f D   b  c , y u’   s       
T   Nô g p    
 
Ngoài thời Khô chất chập ch ng Out there you see the small island of Khô   
Ở trong có bãi, giữa trời có kinh In here there is a beach and a canal in the middle of 
nowhere 
 
 ũ  Nậy c  đá b   x    T      s   g       s        ũ  Nậy  
Tạc để  ưu   uyền nối nghiệp Hùng 
Vươ g  
O  w  c   s c  v d       s   y   d   g  ds  f      ù g 
kings 
KHÁNH HÒA  
Cape Varella 
Ô Rô núi tấ  4 p ươ g The bay of Ô Rô is surrounded on four sides by 
mountains 
Vũ g Rô 
Mị  mù sơ     y   ư gươ g  ựa 
đ  
The landscape, hidden by thick fog, is as beautiful as a 
painting 
 
Bịt Bùn chằ 1 đường vô This place is completely inaccessible  
Dù n m, dù bấc không xô phía nào It remains unchanged no matter which way the wind 
blows 
 
Hòn Nứa không thấp không cao,  ò  Nứ   s           w       g   
Vác mặt trông vào Bãi Võ song 
ngang. 
   k   w  d    d   d y u’   s   B   Võ  u    g parallel 
to it 
 
Hòn Gầm song bổ chuyển vang  ò  Gầm  s   m d  f        g d  f   u d    
Chạy hết cát thắm lạ  s  g Đ i M i          d  f  á  T ắm w          c  Đ      c      
Anh em lời thốt than ôi We all cry out in dismay  
Chạy khỏ  Đ i M i tớ  đ m B  G   W  p ss Đ      c       d    c  B  G   sw mp  
Trong thờ  b   cá  T ường Sa  I         s T ườ g S  b  c   
   đ    ưới b a có nhà thôn dân W     w  f  d f s   g    s   d p  p  ’s   m s  
Xa cừ   y đ   ầu gần W       pp   c   g X   ừ ?  
Ai vào Cửa Bé lánh thân Trâu Nằm If y u        ử  Bé, y u’   s   f v  sm     s   ds 
resembling buffaloes bathing in the water 
Lạch Cửa Bé 
Bế  đò  ò  K     ăm   m T   p        ò  K     s   dd   by f g   d sm k   
Chạy khỏi Trâu Nằm đến cửa Cây 
Sung 
S     g p s  T âu Nằm w      v      ây Su g  
      ,  ò  Đụn, Chóp Vung       , Đụ   s      d    p Vu g Island Đụ , island 
       
Ngó xuố g Đá Tạc, luôn kinh Bình 
Hòa 
   k  g d w  w  s   Đá Tạc  s w     s Bì    ò  c      
Nha Trang xuống Chụt bao xa I ’s    y   s     d s   c  f  m N   T   g           d  f 
  ụ  
Vịnh Nha Trang 
K  vô mu  đệm, k  ra mua chẳng Where people come to buy rattan and material to 
make sails  
 
Anh em mừng rỡ  ă g xă g We are all overcome with joy  
Ngườ hỏ    ăm v   k  hỏ    ăm    W   sk  f      c       ’s f m    s  
     m c è  ượu hỉ ha We drink and make merry  
Xùng xình bãi Miễu   ì    bước vào W  c m        ễu b  c       ụ   
Ngó ra nội ngoại xôn xao We all have a look around  
Vác mặt xem vào bãi Dài, Con 
Nghê 
  d       w  s   B   D     d     Ng ê jus   ff     
coast of Cam Ranh 
[Fisher Islands ?] 
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Chụ  đè   g  xuống chỉnh ghê T      s     g    us       ụ   
Ngó về hòn Tí dựa kề Cam Linh F  m       g    us  w  c   s    ò  Tý   x       m 
Linh 
 
Mò O gió tỏ rất xinh  ò O c      s v  y p    y  
Lạ    êm Đá Vác  dựa kề Vũ g 
Gă g 
  d        s   s  Đá Vác  m u              dg   f 
Vũ g Gă g   g    
  p  Đá Vác   
(False Varella) 
Vũ g Gă g đá vác    ư       Vũ g Gă g   g     s su  u d d by mountain cliffs as 
high as the walls of a fortress 
 
Hai bên núi tấ  xu g qu      ư 
bu ng 
On both sides the mountain closing in like high walls  
Mặc dầu thuyề  đậu bán buôn Eventhough ships often come here for trade  
N      đì     ú ở luôn mặc lòng And some people have even settled permanently  
Tú    ơ c è  ượu x m c ơ  We are here only for fun  
Bu m g ươ g b  cạnh nhắm vời 
chạy ra 
Soon we will sail away without looking back  
Nam mù mù hòn Chông, bãi Lửa W  c   v gu  y m k   u      s  p s  f  ò    ô g 
  d B    ử         s u   
NINH THUẬN 
Khỏ     Đằng mới tới Phan Rang Y u   v     g  p s      Đằ g b f       c   g      
Rang 
 
Vũ g T ò       á g  g      g  g T   Vũ g T ò    g     s d  p   d w d   
T ô g x    ăm   ẳm là ngàn núi 
Dinh 
In the distance are the peaks of Dinh mountain Cape Padaran / 
 ũ  D    
Qu  ũ  D    qu    ền chín vại   s  ũ  D    w  c m         N m Đò p  m     y  
Tắt mặt trờ  xác  á  đ     We leave this place at sunset  
Nhắm chừ g b    ướ  đ  qu  We reckon we have gone past B    ướ   
Tây   ươ g c ỉ mũ ,  á  đ  gác 
đô g 
We then head toward the west  
Lạch kia Phan Rí ghe nghề xôn xao T    ’s          R  c     w     m  y b   s c m     
trade 
BÌNH THUẬN  
Phan R  
Nhắm chừ g mũ  N ỏ buông qua W          d   w  d N ỏ       Mui N ỏ 
Vũ g  ô , đá Dự g đ  x   ò  
 ường 
W  g  p s  Vũ g  ô , Đá Dự g   d  ò   ườ g  ff 
    c  s   f      R  
 
Hòn Nghê, quán Thí dự   ươ g  ò  Ng ê   d Quá  T         g      c         
Ở     g c  vũ g   ư      ă g 
bằng 
I s d       ’s     g       p  v d  b    c    
Bãi Rạng, gành Trọc trong xa Fu         y u’   f  d B   Rạ g   d g    T ọc   
 ò  Rơm, mũ  Né vô       đường  ò  Rơm   d ũ  Né              ug f     ò  Rơm / ũ  Né 
Trông xa mua dặm bán chừng The journey is long and perilous  
Phú Hài, Phan Thiết ấy là trạm 
Trung 
  ú       d      T  ế               m d     s  ps      T  ế  /   ú 
    
   m  đốn c i Gành Thông W   v   cu s d w      s    G    T ô g  
Sơ   âm một gánh chấ  đầy hai vai Will come home with two heavy loads of firewood on 
their shoulders 
 
K   G    y đ  đế   ơ  N w w    v      v d    K   G   ũ  Kê Gà  
Anh em là lễ một hổi ta qua I ’s   v  y d  g   us p  c  s  w    v     m k  
offerings to the gods to pray for a safe passage 
 
Nối lèo xây lái trở ra And then we head out again  
Hòn Lang, Cửa Cạn ấy là Tam Tân  ò     g   d  ử   ạ        c   d    T m Tâ   
Sóng áo ào bu m g ươ g 3 cạnh The waves are choppy and we go under full sail  
Chạy một h i tỏ rạng La Gi Thus we sail for a while until we reach La Gi reef La Gi 
Hòn Bà, Rạng Gõ một khi   d       ò  B    d Rạ g Gõ    f  ò  B  
Ng    k ơ   ạ g Đạp trong ni rạng 
h  
Ou     s   Rạ g Đạp,         Rạ g      
Bu m g ường 3 cạnh chạy vô Under full sail we enter the place  
 ũ  B ,   c K ển quanh co h  
Chàm 
   u g ũ  B ,   c K ể  w  c m           m  
Kim ngân lễ vậ  cú g dường We come with money and offerings  
Lâm râm khấn nguyệ   ò g   ườ g 
c ớ quê  
We pray and pay our respects  
Bãi Gióng chạy thẳng Xích Ram From B   G   g w  s    s    g      X c  R m  
 ưới Rê qua khỏi, rạng Cam nằm 
ngoài 
  s   ướ  Rê     ạm    f   





Transcription Translation Location 
 f     w v s     ử   ạ  
Vát một h i tỏ rạng Túy Vân (Kỳ 
Vân)  
 f    s     g f   s m    m  w  c m     Túy Vâ  [ ũ  Kỳ Vân] 
Ngoài Kỳ Vân trong liền giếng Bộng Ou       w    v  Kỳ Vâ ,              w     f Bộ g   
Vát một h i l ng lộ g c   k ơ  Out in the open sea we sail for a while  
Ba non chót vót cao ngời The three mountains soar skyward  
Muốn cho khỏi rạng khải lô ra 
ngoài 
If you want to avoid the rocks, you must sail further 
away from the coast 
 
Sang lèo trờ lái qua Tai We make a turn at Tai point   
Vũ g T u đ    ống lạ   ò  Vũ g ây W  s   Vũ g T u   d   s  Vũ g ây V    T   
ĐỒNG NAI 
Cần Giờ   y đ  đế   ơ    d   w w ’    pp   c   g  ầ  G ờ  ầ  G ờ 
T ì   đơ    i lại thẳng ngay Sài 
Gòn 
W  p  s     u  p p  s   d    d s    g      S   Gò  S   Gò  
Sài Gòn  ước chảy phân hai T   S   Gò    v     s  w  d ff      cu     s  
Ai về G   Đị  , Đ ng Nai thì về.   m     G   Đị     d Đ  g N    f    p   s s y u Đ  g N   
 
Song B, by various authors from Huế to Sài Gòn (recorded by Prof. Bùi 
Quang Tùng) 
NB: This song is very similar to Song A (see identification of locations in song A). 
Transcription Transcription (suite) 
   è  c    ờ    ố     ơ xư , 
 Ng   bu       c uyệ  đ  buô , Nam        ữ  ú đ  vừ  c    gươ , 
N   c   g ả  bu      sự  gâm  g ,  Gặp    u c ư      đ  cườ , 
 Bắ   ừ g  -đị   kể    Kì  mũ     -phú     ơ     ều g è. 
    c     uậ -  á  g     uế kể vô,  N   x     ước b c  c ỉ   g ê, 
 T ê    ờ  k ô  p ục       đô, B    ườ g, g      ọc dự  kề    g g   . 
Dướ  sô g buô  bá     vô dập dìu,  Vát ra   ấy  ố k ô-cao, 
 T ê    ờ  vu    uấ  đức  g  êu, Vác mặ  x m v     ấy b     -ra, 
Dướ  sô g  ập   ị,  ập đ ều sử  s  g,  N ắm c ừ g g    mắc buô g qu , 
 T ê    ờ   g    ợp  ò  v  g, Dy-   g, p ườ g mớ , x    đ   ê  x   . 
Dướ  sô g    y cá   g ê    g  g c ậ    ,  Vũ g bầu,  ước  gọ   ố k   , 
 Nầy đ ạ  các  á    ở vô, Vũ g  ô, suố  bú g    ệ   ì    ê  vu . 
T uậ -      c ố    uyề  đô    v  ,  T ươ g c     ớ mẹ  gù   gù , 
 Vát    mộ  đỗ  k ơ  c  ,  ò   ú  k -  ử c   gườ  b  g c   
T  sẽ  ầ  v     ì  ớ  cử  ô g   ờ    ề dướ   ước   ê     , 
 N y đ  g áp p     uậ -phong,  ì   k ô   ư đá sơ  s   để đờ , 
 ò   m, cử  k ễ   ằm     g    y   , Vũ g   m, b   bắc x m c ơ , 
 Nớ   è   á g bá     ở   , T   g k     ò    ẹ ,  g      ờ  cỏ câ  
K ỏ  mũ  c âu mớ    ì     ầ  v  ,  Nam  ò,    dượ   ầ   ầ , 
 Ng   ê   ú  ả   ấ  c  , Ră g- ô, mũ  yế  đ  gầ     g m  , 
T  sẽ  ầ  v   b   c uố ,    g dơ ,   ử  g ả có hòn án ngoài, 
      m  ước c     ả     ơ ,  ác  á  c ạy  g    kêu  ò      x   . 
 ò        ằm đ      ơ  cử     ,  Vũ g m      g vị    g    g    
  ử      cò  ở     g x ,  ù mô g, vũ g    c  ă  qu    b     ề . 
T ước mũ  sơ -trà sau có con nghê,  G    b ,    k é  đặ   ê , 
 Vũ g   m, b   bắc dự  kề, Sơ -dươ g g    m m  ố    ề  vũ g   , 
 ỹ-k ê    g mớ    m  g ề  ướ  đă g.  N ắm c ừ g vũ g  ắm buô g qu , 
 Ng  về      ước   ẳ g bă g, Xuân-đ  , mũ  yế  c ạy qu   ố   ầu, 
   c ù    ờ p ậ , p ậ  bằ g         ê g.  á      gác xố    ề     u, 
 Lao xanh   y đ  gầ  m ề , Sơ     y  ấ  m u  ợ gấm k m quy. 
Hòn la, hòn  ụ   ằm   ề   ò     ,  Hòn chùa g   đậu mộ  k  , 
 Năm  ò   ằm đ  k ô g s  ,       ừ g mây  ức vậy   ì b -liên, 
Hòn khô, hòn dài láo nháo nên vui.  Ng   ê    ấy mả c  -b ề , 
 Ng  về cử  đợ    ươ g ô  ! Kì  kì   ạ    ấy b    ê  c ớp c   , 
 ò    m  ằm dướ  m  cô  mộ  mì  .  Dinh bà có tháp xây ngoài  
Tam-ấp   -bứ  c   ạ    ờ  s   ,   ạy  ế  b   d    ớ  cử     -nông. 
Bàn-thang c    ơ luôn kinh an-hòa,  Ng      ờ  k ô c ấ  c ập c   g 
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T ước mũ  cây qu      ệ      ổ g b   ,  ũ   ậy c  đá b   x   , 
  âm c âm, cỏ  gự    ờ  s    Tạc để  ưu   uyề   ố   g  ệp  ù g-vươ g. 
 ả g gả  , mỹ-g ả g ă  qu    vũ g-tàu.  Ô-rô  ú   ấ  bố  p ươ g, 
 Nớ   è   á g  á  m u m u,  ị  mù sơ     y   ư gươ g  ự  đ , 
Châu-m ,  ò  ượu s  g x    ò        Bị  bù g c ừ  mộ  đườ g vô, 
 Vác mặ  x m   ấy bàn-thang, Dầu   m, dầu bắc k ô g xô p       , 
Ng      ờ       é  ằm  g  g s -kỳ   ò   ử  k ô g   ấp, k ô g c  , 
 Quả g-ngãi, trà-khúc núi chi, Vác mặ      g v   b   võ sóng ngang. 
Có hòn thiên-ẩ  dấu g   để đờ .   ò  gầm s  g bổ c uyể  v  g, 
  ò  sụp    sẽ buô g k ơ ,   ạy  ế  cá    ắm  ạ  s  g đ  -m  , 
R  g vị  ,  g    vờ   ú  đấ  mê   m  g.       m  ờ    ố    ươ g ô , 
 Bu m g ươ g b  cạ   sẵ  s  g,   ạy k ỏ  đ  -m    ớ  đầm b  g  , 
     m c ú g bạ     êu đ  g  ư  ươ g, T   g   ờ  b   cá    ườ g s , 
 ỹ-á, cử  cạ ,    g   ươ g,    đô   ướ  b  , c        ô  dâ . 
D      ếu, b     ườ g x c    ố b   b  ,  X  cừ   y đ   ầu gầ , 
        ấy mũ  s -hoàng    v   cứ  bé lánh thân trâu- ằm, 
Kì  kì  đ    ấy   m-qu      ều dừ .  Bế  đò  ò  k     ăm  ăm, 
  ạy k ỏ    âu- ằm  ớ  cử  cây su g, Vá  mộ       ỏ  ạ     y vâ . 
       ,  ò  đụ  c  p vu g,  Ng    kỳ-vâ      g     g   ề  g ế g bộ g, 
Ng  xuố g đả-đạc  uô  k    bình-hòa. Vá  mộ         g  ộ g c   k ơ , 
 Nha-    g xuố g c ụ  b   x ,  B      c    v   c   vờ , 
K  vô mu  đệm,  gườ     mu  c ằ g,  uố  c   k ỏ   ạ  p ả   ơ      g   , 
      m mừ g  ỡ  ă g xă g,  S  g  è ,   ở  á  qu     , 
Ngườ   ỏ    ăm v  , k   ỏ    ăm   , Vũ g   u đ      g  ạ   ò  vũ g m y, 
      m c è  ượu  ỉ   ,   ầ  g ờ   y đ  đế   ơ . 
Xù g xì   b   m ễu   ì     ướ  v  , T ì   đô       ạ    ẳ g  g y s  -gòn, 
 Ng      ộ   g ạ  sóng xao,  Sài-gò   ước c ảy p â     , 
Vác mặ  x m v   b   d  , con nghê.    về g  -đị  , đ  g       ì về. 
  ụ  đè   g  xuố g c ỉ  -ghê,  
Ng  về  ò   ỷ dự  kề c m-linh,  
 Mò- , g ỏ-    ấ  x   ,  
 ạ    êm đá-vác  dự  kề vũ g g ă g.  
 Vũ g g ă g, đá-vác    ư      ,  
    bê   ú   ấ  xu g qu      ư bu  g,  
 ặc dầu   uyề  đậu bá  buô ,  
N      đì     ú ở  uô  mặc  ò g.  
 Tú    ơ c è  ượu x m c ơ ,  
Bu m g ươ g b  cạ     ắm vờ  c ạy   .  
 Nam mù mù hòn chông b    ử ,  
K ỏ  m  -dằ g mớ   ớ  p   -rang,  
 Vũ g   ò       á g  g      g  g,  
T   g x    âm   ẫm     g   mũ  d   ,  
 Qu  mũ  d    c     ề  c    vạ ,  
Tắ  mặ    ờ  xác   á     đ .  
 N ắm c ừ g b    ướ  đ  qu ,  
Tây p ươ g c ỉ mũ   á  đ  gác đô g.  
 An- ò   ẳ g  ặ g muô  p ầ ,  
B     ê  đ  k ỏ  k u ô g  ạ  gầ .  
 Lao-cao, cà- á    đây,  
Lòng song, mũ  c ọ   ẳ g  g y    g    
Ng  vô   uyề  đậu  g ê    g  g,  
G    s  ,   ạ   ướ  v    qu  g   m  g ề   
  ử  dườ g   y đ  gầ  kề,  
 ạc  k   p       g    g ề xô  x  .  
 N ắm c ừ g mũ    ỏ buô g qu ,  
Vũ g mô , đá dự g đ  x   ò   ườ g,  
  ò   g ề, quả g     dự   ươ g,  
Ở     g c  vũ g   ư      ă g bằ g,  
 B    ạ g, g      ọc     g x ,  
 ò   ơm, mũ   é    đườ g vô   .  
 T ô g x  mu  dặm bá  c ừ g,  





Transcription Transcription (suite) 
    m  đố  c   g      ô g,  
Sơ   âm mộ  gá   c ấ  c   g     vai.  
 G   g    y đ  đế   ơ ,  
     m   m  ễ mộ         qu ,  
 Nớ   è  xây  á    ở   ,  
 ò     g, cử  cạ  ấy      m  â ,  
 Sóng ào-   bu m dươ g b  cạ  ,  
  ạy mộ       ỏ  ạ    -gì,  
  ò  b ,  ạ  gõ mộ  k  ,  
Ng    k ơ   ạ  đập,     g     ạ    ,  
 Bu m g ươ g b  cạ   c ạy vô,  
 ũ  b    c k ểm qu    c     c  m.  
K m  gâ   ễ vậ  cú g dườ g,  
 âm  âm k ẩ   guyệ   ò g   ườ g c ớ quê ,  
 B   g ố g c ạy   ẳ g x c -ram,  
 ưỡ   ế qu  k ỏ ,  ạ  cam  ằm  g   .  
 Ng    b   ũy s  g  ề  cử  cạ ,  
 
Song C, by MM. Nguyễn Lao & Nguyễn Thành Niên, from Thuận Hóa 
[Huế]    Vũ g T u 
 
Transcription Translation Locations 
Ng i bu n lấy giấy c ép c ơ .  We pass idle hours writing down our song  
Trong dinh ngoài bởi cái nghề lái ghe buôn.  From the palace to the sea, navigating the 
m  c     s  ps,     ’s  u     d . 
 
Đêm k uy   g i buộ  đặc chuyện ngâm 
nga.  
Having done our work, we compose the song in 
the dead of night 
 
Kể từ Nam Bộ kể ra, kể hết.  We sing the south-to-north song, naming all the 
places along the way 
 
Thuận quà ngoại Quế kể vô, trên thời vua 
miểu Tiế g Đ  dướ  sô g các  á     vô đ  
nhiều, trên thời Châu Tuấn Hoa nghiêu 
dưới sông các lái lập diều.  
U    d   d    m    us, w  s           s u   
s      g f  m  uế. O     d     k  g up   ds 
justice; on the river, countless merchant ships 
come and go. On land peace, law and order 
prevail; on the river, merchant ships come and go 




Sửa sang trên thời lợp   ư  g    vả  dưới 
sông các lái nghinh ngang chật h .  
The river is crowded with splendid ships, grand and 
proud 
 
Thuyề   ô    y đ  mới dô.  My ship has just docked  
Chung phong là chốn thuyền giữa giời,  
phát ra mộ  mú  c   k ơ  dá  mặt xiêm dời 
Bãi Chuối,    g Dơ , Bá   ờm,  
nằm dưới kề  ơ  k           m c i nước 
đêm    k ỏi m i Châu mới thề ta lại vào.  
Our boat is in the middle of nowhere, and 
suddenly we spot Bãi Chuố , … 
QU NG NAM  
Bãi Chuối,  
   g Dơ  
Bái nờm, 
M i Châu 
 this is where we go at night to get our water and 
our firewood.  
 
Lát ra một mui khỏi cao dát mặt xiêm dào 
lại thấy con nghê.  
Bãi Bấ    y đ  dựa kề, Bãi Nờm nằm dưới 
làm nghề  ướ  đ  .  
At night we leave M i Châu and we carry on for a 
while, and then we come upon Bãi Bất which is 




Ng  v   N   Nước len xen thấy chùa thờ 
Phật, Phật kề Tài Thiên.  
    Xăm   y đ  gần miền Hòn Lá, Hòn Lụi, 
Hòn Dài lao xao nên vui, ngó vào Cử  Đợi 
thân ôi, Hòn Nờm nằm dưới m  côi một 
mình.  
From the sea, we look inland, and we see the 
Buddhist temple (Tài Thiên) and we travel on to 
Lao Xăm which is very near Hòn Lá , Hòn Lụi, Hòn 
Dài, and then we enter Cử  Đợi and alas Hòn Nờm 
is lying there by itself, so lonely.  
[Five small 
islands near Cù 
Lao Chàm] 
Tam  p có rạng trời sinh, Màng Than Cửa 
Xể luôn kinh An Hòa, Sa Cần Quảng Ngãi 
bao xa, khỏ  mũ   ây Quý    ấy Sống Binh, 
S  g B    c  mũ  Ă  Qu   , ă  qu    
At dawn, we reach Tam  p, and them we see 
Màng Than Cửa Xể and then the An Hòa channel, 
Sa Cần Quảng Ngãi are not far.  
As we leave mũ   ây Quý , we see Sống Binh, at 
QU NG NGÃI  
An Hòa channel 
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ghề   đá, ă  qu    Vũ g T u.  Song Binh there is another mũ  which rounds back 
on Vũ g T u.  
Mới lèo Rắn lái cho mau, Châu me Tịch 
Rượu     ơ  xuôi hàn, dát mặt Xiêm thấy 
màu than, ngoài thời Lao ré trong ngan Sa 
kỳ.  
   ’s   w qu ck y        p  c s w     w  [….] Sa Kỳ 
Trà Khúc, Quảng Ngãi là Chi, có hòn Thiên 
Án dấu g   để đời.  
In Trà Khúc, Quảng Ngãi, there is an island called 
Thiên Án.  
Trà Khúc river 
Hòn Trạc    y đ  buô  k ơ ,     g vịnh 
ngời dời thấy bãi Ban Ban dát ra khỏ  mũ  
Kha Hoàng.  
Hòn Trạch is far out at sea, but inside the bay, 
there is Ban Ban beach, running along the mũ  K   
Hoàng.  
 
Kìa kìa lại thấy Tam Quang nhiều dừa.  
Nhớ lời thề thốt thuở xư    m        ữ 
tú là vừ  c    gươ , gặp    u c ư         
cười ngó xuống cửa thử thấy  gười b n 
con một mình, ng   đ  c    v  . 
   k,    k,      ’s T m Qu  g w       s  f c c  u  
trees. 
When you look to Cửa Thử, you can see a woman 
holding her child (legend), sitting there in all her 
loneliness. 
BÌ H ĐỊNH 
Tam Quan 
Thấy  gười phậ  đá s    c   để lời:   
Di rố g    được rần rần.  
San hô bế  đá  ại gầ     g m  , b   đất có 
hòn án ngoài các lai, chạy hoài gọi Hòn Lao 
Xanh, Lao Xanh có muỗ  ă  qu    ă  
quanh gành mắ , ă  qu    dù g bầu, trâu 
lặng trâu lộc, Phậ  đá quá x   ,  ại thêm 
nội ngoại cận kề bình ba, mỗi nậy ngó thấy 
xa xa, côm ranh làm núi thật là ổ    ươ g 
lao cau niềm b      g  ươ g,  ại gần có bãi 
đá,  
[Rumb   g s u ds  f     d  g  ]…   c        f 
     m   v    g ,   d      ’s     s   d jus   ff    s 
village, and from that island if you keep going you 
will reach hon Lao Xanh. And Lao Xanh is overrun 
by m squ   s,    y     ck y u   y s [….] 
You can see Mui Ne in the distance, and Cam Ranh 
f  m  g     m u     …T          w  g          s 
a [rocky place between the land and the sea]. 
Cù Lao Xanh  
 
có chùa Cổ Thạch thật là vui thay, Ke Gà có 
ngọn hả  đă g, quây qu  quây  ại rất vui 
tuyệt vời,  
And there is also the Co Thach temple. There is a 
lighthouse at Ke Gà,   ’s s  w  d  fu     s     .  




Hòn Nòm thì ở mộ   ơ    âu  ặng trâu lội 
lộc ở dời binh ba, ngó thẳng ngó xa, kỳ dân 
   mũ    ậ     D     ô, Vũ g T u    c ốn ra 
vô     ơ  buô  bá  b ết bao hạ g  gười, 
ng i bu n nhớ lại hổ  gươ  đ  x  c   mấy 
c   gười về không là về không. 
Hòn Nòm ….[not clear]…. F  m Hòn Nòm we keep 
going, and then we reach Dinh Cô, Vũ g T u which 
is a place of commerce, and there are many kinds 
of people here.  
V    T   
Tác giả       g y xư   ưu  ại nhuận bút In a moment of reflection, I feel ashamed because 




Song D, by  . Võ V     , f     uế       S    ò  (s  ps    Bì   Định) 
Transcription Translation Locations 
Địa danh hành trình – Nhật trình Names of places we encounter on our voyage-
diary 
 
Kể từ các  á  đ  buô ,  We sing the song of merchant sailors  
đến khi ng i bu n kể chuyện ngâm nga We sing a song and tell about the voyage  
Kể từ G   Định kể ra  W  s  g     s u  -  -        v g      s  g, 
s      g f  m G   Đị   
 
N y đ    uận hòa từ Huế kể vô The land is now peaceful so we sing the north-to-




Trên thời khôi phục tiề  đô On land the old capital has been rebuilt  
Dướ      ươ g  ịch do ra dập dìu   
Trên thờ  c  đức Thuấn Nghiêu In the capital a wise king rules  
Dướ      ươ g  ịch luậ  đ ều sửa sang On the rivers law and order has been restored  
Trên thời ngói lợp tà vàng  On land golden palaces shine  
Dưới ta th y các nghênh ngang chật h   The rivers bursting at the seams with pavilions  
N y đ ạn các lái tới vô  We are sailing to the south from the capital  
Thuận An là chốn thiề  đô    v    
 
T uậ      s w     b   s c m    d g  T uậ     





Transcription Translation Locations 
Ta mới lần vào bãi Chuố ,    g Dơ  [   Rơ ] W  w    s  w y m k   u  w y    B     uố ,    g 
Dơ  
B     uố  
   g Dơ  
[near Hai Van 
Pass] 
Ghé vào c    ước nghỉ  gơ   We land at this place to find firewood, water and 
to take some rest 
 
Hòn Hành ló thấy     ơ  cửa Hàn   ò        s   c   d     ử      QU NG NAM  
Cửa Hàn còn ở trong xa,   ử       s s     fu          [Cử  Đ  Nẵng] 
ng   mũ  Sơ  T      c  c    g ê 
 
T   sp   w     Sơ      m u      m   s     s   
has the shape of con nghê  
Sơ      
mountain 
Ng  vô N   Nước dị kỳ  F  m         N   Nước m u          w y  s c     [Ngũ      Sơ ] 
Chùa này phật hỡi dạy thì tề thiên    
 ò        y đ  gần miền  Lao Xanh is not too far away [Cù Lao Chàm] 
Hòn La hòn Lựu nằm liề   ò  Tơ    ò   á,  ò   ụ        x      ò  T    
5 hòn nằm đ  k ô g s    That is where the five small islands are located. No 
mistake about it. 
[five small 
islands near Cù 
Lao Chàm] 
Hòn Nờm nằm dưới m  côi một mình  ò  N m  s     by   s  f   k       p    [Hon Nờm is 
Hòn Ông] 
Năm  p, Hà Bớ là tình   Năm  p village, 
Hà Bớ village 
[     Được 
market] 
B   T ơ ,  ửa S , luôn kênh An Hòa  B   T   ,  ử   ở  s w     s        c    ? QU NG NGÃI  
[     Bì   Sơ , 
Vũ g Quý ] 
 ử   ở c       
Suối Cần (Sa Cần), Châu Ổ bao xa  S   ầ    d   âu Ô         v  y f     w S   ầ  
  âu  ,  ò  ượu     ơ  Quá        âu   v    g    d  ò Rượu  s   d …  ò  N     
Gác mũ  x m   ấy B   T ơ     k    d   d y u w    s   B   T     
Ngoài thành Lao Ré nằm ngang Sa Kỳ Ou          p   s       Ré    s  c  ss S  Kỳ Cù Lao Ré and 
S  Kỳ 
Quảng Ngãi, Trà Khúc núi chi What  s      m u         Qu  g Ng   T   K úc? T   K úc   v   
Trời sinh thiên ấ  g á  g   để đời Heaven created the celestial seal for evermore  
Hòn Sập ta phả  buô g k ơ  
(Đế  đ     p ả  đ  k ơ , k ô g được đ  
lộng nếu không mắc cạn) 
    ò  Dụp w  will head out to the sea  
Trong vịnh ngoài giờ   ú  Đấ , Đô g G   g In the bay and out there, the land and mountains 
stretch as far as the eye can see 
 
Trà Niên rộng rãi nghênh ngang 
Xuôi một bãi Nứa, Hộ     b     ường 
T   N ê   s v s    d m g  f c    
S     g s u     w  d B   Nứ ,  ộ       d B   
T ườ g 
 
Mỹ Ác ở cậ     g T ươ g T  d    d c mm  c     ỹ Á   d  ử   ạ  p   s  ỹ Á v    g  
Xuôi hế  b     ườ g x c  …   
Gác ra khỏ  mũ  S      g  W  s    p s      p      f S      g? [Sa Huỳnh] 
Ngó vô Bắc kỳ kìa núi Tam Quan nhiều 
nhiều  
W     k b ck    Bắc Kỳ    s       m  y m u     s 
of Tam Quan 
BÌ H ĐỊNH  
Tam Quan 
… …  
…  ò      , mũ  Bắc quanh co 
   g Dơ , b     uố      ơ  g    ù  
Sơ  T   3  gọn tháp cao 
… T   m   d    g  ò         d  ũ  Bắc,    g 
Dơ    d B     uố      w         w  d b  ws. 
T           g    w  s  f Sơ  T   … 
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Song E, by various authors, from Thuận Hóa [Huế] to Bắc Ninh (recorded 
by Prof. Bùi Quang Tùng) 
 
Transcription Transcription (suite) 
Kể  ừ TH Ậ -HÓA kể   , Ng  vô  ử  S   c ơ  vơ , 
Kể  ớ  Cửa-Việt kể qu  Cửa Tùng, Ng      ờ  c  mũ  c   ơ       ằm, 
Q     TRỊ đị    ế vô cù g, Ng   ê   ò  ắ    ẳ g dă g, 
Đô g   ờ   ò   ỏ  ây   ờ   ươ g-giang,  ò  D   ò    é   ạ  ă  ở   ầm, 
Tỉ     ờ  cầu sắ  bắc s  g,  ò  Ngư K ều  gự   ú  què  
   đườ g x   ỏ  x m    g     x  , Dù   m     dự  cũ g bằ g     g k   , 
 ũ      k ô g   ấp k ô g c  , Ng  vô cử  Ng ệ   êm x   , 
 ác  á     v     á    ố K ơ -k ơ ,  ác  á  đẹp  ì   g é  ạ  bá  buô , 
 ò   ỏ cò   g    k ơ ,  ạc -Què  cò  ở p      ê , 
 ác  á   ỡ  vờ   ăm  ố  p ả  c  ,     gô  đá  ổ  đặ   ê  Rạ -Bà, 
Ngó lên bãi cát còn dài, N ắm c ừ g b   cá  bá    , 
  ạy k ỏ  ũ      đ  đế  Dừ  Đô .  ạc     c ạy k ỏ  N  -b     đây, 
Ng  vô     g  ú  N ư-Ngôi, Khen cho đị  cuộc k é  xây, 
Đầu b  Tục đệ p ả  c     m c ừ g, T   g   ờ  c  cử   g      ờ  g   dă g, 
Q    -BÌNH p ố xá  ư g bừ g, Đô g  ộ  c   ạ  ă  d , 
Đô g   ờ  B  -Độ  ây   ờ  D êm-la,    k    Vũ g Ngọc để       v  , 
T ươ g   uyề  các  á  đ    ,  ũ  B ệ  k ô g   ấp k ô g c  , 
G é cử  N ậ - ệ vậy m   g ỉ  gơ ,  á   á     v   để dự   ước    , 
     m g é  ạ  m  c ơ ,  ò  ê cò  ở c    v  , 
Đ  c ợ T ầu-  ấ   g ỉ  gơ  b  g     g,     ăm bảy  ò  xúm x     ư mô, 
D     ô   m  ễ sẵ  s  g, Dù     ê  xuố g    vô, 
 ác  á  bă g  g   Phú-đị    ẳ g  ơ ,   ạy  g    p ả  g ữ T u-ô cướp c ừ g, 
 ò    ê  vố     ệ  c  vơ , T ờ  đị   vậ  số vô cù g, 
    g vị    g    vờ  cử  Vọ  uô  qu ,      m   ệp  ực đá   cù g T u-ô, 
  ạy  ê  mộ  đỗ  x  x , Đá       bắ  mổ  ấy g  , 
K ỏ  mũ  Đá-  ảy  ý- ò  quả  b  , Để   m cuộc  ượu   ưở g c   g c  cô g, 
T ê    ờ       g       x  , N m   ờ  k  ế   á    ẳ g xô g, 
Dướ  sô g g   đậu   ư b u  ạ       ,   ạy k ỏ   ử  Bạ   ò  Gầm    đây, 
  ạy  ê  đế  CỬA SÔ    IA H,  ò  Gầm  ầu sắ  k é  xây, 
 ử  sâu   ăm   ẳm  ước x      ư c  m,     ò  c  sứ c   ây c     uầ , 
Phú-đườ g    c ố  d      m, Đêm   ờ  đè  đ ệ  sá g   ư g 
Ba-đ   p  ê   ụ cả   cò    êm mê, B    g y x m   ấy   ư  ừ g m   s  , 
 ả   G   g     cử  ê  ề,  ạc -T u   ô  đ   ớ   ơ , 
Vố      Tuầ  p áp   m  g ề   m c   , Tớ   ỉ   T    -    x m c ơ  g á    g, 
 ử  Rò  bê  b   bê  g   , Tỉ     ờ  cầu sắ  bắc  g  g, 
Ng      ờ  c   ạ  ă  qu     ê  c ù ,     bê  các   ú    ư    g bị  bù g, 
Vũ g c ù  g   bấc k      , K    c        ước c  công, 
 ò  G ò cò  ở c        mộ  mì  ,  ầu bắc   m-   g    ê   ạ vô s  g, 
 ũ         cụm     k   ,       g ữ  ấy   m  ò g, 
N m   m g   dự  k ô g  ì   k ô g  g  ê g, T ừ-m    gạ  gấm c  đô g c   c ừ g, 
B   Bò   m   ổ    ườ g xuyê , Ng     s  g dợ   ư g bừ g, 
 ác  á    ươ g   uyề  p ả   g  m  đ ,    cũ g c   c ừ g  ò  ệ    đây, 
Sơ  dươ g các   ú  dị kỳ,  ạc -  ườ g cò  ở  g     ầy, 
Tam-Sơ   ằm đ      g   ì g   xuô ,  ò  Bò  ằm đ  vậy   ờ  m  cô , 
Ng  vô cử  K ẩu   êm vu ,    ều     g é Vệ  g ỉ  gơ , 
N m  ò ũ  Á      ơ   ục   uyề ,  Sá g  g y đá    ước    k ơ  bắ  bầu, 
Hà- ị    ú  b     ê  m ê , T ầ -p ù  ú  kế    ễu c âu, 
  ạy đ  gầ  m ề   ử  N ượ g    đây, Bắ  c   đặ g bầu  ử   ổ g mớ  xuô , 
 ò  Yế  cò  ở  g     ầy, Ng  vô   ước-d ệ  bù   gù , 
K   G  c   ạ  ă  g ây  g  g d  ,   ạy  ê  đế  đ  mớ  vu   ỗ    uyề , 
Dù   m cũ g p ả  c ạy  g   , Diêm-sơ  gạ  gấm   ườ g xuyê , 
  ạy  ê   ử  b   ặ -     ộ g k ơ ,   ạy k ỏ  k úc vị   gầ  m ề     vu , 
B  vu        ước   c   ươ g,    về   ú-  ệu    qu  NINH-BINH, 
Để c     u c ở cụp  ườ g các  ơ , Ninh-bì    ạ  gạ  quá x   , 
  ợ X         ạ  m  c ơ .  ác  á  đẹp  ì   g é  ạ  bá  buô , 
Đ  c ợ T ầu-  ấ   g ỉ  gơ   ượu    , Đô g-cô     cử   ư g bừ g, 





Transcription Transcription (suite) 
 ả - ạ g    đ  kề  ầ ,  
        ò gạc  ở gầ  đâu đây,  
Tỉ   N m đị  cuộc k é  xây,  
Bế  đò  ằm đ  bế  đây g   đì  ,  
  ợ T ầu c ợ Gạ    êm x   ,  
  ợ      ằm đ  đẹp  ì   ý   ,  
N    g  g p ố dọc d y d  ,  
T   g   ờ  c   ỉ    g      ờ    u neo,  
Kể x   gườ   gự    ư bè ,  
       mỹ- ửu  ạ  đ   p ố s  g,  
     ầy Bạc -thái giàu sang,  
N  ều bạc    ều v  g     cử  dễ c  ,  
T u   ờ    ầy sắm cũ g    ều,  
 ầm đ    ề  g p b      êu cũ g m  ,  
R     u đ  c ợ Quy-hoàn,  
Đ  c    ớ  c ợ  ạ  thèm bành dây,  
Tuy    c ố  ấy vu  vầy,  
T ư   ạ  cù g   ầy   - ộ  vu   ơ ,  
B  xu   u  ước cò  c  y,  
R   ớ      ầy bảy g ác  ê  x ,  
 ườ  g ờ x   ử   ớ   ơ ,  
Tớ  TỈ H HA- ỘI   ăm c ơ  g á    g,  
Tỉ     ờ  c  sứ c   ò .  
Đ  g đ   Ô g T á   ở m  đâu đây,  
 ử  ô ườ   ám k é  xây,  
Đ  g-xuâ   ự   ị đô g đầy  gườ    ,  
Đườ g   ờ  đè  k   sá g  ò ,  
B   cờ p ố ở    m  k ô g mê,  
  ố   ờ    ăm vậ  ê  ề,  
     ù g đệ mục vu  mê sự  ì  ,  
Ng  qu    ấy TỈ H BẮC-NINH,  
   cầu   ăm   ịp k ác  ì    ạ  qu ,  
 ả   g  u  gườ  k é    ư    ,  
 ờ  ă    ế g        m  k ô g mê,  
Ng   bu   c ép mấy  ờ  quê,  






Page 607  
S  g  , by   g Bảy Bơ , p        f   s  g      c v  s       u   b       
Nha Trang to Phú Yên.  
 
Transcription  Translation / Content
1
 Location 
Gác ra một chập đỏ cau   
Chia s  đ  v   vũ g   ò  c    gơ    
Chớn chở chị tỳ ra nằm  ước mặn ngụy ky 
cơ     
  
Xem ra ghe gác mộ  đ  g   
Trong thời nội ngoạ   g    đ  g gác   ê    
Anh em mới thốt ly bì   
Trong thời nội ngoạ   g    đ  g gác  ă g   
Anh em mới nói nhau rằng We then turned to each other and said  
Trầu c u   ước hế  m  gác  ă g   m gì   
Sang tàu bật tiếng một khi   
Cột bu m nằm đ       ì N   T   g Keep sight of Nha Trang KHÁNH HÒA  
Nha Trang 
Trên bờ phố xá v  vang On land, the splendid towns and cities  
Dưới biển ghe chạy nghênh ngang kia là Look there, in the sea, audacious boats sailing   
Ngườ  v   c   c    gười ra Whether arriving or departing  
 ũ g      ệp đặng vui ca chốn này People are bound to converge in this place  
Ngườ    y ă  uống no say Some eat and drink until they can eat and drink 
no more 
 
Người thầy v  v   cũ g    v ệc qua  Others amuse themselves with women  
Người thầy mu  đ  về nhà Still others buy goods to bring back home  
Tớ  đây xúc bá   xớt chia Come here and share a snack  
Tớ  đây mu  bá  để riêng mang về Come here, sell and buy something to bring 
back home 
 
Tiế g đ n Cát Lái sa mê  cc  d  g     um u s,  á   á  …  
Sợ ê Cát Lái mà chê tắm đì     ế g đ n đất 
chục là sinh 
  
Gá  đu       sắc để dành bán buôn Women make themselves beautiful to attract 
customers to their stores 
 
T ô    ô  đừng nói mà bu n Stop gossiping and start trading  
Kéo neo mà chạy xuôi luôn kịp đ   Pull the anchor and sail downwind to keep up 
with the other boats 
 
Vũ g Túc đậu bấ  đắc sinh   
Hòn Ngọc  ò  Xưở g c     c     c        
 ây xu g mũ  cỏ đ         
Bế  đò  ò  K     gười ta tiế g đ n   
T âu đằm  g     ước thả   ư    
Sá g s u mư   ạt dự   ư  bốn bề   
Hòn Rằm s  g vỗ lao xao  Hòn Rằm 
Vác mặt chạy vào bãi Vỏ thắp nhang   
Ô rô núi Tấ    ư       
Đầu ghề   mũ   ạy ghe ra   
Bên trên có bãi hiệu là bãi Môn   
Tiế g đ n Cát Lái chín thôn W ’v      d  f            m   s     á   á  Cát Lái 
Bu m g ă g b  cạ   đêm  ôm      đầm mast, spin to three sides, late into the night, 
follow, lagoon 
 
B   T ê  b   Xếp xinh thay B   T ê , b   Xếp looks pretty b   T ê , b   Xếp 
Mai Liên Hòn Chùa Hòn Dứa nằm g ă g    
ngoài  
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X. CARTOGRAPHIC CREDITS 
Unless otherwise stated, the copyright of the photos belongs to me or are listed here below; 
 
Figure 2-3: The Selden Map (1619-1653) [c. 1: 4 500 000 – 1: 5 000 000] 
- Full Title: The Selden Map 
- Year: 1619-1653 
- Repository / Reference: Held at the Bodleian Library, Oxford (BLO) [MS Selden Supra 105]  
- Size: c. 158 x 96 cm 
- Scale: 1: 4 500 000-1: 5 000 000 
- URL: http://treasures.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/The-Selden-Map [Accessed 2015/10/10]  
 
Figure 2-4: J      s V  gb   ’s m p c     d      c   c     (1665) 
- Full Title: Couchinchina 
- Year: 1665 
- Author: Johannes Vingboons 
- Repository / Reference: Held at the British Library (BL) [ADD.34.184-22 ] 
- Size: 19 x 16 cm 
- Scale: / 
- URL: http://www.atlasofmutualheritage.nl/en/Map-Cochinchina.7538 [Accessed 2015/10/10] 
 
Figure 2-8: Chart of a part of the coast of Cochinchina, from Cham-       Is   d        K  g’s R v  , by  . F  c  d  
la Carrière, Captain of a Fire Ship (A1745) [1: 350 000]  
- Full Title: Carte d’une partie de la Côte de Cochinchine, depuis l’Isle Cham-Collao jus u’à la Riv. Du Roi. Par 
Mr. le Floch de la Carrière, Capit. de Brulot 
- Year: 1745 
- Author: M. le Floch de la Carrière 
- Reference: d'Après de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis. 1745. Le Neptune Oriental ou Routier 
Général des Côtes des Indes Orientales et de la Chine enrichi de cartes hydrographiques. Paris: Jean 
François Robustel imprimeur. 
- Size: 21 x 35 cm 
- Scale: 1: 350 000 
- URL: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b5963009z [Accessed 2015/10/10] 
 
Figure 2-9: Pulo Condor, as presented in the Neptune Oriental (1745) [1: 70 000] 
- Full Title: Plan de l’Isle Condor 
- Year: 1745 
- Author: M. Didier, JB d'Après de Mannevillette 
- Reference: d'Après de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis. 1745. Le Neptune Oriental ou Routier 
Général des Côtes des Indes Orientales et de la Chine enrichi de cartes hydrographiques. Paris: Jean 
François Robustel imprimeur.  
- Size: 25 x 28 cm 
- Scale: 1: 70 000 
- URL: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b5963004w.r=ile%20condor [Accessed 2015/10/10] 
- Comment: Based on the survey of M. Didier in 1720. See next chapter for other maps of Pulo Condore 
 
Figure 2-10: Other map of the coast of Cochinchina between Cham Callao and the river of Huế, by le Floch de la 
Carrière, between 1755 and 1757 (signed in 1787) (Boudet and Masson 1931, pl. XVI) 
- Full Title: Plan d’une partie Plan d'une partie des côtes de la Cochinchine, depuis Chamcollao et la Rivière de 
Fayfo Jusques à celle du Roy ou autrement Song-hué, levé dans les années 1755 et 1756. Dédié à Monsieur 
le Maréchal de Castries, Ministre et secrétaire d’état au département de la Marine. [signed Le Floch de La 
Carrière, lieutenant de vaisseau retiré, Lorient, le 4 Juin 1787]  
- Year: 1787 
- Author: M. Le Floch de La Carrière 
- Repository: Held at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BNF), Département Cartes et plans, [GE C-6011] 
- Scale: 1: 350 000 
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Figure 2-11:        édu    d   '  c  p   d s I d s O        s, d’ p  s d      v        (1745) [c. 17 000 000] 
- Full Title: Carte réduite de l'archipel des Indes orientales avec les côtes du continent depuis le golfe de Manar 
jusqu'à Emoui à la Chine / dressée sur les meilleurs routiers et remarques des navigateurs, le tout assujeti 
aux observations astronomiques les plus exactes, qui ont été faites en differens [sic] endroits par les RR. 
PP. Jésuites et autres mathématiciens, par M. d'Après de Mannevillette 
- Year: 1745 
- Author: JB d'Après de Mannevillette 
- Repository / Reference: d'Après de Mannevillette, Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas-Denis. 1745. Le Neptune Oriental 
ou Routier Général des Côtes des Indes Orientales et de la Chine enrichi de cartes hydrographiques. Paris: 
Jean François Robustel imprimeur.  
- Bibliothèque nationale de France (BNF), Département Cartes et plans [CPL GE DD-2987 (7495 B)]  
- Size: 63 x 90 cm 




Figure 2-12: Chart of the China Sea, Alexander Dalrymple, (1771) [c. 1: 4 500 000] 
- Full Title: A chart of the China Sea. Inscribed to mons. d'Après de Mannevillette, the ingenious author of the 
Neptune Oriental as a tribute due to his labours for the benefit of navigation and in acknowledgement of 
his many signal favours to A. Dalrymple 
- Year: 1771 
- Author: Alexander Dalrymple 
- Repository / Reference: Held at the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (BNP), [cota CC-1369-A] 
- Size: 76.3 x 55 cm 
- Scale: 1: 4 500 000 
- URL: http://purl.pt/4603/3/ [Accessed 2015/10/10] 
 
Figure 2-15: Sketch of Blomfield  
- Full Title: Plan of Turon Harbour, on the coast of Cochinchina, by Capt. Arthur Gore & Philip Bromfield [sic], 
then Officers in the Ship Admiral Pocock, 1764  
- Year: 1764 
- Authors: Philip Blomfield, Arthur Gore 
- Reference: Held at the Biblioteca Nacional de Espana (BNE), [MR/6/I SERIE 53/013], and also at the National 
Library of France (BNF), [Collection d'Anville, 07136]  
- Size: 41.5 x 26.5 cm 
- Scale: [1: 140 000 – 190 000] 
- URL: http://bdh.bne.es/bnesearch/detalle/bdh0000130864 [Accessed 2015/10/10] 
- http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b5963010m [Accessed 2015/10/10] 
- Comment: Published by A. Dalrymple in 1774 
 
Figure 2-17 & 2-18: Horburgh’s       S        ,          s c     (s     I & II), 1823 [c. 1:2 500 000]  
- Full Title: China Sea (sheet I & II) 
- Year: 1823 
- Author: James Horsburgh 
- Repository / Reference: Held at the National Library of Australia (NLA) 
- Size: 66 x 50cm (on a 103 x 67 sheet) 
- Scale: c. 1:2 500 000 
- Comment: Sheet 1 of this chart (1821) was the first reasonably accurate delineation of the area already 
known to sailors as “T   Dangerous G  u d” (Hancox and Prescott 1995, 32). Nonetheless, for Vietnam, 
not all the locations were accurately fixed. Captain Vaillant noted that he found the position of Cham-
Callao and False Cham-Callao inaccurate from one to another (La Salle 1852, 294). 
- See 1806 versions at the National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, [G271:1/2] and [G271:1/2(2)], 
http://collections.rmg.co.uk/collections/objects/540325.html [Accessed 2015/10/10]. 
 
Figure 4-2: Profile of Pulo Condor 
- Full Title: Appearance of Pulo Condor, when the Harbour bears South East at one League distance- part of 
the plate representing the coast of Cochinchina (from Cham Collao Island to the Kings River By Mr. le 
Floch de la Carrière) and Pulo Condore (by Didier) 
- Year: c. 1778 
- Author: n.a. 





- In Sayer, Robert, and John Benett. 1778. Oriental Pilot, or A Select Collection of Charts and Plans Both 
General and Particular, Calculated for the Navigation of the Country Trade in the Seas Beyond the Cape of 
Good Hope [cartographic material]. London: Printed and sold by R. Sayer & J. Bennett. 
- Size: 3 x 34 cm 
- Scale: /  
- URL: http://bdh-rd.bne.es/viewer.vm?id=0000147375 [Accessed 2015/07/20] 
- Comment: / 
 
Figure 4-4: Map of Pulo Condor, 1745  
- Full Title: Plan of Pu      d   by  . d’ p ès d      v        
- Year: c. 1778 
- Authors: . D d   , d’ p ès d      v        
- Repository / Reference: Held at the National Library of Spain (BNE), [MR_6_I SERIE 53_000222_0001r] 
- In Sayer, Robert, and John Benett. 1778. Oriental Pilot, or A Select Collection of Charts and Plans Both 
General and Particular, Calculated for the Navigation of the Country Trade in the Seas Beyond the Cape of 
Good Hope [cartographic material]. London: Printed and sold by R. Sayer & J. Bennett. 
- Size: 22 x 34 cm 
- Scale: c. 1: 70 000 
- URL: http://bdh-rd.bne.es/viewer.vm?id=0000147375 [Accessed 2015/07/20]  
- Comment: Printed in Sayer 1750, copy of the map first published in the Neptune Oriental by d’ p ès d  
Mannevillette in 1745. The map is based on an original by M. Didier. 
 
Figure 4-10: Paskaart van de Baay van Padaran op de Kust van Tsiompa. Johannes Van Keulen, 1753 
- Full Title: Paskaart van de Baay van Padaran op de Kust van Tsiompa. leggende op 11 Gr.30 Ndr. Breedte. 
Te Amsterdam Bij Joannes van Keulen 
- Year: 1753 
- Author: Johannes van Keulen II 
- Repository / Reference: Held at the Scheepvaart Museum, Amsterdam [SNSM_b0032(109)06[kaart130]] 
- Also held at the National Library of Spain (BNE), [MR/6/I SERIE 53/194] 
- Size: 23.5 x 27 cm 
- Scale: /  
- URL: http://www.atlasofmutualheritage.nl/en/The-Bay-Padaran-on-Vietnamese-coast.5891 [Accessed 
2015/10/10] 
- http://bdh-rd.bne.es/viewer.vm?id=0000130719 [Accessed 2015/10/10] 
- Comment: published by Dalrymple in 1782, in English (BNE version) 
 
Figure 4-16:    f     f     c  s   f   p S     [ ũ  Yế ] (13°45'N)    T u     (16°5’N) (V d     1877 )  
- Full Title: Vue prise à 17 milles dans le S.S.E. au Cap San Ho. Extract of "Vues de la côte de Cochinchine. N. 
3548. 6ª . Du cap Sanho à Tourane". Dépôt des Cartes et Plans de la Marine, 1877 
- Year: 1862 
- Author: M. Vidalin, J. Geisendorfer (engraver)  
- Repository / Reference: Held at the National Library of Spain (BNE), [MR_000044_CONCHINCHINA_08] 
- Size: 3 x 41 cm (on pages of 36 x 54 cm) 
 
Figure 4-17: Profile of Cù Lao Chàm Parish and Barrow 1793 (NLA) 
- Full Title: Cochin China: Turon Bay with Pulo Campello or Callao as seen across the Isthmus. H.W. Parish 
- Year: 1793 
- Author: Henry William Parish 
- Source: Held at the National Library of Australia (NLA), [MAP RM 4617] 
- Size: 19.7 x 39.2 cm 
- Scale: / 
- URL: http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-232504201/view [Accessed 2015/07/31] 
- Comment: / 
 
Dayot's Maps 
Figure 2-16: Section of a map drawn by Felix Dayot, the Bay of Cam Ranh 1794. Note in red, the tracks of de 
Kergariou (Dayot 1807a, pl. 6) 
Figure 4-6: D y  ’s m p  f     S   Gò  R v   (D y   1807 , p . 2) 
Figure 4-7: Rosily's plan of Sài Gòn (Dayot 1807a) 
Figure 4-8: D y  ’s m p  f          b  w      p  S -J m s   d F  s  V       [ ũ  Ðá Vác ] (D y   1807 , p . 4) 
Figure 4-12: D y  ’s m p f  m   m R    B y    T m Qu   B y (D y   1807 , p . 5) 
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Figure 4-14: D y  ’s m p  f        b u s  f Xuâ  Đ   , Vũ g  ắm   d Vũ g     ,   c   d          ú Yê  p  v  c , 
1793 (Dayot 1807a, pl. 9) 
Figure 4-15: D y  ’s m p  f Quy N ơ     b u , 1793 (D y   1807 , p . 10. Right hand-side map) 
Figure 4-20: D y  ’s m p  f F  f    d T u    , by J    B    w   d   p         s , 1793,   p  duc d      by J-M 
and Felix Dayot, 1793 (Dayot 1807a, pl. 11) 
- Year: 1794 
- Authors: Jean-Marie & Felix Dayot 
- Repository / Reference: Held at the Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BNF), Département Cartes et plans 
[GE SH 18 PF 180 DIV 2 P 7 D]  
- Dayot, J.M., 1807, Atlas de Cochinchine 
- URL: http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b525055501 [Accessed 20/07/2015] 
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